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Mechanics of Marine Vehicles 

Marine 11ehicles must be capable of operating and sun,iving in extrem e conditions. 
11tese dramatic photographs on the following two pages show: 
(a) the bows of a submarine, USS Birmingham, clear of the 'Mlflter following an 

emergency surfacing manoeui;re (courtesy of Fairplay lntemarional); 
(b) a frigate travelling at speed in a rough sea which forces the bows to rise clear 

of the water and subsequently fall back in a 'slamming' motion (courtesy of 
the Admiralty Marine Technology Establishment , UK); 

(c) a fully -laden mpertanker with little fretboard which results in substantial 
deck-wem·ng in heavy seas (courtesy of Fairplay lnt emational ). 
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Preface 

Towards the end of the 1960s a postgraduate course on naval arch.itecture was 
started in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in University College London. 
The subject was to be developed from first principles to an advanced level and the 
course would therefore be particularly demanding. It was imperative that those 
who embarked upon it $hould possess an adequate background in applied mechanics. 
Inevitably , while some would be products of the Department's own undergraduate 
cowses in mechanical engineering, others would come from other universities and, 
indeed, other disciplines. If mass slaughter were to be avoided, therefore, some 
preparation would be needed. But what form should it take? 

In the event several members of the Department wrote sets of notes, not on naval 
architecture, but on the underlying applied mechanics. Originally, these notes were 
produced in the form of papers under the collective titJe '1he Mechanics of Fluid
borne Vehicles'. Naturally . as time went on, the material was a)tered, sometimes 
drastically ; new needs were perceived, and corrections and improvements were 
made. In particular, a major change resulted in the exclusion of aeronautical topics, 
so that 'Fluid-borne Verucles' became 'Marine Vehicles' . There was also a continuing 
need to bring the references up to date in a field that has been, and still is, de"Jtlop
ing rapidly. Trus book is based on the papers as they now stand, some of them 
havJng been modified more than once by more than one coOeague. Here and there, 
additions have been made by practitioners among our colleagues (e.g. in Section 3.7) 
and, although we were responsible for the original text we have not seen fit to edit 
these additions and modifications out again. 

The purpose of this book is to provide its readers with a dependable base from 
which to move into more advanced studies of vehicles assoc:iated with maritime 
technology. It is not aimed solely at the would-be ship designer, although that is 
one of its main objectives. 

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the assistance given by several of the authors' 
colleagues, some of whom have now left the Department. In particular, Dr W. K. 
Allen wrote the first versions of various notes. Professor A.G. Parkinson was much 
concerned with directional stability and con t rol and revised the material which now 
comprises Otapt er 10. Dr Eatock Taylor's work on structural dynamics is also 
much appreciated. 

Finally, we are grateful to Sonia Cayton who not only took on the task of 
converting an often hideously scrappy manuscript into typescript but also main
tained, at the same time, a happy shJp at home. 

Univerlity College London 
May 1981 
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I .I Th< Design PrOC<SI 

1 
Introduction 

Like any other type of design, that of marine vehicles (that is, of ships, submarines, 
buoys, waterwings, etc.) is a form of art. Th.is does not mean that it is something 
vaguely coMected Yrith 'the arts': rather, the process of design demands a skill 
which may even extend to a form of cunning, for design cannot be done (at least 
not realistically, imaginatively or comprehensively) just by foUoWi.ng rules. 

The reason why design cannot logically be called 'a science' lies at the very root 
of science. The object of science is to gain knowledge by observing, describing and 
interpreting various phenomena; it doessooften by reference to simpler phenomena. 
Science docs not seek to go furth er than this, although it would certainly have to 
do so if it were to be capable of giving positive guidance to the designer. 

1n effect the desjgn process creates trial solutions which need to be test ed ana• 
Jytically against requirements. Thus a preliminary design is analysed and then modified 
in the light of new information and insight obtained from this analysis. The modified 
design is then similarly evaluated, and so the proces., gradually continues towards a 
design that is suitable for development in detail. The alternation between synthesis 
and analysis is characteristic of all design, even though the alternatives may have to 
be examined at any stage. 

Until a basic approach has been developed a number of preliminary designs may 
have to be examined in parallel, in accordanc e with generaJ engineering practice. 
Thus a mechanical engineer might have to decide whether a power•actuated control 
system should be driven by hydraulic, electric or pneumatic means. Until a decision 
is reached all these po$$lbilities must be kept in mind. 

A proposal fora particular kind of marine vehicle will be the resul t of an exam.ina• 
tion of some conceptual need governed by economic or other constraints. Concept 
design such as this will not be considered further other than to note tha t the results 
of a technical design may have to be fed back into that framework for reapprai.sal.. 
It is important, however, to det ermine exactly the system which is of interest and 
to stat e the objectives plainly, The following questions are commonplace in the early 
design stage. Is the objective to create a marine vehicle which is technically excellent? 
Or should it have a minimum procurement cost or a minimum life cost? Or is it to 
achieve a stated level of readiness or safety or maintenance or performance? Just 
what compromise iJ required? 

Having defined the system which will be analysed and stated the objective(s) . it 
is ofte n convenient to construct a model of the problem. This is usually mathematical 
in character and represents the response of the proposed design to its environment. 
Physical laws derived by Newton, Bernoulli, Lanchester, Euler and many of their 
successors often provide suitable models and so, at Uttle expense, the design may be 
examined theoretically - and modified if necessary - without the need to build 
and test a physical model. or even a prototype. 
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2 / Mechanics of Mari/le Vehicles 
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Briefly. and rather crudely, the lines of thought suggested in Fig. 1.1 could fonn 
the basis ofa sound approach to design. Note that the 'tree· is only partly complete; 
it can be continued, depending on where the system boundary is drawn. It is not 
our present purpose, however, to examine the philosophy or techniques of the 
design process. We merely note that the design process is one of fonnul ation, 
evaluation and modification. 

The factors which need evaluation often, perhaps usually, have to meet conflict
ing requirements. Consequently, compromise is an important factor in design. And 
an important function of the analytical side of the design process is to give guidance 
on the malting of compromises, for it is often necessary to know the consequences 
of the acceptance of a compromise. 

Of course, rules can be - and frequently are - framed to help the designer avoid 
pitfalls when making trial designs. This is the value of experience . But experience is 
an equivocal ass.et: used intelligently (i.e. questioningly) it can save a great deal of 
unproductive effort; used unintelligently (Le. unquestioningly) it can still save 
effort , but it can also be stultifying. 

1.2 Nml Arcllitccturo and Related Fields 
In the required operation of marine vehicles, lives are often at stake and huge sums 
of money at risk. In addition, the problems confronting the designer are essentially 
diffu:ult ones, particularly on the technical side, as we shall see. The decision to 
proceed with a new design is thus not to be taken lightly. 

In the past these difficulties have forced engineers to specia!iu in particular types 
of marine vehicles. Naval architects, for instance, have designed ships, amassing in 
the process considerable knowledge over the years. The reader who intends eventu• 
ally to design ships would be foolish to disregard tttis accumulated knowledge and 
experience. 
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Introduction / 3 

The problem here is not that of mastering naval architectur e, however. We are 
concerned with marine vcrucles in generol, and there are many types of craft quite 
distinct from conventional surface ships. For example 

bathyscaphes paravanes 
dracones planing craft 
hovercraft sea-bed crawler vehicles 
hydrofoil craft submarines 
inflatable craft submersibles (manned or unmanned) 
muJti•hull craft surf boards 
oil and gas drilling rigs torpedoes. 

Obviously we cannot study all of these (and others not mentioned) as the naval 
architec t studies ships. In fact, our aim will be to provide a discussion of the mech~ 
anical problems that any or all of these types may raise. 

By the very nature of the subject consideration must be given to solid mechanics 
(i.e. the mechanics of the vehicle) and to fluid mechanics (the mechanic s of its 
enviroMlent). Now for the purpose of analys.is it is almost invariably best to identify 
either (a) the vehicle or a pan thereof, or (b) the Ouid or a part thereof . That is to 
say. it is usually better never to contemplat e a composite system comprising solid 
and fluid. Accordingly it is necessary to consider the forces that act across the 
fluid- solid boundary. 

The fluid forces exerted by the enviionment on an isolated vehicle may be 
constant or time dependent . The regime will in fact be one of the three types 
indicated in Fig. 1.2. The adjectives 'hydrostatic', •steady' and 'unst eady' will some
times be employ ed to describe the Joading of the vehicle by the Ouid. (Note that 
approximations may be made by treating unsteady loading as steady, or steady 
loading as hydrostatic, thus rendering otherwise intractable problems amenable to 
analysis.) Here, then, is one way in which an analy~s can be broken into parts. 

A second way of conveniently Conning a boundary within which an analysis 
may be confined is suggested by the relevant properties of the nh icles themselves. 
Whether or not a vehicle is assumed to be 'rigid' depends on what the analyst hopes 
to achieve. Thus,. although the rigid dynamics of a submarine is acceptable in discus
sion of its handling characteristics , it is nonsense in a discussion of submarine vibra
tion. The assumption of rigidity is made in studying handling characteristics because 
it is su.spected that the effect of a submarine's flexibility will be negligible. 

Hydnm atic 
loading 

Comtant 
bt1tic k>ading of 
tht vehic le) 

lno relat i~ motion 
bt~f luid 
particles) 

Fig. 1.2 

Forces app lied to 
vehicle by f luid 

Ste~y hydr odyn amic 
loading 
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from ttMid~ ii foie<II 
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loading 
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4 / Mechanlc1 of Marine VehicltJ 

Within the framework outlined in Table I.I it is possible to introduce most of 
the significant t echniques of contemporary analys.is of marine vehicles. Note, how
ever, that this framework covers only a part of the designer's task . Many areas of 
speculation must be left untouched, although Some of them, notably economics, 
ergonomics, material properties and prime movers, are vitally important . 

Table 1.1 Topics in the m~cl,anics of morine vehicles. 

Topic fluid fo1ces applied to vehicle 

Rigid Deformable Hydrostatic S1eady Umte.ady 

The ocean envitonmen1 Some rtlevam physiul and oceanographk propcrtiei of the ,ea 

S1ructural analysis X X X 

Vehicles at rest 

Models 

Vehicles in s1e.idy 
motion 

Propulsion 

Conuol of steady 
plarw motion 

DiJcctional stabilit y 
and control 

Structural dynamics 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

1.3 Mechanics of Marine Vehicles 

X 

X 

X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Obviously, a firm grasp of the principles of mechanics and their relevance and 
application is crucial for the success of any design project concerned with marine 
vehicles, which may often be extremely complex. The finally adopted vehicle 
system consists of a combination of many inter-related sub-systems, for example, 
communications, air-conditioning, navigation, control, catering, etc . Consequently, 
design teams are formed of specialists in differ ent fields together with others able to 
coordinate the separate and sometimes connicting interests to a final result which 
will provide the optimum amalgam. The imponance associated with the various 
$uh-systems depends , of course, on the type of vehkl e under consideration . Clearly, 
the operating characteristics of a fishery patrol vessel will differ considerably from 
those pertaining to a coastal ferry running a regular commercial service. Nevertheless, 
detailed studies can be carried out in common areas such as environmental con
ditions, stability , power and speed, control and the like. Many of these items can 
be investigated with physical models, and again these take on a wide variety. 

In the foUowing chapters the preceding points are developed on a broad basis 
but with emphasis always placed on principles rather than empiricism. Nevertheless, 
detail ed answers to most qu estions relating to the mechanics of marine vehicles are 
generally impossible to formulate without some reliance being placed on past 
experience. As stated earlier , it would be quite wrong to ignore or scorn accumulated 
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knowledge - and it would be equally wrong to accept it without question. Empiric
ism is therefore included in those places where it contributes fruitfully to the analysis. 
At the same time attention is drawn to the appropriateness and accuracy of experi
mental data and to the assumptions required by an analysis before the data may be 
used. 

The ocean environment in which a vehicle operates naturally has a strong influence 
on design and the duties to which the vehicle, and its sub-systems, are put. Perhaps 
the most dramatic effects of the environment occur at the air-water interface as a 
result of the interaction between the two viscous fluids. Strong winds, waves of 
various lengths, heights and steepnesses, spray, etc., limit the progress of ships and 
may cause discomfort t o the crew and passengers, substantial structural damage, or 
even cause the vehicle to capsize. Communications (radio and radar) become 
impaired under certain environmental conditions and changes in the properti es of 
sea water limit the performance of sonar devices used by submarines and anti· 
submarine craft. Ice in the sea is also a substantial hazard and inhibits movement in 
many coastal waters, inland seas and rivers. These matters are discu~d in Chapter 2. 

Oearly, any marine vehicle must remain in stable equilibrium when being launched 
and must maintain this condition when floating stationary or tied up to a jetty . 
(Even a hovercraft must float stably if, for example, the cushion lift fans fail and 
the skirts cannot be inflated.) Furth ermore, the attitude of the vehicle when station
ary must be consistent with bottom clearance, ease of loading cargo, crew comfort, 
safety and so on . The vehicle must also continue to have an acceptably stable atti• 
tude as stores are consumed or cargo taken aboard. These topics are investigated in 
Chapter 3 along with an introduction to structural analysis. The vehicle must have a 
structure compatible with the loading and its distribution. Once more, the details of 
the main structural design vary from one vehicle to another depending upon the 
application, and so we could anticipate a qWte different structure being used for a 
submarine as compared to a cargo carrier or a hovercraft. The purpose of the sections 
devoted to structural analysis is to show how the subjects covered in, say, courses 
on structur es, stress analysis, plasticity, etc:., may be brought to bear on problems 
related to marine vehicles. It is shown that reference to the 'ship girder' can produce 
techniques suitable for a ~tatic' analysis which may be linked to extreme loadings 
and steady motion. 

In general, when vehicles are unde rway statics no longer yields answers or accept• 
able accuracy. Whereas straightforward, albeit tedious, arithmetic is called for in the 
solution of statics problems of the type considered in Oiapter 3 , things become 
rather more complicated when hydrodynamics is involved. Indeed, equations of 
motion can only be solved with the a.id of experimentally determin ed coefficients. 
As prototype vehicles are large, relative to the required test facilities, smaller models 
are necessary, and the background to modelling alld the rules by which model results 
are projected to full-scale performances are examined in Chapter 4 . The extent and 
importance of test facilities are illustrated by means of photographs and a table of 
principal dimensions. 

Chapters S- 8 are concerned with the aspects of steady motion of marine vehicles 
on the assumption that in many instances perturbations on steady states are neglig
ible when the overall behaviour of a given vehicle is being considered. 

Chapter S discusses the equilibrium conditions required for the steady motion of 
ships and other displacement vehicles, such as deeply submerged submarines, ope rat• 
ing at low speeds, say at Jess than 17.S m s- 1 (i!!i 35 knots). The dilemma facing 
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designers in transfeningmodel data to full-scale predictions is discussed and contem
porary techniques to combat the difficulties are described. Components of resistance 
are analysed and special attention is paid to the problems of encount ering ice in the 
sea. 

There is a tendency nowadays for some navies and commercial operators to adopt 
high-speed craft which, because of power limitations, are smaller than conventional 
displacement vehicles. Different principles are then required and these are given in 
Otapter 6 in relation to planing craft, hydrofoil craft and hovercraft . An overall 
appraisal of h.igh-and low-speed craft is given along with data showing th e best 
operating rCgimes. 

The resistance to motion of a marine veh.icle must be overcome by a suitable 
propulsor and the means by whk:h this is achieved are presented in Chapter 7. Here 
the complexity of hydrodynamic interactions between the hull and , for example, 
a propeller is so great as to defy any kind of rigorous theoretical description. 
Although analyses are being developed which will gradually reduce the necessity 
for extensive experimental work much effort is still devoted to physical scaling of 
interaction processes. A brief appraisal of various types of propulsor is given, but it 
is concluded that for most purposes the screw propeller, open or shrouded, is still 
the best type by far. A method of determining th e overall dimensions of a propeller 
is described along with present-day developments on the initial stages of propeller 
design within the limitations of a steady flow analysis. 

tbving designed a marine vehicle which suits specified environmental limitations, 
remains stable and which is provided with a propulsor that matches the resistance 
of the vehicle some means of controlling and manoeuvring the craft is needed. 
Control surfaces are invariably in close proximity to a hull or propulsor and so 
hydrodynamic, and thus structural ,int eractionsare again called into play. A straight
forward approach to the analysis of control surfaces is outlined in Chapter 8 and is 
based upon a fust-0rder , small-perturbation theory. It is then possible to describe 
the principal features of some steady manoeuvres related to ships and submarines. 
Data are also given for the estimation of forces on rudders and hydroplan es when 
unifonn flow is again assumed. 

Whereas the •steady-motion' approach to the design of marine vehicles allows 
the overall features of th e vehicle to be assessed, there are numerous detailed matters 
which call for more refined theories. If these are ignored then important non-linear• 
ities, fluctuating forces, resonances, etc., are missed. And these:, in turn, could 
produce catastrophic failure of components, overshoot manoeuvres and instabilities. 
However, greater accuracy cannot be achieved without more complex and often 
more elegant analyses, and Chapters 9 and 10 are concerned With an introduction 
to a 'dynamic' or 'unsteady-motion• approach. Thus, Chapter 9 is devoted to struc
tural dynamics and differentiates between 'dry land' and 'wet sea• problems, The 
theory of beam vibrations is developed and its application to ship hulls is described 
in some detail. The underlying theory of the structural dynamics of ship hulls in 
antisymmetric motion is given along with a brief appraisal of 'added' mass. Th.is 
chapter concludes with a summary of the structural problems likely to be encount
ered with marine shafting. 

The directional stability and control of marine vehicles are covered in Chapter 10. 
The general equations of motion are developed and subsequently lineariz.ed (the 
vastly simplified forms of these equations are examined in Chapter 8). The nature 
of the deviations from steady motion are described and the slow motion coefficients 
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o r derivatives in the equations of motion for ships and submarines are examined . 
More general predictions of the perfonnances of control surfaces are presented and 
a nwnber of model and full-scale experiments used to assess perfonn ance are 
described. 

To conclude this section, we should perhaps stress the importanc e of mechanics 
to the pot ential naval architect, who would probably prefer to become bett er 
acquainted with ships! In the very first technical paper read before the Instituti on 
of Naval Architects, the Rev. Dr Joseph Woolley laid great stress on the importance 
of scientiflC fundamentals - of mechanics - to those who design and build ships ( I]. 
That importanc e has not declined in any way. Indeed, it provides the raison d 'itre, 
in a mod ern context, for the material th at follows. 

1.4 A Note on Units 

1n this book SI units (Systeme In ternational d'Unites) are preferr ed. Approximate 
British uni ts are given in parentheses although this practic e is sometimes omitt ed if 
confusion might result owing to congestion of data; the main exception occurs in 
Chapter 2 which deals with top ics in oceanography, meteorology and climatology, 
for in these subjects modem practice generally favours the widespread use of metric 
and better still SI units. 

A numb er of useful conversion factors (discussed in O,apt er 4) are given in the 
following list although some rounding-off has taken place in the presentation of 
subsequent data. Exact equivalences are given in bold type. 

Length 

1 5 
25 .4 mm= 304.8 mm 6080 ft 

I in I ft 1 British nautical mile 

Area 

1 = 0.0929 m
2 = 645 mm

2 = 0.836 m
2 

~ .-;;;, 1yd' 
Velocity 

1 
0.3048 ms - • 

I ft s- 1 
0.5l5ms - 1 0.447ms - 1 

I British knot I m.p.h. 

Second moment of area 

1 
8.63 x 10- 3 m4 = 4. 162 x 10- 7 m4 

1ft I in 

Volume 

2.832 X l0-l ml 

1ft 

1.639 x 10- s m3 0.7646 ml 

l in ~ 
Mass 

I = 0.4536 kg = 1016 kg= 1000 kg 
1 Ihm 1 tonm 1 tonn em 
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Volume flow rate 

1 
2.832 x I0- 2 m3 5- 1 

I ft3 s- 1 

Density 

_ 16.02 kg m- ' 62.4 lbm ft_, 
I = l lbm ft - 3 1000 kg m- J 

Moment of inertia (second moment of mass) 

0.042 14 kg m' 2.926 x 10-• kg m' 
I l lbm ft1 - I lbm in 

Fo rce 

I = 4.448 N = 9964 N 
1 lbf I tonf 

Moment of force, or Torque 

I = 1.3S6 Nm = 3037 N m 
1 lbfft I tonf ft 

Pressure: Stress 

I 689S N m- 't 
I lbf m- l 

Work; Energy 

I .S44x 107 N m- 2 

I tonf in 2 
1.013 x 105 N m-l 

I atmosphere 
105 N m- 1 

=---
I bar 

I = 1.3S6 I = 3.766 x 10- 7 kWh 3.6 x 106 J 
I ft lbf I ft lbf I kWh 

Powe r 

I _ 1.3S6 W _ SSO ft lbf ,- , 746 W 
~ lf tlbf , - I - I hp = --rt;p 

( Absolut e or dynamic) viscosity 

47.9 N s m- 2 0 .1 N s m- 1 

•=~=~ 
K inemaric viscosity 

1 
_ 0.0929 m2 s- 1 _ 10- • m2 s- • 

1 ft 2 5- 1 I stokes · 

Reference 

I. WooUey, J. (1860) , On the p resenl slate or the mathematical th eory or nava.1 uchitecture . 
T>ani. Inst . Nor. Archit., 1, 10- 38. 

t The uni 1 N m- 2 is given the name pascal (Pa) 
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2 
The Ocean Environment 

2.1 Introduction 

To specify realistic operational requirements the designer of a marine vch.icle must 
have some understanding of oceanography and meteorology, for he must cons ider 
the operation of the vehicle and the conditions within it. In the foUowing sections a 
number of relevant topics from these disciplines are introduced in order to provide 
understanding of the marine-vehicle environment. 

The oceans have been in existence for at least J billion years - more than half 
the age of the Earth - according to the analysis of rounded, well worn pebbles 
embedded in specimens of sedimentary rocks. The origin of the oceans is still in 
doubt, however ( l ). The topogr aphical features of the planet are changing continu
ously, albeit slowly relative to the human lifespan. Shore lines distort, con tinents 
rise, fall and drift, and the mean sea level changes. During the main ice ages th e seas 
were 100---200 m below their present level owing to th e presence of large volumes 
of frozen water; the land mames were conseque ntly larger. At present, the Earth is 
emerging from an ice age. If the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets were to rnelt 
the $Ca$ would rise about 50 m and therefore flood large areas of low-lying coastal 
plains. 

One might expect that the chemical composition and therefore the physicaJ 
characteristics of the seas are changing. In fact, experiments have shown that the 
composition of the salts dissolved in sea water is nearly always the same regardless 
of location , although the total concentration varies from place to place. This implies 
th at since the fonnation of the oceans the water has been well mixed and a steady 
equilibrium state obu.ined excep t for brief, local disturbances, such as near to coast
lines and estua ries. However, we shall not examine th ese regions in any great detail. 

In the design of marine vehicles one may be interested in the prnperties of the 
ocean floor, the water itself or the atmosphere above. Usually, of course, one is 
concerned with the inte rfaces betw een these zones - principally that at the sea 
surface - and the transition from one z.one to another takes place abruptly. (The 
mean density of the sea bottom is around 2.S Mg m - 3, that of sea wat er is arprox.i 
mately 1.03 Mg m - 3 and the mean density of air at sea level is 1.23 kg m - 3 .) 

2.2 Topopphy of the <>can, 
A rather simple, idealized model of th e Earth can be obtained by assuming the 
planet possesses geometric symmetry. Essentially, the Earth would then consist of 
three major regions: sol.id material of variable (but generally large) density; Liquid of 
moder ate density; and gases of lo w density. These regions would be held together 
by gravitational attraction and the substan ces st ratified into a cen tral core of very 
heavy metal surrounded by successjve smooth, spherical shells of heavy rock, light 
rock , water and, finally, gas layers. The Earth may thus be compared with a wet 
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football, the hydr osphere being a relatively thin film of water on the surface of a 
large solid sphere. This model of the Earth is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. 

1n reality land masses protrude through the surface of the hydrosphere, so that 
water only covers about 71 per cent of the total surface area. Furth ermore, the 
ratio of water to land in the southern hemisphere is considerably greater (4 :1) than 
in the north ern hemisph ere (l .S: 1). The average depth or the oceans is close to 4 km. 
(A sea is a smaller body of water often surrounded by land or island chains and 
possesses local distinguishing characteris t ics.) The maximum depth of the hyd ro
sphere is about 11 km (at Cballenger Deep in the Marianas Trench). There the water 
is perpetually near freezing point yet fonns oflife are still to be found, as confinned 
by the United States bathyscaphe Trieste which touched bottom in 1960. 

Essentially, there is but one ocean and all the land masses are islands. For con
venience, however, the ocean is divided into five principal regions each displaying 
important differences of detail in their characteristics. These may be described 
briefly as follows. 

Fig. l.l Model or the Earth. 

The Pacific Ocean. This ocean contains more than half the water in the hydro
sphere and averages about 3.9 km in depth. Few rivers flow into the Pacific Octan 
and as its surface area is about ten times the area of the land draining in to it the 
fresh-water content near to the surface is quit e small. Conditions in the South-East 
and South-West Pacific Basins resemble more closely than elsewhere those wh..ich 
might be anticipated on the idealized model described earlier. A particularly distinc
tive feature of the Pacific Ocean is the presence of many trenches and islands which 
define areas of earthquakes and active volcanoes. Indeed, the greatest continuous 
slope on the Earth is the Hawaiian volcano Mauna Kea, which rises sheer from th e 
sea bed to about 9.5 km of which about 4 .2 km is above sea level. (The height of 
Mount Everest is 8.84 km.) Another impressive sJope rises from the depths of the 
Peru- Chile trench to the crest of the Andes, a height of about 5 km. 
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The .Atlantic Ocean. This is a narrow twisted body of water averaging 3.3 km in 
depth and is adjacent to many shallow seas such as the Caribbean, Mediterranean, 
BaJtic and North Seas, the Gulf of Mexico and so on . Many rivers flow into the 
Atlantic Ocean including such great ones as the Congo and the Amazon . The surface 
area of the ocean is only l .6 times the land area drain ed into it and so the surface 
water contains a greater proportion of fresh water than that of the Pacific Ocean. 
Within the Atlant ic Ocean is the so-called Mid-Atlantic Ridge, which extends along 
the middle of the ocean from north to south and then continues somewhat les.s 
definitively through the Indian and South Pacific Oceans. In the Atlantic Ocean it 
separates the bottom waters which consequ ently have different properties on the 
east and west sides of the Ridge . Moreover, it forms the biggest continuous 'moun
tain' range on Earth being 16 000 km tong and 800 km wide. The tot al Mid-Ocean 
Ridge is probably th e most ext ensive single feature of the Earth's topography. The 
complete length of the ridge is over 48 000 km, its width oft en over 1000 km and 
the height relative to the adjacent sea floor varies between I km and 3 km. The 
origin and structur e of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is still in doubt, but many geologists 
believe it to be the result of upwelling of the mantle material. 

The Indian Ocean. Th.is averages 3.8 km in depth and receives fresh water from 
large rivers such as the Ganges and th e Brahmapu tra. The surface area of the ocean is 
4.3 times that of the land drained into it and is thus intermediate between the 
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. An important influenc e on the Indian Ocean is its 
susceptibility to radical seasonal variations of atmospheric con ditions which are due 
to the proximity of the large land masses of Africa to the West and India to the 
North. 

Th~ Antarctic Ocean. The three preceding major bodies of water are connect ed 
to form this continuous ocean belt known also as the South ern Ocean. This oc ean 
surrounds the frozen Ant arct ic land mass and, as we shall see later, induces a deep
ocean circulation. 

Th~ Arctic Ocean. Although it is oft en considered an extensio n of the Atlant ic 
Ocean, quit e recent investigations have shown that the Arctic Ocean is divided into 
two basins, the Canadian and the Eurasian on either side of the so-called Lomonosov 
Ridge. The Arctic Ocean surrounds the northern polar ice cap which permanently 
covers about 70 per cen t o f this ocean's surface. 

Typically, an ocean may be about a thousand times as wide as it is deep and a 
cross section might be similar to that illustrat ed in Fig. 2.2. The main regimes, in 
relation to distan ce from the land, arc the shore, the continental shelf, the contin• 
ent.1J slope and the deep-sea bottom, which is sometimes called the 'b enth ic' bound
ary. 

The shore may be defined as that part of th e land mass which is closest to the 
sea and which has been modified by the action o f th e sea. The beach is the seaward 
limit of the shore and extends roughly from the highest to the lowest tide levels. 
Sandy beaches are usually in a state of slow continuous change as material is removed 
and deposited by waves and water currents near the shore line. 

The continental shelf extends seawards below the water surface at an average 
gradient of 1 in 500 . The shelf has an average width of 65 km but may vary from a 
few kilomet res to 700 km as in the Bering Sea, for example. The bottom material is 
usually sand and less common)y mud or rock . At a depth of about 130 m but some• 
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Fig. 2.2 Typ~ ,ea-bed topopphy. 

times as much as S00 m the SO<alled 'break-in-slope' occu rs where the gradient 
increases rapidly to approximately I in 20. This rapid increase marks the start or 
the continental slope which then extends to the deep-sea bottom 10 mark the edge 
of th e continental land mass. Not surprisingly, the shelves contain many of the raw 
materials found in the adjacent land. Consequently, undersea mine shafu and, 
recently, drilling platforms have been constructed in these areas to obtain oil. gas, 
sulphur and limestone commercially ( 2 J. 

The continental slope averages about 4 km vertically from the shelf to the deep
sea bottom but increases in places to 9 km in a relatively short horizontal distance. 
ln general, the continental slope is considerably steeper than the slopes on land. 
The material on the continental slope is primarily mud with outt rops of rock. Sub
marine canyons arc usually found there, either V-shaped or with vertical sides: they 
oc:cur most oft en off t oasts with rivers, but never. it seems, off desert areas. 

Th e deep-sea bott om is th e most extensive area and depths of 3--6 km occur 
over 76 per cent of the ocean basins and a furth er I per t ent is deeper . It was onJy 
with the advent of the laying of t ables that the original view of a totally flat sea 
bottom had to be discarded and replaced by one showing mountains, valleys and 
plains. The valleys may often extend as circular arcs in planform to great depths 
forming the well known trent hes in the Paci(k Ocean. 

Similarly, individual mountain s called sea mounu may project above the waler 
surface to form islands, while the tops of others are below the surfate and become 
ridges when found in a range. In some of th e large basins, however, the sea noor is 
very smooth and stret t hes of the abyssal plain in the western North Atlant ic Ocean 
have been measured to be smooth within 2 m over distances of 100 km. 

2.3 Life on the Earth 

2.3.1 The Eneru &lo ner 

Tilc Earth receives energy by solar radiation wh.ich reaches the surfate of the planet 
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in the form of: 

(i) infrared radiati on at long wavelengths (greater than 1 µm) which we sense as 
heat~ 
(ii) visible light at intermed iate wavelengths (0.35---0.7 µm, main1y centred 
around 0.5 µm) corr esponding to the blue and blue-green parts of the visible 
spectrum; 
(iii) ultraviolet radiatio n (short wavelengths less than 0.1 µm) whi ch bums the 
human skin. 

A typica1 breakdown of the incident solar radiati on is shown in fig. 2.3, and the 
heat-transfer pr ocess from th e surface of th e Earth is depicted in Fig. 2.4. Clearly, 
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for steady-stat e equilibrium the 47 units of energy received by the Earth from the 
Sun must be dissipated to avoid large-scale changes in temperature. other than local 
and seasonaJ variations. The relatively low temperature of the Earth's surface allows 
only S units of energy to be radiated to outer space. The remaining 42 units are 
transferred to the atmosphere by a combination of convection and evaporation 
(whkh accounts for more than half this total). If the planet were dry, 97 per cent 
of the incident solar radiation would reach the Earth ·s surface and heat transfer 
from it could onJy occur by convection and radiation. Thus to achieve thermal 
equilibrium the temperature of the Earth would need to be far higher than ii ls now. 
Evaporation from the oceans therefore provides both a heat shield and a highly 
eff ec1ive method of heat transfer. Apart from providing an equable mean tempera
ture both daily and seasonal variations are moderated in contrast to, say, a dry 
planet such as the Moon. Indeed, we onJy have to compa re the temperatur e records 
for desert areas with those for oceanic regions on the Earth to appreciate this poin t. 

A further result of the evaporat ion of water from the ocea n surface:. 1 .. •11e hydro• 
cycle. Water vapour entering the atmosphere undergoes upward convection and is 
then conveyed by winds over the land masses. As the moist air is forced upwards 
either by high land or by a low, cold (and therefore heavier) belt of air, the vapour 
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Fig. 2.S The hydrocyclc. 

condenses as cloud, fog, rain, or snow. latent heat is released to the atmosphere 
and water is precipitated onto the land before returning to the octans from rivers 
(see Fig. 2.5) . The oceans therefore provide water to sustain life on land. 

2.3.2 Plant and Anlmd Uf• 

There is no large-scale vertical mixing in the oceans and a stratified state of hydro• 
static equilibrium exists. Hence a warm surface layer of water is isolated from the 
cooler, deeper waters. Within this layer 90 per cent of the incident solar radiant 
energy is absarbed in a depth of 40 m. Since plant life requires sunlight for survival 
we find that most plants occur in the upper JOO m of water and this region therefor e 
supports the major quantity of marine animal life. However, in contrast to plant 
life, marine animals can and do survive without sunlight. They are therefore found 
in great variety throughout the depths of the oceans. 

Numerically, the most abundant creatu res are insects and small marine organisms 
and the quantity increases in the wanner regions of the Earth, Their effect on 
engineering systems can lead to results that are at best frustrating and at worst 
disastrous. The presence of organic growth at sea can, for example, completely 
invalidate the data from corrosion tests made under laboratory conditions. Biological 
activity produced by the lower organisms which attach themselves to and bore 
through man-made structures may lead to fouling, corrosion and fatigue failures. 
The larger animals bite through and often completely sever underwater cables and 
mooring ropes. Ship resistance may double during time out of dock as a result of 
barnacles and marine growth on the immersed hull. Finally. the noises made by 
animal life, such as the snappingof shrimpsand the echo,sounding clicks and whistles 
of do)phins, affect the ptrforman ce of acoustic devices and communication systems. 

2.4 Chanctcristics of the Stationary Model 

A logical discussion of the oceans can be fonnulated by considering first those 
characteristics which appear to be unaffected by the motion of the water. We have 
observed already that the great age of the oceans suggest that they must be well 
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mixed chemically. Oceanographers often use this important concept to determine 
the salinity of water from the more readily measurable ch.lorinity or, alternatively, 
by the measurement of electrical conductivity. 

Pure water and, to a similar extent, sea water exhibit some unusual properties 
for liquids. Water has high values of specific heat capacity. latent heat of fusion and 
evaporation, surface tension, heat conduction, dielectric constant and transparency 
as well as the ability to dissolve impurities, and these factors have a considerable 
effect on the external environment. To explain these matters we must turn our 
attention to the chemistry of the oceans and the physical propert ies of sea water. 

l,4.1 Tire Water Molttu~ 

k suggested by the chemical fonnula, H2O, the water molecule consists of two 
hydrogen atoms bonded to one oxygen atom. However, the properties of water are 
so dissimilar from other substances having similar molecular weights, such as 
ammonia, methane or hydrogen fluoride, that we must look to a more adequate 
representation of the water molecule. Let us continue with the notion that bonding 
occurs in such a way that the hydrogen atoms, which are positively charged, are 
situated on one side of the oxygen atom. The result is a so-called polar molecule 
which is negatively charged on one side and positively charged on the other. Prob• 
ably, then, simple molecules of water bond together by way of their hydrogen atoms 
to fonn clusters of molecules. This process is called polymerization and results in a 
substance behaving as one with an effective molecular weight considerably greater 
than I 8. If polymerization did not take place water would exist as a gas at the 
temperatures and pressures found on the Earth; it would melt at - l00°C and boil 
at - 80°C. Instead, water exists on the Earth's surface as a gas. a liquid and a 
solid (ice). 

At the surface 1emperatures found on the Earth the structure of water is not 
static; internal bonds break and refonn rapidly so that clustered and simple mole• 
cules co~xist. This continual interchange enables liquid water to exhibit fluidity 
because at any instant unbound molecules, which are free to rotat e and move, 
surround the clusters and as.sist the flow. When ice is melted to liquid water not all 
intermolecular bonds are broken, but when water vapour is formed no bonds 
remain and so individual molecules move and rot ate freely filling any bounded 
space. 

As water is cooled from, s.ay, l0°C its density will be innuenced by two opposing 
effects: 

(i) reduced molecular or atomic vibration tending to increase density, and 
(ii) the formation of bulky molecular clusters tending to reduce density. 

Initially, the density of water increases as its temperature is reduced, but as the 
number of clusters increases the density reaches a maximum, at about 4°C, and 
thereafter decreases. This unusual property aUows fresh-water fish to survive in the 
deep waters where th e temperature remains at about 4°C e"en though colder water 
and ice occur near the surface. 

2.4.2 Su Water 

On average sea water contains some 35°/oo (parts per thousand) of dissolved salts, 
and so, in small quantities, the remaining 965°/oo determine the physical properties. 
However, the dissolved salts have a profound effect on the structure of the oceans. 
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The principal salts, given as a ratio or the total salt content, are shown in Table 2.1 
an d may be considered representative or all the oceans. 

Note that sodium chloride . for example, exists as sodium cations and chloride 
anions wh.ich retain their charges in water. The ions in crystalline substances are 
held together, whereas in water the ions first attra ct , and then become surrounded 
by, the charged water molecules so that the salt crystals dissolve. Th.is is why water 
is such a good solvent. Cases are also dissolved in sea water and it may be assumed 
that at one time or another all the water of the oceans was at or near the surface. 
Surface water in contact with the atmosphere would have become saturated with 
air and by the processes of diffusion and advection (stirring by wind and currents) 
the gases would have been distribut ed throughout the entire body or water. The 
most abundant gases found dissolved in sea water are nitrogen, oxygen (including 
that in carbon dioxide) and argon with traces of the other inert gases. The amounts 
of the gases that actually dissolve in the surface waters depend on the solubility 
coefficients which in tum are functions of temperature and salinity. The quantity 
of gas in the surface waters is greatest in the colder, less saline regions. With the 
exception of oxygen, all the gases tend to be retained in a saturated state by the 
water as it sinks from the surface. Measurements have shown that the gas concentra
tions then ch.ange little with location. 

T11ble 2. 1 Proponioni of diuolwd .saltr in sea M'tlter (adapt t d from /2/J. 

a 
N,• 
so;-
Mg'"• 
ca .. .. 
sr•• 
a,-

Ions 

C(as HCO;- or CO;--) 

%b)'mau 

ss.o 
30.9 
7.8 
3.7 

1.2 

LI 

0.3 

The concentration of oxygen in the surface water is between 5 and 10 ml/litre 
compared with a concentration of about 2 10 ml/litre in air. Marine organ.isms must, 
therefore, have either highly efficient methods of extract ing oxygen or lower meta• 
bolic (energy) requirements, or both, to survive. On the other hand, the concentra
tion of carbon dioxide in the ocean waters is about SO ml/litr e while in the atmos
phere it is 0.3 ml/litre. (This contrast accounts for the differences between the 
methods of photosynthesis adopted by marine and land plants.) Thus, one litre of 
surface water contains about 55 ml of gaseous oxygen and about 600 litres (860 g) 
of oxygen combined chemically with hydrogen. If some practkal method of extrac• 
tion could be devised then divers, for example, could obtain I litre of oxygen from 
less than 2 ml of sea water. 

2.4.3 /c,in th< &a 

Ice in the sea comes mainly from the freezing of sea water and is thus called 'sea 
ice'. When sea water freezes, crystals of pure ice form first and increase the saJinity 
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of the remaining liquid . However, some of the concentrated salt solution (°brine') 
becomes trapped within the open structure of the crystals. New sea kc, in bulk, 
cannot be regarded as pure water - it has a salinity of S- 15°/oo, and the faster ice 
forms the more saline it becomes. When ice thickens or when raf ting occurs the 
brine gradually trickles down from the elevated ice to the water level and eventually 
leaves almost saltless, clear, old ice. This ice, if more than about one year old, can 
be melted and used as drinking wat er, whereas new ice is not potable. Sea ice must 
therefore be considered as a material of variable composition with properties which 
depend significantly on its previous history. 

Whereas pure water freezes at 0°C the freezing point of sea water with a salinity 
of 35°/oa is -l.91°C. Unlike pure water, the maximum density of sea water (when 
the salinity is 24.7°/oo) occurs at a temperature of -t. 33°C, which also corresponds 
to the freezing point. (The frequently quot ed temperatures of maximum water 
density at higher salinities are therefore below the freezing point and so are meaning
less.) 

Incipient freezing in the sea is indicated by a •greasy' appearance on the surface 
arising from the presence of flat ice crystals. As freezing contJnues, individual plates 
or spicules of ice develop in quantity ('frazil ' ice) and these tend to aggregate into 
'slush' ice, Furth er aggregation results in rounded sheets of 'pancake' ice which then 
freeze together to fonn 'flow' or 'sheet' ice. The rate of ice forma tion increases 
with low salinity, lack of water and air movement, shallow water and the presence 
of old ice which keeps the water calm. At an air temperature of -30 C some 
30 mm of ice can fonn in one hour and 300 mm in three days, the rate decreasing 
with thickness because ice is a poor conductor of heat. 

Ice at the polar cap is very hummocky and on average several years old . After 
some melting in summer the average thickness of the ice decreases to abo ut 2.5 m 
and open water spaces, called "polynyas', may fonn. In the autumn these freeze 
over and the ice in th em is squeezed into ridges, or pushed so that one piece slides 
up over another - a process known as 'rafting'. The average thickness in Winter 
increases to about 3.5 m. but hummoc ks may cause the height locally to be around 
10 m above sea level with increases in depth to as much as 50 m below sea level. 
Alth ough the polar cap is always present it does not consist of th e same ice. Some 
is carried away in the East Greenland Current while replacement occurs from the 
rafting of pack ice. The pack ice is outside the polar cap, and whereas the fonner 
can be penetrated by ice-breakers the latter is quite impenetrable. About 25 per cent 
of th e Arctic area is covered with pack ice, this area being least in September and 
greatest in May. Finally, fast ice forms from the shore (to which it is held fast) and 
moves out towards the pack. In the Winter fast ice has a thickn ess of 1-2 m but 
melts comp letely in the summer , The ice which prevents or impedes navigation off 
the northern coasts of Canada, the cast coast of Greenland, the Bering sea and so 
on is the pack ice which is several metres thick in those regions. Separate pieces are 
called 'floes· and should not be confused with 'icebergs' . 

Icebergs, which arc a danger to shipping in the North Atlant ic and the Antarctic, 
originate as pieces 'calving-off glaciers. When icebergs are calved-off the Greenland 
glaciers they often extend to 70 m above sea level, but this height decreases rapidly 
thereafter. The height of iceb~rgs carried by the Labrador Current into the North 
Atlantic is generally about 30 m; th e largest recorded was 80 m high and 500 m 
long. The density of an iceberg is about 900 kg m - J, which is a little less than that 
of pure ice as a result of the gas•bubble content. The ratio of submerged volume to 
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the volume above sea level is close to 7. Icebergs also occur in the South ern (Antarc
tic) Ocean and on present evidence they seem to be found between SO and 40°S 
while pack ice extends only to 65 or 60°S. Titis zonal distribution probably arises 
from the character of the ocean currents in the Southern Ocean, and these will be 
d iscu$.$Cd later. More details on the formation, movement and distribution of sea Ice 
are given in (3]. 

2.4 .4 HNI IIMdf<t of t/1,l) tttlllS 

Variations of temperature with location and time are indications of the rate of heat 
transfer to or from th e oceans by means of currents, absorptio n of solar energy, 
loss by evaporation, etc. Assuming a steady thermal state exist s and considering the 
wodd ocean as a whole (for which there will be no advective heat transfer because 
all the ocean currents are 'internal' and must add to zero) the equation for thermal 
equilibrium is 

Q,=Q.+Q,+Q,, 
where Q refers to the rate of heat transfer per unit area of the sea surface. The sub
script s refers to solar radiation transferred to the ocean, and the subscripts h, e and 
b refer respectively to heat transfer by convection, evaporation and back radia tion 
from the surface of the sea to the atmosphere. 

Calculations have shown that the average magnitudes of the heat fluxes are: 

Q,=ISO W m- 2 Qh= lOWm - 2 Q.• 80 Wm- 2 (2b=60Wm - 2 

although precise values vary considerably with location. For example, Q1 changes 
dramatically from winter to summer at high latitudes but is virtually unchanged in 
equa torial areas througho ut the year. The quantities Qh and Q. often change sign 
with the seasons whereas ~ remains substantiall)' constant, although it is affected 
by the presence of clouds as a result of modifications to Q1 (see Fig. 2.3). 

The average heat fluxes in the northern hemisphere are shown in Fig. 2.6(a). 
Values of Q1 (dir ect) have been adjusted to allow for cloud cover and it is the major 
flux to a latitude of S0°N beyond which d~ect light and diffused (sky) light contri• 
bute equal prop0rtions , Back radiat ion and convection vary little, although evap0ra
tion is large at equatorial and tropical latitudes and reduces to almost zero in the 
pol ar region. The net gain and loss of heat flux are shown in Fig. 2.6(b) where, of 
course, the values of Q must be multipli ed by the surface area of the sea to calculate 
the total rate of heat transfer . When this is done it is found that equilibrium prevails. 

We have merely hint ed here at some of the importan t features of heat transfer 
in the oceans an d more details can be found, fo r example, in (4] . 

Any therm al energy gained by the surface water from solar radiation is not 
retained solely in the surface region but is mixed vertically downwards . The upper 
few millimetres of water may thus share heat with a water column some one hundred 
metres deep. Hence, the average temperatu re rise in the sea surface is abo ut 10- 4 K 
m1n- 1 whereas the corresponding figure for rock might be l K m1n- 1, assuming 
solar radiation to be absorbed at the same rate on land and sea. From this we can 
conclude that the oceans are warmed very slowly in comparison with the land and 
can store a large amount of heat at a given surface temperature. Similarly, warm 
waters cool far more slowly than land. 

Human survival at sea is also limited by the thermal properties of wate r. The 
oceans are invariably cooler than the human body and because the sea is a good 
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fig. 2.6 Heu nuxcs in the northern hemii;phcrc. 

heat sink there is a rapid and large heat transf er to the sea water. Such a transfer 
does not occur to the same extent in air, which has a specific heat capacity of about 
one-quarter and a thermal conductivity of about one-twentieth th.at of waler. 

2.4 .S Distn"b111ion of Physical Pro~r, ;~s 

Befor e discussing the distribution of the more important properties of the ocean it 
is worth listing and comparing some mean values with their counterparts in the 
atmosphere. Table 2.2 shows the magnitudes of the physical properties of particular 
importance to the study of marine vehicles. Apart from salinity. both the aerosphere 
and th e hydr o sphere have the sam e properties, but it is the differenc e betwe en the 
corresponding magnitudes that has such a profound e ffect on vehicle behaviour. 
Conditions in th e standard atmosphere to an altitud e of 11 km a rc computed with 
the assumption that the air is in adiabatic thermal equilibrium . Temperature then 
decreases at a constant rat e (the 'adiabatic lapse rat e' is approximat ely 9.75 K 1on- l 

although a mean practical value is about 6 K km - 1
), pressure falls rapidly and 

therefore density decrea ses with altitud e . Generally speaking, surface tension is no t 
regarded to be of primary import ance in the prese n t cont ext. However, if the air
water interface possessed th e surface ten sion of an air-oil interfac e movement 
there would be a rather messy business. Water does not stick to surfaces but ru ns 
off leaving them comparativ e ly dry. 
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Toblit 2.2 Phy1ktll proputks of tht otro-hydrosph t rtl. 

Property Symbol Unit Ae1osphere Hyd.rosphere 

Se, 
level 3.S Ian 15km 

........ p 101 Pa 1.013 0.657 0.120 1.013 + 0.1/mdepth 
Tempe ratuie • •c 15.0 -7.8 -56.5 +30to-2 
Delllity 

p kgm-1 1.226 0.864 o., .. f1028 at0 •c 
1023 at 30'C 

Salinity . %. !S 
Kinematic 10- • m1 s- 1 { :!:~ :! 'io~c i I.826 at o•e 
VUC<>lity 0.849 at l o' C 
Speed of . ms- 1 331.S at Cf'e 1445 at <f'C 
sound waves 

ands • 35°/ • • 
Specific 

Cp \kl kg- ' x- • {~:~u i!:g!:!~~c he,t 
cap acities 

c, 

Thennal • wm- 1 K- 1 {g:~::!fcic { 0.570 at ere 
conductivity 0.607 at 30°C 

The spatial distribution of the properties in the surface and the upper waters 
tends to be 'zonal•, that is, a particular property varies little along given lines of 
latitud e (east- west direction) but shows significant variations along a line oflongi
tude (north - $0uth direction). Some surface properties averaged over all lines of 
longitude are shown by the typical curves in Fig. 2.7. Note that there will, of course, 
be seasonal and daily ('diurnal') modifications locally. 
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Fig. 2. 7 Anr.age surface properties of the oce anL 
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The density of the surface waters has a single minimum at the equator corres
ponding to the maximum temperature there but shows only a slight dependence on 
salinity. Cooling, evaporation and ice fonnation all tend to increase density. There 
js a significant correlation bet ween the salinity of surface waters and the rates of 
evaporation and precipitation. The zonal inOuence showing mean longitudinal 
variations is shown in Fig. 2.8. The maxima at 30 9 N and 30°S are located near 
regions of high pressure in the aerosphere where clear skies and the trade winds 
increase salinity as a result of heating and evaporation. 

The variation of physical properti es with ocean depth is extremely irnponant to 
the designer of marine vehicles and ocean structu res. and so we shall now examine 
these in some detail. 

(a) /'r<uur, 
The pressure at a point in a stationary fluid results from the weight (a gravitational 
force) of the overlying material and depends , therefore, on the fluid densUy and the 
height of the column of fluid (or flu ids) above the location considered. Suppose we 
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Fig. 2.8 Mean n.riations of evaporation and predpitation. 
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take the air-water interface as a datum for pressure. The pressure there, arising 
from a column of air extending radially outwards from the interface to outer space, 
is about t 05 Pa. Pressure will thus decrease from this value with altitude but increases 
with depth in the hydrosphere. The prenure gradients are quite different, however. 
due to the large and virtually constant density of water. We can say with reasonable 
accuracy that pressure increases with depth in water at the rate of 105 Pa (about 
one atmosphere) for every increase of 10 m. Thus, at a depth of IO m the pressure 
is 2 x lo' Pa, at 100 m the pressure is 11 x to' Pa= I .I MPa and at th e bottom of 
Challenger Deep (about 11 km) the pressure is approximately 110 MPa or 1100 
atmospheres! 

In addition to the effects of solar radiation on the temperature and density of 
the oceans, adiabatic compression or expansion takes place if a sample of water is 
moved away from or towards the interface. Both the temperature and density of 
the water change, the extent depending on the salinity. A valid comparison between 
the various properties of the ocean which may initiate motion must take acoowlt of 
adiabatic processes and this raises the concept of a potential magnitude to comfle
ment the corresponding in situ magnitude. For example, if water of salinity 351/oo 
at an in situ temperature of 4°C were raised adiabatically to the surface from a 
depth of 4 km its potential temperature would become J.59°C. The temperature 
change with depth resulting from an adiabatic process is approximately0.1 K km- 1 , 

although in practice the effect Is nonlinear (3). Similar comments •?,ply to changes 
of density With pressure. For sea water of oonstant temperature O C and uniform 
salinity 35°/oo the in situ density is about )046 kg m- 3 at a depth of 4 km, whereas 
the potential density (at the interface) is about 1028 kg m- 3

• 

(b) Temperoturt 
Below the surface the ocean can be divided into three zones according to the vertical 
distribution of temperature as shown in Fig. 2.9. There is an upper zone of depth 
50- 200 m with a temperature similar to the surface value as a result of continuous 
advection . Below this. extending to depths of 500-1000 m. is a region of rapidly 
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Fi&, 2.9 Variations of temperature with depth; (a) low latitudes; (b) middle latitudes; (c) high 
latitlldes. 
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decreasing temperature called the thmnocline zoM {the depth at which the temper
ature gradient is a maximwn is called the thomocllne. Finally, a deep ione exists 
where the temperatur e is practically independent of depth. 

Although the depth limits of the thermocline zone are often difficult to deter
mine accurately it is accepted that a thermocline is always pretent at depths between 
200 and 1000 m in the low and middle latitudes. ln high northern latitudes there is 
ofte n a dicothmrud layer of veiy cold water. possibly at a temperatwe as low as 
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F11. 2.10 T)ipical •1110nal variation of temperature with depth in North Pac:if1e Ocean. 
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- J.6°C, sandwiched between the warmer surface water and the deep waters at 
SO-JOO m below the interface (Fig . 2.9). The thermocline zones are highly stable 
and outweigh the effect of salinity in the detennination of sea-water density . These 
zones thus separate the surface waters from the deep waters. 

A typical seasonal distribution of temperature for a location in the eastern North 
Pacific Ocean is shown in Fig. 2. 10. From March to August the temperatur e increases 
gradually owing to the large absorption of solar radiation and hence a constant• 
temperature layer is always in evidence down to about 30 m. After August there is 
a net loss of heat from the sea and th e effect of continuous winds is to reduce the 
seasonal thermocline until the constant temperature condition of March is ap
proached. Note that the overall variation of temperature is about 9°C, whereas a 
typjcal variation on a continental land mass is commonly 20°C or more. 

(c) &linity 
The variation of salinity With depth cannot be explained as easily as th e t emperatur e 
distribution. ln the upper waters of the open oceans th e major factor determining 
the vertical stability ofa body of sea water is the density, which is inOuenced prim• 
arily by temperature (except in the polar regions). Hence, water of higher temper
ature (lower density) is found in the upper layers and water of lower t emperatur e 
(higher density) is present in the deeper layers. The variations of salinity are not 
sufficient to overcome the effect of temperature on density and it is thus quite 
possible for the upper, wanner layers to have high or low salinity. 

Typical distributions of salinity are shown in Fig. 2.11 for the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans. The region of rapid change in salinity is called the ludocline zofll! . 
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Flg. 2.11 Variations of saliruty with depth : (a) Atlantic Ocnn ; (b) Pacific Ocean. 
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In the tropics a salinity maximum is often detected below the constant-salinity top 
layers oWing to the intrusion of a thin layer of the h.igh]y saline and slightly denser 
water in the subtropical areas(Fig. 2.7) which flows towards the equator. 

(d) Densil)' 
Natural systems seek an equilibrium state of minimum energy and accordingly it is 
found that the waters of greatest density occur at the greatest depths. The density 
of a fluid depends on its pressure, temperature and, in the case of sea water, slightly 
on salinity. To date it has not proved possible to make direct measurements of 
density in situ with the necessary precisionj instead they are calculated from th e 
equation of state of sea water (although even this cannot be formulated precisely). 
However, In situ measurements of denSlty may give a misleading explanation of the 
dynamic behaviour of the oceans. 

Noting that the ocean density always lies between 1020 and JOSS kg m- 3 , let 

u,,t,p = (relative dens.ity - I) x 1000 

The subscripts s, t , p refer to corresponding values of salinity, tem~erature and 
pressure to yield the in .situ density. Thus, for a density of 1028 kg m- we have 

( 
1028.0 ) 

0,,1,,= l000.0-1 xl000=28.0. 

The potential density will be represented by 0 1,,.o because the surface pressure can 
be considered as zero gauge. Provided we are concerned with bodies of water which 
do not change depth too greatly, the adiabatic change of temperatur e can be 
neglected and the temperature and salinity can be taken as those in situ. For most 
applications o,, 1,o is used and this is generally abbreviated to cr1• 

Figure 2. 12 shows that cr1 is nearly unifonn in the shallow surface layers of the 
equatorial and tropical regions. There is then a rapid increase in density and depth 
(the pycnocline zon~) to about 2 km and th ereaft er o1 increases very slowly to a 
value of about 27 .9 irrespective of latitude. At high latitudes, where o1 is 27.0 or 
more at the surface, the pycnocline is less evident and is, in fact , absent in the 
polar oceans. The tempera ture-controlled pycnocline represents a stable layer which 
offers an efficie nt barrier to the passage of water, saJts and gases in a vertical direc • 
tion. Any spatial variation of density takes place onJy in the presence of currents. 
The cold, high-density surface water at high latitudes sinks gradually along constant
density surfac es called iscpleths inclined at some (small) angle to the air - water 
interface. Deep ocean currents are thus fonned which move towards the equator. 

( e) Light Transmission 
The optical properties of sea water influence the colour, the visual conditions and 
the biological activity of the oceans. When sunJight reaches the surface of the water 
some is reflected, the amount depending on the proportion of direct sunlight to 
diffuse skyHght. For a calm surface the fraction of the reflected direct light varies 
from about 2 to 40 per cen t of the total as the sun moves from overhead to low on 
the horizon. On the other hand , about 8 per cent of the diffuse light is reflected 
throughout the day. All of these quantities are to some extent affected by surface 
waves but littl e quantitativ e data are available on this aspect. 

When short-wavelength (0 .4-0.7 µm) solar radiation, that is, light, passes through 
the surface of the sea it is either dispened or absorbed. Dispersion (or scattering) 
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Fig. 2.12 Variations or density with depth uan, ot variable. 

simply involves an alteration of the direction of the light, whereas absorption results 
in the conversion of radiant energy to internal energy with a consequent rise in 
water temperature. The reduction in intensity which the light experiences on passing 
through the water is called <.Xlinction . The rate at which light is absorbed in water 
depends on the wavelength, as shown in Fig. 2.13, and the degree of exllnction varies 
with both depth and turbidity, as illustrated in Fig. 2.)4. 

The non-visual energy contain ed in the long-wavelength part of the spectrum, 
say above 4 µm, which accounts for about I per cent of the total energy, is absorbed 
within one millimetre of the surface due to the very high absorption coefficient 
of water at th ese wavelengths . Indeed, some 50 per cent of the solar radiation 
entering the oceans is absorb ed in the upper centimetre and 90 per cent in the 
upper 40 m of water. The least absorpt ion occurs in the blue-green part of the 
spectrum and thus light of this colour penetrates furth er. 'This is why the clear 
oceans, free of organic and plant matter, are predominantly blue-green in colour 
(see Fig. 2.13). 

Figure 2.14 shows that in the clearest oceans mo st of the solar radiation is 
absorbed and thus extinction is complete at depths greater than about 100 m, 
whereas a depth of 10 m is more applicable to tu rbid coaslal waters. Evidently, the 
work of frogmen and divers is severely restricted by the limited visibility even when 
powerful artific ial light sources are available. Nevertheless, in clear ocean water 
there is usually enough light at 50- 100 m to penn it a diver to work effectively. 

(f) Sound Tranmtission 
Whereas electromagn etic (light) energy in the visible spectrum is attenuated less 
than mechanical (sound) energy in the atmosphere, the reverse is t rue in t he sea. 
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Fig. 2.13 Li&ht ablorption in water. 
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Indeed. water is a very eflkient medium for the transmission or sound and the 
velocity of propagation of sound waves is about 4.5 times that in air (see Table 2.2). 
Ju a result of this disparity between the propaption velocities only a small amount 
of sound energy starting in air, for example, will penetrate the interface into water, 
in contrast to the relatively easy passage of Ught across the interface. It is thus not 
possible for conversations to take place directly between , say, a submerged diver 
and the crew of a support ship. Howew:r, submerged transducers contained in 
hydrophones, or echo-sounden, are used both to receive and transmit sound energy, 
and it is these devices that are wed extensively to detennine the depth of th e oceans. 
At smaller ranges of depth echo-sounders can be used to detect submarines and 
shoals offish. 

Submarines cany a number of sonar (10und navigation and ranging) devices 
each of which may comprise many transducers in the fonn of an array. In order to 
avoid detection by other submarines, ships, sonobuoys and so on . the submarine 
usually adopts • passive. listening role. On-board computers record on magnetic 
tape and process the signals resulting from the conversion of mechanical vibration 
to electrical output by th e piezoceramic material forming the body of th e transducer. 
Detection and classification of the source of the noise may then be carried out. If 
th e source is of interest and needs to be investigated its range may be obtained by 
measuring the time taken for an echo to be received from the source following the 
emission of an active short pulse of sound energy. The direction of the source 
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FiJ. 2.14 Extinction of lil,ht Jn water. 

relaffl to a listening submarine may be found from a sonar array by arranging for 
the transducer to have (electrically) a variable sensi tivity . It is possible to "sweep' a 
wide area using a time-d elay circuit and the maximum response from the beam 
fonned by the array corresponds to the direction of the source. The subjects of 
sonar design and signal processing have become exceedingly sophisticated in recent 
years and are quite beyond our scope here. However, a comprehensive introduction 
to underwater noise in relation to ships and submarines is given in (6). 

The propagation velocity of longitudinal waves in an elastic liquid is given by 
a• (K/p) 1l'l , where K represents the bulk modulus of elasticity and p the density 
of water. >J both K and p depend upon temperature, salinity and pressure then so 
does a. The va.Jue of II for ,ea water increases by •f proximately 4 m , -• per degree 
Kelvin rise in temperature, by 1.5 m ,- 1 per I ~oo increase in salinity and by 
JS m ,- 1 per 1 km increase in depth. Taking into consideration the variations of 
temperature and salinity with depth it is not surprising to find a pronounced mirti• 
mum value of a at some depth. This depth of minimum velocity varies from about 
I km in low and middle latitudes to practically zero in polar regions. Figure 2.1S 
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Fig. 2.15 Sound·WtYe velocity variations with depth. 

shows some typical vertical distributions of lateral sound wave propagation velocity 
for different seas or the world oceans (5). 

Owing to the dependence of physical properties on depth. refraction of sound 
waves will occur. This is why it is difficult to form sound images in the oceans - a 
situation analogous to the blurred view seen through hot air rising from a radiator 
or though the exhaust from a jet engine. However, sound waves transmitted at the 
depth of minimwn 't'elocity of propagation tend to stay at that depth because 
refraction takes place from above and below. This property is referred to as ,a x,und 
channt l (see Fig. 2.16) and use is made of it by the sofar (sound /lXingand ranging) 
technique. Low-frequency sound waves from an underwater explosion, for example, 

Fi3. 2.16 Fonnation o(a deep 10und channel. 
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may then be detected after travelling many thousands of kilometres. A <fix' on the 
source of the explosion may then be obtained by triangulation using records from , 
say, three receiving stations at known locations. Similarly, sound waves produced 
by a submarine may be refracted downwards so that a listener at the surface some 
horizontal distance away will hear nothing. This is one reason why submarines dive 
deeply into the sound channel when attempting to avoid detectio n. But as a result 
they are surrounded by shadow zones whkh reduce the effectiveness of their own 
receivers and transmitters. High frequencies are rarely used for underwater sound 
propagation because, as with light energy, low wavelengths are readily absorbed. 
Nevertheless, it is sometimes necessary to use frequencies of 100- 200 kHz to 
improve resolutio n and reduce the effects of scattering, but this often entails a 
reduction in the penetration produced by echo-sounders. It is inter esting to note 
that the ambient noise present in the oceans is predominantly at low frequencies , 
that is, below about I kHz (7J. 
2.4.6 StrotiFtcation 

The variation of physical properties with depth in the oceans has been represented 
by smooth curves filled to experimental points. In fact the sea has been found to 
exist in a strongly stratifie d state consisting of horizontal layers of water of uniform 
properties. For example, temperature and salinity may change abrup tly from one 
layer to the next in increments of about O.Ol°C and 0. I 0/oo respectively, but remain 
constant within the accuracy of measurement inside each layer. This situation arises 
from the stratification of a vertical wat er column into a stable state of increasing 
density with depth combined with the dependence of density on tempe rature and 
salinity. 

The oceans may, however, be conveniently divided into three regions wh.ich result 
from the rapid extinct ion of solar radiation together with wind-induced mixing 
(advection) 

(i) the surface zone: saturated, warm, weU.(ighted, less dense , more saline water; 
(ii) the pycnocline: the density gradient is such that a very stable laye r of water 
is fonned and acts as a barrier to vertical movements of water and organisms; and 
(iii) the deep zone: dark, cold and independ ent of local events occurring at the 
surface. 

2.S Clwacteristics of lhe Dynamic Modd 

We have mentioned already that equilibrium conditions throughout the oceans do 
not prevail and that movement can occur even at great depths. The main disturbing 
forces are: 

(i) external forces acting at or near the boundaries arising from thermal and 
mechanical actions; and 
(ii) internal forces developed by the gravitational fields of the Sun and Moon 
which produce tidal motions. 

From these influences we can identify two, more or le55 independent phenomena, 
namely currents and deep-ocean circulation. Through ease of observation most data 
have been accumulated from the surface currents, and as these are brought about 
by the interaclion of wind and water at the interface we must ex.amine motions in 
both th e atm osphere and hydrosphere. 
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2.S.I Modoa of IM Anno,plla, 

The atmosphere absorbs solar radiation in small amounts over large distances and in 
doing so the rate of heat generation is slight. However, the rate of absorption by 
land and sea is rapid and consequently these surfaces are heated . The temperature 
of the air in close proximity to the Earth is then increased which results in a reduc
tion of density. Buoyancy forces induce the low-density air to rise into the atmos• 
phere and a convective circulation current is produced. From these observations it 
would be natural to conclude that near the equator, where the Earth is at its highest 
temperatur e, air would rise, while at the poles the cool. air would approach the 
surface. large circulation cells, one in each hemisphere and moving in the opposite 
sente, could be anticipated, and indeed were described in 1735 by George Hadley 
(see Fig. 2.17). The north - south circulation provides the energy to induce winds i 
easterlies and westerlies result from the deflection of the basic motion by the 
Earth 's rotation . 

However, recent measurements of wind direction at ground level and at high 
altitude have shown that this model is too simple. Certainly in th e lower atmos• 
phere (troposphere) the general circulation of air takes on a pattern similar to that 
shown in Fig. 2.18. Also shown in th.is figure are the principal areas of high and low 
atmosph eric pressure at the Earth' s surface, although, as we shall see later, these 
areas are broken up into slowly traversing regions. The nature of the air flow 
outside the edge {tropopause) of the troposphere, that is in the stratosphere, has 

Fig. 2.11 Hadh:y modd , 
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not yet been fully investigated or explained. It is known that large, so-called jet 
streams occur there, or just inside the tropopause, which comprise belts of air 
traVeUing at speeds often approaching 150 m s- 1• There is little doubt that eddies 
from these jet st.reams often initiate storms which influence weath er condit ions 
close to the surface of the Earth . High-flying aircraft have sometimes used the jet 
streams efTechvely to gain a tail wind and thus reduce flying time and fuel consump• 
tion . 

There are three main circu lation cells in each hemisphere: the two smaller ones. 
at h.igh and low latitudes, confonn with Hadley's suggested directi ons of motion , 
whereas the large circulation ceU in the middle latitudes moves in the opposite 
sense. Rotation of the Earth causes the air in the ceUs to be deflected from the 
north- south direction . The relative effect increases as the poles are approached but 
is zero at the equato r. This is known as the Coriolis effect, and to an observer on 
the Earth any objecl moving at the surface experiences an acceleration perpendicular 
to iu direction of motion. Deflection to the right occurs in the nor thern hemisphere 
and to the left in the sou them hemisphere, as shown in Fig. 2J 9. Furthermore, a 
body moving in a curved path will experience a centripetal acceleration towards the 
instantaneous centre or curvature of the path and, for real fluids, a shear stress 
owing to the rela tive motion between adjacent layers. These additional factors 
modify the Coriolis effect but the sense of the deflection ,~mains. 
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Fig. 2.19 Cozioliseffect. 

Combining the Coriolis effect with the circulation ceUs in Fig. 2.18 shows that 
surface wind directions confonn to the observed easterly winds at 5- 25° latitude , 
westerly Wind$ at JS - 55° and polar easterly winds at 60 - 8S0

• In the equator ial 
region of 5°N to 5°S there is a belt of low pressure; air streams converge and rise 
and the surface winds are light and variable, orten inducing cloudiness with a heavy 
rainfall . This region is often referred to as the doldrums , altho ugh a better descrip
tion would be inrerrropical front or convergence zone. The trodt 'Ninds (so named 
by early mariners for their reliability in trading ventures) blow from the south-east 
in the southern hemisphere and from the north-east in the northern hemisphere 
and both converge onto the equatorial belt . The origin of the trade winds is in the 
hon e latitudes where high pressure prevails u cool air descends from the upper 
tropOsphere . This is anoth er surface region of calms or variable winds accompanied 
by clear skies. (ln th e days of sailing ships it was in th ese latitud es that horses were 
thrown overboard to lighten a ship if it were becalmed too long!) The cells into 
which the high pressure is divided are generally quite well defined over the oceans . 
At the poles air is cooled and becomes denser thus causing an inflow of air a t high 
altitude. Near the surface ther e is a migration of air from the high pressure at the 
poles to the low-pressure subpolar front where it again warms and rises to compl ete 
the polar cells. Corio lis effects result in the surface winds being north~asterly in the 
northern hemisphere and south~ast erly in the south ern hemisph ere although these 
are generally called polar easterlies. The subpolar, high- and subtropical , low-pressure 
belts induce motion in the mid-latitude cell which deflect the surface winds to fo rm 
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the pr~aiJ.;ng westerlies. The surface winds for January and July are shown in 
Figs. 2.2~a) and (b) together with the main regions of high and low pres.sure. 

The westerlies and polar easterlies converge at the polar fronts and the great 
difference between the temperatures of these air streams gives rise to cyclonic 
stonns or lows. The prevailing direction of these cyclonic zones is westerly, although 
the strong winds within the stonns may blow in any direction. Land masses disrupt 
the westerlies in the northern hemisphere and so, for example, the British Isles and 
the north European coast experience a continUOU$ sequence of cyclones throughout 
most of the year. In the southern hentisphere there are few land masses to affect 
the progress of the westerlies and this fact, combined with the large longitudinal 
pressure gradient, gives rise to strong and persistent winds. According to latitude 
these were, and still are, referred to as the 'roaring forties', the 'howling fifties' and 
even the 'screeching sixties'. 

The triple-cell configuration illustrated in Fig. 2. 18 requires an input of kinetic 
energy to support the east-west winds. It has been suggested [8) that thU energy is 
supplied to the wind systems by large rotating masses of air in the form of either 
cyclones or anticyclones. t The generation of a cyclone in the northern hemisphere 
is depict ed in Fig. 2.2l(a) which shows the view looking towards the surface of the 
Earth. The polar easterlies often thrust down into the ntid-latitudes in a fairly 
irregular manner and an interface between cold and warm air forms, for instance 
over the Atlantic Ocean, between the easterlies and the warm westerlies. The inter
face is unstable as a result of the effects of friction and the differences in density of 
the two air streams and a wave-like flow pattern is created. Low pressure develops 
at the crest of the wave front because the warm, humid, low-density air rides over 
and is replaced by the cold, dry, dense air. The wann, moist air rises to fonn pro
gressively heavier cloud until saturation is reached and intense precipita tion occurs 
(see Fig. 2.2l(b)) accompanied by strong winds. The winds blow into the low-pres
sure centre and so in the north ern hemisphere the Coriolis effect causes an anti• 
clockwise motion. There is thus developed a 'Jow', or stonn centre - a cyclone -
which may be occluded from the frontal system. Examples are seen on most weather 
maps of the mid-latitudes.* 

The colder air masses have Jower vapour content and will thus exhibit well 
defined areas of high pressure usually referred to as anticyclon es. An anticyclone 
is essentially the opposite of a cyclone~ at the centre is a region of high-pressure, 
descending air which givts rise to an outward velocity. Again the CorioJis effect 
alters the direction to fonn a mass of air rotating clockwise in the northern hemis
phere. In the mid-latitudes, therefore, the continuous progression of wet 'lows' is 
accompanied by a series of adjacent dry 'highs'. Anticyclones translate quite slowly 
and are generally oval-shaped and large in area, whereas cyclones are normally 
smaller and often circular. The rate of progression of a cyclone varies, but on average 
it is about 10- 15 m , -• and provided that the discontinuity in temperature and 
moisture content is maintained along its fronts the cyclone will persist. If the 
cyclonic area is broad and shallow it is called a trough of low pressure. 

In addition to the preceding 'extratropical' cyclones a further series of 'tropi cal' 
cyclones are found along the region of the intertropical front. Owing to the Jack of 

t These, ii seems,. are influenced s.ignincantly by the je t $Ueams progressing towazds 1he equat or. 
• A warm front is indicated by a line joining scmicircu.lar symbols (orten coloured red) and a 
cold fron t by a line joinlng triangular symbols (ofte n coloured blue). 
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Fig. 2.21 Development of a cyclone in north ern hemisphere: (a) ra~l view. 

great contrasts in temperature the tropical cyclone tends to be less specific in size. 
shape and wind system. Nevertheless, over trop ical oceans relatively small, and con
sequently extremely intense, cyclones do develop. These are variously called hurri
canes. typhoons or cyclones (not to be confused with the nonn al, low-pressure 
cyclones) and do not occur in the South Atlant ic as the intertropical front does not 
extend far enough south. 

The energy of a hurrican e increases with the abundance of moisture in the air 
which releases its latent heat on entering the low-pressure 'eye' before rising and 
causing torrential rain. The diameter of a typical hurricane is J S0- 1000 km and 
increases as movement away from the low latit udes takes place. It is difficult to 
record accurately wind speeds in a hurricane but certainly values in excess of 
6S ms - 1 (lS0m.p.h .) occurandgust s havebeenestim ated tobe as high as 110 m s- 1 

(250 m.p.h .). The relatively calm 'eye' at the centre of the storm may be 10-S 0 km 
in diameter and at a pressure as low as possibly 90 kPa and exceptionally 8S kPl 
compared with normal pressures of about 101 ± I kPa.t Consequently, ocean water 

t Meteorologists tend to Ute • unit of pressure called the bar (b) (• IO' Pa) although it is not 
an approved SI unit. Thus, 90 k.h • 900 mb and so on. 
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Fig. 2.21 (cont.) (b) view on sections AA and BB. 

beJow the hunican e tends to be elevated from the datum level and the winds also 
tend to raise the water u the storm z.one translates, At sea a good indication of an 
impending violent stonn can be obtained by observing low-frequency, long-wave• 
length swell quite distinct from ordinary deep-ocean swells. SateUite weather 
stations can now detect hurricanes and typhoons u they form and give advance 
warning. However, a hurricane follows an erratic path, and even now considerable 
coastal damage to property and life is caused by the combination of piled-up water 
in the form of a 'storm tide' and th e strong winds. 

The most violent storms in the mid-latitudes arc tornadoes or twisters (9). The 
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tornado is a light cyclonic whirl a few hundred metres in diameter at the ground 
with a centre of extremdy low pressure (e.g. 80 k.Pa or even as low u 75 k.Pa) in 
which speeds of 90-ISOm , - • are quite common. Tornadoes are fonned in the 
warm sector of cyclonic systems j ust ahead of the cold front where cold air is over• 
running aloft. They usually t ravel parallel to the cold front towards the centre of 
low pressure at a velocity of some 25 m ,- 1 with periodic short intervals at rest. 
Over the sea, tornadoes form water spouts and these occur most frequently where 
cold continental air pushes over warm water, such as that off the east coasts of the 
United States, China and Japan and occasionally off the coast of Britain. When in 
contact with the SUiface a water spout picks up some spray, but its fuMel is com
posed primarily of condensed water vapour in the low-pressure core. 

Apart from local, and sometimes severe, perturbations of the basic pattern of the 
atmospheric circulation there are other large-scale seasonal effects such as the mon
soons of India and China. A full discui'Uon of monsoons and other seasonal factors 
may be found in (10). 

When a wind blows, particies in contact with a surface have no velocity relative 
to that surface as a result of friction. However, above the surface the wind velocity 
increases asymptotically to the preva.iling mainstream value. The vc1ocity profile 
within this rather thin region is shown in Fig. 2.22 and is similar to that for a turbu 
lent boundaJy layer over a flat plate set parallel to th e oncoming flow. Wind speeds 
are usually measured at a standard altitude of 10 m above the local land or sea 
surface and are often quoted in terms of the Beaufort Scale, which is shown in 
Table 2.3. The scale is not accurate enough for detailed work but it provides a 
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T,ble 2.J Th~ Btaufort Sc,k 

Wind Mc,n 
Number ,peed Wind wm Nottceable erfect At sea 

at 10m deterlption height of wind on land 
(km h-1) (m) 

<2 calm none mokc vcrticaJ: NrCaccmirror 
flags still smooth 

2- 5 lightair < 0.5 smoke drif11: ripples: no foam 
vanes static crests 

S- H light breeze 0.5 wind fell on face: waves arc short 
leaves. nags and more 
rustJc; vanes move pronounced 

11-19 gentle breeze leaves and twigs crests bc&;in to 
in motion;light break 
flags extended 

19- 30 moderate breeze 1.5 raises dus1; moves longe r waves; 
smaU branches many white caps 

30--40 fresh breeze small trees sway pronounced waves; 
white caps 
everywhere 

40 - 50 suon11 brcci.c lari!C branches larJe waves; 
move; telephone extensive foam 
wires 'sing· crests 

50- 60 moderate gale whole trees in sea heaps up: 
motion foam blows 

60-75 fresh gale twigs break off : waves increase.: 
prngress impeded dense foam streaks 

75- S.S strong gale chimn ey pots higher waves; foam 
removed cloud, 

10 85- 100 whole gale 1.5 uc,cs uprooted: long hangjng 
stru ctural damage crests: great foam 

patches 

II 100 - 120 storm 8.5 widespread ships hidden in 
d.lm:igc troughs;ail 

filled with spray; 
sea covered with 
foam 

12 120 hurricane >&5 coun tryside ship s swamped: 
devutated sea a maelstrom 

dramatic description of the winds and is sufficient for many purposes. When the 
scale was proposed by Admiral Beaufort in 1806 no ship was considered capable of 
withstandin g hurricanes. However, such limitations now have less significance as 
effons are made to explore the nature, and predict the behaviour, of such extreme 
weather conditions. Present practice by the designers and operators of marine 
vehicles favours the use of sea states to describe the prevailing conditions. 

The dynamic description of lhe atmosphere is seen to be one of rapid and exten
sive movement which is influenced by the interaction between the land and the sea. 
Disturbances of the mean circulatory motions are thus frequent and often severe. 
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2.S.2 Motion of dlr Hydrosplwrr 

The hydrosphere differs from the atmosphere in two major respects. First, apart 
from the exceedingly small amount of heat conduction from th e bottom, the 
oceans are surface-heated whereas the atmosphere is bottom-heated. As a result, 
large-scale convection currents arising solely from temperature differences do not 
take place in the hydrosphere . Secondly, the greater density of sea water (about 
8S0 times that of air) implies the need for larger forces to induce motion while 
the greater viscosity of water (about 100 times that of air) requires large forces to 
maintain the motion. Consequently, mo..-ements in the hydrosphere are more slug
gish than those in the atmosphere. Ne\lertheless, just as high-speed jet streams in 
the upper atmosph ere influence conditions close to the Earth's surface so do the 
slow, but extensive, deep-ocean (abyssal) current$. The interaction between surface 
and deep layers and the general fluid dynamics of the oceans require an analysis too 
complicated to be dealt with here (11]. We shall therefore be content to give a 
simple description of the major characteristics. 

(a) Flow U1 the Upper Waren of the Oceans 
A description or th e surface currents of the oceans can be divided into the overall, 
average features, which are taken over a long period of time and are part of the 
climatic circulation, and random, short.tenn variations, which fonn a synoptic 
picture of day-to-day conditions. Precisely the same division can be made for the 
aerosphere, but in this case synoptic features can change dramatically within a few 
hours whereas alterations in surface currents will not be noticed for several days or 
weeks. A climatic map of some part of the oceans wouJd indicate the average path 
of a particular current but on any particular day the flow path may be as much as 
150km off this course. 

Figure 2 .23 shows the principal surface currents which arc induced primarily by 
wind-induced shear forces at the surface. When allowance is made for the influence 
or the land masses and the Coriolis force, the permanent surface -water currents 
generally coincid e with the pennanent wind pattern (shown in Figs. 2.2~a), (b)). 
This climatic map is of value in a study of long-term effects such as erosion, trans
port of particulate matt er, organisms and animal life , and the effect on overall 
climate, but a synoptic map is of more value to navigation. An example of a synoptic 
variation in the di rection of a surface current is provided by the Kuro shio which 
flows along the west coast of Japan. Careful monitoring of velocity and position 
every three months showed that on several occasions part of the current deviated 
from the ocean path by as much as 3° of latilude over a two-year period. No fully 
acceptable explanation has ye1 been put forward fo r this odd behaviour. 

The absence of land masses causes the westerlies in the lower latitudes of the 
southern hemisphere to induce east-bound currents known as the West Wind Drift. 
Similarly, the trade winds induce west-bound equatorial currents but these are 
obstructed by the main contin ents. There is no circumpolar westerly drift in the 
northern hemisphere but instead very large circulation currents (or •gyres') are 
maintain ed in the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans. Currents such as the 
Gulf Stream, generated at the western boundary of the North Atlantic Ocean, and 
the Kuroshio (Japan Current). along the western boundary of the North Pacific 
Ocean, are the limits of two major gyres. Table 2.4 shows the estimated average 
volume tunsport or water and the average surface velocity in the core of the stream 
for some of the principal surface currents of the oceans. The mean velocity in the 
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Tcblt VI 71rc r,win OMtlt cumnu. 

=·• 
Gilli' Stream 

North Atl&ntic Drift 
Labrador 
South Equ.atoriaJ 

(noWl.111 Ilona the Guiana Coast 
into the Gulf Stream) 

Brazil and Be~cla 
Wert Wind Drift 
(Near Drake Pas,qe) 
Peru (Humboldt) 
South Pacific Eqw.torial 
Pacific Equ.atoriaJ Counter 
CromwcU 
North Pacific Equatorial 
Ku.roshio (Japan) 
Nonh Paciftc Drift 
California 

Volume tran,por1 

(10' m• s· 1 )t 

38 - 55 

10- 1• 
5.6 

)5 
125-175 

15 
10-15 
20-30 

40 
40 
45 

35 - 70 
15- 20 

10 

Velocity 
(m<I) 

1.2- 1.4 
exceptionally 2.5 
0.1 
0. 1 

0.5-1.0 

0.3---0.S 
0.1-0.3 
0. 1-0 .5 
0.3- 0.S 
0.3- 0.7 
LO 
LS 
0.2 - 0.3 
0.7- 1.1 
0.1-0.2 

0.1 

t The unit 10' m• 1- 1 i• often called, in the present oontcxt, the Sverdrup (Sv) after the 
occanoaraphcr H. U. Sverdrup. 

clockwise gyre of the North Atlantic Ocean is about 0.2-0.3 m s- 1 and so water in 
it takes approximately 3 years to complete one circuit. 

Below the South Equatorial Current at the equator there flows an equatorial 
undercurrent known as the Cromwell Current which remained undetected until 
1952 (12}. It consists of a th.in ribbon of water some 200m thick and about 
300-400km wide and is believed to flow easterly from off the New Guinea coast to 
Ecuador, a distance of 12 000 km or more. The core has been found to lie between 
depths of 10-100 m and may even break surface at times in the eastern Pacific. It 
is remarkable that a current with a thickness•to•width ratio of less than 1/1S00 
should persist for such great distances. Although this may be considered the largest 
equatorial undercurrent others have been found in the eastern Atlantic and lndian 
Oceans. Furthermore, at a depth of about S00 m another undercurrent, flowing 
westwards, has been discovered below the Cromwell Current. Q early the vertical 
structure of water movement in the upper layers of the Pacific equatorial region -
and probably elsewhere - is rather complex. Much is still not understood about 
the generation of surface currents, counter currents and undercurrent s, or the 
interaction between them. 

There are several interesting mechanisms by which currents and circulations can 
be generated in the upper layers of the oceans ( 13) and we now consider some of 
them. 

(i) Ekman Spiral. When a wind blows over the sea a force on the surface results 
from the combination of frictional shear stress there and any surface pressure 
gradient in the atmosphere. The force is in the direction of the wind but the surface 
water will be deflected to the right in the northern hemisphere (to the left in the 
southern hemisphere) by rotation of the Earth . The 'horizontal' momentum of the 
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surface waten is transmitted downwards by the presence of viscous stresses. The 
development of this circulation system was first investigated by V. W. EJcman in 
190S for flow in a homogeneous ocean of infinite extent and constant eddy viscosity. 
Regard.lea of wind strength h.is theory predicted the surface current and the net 
movement of the mass of water to be at 4S0 and 90° respectively to the wind direc• 
ti.on. Observations suggest a surface deflection of 20 -S0° and this applies also to 
the drift of polar pack ice. 

For the sake of definiteness suppose a wind is bloWing due north in the northern 
hemisphere over an ocean which may be thought to consist of a vertical stack of 
thin horizontal layers. The surface water will experience a frictional force to the 
north and a Coriolis force to the eut giving a resultant force, and thus motion, in a 
direction 4S0 east of north, say. This layer will thw exert a frictional force 4S0 east 
of north on the layer of water below it, but again the Coriolis force will cause a 
further easterly shift of this layer. Moreover. the velocity of the top layer will be 
less than that of the wind and the second layer will h.ive a velocity lower than the 
top layer, and so on. Indeed, it can be shown that in a real fluid the velocity of the 
layers will decrease exponentially with depth and thus the angular shift in the Wrec:
tion of each layer will also decrease. Using a vector representation for the velocity 
of each layer it can be seen. in Fig. 2.24. that the projection of the vectors on a 

Fig. 2.2◄ Ekm an spiral . 
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horizontal plane produces the so-called Ekman Spiral. According to this theory a 
depth D should be reached where the wind•induced velocity is reduced to near uro 
in a direction J8cf from the surface current. This is known as the 'depth of frictional 
resistance' and for a wind of 7 m s- 1 it is about 180 m at a latitude of 5° and, 
because the Coriolis force is greater, 60 m at a latitude of 50°. 

(ii) Upwelling. A wind blowing northwards, for example, along a western coast in 
the southern hemisphere would cause, on the basis of the Ekman motion, a net 
movement of water offshore. This must be replaced by an inshore upward move
ment of water from below the Ekman Spiral inducing a local vertical circulation cell. 
Similar considerations can be given to the equatorial currents. The upwelled water 
is usually cooler than the surface water, an effect which leads to a reduction of local 
land and air temperatures which encourages the fonnation of fog. 

(ill) Gtottrophic Cu11tntt. These surface currents are induced by a combination of 
Wind and gravitational effects. The prevailing winds in the North Atlantic Ocean, 
for ex.ample, form a virtually closed system. The resulting Ekman layers transport 
water towards the Sargasso Sea where it 'piles up' into a low hill about one metre 
high . Gravitational forces then tend to induce a flow "down the hill', but again a 
Coriolis acceleration influences the motion. In the absence of friction these two 
accelerations must cancel for steady motion. Equilibrium prevails only if the water 
flows around the elevation in the sea's surface, the velocity of motion being greater 
on that part of the surface with the steeper slope. Similar circulations at constant 
height will occur if the surface of the ocean is depressed. Friction reduces the 
circulatory velocities and produces a downward drift of water towards the lower 
levels thus tending to eliminate the surface rise or depression. 

(b) D<ep-<>cetm Circulation 
The preceding explanation of wind.driven (advective) currents docs not fit with 
the observed vertical distribution of water properties along the surface route. To 
account for this and other objections to the existence of surface currents only we 
require vi explanation of deep-ocean circulation. This circulation is a convective 
(thtnnohalint) circulation arising primarily from the effects of temperature and 
salinity on density. The density of sea water increases with cooling and so sinkage 
may occur which results in the displacement of the deeper water. The thermohaJine 
circulation can develop either directJy from this cause or indirectly when ice is 
fonned and the salinity of the remaining water increases. In the North Atlantic 
Ocean cooling is the dominant effect, whereas freezing takes precedence in th e 
Antarctic Ocean. In each case the sinking water flows slowly along th e continental 
shelf, down th e continental slope and then becomes an abyssal current close to the 
ocean floor. The 'Antarctic Bottom Waters' flow round the polar continent to mix 
with adjacent water masses before flowing northwards, to the east of Australasia, 
Asia and Africa, to fill the deep basins of the Pacific, Indian and South Atlantic 
Oceans. This water is typically at a temperature of ---0.4°C and a salinity of 34.66°/oo. 
Antarctic waters are somewhat more dense than the southerly flowing Arctic waters 
and when these meet the northern water nows over the top of the southern water. 
A large-scale mixing process takes place in the South Atlantic Ocean off the east 
coast of South America. A comparison {14] between the surface and deep-ocean 
circulations for the Atlantic Ocean is shown in Fig. 2.25. After sinking below the 
surface, the bottom waters are isolated from the atmosphere and solar radiation for 
possibly 500 to 2000 years. 
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'"' '" Fig. 2.25 Ocean circulations: (a) surface water; (b) deep water. 

(c) Ocean Wav,s 
The distortion of the air- ocean interface into both regular and irregular waves is a 
matter of common observation. Waves induce a mixing action near to the interface 
and this encourages evaporation and increased gas solubility. Winds and changes in 
barometric pressure in the atmosphere provide the source, while the waves provide 
the means of energy transfer to the surface layers of the oceans. The regular tidal 
rise and fall of the still-water level of the sea is commonly seen on most coastlines. 
We will now examine these wave systems. 

(i) Wind-generated WQ)'es. The precise mechanism of wave generation by Wind 
forces is not fully understood but it is thought that the initial capillary waves play 
an important role. These waves first develop as ripples leu than 10 mm high and 
are produced when a wind blows over a still-water surface. They tend to move With 
the wind and are very numerous but short-lived. The siu of the larger l'fll1ity waves 
depends on the wind speed, its duration and its travel (or fetch). 

Let us consider first a simple, idealized tuin of waves in the open ocean such as 
that portrayed in Fig. 2.26. The wave train I! soen to consist of a regular suce<ssion 
of consecutive crests and troughs; no resultant bulk transport of water takes place, 
only the disturbance is propagated. The velocity of propagation c of a wave train is 
the ratio of the wavelength X to the wave period t , where the latter is the time 
required for two consecutive crests (or troughs) to pass a point fixed in the Earth. 

Observation of a small, freely Ooating body (not necessarily at the surface) 
reveals that it moves forward with the oncoming crest and then backward into the 
following trough until it returns to its original position. In deep water the motion is 
almost circular and the distance travelled by the body in the wave period is ffll, 
where H is the wave height. As c = )Jt and the average speed of the body at the 
water surface is v c trH/t then the ratio v/c = rHf>... There is no specific relationship 
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Fig. 2.26 Oee~water waves. 
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between H and >.. although invariably wave heights are much smaller than wave 
lengths . When waves are too high they become unstable and the crests begin to 
break. A theory, put forward by Stokes (1S). suggests that instability occurs when 
H/A > 1/7, a prediction reasonably upheld in practice. An average wave in the seas 
With, say, a height of 3 m and a length of 180 m has a mean velocity of water 
part icles of only about one-twentieth of the wave velocity. Thus for most conven• 
tional displacement ships the orbital velocities have a small effect on performance 
and arc usually ignored, but this is not necessarily true of hydrofoil craft. Fig. 2.26 
shows that the orbit diameters decrease (in theory exponentially) towards the 
bottom . At depths greater than about one-half the wavelength the motion of the 
water particles is negligible compa red with, say, the cruise speed of a deeply sub
merged submarine. Under these circumstances the passage of waves is of little 
importance. However, even the small velocities at depth can be great enough to 
al ter the topography of the sea bottom and so could be an important facto r in the 
siting of harbours and jettie s. 

In our simple wave system suppose that the surface distortion is sinusoidal and 
that the pressure over the interface is constant. It may be shown (15,16) that th e 
wave velocity is given by 

-{(X) (2•h)}''' c- I - lanh -
2n X 

(2.1) 

where h is the wat er depth measured from the still-water level. We now distinguish 
between various depths of water and see how Equation (2 .1) is modifi ed. When 
hf>i.d (the subscript d implies deep wate r) is large, tanh(27fhf.\d)-+ 1 and thus 

ca• g).,,/2• (2.2) 
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(2.3) 

where/is the wave frequency. Bearing in mind that tanh 11' = 0.9963 corresponds to 
h/"Ad = ! we can say that Equations (2 .2) and (2.3) represent, with suffident accur
acy, the propagation velocity for deep-woter tWVes when hf>.4 ;>½.The velocity of 
deep-water waves is thus proportional to the square root of the wavelength. In a 
real 'sea state', wind-induced waves of different wavelengths move at different 
velocities to fonn a •ruuy roused' sea. 

If we focus auention on a small area of sea we may observe the passing of a wave, 
but if an attempt is made to foUow it with the eye we soon find that it vanishes. 
This is th e result of th e initial additlon of a series of waves to fonn the crest, but as 
each wave is, in general, of a different wavelength the consequen t difference of 
velocity will cause these same components of the series to run out from the crest. 
Hence, sea waves often fonn a dispersive system. 

We have seen that climatic conditions in the atmosphere generate regions of high 
and low pressure which give rise to stonns. Within the storms the sea is fully roused 
and is largely a random process of propagating crests and troughs. However, on 
travelling out of the storm (the velocity of the longer waves is usually greater than 
the speed of translallon of the stonn) waves extend and become more regular to 
fonn a switll. Unlike currents, waves suffer no effect from the Coriolis acceleration 
as negligible net movement of water occurs . Waves therefore move in the direction 
of the generating wind (which may be reasonably steady outside th e stonn area). 
Long swell suffers little attenuation in deep water, even when a sustaining wind is 
not blowing, provided that only light headwinds are encountered. Consequently, 
the effect of a stonn off the coast of New Zealand (or Florida) may be detected in 
Alaska (or Cornwall). The energy of the waves is finally dissipated in turbulence as 
the waves run ashore and break on a beach, this process giving rise to surf, 

When h/"Ad. is small the surface waves run into shallow water and so tanh(2,rhf>.4) 
➔ 2trh/).d. Thus, 

c: • gh (2.4) 

where the subscript s implies shallow water. We now see that the wave velocity 
depends only on water depth . Whereas deep-water gravity waves constitute a dis• 
persive system, that is, the velocity for a given depth depends on the wavelength, 
the shallow-water waves do not: instead all the waves propagate at a given velocity 
irrespective of their individual wavelengths. The question now arises, 'when can 
water be regarded as shallow?' To obtain an accuracy consistent with that adopted 
for deep water the shallow-water depth must be defin ed by hf>..d < 1/200. But as 
the accuracy of wave measurements is no better than S per cent, a practical limit 
for shallow water is h/'Ad < 1 /20. Between this value and the deep-water limit lies the 
region of intermediate depth and here the full equations defirring the velocity and 
other wave characteristics must be used. These points arc discussed in detail in ( I 5}. 
The orbital path of a water particle in shallow water (and in intennediate water) is 
elliptical, as shown in Fig. 2.27. The ratio of the minor-to-major ax.is tends to unity 
(circular orbit) near the surface but becomes zero adjacent to the sea bottom where 
the particle simply oscillates parallel to the wave path. 

As waves travel onto a beach or into shoal water the wave height, relative to the 
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Fig. 2.27 Shallow-water waves. 

dee~water value, first decreases somewhat and then increases quite markedly. ln 
so doing the waves slow down, but as the period remains unchanged the wavelength 
U therefore reduced. Just before a wave breaks it is much steeper than it was off. 
shore and this often makes the launching of small craft difficuJt. Indeed, not only 
an excessive wave height, but also the steepness of a wave can cause damage to ships 
in the oceans and may even cause them to capsize. High-speed ocean currents, such 
as the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio, are notorious for producing steep confused 
seas whenever the waves are against the current. 

In deep water the simple wave system considered here contains kinetic and 
potential energy in equal proportions. The total energy of a wave front can be 
enonnous, and using a s.imple theory it can be shown that a wave 3 m high and ISO m 
long p0ssesses a total energy of about 1.6 MJ per metre-length of crest. The effect 
of shallow water on wave speed results in wave refraction and much of the total 
wave energy is concentrated above the still-water level. This energy is then dissipated 
by surf as it breaks on a beach and can be the cause of extensive destruction on 
coastal features wch as points, headlands and breakwaters (17). For example, at 
Wick in Scotland the end of a breakwater was capped by a block of concrete of 
mass 8 x IOs kg and secured to the foundation by iron rods of about 90 mm 
diameter. In I 872 both the capping and the foundation (a tota1 mass of 13.5 x 10 5kg) 
were removed by waves. The structure was rebuilt and a larger cap of 26 x 105 kg 
was added. In due course this too was removed by wave action. 

The simple harmonic wave form discussed so far has the advantage th at combi na
tions of such waves, displaying different heights and lengths, can be superimposed 
to form an analytica1 description of the real sea. ( In fact the surface waves at sea 
form a random process as discussed in ( 18).) Observations of deep-ocean waves, 
however, have shown that the surface distortion displays a sharper crest and a flatter 
trough than a harmonic wave of the same height and length . A useful geometric 
construction producing the required features takes the form of a trochoid. A 
trochoidal curve is the locus of a point on a circular disc which is traced out when 
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the disc is perpendicular to and rolls along the underside of a horizontal plane. The 
wavelength is proportional to the radius of the disc, R, and the wave height is 
proportional to the radial distance, r, of the point from the centre of the disc. The 
trochoid is not symmetric about th e horizontal locus of the centre of the disc and 
consequently the still-water level is somewhat below this locus (it may be shown to 
be , 2 /2R). M with harmonic waves particle orbits below trochoidal waves in deep 
water are circular with the radius decreasing exponentially with depth. Titl.s concept 
of a trochoidal wave has been frequently used to assess extreme hydrostatic loadings 
on ships as discussed in Otapter 3. 

(li) 7ldts. The tidal movement relative to the still-water level is usually between 
0.S and 2.0 m. Local geographical features can often produce larger variations 
whereas a land-locked sea has virtually no tidal movement . Although the tides are 
periodic they do not occur at the same time each day. In addition seasonal changes 
occur, but even so tidal behaviour can nowadays be computed and predicted accur
ately. 

Sir Isaac Newton deduced that the gravitational attraction between two bodies is 
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance between them. All bodies in the universe exert forces on the waters 
of the Earth but only two bodies are of major importance: the Moon, because of its 
proximity, and the Sun, because of its large maS3. However, the Sun is also a great 
distance from the Earth in comparison with the Moon and as a resuJt its tide-raising 
forces are about 0.46 times those of the Moon. The Earth has a mass about 81 times 
that of the Moon and the distance between their centres is approximately 60 Earth 
diameters. Titl.s two-body system can be considered to rotate about a point C (see 
Fig. 2.28) located within the Earth some 4 700 km from its cent re and along the 
common line of centres. Let us assume for the moment that the Earth does not 
rotate about its own axis - we can introduce the motion later. Figure 2.29 shows 
the direction of motion of the particular point P on the surface of the Earth. The 
'centrifugal' force on the particle at P is directed towards th e centre of rotation C' 
and PC' is parallel to the line joining the centres of the Earth and the Moon, that is, 
ECO produced. Thus the direction of the force F will be the same for all particles. 
Even though the Moon is 384000 km from the Earth a line drawn from a point on 
the surface of th e Earth to the cent.re of the Moon can subtend an angle of 1° to 
the common centre line. Furthermore , a point on the near side of the Earth is closer 
by 3 per cent of the separation than a point on the far side. The lunar gravitational 
force L will, in general, be inclined to F (ex.cept when P is at O or O') and the 
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resultant T must be the tide-raising force on that put of the Earth covered by the 
(non-rigid) oceans. Since it is the gravitational force which produces the initial 
circular motions of the Earth and Moon then L is the vector swn of F and T as 
shown in Fig. 2.30. A particle at the centre of the Earth experiences a gravitational 
force equal to F and so if Pis to the right of WZ (in Fig. 2.30) we must have L > F 
but L < F when P is to the left of WZ. When P is on WZ, L and Fare very nearly 
equal but inclined slightly to each other; the system of the tide-raising forces is then 
similar to that shown in Fig. 2.31. The component of the tidal force normal to th e 
surface of the Earth is very small compared w:ith the weight of a given particle and 
is therefore of lit tle significance. It is the tangential components of T which produce 
tides, and th ese are shown in Fig. 2.32 where the lengths of the arrows indicate the 
relative magnitude of the force. These tangential forces give rise to the so-called 
equilibrium tid e and two high.waters develop , one directly under the Moon and the 
other on the opposite side of the Earth. 

O' 

Fig. 2.30 
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F.ic, 2.31 

Now the Earth rotates about its own axis in one solar day. The given point P 
will then have occupied two high-tide positions relative to the Moon in 24 hours. 
The high tides do not in fact occur at intervals of 12 hours because the Moon itself 
moves relative to the Sun. The lunar day is 24 hours and 50 minutes long and thus 
the lunar tide has a period of 12 houn and 25 minutes and a wavelength equal to 
one-half the circumference of the Earth. 

The resotWlt frequency of oscillations in some gulfs and channels is about 12 
houn, so that excessiYely high tides may be expected such as those in the Bristol 
Channel (up to 15 m) and the Bay of Fundy (up to 21 m). Rotation of the Earth 
about its own axis results in a Coriolis force being applied to the tidal oscillation of 
the oceans. ~ a result the path of a particle, projected onto a tangential plane, is 
elliptical with a clockwise motion when viewed from above in the northern hemis
phere. Near coasts the interruption of the path often leads to a substantial pressure 
gradient in the water normal to the coastline and to the development of abnormally 
high tides known u •Kelvin edge waves'. This simple picture is complicated by the 
variation in distance between the Earth and Moon as each moves in its own orbit 
around the Sun. The effectiveness of the Moon in raising tides is greatest when it is 
nearest to the Earth (perigee) and least when furthest away (apogee). Furthermore, 
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when the tide-raising effects of the Sun and Moon reinforce each other, sprinf tides 
occur whereas neap tides when they oppose each oth er; the ratio of these forces is 
(I +0.46)/(J - 0.46) ::!!: 8/3. FinaUy, when a spring tide occurs at perigee the rug.best 
spring tides will occur and correspond to a new and fuU Moon. However, all these 
processes are modified by the rotation of the axes of the planet, the inertia of water, 
friction and the local topography of the coastline and sea bottom ( 19]. 

l.6 The Host ile Enviromnent 

The preceding sections clearly show that to a human and the equipm ent he uses the 
oceans present a hostil e environment. Danger arises on the surface of the sea from 
adverse weather and sea states which may result in a loss of stability from icing, 
holing from a collision With floating ice or rocks, or impact damage from enormous 
waves generated by gale-force winds, and so on. Table 2.5 lists some of the environ
mental hazards which must be taken into account by the designer of a marine vehicle. 

Table 2 . .5 En-i,ironmenral hazard,. 

Cause 

Oim at ic 

Others 

All equipment /personnel 

salt-laden atmosph ere 
condensation 
dwt,Ouff 
temperature extremes 
humidity extrem es 
odour. aerosols 
lhjp motion 
vibration, slamming 

Uatse a 

corrosive conditi ons 
oil contamination 
animal.life 
mould 

Additional for 
expo sed equipment/ 
personnel 

wind 
water on deck 
salt spray 
hail 
rain 
blown snow 
ice accretion 
sea ice 

• total immersion 
suruiiht 
funnel smoke 
sand abrasion 

fid, 
cn1Jtaoean, 
5ea weed 
flowm 
fea bottom 

Should a vessel capsize and the occupants become immersed in sea water for any 
length of time there is a distinct probability that death will follow. For the efficient 
operatio n of various body systems, the internal temperature of the human body 
must be maintained within the range 37 t 2°C. In the atmospheric environment 
adequate temperature control is obtain ed from various combinations of perspiration 
and evaporative cooling, internal heating from inefficient work transfer (running, 
rubbing of hands and the like) and enveloping the body in heat-insulating clothing . 

Temperature control of the human body in water is a far more serious problem. 
As sea water is invariably cooler than the body heat is transferred to the water. The 
instinct to generate internal heat by increasing activity such as the use of muscles 
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in swimming merely assists the heat transfer process by forced convection and also 
increues the rate at which the body temperature falls. Below about 35°C the blood 
flow to the brain becomes impeded, resulting in delirium and unconsciousness. Jf 
th is does not cause drowning then further heat loss leads to heart failure. The con
ditio n of low body temperature is known as hyperthermia. When the cruise liner 
l.Aconia became engulfed in flames, 200 passengers took to the water and 120 died 
from hyperthermia despite a water temperature of 18°C. Following this disaster 
passengers and crew forced to abandon ship are now required to wear plenty of 
clo thing to improve insulation and to help them float until rescued rather than 
swim about unnecessarily. 

The hostility of the external environment must be eliminated from the internal 
en vironment within the marine vehicle if the crew and equipment are to operate 
reliably and efficiently. In practice, we can go only some way towards this ideal. For 
example, unpleasant rolling motions can be reduced by incorporating active or 
passive stabilizers in a ship. Now that nuclear submarines patrol deeply submerged 
on missions lasting several months ergonomic, physiological and psychiatric matt ers 
have gained great importance. Undoubtedly , experiences with maMed space flights 
have helped to improve the design of crew-operated equipment, relaxation areas, 
recreational facilities and so on. Air-conditioning and ventilation can be used to 
avoid ext remes of temperature and particularly of humidity. It is possible to define 
th e limits of temperature and humidity consistent with the reliability of equipment 
but it is far more difficult to specify quan titatively the meaning of huma n comfort. 
The ranges of external t emperature and relative humidity met by a ship cruising for 
long periods could be 4S°C and SO per cent respectively. These limits demand the 
installation of air-conditioning and ventilating systems in varioui compartments of 
th e marine vehicles. To proceed further would be out of contex t here, but a full 
treatment of air-conditioning in general is given in {20] and useful infonn ation for 
shipsispresentedin [21] . 
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3 
The Marine Vehicle at Rest 

3.1 llltroduction 

To detennine whether or not a marine vehicle will be capable of maintaining a 
stationary and upright condition (usually essentiaJ requirements) it is necessary to 
examine the force s which act on the vehicle in the vertical direction. that is, along 
an extended rad.Jus of the Earth. The equilibrium relationships that these forte$ 
must satisfy then require investigation. For a ship the principles of hydrostatics are 
uted to assess launching and docking procedures, initial stability tests, flooding 
calculations. groWlding and tethering forces at docks and jetties , the effects of 
loading and carrying cargo, and so on. 

It is now our purpose to introduce the basic relations used for these investigations 
although details of the many empirical techniqu es available are left for the reader to 
consult in the cited references. Attention is drawn to the limita tions of a number of 
derived fonnulae which are often used weD beyond their supposed limH of validity. 
The following discussion will be restricted to statics even though the operatio nal 
enVironmmt of marine vehicles is generally dynamic. The motion response of a 
marine vehicle undergoing a dynamic excitat ion is examined in Chapter JO. 

The vehicle at rest must not only remain in stable equilibrium with the system 
of external forces acting upon it but also have the strength to sustain these forces. 
ConsequentJy, a (static) structural analysis must be und ertaken. However, as with 
the general cue of a motion response to dynamic exci tations, the questions raised 
by problems: of structural dynamics are also left until later (see Chapter 9). The 
structural strength and integrity of marine vehicles are obviously matt ers o f great 
importance and the re are a number of ways that marine vehicles can be put to the 
test, for example, by the application of forces; by biological a ttack; by chemical 
attack;and by changes of tempe rature . 

ln this chapter we shall examine a number of structu ral (as distinct from proper• 
ties of materials) problems and confine our attention to purely mechanical effects. 
This means tha t we shall consider the application of forces, namely 'loading actions'. 
Temperature changes also give rise to a fonn of loading action which could produc e 
impo rtant mechanical effects, but these will not be examined here. Again our 
concern is with the basic principles and how these may be applied to marine vehicles. 

3 .2 Marine Vehlcle at Rttl in a SCalionary Fluid 

Many fluid-borne vehicles are capable of remaining statio nary in a stationary fluid, 
while others such as gliders, hydrofoil craft , submarines, aeroplanes and parachutes 
depend on their motion for supporting forces. Vertical forces may be applied by 
ground reaction, by attached cables, by aerostatic means, as in an air-cushion vehicle 
(ACV), or by the conveyance of fluid downwards as in a helicop ter . There are, 
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however, two forces of overwhelming importance which are always present (except 
in space or in a vacuum), namely weight Wand buoyancy F 8 • 1be buoyancy force 
is, by Archimedes' Principle, equal and opposite to the weight of fluid displaced by 
a vehicle in the fluid. In the case of a helicopter, shown in fig. 3.J , the buoyancy 
force is small compared with the weight of the craft and must be supplemented by 
the thrust FT exerted by the air on the rotor. The purpose of the rotor is to increase 
the linear momentum of the air perpendicular to the plane of rotation of the rotor 
so that Fy may be varied over a wide range about the equilibrium v:a.lue by adjusting 
th e blade pitch. 

F, 

w 
Fig. 3.1 

When, for example, a uniform, wooden, rectangular block floats in water it is 
clear that 

W=Fa. (3.1) 

Furthermore, equilibrium demands that these two forces must be colinear . As we 
shall see later, the block floats with its Jo.riest flat face parallel to the surface pro
vided its relative density is not too close to unity or zero. The othe r two possible 
configurations in which flat face, are parallel to the ,urface are not realized because 
they are unstable. Plainly, then, we must not onJy study the equilibrium of forces, 
but also the ,tability of that equilibrium. 

It is: intere,ting to note that the American re$C8rch $hip Flip i, du igned to float 
noi only like a conwnt ional surface vessel with its keel horizontal but also (after 
suitable flooding) with it, keel vertical. like a slowly submerging submarine, the 
slowly tilting ship raises not one stability problem but, in theory, an infinity of 
them. Similar considerations arise when oil rigs are upturned at their chosen sites 
after being towed out in another attitude. 

3.J Weight or• Vehicle 

When a •system'isisolated for the purpose of analysis, its mass, and hence its weight, 
is detennined. There is, of course, an element of choice in defining the system. For 
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instance, we might wish to include, or exclude, consideration of the gas in the bags 
of a dirigible or the ballast water in the external tanks of a submarine. The cakula• 
lions for a damaged and partially flooded ship provide a choice of this sort. If the 
water admitt ed by the hull is included as part of the ship, th e 'added weight' 
method of analysis is used. If, on the other hand , the damage is regarded as not 
altering the weigtt but, rather, as changing th e external configuration presented to 
the sea, then the 1ost buoyancy' approach is employed. 

Once a system is chosen, weight (or gravity force) is inevitably a factor, and it is 
plain to sec that generally speaking large weight is usually inconvenient. Difficulty 
is experienced in lifting an excessive weight into the atmosphere in an aircraft or an 
ACY, and excessive weight will require deeper immersion of a surface ship and hence 
produce greater resistance to motion through the wat er. 

For the purpose of discussion it is sometimes convenient to consider the weight 
of a chosen system to be the sum of several components. We may say, for instance, 
that 

(3.2) 

where Wh is the weight of the bare hull, fuselage or structure; Wm the weight of the 
power plant; klr the weight of the fuel carried; Wp the weight of the payload (i.e. 
passengers, their personal effects and cargo); and W0 is all other• weight (such as 
crew, stores, water, ballast auxiliary plant, e tC.). The maximum permitted value of 
W is sometimes called the 'gros.s weight', or 'all-up weight', k'1 . Jn marine practic e, 
the quantity k'1 - (W11 + Wm) is called the 'deadweight'; although Wm is then con
sidered to include the weight of all fittings (such as auxiliary plant, navigation 
equipment, the galley stove, etc.). The deadweight is obviously a measure of the 
usefulness of a cargo ship and in some vehicles it is by far the major part of W1. 

lifebelts, water wings and rubber dinghies arc particularly splendid in this respect. 
Measurements typical of the orders of magnitude but nevertheless approxim ate, 

for the componen ts ofwcighi of some vehicles arc shown in Table 3.1. 

Tobie J.J Comp,)llenu of wt'ighr of some tn4rine wh,"cles. Units ore MN with ton/ in 
p,rtnthn n . 

Vehicle "'• Wm 

Sl.lper VC-10 airliner 0.361 0.132 
at take-off ()6) (1)) 

R-101 dirigible at take- 1.006 0.169 
off on its last (ataltlight (101) (17) 

Frigate 6.8) -4.-4) 
(685) (-4-45) 

Desuoyer 17.32 9.36 
(1738) (940) 

Very luge cargo car der 448 29.8 
(VI.CC) (45000) ()000) 

Air<,nhion vehicle 0.518 0.229 
(52) (23) 

o,,""''"' Google 

.,, "'• "'• "'• 
0.561 0.22-4 0.212 1.-490 
(56) (23) (22) (150) 

0.2-49 - 0.2)9 - 1.663 
(25) (2-4) (167) 

4.86 2.72 9.06 27.90 
(48 8) (273) (909) (2800) 

7.82 7.91 19.36 61.77 
(784) (794) (1944) (6200) 

29 .8 2470 9.96 29.90 
()000) (248000) (1000) ()00000) 

0.1-49 0.637 0 .209 1.7-42 
(15) (64) (21) (175) 
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3.3.1 W<f6ht Distribution 
For some purposes, particularly the estimation of stre~s in ship structu res, the 
distribution of weight is important. (The corresponding distribution of mass is 
required in an analysis based on dynamics.) Detailed determination of weight 
distribution is generally a tedious business and relevant data are often stored in a 
computer on the basis of a form of book-keeping. Where the vehicle is of an essen• 
tially •prismatic' form, however, a simple and common approximatio n may be 
adopted. In this approach the idea of a 'gravity force/unit run';q 1, is used, so that 
for a vehicle of length l 

W • r: q,(x)dx (3.3) 

where x is the disunce from the stem, say, measured in the vehicle parallel to the 
water surface. A typical approximation to the distribution of q1(x) is shown in 
Fig. 3.2 . AJ the curves in th e figure are usually obtained by a 'piecewise' process of 
calculation, they are ofte n "stepped'. 

3.3.2 Qnrr, of Gravity 

In the design of.a fluid-borne vehicle it is usually necessary to ascertain the posit ion 
of its centre of gravity G (as well as ·its weight) at an early stage. The fore-and-aft 
position of G (determined by the coordinate XG), for a ship whose q1 cune has 
been found, may be obtained by taking moments at a section x ""0 about an axis 

c;:_ _______ ____,/ 

Fig. ).2 l)pic.al weight disuibutlOn for a large warship . 
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in a plane parallel to th e wat er plane and in a direction perpendicular to th e direction 
of x, so that 

1: q,xdx 
XG• --- . 

1: q,dx 

(3.4) 

By a similar process the other coordinates of G may be found by integration, 
although one might not think in tenns of q 1 curves to do so. In ship ca]culations, G 
is commonly round by taking moments about the mid-section (usually referred to 
by the symbol tO for the longitudinal position, about the lower surface of the keel 
K for the height and about the fore-and-aft plane or geometric symmetry of the 
hull for the transverse position. 

In general, such calculations as these are reasonably accurate and can be checked 
later when the vehicle has been built. For a vessel that floats on the surface, this is 
done by means of an 'inclining experiment'. From the observed results of the experi
ment and the known position of the centre of buoyancy B (which can be calculated 
accurately since it depench only on geometry) the position of G can be located. 
Within limiu, it may be possible to adjust the position ofG if necessary, by ballast
ing. However, a vehicle generally has a preferr ed upright configu ration in which it is 
designed to operate . This 'intended attitude' is usually associated with a fore-and-aft 
plane of symmetry of extern al fonn, and this plane is appr oximately vertical when 
the vehicle is at rest in the stationary OuJd. The centre of gravity G will normally 
lie in this plane of symmetry or very close to it . For a surface ship, G will nonnally 
lie at or just above the water plane and slightly abaft amidships. It may be interesting 
to note that the possession of an intended attitude and of 'starboard-and-port sym
metry' is not only a feat ure of the vast majority of fluid-born e vehicles but also of 
animals (including hwnan s). 

3.4 Buoyancy Force on I Vehicle 

Suppose that a set o f axes OXYZ is fixed with respect to the Earth with the plane 
OXY horizontal and with OZ pointing vertically downwards. Let us now consider 
a rectangular element of fluid whose sides are of length &x, 6y, &z parallel to OX, 
OY, OZ respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 .3. If the subscripts I and 2 refer respectively 
to the lower and upper faces of the element and z represents the distance from the 
plane OXY to the element measured downwards parallel to OZ then 

Z1 - Z2 a6z. 

~ 
Fig. 3.3 
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The element is considered small enough to assume that the fluid pressuresp 1 and p2 
each act unifonnly over the lower and upper faces respectively. Thus the upward 
fluid force on the lower face of the element is p 16x6y which is equal to the sum of 
the pressure force on face 2 and the weight of the fluid contained in the clement, 
that is, p 2 6x6y + pg6x6y6z, where pis the density of the fluid and g is weight per 
unit mass. For equilibrium to prevail there must be no net force in the OZ direction, 
so that 

Pi 6x6y = Pl6x6y + pg6x6y6z 

whence 

In the limit, as z ➔ 0 and p 1 ➔p2 , we may write 

(3.5) 

Integration of this equation for a constant-density fluid yields 

(3.6) 

where the plane OXY is assumed to lie in th e 'free' surface, that is the air- water 
interface, and the pressure p is measured relative to the surface value. As the latter 
is considered to be at 'a tmospheric' pressure then pis a gauge pressure. The assump• 
tion of a constant density for water is generally acceptable in hydrostatics, but the 
very small changes which occur in large volumes of water, especially in the oceans, 
have a significant effect on other relevant factors in the opera lion of marine vehicles, 
such as sound-wave propagation, as discussed briefly in Chapter 2. 

Now suppose that the rectangular element of fluid is replaced by an equal-sized 
element of a different material. The latt er may be said to 'displace' fluid from the 
space it occupies. The fluid which remains (and in which the element is placed) 
behaves in a similar manner and still exerts its upthrust. This upthrust is a 'buoyancy 
force' of amount 

or 

6Fa • ( ~6z) 6x6y 

:ia: pg6x6y6: 

6Fa =pg6V 

where 6 Vis the volume of the rectangular element. We may regard 6F e as a contri• 
bution to the buoyancy force exerted upon an immersed body of finite volume. If 
the sum of aU these contribu tions is taken over the finite immersed volume V of 
which the element fonns a small part we find that 

Fe =pgV=A • . (3.7) 

In other words, the total buoyancy force isequal to the weight A• of fluiJ. displaced. 
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(Archimedes' Principle is thus deducible by simple reasoning from Newton's hypo
theses.) 

The presence of the buoyancy force Fe is a consequence of gravity, because an 
identifiable volume of fluid has weight. The buoyancy force always acts in the 
opposite direction to OZ - upwards - in order to support the weight of displaced 
fluid. It follows that F 8 acts through the centre of g,avity o f the displaced fluid 
and consequently for a fluid of constant density it must act through the geometric 
centre (or 'centroid') B of the volume V. 

The discuss.ion above is intended as a very brief revision of certain elementary 
results in the theory of hydrostatics. These results will be important in the discus
sion which follows and the reader who wishes to undertake a more thorough revision 
of the topic can do so by consulting, for example, (I) or (2) . 

3 .4.1 Centn of 8Moyoncy 

When a vehicle such as a submarine is totally immersed its centre of buoya ncy is 
located at a fixed point within it. As already point ed out, we can choose the system 
of interest to consider the vehicle with or without its ballast water, or we may even 
deal with some portion of the vehicle. The position of B docs no t move within the 
system as the position and orientation of the vehicle is changed; only a change in 
the external geometry of the submerged vehicle can alter the location of 8. In this 
respect a wrface vehicle is quite different. If th e immersed portion of a ship is 
changed (e.g. when the vessel assumes an angle of inclination or when the draught is 
adjusted) the position of B moves relative to the ship. The way in which B moves is 
vitally important, as we shall see when we ex.amine the stability of floating bodies. 
Accordingly, we shall now study in more detail how B migrates when a body is 
inclined, and to do this we need t o define the tenns used to describe angles of 
inclination of floating bodies. (By a floating body we usually mean a body in 
equilibrium at the interface between air and a Jiquid such as water. These considera
tions, however, apply to any interface separating fluids of differing densities. For 
example, the migration of 8 would be affected by a layer of oil on water.) 

Suppose that a floating body such as a ship is at rest in its int ended upright 
attitude so that the axis OX (illustrat ed in Fig. 3.3) is identified with the fore-and
aft direct ion and OY points t o starboard. An inclination obtain ed by rotating the 
ship about an ax.is parallel to OX is called a 'heel' ; a similar inclination about OY is 
called a 'trim' . Conventionally, positive values of heel and trim are associated with 
clockwise angles of rotation as seen looking along the fixed axes away from the 
origin 0. It is necessary to stress two important points about these dcfi.nitions. First, 
as can be easily verified, a given oblique inclination cannot be specified unambigu
ously merely as a combination of a heel and a trim; the order in which these latter 
inclinations are applied is significant. Second, the word "trim' is used in a quite 
different sense when it is applied to totally immersed bodies such as submarines. 

3.4.2 Surfaee of Buoyoncy 

Let us now consider the general case of a floating body which is not prismalic and 
which does not possess an axis or a plane of symmetry . Figure 3.4 shows a body 
that is partly immersed in water, the displacement volume being V. The buoy ancy 
force Fe acts at B, the centroid of the immersed volume. That section of the body 
which lies in the ho rizontal plane of the water surface is called the 'water -plane 
sect ion'. A set of rectangular axes Oxyz is fixed to the body with Oxy in the water-
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.... 

Oisplaotd volume V 

Fig.3.4 

plane section and Oz pointing downwards. The buoyancy force Fa therefore act a in 
the direction -Oz. The problem here is to discover how B migrates relative to the 
body as the position of the body is altered. ~e do not consider here how equillbriwn 
is to be maintained or what forces must be applied to move the body.) It is conven
ient to examine any moYement. in terms of the axes we have chosen.Ha combinl• 
tion of translation and rotation. Three translations and three rotations are therefore 
possible. 

Oearly a bodily translation along any line in the 'water-plane section will not 
change the immersed portion of the body. so B remains fixed. A translation of the 
bo~ paralkl to Oz, on the other hand, changel V and shifts B relative to the body. 
The in.create in buoyancy force &Fe, resulting from an increue in depth ofimmer• 
lion 6z, is given by 

6Fa • (AP11')6Z (3.8) 

where A is the water-plane area. In th e limit 6z ➔ 0, Equation (3.8) may be written 
as 

(3 .9) 

and this measure is used to determine the parallel sinJca&e or rise which results from 
the addition or subtraction of a small mass (and therefore weight). For rule-of-thumb 
purposes sinkage is often expressed as TPl, that is, toMe force (:!! l0 4 N) or ton 
force puallel immersion, which indicates the mass, tonne or ton, that must be 
placed evenly on the body to cawe a linkage of one metre or one inch respectively. 
The preceding arguments are reversed if mau is removed to produce a parallel rbe. 
Because the addition of mass is small, the centre of buoyancy resulting from its 
even distribution is at half-depth below the new water plane. If his the vertical 
distance between th.is point and the original centre of buoyancy B the rbe of the 
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centre of buoyancy to B' for the new condition will be given by 

88, • hffe • M6z . 
~•+6Fe V+A6z 

(3.10) 

A similar expression may be obtained for the change in location of the centre of 
gravity, except h now refers to the distance between the initial centre of gravity and 
that of the added mus . 

Let us now tum our attention to the rotation of a floating body and assume, for 
the sake of simplicity, that displacement is unchanged. We shall fust show how the 
orientation of the body can be altered so that this requirement is met. Suppose that 
the floating body shown in Fig. 3.4 rotates through a small angle ~ about the axis 
Oy (as shown in Fig. 3.5). For the immened volume to remain unchanged it is 
neceuary that 

(3.11) 

where z is the mean depth of an element, of small cross-sectional arta 6A., in the 
body measured from the Oxy plane in the water plane before P is applied u indic t• 
ted in Fig. 3.5. The integration is performed over the water-plane section and related 
to positive values of the coordinate z. As Pis small and nonzero, ii follows that 

(3.12) 

The small rotation that concerns us, therefore, can be made about an a.xis in the 
water plane, provided that the axis paues through the centroid of the ,ection . This 
point is usually referred to as the 'centre of flotaUon'. 

If the body is rotat ed through various angles tJ .about various axes in the water 
plane (all of which pass through the centroid), 8 moves over a surface that is fixed 
in the body. Thus, suppose that we rotate the body through the snall angle tJ and 

Fig. 3.5 
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that Oy is a centroidal ax.is in the water plane. The initial coordinates of B (the 
geometric centre o fV) arei,'j, %where 

. . f x=~jxzdA; y•½JyzdA; z•~ !zzdA (3.13) 

from the definition of B. During the small rotation the centre of buoyancy moves 
to B', wh.ich has coordinatesx',Y ' ,Z', so that 

x'=½fx(z-x/l)dA 

y' = ½ f y(z - xP) dA 

If I. z' z v I l(z - xii) +xP I (z - xP) dA = v.J !(z 2 
- x2P2

) dA. 

(3.14a) 

(3.14b) 

(3 .14<) 

We are now in a position to examine the movement o f the centre of buoyancy from 
B(x.J. z) to B'(x.f. z'). 

Consider first the movement of the cent re of buoyancy parallel to Oz. The rise is 

. If [ ' z-z=-xdA 
2V. 

(3 .15) 

wh.ich is positive and becomes exceedingly small for small values of /J. Now Band B' 
are neighbouring points on a surface and so that surface is concave upwards at 8' 
and horiz ontal at 8. 

We note next that a rotation about the axis Oy does not necessarily move 8 to 
8' in the same pJane perpendicular to Oy. Nevertheless, if 8 and 8' are to lie in a 
common plane perpendicular to Oy, then it is necessary that 

y • y 
so that 

f xydA = O. (3.16) 

Hence Ca and Oy are the principal axes of the water-plane section . 
Let us assume that the small rotation /3 is made about a principal centroidal axis 

in the water plane. If the axis Oy is taken perpendicular to the plane of the paper, 
the initial and final positions of 8 and e' will be as shown in Figs. 3.6(a) and (b) 
respectively. The vertical plane containing these two points intersects the axis Oy 
at right angles. The initial, vertical line which passes through B intersects the vertical 
line through B' at the point M', which is known as a 'pro-metacentre'. Now, since 
Z - i' is very small according to Equation (3.15), the distance lffi' is, to first order, 
given by 

BB'=x-x=i Jx'dA. (3.17) 

The integral is the second moment of area of the water-plane section about the 
principal axis Oy, and is best represented algebraicaJly by (Ak 2)o,.. where k is the 
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Fig. 3.6 

radius of gyration of the water-plane area A. about Oy. It is a matter of convention 
that the symbo1 I is used for the second moment of area in the present context (the 
algebraic expressions are also rather neate r) and so it follows that 

(3.18) 

Equation (3.18) is of profound importanc e and we will return to it later. 
Whatever axis (aa. bb, . . . ~ see Fig. 3.7) through the centroid O of the water• 

FiJ. 3.7 
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Fig. 3.8 

plane section is used during a small rotation, B moves paraUel to the water surface. 
Funh enno re, B moves relative to the vehicle on a surface known as the •surface 
of buoyancy', which is concave upwards and fixed in the vehicle (Fig. 3.8) . These 
findings relate to a fixed volume of immersion V and hence to a definite buoyancy 
force. The tangential plane at any point on the surface of buoyancy is parallel to 
the corresponding water plane. Ther efore, the nonnal at any poin t on the surface 
of buoyancy is vertical when B is at that point. The more deeply immersed a body 
is, the smaller is its surface o f buoyancy, and if the body is t otally immersed the 
surface contracts to a point that is fixed at the cen troid of the body, that is, at the 
volumetric centre. 

It may be that the geometry of the bod y at any given position in space is always 
associated with the same immersed volume. This is obviously so for a convex solid 
such as an ellipsoid or a cube; the surface of buoyancy is then convex and closed. 

While each displacement has a unique surface of buoyancy . the body may admit 
water by flooding if its orientati on is altered sufficiently. If it is then returned to a 
series of orientations that it had before flooding, B migrates over a different surface 
of buoyancy. In practical calculations for a shjp, however, it is conventional to 
assume that there is no ingress of water even when the vessel i.s turned right over, as 
might be the case with a self-righting lifeboat. Ingress of water is then considered 
separately . 

3.4 .3 Buoyancy Calculations 

The concept of a surface of buoyancy features in theoretical hydrostatics but such 
a surface is not normally calculated in pract ice. Nevertheless, the idea is a useful 
one and it is of interest to interpre t what can be achieved in pract ice in terms of it . 
Suppose that a set of axes AErn" is attach ed to our general body as dlown in Fig. 3.9, 
with the plane At11 parallel to the water-plane section. Once d1e t coordinate of the 
water-plane section has been specified, the position of the centre of buoyancy B 
may be calculated and specified in tenns of the coordina tes t 11. t. The vaJue of the 
immersed volume V can also be found . 
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Fil. J.9 

If the body is now rotated in steps of 5°, say, about the axis A11 similar calcula
tions may be made at each stage. If desired the process could be repeated for rota• 
lion through a full 360°. Equally, the location of Band the immersed volume may 
be computed for every stage during a rotation about the axis~ - Again, for each 5° 
position of the rotation about Aq a complete rotation (in steps) can be made about 
~. and for each 5° position of the rotation about At a complete rotation (in steps) 
can be made about Aq. Note that no restriction is placed on the size of the rotation; 
we are not concerned here with small departures from some reference configuration. 
Furth enno re, these last two cases do not give the body the same sets of orientations, 
as can be easily verified by first imagining the body rotat ed through 90° about Afl 
and then 90° about At and then reversing the order. 

Using the preceding technique sets of resuJts could be found, each giving (i) the 
coordinates t, fl, t of B, and (ii) the corresponding immersed volume V. By adopting 
a suitable process of interpolation all the positions of B for some chosen value ofV 
could be found and the appropriate surface of buoyancy det ermined. A group of 
surfaces could then be deduced so that each member corresponded to a particular 
value of V. Each would be a closed convex surface with the property that when B 
lies at any point on it the corresponding upward buoyancy force is directed along 
the inward nonnal. 

Several approaches can be realized for the problem of determining a surface of 
buoyancy, although eventually all reduce to that illustrat ed in Fig. 3.JO. A series of 
planes is found, all of which cut off the same volume V from the body. The centroids 
B of the various cut-off pieces lie on the surface of buoyancy corresponding to V. 

lnevitably we must tum our attention to prismatic bodies(e.g. to ship hulls) and 
consider heel and trim rath er than generalized rotations. Should the body have a 
vertical fore-and-aft plane of symmetry , then the surface of buoyancy might have 
an egg-like shape with a longitudinal fore-and-aft axis so that the plane of hull 
symmetry divides the surface into two symmetric halves. If the prismatic body also 
has a transverse plane of symmetry (as occurs in a kayak, for instance) then that 
plane will also divide the surface of buoyancy into two symmetric halves. 

It is not suggested that the method described above for calculat ing a surface of 
buoyancy should be followed in practice, or even that the surfaces be norma lly 
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Fig. 3.10 

determined. Indeed, modem literature on naval architecture seems to contain few 
references to the geometry of surfaces of buoyancy. It is perhaps interesting to note 
that books on differential geometry refer to the significant results first obtained by 
Dupin , for Dupin was also a ploneer of the theory of hydrostatics and developed in 
considerable detail the concept of the surface of buoyancy (3) . 

3.4.4 Oo.u Cr.uws of Buoyancy 

Suppose that a series of surfaces of buoyancy have been calculated, each surface for 
some particular volume V. Let these surfaces intersect a plane Aft, fixed in a body, 
as indicated in Fig. 3 .1 l( a). All the (cloSed) curves shown are considered to be fixed 
to the body. Now let the body be rotat ed through an angle fJ about At2, as shown in 
Fig. 3.1 l(b) . For each volume V 1, V1, V3 , •. . the buoyancy force acts vertically 

,., 
Fig. 3 .11 
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upwards perpendicular to the corresponding surface of buoyancy (although not, in 
general, in the Att plane). Let th ese forcesb~ Fe 1 , Fe1 , Fe 1 , •• • corresponding to 
the surfaces for V1, V1, V3 , ..• • Bearing in mind that these forces do not in 
general act in the plane of the paper, that is in the plane Att. but are parallel to it, 
we now consider the distances a 1 , a1 , a3 , ••• of Fa 1, Fa1 , Fe1 , • • • from that 
vertical plane through A which contains A17. These distances may be plotted against 
the displacement V for a chosen value of tJ as shown in Fig, 3.12. A family of these 
curves, plotted for a series of tJ. is known as a set of 'cross curves of buoyancy'. 

::~:-~~ ··· .. "·"~ 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
1 I I 

oL---' v-, -----.! v-, -- - - '"'v,---~ v 
Fi1, 3.12 Crosi au·y e o£b110yancy. 

3.4 .S Curw of /Jlloyoncy 

The prismatic shape of most marine vehicles - notably ships - suggests a simple 
approximation in the analysis of buoyancy . The surfaces of buoyancy for all the 
po§ible immersed volumes of such a body are elongated. Moreover, the port ~ nd
starboard symmetry that marine vehicles usually possess ensures that each surface 
is symmetric about the fore-and-aft plane of symmetry. 

Figure 3.l3(a) shows the side view of a typical ship in its intended (upright) 
attitude together with a side elevation of its surface of buoyancy. (The geometry of 
the illustrated surface of buoyancy is not meant to be representative of any particular 
kind of ship.) The centre of buoyancy is at 8 1, the lowermost point on the surface. 
Suppose that th e ship is heeled through a right angle by rotation about a fore-and-aft 
axis parallel to the water plane and that it is then raised or lowered (keeping the 
ax.is parallel to the water plane) so that V is unchanged and the same surface of 
buoyancy is relevant. This surface can now be seen in plan view and may take the 
fonn illustrated in Fig. 3 .l)(b). The centre of buoyancy is at 8 1 , which is well aft 
of 8 1• The explanation for this migration aft may be deduced from our previous 
discussion. The change of attitud e may be considered as being the sum of a large 
number of small rotations, each about a suitable centroidal ax.is in the prevailing 
water-plane section . Although this centroidal axis is initially a principal axis of the 
water-plane section, it does not remain one. Therefore the centre of buoyancy starts 
to move parallel to the axis of rotation. 
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This is an important point and worthy of some further discussion. Suppose that 
this imaginary experiment were performed on a scow, The water-plane section 
would at first have the shape depicted in Fig. 3.J 4(a) and would finally be of the 
fonn shown in Fig. 3.14(b). In both diagrams, Oy is the prevailing centroidal axis 
of rotation (0 being the centroid of the water-plane section), but whereas Oy begins 
as a principal axis it does not Temain one, so that the principal centroida1 axes at 
the last small rotation would be Or ' and Oy' (see Fig. 3.14(b)). 
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It is interesting to consider a vessel with fore-and-aft and port-and-starboard 
symmetry, such as a lifeboat, a kayak or a •double-ender' yacht. If a tranS11ene axis 
in the water-plane section of such a craft remains an axis of symmetry of the water• 
plane section. then the centre of buoyancy remains in the transverse plane of sym
metry if a heel is executed. 

The effect illustrated in Fig. 3.13 has been exaggerated for the purpose of 
explanation. In reality, a ship's surfaces of buoyancy must be elongated and nearly 
ellipsoidal to correspond with the usual geometry of the immersed volume. At least 
for initiaJ calculations it is usuaJJy assumed that heel and trim may be treated 
independently . That is to say, if the ship is given an ang)e of heel onJy with a con• 
stant immersed volume, the centre of buoyancy follows a curve which lies wholly 
in a single transverse plane; if it is given an angle of trim only, 8 moves always in 
the fore-and-aft plane of symmetry. As a result it is implicitly assumed that if an 
ang)e of heel is applied, the principal axes in the water-plane section remain in the 
transverse and fore-and-aft directions. The imponance of this assumption is that the 
heeling of a ship must be considered even more carefully than trimming, for reasons 
that will become clear. It is indeed fortunate that this assumption is quite accurate 
for moderate angles of heel, since it simplifies analyses considerably. 

Figure 3.1 S(a) shows a vessel in its intended attitude With 8 at th e lowennos t 
point of that surface of buoyancy which is relevant to its displacement. Figure 
3. I S(b) shows a cross section of the vessel in wh.ich 8 lies on the closed curve of 
intersection with the surface of buoyancy. Under the tenns of the previous as.sump· 
tion, B moves on this curve when the ship is heeled. Thus if the angle of heel is~. as 
indicated in Fig. 3.IS(c), the cen tre of buoyancy lies at 8 ', the lowennost point of 
the 'curve of buoyancy'. 

-\.______c::::::=:=::-,----'--. --~ 
!•I 
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Fig. 3.IS 

For a conventional ship it would be unreasonable to invoke the idea of a curve 
of buoyancy if the angle of heel were more than, say, 40 degrees, wh.ich is a large 
ang)e for any nonnal ship. In other words, it would be more sensible to depict the 
curves of buoyancy shown in Fig. 3.15(b) not as a closed curve but rather as a 
limited portion such as that drawn in Fig. 3.IS(d) . 
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3.4.6 E,ol •t< of tit, C,,,-,, of llvoy_,, y 

It was indlcated earlier that the curvature of the curve~ buoyancy is of some 
importan ce and that the radius of curvature is given by BM' = //V . The pro-meta
centre M' is the centre of curvature of a corresponding point on the curve o f buoy
ancy and the locus ofM' is the •evolute• of the curve of buoyancy. 

The transverse curve of buoyancy of a ship, or similar marine vehicle, has port
and-starboa.rd symmetry about the fore-and-aft plane of symmetry. The evolute of 
the curve of buoyancy must be likewise symmetric. If we consider a small change of 
heel 1!!8!.e 64' corresponding to a small increase in the distance from B to M' , given 
by 6QIB '), then the radius of curvature...2[ the evolute of buoyancy is given by 
r • 6(BM')/6,. In the limit 6, ➔ 0, r • d(BM')/d, = (1/VXd//d, ) asswning that the 
displaced volume is unchanged during the small change of heel. This resu.Jt shows 
that the radius of curvature of the evolute, and th erefore of the curve of buoy ancy, 
must change sign when/ is a maxim um or minimum at particular values of ,. If r 
changes sign, the evolute has a cusp and clearly this occ urs in the upright conditi on, 
around deck-edge immersion and at a heel angle of 90°. Two possible arrangements 
are shown in Fig. 3.16. However. for conventional ships, th e curves of 8 and M' 

""' Fig. 3 .16 
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are of little value beyond a heel angle of90°. For thiJ reason only the bottom por• 
tion of the curve of buoyancy. and its corresponding evolute, are shown in Fig. 3. I 6. 
Indeed, unless a vehicle 1' substantia.Oy symmetric about a mid-ship transverse 
plane a two-dimensional analysis beyond a heel angle of 40° is suspect because trim 
is ignored. On the other hand, for self-righting lifeboats and righting oil rigs the 
matter is of great interest, and when longitudinal symmetry does not prevail three
dimensional analyses must be used. Nevertheless, it i.s useful to examin e a ca,e for 
which the closed curve may be legitimately drawn. An ellipsoid that is rotated in 
incremental steps, with a constant partial immersion so that some chosen minor 
axis is always kept horizontal, satisfies the necessary conditions of symmetry u 
shown in Fig. 3.17. The evolute of th e curve of buoyancy is then closed and may 
tak e the shape portrayed. 

Cu"' e o f bY OV¥1CV 

Fig. 3.17 

If th e difference betwe en the major and minor semi-axes shown in Fig. 3.17 is 
diminished (without changing the magnitude of that semi-axis perpendicular to the 
plane o f the paper) then the curve of buoyancy becomes more and more circular. 
The evolute collapses to a point at the centre of a body of circular cross section as 
shown in Fig. 3.18. 

3.S Equiibriwn and Stabllty of Weialtt and Buoyancy 

It is now necessary to examine the condition of equilibrium that exists when the 
weight and buoyancy force act simultaneously because the a ttitude of a floating 
body depends on these two forces. The body seltles until the buoyancy force is 
equal to the weight and ro tates until the cent res of buoyan cy and gravity , 8 and G 
respectively, lie on the same vertical Line; the configuration then is one of stable 
equilibrium. At least one position of st able equilibrium must exist otherwise the 
body wouJd continue to rotate indefinit ely. There is often more than one equili· 
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Fi&-3.18 

brtum position, however, and G may lie abo¥e or below B. (A degenerate cue arises 
with bodies of revolution in which the centre of gravity lies exactly on the axis. 
Thus a ball, for example, wiD float in neutral, rather than 1uble, equlllbriwn since 
B ii altw,ys directly beneath G and so cannot provide a righting moment, as shown 
In Fig. 3.19.) 
~ equilibrium condition of a floating body may be expressed in the following 

way: (i) the weight I!• of th e displacement volume V of water must be equal to the 
weight W of the body, so determining the relevant surface of buoyancy; and (ii) the 
lowennost point of the surface of buoyancy 8 must lie on a vertical line through G 
and either above or below it. This concept is much easier to grasp than that which 
remains, namely, whether or not the equilibrium configuration will be restored if a 
very small disturbance of that configuration occurs. ln other words , is the equili
brium stable or unstable? In addressing ourselves to this question, we must remember 
that the anall disturbance may be of any realluble sort . We have, in effect, to apply 
"te,sts' to the equilibrium to tee what happens when the small disturbances occur. 
With one exception all the disturbances that we shall consider relate to a rigid 
vehicle, althoupl there is norea.son in mechanics why distortions should be excluded. 

fiJ. 3.19 
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3.S.I Tolfllly 1-rwd 11'8/d l'ffl!<k 

The equilibrium conditJon for submarines, submersibles. balloons, dirigibles and 
limll.11 vehicles is simply W• Fa( • nV• A•), where the forces Wand Fa must act 
in the same vertical line. The centre of gravity G and the centre of buoyancy Bare 
both fixed in the vehicle which takes up a definite attitude in its equilibrium con• 
figuration. Thus B must lie either vertically bdow or vertically above G if Wand Fa 
are the only external forces acting when the vehicle is at rest in its intended attitude. 
It is the stability of these equlllbriwn conftgurations that must now be examined. 

Small disturbances of translation in a horizontal direction do not chanae the 
condition of equilibrium. So fu as they are concerned the stability is neutral. 

To study the effect of small angles of rotation we can conveniently rotate the 
vehicle about two horizontal axes at right angles to each other. (Rotation about 
the vertical axis clearly does not affect the condition of equilibrium.) For example, 
consider the 1Ubmerged submarine represented in Fig. 3.20. It is evident that if Bis 
above G a snall inclination of heel or trim produces a righting couple, and 10 the 
anangement in Fig. 3.2~a) is associated with hydrostatic stability. By contrast, the 
arrangement in Fig. 3.2C(b) shows that if G lies above B there is a tendency for any 
!!!!_all inclination to be increued, and so the equilibrium is unstable. The distance 
GB thus represents a measure of a submarine's hydrostatic stability for heel and 
trim. 

In practice B cannot lie far from the central llUS of a_!!!bm&rine, and so for 
stability G must lie below the centre line. Typical values for GB lie in the range 

0.3m<Gii<0.6m(i.e. I ft<GB<2ft). 

It is implicitly assumed in the foregoing discussion that the submarine in question 
has a rigid and lncompress.ible structure. But this is not strictly true and consequently 
we mwt consider a stability problem of a rather different sort which relates to the 
submarine's ability to maintain a specified depth of operation. 

Fi, . 3.20 
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F~ 3.21 

Figure 3.21 shows I greatly simpLified fonn or a submarine. At depth, the pres
sure hull withstands the full local pressure. Now it is a convention of military sub
marine practice to include the water in the main ballast tanks in calculations of 
both weight and buoyancy. Let us, however, examine the situation in another way. 
When the submarine is submerged, V is the volume or the pressure hull and of all 
water-excluding parts such as the propeller. (It is worth remarking that for every 
8kN( z!!0.8 tonf) of solid steel in a marine vehicle about I kN (i!! 0.1 tonf) of buoy
ancy force is available, since the relative density of steel is approximately 7 .8.) The 
buoyancy force which acts on the pressure hull alone, Fl say, corresponds to a 
given depth of operation. If v• is the volume of the pressure hull at that depth, 

(3.19) 

where p is the corrcsp0nding density of the water , With an increase of depth the 
pressure p increases and 

(_I_) aFe. v• ~ •Pav• . pV• (_I_~•.!.... av•). (J .ZO) 
g ap op ap P ap v• ap 

The partial derivative is used in Equation (3.20 ) to emphasize that pressure alone 
may not be entirely responsible for changes in Fl. As we saw in Chapter 2 both 
temperature and sa1inity vary with depth , but for the present purpose these arc 
likely to be associated with second-order effects. Now ap/ap is positive because of 
the slight compressibility of water, and av•Jap is negative because of the comp res• 
sibility of the pressure hull. It follows that aFg/ap may be positive or negative 
according to which of these two compressibility effects is the greater. As the weight 
of the submarine is const ant, the condition af1/3p > 0 is one of stability in depth, 
while that of 3fl/3p < 0 is one of instability. In slcel slruc turcs the compressibility 
effects are small and to aU intents and purposes the stability in depth can generally 
be taken as neutral. 

3.S.2 Port"1lly lmm~Md Vdricl~s 

Let us suppose that the configuration shown in Fig. 3.4 is one of equilibrium with 
G lying somewhere on the vertical line through 8 and F 8 = W. The body has six 
degrees of freedom and so may be given (i) displacements in th e directions Ox-, Oy; 
(ii) displacements in the direction Oz;(iii) rotations about Ox, Oy; and (iv) rota tion 
about Oz. These lhen arc possible tests that may be applied in checking the slability. 
Now the relative positions of 8 and G will not be altered by small disturbances of 
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types (i) and (iv). Furthermore, stability certainly prevails were (ii) is concerned. 
We are left to apply tests of type (iii) which, as we have already shown, do not 
affect the magnitude of F8 provided that O lies at the centroid of the water-plane 
section. 

Suppose that Ox, Oy are principal axes of the water-plane section and that we 
rotate the body slightly about Oy to check the stability of an eq uilibrium configura
tion in which G lies below B, as in Fig. 3.22. The rotation moves the centre of 
buoyancy from B to B', producing a righting couple. The same is true if the rotation 
is performed about Ox. Hence the equilibrium must be stable if G Ues below B. It 
does not foOow, however, that If G is above B the vehicle is unstable, as we shall 
now show. 

(ol 

o,~-- -- -= ~ 
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Fis. 3.22 
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It would appear that the designer has merely to ensure that G lies below Bin the 
intended attitude of a surface craft to guarantee stability . The reasons why this rule 
is not normally followed are (i) it would be difficult to contrive, and (ii) the vessel 
concerned would be uncomfortably 'stifr and would sustain large inertial forces in 
its upper works as a consequence. Normally G lies above B in the intended attitude, 
a fact which at first sight may seem surprising. 

Let us consider a small angular displacement /j about the principal axis Oy, as 
before, but this time let G lie above B. The initial and final positions ofG and the 
centre of buoyancy are .as shown in Fig. 3.23. As G, Band B' all lie in the same 
vertical plane, the vertical through 8' intersects CB extended at M. Note that the 
smaller is ~ the more closely does Im' become parallel to the water surface and 
perpendicular to both BM and i'M. It follows that M is the centre of curvature of 
the curve (or, rather, cross section of the surface of buoyancy) on which Band B' 
lie. We previously called a point like M a "pro-metacentre' denot ed by the symbol 
M'; but in this single context , where the equilibrium configurat ion is referred to the 
upright condition, M' becomes a 'metacentre' denoted by M. Equation (3.18) can 
then be written as 
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Fig. 3.23 

It will be seen from fig. 3.2J(b) that if M lies above G the position of equilibriwn is 
stable, while if M lies below G the equilibrium is unstable. It is theoretically possible 
for M and G to coincide, in which case neutral stability prevails. 

Ha.Ying checked the stability With a small rotation about Oy, we should now apply 
a small rot ation about Cu to find a second metacentre . It is an elementary property 
9f all plane areas that one can find two perpendicular axes through the centroid for 
which the products of the areas vanish. These are the principal axes of the area. If a 
,mall rotation is performed abou t any oblique axis in the water-plane section it can 
be resolved as a vector into two component rotations about the two principal axes, 
each associated with a metacentre M. The required condition of stability ii that 
neither of the two points M shall Lie below G. The distance CQ, which represents 
a measure of a surface ship' s initial stability, is usually called the 'metacentric height" 
and for rotations about the principal axes is often given subscripts L (longJtudinal) 
and T (transver,e). 

It must be understood that a general treatment of the hydrostatic stability of an 
irregular body gives rise to some complic1ted problems. These can be vastly simpli· 
fied, however, if the idea of a 'curve of buoyancy' can be invoked. We shall therefore 
tum ow attention to that particular case, malting special reference to surface ships. 

3.5.3 StobU/ry of S,,rfoc• Slt/p, 

As we have already noted , the conventional displacement ship requires special 
cofWderations of its own. These arise from its prismatic form and its longitudinal 
plane of symmetry, a feature which it shares with other types of vehicle such as 
pontoons, float ing docks, etc. The possession of this form and symmetry implies 
that plane transverse curves of buoyan.:y may usefully be a"um ed to exist. 
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Suppose that the ship i.s placed in water and that its immersion and attitude are 
such that BU is vertical. with both G and B lying in the plane of symmetry. In this 
configuration axes Cb:yz may be fixed In the huD with Cb:y In the water-plane 
section, 0 being the centroid and with Ox pointing forward, u shown In Fig. 3.24. 
1be axes Ox, 0,Lwill be the principal centroid.al ax.es becau,e Oxz (which contaim 
the vertical line BG) b the plane of symmetry and Oy b perpendicular to that plane. 
If the ship ii now rotated thtough a small angle of heel 4,, about Ox, a metacentre 
usodated With 'tranJVOne st.bility', My, may be defined. Slmllarly, if the ship b 
trimmed through a small angle 8 about a transverx axil a second metacentre uaod
ated with •Jongltudinalstability',M L,iliden tified. Foreacltof these two metacentres 
the dJstance BR•// V can be calcuJated. The calculation ii one of some accuracy u 
It involves geometric quantities only. 

Fla, 3.24 

Having found m we can go on to find the metacentric height rnJ:, which ii a 
measure of the stability. This requlres prior knowledge of fiC, that is, of the position 
of the centre of gravity relative to B. As we have already mentioned the position of 
G can be calculated with reasonable accuracy, although th e calculation ls nther 
tedious and time consuming. 

Because the hydrostatic stability of a ship is of cardinal importance to the naval 
architect, it Is necessary that the calculations of the position of G should be c:heclced. 
This is done by means of an "inclining experiment' which can be regarded as an 
independent determination of the centre of gravity G. The experiment is normally 
performed onJy for heel since transverse inclinations are easier to arrange: and for 
most shlp shapes GMT< CUL . 

In its most rudimentary form the test entails moving a body of weight w across 
the deck of a ship and notingthesmaD inclination produoed, as indicated in Fig. 3.2S . 
The movement of the centre of gravity~, is given by 

wd= 11-\'.:U' 

where W includ es the weight of the movab le body. But 

CC'. CJ;! ♦ 
and so 

(3.22) 

The values of w, d and~ are not ed and Wis found by calculation or measurement. 
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~ L2_J -
Fig. 3.25 

As stabilitUepends on the small difference between two often large distances 
(CM• ~ - KG), the inclining experiment must be perfonned with very great 
care and accuracy as described in, for example, (4 ). 

Some idea of how 8, G and M may be placed in a ship can be obtain ed from 
Table 3.2, which shows some approximate vaJues and in which K is the lowcnnost 
point (i.e. kee)), MT is the metacentre for heel about a longitudinal axis, and ML is 
the metacentre for trim about a transverse a.xis. 

T4blt J.1 Somt typical location , of B, C, MT and ML musund nlan·we to tht kf'tl . 
Unit1 art mttrt1 with fur in ptlrtnthtttl. 

Distance 

Vehicle i<B i<G KMy KML 

Frip te 256 .... S.92 250 
(8.40) (16.21) (19.,U) (820) 

Destroyer 2.95 6.95 7.80 396 
(9.68) (22.80) (25.59) (1300) 

Container Ship 5.6 17.0 17.3 280 
(18.37) (55.77) (56.76) (917) 

3.S.4 E/ftt t of Uq•id wid, • Frtt s,,,fou on Ship Stobility 

When a partially filled tank is tilted the centre of gravity of a Liquid contained in it 
moves relative to the sides of the tank.t It follows, therefore, that when the stability 
of a sttip is examined account must be taken of the displacement of the centre of 
gravity resulting from the movement of tanks containing liquids with a free surface. 
To take a simple, but important case. consider the result ofa small angle of heel¢ 
about the Ox axis in the water-plane section as shown in Fig. 3.26. If ~ is assumed 

t Many different liquids are wried in ships. For example, fresh water for drinking and for the 
boiler,; salt wuer for ballast, baths, bi!J:t water; and oil for fueJ and lubrication, etc. 
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t 

Fig. 3.26 

to be so small that G moves horizontally to G' then 

W.GG' =w.g' . (3.23) 

Now the horizontal movement of the centre of gravity of the liquid,jg', is the same 
as the horizontal movement of the tank's centre or buoyancy if the tank were float
ing with the volume of liquid VI as lhe immersed volume . (In both cases one would 
be concerned with the movement of the centroid of V1,) Therefore, from Equation 
(3.23), 

(3.24) 

where 11 is the second moment of area of the surface of liquid in the tank about an 
axis th.rough the centroid of the free surface parallel to the axis of rotation of the 
ship. Thalls 

GG' = :t .!!'. l1 = :t P11l1 w v, w (3.25) 

where Pl is the density of the liquid. If there are several tanks, then 

cc·=i~>••· 
Consider now the application of a small angle of heel in a test for stability. As G 

will move to G' as a result of the movement of liquid, there is an apparent loss of 
metacentric height which amounts to 

(3.26) 

as shown in Fig. 3.27. The liquid in the tanks thus has a destabilizing effect. More
over, thU effect is independent of both the position of the tanks and the amount of 
liquid contained in them. 

A similar phenomenon occurs with the weights of suspended masses which are 
free to swing (e.g. a boat just about to be lowered into the water from davits, or a 
load being lifted by a floating crane). It will be readily seen that the centre of 
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w 
Fig. 3.27 

gravity of a freely suspended mass must be regarded as lying at its point of suspen• 
sion when the stability of the vehicle is being investigated . Standing pa~ngers may 
alSo be treated as if their centres of gravity were in their feet. if they are not other
wise deemed to be in contact with the ship. 

3.5.5 av.,, of Buoyancy In Sltip OU<llllltions 

As already explained in Section 3.4.5, it is reasonable to assume that for moderate 
angles of heel a curve of buoyancy lies in the transverse plane containing BC (as 
well as a second one in the plane of hull symmetry) . In this case it is possible to 
examine such angles of heel and yet still monitor the movement of the centre of 
buoyancy since it is confined to the one transverse plane. Determination of 'curves 
of righting moments' then becomes possible. 

Figure 3.28 shows the curves of buoyancy and evolutes that were previously 
drawn in Fig. 3.16. Since we have assumed that the centre of gravity lies in the plane 
of the curve of buoyancy and its evolute, G may be represented in the diagrams. It 
is drawn in Fig. 3.28 in the plane of hull symmetry so that fili lies in the plane in 
the equiUbrium configuration. Two possible cases are shown with the evolute of the 
curve of buoyancy pointing downwards (case A) and upwards (case B). 

For any angle of heel 4> the nonnal to the curve or buoyancy is vertical. If the 
perpendicular is drawn from G to the line of action of the buoyancy force Fe (i.e. 
to th e point Z) then the righting moment is W.CZ, corresponding to the angle 4>. 

It will be seen that as 4> is increased in case A. CZ increases monotonically, as 
indicated in Fig. 3.29. In case 8, however, CZ increases and then decreases until it 
becomes zero when 4> "'4>0 . This condition corresponds to that illustrated by the 
broken line in Fig. 3.28 and represents a state of unstable equilibrium. Any slight 
further increase in 4> would evidently produc e a capsizing moment . The curve of 
GZ against 4> is thus of the form shown (for case 8) in fig. 3.29 where usually 
40° < 4>0 < 70°. A typica1 example for a large naval ship, such as that in Fig. 3.2, is 
shown in Fig. 3.30. ln the limiting case 4> ➔ 0. M' ➔ M and CZ➔ CM<fJ, Thus for 
fixed G and M, dCZ/d4> = GM, and the slope of the CZ curve at the origin is a 
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measure of the metacentric height and may be read off the CZ :,c:ale as indicated in 
Fig. 3.30. 

A sttip may sometimes be initially unstable transversely in the upright condition 
becau,e of free-surface effecu which disappear at small angles of heel. On each side 
of the upright the ship becomes stable at an angle known as the •angle of loll', cl>L, 
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Fig. 3 .30 Curve of r~htin g moments for a larJC wv ship. 

and this is illustrated by the CZ curve in Fig . 3.3 l . If this loll condition is not recog• 
nized as such and weights are introduced in an attempt to bring the ship back to th e 
upright, the e ffects could well be to move the ship's centre of gravity lateraUy from 
its original location G to a new location G' so that CZ is reduced by an amoun t 
CC' cos¢), as shown in Fig. 3.31, so worsening the angle of loll to ¢)i_. It may be 
seen from Fig. 3.3 1 that one indication of a possible loll condition is that the slope 
of the CZ curve at the origin is negative and thus ~ is negative, that is, M is 
below G. 
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Fig. 3.31 

A curve of righting moments does not possess great intrinsic value for the follow-
ing reasons: 

(i) It is impossible for a ship at rest to have an angle of heel in water at rest 
(assuming of course that the upright position is associated with stable equili
brium). 
(ii) The possibility that equipment, cargo and fittings will shift is ignored. 
(iii) Since a ship is not nonnally symmetric about a transverse plane the principal 
axes of the water-plane section depart increasingly from fore-and-aft and ath wart
ships as heel is increased. In other words, because the ship is not symmetric 
about the transverse plane containing G, 8 moves out of that plane so that the 
ship assumes a trim (as well as the heel). 

These shortcomings notwithstanding, it would clearly be prudent to obtain some 
idea of how the righting moment varies, even if it is only by comparing the curves 
obtained with those of previous 'successful' designs. Hawkey (5) describes the loss 
of a controversial experimental ship through insufficient grasp by its amateur 
designer of this very point. Further examples are discussed in (6). 

As we shall discover elsewh ere in naval architecture. there is a considerable 
tempt ation to refine calculatio ns that are known to depend on gross assumptions 
even if, as here, the results can only provide rough guidance to the designer. The 
tr aditional Cl curve is known to be vastly inaccurate on the last of th e above three 
accounts at heel angles of more than about 45°. Indeed, for some hull forms neglect 
of trim fails to reveal important phenomena, such as the reduction in righting 
moment in ships with a break of fo'c'sle that occurs when the after end of the 
weath er deck is immersed as a result of the trim by the stern that develops as heel is 
increased. The designer would certainly wish to have some guidance on such beh avi
our as this, so that suitable action could be taken if necessary. Accordingly, now 
that buoyancy calculations are carried out using digital computers, allowance for 
trim may be made in estimating curves of righting moments. The ex.act nature of 
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the allowance will not be dealt with here, however. Practical de tails of ship stability 
are discussed In (7] and • comparable analysis of partially flooded shlps is given 
in [8]. 

In Fig. 3 .28 we chose to assume that G was positioned in the fore-and-aft plane 
of hull symmetry . It may not be so, however , and in this cue the idea of a curve of 
buoyancy is very useful. The shapes (and existence) of the curve and its evolute are 
dependent on the geometry of the hull. If the position of G is offset, as in Fig. 3.32, 
then the curve of buoyancy shows what the equil.ibriwn configuration will be . 
MoreO\ftr, if th e angle of heel is varied, the variation of CZ {and hence of righting 
moment) with 4> may be determined, as shown for the loll condition in Fig. 3.31. 

Fi,_ 3.32 

3.5.6 Oou c.n,,, of R;,/ltin8 Mommn In $1,/p Or/cOMtlon, 

During its life a ship has to Ooat with various volumes of displacement V. Therefore 
the designer cannot confine his atten tion to a single surface of buoyancy ; strictly 
speaking he should consider a number of such surfaces. Where conventional displace
ment siups arc concerne d , Ws effectively means that a nwnber of curves of righting 
moments must be considered. Thus the CZ curve shown in Fig. 3.30 is merely one 
of a set, each member of which corresponds to some select ed condition of th e ship. 

Now the cross curves of righting moments could be found if the appropriate cross 
curves of buoyancy described earlier were calcula ted as a preliminary step . In fact, 
computations are usually made by direct numerical integration using a digital com
puter, thus bypassing the task of finding the curves of buoyancy . 

The cross curves of righting moments are of value in design: they relate solely to 
the geometry of the slup and permit curves of righting moments (or CZ) to be 
drawn once the cen tre of gravity has been located in the plane of the transverse 
curve of buoyancy. The cross curves of righting moments shown in Fig. 3.33 relate 
to the ship in Fig. 3.2. The point S, about which moments were taken, was arbitrarily 
fixed at some 8.4 m (28 ft) abo ve the und e rside of the keel in the fore-and-aft 
plane of hull symmetry at th e cross secti on cont aining G and B. This choice of an 
arbitrary point S arises because G is not necessarily a fixed point in the ship when 
changes of displacement occur. Only when Sis fixed relative to, say, the keel can 
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Fig. 3.33 Cro• cum s of rW\ting momenu (cuJVts or stability) for the lhip of Fig. 3.2. 

the cross curves of righting moments giving SZ be consider ed to depend on geometry 
alone. 

In naval architecture the cross curves of right ing mome nt s are usually plotted in 
the manner of Fig. 3 .33 and de.scribed as 'curves of stability'. However, the use of 
the word 'stability' in this cont ext (where large angles of heel are referred to) is 
rather inappropriate. 

3,6 Equlibrium of We;,,,t , Buoyancy and Oiftcl TbnJSt Acting Simullaneoo,iy 

So far we have examined Wand F 8 and consider ed the stability of th e equilibrium 
that exists between them . It is by no means unconunon for signjficant problems to 
arise with a more compl ex loading involving the application of direct forces. In 
particular, cases arise in the docking and grounding of ships. While no new principles 
are introduced by these problem s, one or two general points need to be examin ed . 

An important practical problem arises when a ship is taken into dry-dock. To 
understand jt fully it is necessary to know that ships are often 'trimm ed by the 
stem' ; that is, the straight portion of the keel is tilted downwards at the rear. The 
reasons for doing this are (i) it may decrease the resistance of the hull to forward 
motion, (il) it increases the immersion of large propellers , (iii) it usually improves 
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directional stability, and (iv) it localizes docking stresses 10 an area where the hull 
is suitably strengthened. It is this last point with which we will be concerned. 

Suppose that a ship is trimmed by the stem and made to rest on dock blocks at 
its after cut-up (ACU). Before the ACU touches the blocks the ship is as shown in 
fig. 3.34, where O is the centroid of the water-plane section and, for the sake of 
clarity, the trim angle is shown exaggerated. As the level of water is lowered, contact 
is made at the ACU. Thenceforth 8 is reduced as the reaction force at the ACU 
increases until the ship is about to settle down all along the keel. During the process 
of settling, until just shon of coming {INllly to rtst, there is a problem of stability 
in heel. This is because shores can only be used at the ACU, and if there are no 
shores the question arises as to whether or not the system is stable. Thus the ship 
might not remain upright as shown in Fig. 3 .lS(a) but heel as indicated in Fig. 
3.3S(b). Here we show W as the weight of the vehicle and do not refer to the 
displacement .6,• (the weight of water displaced by the freely floating ship) owing 
to the presence of the force P applied at K. 

The force P applied at the ACU is greatest just before complete settlement. The 
worst condition is ther efore as shown in Fig. 3.36 With V ' as the new immersed 
volume. It is necessary for this conditio n that a check on the stability in heel must 
be made by finding P and the height KMT, where MT i.s the transverse metacentre 
for the lowered water plane at which complete settlement just occurs( as in Fig. 3.35) . 

Fig. 3 .34 

(,) 

Fig. 3.35 
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The transition from the initial to the final (critical) configuration can be thought 
of as occurring in two stages: 

(i) reducti on of V to V' by the application of Pat such a point that 8 is un· 
changed at the point O in Fig. 3.34 for small changes in V'; and 
(ii) reduction of 8 to zero without change of V1 by a couple which, when added 
to the force P, has the effect of shiftingP to the ACU. 

In other words, it is helpful to consider an intenn ediate stage between the initial 
and final one1 already described. 

The advantage of breaking down the detennination of P into these two steps is 
that, if 8 is sufficiently small, both may be analysed in terms of the simple theory of 
Sections 3.5.3-3.S.6 . 

3,7 Equiibrium and Stabiity of Sbipt: Some Pndical Coftlidentiona 

In the preceding sections the approach to questions of equilibrium and stability of 
floating bodies has been quite general, the main purpose being to draw to the reader' s 
attention the various problems associated with the hydrostatics of such bodies . 
(Many other problems arise when the hydrodynamics of marine vehicles are consJd
ered, as we shall find later, but clearly a ship must be stable when alongside a jetty 
or hove-too in a channel otherwise an examination of the more complete dyn amic 
problems is largely a fruitless exercise.) To carry out a full analysis of launching. 
docking, flotatio n, trim and static stability is a time-consuming numerical task and 
beyond our scope here . The various techniques are outlin ed , for example, in (4). 
However, a note of caution must be issued because in many instances calculations 
have been und ertaken using concepts which are inappropriate. Some cases have 
been alluded to earlier, and in practice answers which admittedly predict the hydro
static behaviour of a given ship with acceptable accuracy have often relied on 
questionable empiricism. Nevertheless, provided that account is always taken of the 
limitatio ns of the theory, the following developmenu are important in the static 
analysis of ships. 

3.7.1 Rotation Md Trim 

The trim of a surface ship is the differenc e between the draught aft TA and the 
draught forward T F measured at some specified locations a dist ance L apart in the 
fore-and-aft plane of symmetry, that is, the Oxz plane in Fig. 3.24. The loca tions 
usually chosen for measurement arc the fore perpendicu lar, namely the perpendic
ular a t the inter section of the stem with the water line at design load, and the aft 
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perpendicular, namely the perpendicula r (often) through the rudder stock or some 
other significant point near the stem . Thus L is referr ed to as the kngth between 
perpendiculars and is usually written lpp. Consequently, we may refer to ' trim by 
the stern' TA - TF, or 'trim by the bow' Tr - TA. Ta.king the former case as an 
example we may then write for the angle of trim 

(3.27) 

when the angle of the trim is small, as it often is of cours.t. A3 shown earlier, if a 
floating body undergoes an angular displacemen t without a change of volume 
displacement the rotation must take place about an axis passing through the centroid 
of the water-plane section - in other words, at the centre of flotation . To avoid a 
change of trim, the refore, the centre of gravity of any small mass added to the shjp 
must lie on the verticaJ containing the centre of flotation. Any other location of 
additional mau will change both draught and angle of trim which may be though t 
of as a combination of parallel immersion and change of trim ang]e. 

For parallel immersion (or rise) use is made of TPI in practical calculations as 
described in Section 3.4.2. The phrase 'tonne force paraUel immersion' is largely 
historical and a natural development of the origjnal 'ton force paraUel immersion'. 
The unit toMe force, equivalent to 1000 kg x 9.81 N kg- 1

, is not itself an SJ unit 
of force. Furthermore, the distance of immersion in SI units is taken to be one 
metre, whereas that corresponding to ton force has been ta.ken as one inch. In short, 
there seems little point in adopting a change from the abbreviation TPI provided 
that 'force per unit parallel depth of immersion' is understood and that the units of 
measuremen t are clearly stated. Some typical va1ues of TPI using preferential SI 
units are: frigate, 10 MN m-• (:! 25 tonf in- 1

)~ destroyer, 19 MN m - 1 (:!!! 48 tonf 
in- 1);car go vessclof200MN(=!!: 20000 ton~ displacement, 27 MN m- 1 (=!!: 67 tonf 
in - 1);Vl.CC, 120MNm - • (a,J()()Confin - ) . 

In analogy with TPI we may introduce a practical measure of the moment 
required to produce a standard change of trim. It was found in Section 3.4.2 that 
for rotation about the centre of notation the centre of cul'\lature of the curve of 
buoyancy was the pro-metacentre M' on the evolute. If we restrict our att ention to 
small angles of trim then the point M' becomes nearly the fixed point M, the meta• 
centre. Moreover, for rotations in the fore-and-aft plane of symmetry the distance 
from the centre of buoyancy to the longitudinal metacentre ML, given by 13ML, is 
very large for most ships. Tlus is illustrated in Table 3.2, and for many purposes we 
can assume that BML and G};{L are esscntial.Jy the same, especially for naval ships. 

Let us apply a moment Cat the centre of notation O so that the ship suffers a 
trim by the stern. This is incticated in Fig. 3.37 in which the ship is kept stationary 
but the water level is rotated from the reference conctition WL to the trimmed 
conctition W1 L1 . A wedge of water is immersed aft and a corresponding wedge 
emerges forward so that the centre of buoyancy moves from 8 to 8 1 . The buoyancy 
force Fe 1 (= A• ) acts in a direction perpendicular to W1 L1 and its line of action 
meets the original direction of F 9 (• A• for constant displacement) perpendicular 
to WL at ML, The weight displacement W(= A• ) of the ship acts ttvough G and is 
perpendi cular to WL before trim and to WI L1 after trim, so that the moment C 
must give rise to the couple A• .LI, where GA is the perpendicular distance between 
the parallel lines of action of F 91 and W. Whence 

C = A•.CZ = A•.C&IL sin fJ. 
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For small trim angles sin 8 i:!!: 8 and therefore 

C~ t.•.CQL9· 
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WL 

(3.28) 

Now if the trim in Equation (3.27) is written as t we may rearrange Equation 
(3.28) to give 

o, 

(3.29) 

The moment to cause trim MCT (applied at the centre of notat ion) is C and the 
moment to cause unit trim is Cft. Thus the left-hand side of Equation (3.29) is 
referred to as MCT I metre or MCT I inch. Provided that the trim is small the 
change of trim caused by an application of moment C at the centre of notation is 
C divided by the MCT (for the appropriate unit distance). Confusingly, a mixed set 
of units is often used, but it is strongly recommended that consistent units be taken 
for all caJculations and any conversion to other units left as a final stage. 

As CQL and lrnL are both large and nearly equal for most ships, 'MCT ul'\Jt 
trim change' may be written as 

MCT(utc)=t. • .lifJL. ~ ~=pgfc (3.30) 
Lpp Lpp V Lpp 

where ft is the second moment of area of the water-plane section about a transverse 
axis (Oy) through the centre of flotation. Typical vaJues of MCT are: frigate, 
61 MNmm- 1 (a:!! SOOtonfrt in - 1

); destroyer, 168 MNm m- 1 (2! 1400 tonf ft in- 1); 

cargo vessel of 200 MN (:!!: 20000 ton() displacement, 207 MNm m- 1 (:!!: I 725 tonf 
ft in- 1

); VLCC, 1900 MNm m- 1 (:!!: 16000 tonf fl in- 1). It may be noted from 
Equation (3.30) that MCT depends on the geometry of the waler-plane section and 
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on the density of the water in which th e vessel floats. However, although the con• 
cept of MCT unit trim change is useful, any calculation of the metacentric height 
CML from it is only approximate. Present practice now favours the greater use of 
cross curves of righting moment, but both TPI and MCT are contained in the 
quot ed hydrostatic data for most ships. 

N; an example of the use of TPI and MCT we can consider the small changes of 
draught and trim which occur as a ship moves from water of density p 1 to that of a 
slightly diffe rent density p 2 , Assuming that the weight displacement of the ship, 
.6,•, does not change then 

.6,• = P,gV , = P2ttJi 

and so 

(3.31) 

Buoyancy from this additional water layer occurs not at the centr e of buoyancy 8 1 
in water of density p 1 but, approximately, at the centre of flotation Oat a horiZon
tal distance a away from it, as shown in Fig. 3.38, as a result of near parallel sinkage. 

Fi,:. 3.38 

Thus 8 1 moves to 8 2 correspondi ng to W2 L2 so that the horizontal component of 
8182 equals 

OP2gbV=abV =aV1 (Pi -P2) =a (P1 - P2). 
P2gV2 V2 V2 P2 Pi 

But 8 2 and G must be in a vertical line so the shie..!!i_ms a small angle 6 abou t O to 
make the horizontal componen t of s;1i2 equal to 8 2 M 9. Hence 

8 • ~ (Pi -p')"'• (1 -12) ~=a (1-12) - -a-•_ (332) 
13,M P1 Pi le2P2K Pi lpp(MCT) . 

where ft2 corresponds to water of density p 2. ln addition, the parallel sink.age 
causes an even change o f draught 6 T gjven by 

bT • E._= ~(P• -p,) =p,gbV (3.33) 
Awe A we p 2 (TPI) 

where AwL is the water -plane area of the hull. 
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3. 7 .2 Stoblllty of Ships ond F/ootini Bodws 

We shall consider first the problem of inHial stability, which corresponds to very 
small departures from an assumed equilibrium condition . We can therefore think in 
t erms of an identifiable fixed metacentre M. Angular displacements tak e place about 
the principal centroidal axes defined in fig. 3.24. Of particular concern to us is the 
question of stability about the 0... axis, and consequently we apply a small angle of 
heel ~ to the ship. As in Fig. 3.25, for example, there are three locations of import
ance in problems of initial stability. namely, the centre of gravity G, the centre of 
buoyancy Band the metacentre M. 

(a) £/feet on Stability of Small Changes to the Dimensions of an Immersed Hull 
A measure of the streamlined shape of a ship may be obtained from the 'fineness 
coefficient' defined as the water-plane area of the huD divided by the product 
of the water-line length lwL and the maximum breadth (beam) BwL, at the water 
line when floating at the operating displacement. Q early, BwL x lwL is the area of 
the circumscribing rectangle at the water line . When, in an initial design, a ship is 
requir ed to operate under conditions somewhat different from those originally 
intend ed small modifications to th e hull fonn may be neces:s.ary and which may 
have a significant effect on stability . For example, when operation in confined 
waters requires small changes to draught and beam it is useful if these changes can 
be made without an alteration to the fineness of the ship. For this to hold, all 
dimensions in a given orthogonal direction must be changed in the same ratio 
although the ratio need not be the same for each direction. 

Adopting generally B, l, T to indicate wett ed beam , length and draught we may 
write for the displacement 

(334) 

where k I is a constant. Let us now suppose that B, L and Tare each increased by a 
small amounts SB, SL and ST respectively so that~• experiences a concomitant 
small increase 6~ • . Then 

A' +6A' = k1(8 +SBXL +SLXT+H) 

•k 1(BLT+BTSL + LTSB +BU7) 

when products of small terms are neglected . Use of Equation (3.34) finally yields 

SA' SB SL ST 
-s- -t - + 
~• B l T 

(3.35) 

which indicates that the sum of the fractional changes in the main dimensions gives 
the fractional change in the displacement. 

Equation (3.21) for Im: can be writt en as 

(33 6) 

where k 1 is another constant. We here consider M as the transverse metacentre, 
since stability in heel is likely to be the most critical problem. Using a similar process 
as before we find that a small increase in ffl, arising from small increases in Band 
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T, is given by 

S(J:!!;I) UB ST S(IK:) +s(CM) 
m · s-r= iic:+CQ 

(3.37) 

Several interesting cases arise from Equations (3.35) and (3.37) depending on 
the changes which take place. For example, if L and Tare constant then the increase 
in displacement is 

6A• =A •~ 
B 

and also if G remains fixed in the ship then for small anglesofhceJ about principal 
centroidal axes in the water plane the distance BG remains unchanged. Thus, 
Equation (3.37) gives 

S(CM) = 2 (Im) ~ (3.38) 
GM GM B 

and as till > Ci4 for most ships the fractional increase in CJ;I is more than twice 
the fractional increase in B. An increase in beam can therefore be seen as a good 
device for increasing the righting moment for transverse angular displacements, 
other factors remaining unchanged (which they seldom do). 

If A• and Tremain constant and the height ofG above the keel~ is again con
stant, Equation (3.38) holds. Furthermore, L must be reduced in the same propor
tion as B is increased. When A• and L are kept constant 

ST 68 r= - Ji 
and the possibility ofa variation in KC arises. One may easily show that if KC ex T, 

(3.39) 

and if~ is constant 

S(CM) • (J+ ◄ iiG _ KC)~ 
GM Gidi'.:QB' 

(3.40) 

(b) StabNity of a Uniform Rectangular Block 
The material making up the rectangular block must have a density less than that of 
the Uquid in which it is immersed otherwise the bl0<:k will not float. Thus, the density 
of the block relative to that of the liquid, P, must be less than unity. Let us suppose 
that the block of length L, breadth Band height H floats to a draught T as shown in 
Fig. 3.39(a). Note that a unif o rm rectangular block floating in static equilibrium, 
the line joining the centres of gravity C, and buoyancy B, to the metacentre M. is 
not only vertical but parallel to one edge of the bk>ck. We will not examine the 
orientation of the block when initial stability prevails. 

The weight of the block must equal the upward buoyancy force, and so 

pBlH=BLT, 
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• 

l.O 

(3.41) 

If we identify K with a point on the bottom surface of the block at the intersection 
with &ii produced we can write 

T I LB' 8 1 H 
J:1!=2; ffl=V=l2BLT•12r' Jm• 2· 
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Here we have chosen to examine the initial stability of the block undergoing a small 
angular displacement about a centroidal ax.is in the water plane and parallel to the 
longest side of length L. The metacentric height is therefore given by 

T 82 H 
~ =Kl!+l!M - lm=2+ 12T-2' 

or, using the result in Equation (3.41 ), 

- B' - 6H'"ii() - p) 
~ - 12p/f . (3.42) 

The condition for initial stability is that GM > 0, and for this to be true Equation 
(3.42) shows that 

i > l 6"ii(l - P!I '''. (3.43) 

We see that for the block to float in stable equilibrium restrictions are placed on 
both geometry an d relative density . 

The variation or the right-hand side or the inequality (3.43) is shown in Fig. 3.39(b) 
and is seen to exceed unity when Plies between 0.211 and 0.789. In other words, 

B > H when 0.211 < p < 0.789, (3.44) 

a conditio n which ensures that the block will noat with its largest surface parallel 
to the water plane as we have taken L > B. Similar arguments apply for stability 
about a centroidal water-plane axis parallel to the side B. 

When Plies outside the range given in condition (3 .44) the condition (3.43) can 
be satisfied for values of B which may or may not be greater than H. The block may 
then float in stable equilibrium with any face uppermost. 

The preceding discu~ion also applies to a rectangular pontoon provided that the 
wall thickness is uniform . In this case P is not the relative density of the mat erial 
comprising the walls of the pontoon but the ratio of its total mass to the total vol• 
ume enclosed by its external dimensions. 

(c) The Wall-sided Fomiula 
In Section 3.4.2 the angular displacement of a floating body was considered to be 
small and it was concluded that the rise of the centre of buoyancy was negligible 
compared 'Nith the conesponding horizontal translation. Angular displacements 
are also considered small for the assessment of initial stability, but in this case it is 
useful to detennine rela tionships for second-ord er effects as these may, in some 
circumstances, be significant. 

For stability calculations many ships may be considered to be 'wall-sided', that 
is, th e part of the outer hull which emerges or submerges, foUowing an angular 
displacement, is perpend icular to the water plane when the ship is upright. The hulls 
of most ships away from the bow and stem tend to be wall-sided, at least for small 
angles of heel of less than 10°, say. Container ships and very large crude-oil car riers 
(VLCC) are quite obviously co nsistent with the wall-sided assumption owing to 
their box -like fonn, that is, they have a high 'block coefficient' defined as V /BTLpp. 

In Fig. 3.40 an elemental length bl , perpendicular to the plane of the diagram, 
of a ship with a wall-sided cross section is given a small angle of heel ~- We again 
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adopt the notion that the ship remains stationary with a rotation of the water line 
from W1 L1 to W1 L, through angle ♦ about the centre of flotation O so that the 
volume of water displaced by the ship remains unchanged. If O is not the origin of 
the principal centroidal axes then the points shown in Fig. 3.40 must be regarded 
u projections on to the chosen transverse plane of the actual poinU in the ship. 
Because ♦ is small we may invoke the concept of a metacentre M, which can be 
considered a stationary point and, in the upright position of the ship, lies on the 
vertical centre line along with the centre of gravity G and the centre of buoyancy 
81. After the application of the angular displacement ♦, 8 1 moves to B1 and the 
buoy~ force lies on a line perpendicular to the new water line W1 L, and inter
sects S.C ~ced at M. The point Z lies at the foot of the perpendicular dnwn 
from G to Bi'M: Ju the general derivation of the coordinatu of the centre of buoy
ancy given in Section 3.4.2 applies here, the proceduro may be used for a wall-sided 
cro■ section with a vertical plane of symmetry. 

Becau,e ; is small the water-plane area of the ship is little changed and hence the 
moment of the volwne of the elemental wedge (shaded in Fig. 3.40) transferred 
from the emerged side (on the left) to the immened side (on the right) is given by 

I B B 2 B 

2 x 2 x 2 tan ♦ x SL x 2 x 3 x 2 . 

In the limit 6L ➔ 0, and the total moment of transfer of volume is thus 

rL 93 L/J3 
Jo 12tan;dl.. •12tan♦ • /tan; 

where / ii the xcond moment of area intercepted in the water plane W 1 L1. Thus 
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the shift of-B1 to Bi in a direction parallel to W1 L1 is given by 

(3.45) 

from Equation (3.21). 
The shift of s; to the final position 82 in a direction perpendicular to WI L1 is 

obtained in a similar manner from Equation (3.21): 

(3.46) 

Before proce eding further it is worth examining Equations (3.45) and (3.46) in 
relation to Fig. 3.40. It may be noted that Equation (3.45) is incon~stent with the 
geometry of Fig. 3.40 because B2 and 82 are two different points. Furthermor e, M 
is the limiting position of the pro-meta~tr e M' (see Fig, 3.16) when (/1 ➔ 0 and 
D';M is not equal to ff;M'. The distance li;M' is related to the second moment of 
area of the instantaneous water plane W2 ~ where the beam then is B sec 4'. A 
measure of the error in the approximation is in fact the distance ~2. but again 
Equation (3.46) is in error because/ is related to the water plane W1 l 1 • 

With these limHations in mind let us obtain a useful relationship for th e righting 
level CZ. From the geometry of Fig. 3.40 we find that 

GZ=Bj"Bl cos~+~2 sin~-~ sin~ 

= ( lf;M- fi';G+ r.: tan 2 ¢)sin¢ , 

that is, 

(3.47) 

af1er using Equations (3.45) and (3.46). Equation (3.47) is referred to as the "wall• 
sided formula'. Since CM and B7M can be calculated for a given condition of ship 
CI may be readily obtained. Nevertheless, even though an additional term is con• 
tained in Equation (3.47) compared with the first-order expression 

(3.48) 

the small-angle assumption is implicit in the use of both Equations (3.47) and (3.48) . 
But how small is this amount? To some extent this is at the discretion of the 

analyst. SuppOse that the second lerm in parentheses in Equation (3.47) can be 
considered small (and therefore 8 2 and Bl are separated by a negligible distance) if 
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it is no more than JO per cent of the metacentric height~ . that is 

, I rn;J 
tan ¢ ,,:; 5 J,.M . 

For ships ff';M may typically be five tim es as large as CM and so 

I 
tan¢ " s 

or ti>< 12°. Certainly substantial, but unknow n , errors arise if Equation (3 .47) is 
used for angles of heel greater than I 5°. For higher angles reference must be made 
to estimates of CZ based, usually indirectly, on compl ete surfaces of buoyancy or 
on cross curves of stability (see, for example, Fig. 3.33) knowing the location ofG 
relative t o the fixed point S. 

Should the wall-sided ship contain an off-centre, vertical-sided tank partiaUy 
filled with a liquid then th e righting lever CZ is reduc ed. To first order, Lhe destabil
izing effect is given by Equation (3.27) so that 

CZ• (rn -~ l:p,r,) sin¢ . (3 .49) 

To second order an analysis similar to that leading to Equation (3.4 7) produces the 
equivalen t form for the effects of a liquid free surface within th e hull : 

CZ= ( CM -f l:ptf, + ½ ( BM" -f l:p,r,) tan'¢ l sin¢. (3 .50) 

The preceding restrictio n on the magnitude of fl is also placed on Equation (3 .50) . 

(d) CcmplmStability 
An examination of com plete stability requires Lhe removal of the restric ti on to 
small angular displacements and inevitably invalida tes the wall-sided assumption. 
We have seen that different loading condi tio ns cause the centre of gravity of a ship 
t o move, and consequently cross curves of stability are based on a righting lever 
measured relative to an arbitrary fixed point Sin the ship. Even if th e displacement 
remains constant, so that the volumes of the emerged and submerged parts of the 
ship are equal, the centre of flotati on moves ou t of th e longitudinal, vertical centr e 
plane . Simple equations relating the righting lever to the angular displacemen t can 
no longer be derived in a st raightforward way. 

Nowadays it is usual to derive the dat a for plotting cross curves of stability from 
computer programs describing the huU shape. Nevert heless, ther e are stilJ occasions 
where the use of manual techni ques is valuable, especially as th ese technique s 
illustrate prin ciples and levels of accuracy more clear1y . Numerous techniques are 
outlined in (4) but they will no t be pursued further here. 

A recent approach to t ransverse stability is given in (9 J where it is recognized 
that ships in service may suffer significan t changes in weight displacem ent from the 
original design values. These changes may cause sufficient deteriorati on in the trans
verse stability of a ship to necessitate ballasting, o r limitin g the use of fuel, or some 
other type of variable loading. Th e procedur e is to adopt constant stabili1y criteria 
and then to calculate ship hull shapes to satisfy th e derived specificatio ns. A numbe r 
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of criteria may be contemplated. For example, a constant transverse righting moment 
A• .G2 shows that the change in second moment of area of the water plane is equal 
to the prod uct of the added buoyancy volume - equivalent to the added weight 
displacement - and the height of the added weight above the initial water surface. 
This result may be reduced to simple geometric terms by impos.ing restrictions on 
the slope of the hull cross section at the water line along th e lenglh of the ship. 

Another possibility is to keep the metacentric height constan t with changing 
displacement. The result is a purely geometric relation for small changes, namely 

which avoids assumptions concerning the height of added weight. Furthermore, 
changes of trim may also be incorporal ed quite simply in this second criterion in 
addition to the parallel sinkage. The results of the hydrostatic analyses, when trans
lated in terms of Oare of the hull, tend to agree with the naval architects' empirical 
results ot>tained through experience . 

The principles can be extended to non-hydrostatic condit ions and used as a 
preliminary to studying the dynamic roll behaviour of a ship in waves. For such a 
treatment it is necessary to take into account the distribution of pressure forces on 
the hull rather than integral values of ship form such as centres of volume, second 
moments of area of the water plane, etc . Both large and small angles of heel can be 
examined as well as changes in vertic al pressure gradient in the water arising from 
the presence of waves. However, since quasista tic conditions are assumed it is likely 
that hydrodynamic eff«: ts such as wave making, viscous shear stresses on the hull 
and so on could lead to different results. Nevertheless, the addHion of flare and 
reductio n of CZ do seem reasonable stability criteria for most ship operations and 
designs. 

3.8 Vehicle at Rest in a Non-stationuy Fluid 

Certain types of fluid-borne vehicle are capable of remaining at rest while supporled 
by fluid forces other than buoyancy. Titis i$ evidently tru e of hovercraft and heli
copters, but the fluid whlch supports these vehicles does not remain at rest. We 
shaU examine briefly the nature of the supporting forces involved and refer in passing 
to the stability problems associated with them. 

3.8 .1 A~rostotfc Fortt 

The air-cushion vehicle (ACY) or hovercraft is one form of ground effect machine 
(GEM). GEMs are vehicles that are support ed either wholly or in part by air pressure 
below, or by suction above, through operating close to the ground. As a hovercraft 
generat es its supporting force without requi ring forward speed to generate pressure 
differen ces, it is an •aerostatic' GEM. 

An aerostatic supporting force may be developed in two principal ways: by the 
use of (i) a plenum chamber or (ii) a peripheral je t, both of which are shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.41. There are several variants of each type, incorporating 
skirts and side walls, and most of them arise from the wish to improve cushion 
performance by reducing the air leakage gap. These matters and the performance of 
hovercraft generally will be taken up in more detail in Chapter 6. We are concerned 
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Fig. 3.41 Schemat ics of a i1<1.uhion vehicles: (a) plenum chamber; (b) peripheral jct. 

here only with a simple representation of the hovercraft at rest but supported clear 
of the ground by a cushion of a ir at a pressure in excess of the ambient value. 

It is not easy to calculate the aerostatic force generated in a hovercraft with any 
great accuracy. Some practical methods of estimation that have been used will now 
be outli ned in a rudimentary fashion. The basic difference between plenum chamber 
and peripheral jet systems is made clear from the theory used. 

(a) Plenum Chamber Craft 
Figure 3.42 shows a half section of the plenum chamber of a hovercraft. The atmos
pheric pressure is Pa and the gauge pressure (relative to atmospheric pressure) 
within the chamber is Pc- Let us examine the steady now of unit mass of air from a 
point within the chamber where the air is assumed to be stationary to a point in the 
side jet. We consider the air to be inviscid and of constant density p . The application 
of Bernoulli's equation to a given streamline passing through a point in the cushion 
to a point in the constant-thickn ess jet gives 

I ' Pa +pc spa +2pV; • 

where Vj is the (uniform) velocity of the jet and the effects of changes in elevation 
are considered negligible . It follows that 

Vi• V(2P,/p). 

1 P, lg;tuCJ!I !"''~"'. 0 

7 7 7 7 7 / 

fig . 3.42 
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In practice, Vj is somewhat lower than this owing to the presence of viscous shear 
stresses at the perimeter of the orifice (which has a length I and height h). These 
shear stresses acting at the ground and on the edge of the craft give rise to a coef
ficient of velocity C., which is slightly less than unity. lt is thus found that the 
actual jet velocity is given by 

(3.51) 

The mass of air entering and escaping from the chamber in a time interval 61 is 

6m = plC,.h Vj6l 

where C,. is a coefficient that is a measure of the contraction of the jet after leaving 
the orifice. ln the limit 6t ➔ 0, and using Equation (3 .51 ), we may write 

dm di= rh • plC,hV; • C•lh,,/(2ppd (3.52) 

where Cd • C., x Cc is the discharge coefficient for the peripheral orifice surrounding 
the air chamber. It is found that Cd depends on the angle B (shown in Fig. 3 .42). 

The aerostatic force, FA is now 

m's 
FA = p,S = ~ (3 .53) 

where S is the planform area of the chamber measured to the lower edge of the 
chamber wall. 

Provided that the surface on which the vehicle is supported is horizontal and the 
gap his constant round the cavity, FA acts vertically upwards. In addition, FA acts 
through the centroid of the plan form area. 

The pressure Pc will not in fact be constant throughout the chamber. As a result 
of the acceleration of the air, there will be a gradual reduc tion in pressure as the 
periphery is approached; therefore FA is over-estimated. Moreover FA acts through 
the centroid of the planform area only if conditions are symmetric about a vertical 
centre line. 

This theory can be regarded only as a very crude approximation for a hovercraft 
at ren (or at low speed) over water because the air gap changes significantly from 
what the free surface would indkat e it should be . Considerable distortion of th e 
water surface occurs. as would be expected. The theory is thought to be fairly 
useful for a hovercraft travelling over land and at high speeds over water. 

(b) Peripheral Jer Craft 
Any one of a number of theories can be used to estimate F ,,,_ for peripheral jct craft . 
We shall comidcr a very simple (and not wholly convincing) one here. The idea of 
the peripheral jet is that the jet is deflected by the high-pre$Sure air trapped under 
the vehicle as shown in f ig. 3.43. 

If the fluid is assumed to be of constant density we may choose a control volume 
with end sections I and 2 of equal area ax 61, the distance 61 being measured 
perpendicular to the plane of the diagram. The assumed uniform velocity of air 
throu gh these two sections will be the same, Vj say. We shall equate the impulse to 
the increase of momentum in the direction of outflow for the time 6t. This impulse, 
which is applied at the inner surface of the control volume by the entrapped air is 
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Pchbl6t. The increase of momentum is the momentum of the emerging element of 
air at end section 2 minus the component of the momentum of the entering air at 
end section J in the same direction. That is, 

l(Vp6/6tp)Vj - Vp6/6tp(-V; cos8)1 = p,M /61 

whence 

p,h • vfop( J + cos 8) 

The aerostatic force is then 

FA =p,S• vfs.p(J +cos8) 
h 

(3.54) 

(3 .55) 

where S is again the planfonn area of the lower surface of the base of the craft . As 
might be expect ed, the re are many improvements on this theory in the literature 
(see Chapter 6). 

3 .8.2 Thrust For,, of• Fluid 

The only common air-borne vehicle that uses a rotating propeller to produce a 
vertical thrust is the helicopte r; VTOL aircraft mostly use vectored jet thrust for 
vertical support. In both cases th e thrust is obtained by accelerating air downwards. 
For our present purposes it is sufficient to note that the thrust acts along the axis 
of the rotor or the jet. ConsequenUy, if the vehicle tilts the line of action of the 
thrust will tilt with it. The magnitude of the thrust, FT, will change only if the 
operating conditions are varied. In other words , the controls of the prime mover 
must be adjusted. In pa.r1icular, Fr is independent of the attitude of the vehicle. 

3.8 .3 Stobllity Consid~rotJon1 

In the equilibrium configuration of an ACV, W • F,,., and we shall do little more 
here than indicate in a decidedly rough-and-ready way that the equilibrium can be 
inherently stable. 

An ACV clearly has neutral stability for a small lat eral translation and positive 
stability for a unall vertical translat ion. This is because a unall downward motion 
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reduces the clearance h which increases the aerostatic force FA. On the other hand. 
1 small upward motion increases h and so reduces the upward force. 

Jt remains for us to examine what happens if the vehicle experiences a small tilt. 
For simplicity we assume that the m1all angular displacement • is one of heel about 
a line drawn in a fore-and-aft plane of symmetry, as in Fig. 3.44. (To maintain the 
equality of kl and FA it is necessary to heel the vehicle about a particular axis in 
the plane of symmetry.) The Line of action of FA moves towards the point of leut 
skirt clearance, through a distance y, say . 1hls movem ent raises some questions as 
to the cross flow athwart.ships under the vehicle. (Sometimes a longitudinal partition 
is placed in the cushion to impede such flow.) The righting moment about the 
centre of gravity G is yFA, which is essentially a positive quantity . Any attemp t to 
estimat e y is unlikely to yield reliable resuJts, however . 

We tum , finally, to vehicles that are supported by fluid thrust forces . The magni• 
tude of Fy will normally be independ ent of small vertical, or horizontal, motions, 
because its n1agnitude is und er the direct control or a driver . The vehicle is thus in a 
state of neutral stability as far as displacements are concerned. 

Consider now a small rotation as shown in Fig. 3.4S. As the direction of Fy 
ro tates with the vehicle and thu s always acts along a line fixed to th e vehicle, the 
rotation makes no significant difference to the equilibrium. The vehicle is therefore 
in a state or neutral stability in rotation also. 

Fig. 3.45 
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1bis discussion is of oourse a highly idealiz.ed one. It is unsatisfactory for a bell• 
copter with iU flexible , hinged rotor blades, but for conceivable und erwater applica• 
tion (in manoeuvring for instance) it is probably fairly reliable. 

3.9 The Structure ond it, Loodin& 
To continue our study of statics, it is convenient to isolate the vehicle structure as a 
mechanical 'system'. Such a system experienc es both inte rnal and external forces. 
Let us begin by consideriJ,g the atemal forces, th at is, th ose forces which act across 
the boundary surface of the system. Some idea of the complexity of external 
loading can be obtained by examining Fig. 3.46. It will be readily understood that 
the study of loading actions fonns a complete, and very difficult, subject U1 its own 
right. 

The loading actions from external forces give rise to internal forces, which prod• 
uce stresses and hence strains and deflections. (These may be augmented by strains 
from thermal effects.) Total strains and deflections may be suffic iently large to be 
associated with •failure• in some sense. Some examples of failure are: 

(i) gross plastic collapse, involving ductile failure; 
(ii) cracking by 'brittle fracture'; 
(iii) fatigue - not e that some stress cycling can be of llery low frequency, as 
With docking stresses or the submergence of submarines; 
(iv) structural instability , for example, wrinkling of platin g or buckling of 
bottom grillages; 
(v) excessive static deflection, causing the misalignment of a shaft for instance ; 
(vi) excessive vibration or n oise; 
(vii) tearing, for example, of the skirt of an ACV; 
(viii) other deterioratio ns of material, for example separation of th e laminat es of 
a dracone or of fibre glass. 

The complex area of general structural analysis is conventionally divided into (i) 
structural statics, in which time-d epe ndent forces are excluded, and (ii) srrucruraJ 
dynamic,. in which time-d epende nt forces do appear. Our purpose is to introduce 
here th e first of these types of analysis and to discuss structural dynamics in Chapter 9. 
Structural statics (or, less accurately but more common1y, 'structural analysis') is 
mainly concern ed with the strength and ability of structures to with stand loading 
actions Without un acceptable distortions- and to continue to do so for a stipuJated 
lifMime. 

In ord er to apply crit eria of failure Jt is usually necessary to investigate stresses, 
strains and deflec tions. We have ther efore to examin e intemol forces, and to find 
these internal forces, given the external ones, is the classic problem of structures. 
The tech niq ue is, of course, to consider the behaviour of partl of the system, as 
inclicated in Fig. 3.47 . The approach is to invok e the thre e principles upon which 
the whole of structural analysis (both static and dynamic) is based. These principles 
relat e to : (i) force and moment equilibrium of systems and sub-systems; (ii) geo
metric compatibility of sub-systems with each other ; and (iii) a physical law govern
ing the relevant properties of the mate rial concerned as regards stress , strain, temper
atur e, etc. (le will be recalled that there is an important special case of structures in 
which equ ilibrium may be examined witho ut re ference to the physical Jaw relating 
to stress and strain, namely. that of 'static det erminacy'. ) 
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Over the yean a tremendous volume of work has been done in the study of the 
claaic problem of st.ructwei; and, as this type of analysis readily admits the we of 
automatic computation, great strides have been made recently, especially with ships. 
Nevertheless, serious uncertainties remain and much more work needs to be done. 
But this is not the only, and indeed perhaps not the principal , area where research 
is badly needed . With the JOle (and important) exception of deeply submerged 
veh.ic:les, the study and specification of loading actions remain a serious source of 
difficulty. In other words, what are external forces and how important are their 
dynamic effects? 

3.9.1 D<tmnlnbtk Md ProWllislk A""'ysll 

It is impossible to assign definite values to real phenomena, but we can usually at 
least consider the probability that specified values will be exceeded. The behaviour 
of engineering systems under the influence of the forces of nature has this prob a
bilistic character. Thus random analysis must generally be used to describe phen
omena adequately. Random analysis, because it ae<:epU and tak es uncertainties into 
account.obViouslyhasenormousattractions [10]. It is a relatively new development 
which is steadily gaining ground in aeronautic s and naval archi tecture, amongst 
other fields, but although it may well come to be u,ed u clusively in marine work 
in the future it .ls at present only at the development stage. Furthennor e, our knowl• 
edge of loading actions and mat erial beha'Yiour is still inadequate. 

For th e present it is usually necessary to continue to accept the deterministic 
approach. In this traditional technique definit e values are assigned to tho se param
eters that are selected to describe the 'input' of an engineering system. In assigning 
definite values to the input the analyst may have views on how likely they are, but 
these Views are not expressed explicitly In his calculations. Definite values are then 
sought for those parameters that are chosen to describe the •output'. The analysis 
is performed using a prescribed and agreed mathematical model of the system. In 
structural analysis the 'input' is the loading , the 'model' is the idealized form of the 
structure adopted for the purpose of analysis, while the mechanical parameters of 
interest (usually stresses.strains, deflection or collapse load) constitute the 'ou tput'. 

Provided that the analytical methods of calculation are not at fault, det erministic 
analysis does not give th e wrong answers; it may simply not pose the right questions. 
Even so, deterministic analysis can be said t o represent a useful framework and it 
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would be foolish to deny that it has had great success up to now. The following 
examples are typical deterministic problems from the field of ship structures: 

What stresses and deflections will a main transverse bulkhead experience if an 
adjacent compartment is flooded? 

What stress occurs at the base of a mast when th e ship rolls in simple harmonic 
motion with an amplitude of 25°? 

In contrast, typical probabilistic problems raise such questions as: 
What is the probability that the stress at th e base of the mast will ever exceed 

60 per cent of the yield point of the steel? 
What is the probability that fatigue cracking will occur in the fore~nd plating of 

a frigate? 

Not surprisingly, probl ems of the latter sort are very much more dffficuh to solve 
t han those of the former. 

Determlnistic analysis at first sight appears to have .some merit in yielding a 
definite set of values on which to base decisions; a random analysis yields only 
probabilities of the occurrenc e of various sets of values. But the certainty of the 
deterministic approach may be unreal; it is also potentially dangerous if it conceals 
ignorance. Neverthe less, in this chapter we will deal with deterministic structural 
analysis . The analyst selects •design cases' to provide a basis on wluch to choose the 
sizes of structural members. In so doing he has to decide: 

(i) which structural members justify his a tt ention; time and effort will preclud e 
an examination of evtryth.ing, so that experienee has to be called into play: 
(ii) what fonns of loading to take into account; 
(iii) how the structural component under considera tion can be isolated from its 
surroundings for the purpose of analysis, and the n itself idealized; and 
(iv) what types of 'failure' to tak e into account (unstable collapse, fatigue crack
in~ deflecti on, etc .). 

Note that the analysis raises a questio n of 'scale'. Some problems of structura l 
analysis are essentially general. For example , 

How thick. should the shell o f a submarine's pressure hull be? 

In co ntrast, some prob lems can be regarded as essentially local, a \mit analysis', so 
10 speak. For example, 

What reinforc ement should be provided around a hatch in a submarine's pressure 
hull? 

It will be appreciated that it is impossible to draw up a list of all the potential 
design cases that can arise. Indeed it would be misleading here to attempt to put 
into spurious order what may seem a chaotic subject. Part of the structural analyst's 
skill lies in seeing what may or may not be important, and this can vary enormously 
from vehicle to vehicle and with operating conditions, For exampl e, the structure 
of a ship's side is determined by considerations of loading by gravity and buoyancy 
forces.but in a nuclear-powered ship a quite different design case must be considered. 
It arises from the need to protect the reacto r in a collision by using the plastic 
deformation of the hull to absorb energy. 
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3.10 Extemol Loa6ing by Gnrity and Buoyancy 

Perhaps the most basic problem of structural analysis in the marine field is that of a 
prismatic: body floating on the surface of still water. 1n general, such a body is 
stressed because the gravity force per unit length q1 is not everywhere balanced by 
the buoyancy force per unit length q9. To illustrate this point let us consider a 
rudimentary, long, thin barge floating on the water surface, as shown in Fig. 3.48. 
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o, 

Fi,:. 3.48 

The uniform barge is rectangular and we shall neglect the weight of the ends, so 
that q1 is constant. For equilibrium to prevail ii is necessa.ry that the net upward 
force and the net moment of forces about an ax.is perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper are both zero. These conditions give, respectively, 

r: q,dx+ 1: q9~=0 

1: q,x~ + 1: Qaxdx = 0. 

For this case, 

q, = --q9 

so that the net load per unit length is 

q • q, +qa =O 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

for all values of x . Hence th ere is no bending moment at any section of the body . 
Suppose that an additional uniformly distributed load per unit length, a, is placed 

on th e middle half of the barge. The curves obtained for q1 , Qa and q arc tho se 
shown in Fig. 3.49. However, the net loading q is now associated with shear forces 
and bending moments. 

Let us consider an element of the bar ge at a distance x from the origin O and of 
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fi&.3 .49 

length 5x in the x direction, as shown in Fig. 3.50. The element is shown perpendic
ular to the x ax.is bec1u1e denections (and therefore slopes) of a load-bearing 
structure are invariab)y small. The sign con't'lffltion adopted here is to reprd forces 
u positive upwards (i.e. in the Oz direction) and moments as positive when clock
wise. The magllltudes of the ~ear force and bending moment on face I of the 
element ue, respectively, Sand M with the correspon ding magnitudes S + 6S and 
M + SM on face 2. Thus, for equilibrium of the element, the net force and net 
moment on it must both be uro . That is 

S+6S+q6x - S•O 

and 

6x 
M+6M - (S+S+6S} 2 -M =O. 

Taking 6x to be small, retaining fint-0rder terms and then proceeding to the 

Fi1,, 3..50 
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limit 6x - 0 gives 

dS 
;i;" --q; 

dM 
dx=S. 

771• Morin< V<hicl< at R,11 / II J 

(3.58) 

The curves of shear force and bending moment for the barge are therefore as shown 
in Fig. 3.Sl. Note in this figure that IS I is a maximum when q • 0 and IM I is a 
maximwn when S • 0, in keeping with expression s (3 .58). 

S• -f• qf•I dx 
~ 0 

L x 

FiJ. 3.51 

If the uniformly distributed load per unit length, a, is shifted to one end (so as 
to extend o,er the range O ,;; x ,;; L/2), the loading curve is II shown in Fig. 3.52. 
The variation of q 8 shown here may be deduced by combining para.Del immersion 
for the load aL/2 spread evenly, and the trim change on application of the moment 
al 2/8 about mid-span caused by point loads distant L/4 (downward) and JL/4 
(upward) from the origin. Thus, at distance L from 0 , 

• 3a • 
q• =b+2-4=b - ◄ 

and at 0, 

• 3a Sa 
Qa • b +2 t4•b + 4. 

From these expressions we should be able to find new curves of Sand M . Further-
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.. 
Forc e/Uni t length 

Fig. 3.Sl 

more, if the assumptions implicit in beam theory are accepted as tenable, it is 
posmbte to calculate stresses, strains and deflections. 

This simple approach has ignored the question of how the loading is accepted by 
the structure. The creation of internal forces by the application of external loads 
will depend upon how these loads are applied. loading applied to the deck would 
give rise to local internal forces quite different from those that would be obtained 
if the same loading were applied to the hold or the side. In other words, to avoid 
complications, we allocate gravity and buoyancy forces to tho,e specific discrete 
lengths of drip in which they act and assume th.at they are evenly spread within 
that length. 

The barge which we have examined has been static. Sutic analysis may also be 
applied to bodies which are moving but have achieved a steady state, such as a motor 
car moving along a road at constant speed in still air. A marine vehicle, however, 
moves at the interface of two fluids and creates a pressure field in each fluid which 
causes the interface to distort. The resulting self-generated wave system changes the 
static load distribution and may well ex.acerbate the original condition. While it is 
not conunon practice to do so, the bending moment so caused might perhaps be 
superimposed on that discussed in the next section. 

3.10.1 Gro,ity ond B•oyoncy Loot/fnK of Con.,.ntlonal Swfac, Ship, 

Although the foregoing remarks relate to a highly idealized vehicle - a rectangular 
barge with weightless ends in still water - they are of direct relevance to conven
tional surface ships. Let us therefore pause briefly to consider a practical surface 
ship in still water. The loading curves resulting from a step-by-step weight analysis 
are similar to those shown in Fig. 3.53. Note, however, that the q1 curve can be 
significantly affected by the placing of cargo and that calm water will not provide 
the greatest variation of q 8 . 

More severe loading will occur when a ship is running into, or before, relatively 
long waves at sea. In the past, structural analysts, working long before the days of 
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random analysis ( with its ability to take account of the random character of sea
ways), tackled this problem by simplifying it drastically . Tw o 'Worst cases' were 
derived for the q 1 and qa curves, as indicated in Fig. 3.54, The main assumptions 
underlying these 'worst cases' are: 

(i) All dynamic effects are negl.igiblet. 
(ii) The ship is sta t ically balanced on a single wave equal in length to th e ship 
so tha t (a) the buoyancy force du e to simple hydrostatic pre ssure and the weight 
are equal, and (b) the centres of buoyancy and gravity lie at the same longitudinal 
position . 
(iii) The wave is trochoidal and with a height, from trough to crest, equal to 
on e-twenti eth of its length. 
(iv) In the 'hogging worst case' (With wave crest amidsWps) specified disposable 
weight is removed from amidships. In the 'sagging worst case' (with wave trough 
amid ships) all disposabl e weight is removed from th e ends . 
(v) Direct stre~s and strains in the 'ship beam · - or 'ship girder', as it is some
times referred to - can be found by applying simple beam theory with Sand M 
found by integrating q(x) . 

~2221--
Hogging 

Fig. 3.54 

From the last assumpeion it follows that th e greates t direct stresses occur at points 
furt h est from the neutral axis, as the direct st ress o = My / I. (Her e y is th e distance 
of the point in question from the neutral axis about which the second moment of 
a rea of the cross section, in whkh th e point lie s, is / .) In th e hogging worst case the 
greatest tensil e stress occurs in the deck and in th e sagging worst case in the keel. 
Tttis is because the heavy keel structure tends to produce a neu tral axis oo slightly 
below mid-depth of the cross section. as iUustrated in Fig. 3.55. 

The fact that a ship design is examin ed in this way does not mean, simply, tha t a 
ship is likely to fail under direct stre ss. (A ship could do so, of co urse, and ships 
ha ve bro ken in two in a seaway , possibly as a result of failure in tension.) Indeed, 
t oo high a bending moment could produc e failure by buckling of plating near the 
keel when the ship is hogging or in th e deck when the ship is sagging. The point is 
that the longjtudina1 strength ca1culation , as it is commonJy called, does give the 

t More recent analyses of very In ge shipi (II} have shown tha t thi s assumpt ion is no lontter 
tcn.1blc for those cases. 
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CiJ 
Fi,g. 3.55 

analyst a •feel' fot a design. Estimated tensile stresses for successful designs of the 
past are shown in Table 3.3. Note in this table that the differences between the two 
sets of stresses arise from the difference between the hogging and sagging bending 
moments and the heaviness of the keel structur e which tends to give a low neutral 
axis (as already mentioned) . 

Tttbk J.J E11tmoud direct 1tnnr 1 for llripr (from /4/) . llnitr on mt trt for lttt1th end 
MN m- 2 for Jtrtu , with ft ond tonf tn- 2 rt1prcn·w1y in p.nnthrr rr. 

Direct streu a 
ShJp Length 

Deck Keel 
(hOl&inal (sag:inc) 

Fripte 100 110 90 
(l28) (7.122) (S.82S) 

Oenroy er ISO 12S 110 
(492) (8.094) (7.122) 

Cargo ves.,el 200 110 90 
(6S6) (7.122) (S.82S) 

Aitcraft cattier 2SO l◄O l2S 
(820) (9.06S) (8.094) 

Oil tanker 300 l◄O 12S 
(98◄) (9.06S) (8.094) 

Figures 3.56, 3.57 and 3.58 show shear force and bending moment curves for 
the ship to which Fig. 3.53 refers. They relate to the still-water case, the hogging 
worst case and the sagging worst case respectively. 

It is customary in mercantile practice to sepatate the still-water bending moment 
from th e total. The remainder is the augmentation of the still-water bending moment 
by a wave and is called the wave bending moment. There is a good reason for this. 
The wave bending moment is due wholly to the geometry of the wave and the ship. 
It is, therefore, often considered to be proportional to BwLL~n where n lies 
between 2.3 and 2.5. This relationship has been based upon the assumption oflong 
sea waves having a trochoidal contour as described in Chapter 2. The constant of 
proportionality is a function of the type of ship and the block coefficient of the 
underwater form. The still-water bending moment, however, is substantially under 
the cont rol of the ship's master , who must closely follow the directives of the 
Owners and Classification Societies if his method of working his holds is not to 
cause unacceptable still-water bending moment, or even fracture. 
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Fig. 3.56 Still-water loadina, shear force and bending momen t curves for the .ship or Fig. 3.2. 

The 'ship girder' can also be examined in tenns of the distribut ion of shear 
stresses r in response to the shear force S. Use may be made of an elementary result 
of beam theory, namely, 

(3.59) 

In this equation , Aji is the first moment, about the neutral axis of a given transverse 
cross section of the hull, of that part of the cross section beyond the location at 
which r is required. The second moment of area of the whole cross section about 
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the neutral ax.is is/ and b is the breadth of material at the locat ion of interest. It 
the refore appears that failure in shear is most likely to occw in the sides near the 
level of the neutral axis at points a1ong the hull where the shear force is a maximum. 
But in fact there is not really much point considering acceptable values of r since 
shear fracture is most unlikely to occur. Failure is far more likely to consist of panel 
wrinlcl.ing, as indicated in Fig. 3.59 . liability to wrinkle depends on panel thickness, 
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stiffener spacing and size of plate, as well as on the ship 's cross section. In short, 
this is a problem of unit analysis. 

Understandably, early analysts regarded the direct stress.es determined in the 
longitudinal strength calculation, as having some standing in their own right. It was 
soon recognized that because of the unrealistic caJculations the computed stress.es 
were meaningful only in a more limited sense. As. already mentioned, th ey provid e a 
basis for comparison between a new design and previous successful practice. Because 
of this comparatJve nature it does seem that the many refmements in the calculation 
are rather misguided. 

Perhaps the most sensible refinemen t is that which ta kes accoun t of th e observa• 
l ion that waves are less steep the longer they are . This fact led naval architects to 
use th e empirical relationship, 

(
height from ) = 1 1 /(leng,h from ) 
trough to cres t · ~ crest to crest • 

and to identify the length of the wa,..e, again, with the length of the ship, a postulat e 
which is a les.s demanding one for long ships. 

One of the undoubt ed advantages of the deterministic ship girder approach is 
that it provides a simple (if somewhat unrealistic) assessment of field stresses. This 
can reasonably be used as a sort of background against which particular problems 
can be investigated. Thus. in the hope, that the significance of the results will ht 
masked by extraneous complications, one c.an examine: 

(i) th e effects of stres.s concentration (as at hatchw ays, abrupt changes of 
section, etc.); 
(ii) the possibilities of local collapse or yield (i.e., the longitudin al strength 
calculation makn a conYCnient basis for unit analysis); 
(iii) the effects of 'built-in' streMes (but these are very difficult to analyse and 
the additional complications of rolling and welding of plates do not help); 
(iv) application of more refined theories of beam analys.is (e .g. •shear flow' 
theory); 
(v) thermal effects (e.g. from solar radiation) , and particularly with refrigerated 
cargoes; 
(vi) the magnitude of the wholesale deflection of a ship in a seaway (assuming 
that the problem is one of statics) . The beam equation may be written 

dS d1M d2 
( d'•) d1 

( d'•) q •- ~= - ~=-ii? -£/ii? =ii? £/ii? . (3.60) 

where Eis Young's modulus, and integrated to give estimates of hull deflections 
v which may be needed for sensor calculat ions, for instance; 
(viii) some effects of ship motion (e .g. when a ship rolls violently and extra 
stress analysis may be needed in which S and M are resolved for the principal 
directions). 

It has been suggested that the longitudinal strength calculation leads quite 
naturally to considerat ions of unit analysis. That is to say, the calculation allows 
the analyst to look more closely at local effects in a ship's hull. In general there are 
three basic types of sub-structure relevant to the ship girder under gravity and 
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buoyancy Joadings which may be convenientJy isolated and which are described 
below. 

(a) Stiffened Platt, (Fig. 3.60) 
Such units as these may be flat or turved and may have odd shapes. The loading to 
which they are subjected arises from predictions of longitudinal strength calculations, 
(possibly) hydrostatic pressure and (possibly) other loading actions such as loc.aliz.cd 
weight of equipment. 

Fis. 3.60 

(b) Single Panels 

lt;I Orthogona lly 
s1iflened 
grill,ge 

These are usually rectangular, being supported on longitudinal and transverse frames. 
They may be flat (requiring analysis by plate theory) or curved (demanding sheU 
theory). The membrane, or 'in-plane', loading will be that suggested by the longi
tudinal strength calculation. There may be additional loads (usually normaJ loads) 
arising from hydrostatic pressure or from some other cause, such as fendering for 
example. 

The naval architect's preoccupation with flat pla1es is naturally one of long 
standing. As a result, one of the most interesting practicaJ results in the mathematical 
theory of elasticity was published in that context by the Instit ution of Naval Archi-
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tects in 1913 ( 12]. It relates to the stresses around an ellipse cut out of a uniformly 
loaded plate. (When the ratio of the semi-axes is large, the conditions of a plate 
With a crack in it is approached. When th e semi.axes are equal, the theory relates to 
a panel with a circular hole. With suitable manipulation of the results infonnatio n 
can be obtained on cut-outs such as hatchways in deck plating.) 

(c) Fram.,(Fig. 3.61) 
Frames are used in many ways in the construction of ships and it is oft en convenient 
to identify them and analyse their stresses as such. A ship's hull can be regarded as 
an elongated box, and this box has to be strengthened. If the internal strengthening 
is predominantly in a fore-and-aft direction, the ship is said to be 'longitudinally 
framed' (Fig. 3.61(c)), and when the stiffening is at right angles to the fore-and•aft 
direction the ship is said to be 'transversely framed' (Fig. 3.6l(b)). There are, of 
course, many possibilities for isolating frames that may have significance. The load• 
ing of these frames is that suggested by the longitudinal strength calculation plus 
additional loads of a localized nature. Alternatively, an investigation of the effects 
of stressing by gravity and buoyancy in "worst cases' of transverse loading of a hull 
(as when the different t anks of a tanker ship are filled) may be undertaken. 

It is now clear that the various structural units of a surface sh.Ip raise all the 
classic problems in the theory of structures. Inevitably it is necessary to contemplate 
beams and frames, plates and shells, and grillages. In general, the loading of these 
units is only part of the problem to which the longitudinal strength calculation 
refers. Twisting of a hull may occur in a seaway and thus torsional distortions have 
sometimes to be investigated. Exactly how a stress analysis would be carried out for 
particular selected units is best seen through examples . There can be no cut-and• 
dried procedure; nor can a comprehensive list be drawn up of all the problems 
which will be encountered because new designs raise new problems. 

ln the last decade, large advances have been made in the application of random 
analysis to the prediction of stresses in ships in a seaway. Nevertheless, the determin• 
istic approach of the longitudinal strength calculation, now carried out by computer , 
contin ues to be used. It is interesting to note that random analysis and full~ale 
measurements suggest that stresses greater than those given by the longitudinal 
strength calculation rarely occur. Either as a consequence of good design or of undue 
conservatism, most ship hulls appear to po~ss adequate strength. For example, 
the active life of a warship is about 20 years, and normally it is not because the hull 
has 'worn out' that the ship is scrapped, but rather that the weaponry or propulsion 
systems are obsolete o r that combat tactics have changed. Provided that prope r 
maintenance procedures are observed. hull strength is usually preserved. It is some
times found, however , especially for ferries, that the hull in the region of the water 

,,1 
fig, ).61 
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line needs most care and attention because of its wet-and-dry existence, the bumping 
of debris, fendering and so on. Nevertheless, it would be a serious oversimplification 
to imply that the object of research is really to find out by how much the require
ments of the gravity and buoyancy Loading strength calculations can be safely 
relaxed~ it is by no means rare that a tanker has to be strengthened after her accept
ance trails. 

In practice the beam theory of longitudinal strength calculations raises a large 
nwnber of questions. As one would expect, there is an enonnous literature covering 
the subject. No complete bibliography could possibly be given here; nor would it be 
particularly helpful if it were. But the reader's attentio n is drawn to one particular 
paper (13] whlch describes tests on a ship's hull - tests that included loading to 
the point where major structural failure occurred. 

3.11 Extaml Loadina by Inertia IUld Hydrodynamic Fo= 

Despite its shortcomings, the idea behind gravity and buoyancy loading of the ship 
girder is certainly useful (and ingenious),but it is based upon the implicit assumption 
that the ship ploughs straight through the sea without significant vertical accelera
tions. Now, when a high-specdshipmovesatspeedswhich may well be over 25 m ,-• 
( S!!: SO knots) , it is obvious that dynamic effects cannot be ignored. The ride is 
"hard' and the question naturally arises as to what sort of loading this implies. 

On the basis of experie nce with past craft, the Brave Qa" of fast patrol boats 
was assumed in (14] to be subject to a instantaneous worst condition of the fonn 
shown in Fig. 3.62. The acceleration was much greater than that under free-fal1 
conditions. We must now consider a vertical inertia force and the hydrodynamic 
force needed to provide it. In all its generality this is a problem of structural 
dynamics as both the inertial and hydrodynamic forces are time dependent. But if 
the instantaneous worst acceleration (and, hence, inertia loading) is as shown in 
Fig. 3.62, it is arguable that allowance must be made for it under the assumption 
that it is maintained. In the design of the Brave Class boats it was therefore assumed 
that a steady inertia force per unit length Qi, was applied as shown in Fig. 3.63. As 
indicated in Fig. 3.64 this corresponded to a resultant vertical force of about 
4.3S MN (4.37 tont) whose line of action could easily be found as it passed through 
the centre of area of the totaJ load curve. 

Fi,:. 3.62 
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Fi&,. 3.63 

The curve of q1 + Q1 gives the wont vertical downwards force applied to the hull 
and ts therefore supported by hydrodyrwnic foroes - but how? We know that for 
equll.lbriwn under steady load conditions 

i: (q, +q,)d< + t q•ci< • O 

1: (q,+q,)xd<•I: q,.xd<=O 

where Q11 is the vertical component of the hydrodynamic force per unit length of 
hull. But these equations do not provide a specif,cation of qh. The technique adopted 
wu to satisfy the first of the fore-going requirements and to approximate the second 
in the following m&Mer. 

The curve of qh wu usumed to be an i,o,celes triangle with nwtimum pressure 
com,ponding to 138 kN m- 2 (20lbf in- 2 ) acting vertically upward, . (The under-

Ra.lltant force 
• 4.35 MN (a, 437 tonf) 
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lying theory of this assumption is discussed in Sci;tion 6.2.1.) At the point along 
the length of the boat at wh.ich the resultant hydrodynamic force must act, the 
beam is 6.05 m (19.83 ft). Therefore 

138(kN m- 2
) x 6.05(m) X /lx • (qo)mu x /lx 

so that 

(q.)m., • 835 kN m- 1 (25.5 tonf ft - 1
). 

If the q11 curve is now represented by the triangle shown in Fig. 3.65, the length a 
shown is given by 

2a x 835(kN m- 1) 

2 
= 4350 kN ('" 437 tonf) 

whence a• S.21 m (:!! 17.09 ft), a not unreasonable value for a boat that is about 
28 m ('" 92 fl) long. 

By this means we can obtain curves of 

q l•(q, +q1J+q•J 

Msl by successive integrations. 

If it is then as.sumed that simple beam theory may be applied, we may proceed With 
a streu analysis. It must be pointed out, however , that in a craft like a fast patrol 
boat we are very much concerned with unit analysis because local effects, particu
larly in the hull bottom, are vital. 

The approach used with the Brave Class fast patrol bqats illustrat es the kind of 
drastic assumptions the structural analyst may be forced to make . .. 

835kNm - 1 

j;i, 25.5 1onl h- 1 ) 

~ 
Fig. 3.65 

3.12 Ext<rnal Loadin1 by Hyclrosutic Prelluro 

When a submarine, or other underwater vehicle, floats on the surface it undergoes 
the same sons of loading action as other surface craft; but when it is submerged the 
far more exacting conditions of loading by hydrostatic pressure must be ex.a.mined. 
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Note, however, that for once there is no difficulty in prescribing the "loading action•. 
The anaJyses to be developed by the designer are those which describe the hydro
static compression of a shell (either elastic or plastic). They raise problems of 
stability, such that the question is not so much 'ls this loading safely withstood?' as 
'Is this loading realizable?' The Euler strut gives a simple illustration of structuraJ 
instability. 

Submarines and submersibles nonnally o perate in a sta te of approximately 
neut ral buoyancy, which means that gravity and buoyancy forces more or less 
cancel (although th ere will be a residual distribution of she.1r force and bending 
moment as the net q(x) is not everywhere zero). The stresses of the submerged 
'ship girder' are, however, relatively small compared with those resulling from hydro
static loading. The latter are th erefore commonly examined in isolation . The problem 
is essentially one of external hydrostatic loading of a thin shell, that is, of the 
'pressure hull'. The preMure hull of a deep-diving vehicle - a bathysc aphe or a 
submersible - is usually of a fairly 'pure' fonn: it may be sphellCal or shaped like a 
dumb4>ell, as indicated in Fig , 3.66. The pressure hull of a typicaJ military sub• 
marine is more complex, being roughly as illustrated in Fig. 3.67. This is a shell 
stiffened with: 

(i) stiffenin g rings (inside and outside); 
(ii) main transv erse bulkheads (insid e the pressure hull); 
(iii) wing bulk.heads (outsid e the preMure hull, and between the preMure hull 
and the outer hull); 
(iv) deep frames (large stiffening rings inside the pressure hull); and 
(v) miscellaneous decks, Oau , floors, minor bulkheads, e tc. 

Fig. 3.66 

A detailed introduc tion to the field of stability is given in (15) and the problem 
relating to submarines is discussed in [16). Although it is not our purpose here to 
examine the se matters it is worth noting in general tenn s th e son of problems which 
need to be tackled . Failure can be thought of as taking any of fivt possible fonns: 

(i) general instability of th e sheU, when the stiffening is of rather light const rue• 
tion; 
(ii) local elastic instability of the shell between stiff rings; 
(iii) local yield o f the shell between stiff rings; 
(iv) local elastic instability of a stiffener plus as.sociated plating (although this is 
more readily avoided than (ii) and (iii)); and 
(v) local instability of the domed bulkhead. 

There are several sources of difftculty which may be encou nter ed when seeking that 
type of failure most likely to occur, even from a purely analyti caJ point of view. 
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These are notab)y: 

(i) gross out-of-roundness, that is, designed depanure from a cylindr ical form; 
(ii) small out-of-roundness owing to small errors of manufacture (which causes 
unwanted circumferential bending of the rings); 
{Iii) majo r discontinuities (such as the main transverse bu1kheads or intersections 
of cones and cylinders) which cause unwanted longitudinal bending of the shell; 
and 
(iv) minor discontinuities (such as pressure hull hatches , manufacturing cracks 
in the material or lack of homogenei ty) which cause stress conce ntr atio ns in the 
sheU tha t can be very significant in relation to fatigue . 

Unlike most surface ships, deep-diving submarines tend to be governed by weight 
in their design with a small diff erence between weight and buoyancy. The designer 
is consequently obLiged to work to lower factors of safety than is the practic e in 
surface sh.ips. This, in its tum, requires the acceptance of higher stress levels, and 
with them the risk of fatigue. Indeed, to a large ext ent the fatigue problem is the 
rtsult of possible structural instability , as it is the latter that demands structural 
stiffening, and it is this stiffening th a t int roduces stress concentrations. Fatigue has 
in fact become a greater problem than instability in submarine design. 

3.13 External. Loadin& of Some Unconventional Vehicles 

So far we have discussed: (i) combined gravity and buoyancy loading (and have 
noted its relevance to naval archit ecture); (ii) combined gravity, inertia and hydro
dynamic loading; and (iii) hydrost a tic loading. (All of these cases are of a •general' 
nature, and in every case the calculations would be supplem ented with suitable unit 
analysis.) These general cases do not by any means exhaust the possibilities and, 
although it is not possible to List all the particular cases that may arise with a novel 
design, some comments are in order; these comments are in fact no more than state• 
ments of engineering common sense. 

Hydrofoil Ooft. A longitudinal strength calculation would be performed in the 
normal way for a hydrofoil craft at rest, but design cases are likely to arise when 
the vessel is 'foil-b orne•. Here again consideration would be allowed for hull acceler• 
ation, perhaps along the lines discussed for the fast patrol boat ( 17]. But the 'hull 
inertia and gravity loading' (q1 + q1) is balanced by more or less concentrated forces 
when the hull is foil-borne. Particular attention would also be paid to unit analysis 
of th e foils and foil struct ure. 

Dracones. The ship girder analysis is quite irrelevant here because the flexural 
rigidity is almost uro. In fact the q1 and Qe curves are approximately as shown in 
Fig. 3.68 . Attention is much more likely to be focused on unit analysis, that is 
on the strength of seams and attachments and on th e behaviour when kinking of 
the fabric occurs. 

Ho11ercreft. The structural analysis of hovercraft is a rather specialized field as 
illustrated in (JS]. It must be remembered that a hovercraft may function in one of 
several distinct modes, for example, cush ion-borne (with or without wave impact), 
floating, supported by the ground or on jacks, towing or being towed. Particular 
care has to be taken over th e possibility of fatigue failure, and in certain vital area s -
especially in the design of skirts - emphasis remains very much on experience . 
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.. 
Force /Unit len9th 

Fig. 3.68 

No n!gime of over-riding importance in design (comparabl e with 'gravity and 
buoyancy loading' of the ship girder) has emerged for hovercraft. Particular care 
has to be taken, however, with (i) 'gravity and buoyancy analysis' when floating, 
(ii) wave impact at speed, and (iii) skirt strength. Some effort is plac-ed on 'pro gres
sive strengthening' (or 'fail safe'), So that as failure of a compone nt occurs a stronger 
alternative becomes exposed to the loading. 

3.14 Unit Analysis in Gcnenl 

We have only indicated how to proceed from general considerations of external 
loading to more detailed unit analysis. In practice, many facets of the structural 
analysis of a surface ship have little to do with the longitudinal strength calculation 
and analyses are ofte n completed on an ad hoc basis. This is evident by considering 
the following examples: 

(i) Propeller shafting; this is principally loaded in torque and thrust (but it 
might be necessary to include bending also, possibly by the inclusion of inertia 
forces in a vibration analysis). 
(ij) Rudder stock; the main concern here will be with hydrodynamic forces and 

the forces exert ed by the actuating mechanism. 
(iii) Masts; apart from gravity loading, it would be necessary to investigate wind 
forces and inertia forces. 
(iv) Davits; these would require investigation of gravity forces and operating 
forces, while it might also be desirable to include inertia forces. 
(v) Bulkheads; the flooding of compartments raises questions about the strength 

of bulkh eads and watertight doors, and here the loading is hydrostatic . 

3. 15 Re<ent O...lopments in Quall-static Structural Analysis 

The advent of large capacity, fast, digital computers has Jed to the development of 
two powerful math ematical tools which are now in common use. These tools are 
generally described under the headings of 'Strip Theory' and 'Finite Element Tech
niques'. The fonner allows the analyst to assess hydrodynamic forces on the hull 
and, with these prescribed, the latter may be introduced to detem1ine the load. 
stress and bending moment distribution in a structure. 
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aassi cal hydrodynamic theory describes lhe shape of the streamlines in a perfect 
(inviscid) fluid nowing in some constrained manner, for instance, past a solid surface. 
A polenli al function is used to represent an energy source or sink and the now is 
often referred to as a •potential flow'. The mathematicaJ representatio n of the 
potential function then leads to the derivation of streamlines across which there is 
no now. A closed streamline may thus be replaced by a thin solid wall which could 
represent a hull, rudder , hydrop lane, stabilizer and so on. It is then possible to 
detemtine velocities and pressures in th e no w or on a streamline. No effects of 
viscosit y can be considered since the presence of shear stresses in the fluid are 
automatically precluded in the definition of the velocity potential. The fundamentals 
of potential flow theory are fully discussed in, for example, (19, 20 ] . For motion 
in a seaway, forces and therefore the potential function become time dependent, 
and, furthermore, the wave systems created at the ends of the ship cause interference 
with each oth er and the imposed wave system. 

When applied to a Mlip the potential-flo w analysis centres about the flow past 
many tran sverse, finite strips into which the huU is imagined to be cut. 1l1e strips 
are all joined together by compa tible boundary conditions, and wave loading , being 
regarded as an inviscid process, can also be taken into account . Two-dimensional 
flow is considered so th at the problem of heave and pitch of a ship may be examined 
on the assumption th at surge has a negligible effect on hull loadings. The complexity 
of interference between the bow and stem wave systems is avoided if the length of 
the wave is small compared with the length of the ship. Although this may seem to 
be a severe restriction strip theory has been found in many cases to give quite good 
agreement with experiment. The technique described also provides th e means for 
tackling the more realistic problem related to random seas. We shall not pursue the 
subject furth er here, but the reader can find details in 12 1, 22) and in (23 ) the 
development is summarized in terms of fluid velocities and accelerations. 

The fluid loadings, deduced by strip theory or developments of it , may be added 
to gravity loadings to give the to tal load distribution on the hull. The assessment of 
longitudin al (and in fact many local) strength problems may be performed in one 
exercise by representing t he ship (or a particular unit of the ship) as a massive col
lection of inter-related problems which describe the loading on each finite element 
of the structure under investigation. The struc ture is divided by many imaginary 
cuts which meet at nodes, thus forming finite elements which may be of a rectangu• 
lar or triangular shape and sometimes irregular or thre e-dimensional. The displace
ments at the nodes are related to the displacement at any point within a given 
element by a displacement function . Strains can be found from the displacements 
and the stresses determined. Nodal forces are made equivalent to boundary forces 
and displacemen ts of elements obey compatibility rules. Finally, the whole array 
of applied forces and internal forces Satisfies equilibrium relations. The result 
requires the solution of a large number of simultaneous equations which are con
venienUy represented in matrix form. Reference (24 J may be consulted for details 
on the use of finite element techniqu es in structural analysis. 

There is now a considerable number of computer programs available to solve 
both strip theory problems and finite element problems for whole ship st ructures. 
Nevertheless, th e analyses are far from perfect at present and in no way remove the 
responsibility of the designer to understand - and question - the premises upon 
which they are built. For the problems are in reality of dynamic origin. 
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4 
Modelling Marine Systems 

4 .1 llltrodu<tioa 

1n any discussion of the mechanics of marine vehicles continual reference will be 
made to systems of one sort or another. Great care must be taken in all investiga
tions to define accurat ely not only a system - that is, an unYJrying coUection of 
matter - but also the boundaries within which a system is contained. Furthermore, 
we must pay due regard to the environment outside the system boundaries because 
activity within this environment may well influence the behaviour of the system, 
For example, suppose th e resistance to motion o f a srup is to be estimated. The 
system boundaries may be the hull of the ship, the air- water interface and an 
imaginary surface in the water at some distance from the hull. However, in confined 
waters this imaginary surface may no longer be arbitrary but might necessarily 
include the banks of a canal or the bottom of a channel The presence of these 
constraints in the environment will clearly influ ence th e system behaviour. 

Systems involving the natural phenom ena of the oceans, the atmosph ere, geo
graphical features and so on are notoriously difficult to investigate in detail . Thus, 
for the purpOse of analysis and from the point of view of economics, we are compel• 
led to make use of models of the full-scale (often called the 'prototype') system. It 
is possible, with laboratory models, to ensure some control over the many variables 
of inOuence so that tho se of particular interest can be isolated for special study . A 
theoretical analysis of th e problem commences with a mathematical model, wh.ich 
is generally a simplified and idealized description in order to be soluble. These two 
descriptions are not mutually exclusive but are used tog ether to predict the charac
teristics of the prototype system. We shall be concerned here with the conditio ns 
necessary to satisfy physical similarity between a mod el and a proto type system 
and the best ways of achieving this. 

Let us consider steady flow of a fluid of constant density through a circular 
orifice . If the effects of viscosity are neglected , hydrodynamic theory predicts that 
the volume flow rate Qw is given by 

_ A0 (2t;p• /p)' 1' 
Q, - f I - (Ao/A i)1 f l/l (4 ,I ) 

where A 0 is the area of the orifice, A I the flow area some distanc e upstream from 
the orif1ee, !:ip• the drop in piezome tric pressuret across the orifice and p the 
density of the fluid. If the orif1ee is situated in the vertical side of a large tank con
taining liquid then A 1 ► A 0 and we can put !:ip• ,. pgh, where h is the drop in 

t Pieiometrlc prusure p • • p + PI Z, where pis the fluid pr eu ure u a point in the nuid and z is 
the vtnacal height abovt a horizon tal datum line. For a vcrttcal orific e the datum is usually 
chosen to be the horizontal centre line. 
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pressure head over the orifice and is constant for steady flow. Thus, Equation (4.1) 
becomes 

(4.2) 

A simple mathematical model such as this is found to overestim ate the flow rate for 
a real fluid by some 50 per cent. Unfortunately, with this theory the complex 
effects of friction cannot be accounted for completely. It is onty on the basis of 
experiments that we can writ e Equation (4.2) as, for example, 

Q, = C•A 0 (1gh) 11'. (4.3) 

and subsequently determine the coefficient of discharge Cd. 
The prototype may be a part of a mor e compl ex system, and tests on scale 

models are then invariably necessary to provide confidence in the predicted behavi• 
our of real systems. Often the lack of space in a laboratory leads to the construction 
of model systems smaller in size than the corresponding prototype. This is usually 
tru e for the experim ental assessment of the main structures of marine vehicles, but 
there are occasions when models larger than the prototype are called for. Fluidic 
devices, fue l injection systems and flow in capillary networks are just a few examples. 
Modelling the ocean environment is a particularly difficult problem especially if the 
investigation is concerned with the influence of the boltom topography or coastal 
outline on, say, th e behaviour of waves and currents. Suppose we consider an 
undistorted model of a section of the sea bed on a line from Lands End to Boston. 
Jf a model were constructed so that horizontal distances were scaled in the ra tio 
I :5 x 106 the length of the model wouJd be about I m (:!!' 40 in). However, if the 
same ratio were applied to vertical distances, the average depth of the ocean would 
be about 0.6 mm(:!! 0.024 in) on the model. Oearly, such a thin film of water is 
unlikely to make for accurate test work. The ratio of vertical distances on the 
model to the corresponding distances in the prototype must be increased to produce 
compatibility with experimental facilities, but then a distort ed model results. Note 
that the problem here is very much more difficult than simply enlarging a small 
part of the model as perhaps a photographer would. Should a local enlargement 
be possible the environment about the system boundary must be known, and that 
requiles full knowledge of the interaction e ffects throughout the environm ent (i .e. 
the ocean in the foregoing example). 

While maps, drawings, plans, statues and the Uke delineat e the outward features 
of a system we must also find some way of describing its characteristics. This is an 
essential requirement of engineering models because relative motion often exists 
within or around the system and brings into play a distribution of forces. However, 
before we examine the essential properties of such models we need to identify the 
physical variables which would influence our real system and, if truly repr esentative, 
our model of it. This caUs for a discussion of both dimensional fomutlae and 
dimensional analysis. The discus.sion will be neceS-$3.rily brie f and only the most 
importan t aspects will be emphasized. More det ails and other related items are given, 
forexample,i.n [!). 

4.2 Dimensional Fonnulae 

The measurement of any physical quantity consists essentially of a comparison with 
a standard amount of that quantity, and that standard amount is called the unit. 
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For example, the length of a marine vehicle is obtain ed by stating the number of 
times a standard unit of length must be used successively to complete the measure• 
ment. The 'unit length' may be one of a number available and the method of cxpres• 
sing the result is of greatest value if it has been approved by the scientific community. 
The result of measuring the physical quantity is tenned the magnitude of the 
quantity. Thus the length . say, of a marine vehicle may be quoted as 100 metr es, 
328.1 feet, or 0.1 kilometre for example, but whichever unit of length is used the 
actual length of the vehicle is unaltered. We thus see that the magnitude Q of any 
measured quantity is upr essed in the form 

Q=nU (4.4) 

where n represents the numeric (that is, the number of times the unit must be used 
successively to complet e lhe measurem ent) and U is the unit . Furth ennor e, the 
magnitude Q can be expr essed as 

Q = n,u. ""nbub = ncUc •. (4.5) 

where the subscripts imply that a different unit has been used which requires a 
co rresponding change in the numeric. 

Equations (4.4) and (4.5) illustrate the eMential difference between physical 
algebra, which is used to expr ess relations between the magnitudes of physical 
quantiti es, and ordinary algebra, which is essentially the expression of relations 
among numbers. In physical algebra certain restrictions have to be placed on proc es
ses such as addit ion, subtraction and equating. These processes have inteUigible 
meaning only when rela ted to the magnitudes of physical quan tities of the same 
k.ind, for then their magnitudes can be expressed in t enns of the same unit. When 
th.is condition is met the equation relating several magnitud es is said to be dimtn· 
sionally homogeneous. Consider the process of adding the magnitudes of physical 
quantiti es of the same kind. In the equalion 

~ -~·~ ~~ 
the magnitud e o r Q1 is the sum of th e magnitud es of Q2 and Q3 . Rewriting Equa
tion (4.6) in analogy with Equation (4.4) leads to the result 

(4.7) 

which is dimensionally homogeneous . 
We can now arrange for the magnitud es on the right-hand side of Equation (4.7) 

to have the same units as the magnitude on the left-hand side. Equation (4.5) shows 
thal 

n, u. = I = nbUb =. 
nbUb ncUc 

(4 .8) 

and each of these ratios, equal to unity, is called a conversion fact or. As unity may 
be introduced as a factor into an expression without altering the value of the expres
sion , a change of units cannot affect an equation in physical algebra. With the aid 
of Equation (4 .8) we can write Equation (4.7) as 
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Thus , if we consider the addition of two magnitudes of length to obtain a third 
magnitude of Length, we would Write 

11 = Ii +13 

which might take th e particular fonn, 

n 1(mm) = 5(cm) + !(ft). 

With the aid of Equation (4.8) we have. 

l(cm) = 
1 

= ___!Q'Q___ 
IO(mm) 304.8(mm) 

whence Equation (4.1 J) becomes 

n • 5(cm) + l(ft) 
1 l(mm) !(mm) 

• 50 + 304.8 = 354.8. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

The need to compare one magnitude with another of the same kind is of fund.a• 
mental importance and requir es the process of di\'mon. For example, we may need 
to fonn the ratio 

~?i. n,u, 
Q1 n1U1. 

(4 .14) 

Because the units U I and U2 are of like kind, the results of Equation (4.8) can be 
used to give 

(4.15) 

4.2.1 Ty,,.,o{Mapun,dn 

Magnitudes of physical quantities may be regarded as fundamental or deri'lled. 
Fundamental magnitudes are those which are not defi.ned in tenns of the magnitude 
of any other phyRcal quantity, for example the measurement of length by compar 
ison with a calibrated rule. The method of measurement and size of units used for 
other quantities have no effec t on the expres.\ions for the magnitude of length . On 
the other hand, a de rived magnitude is defined in tenns of other quantities and. in 
general, the expression for a derived magnitude is altered by changes in the units of 
other quantities. 

For our purposes we dlall take the fundamental magnitudes to be: 

(i) Length = the distance between two points along a defined curve in space; 
(ii) Mass:: the amount of matte r co ntained in a specified body; and 
(iii) Time interval= the period that elapses between the occurrence of particular 
events. 

The system of measurement in which th e magnitudes of length, mass and time 
interval are regarded as fundamental is often termed the gravitational system. When 
therm odynamic effects are considered it is necessary t o include some other physical 
quantity - usually temperature - as a fundamental magnitude. 
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Essentially, it is the unit which distingu ishes one magnitude from another. We 
now adop t the symbol (X) which, for the moment, is defined as 'a unit or X' where 
Xis some physical quantity . Thus [L] represents a unit of length, (M] a unit of 
mass and (T] a unit of time int erval. Note that the symbol (L] refen only to a 
possible unit of length and is not restricte d to one particular unit; a similar proviso 
applies to [M) and [T] . Several sets of unit s are in common use, such as the British 
ft - lbm - sec system, th e CGS and the MKS systems. However, we shall use preferen 
tially SI units. 

If the magnitudes or length and time intef\lal are regarded as fundamental, the 
magnitud e of velocity, say, may be regarded as derived . The magnitude of the 
velocity , V, of a body may be defined by the equation 

V • ~ ~I~ 

where I is the m.agnit ude of th e length travelled by the body during a time interval I 
(short enough to ensure that Vis constant during that time interval). For a particula r 
example, the magnitude of length I = n 1 (L) and the magnitude o f time interval 
t = n1 (T], where n 1 and n2 are numerics. The magnit ude of velocity is therefore 
given by, 

(4 .17) 

where n3 • n1/n2 is, of course , another nwneric . The magnitude of velocity is 
necessarily expressed in Equation (4.J 7) as the product of a numeric and a unit and 
thus the ratio (L)/( TJ represents a possible unit of velocity. That is, the dimensional 
formulll for velocity is given by {L]/IT] which may be expressed as 

[VJ= [LI/Ill (4.18) 

where the brackets denote the dimension al fonnula of the magnitude con tained 
within them. The power to which the fundame ntal unit is raised in the dimensional 
formula of any magnitude is said to be th e dimension in respe<:t to that fundamental 
magnitud e in th e fonnuJa . 

The dimensional formula for acceleration can be derived with the aid of Equat ion 
(4.18) if we acce pt the equation for the magnitude of acceleration to be 

dV a •-dt . (4 .19) 

The increase of velocity can be written as n4 {VJ and th e (short) interval of tim e as 
n5 [T]. Thus 

n4 [VJ [VJ [L) 
a="' [Tl = "• [Tl = " • fi'i'. (4.20) 

The dimensional formula for the derived magnitude of acceleration is therefore 
given by, 

(4 .2 1) 

The dimensional formula for fo rce follows from Equation (4.21). As the magni• 
tud e of force is, by convention, defined by the equa t ion F = ma where m is the 
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magnitude of mass, then, 

[Fl = [Ml [LI [Tl _, = [MLr' !.t (4.22) 

O1her dimensional fonnulae can be deduced by $llllilar reasoning from those of lhe 
fund amental magnitudes. The defining equation relating lhe magnitudes of force, 
mass and acceleration is 

n7 [F] =n 8 [MI xn 9 [a!. (4.23) 

Thus a force which induces an acceleration of I m s- 1 when acting upon a mass of 
I kg would have a magnitude of 1 kg m s- 2 • In SJ units the name 'newton'. often 
abbreviated to 'N', is given to the unil kg m s- 1 , although in either form the con• 
nection with fundamental units is not dearly apparent. 

A most important point must now be made: a dimensional formula is character
istic not of, say, velocity itself but of the units with which the magnitude is expres
sed. It is quite wron g t.'> suppose thal dimensional formulae offer information about 
the intrin sic nature of the physical quantities with which they are associated -
these details must come from the definition of the quantity. We may cite here the 
examples of work and torque, each of which has the dimensional formula 

(force! x (distance!= [ML2r 2 ! 

bu1 an essentially different definition. For work the distance is measured along the 
line of action of the force, whereas for torque the distance is perpendicular to the 
line of action of lhe force (and so a rotation may be produced). Another regularly 
quoted magnitude in this cont ext is the so-called friction velocity. This arises in 
turbulent boundary-layer theory, by virtue of the ratio ../(r /p) (wh ere Tis the local 
shear st ress) which has the dimensional formula 

lv'(T/PJI = l(ML- 1r - 2 M- 1 L')'''I = [LT- ' J. 
lhat is, of velocity. Clearly, it is quite misleading to consider that friction possesses 
velocity. It may also be shown that kinematic viscosity (a nuid property) and 
circulation (related to the lift force on a body in a flowing 0uid) have the same 
dimensional formula [L 2T- 1 J. 

A dimensional formula is not unique because it depends on which magnitudes 
are regarded as fundamental and on how the derived magnitudes are defined; in 
01her words, it deftnes the way in which the unit is related to those of the chosen 
fundamenlal magnitud es. It the refore follows that any magnitude which may be 
expressed as a numeric only has no dimensions and is therefore dimensionless (or 
non-dimensional). The ratio of magnitudes of like kind must, therefor e , be dimen
sionless (see Equation (4.15)) . For example, plane angle may be defined as the ratio 
which the length of a circular arc subtended by the angle bears to the radius of the 
arc and is thus a derived magnitude . When these two lengths are equal the magnitude 
of angle is unity in so-called 'radian measure'. (Note also that the magnitud e of angle 
measured by a scale of degrees, tha1 is , by a proportion of a comple1e rotation and 
somelimes called 'protrac1or measure'. is a fundamental one 12, 11 ).) 

t T11e s.inti-k p.W of brackets hcie is a useful abbreviation and will be used, where appropria te, 
hen ~fo r 1h. 
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4.3 Dimensional Analysis 

In general, a rc)ation can be dimensionally homogeneous only if the individual 
magnitudes enter jt in certain definite combinations . Knowledge of th e form of a 
particular relation is valuable both in interpreting the results of experiments and 
also in suggesting the most profitable arrangement which a series of experiments 
should take. The search for the most infom1ative relation is called dimensional 
analysis. It has its greatest use in comple x problems and in those which involve a 
large number of variables. Often, on the basis of dimensional analysis experiments 
can be simplified, and provided that the effects of some variables are known the 
effect of other particular variables may be readily detcnnined. However, dimensional 
an alysis alone can never give the complete solution to a problem. 

To proceed we must pose a question: How does the magnitude Q1, of especial 
interest , depend on th e other magnitudes Q2 , Q3 , Q4 , ••• , which may affect its 
valuer The problem may be set by seeking a re lation of the form 

(4.24) 

where 9 means 'some function or and we attempt to obtain some, but not of course 
complete, information about the detailed natur e of the function. We can use the 
well known Weierstrass' Approximation Theorem to express Equation (4.24) as the 
series 

Q1 • k 1Cf,•~•(t.• +k 1Cf,1¢, 1(t. 1 +k,Cf,>¢,>(t.> +... (4.25) 

where k 1 , k2 ,k 3 , • • are numerics and are therefore dimensionless; the relationships 
between the (dimensionless) exponents may be found by invok..ing dimensional 
homogeneity . The principle of dimensional homogeneity requires the dimensional 
formula of Q1 to be th e same as the dimensional formula for each of the oth er 
terms in the series of Equation (4.25) and so, taking as an example four magnitudes , 
we may write 

IQ, I= [ct,•~• ct.• I= lct.'Q~'<t.' I " ... " lct.~<t.J. (4.26) 

The numerics do not, of course, enter into a dimen!lonal formula. 
The analysis cannot be started until the physical variables whose magnitudes 

Q1 • Q3 , Q4 , . • . enter the problem have been determined. It is vitally important to 
include all the relevant variables otherwise serious errors will result. On some 
occasions it is necessary to include a 'variable' which may not in fact change in 
magnitude . Weight per unit mass, g, is an example which is clearly a significant 
parameter in probl ems concerned with gravitational forces. Although it is important 
not to exclude from account any variable which is likely to have a bearing on the 
problem , there is littl e virtue in including irrelevant variables. These simply clutter 
the analysis and obscure the interp retation of experimental results. The logical and 
optimum choice of the magnitudes used in a dimensional analysis requires a proper 
understanding of thei r nature. For example, the viscosity of a fluid would be 
included in problems concerned with fluid motions but excluded from those in 
whkh th e fluid is at rest. 

4 .3.1 Ri,y/,itf, ~ M,thod 

To illustrat e the use of dimensional analysis let us return to the proble m of flow 
though a simple o rifice in the side of a tank containing fluid a t constan t pressure 
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and discharging to the atmosphere. This system has been discussed earlier and leads 
to the solution 

(4.27) 

which we know overestimates the volume flow rate Qy. For the flow of a reaJ fluid 
what physical variables would we expect to exert an influence on Qv? Certainly the 
piezometric pressure drop across the orifice 1:1p• should be included together with 
the size of the orifice represented by a length /, the density of the fluid p and, 
because the fluid is in motion, the dynamic viscosity µ. The list is now complete 
since the effectsofcompress.ibilityofthe fluid will not be considered and the orifice 
will be assumed large enough for surface tension to be irrelevant. We can now write 

(4.28) 

where again ¢ means •some function or. In Equation (4.28) Q,.. occurs on only one 
side of the equatio n and is thus called the dependent variable as its value depends 
on the remaining independent variables on the othe r side of the expression. Evid
ently , a change in, say, I will not affect µ but will change Q,... However, the words 
dependent and independent refer only to the mathematical arrangement and do not 
carry any implication of physical cause and effect. 

Using the development leading to Equation (4.26) we find that the dimensional 
formula for a typical term in the series expansion of the function on the right-hand 
side of Equation (4.28) is 

[Q,J = [(,¥•)'/'p'µ•). (4.29) 

For this problem, the magnitudes of length, mass and time interval can be regarded 
as fundamental with th e dimensionaJ formulae [LI, [Ml and [Tl respectively. The 
relation connecting the dimensional formulae now becomes 

[L'r') = [(ML- 1 r')'L. (ML- ')'(ML- 1T- 1
)"]. (4.30) 

Dimensional homogeneity is achieved if we equate the exponents of [LJ. [M) and 
[T) on each side of Equation (4.30). That is, 

[L): 3•-a+b-3c - d 

[M) : 

[T]: 

O=a+c+d 

- 1 • - 2" - d 

from which it is found that 

b•2a+I; c =a - I ; 

(4.31) 

d • l-2". 

No further information can be found about the expone nts because the three 
expressions in (4 .31) contain four unknowns. Nevertheless, we can say that Ov may 
be expressed as a series of terms in the form kn(ll{J•t I' p~ µd , that is 

k. !~I !llp~l't 
Hence 
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or, using the approximation theorem 'in reverse', 

(4.33) 

where ~ 1 is a different function from that in Equation (4.28). The use of the 
appropriate dimensional formuJae shows th a t in Equation (4.33) both Qvp/1µ and 
llp•/2 p/µ 1 are dimensionless . The dimensional homogeneity of the equation is thus 
unaffected by the values of a1 , a1, etc., and it is for this reason that we cannot 
obtain further information about these exponents. 

Several examples of the Rayleigh method (sometimes referred to as the 'indicial' 
method) are gi~n in ( 1 I, but we shall not take the analysis any further here. Instead, 
we tum our attention to another powerful and logical procedure and subsequently 
reconsider the now through the orifice. 

4.3.2 Th~ 'Pi ' TMonm 

The object of the so--<:alled •Pi' theorem, fint stated explicitly by Buckingham , b to 
assemble all the magnitudes enteiing th e problem considered into a number of 
dimensionl ess products, or n' s , and thence to derive an algebraic expression connect
ing the n•s. 

Supp0se that the magnitud e Q1 of a physical variable depends on othe r, independ· 
ent magnitud es Q1 , Q:,, •.. , Q11 and on no others. Then we can write 

(4.34) 

or 

¢(Q,,Q,, Q,, ... ,Q.). 0. 

The Pi theorem now states that if q is the number of distinctt fundamental magni• 
tude s required to express the dimensional fom,ulae of all the n magnitudes then 
th ese n magnitudes may be grouped into n - q independent dimensionless fl's such 
that 

(4 .35) 

We see that the number of terms is reduced to n - q; that is, there are q less 
terms in Equation (4.35) than in the original expression (4.34). In some cases this 
reduction can pr esent a major simplification of experimental procedur es, as we shall 
see later. 

The simplest way of ensuring that the n' s are independent (i.e. not merely 
multiples of each other) was devised by Buckingham and is as foUows. From among 
then original variables a number of them q are selected to form what is often called 
a 'recurring set' . The choic e of the variables in the recurring set is not entirely 
arbitrary. Apart from not forming a dimensionless group among them selves the 
variables must also contain all the fundamental magnitud es for the problem. When 
the recurring set has been chosen each of the remaining n - q magnitudes is in turn 
combined with thos e of the recurring set in such a way as to form a dimensionless 
n group . Quit e often there is more than one choice for the recurri ng set and the 
arrangement of the groups is then dictated by the purpose to which the analysis is 
put. 

t The implicatlOns of the word dis1in,1 in thi s con1e,t1 arc discussed later. 
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To illustrate th e use of Buckingham's Pi theorem let us return to the probl em of 
flow through an otifice. We shalJ start with Equation (4.28), namely 

Q, • ¢1.6()' • /, P, µ). 

There are five physical variables here which may be expressed in t erms of thr ee 
fundamental magnitudes (n • 5, q • 3) leading us to expect 5 - 3 .. 2 dimension
less products. There is in fact more than one recurring set which satisfies the neces• 
sary cond itions, but we shall choose /, p and µ. The dimensional formulae of these 
magnitud es are 

(4.36) 

It is clear that a dimension less group cannot be derived from these as onlyµ con tains 
time interval in its dim ensional formula. 

With each of the remaining variables, Qy and !.).p• , we express the recurring set/ , 
p andµ in such a way that a n group is formed . Fo r example 

(4.37) 

where the exponents of Qy and Ap• have been put a rbitrarily to unity. (Any 
exponent in a n group can be made equal to unity by taking the appropriate root 
of the product - a dimensional group remains.) We can now write the respectiv e 
dimensional formulae; 

[n ,J = [M0 L0r"J = [L'T - ' l[ L)'' (ML- '1•• (ML- 'r ' ]''. (4 .38) 

Equating the exponents of (L) , (Ml and [T] yields the following set of simultane• 
ous equations: 

3+a1 - 3b1 - C i :::Q 

b1 +c 1 ::: 0 

- 1 - ci =O 

and so 

when ce 

Similarly, 

from which 

whence 
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Equation (4.28) can now be replaced by then representation, namely 

or, 
I
Q p t,p•l'pl «n,, n,) • o • ~ 
1
; , ----;, (4.42) 

(4.43) 

Another, sometimes quicker, method of forming 1he n groups involves expressing 
the fundamental magnitudes in terms of the dimensionaJ formulae of the members 
of the recurring set. Thus. from Equation (4.36), we can write 

[LI= [I); [Ml = [pL3 ) = [pl3 ) 
(4.44) 

Using the results of Equations (4.44) in the dimensional formulae for Qv and lip• 
we obtain 

IQ,) = [L 3T- 1) = [l\,p - •1-1 1 = [lµp-• ]. 

As Qv has the same dimensional formula as /µJJ-I, the ratio Qvp/1µ is dimensionless 
and corresp0 nds to 0 1 of Equation (4.39). Similarly, 

[t,p'J = [Mt - •T- 'J = [Pl'r'µ'p- 'r'J = CP-'r'µ'J. 
and so the ratio Ap•p/2 /µ.2 corresponds to 112 in Equation (4.41). 

Because the n groups are dimensionless we are at liberty to rearrange the func
tional relat ionship between them by the processes of division, multiplication or by 
raising to anypower ,provided that the total number of n's is cont ained in the result
ing groups. Such manoeuvres often lead to a more convenient expression between 
the magnitudes and indjcate which of the m can be changed most conveniently 
during an experime nt. As an exam ple, the following functional relationship bet ween 
six n ·s, 

,i,(n,, n,, n,, n,. n,, n6 ) = o 
could be rewritten, for the sake of convenience, as 

.,. I"•"~ n:J/l !!1 n:11 nsn6 n \ = o 
• 1 ns · 1 

• "4 ' ns ' ni ' 6 · 
where 1/11 is another unknown function 

For the orifice now it is more useful to rewrite Equation (4.42) as 

In \ IQ (t,p')-'1' pl (t,p')''') function ~ , n~/:J = 0 = function j p , µ p 

that is, 

(t,p')'" llp (t,p')''') Qv = P p function ;; p (4.45) 

which would have been obtained directly had we chosen/, p and llp• as our recur
ring set of variables. 
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It was stated earlier that q represents the number of distinct fundamental magni
tudes and we must now consider briefly what we mean by the word distinct. There 
are some problems in which the condition of homogeneity in respect of one of the 
fundamental magnitudes is the same as that for another. Alternatively. it may 
happen that the homogene ity condition for one fundamental magnjtude is the same 
as th.at ob~ained by adding or subtracting th e equations for the homogeneity of two 
other fundamenta] magnitudes . In the application of the Pi theorem to the above 
problem, for which one more dimensionless product than expected is obtained, it is 
found that either a recurring set cannot be fonned or it is imJX)ssible to determine 
completely the exponents of the magnitudes forming the ff s. The most common 
example occurs in the analysis of slatic systems, where the only quantiti es involved 
are forces, lengths, areas and volumes; thus only two fundamental magnitudest those 
of force and length, are required. To summarise, the numbe r of n 's is equal to the 
number of magnitudes entering the problem minus the maximum number whose 
magnitudes will not by themselves fonn a n group (and are therefor e available for 
use as a recurring set). 

Suppose now we consider the Oow of a liquid discharging to atmosphere through 
a simple, circular orifice in the side of an open-topped, constant-head tank. We may 
take the head across the orifice, h, to be the height of the free surface of the water 
in the tank above the horizontal centre line of the orifice. Furthennore, 11 is 
proportional to a typical area, for example the area of the orifice A 0 • We can now 
replace tlp• /p by gh and Equation (4.45) becomes 

j /p(gh)'f' \ Ov = A 0 (glt) 111 function 1- -µ- • (4.46) 

A comparison of Equation (4.46) with Equati on (4.3) shows that the coefficient of 
discharge, which is introduced to correct the theoretical result and provide agree
ment with measurements, is given by 

Q I l /p(gh) ' ' ' I Cd = ~ = p; function -- - . 
Ao(2g/,) V• µ 

(4.47) 

The relationship (4.47) teUs us nothing about the behaviour of Cd other than the 
likelihood that it depends in some unknown way on th e dimensionless group 
/p(gh) 111/µ. The form that the function takes can be found only from experiment 
and at this stage we cannot even be sure that Cd may prove to be constant. 

Figure 4.J shows typical experimental data for an orifice of the type discussed 
above. Textbooks of Ouid mechanics, for example (3]. show that the velocity of 
the li~uid on the centre line of the vena contractat is given by (gh) 112

• The group 
lp(gh) fl/µ is therefor e proportional to the ratio of inertia forces to viscous shear 
forces and is called the orifice Reynolds number Re0 • The discharge coefficient 
given by Equation (4.47) can thus be represented by the single curve of Fig. 4.J for 
a given orifice. To produce such a correlation curve we need only measure Qv, by 
coUecting a known volume (or mass) of liquid in a given time interval, use Equation 

t The llt'na contrtu:ta is thal part of lhe jet which has the minimum cros1 te<:tiona.l uea and 1 
somewhat smaller value than the orific e area. Provided that h is considerably ,:re11er than the 
diamet er of th e orifice the effects of gnvity on the free jct can be ignored and the boundary 
of the jet at the 1-'f'na COl'ltrarta is horizon1al. 
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Fig. 4.1 Variation of d4chu ge coemcicnt for a simple orifict. 

(4.47) and calculate a series of values of Re0 • The orifice Reynolds number can be 
changed most easily by adjusting the head across the orifice h and the typical length 
1 can be taken as the orifice diameter. The correlation curve has even wider generality 
because it will apply to any one of a family of geometrically similar orifices, each of 
which will have the same Cd for a given Re0 regardless of what liquid is used. It is 
this feature which allows us to predict the perfonnance of a prototype from that 
deduced for a model. Similarity, however, involves rather more than just similar 
geometries: to categorize the natur e of the system to be modelled we need to discuss 
the topic of physical similarity. 

4.4 Physical Similarity 

Physical similarity has wide relevance and with the aid of dimensionaJ analysis it 
becomes a powerful con cept in the interpretation of experimental data obtained 
from tests on model and prototype systems. In general, two (or more) systems are 
said to be physically similar in respect to certain specified physical quantities when 
the ratio of corresponding magnitudes of these quantities between the systems is 
everywhere the same. Not only must th.is proposition be satisfied by the contents 
of the system but also by the system boundary, inputs and outputs. Nevertheless, 
depending on the infonnation sought it is not always necessary to use the same 
materials for the construction of the model and prototype nor, in the case of Ouid 
flow problems, need the same fluid be used. 

Suppose we are concerned with th e possible material failure of a rudder mechan
ism. It would be somewhat reckless to test the appropriate model system to destruc
tion owing to the risk of damage to the test equipment However, it is possible to 
establish the distributi on of fluid forces over th e immersed surface of the model, 
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assuming that the deformation of the model is similar to that of the prototype. 
Provided that the systems appropriate to the flows about the model and the proto
type are similar we may invoke the laws of physical similarity to establish the force 
distribution over the prototype. The model and prototype materials need not be 
the same. We may now safely load the prototype (or a model of it) when placed in a 
materials testing machine so that any failure which might occur will not be hazard
ous. 

The most important problems in the mechanics of marine vehicles require an 
investigation of geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity. Although the effects 
of heat transfer, chemical and nuclear reactions, and magnetic fields may enter some 
specialized analyses they will not be considered here. 

4.4. 1 C.om,trk Simihrll}' 

If the specified physical quantiti es are lengths, then similarity between systems is 
called geometric similarity, that is, similarity of shape. Whether the boundaries of 
solid bodies or patterns of movement are considered, the characteristic property of 
geometric similarity is that the ratio of any length in one system to the correspond
ing length in the other system is the same throughout. This ratio is usually called 
the scale factor. Thus a IO mm diameter sphere in a circular wind tunnel of 100 mm 
diameter is a one-tenth scale model of a 100 mm diameter sphere in a circular duct 
of I m diameter provided that the roughness of the corresponding surfaces is similar. 
Note that all the solid boundaries must be geometrically similar ,so that the preceding 
systems are not geometric models of a I 00 m diameter smooth sphere in a volume 
of infinite extent , such as a spherical meteorite in space. This difficulty is always 
encountered when models of aircraft in flight or ships at sea are considered, because 
laboratory tests are carried out in enclosed wind tunnels or water channels and 
tanks. It must be ensured that the confining boundaries of the model experiment 
(which are absent from the prototype system) do not have any significant influence 
on the behaviour of the model system; if they do then account must be taken of 
the effects in the subsequent anaJysis of the model results. 

Another, very important, departur e from true geometric similarity in models of 
flow systems arises from the failure to scale the inevitable roughness of the solid 
boundaries. Accurate representation of surface roughness entails not only scaling of 
the heights of individual protub erances but also their distribution over the surface, 
which is usually determin ed by the process used to manufacture the prototype. In 
submarines, for example, there are many protuberances and excrescences distributed 
over th e surface (apart from the actual roughness of the main surface of the hull), 
but these are rarely modelled accurately as their effect on performance is either 
assumed negligible or accounted for empirically. Although great care may be taken 
in the manufacture of the model some roughness will remain. Provided that the 
roughness height is everywhere small compared with the characteristic length of 
the model (e.g. overall length, diameter, etc.) the surfaces of both the model and 
the prototype can be considered 'hydraulically smooth'. Perfect geometric si.Jnilarity 
in respect to surface roughness is then not essential. However, should this not be 
the case, serious error may result from the interpretation of model data. As we shall 
see later , the behaviour of now in a region close to a solid boundary, that is in the 
boundary layer, change, radically if the roughness height reaches a certafa critical 
value. 
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4.4.l Kilotnwtlc Slmlority 

Kinematic similarity is similarity or motion, which implies both geometric similarity 
and similarity of time intervals. Thus.in two (or more) systems, as the corresponding 
lengths and corresponding time intervals are in a fixed ratio the velocities of corres
ponding obj«:ts must also be in a fixed ratio of magnitude at corresponding times. 
Furthermore, the accelerations of corresponding objects must be similar. An example 
of kin ematic similarity is found in a planetarium, where parts of the universe are 
reproduced to a given length scale factor and planetary motions are copied in a 
fUted ratio of time intervals. If the system involves a fluid, then visualization of th e 
flow is assisted by the concept of a fluid particle. 

Let us consider an isolated volume of fluid contain ed in a box of arbitrary shape 
with impermeable walls. A preS1Ure-detecting instrument can be connected to the 
box so that it coven a small part of the surface area. Suppose now the box to be so 
small that it contains just one molecule of fluid (Fig. 4.2) . The instrwnent will 
detec t an ()(:ca.sional pressure peak each time the molecuJe collides with the measure 
ment surface as it follows an erratic path within the box . The pressure on the 
surface, as recorded by the instrum ent, is then discontinuou s and th e concept of a 
time-average pressure would be of little use. A statistical analysis would be needed 
to estimate the chances of the molecule striking the area considered and hence to 
deduce a probable upper and lower limit of the pressure. As the box is increased in 
size, it will contain more and more molecules of fluid and the chance of an impact 
with the measuremen t area will clearly increase. Pressure peaks become more fre
quent and the range of probable values decreues, giving rise to a more meaningful 
idea of an average pressure as indicated in Fig. 4 .3. It is o n reasoning such u this 
that a simple approach to a kine tic theory for gases can be based to determine the 
magnitude of pr essure. When the box is large enough to contain many molecules 
there will be a continual bombardment of the surface, but each bombardment will 
not be of equal magnitude, so that we would expect an irregular fluctuation of pres
sure with a well defined average (detect ed on a manometer or Bourdon gauge) as 
shown in fig. 4 .4 . Th.is average pressure will then be useful in d escribing one featur e 
of the state of the fluid contained in the space of a system. 

A fluid particl e is defined as the smallest qumtity of matter of fixed identity 

Fig. ◄.2 
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which can be considered to possess continuous propenies. ObseJVation of the 
behaviour of fluid particles is described in macro,copic tenns, whereas the treatment 
of molecular behaviour is sub-microscopic. In normal engineering analyses we can 
regard the fluid as a continuum. That is, instead of considering a conglomeration of 
molecules we assume there to be a continuous distribution of matter with no voids. 
The conditions we consider are those pertaining to average values of a property, so 
our View is invariably on a macroscopic scale. 

Many coll isions of unequa,I 
ampl itude and frequency 

Time interval. t 

Although the properties of a fluid are molecular in origin we can aawne the 
fluid particle, even though it may be small, to conwn a very large number of mole-
cults. In particular, the motion of a fluid can be described by: 

pathlines, which are the traj ectorie s of individual particles ; 
strealclines, which are the loci of instantan eous positions of fluid particles which 

have passed through th e same point in space at some previous time; 
streamlines, which, at any instant of time, are tangential to the velocity vecto rs 

of the particl es located on them. 

These lines are illustrat ed in Fig. 4.5. When the flow is steady the velocity of the 
fluid particle instantan eously occupying each point in the field of flow is independ • 
ent of time. All the se lines then coincide. For uruteady flow the situation is rather 
more complicat ed , md in all but a few very simple cases th e shape and location of 
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Fig. -4.5 Definitions: (a) pathlinc; (b) st.realdinc; (c) pathline, rtuakline and 1tteamllne for 
steady flow. 

the three lines differ markedly. Figure 4.6 shows one instantaneous position of the 
lines which all pass through a particular reference point in the unsteady flow put 
an oscillating plate. 

Most of the fluid motions we meet in practice are unsteady, for example, winds, 
sea states., etc. However, theunsteadyperturbationabouta mean (time independent) 
condition is often small and for the sake of simplicity steady flows are often a:mumed 
in fust-order ana!y,es. There,u!tssoobtained are often not far removed from reality 
which is rather gratifying becau,e the construction of both theories and experiments 
related to unsteady flows presents great difficulties. 

The "picture' of the motion of the fluid offered by the instantaneous pathlines, 
streamlines and strealdines is referred to as the flow paittem. In addition to caJculat
ing the coordinates of the lines there are many methods by which flow visualization 
techniques can be used to depict a continuous pattern of flow whether it be steady 
or unsteady. A review of these techniques for use in water is given in (4) and 
additional techniques for air flows along with some excellent photographs of flow 
patterns and stall phenomena are summarized in (5) and (6]. 
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fig . -'.6 flow pu t on 01eillatin, plate: (a) streaklinc and streamline; (b) pathline and stream• 
line. (Particle leaves M at time streamline dra wn.) 

When the flow pat tern in a model system is geometrically similar to that in the 
prototype system then these two systems are said t o possess kinematic similarity . 
Since the solid (impermeable) boundaries of a flow system themselves consist of 
streamlines (no velocity normal to them exists) , then kinematic similarity must 
require geome trically similar models . In practice, prototy pes oft en pOsSess local 
excrescences below the water line - this is particularly true of submarines - but 
their effect is uwally considered to be local and not to develop widespread effects 
over the hull. To model these disturbances exactly would be extremely complex 
and is rarely, if ever, done. The assumption that local disturba nces do not modify 
significantly the smooth hull performance is perh aps rath er dangerow and may 
account, in part, for the frequ ent disparity between model predictions and prototype 
performance of submarines. 

4.4.3 Dy-,Jc Slmllorlty 

Two systems will be dynamically similar when the magnitudes of forces at similarly 
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located points in each system are in a fixed ratio at corresponding tim es. Thus. the 
magnitude ratio of any two forces in one system must be the same as the magnitude 
ratio of the corresponding forces in the other system. The forces which may act 
upon a fluid particle or on a solid boundary of the flow can be classified as follows: 

(i) Body forces. These result from gravitation and are proportional to the mass 
of the body (we shall ignore those induced by electromagnetic or electrostatic 
fields); 
(ii) Surface forces. These are components normal to a given element of the 
surface (pres.sure forces) and tangential to a given element of the surface (shear 
forces) ; 
(ill) Une forces such as surface tension. These arise from molecular attraction 
and induce capillary effects; 
(iv) Elastic fo rces. These arise from the comp ressibility of the fluid ; and 
(v) Inertia force. This is not an independent force but represents the force 
resisting acceleraUon of the particle . 

Fortunately. not aJJ these forces are present, or have a significant effect, in many 
of the major problems to be studied. We can concentrate on the similarity of the 
most important forces, but even this is not straightforward. 

let us consider a Ouid particle located at some point in the flow system and 
suppose that electromagnetic and electrostatic forces are absent. The principaJ 
forces acting instanUneously on the particle may be, for example, gravity forces 
(F1), forces arising from difference of pressure (Fp), shear forces (F,) , surface 
tension forces (F.) and elastic forces (Fe) in the directions shown in Fig. 4.7. These 
forces, not necessarily coplan11, can be added vectorially by means of a force poly
gon. The force equal in magnitude, but opposite in direction, to the resultant is the 

F., 

/ 
/ 

/ , 
lnst 1ntaoeous 
accelw1tioo 

Fig.4.7 
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inertia force (F 1) shown in Fig. 4.7. Algebraically, we may write the force equation 
as the vector sum 

(4.48) 

The forces which act upon the fluid particles and solid boundaries are an essential 
pan of the •character' of the flow system. If a model system is to reproduce this 
character the model forces must be represented to an appropriate acaJe to ensure 
dynamic similarity. Thus, the force polygon for a fluid particle in the model system 
must be geometrically similar to the corresponding one in the prototype system, u 
shown in Fig. 4.8. Furthermore, if any force vector has a prefened dll'ection, for 
example gravity forces are directed towards the centre of the Earth, then the force 
oolygons will have the same orientation rela tive to con esponding datum points in 
the systems. In analogy with Equation (4.48), the force equation for the model 

,,, 

Fi,.4.8 

system is 

f , +/p +/. +/11 +/. +/i • O 

and for similarity of force polygons 

f1 =XF1 ; fo = XF0 ; 

f , 

0 ,. ,,, ,, 
,, '· 

f.1• XF.,; f e •>.F• ; f1 •>.F 1 

(4 .49) 

(4.50) 

where >i. is a scaJe factor. We can eliminate~ by considering the ratios of forces, 
each ratio by convent ion being constructed from the inertia force (because it is 
usually the most important force) and from one other kind of force . Equation 
(4.50) then yields for th e ratios of the magnjtudes of forces, 

!!_. !!. &.:~- l!.. !!. Ji.fl. ll.=!l 
/ 1 F1 ' /i Fi ' /, F. ' /11 F,1 ' f, F, 

(4.51) 

where, again by convention, /i (and F 1) is the denominator for the ratio of pressure 
force to inertia force, but is the numerator for the remaining force ratios . 
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Let us look more closely at the force ratios represented in Equation(4.Sl)and 
see how these forces may be related to the physical variables describing the model 
and prototype systems. The magnitude of the inertia force acting on a particle of 
fluid is equal to the mass of the particle multiplied by its instantaneous acceleration. 
Suppose the partk:le is a rectangular parallelepiped of fluid of sides 6.x, 6y and 6z 
referred toa rectilinear coordinate system. The instantaneous velocity of the particle 
V increases to V + 6 V over a small time interval 6t so that its acceleration will be 
6Y/6t, that is, ~V/6x in th ex direction. The mass of the parallelepiped of fluid is 
pb6y6z, and hence the magnitude of the inertia force in the prototype system, 
say, is given by 

F 1 • pV(~)6x6y6z (4.52) 

in the limit 6Y➔ O and 6.x ➔ O. The partial derivative av/ax is used in Equation 
(4.52) because V may depend on variables other than x . 

The magnitude of the gravity force on th e particl e (i.e . weight) is simply mass 
multiplied by weight per unit massg : 

F, = pg6x6y6z. (4.53) 

A pressure force Will arise from the difference in pressure /¥) across two opposite 
faces of the parallelepip ed and so, taking the end faces as a typical example, we have 

(4.54) 

A shear force will occur on both of the side races of the parallelepiped a$ weU as 
on the top and bottom surfaces. However, only one face of the parallelepiped needs 
to be consider ed to determine the form of the expression for shear force. Thus, 
with a side face as typical, we can write 

F, •µ(*)6x6z. (4.SS) 

The line force, arising from surface tension 7, along one edge of the parallelepiped 
(6.x, say) is expressed as 

~-~~ ~~ 
It is sometimes necessary to consider the compressibility of the fluid, in which 

case elastic forces become important. For a given degree of compression the increase 
in pressure is proportional to the bulk modulus of elasticity . K. Funhermor e , if we 
assume also that the flow under consideration is isentropict it can be shown (e.g. in 
(3)) that the velocity with which a sound wave is propagated through the fluid is 
c .. ..,/(K/p). Thus the elastic force on a side face of the parallelepiped, say , is given by 

F, = K 6x6z = pc 26x6z. (4.57) 

If it is asswned now that we are seeking dynamic similarity be tween the model 
and prototype systems, we require geometric and thus kinematic similarity as well.t 

f A friction.Jess adiabatic proc ess (no heat transfer to or from the surroundings, i.e. across the 
system boundary) . 
• In addition 10 geome1ric simiarities of the force polygons and the system bouncbries., dyn amic 
um:ilarity presupposes k.inematic similarity owing to the presence of the inertia force s in the 
sysiema. 
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All lengths and velocities are then scaled unifonnly and related to arbitrarily 
selected reference values / and Vin the Oow systems. With the prototype system as 
an example velocity gradients, such as av/ax, are proportional to V/1 and accelera
tions, such as Ya VJ ax, are proportional to V2 JI . Therefore 

Fi <XpV1t'; F1 "'pg/3; Fp <X/!,p/ 1 ; 

F,aµVI; 
(4 .58) 

The force ratios may now be expre~d in the forms 

Fi yl E.ia tJ.t,. ~a:pVl 
F,_"'gl; Fi pV'' F, µ 

F pV
1
1 F, V

1 
( p V

1 
) t«---:;-; ta:? • Tforisentropicflo w . 

(4 .59) 

Force ratios corresponding to those in expressions (4 .S9) can be deduced for the 
model system in a similar manner. By taking the ratio for inertia force to gravity 
force as typical, dynamic similarity requires 

(4.60) 

where the subscripts M and Pcorr espond tothe model and prototype systems respec
tively. Usually, for experiments on marine vehicles g is the same throughout, but 
corr esponding values of V and/ are usually different. 

4.S Modellina Marine Vehicles 
The flow of a fluid in a pipe can be used as a classic example of the value of dimen• 
sional analysis. (As we shall see late r, the bas.is for the estimation of skin-friction 
forces on the hulls of marine vehicles developed as an extension of the analysis of 
pipe flows.) Early in the ninete enth centu ry Darcy condu cted experiments with the 
flow of water, under turbul ent conditions, in long, unobstructed, straight pipes of 
unifonn diameter. His results suggested that the head 'lost to friction', hr, in the 
region of fully developed flow could be represented by the formula 

4/1 v' 
hr= d 21 (4.61) 

where hr corresponds to a drop llp• of piezometric pressure over length l of pipe 
in which th e mean velocity (flow rate divided by cross sectional area) is P, f i.J 
a coefficient and d is the diameter of the pipe. Values of ht were then presented in 
tabular form fo r various lengths, diameters and typ es of pipe, different flow rates 
and for a range of fluid s. 

Osborne Reynolds !.eported in 1883 that for geometrically similar pipes Vcd/v 
was constant, where Ve is a cr itical mean velocity and v,.,, µ /p is the kinemati c 
viscosity of the fluid. He discovered that 'at the critical velocity the flow changed 
abruptly from a streamlin e (lamellar) flow to an eddying (sinuous) flow'. Furth er
more, Reynolds showed that for pipe flows the functional relationship 

(~)~•¢(~) 
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held, where dp/dx is the pressure gradient along the pipe. In 1911, Lord Rayleigh 
used the •Principle of Dynamical Similarity' (which he developed in 1909) to show 
that Equation (4.62) could be generalized to 

R' = pv'~, ( ~) (4.63) 

where R' is the resistance per unit surface area of the pipe and ~ 1 is some other 
function. He also pointed out that similarity of motion in fluids at constant values 
of Yd/11 will exist when the pipe walls for different experiments are geometrically 
similar, and that this similarity extends to those irregularities in the surfaces wWch 
constitute roughness. 

The fonn of Equation (4.63) suggested to Stanton and Pannell, in 191 4 , that a 
given pipe should yield a unique curve when R'/pv2 was plotted against Pd/11, and 
this they found to be true. The result is now weU known: at small values of Vdf', 
the flow is laminar and as Vdjv increases there is a sudden but rather ill-defined 
change to a transition region in which R'/p v2 increases. Then. for higher values of 
Pd/v. a gradual decrease in R'/pv1 is evident. Stanton and Pannell produced 
further curves for air and water flows which applied to pipes made of material 
different from their own, but they put no quantitative value to the pipe roughness. 

Equation (4.61) can be used to determine a functional relationship for the fric• 
tion factor./, as follows . The piezometric pressure drop over a length/ of the pipe 
is 

and 

t,p• = pgh,. 4pP .!: 
d 2 

R' = t,p• (•d
2 /4) = t,p • (!!_). 4pP (r)(<!..) 

•di 41 d24/' 

whence 

R'=lpv' 2 . 

Equation (4.63) then shows that 

(4 .64) 

Following the publication of Stanton and Pannell's work there came a spate of 
papers which att empted to find the algebraic fonn of the functions ~ and ~l- For 
exampl e, Lees in J9J S suggested that, within th e accuracy of experim ental measure• 
ments, the pressure loss over a length I of the pipe was given by 

t,p• - ( 'Pt) IK, •K, ( ~ri 
where Kl = 0.0018, K1 ""0.1 S3 and K 3 = - 0.JS . But this result applies to smooth 
pipes, such as those made from drawn brass or lead. It was Nikuradse in 1933 who 
made the significant step towards identifying roughness quantitatively; he artificially 
roughened the inner surface of pipes by evenly distributing sand grains of known 
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size over the prepared surface. The application of dimensional analysis to such a 
system yields the functional relationship 

f =¢, (~.s) (4.65) 

where Eis the mean height (in this case the diameter) of the sand grains. The result 
is too well known {3 ) to require further discussion here, but it is important to 
realize that the dimensionless group k/d does not take into account the roughness 
shape nor the distribution of roughness. Both these parameters influence the t1ow 
to some considerable extent. Nikuradse found that/ became independent of Pd/11 
when the latter parameter reached h.igh values. Under these conditions the values of 
/ can be compared with those for commercial pipes, which exhibit a aimilar behaviour 
at high Vd/v, to enable an equivalent uniform grain size to be specified for the pipes. 
Moody did this in 1944, and his modified diagram together with the earlier results 
of Colebrook a.re in use to day. 

Although we have expe nded some effort in discussing the historical development 
of the analysis of pipe flows it is not at all out of context here . Many workers, 
including William and R. E. Froude, used the methods propounded by those con• 
cerned specifically with flow in pipes to develop an equivalent assessment of the 
effects of roughnes.s on the skin friction of flat plates. However, some difficulties 
arise owing to the absence of fully developed turbul ent flow on a plate . Furthermore, 
the radically different behaviour between laminar and turbul ent flows require s 
careful examin ation otherwise model data may become erroneous. These matt ers 
are dealt with in more det~ where they arise in Oiapter S. Our main purpose now 
is to establish the relevance of dimensional analysis and physical similarity to the 
modelling of marine vehicles. 

4.S.I 7"' Mod•I Syst,m 

Ideally the model system should consist of a scaled representatio n, true in every 
detail, of th e prototype system although the systems may not consist of the com• 
p)ete vehicle. Only that part of the veh.icle important to the problem under investi
gation needs to satisfy all the requfrements o f physfoal similarity . We have indicated 
already that if an investigation is concerned only with the flow of water around the 
immersed portion of the huU of a floating vessel, then an accurate reproduction of 
the superstructure of the prototype is unnecessary. This is not, of coune, true of 
fully submerged vehicles. We may also decide tha t models of the bare hull, free of 
appendages such as sonar domes, shaft brack ets, bilge keels and so on, are quit e 
satisfactory for some tests (the effect of the appendages could be determined 
separately ). Geometric features of our model may therefore be different in some 
known respect from the prototype. Surface roughness is, unfortunately, a departure 
from our requirements and one about which we can do relatively little in a control
lable mann er. Isolated, artificial roughness, such as a set of studs, a trip wire , a 
strip of sand paper, or a similar device , may be attached to the underwater fore· 
part of th e model surface in order to encourage transition from laminar to turbul ent 
flow. By doing this it is hoped that the boundary-layer flow on the (usually la rger) 
prototype is accurately developed on the model. In detail this is unlikely to be the 
case, but oft en the overall measure of ship resistance can be obtained With surpri s
ingly little error when the special tectutiques of analysis described in Chapter S are 
used. 
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The distribution of forces on the wetted surface of a floating vehicle in motion 
differs from that around a stationary whicle; comequenUy, the attitude of the 
veuel may vary with speed. The wetted surface will also change in area and shape 
particularly for some craft designed for high-speed operation. The planing craft 
operates u a conventional displacement boat at low speeds and settles well into the 
water. With an appropriate design of hull, hydrodynamic forces in an upward direc
tion an developed on the under surface so that the craft rides high in the water to 
reduce the wetted area. If this behaviour were not to take place a quite unacceptable 
expenditure of energy would be required to propel the craft at speeds in exceu of 
10 m ,- • (or 20 knots) . The effect of dynamic forces on a planing hull is shown in 
Fig. 4.9. A similar effect, albeit by fundamentally different mechanisms, occurs in 
the operation of hydrofoil craft and air-cushion vehicles and is experienced to some 
extent by all floating vehicles when in motion. The model system must therefore be 
capable of reproducing I variation in attitude and depth of immersion . for steady 
motion the wejght o f the model must be adjusted. by the additio n of ballast or 
some other fonn ofloading, so th.at the correct draught is taken up when the model 
ii stationuy. During the subsequent motion the support or suspension systems must 
allow unhindered changes of attitude and draught. Matten are somewhat more 
complicated during unsteady motion, for then the inertia of the craft (in addition 
to the inertia of the fluid particles) must be modelled . This entails an accurate 
dtJtrlbutton of mus Within the hull otherwise corrections to experimental data 
must be introduced to allow for the differences in mass distribution. An alternative 
procedure is to allow the model to run at a series of different fixed attitudes and 
draughts to cover the range expected from the prototype in operation. 

la) Stalionary or low JPeed 
F, -w • O: 
Fa • buoyancy force 
W • 1lh 1p weight 

lbl HigherJpeeds 
F1 •F .-W • O; 
F. • hydrodyn-,m,C vertk al 
SUPOOtling force 

Finally, it is essential in all cases to ensure th.at the outer boundarie s of the proto
type flow system are modelled correctly . If the prototype operate s in an environment 
free of boundary inOuence, then the same must be true of the model tests, although 
some form of correction may be required when test facilities have limited space . 

4.5.l 7k MorlnNtllkk Syuem 

The basic system to be examined consists of the outside fonn of the hull of a float
ing vehicle in an expanse of water large enough to exclude effects from the outer 
boundaries. At trusstage we shall omit a consideration of the method of propulsion, 
including that part outside the hull. This is not because the matter is unimportant -
rather, it is so important that we shall devote a separate chapter to it. Suppose also 
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that the only motion of the water arises from the passage of the vehicle. Usually, 
the effects of air and water are considered separately. but as the main source of 
fluid forces arises from contact with water we shall concentra te our attention on 
that medium. For steady motion we should expect the local hydrodynamic force 
t,F to depend on: 

(i) the size of the vehicle, represented by a typical length,/; 
(ii) the speed of the vehicle Y ; 
(ill) the properties of water, for exampl e, dynamic vi$c0$ily µ, density p, bulk 

modulus K, local absolute vapour pressure Pv and surface tension -y; and 
(iv) weight per unit mass g, because the possibility of deformation of the air

water interface is included. 

During the passage of the vehicle through the water those fluid particles in the 
vicinity of the hull will accelerate from rest to (possibly) a high velocity. As a result, 
regions of low pressure are fonned in which the water may boil locally to fonn 
bubbl es of vapour. The presence of small solid particles and dissolved ah assist the 
process as these act as nuclei for bubble formation. The vapour bubbles may then 
be swept onward by the main flow towards the regions of high pressure whereupon 
they collapse. The subsequent onrush of water filling the cavities results in high 
impact loads on adjacent solid surfaces with a real possibility of severe structural 
damage and the generation of a great deal of noise. Evaporation of the water can 
occur only if the local absolut e static pressure, p, is reduced to the local absolute 
vapour pressure, which depends among oth er things on the local temperature. The 
likelihood of this process, called cavitation, will be indicated by the difference 
between the static and the vapour pressures, that is, by p - p., = fjp.,, say. 

The magnitude of the hydrodynamic force can now be writt en as a functional 
relationship between the magnitudes of the othe r physical variables. That is, 

function (6F, /, V, µ, p,K, llp., 1,g) = 0. (4.66) 

The dimensional formulae of these variables are as follows: 

[6F) = (ML Y- 2 ) ; [/) = [L); [VJ = [LY- 1); 

[µ)= (ML- 1 r'J ; [p)=[ML - 3 ) ; [KJ=[ML - 'r' J; 

[llp,J = [ML- 1 T- 2 ); (1J = [MT- 2 ) ; [g) = [LT - 2 ) . 

We have used q • 3 fundamental magnitudes - mass, length and tim e interval - and 
thus, with n • 9 independent variables, we should expect n - q • 9 - 3 • 6 dimen
sionless n groups. Let us take the variables p, I and Vas the recurring set since these 
satisfy the necessary requiremen ts described in Section 4.3.2. It is a straightforward 
matter now to use the rules of the Pi theorem to determine the dimensionless 
groups. These are: 
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and so, 

. ( SF pV1 V
1 

pV
1 

t,,p. pV'I) 
funcuon ~•µ•"if•x•pr• -

1
- =O. (4.67) 

The hydrodynamic force 6F tan be regarded as the resuJtant of a force no~ 
to an elemental area of the surface and two shear forces mutually perpendicular to 
each other tangential to the surface. The normal force arises from a difference in 
pressure ~ and is therefore proportional to (6p)l 2

• Similarly, the shear forces are 
proportional to 1.11 where f' 1 is the local shear stress. Therefore, we have, 

t,,p [ pV1 V
1 

pV
2 

t,,p, pV
2

/] ;r=;, ,;:•g1·x·;r•-:, (4.68) 

r, [pn Y
2 pY2 /¥Jv pY1

/] ;r•;, µ•"if·T·pr•-:, · 
The groups within the brackets of Equations (4.68) are s«n to be identical with 
those contained in express.ions (4.59). It is quite legitimate and more convenient to 
modify the various groups to the form 

where 

<p • ;,(Rt, Fr, Ca, o, Wt) 

er z ♦4(Re, Fr, Ca, o, We) 

Cp =~ • pressure coefficient 

er=~= local skin-friction coefficient 

p V1 V1 ( inertia force ) Re""µ,.-;• Reynolds number a viscous force 

V ( inertia force) 1
1

2 

Fr= ,Jf,gl) = Froude number o; gravity force 

pV
2 

(in ertia force) 
Ca= T • Cauchy number ex elastic force 

a• pp- Pv., cavitation number 
pV 

We= Y - = Weber number ex -~ - -~- . (
pl) l/2 ( inertia force ) 1

/
2 

"f surface tension force 

(4.69) 

Often pY 1 is replaced by½ p Y1 since the latter has a useful physical interpretation 
as the dynamic pressure of a fluid stream. Furthermore, if K is the isentropic bulk 
modulus, 

pYl yl 
Ca=7 • ;, • (Ma)2 , 
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where Ma is the Mach nwnber and may be uled to replace Qr in Equation ( 4.69). 
The vector sum of the local forces acting on the wetted surface of the vehicle 

will be F = '£6F, and tlw force will also depend on the dimensionless groups in 
parentheses on the right•hand side of Equation (4.69). The resultant hydrodynamic 
force can be resolved into three orthogonal components which might be, for 
example, resistance (or drag force) in the direction opposite to that of Y and lift 
and side forces both in directions perpendicular to that of V. Dimension.less groups 
can be formed from these forces: for example, the resistance R can be used to obtain 
the group R /pY 2 l2 • A.pin we can replace pJ/ 2 by ½pY1 and /2 is proportionaJ to a 
typical area A. of the vehicle, which could be the wette d surface area or a crw 
sectional area of the wetted hull . In any cue, we can write 

R 
CR• ½Pv° A• ;,(R t, Pr, Ma, o, We). (4.70) 

A designer of a marine vehicJe will undoubtedly be concerned with the power P 
required to propel the vehicle a t a steady "W:locity Y against a resistance R. The 
power required is thus RY and a power coefficient can be defined so that 

p 
C, • PrA • h(Re, Pr, MIJ, o, We). (4.71) 

We must now qualify the definition of the 'typical' length I used in the discussion 
so far. If the model system is in every respect a true geometric representation of the 
prototype system, then literally any length can be employed to indicate the siZe of 
the vehicle. We could use the height of the funnel or the diameter of a porthole , 
but clearly there would be little value in doing so as it is often unnecessary to model 
the entire prototype . Were we to examine the distribution of wind forces on the 
superstructure then the funnel would require accurate modelling, but , as stated 
already, our chief concern is with hydrodynamic forces. It is more sensible to adopt 
a typical length which is more directly related to the magnitude of that part of the 
YChicle with which we are concerned . The length I is most commonly defined u the 
length of a straight line joining the intersections of the bow and stem with the water 
plane for a stationary ship; the maximum longitudinal length of a submarine; the 
mean chord length of a stabilizer or hydroplane; and so on. There are instances 
when it is useful to defin e / as th e cube root of the displacement volume V, that is 

l3 • V=~ 
Pl 

whence 

. (A•)''' I- -
Pl 

where a• is the weight displacement. The group P/pV 3P can be combined with 
(Fr)2 to obtain an alternative to Equation (4 .71): 

(~) x (f)•~.=;,(Re,Fr,Ma , o,We). (4.72) 

When the Weber number, We, is large the surface-tension forces will be small 
compared with the inertia forces and the effects of surface t ension can thus be 
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ignored, This will be so when large models which move at moderate or high speeds 
are used. On the other hand.surface tension plays an important part in the behaviour 
of snail models operating at low speeds. Difficulties from this source will be 
encountered when small models are used to examine docking procedur es or replen
ishment at sea and the motion of water droplets (sp ray) and bubbles. 

If in a given flow system the vaJue of the Mach number at each point in the fluid 
is small, the speed of propagation of sound waves, c = (K/p) ' l 2 , is large and so 
changes in pressure produce only small variations in density, Under these conditions 
the fluid may be considered to be of constant density (i .e. incompressible) without 
seriOU$ error. The speed of propagation of sound waves in sea water near the surface 
is approximately 1500 m s- 1 ( :!! 5000 ft s- 1) and thus the arbitrary limit for con• 
stant density flow (when Ma is less than about 0 .3) is likely to apply in most cases 
(except, perhaps, for propellers rotating at high speed). The motion of a body in 
air is more likely to be affected by changes in density because the sonic velocity is 
approximat ely 350 m s- 1 (i!!! 1150 ft s- 1) at normal temperature and pressure, and 
speeds in excess of J 20 m s- 1 ( i!!! 400 rt s- 1

) are quite common especially in pro
pulsion units. Nevertheless, we shaD exclude furth er discussion of the effects of 
compressibility in our treatment of the mechanics of marine vehicles. 

Finally, it is unlikely th at cavitation would be present near the hull as a result 
solely of motion of th e hull. Although particles of fluid adjacent to the hull are 
accelerated their velocity is not so large as to reduce the local pressure to that 
approaching the fluid vapour pressure. An exception may arise from motion about 
stabilizers , fins and hydroplanes, and, of course. near to propeller blades, bosses and. 
rudders. These are, however, discussed separately, and we can consider from now 
on that our basic model system for steady motion is described by the re"sistance 
equation 

CR "" funct ion (Rt , Fr). (4.73) 

It is true that cavitation, for example, occurring locally at some part of th e 
complete hull- propeller system may well modify the flow over a considerable 
region. However, the analysis of these intera ctions is exceedingly complex and 
more often than not the effects are account ed for empirically by the adoption of 
correlation factors. For the present purposes these complications may be set aside, 
although their possible presence should aJways be borne in mind. 

4.5.3 Homolo1ous &M, of Modds 

A number of models which are geomet rically similar in every respect comprise a 
homologous serie!t In practice, a departur e from this occurs particularly in respect 
of the size, shape and distribution of the surface roughness. Furthermore, complete 
dynamic similarity may not be possible as a result of limitations imposed by labora
tory test facilities. The departur e from geometric and dynamic similarity on these 
counts is often referred to as scale effect. Small 'correc tions' to the model perform
ance are applied by adopting correlation allowances, obtained empirically from 
similar, previous tests, in order to predict the prototype performan ce with greater 
accuracy. 

Occasionally, however, deliberate geometric changes to a member of a homolog• 
ous series are required to satisfy some special application, such as operation in 
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waters of confined depth or width, or to accommodate special cargoes. A new 
design may not be warranted, and it is therefore desirable to investigate I series of 
geometrically related bodies to fmd either an optimum shape or deduoe the loss in 
performance when small departur es from this optimwn are made. For example, a 
series of wetted hull shapes may be generated by varying the ratio of beam to length 
(a fineneSJ ratio - there are numerous other defutitions). 

Specification of the geometry of the hull of a ship is e5"'Cntially an exercise in 
surveying. Sets of curves (called 'Bonjean' curves) are employed at various locations 
along the hull to describe transverse vertical and horizontal sections and longitudinal 
vertical sections. The coordinates of these curves become dimensionless when 
divided respectively by the draught T, the beam B, and the length I of the 5rup. The 
form of the hull is then reduced to a basic shape. The length / may be used to 
indicate the size of the hull and the ratio B/1 can then be used to observe the eff~ts 
of the changes in the fineness ratio whereas changes in T/1 indicate the effect of 
1tcticn coeffu:knt (related to draught - again there are other definitions for this). 

For completeness, let us denote the mean height of surface roughness by f and 
assume the roughness distribution is th e same for all models and the prototype. The 
additional dimensionless groups B/1, T/1 and k/1 can now be incorporated into the 
resistance equation (4 .73) to yield 

CR = function (Re, Fr, Bf/, T/1, k/l) (4.73a) 

and used to investigate the effects of geometric changes on the behaviour of the 
basic model. 

4.S .4 Model Requittmen11 

For the present, we return to the basic case described by Equation (4.13), namely 

CR = function (Re, Fr). 

Reference to the definitions following Equations (4.69) shows that, to achieve 
dynamic similarity between a prototype system and its geome trically similar model 
system, restrictions are placed on the values of the Reynolds number and the Froude 
number. In short , at corresponding times we require the values of R e and Fr to be 
the same for each system. That is, 

(4.74) 

where, again, the subscripts M and P denote respectively the values in the model 
system and in the prototype system. Thus, when dynamic similarity exists between 
the: two systems we have, from Equation (4,73), 

(4.75) 

and so 

(4 .76) 

The resistance of the model can thus be measured and then 'scaled' to deduce the 
resistance of the prototype vehicle. 

In Equation (4.76) the typical area is usually the wetted surface area, but since 
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A a / 1 we can write 

~-(!1.)' =s-• 
AM IM 

where Sis the length scale factor and is equal to IM//p. 
It now remains to find th e co,responding speed of the vehicle to satisfy the 

conditions imposed by dynamic similarity. There are two such conditions from 
Equations (4.74), namely, 

(i) (1• VM) ('M) J 

I 
VM • - - Vp • - s- Vp 

/M Vp Vp 

and (4.77) 

(ii) vM = (~)
112

vp=S
1
'
1

vp, 

from which 

~ = s'1' (4.78) .. . 

When the prototype is small it is sometimes possible to use a full-scale model, and 
then S = l. Tests on such a model should be both accurate and valuable since labora
tory conditions can be controUed easily. On the other hand , the prototype vehicle 
may have a lengt h of 400 m (=! 1310 ft) or more for a surface ship, whereas the size 
of the model is governed by the extent of the test facilities and instrumentation and 
the cost of building models. The largest ship models in use at present are about 
13 m (~ 45 ft) long and so S ::!! 0.033 . Equation (4.78) shows that the ratio vu/vp 
would need to vary between unity and 0.006 according to the scale factor. For the 
model tests at full scale, vM :c: vp, and obviously sea wat er or a 3.5 per cent brine 
solution would be used. For the model tests at the smallest scale, however, we need 
a liquid having a kinematic viscosity of 2.5- 5.5 x 10- 9 m2 s- 1 (::!! 27-59 x 
J0 - 9 ft2 s- 1

) depending on temperature. Other physicaJ and chemical properties 
of the liquid must also be acceptable. 

Unfortunately, there is no known liquid which satisfies these conditions. Indeed, 
liquids of any practical use have kinetic viscosities remark.1bly similar to that of 
water. We may therefore conclude that dynamic similarity between the model and 
prototype systems is impossible when inertia, viscous and gravity forces are import
ant. The interpret ation of test data raises considerable difficulties and the subject 
will be discussed more fully later . 

Gravity forces are only ca11ed into play when distortion of the free surface, that 
is the air- water interface, occur s. When the prototype and thus the model are 
sufficiently deeply submerged this disturbance is no longer significant and Fr can 
be omitted from consideration. Only th e equality o f Re is required, but to achieve 
tJtis iJ often far from easy. Dynamic similarity between deeply submerged vehicles 
is established when 

(4.79) 

If the kinematic viscosity of the tiquid in the model syslem is lit1le differenl from 
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that in the prototype system we have, from (i) of Equation (4.77), 

vM -=s- 1 vp. (4.80) 

For a scale model of one-fortieth of the prototype size Equation (4.80) yields 

(
I )-1 VM • 40 v,. 40V,. 

Hence, for a prototype speed of 10 m s- 1 (i!: 20 knots) the model speed required 
is 400 m s- 1 (:!!! 800 knots), which is quite impracticable . ln any case, at such 
speeds and beyond, the effects of compressibility o f the liquid (and air surrounding 
the model) would drastically alter the flow characteristics to prevent the achieve
ment of dynamic similarity. The best that can be hoped for is that YM is great 
enough to ensure that (Re)M is well in excess of the critical value. A turbulent 
bounduy layer can then be assumed to cover most of the model, but since (Re)M is 
Jc$$ than ~ e)p the transition from laminar to turbulent flow will be corresp0nding)y 
furthe r aft for the model. However, the relative surface roughness of the model is 
likely to be greater than that of the prototype, and the individual bumps will doubt
less encourage a transjtion point further forward on the model th an would be 
obtained from a hydraulically smooth surface. Neverthel ess, the uperience of 
experimenters has shown that in some cases the laminar laye r on th e model can be 
quite extensive and result in misJeading predictions of the prototype resistance. 
Here, then, is another reason why turbulence stimulaton a re fixed near the bows of 
both submerged and interface mod els in an effort to obtain dyn amic similarity with 
the prototypes. Although the technique is simple and relatively successful it is 
doubtful if dynamic similarity is actually achieved. 

Provided that a free surface docs not affect the motion of a prototype and a 
mod el, tests can be carried ou t with the aid of a pressurized wind tunnel. By incr eas
ing air pressure at constant temperatur e it is of ten possible to reduce VM sufficiently 
to satisfy the requirements expressed by Equation (4 .79). 

4.S.S Dtportuns from th~ Bask Syst~m 

So far we have deal t with the basic model system described, for example, by 
Equation (4.73). Apart from the effectsofthecompr essibility of air on the perform
ance of fans and propeUers on hovercraft ther e are no further instan ces in which Ma 
need be retained in expressions describing the performance of pro totypes and their 
models. 

When there is a real possibility of cavita tion near the appen dages attach ed to the 
huU of a model ship then tests must take account of this especially if high-speed 
operation is contempl ated. Th e condition for dynamic similarity in respect of the 
cavitaHon number, o, is 

that is, 

(4.81) 

It is only when th e possibility of cavitation is absent, that is when llp,,,. > O (and 
usuaJly taken as some pressure difference rather greater than zero depending on the 
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purity of the water), that we have no need to consider absolute pressures. Since 
there are no voids in the water the reference pressure may be taken as that at the 
free swface. The local preau.re relative to the reference pressure is then proportional 
to the corresponding depth below the free surface and, for geometric similarity, 
that distance is proportional to/ . Thus the dimensionless prepure difference analog
ous to the parameters In Equation(4.81) is 

t;p/½pv' « l/½PV1 • 

Consequently, for dynamic similarity and a given liquid we see that 

vM - s'1'v,. (4.82) 

which is the same criterion as that based on the equality of Froude numbers given 
by (ii) of Equation (4.77). Under these conditions, however, the model does not 
give an acceptable indication of cavitation inception in the prototype system. 

Remembering that the vapour pressure p., is an absolute pressure, we can write 
Equation (4.81) In the fonn 

PM + (p,)M - (p,.)M pp+ (p,)p - (ev)P 
PM Vil • P,VJ 

where p 1 is the ambient pressure at the air-water interface. At a depth ZM below 
the interface in the model system the gauge pressure PM • PMPM • PMrSz p = 
S(pM/pp)pp, where z, is the corresponding depth in the prototype system. Let us 
assume now that the liquid used in both cases has the same density, so that PM = 
pp = p, but different vapour pressures. We then find that, 

Sp, • (p,)M - S(p,)M • (p )p (p ) $ •pp a - V p 

which reduces to 

!e..)M_ 2 S I (ev )M - S(p, )p , 
(p,), (p,), 

(4.83) 

Equation (4.83) shows that (p1)M is less than (p1), because S < 1, for tests with 
ship model hulls, and both (p.,)M and (,p.,), are less than (p1)p. The value of p., for 
pure water at 1S°C is 172S Pa(=! 0.25 lbfin - 2

), although for sea water a •safe' 
value to adopt might be ten times as great as this. Atmospheric pressure for the 
prototype is not usually far removed from I atmosphere (JOJ .3 k.Pa ::!!: 14.7 ]bf in- 2 ). 

Thw. for a model tofuU.sizescale ratio S = 0.0S and with (p.,), .. JO(p.,)M Equation 
(4.83) shoM that (p,), ., 17(p,)M, and when the vapour pre!!ures of laboratory 
water and sea water are taken to be the same then (p1), =! I S(p1) M . In other words , 
the ratio of the model free.surface pressure to the prototyp e free-surface pressure is 
not too different from the scale factor S. This imposes severe restrictions on most 
laboratory equipment although a number of cavitation tunnels and circulating water 
channels can be depressurized . A recently developed installation in The Netherlands 
allows the complete building which houses a towing tank to be evacuated. The 
ambient pressure at the surface of the water in the tank can be reduced to about 
S kPa (about one-twentieth of an atmosphere) so that cavitation experiments can 
be sc;aled accurately . 
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High speed craft such as planing and hydrofoil boats generate a considerable 
quantity of spray from struts and that part of the hull in contact with the water. 
The spray. often under the influence of the wind, is thrown rearw~.rd relative to the 
hull and may impact upon the elevated hull, the foredeck or the upper structure. 
The result is an increment of spray resistance, the magnitude of which depends on 
both Froude number (controlling the initially propelled sheet of water) and the 
Weber number (controlling the break up of the sheet into droplets). Undoubtedly , 
viscosity also influences the initial instability of the sheet of liquid before the 
fonnation of the dropl ets. It is evident from the definition of Wt that the modelling 
of spray fonnation requires the additional criterion 

VM • S- 11'/Vp (4.84) 

if the same nwd properties are taken for both systems. Equation (4.84) provides 
yet another relationship between VM and Vp different from those in Equations 
(4.80) and (4.82). Even If different liquids are used problems still remain, because 
the same physical restrict ions apply to -y/p as to µ./p ("" v). The precise behaviour of 
spray is still not clear and an empirical increment of resistance is usually included in 
the total 

Finally, although we have been concerned with the steady motion of a vehicle 
through a large expanse of water at rest, we must consider the surface waves invari
ably present during the prototype motion . The assessment of hydrodynamic forces 
and moments on a ship's hull in a random seaway is complex. Many investigations 
are therefore based on a simple harmonic disturbance propagated at the interface 
with a velocity C relative to the Earth. It is a straightforw.ard exercise to show that 
if the model wave system is geometricaUy similar to that of the prototype an 
additional. dimen!ionless group V/C must be added to the right-hand side of the 
functional relationship (4.73), for example. The wavelength. that is the distance 
between successive wave crests (or troughs), is proportional to the 'typical' length/ 
and so 

V V 
c"Ni 

where N is the wave frequency.t In order to satisfy the conditions of similarity 
between the model and prototype systems we must have 

(4.8S) 

and therefore 

VM =s(%;) Vp. 

If themodelscalingisconsistent with equality of Froude number then VM :S 112 V, 
and 

(4.86) 

t The group NI/ Vis sometimes called 1he Suouhal number. 
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As S is usually less than unity for ship model tests it can be seen that the wave 
frequency of the model is greater than that of the prototype. 

4.6 Model Testing 

There is no intention here to produce an exhaustive list of those facilities available 
for model tests; instead, the chief attributes of different types of equipment which 
affect the mechanics of marine vehicles will be summarized. Nevertheless, it is 
instructive to put these installations into perspective by quoting some overall s.izes 
where applicable. Many establishments have developed their own specialized tech• 
niques of testing models depending on the extent of the available instrum entation 
and data processing apparatus . Essentially, the facilities can be collected into two 
groups. Members of the first group have a free surface presen t and arc represented 
by the towing tank , the manoeuvring tank and the circulating water channel. The 
second group, represented principally by the water tunnel (the hydraulic analogue 
of a wind tunn el). has a totally enclosed test section and no free surface . The mod els 
are sometimes free-running and remotely controlled, or the motion of the model 
may be controlled by a mechanical linkage fixed to a moving platform. Waves are 
generated at the free surface by wave-makers whlch can take the form of oscillating 
plates, wedge-shaped plungers or cylinders transmitting pneumatic oscillations. 

Some of th e main features of a range of test facilities are summarized in Table 
4 .1 and arc now discussed bri efly. References [7- 10) may be consulted for ad
ditional information. 

4 .6.1 Towuri Tonk 

This is probably the most widely used of all th e test facilities owing to its value in 
estimating the resistance to motion of marine vehicles. Essentially , the equipment 
consists of a Jong, open-t opped tank of rectangular cross section containing water. 
1n large tanks a rail runs along the top of each side wall for the total length of the 
tank. (An alterna tive, when the installation is smaller, consists of an elevated mono
rail supporting a light carriage lying in the longitudinal cen tre plane.) A carriage 
usually spans the water and is supported by wheels running on the side rails. The 
size of the carriage is a comp romise betw een lightness to allow rapid acceleration to 
th e steady test speed and stiffness to avoid deformation when carrying observers 
and recording equipment . The carriage can be driven either by motors situlitcd •on
board' driving the wheels, or by a motor located •on-shore• driving an endless cable 
fixed to the carriage. Fig.4.IOshowsa view of the 400 m (:!! 1310 fl) long Number 3 
towing tank at the National Maritime Institut e and illustrates the principal features 
o f this type or facility. 

A resistance dynamomct er connects the model to the carriage. Although a simple 
spring-balance system could be used it is not sufficiently accurate . A purely mechan
ical system usually entails measuring the displacement of one end of a suitably 
damped pivoted arm, the other end of whlch is connected by linkages and springs 
to the model. More recently stra in-gauge dynamometers have been adopted as th ese 
are compact and require little displacement to yield a good frequency response. In 
addition, therefore, to their vaJuc in recording steady forces they can detect fluctuat
ing loads and, moreover, be housed inside the mod el if necessary. This allows 
direct measurement of, for example, the thrust and torque on the propeller sh:!.ft of a 
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fig. 4.10 NMI No. l towing 1a.nk. 

self-propelled model. Furthermore. a multi-component balance can be constructed 
to allow the simultaneous measurement of force of components in various directions. 

The size of the towing tank depends on the size of models to be used, and these 
arc strongly influenced by the Limits of financial investment. f or acceptably accurate 
d3ta the steady 'on-run· time for the model is about 5- 7 seconds. Time must be 
allowed for 1he accelerating run-up phase and deceleration at the end of the run 
with a further emergency stopping distance. Once the max.imwn steady speed and 
the carriage size are determined the appropriate drive motors can be designed. These 
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motors decide the acceleration of the carriage and an overall length of the tank can 
then be estim ated. Th e maximum mod el size also detennines the cross sectional 
area of the tank necessary to avoid measurable side-wall and bottom interfer ence 
with the flow pattern. At one time it was considered that if the maximum immersed 
cross sectional area of the model did not exceed 1 per cent of the cross sectional 
area of the tank then boundary interferenc e would be negligible. later, extensive 
tests with a model of the Lucy Ashton indicated that a value of 0.4 per cent should 
be adopted. For the sake of ease in construction a rectangu1ar cross section is used 
for th e tank, and the depth is about one-half the breadth since the model is towed 
along the longitudinal centr~ line of th e water surface. 

The first towing tank was built by William Froude in 1871 and installed on a 
site at Torquay. Although Froude died in 1879 the value of the tank and the results 
from it were appr eciated during its use for about 13 years. The tank was then moved 
to the Admiralty Marine Technology Establishment, Haslart, where some of the 
original equipment from the modified tank built in 1886 still remains . Froude's 
early models were about 3 m (a 10 ft) long, but now the AMTE models are on 
average about Sm (a 16 ft) long for use in the more recently constructed tanks. 

Th e length of most towing tanks is in the range 120- 2S0 m (a 400 - 850 ft) 
which accommodates models 3 m (a JO ft) long running at maximum speeds of 
S-1 S m s- 1 (a 10-30 knots). For those tanks containing wave-making facilities 
beaches are installed at each end o f the tank (one just behind th e wave-maker) to 
dissipate the propagated wave pattern. This eliminates the possibility of end-reflected 
waves interf e ring with those generated by the model during the test run and also 
prevent$ the setting -up of a standing-wave pattern. The maximum height of waves 
that can be continuously generated is usually about O.S m (~ 20 in) with wave• 
lengths between 1 and 12 m (:!! 3-40 ft). ln the NSRDC high-speed tank it is often 
foun d that the model resistance is as high as that of a 90 m (:!! 300 ft) Ion! cargo 
ship with a displacement of 60 MN( ~ 6000 tonf) travelling at, say, Sm s- (:!!: 10 
knots)! This tank is especially valuable for testing models of high-speed craft such 
as planing and hydrofoil boats and hovercraft. Several facilities exist which have 
been purpose -built for use with these craft and special methods of rapid recording 
and storage of data have been developed in this conte xt. 

4.6.l Water TunMI 

The principal purpose of the water tunnel is to simula te on a model cavitation 
conditi ons similar to those o n the prototype. We saw from Equation (4.8J) that, 
for ship models with S < I, this simulation leads to CPa)M < CPa)P; that is, the 
water pressure must be lower than the normal atmospheric pressure . A vacuum 
pump is used to achieve this while a second pump circulates the remaining water, 
which com pletely fills the tunn el, round the closed circuit. The main regions giving 
rise to cavitation are adjacent to the backs of the prop eller blades and the propeller 
bosses, stabilizers, hydroplanes and rudders, all of which operate fully submerged. 

Bubbles generat ed by cavitation and air coming out of solution would interfer e 
with the flow patt ern about the model as well as hindering observation through 
windows in the t unnel wall. Fo r these reasons a resorber cylinder is built into th e 
circuit to increase temporarily the water pressure as it passes through. thereby 

t Known previous!y as the Naval bpcrimcnt Works and subsequently the Admiralty Exp..-ri· 
ment Works (AEW). 
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Fi&-◄.J l NMI No. l cavitat ion 1unnd. 

restoring clarity and the originaJ quantity of absorbed gas. The NMJ Number 2 
cavitation tunnel , shown in Fig. 4 .11, is interesting in 1hat it exte nds no les.s than 
SS m (.:!!: 180 ft) below ground level in order to remove bubbles and to reduce the 
unsteadiness and non-uniformity of th e flow to a minimum. The range of working 
pressures is 10-600 kPa (::!! 0.1-6 atmospheres). Comprehensive instrumen tat ion 
al the propeller shaft consists of strain-gauge transducers for the measurement of 
thrust and torque. Both mean and fluctuating components arc taken and these, 
along with the outputs from flush-mounted pressure transducers on the model 
stem, are fed to multi-channe l data loggers, with variable integration periods, for 
subsequent analysis. 

ln order to model the prototype system more closely cavitation tests on a ship 
propeller arc often conducted behind part of the stem of a model fixed to the 
horizontal roof of the test section (Fig. 4.12). 

4 .6.3 Man«ullrint Tank 

It is essential to know if a prototype ship can keep to a given course and to deter
mine the manoeuvrabili1y of the ship when the rudder is applied. The torque required 
t o tum the rudder must be ascertained and, in some cases, the extent to which the 
ship is controllable at low speeds and in confined waters when docking is valuable 
infonn ation. Furthermore , the behaviour of surface ships in waves of any heading 
is clearly important and the best way to examine this is by using a manoeuvring 
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f iJ. ◄.12 Stem-propeller combination, 

tan k containing free-running models complete with rudder(s) and propeUer(s). 
Figure 4.13 shows a typical, self-propelled model heading obliquely through a 
unidirectional series of waves generated at one end of the manoeuvring tank. 

Strain-gauge dynamomcters in the models arc used lo assess the propeller torque 
and thrust and gyroscopes mcasure angular displa,ements. In a seaway a ship may 
experience very large hydrodynamic loadings at the bow and along the keel when 
travelling a t high speeds. Momentarily the local upward dynamic force excr1cd by 
the waves exceeds the eorresponding buoyancy foree so that !he ship may rist out 
of the water. As the ship subsequently 'falls back' into the sea there is a sudden 
change in vertical acceleration and very severe impact loads occur as it re-enters the 
water . The proccu is called slamming, and the installation of accelerometers on 
board models can be used to assess the problem (in both free-running mod els and in 
those attache d t o towing carriages). An example of the full-scale behaviour in rough 
seas and a model reproduction of the motions is shown in Fig. 4.14 (1he model is 
mounted in a towing tank). 

The direction of the models and therefor e rudder adjustment is activat ed by radio 
signals at h.igh frequency, Waves arc generated by wave-makcn which can operate 
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Fi&, 4 .13 Model ship in NMI No. 4A manoeuvring 1ant:. 

along two of the walls surrounding the square or ·rectangular lank and so either a 
unidirectional or a confused wave system can be simulated at the interface. The 
usual procedure , however, is to adopt a unidirectional wave pattern, with a beach at 
the opposit e end of the tank in order to dissipate the wave energy and thus avoid 
reflection. The model is then driven straight into the oncoming waves followed by a 
90° turn to obtain a beam sea and finally a second 90° turn gives the following-sea 
condition. Control and stability tests are carried out in calm water so that estimates 
can be made of both the ease with which the ship can tum in a circle manoeuVTe 
and the rapidity of response to full rudder to achieve a straight-line motion foUow
ing the circle trajectory. The analysis of the results obtai ned from models approach• 
ing a unidirectional wave system at different angles is rather simpler than attempting 
to reproduce the condi tions of a confused sea state, even though this is the more 
usuaJ case for the prototype in a seaway. 

The heading and velocity of the model may be obtained from the traces, on an 
intermittently exposed ftlm, of smaU lights fixed to known stations on the model. 
The camera may be located abo ve the tank and the position of the model relalive to 
a fixed point in the tank may be deduced from a grid reference pajnted on the tank 
floor . Data arc usually recorded from a telemetry system onto magnetic tape for 
subsequent computer analysis, although traces are oft en 1aken on a multi-channel 
ultr aviolet recorder . 

The sizes of some manoeuvring tanks arc shown in Table 4 .1. Situated towards 
one end of the AMTE tank is a concrete pillar on which is mounted a pivoted, 
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Fis- ◄.14 Moddlin1 or• ship in rou,h teas. (Lo....-er picture in each cue taken in towir-.: tank.) 

horizont al, rotating arm. The arm can be operated at speeds up to JS dcgrc~s pe r 
second and models can be auached at various radii up to 27 .5 m (=!!! 90 ft). The 
main purpose of the rotating arm is to obtain experimental values of some of the 
angular velocity derivati ves contain ed in the general equations of motion for a rigid 
vehicle (which are derived and examined in Chapt e r IO). Both surface ship and 
submarine modcli can be attached to the arm (see figs 4.15 and 4.16) and the 
results supplement tho$C derived from experiments with the Planar Motion Mechan
ism, discussed in Chapter 10, used in conjunction with a towing carriage over a 
towing tan k or a fixed instaDation over a circubting wat er channel. Fig. 4.17 shows 
Pbnar Motion Mechanisms (PMM). 
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FIJ.-'.IS AMTE rotating arm with 11 ship model attached. 

fig. 4.16 AMTE 101a1ing 11m with a submarine modcl 11tt11chcd. 
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Fig. 4 .17 AMIE 1owir\g tank with planar motion mechanism attached to curia,ge: (a) ~ertk:a.l. 
motion;(b) horizontal motion. 
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One of the manoeuvring tanks at the NSRDC has a channel near one waJI IS.25 m 
(~ SO ft) wide and a depth somewhat greater than 10.S m (~ 35 ft) so that free• 
running submarine models can be tested. II was in this tank that the optimum shape 
was found for high-speed nuclear submarines which could exhibit good control 
when fully submerged. 

A large open-air tank at the National Maritime Institute can be used for manoe• 
uvring tests on large models in shallow water (Fig. 4.18) . The models can be radio
controlled or operated by a crew. The tank is particularly useful for interaction 
experiments and for modelling sections of canals, docks. harbours and so on. Figure 
4.18 shows a self-propelled model being steered against a current along a curved 
length of a shallow canal. Recording instruments and cameras in the model log the 
movements of the rudder and the path followed relative to the banks. Beam wind 
forces, which can be important in canal navigation, arc reproduced, when needed, 
by sideways-facing air propellers mounted on the deck of the model. 

At first sight, these large tan.ks containing free-running models appear to be ideal 
as they avoid interference of the flow by supports attached to the model. Unfortun
ately, many problems face the experimenter, not the least being the necessity to 
incorporate a great deal of instrumentation in the hull of small models. Some idea 
of the complexity of a fully instrumented, remotely controlled model for use in 
seakeeping experiments can be had from Fig. 4.19. Moreover, the model must be 

FL&. 4.18 NMI No. 7 opcn.U manoeuvrin& tlUlk with sclt-prope:lled modd. 
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Fig. ◄.19 Fully instrumented, fre.e-runni.ng modd ship. 

ballasted correctly to simulate the stability characteristics of the prototype as well 
as having the correct dist ribution of mass to scaJe the inertia forces of the dynamic 
system accurately. So, even after theoretical analyses are verified by model tests, 
the final proof of the design comes with ship trials; but by then errors are utremely 
costly and consequently methods of improving the accuracy and reliability of model 
testing are still pursued with enthusiasm. 

4 .6 .4 Circula1in1 Wo,~r OuurMI 

This device is in many ways similar to the water tunnel except that the working 
section has a free surface (see Fig. 4.20). Windows surround the complete test 
section to assist lighting and photography and thus provide easily assessed evidence 
of flows round novel fonns or modifica tions to existing hulls. It is then possible to 
invts t igate phenomena associated with the deformation of the interface arising 
from the relative motion of vehicles only just submerged. Hydrofoils can be treated 
similarly, and the nature of air entrainment by draw-down from the surface (ventila• 
tion) can be likewise investigated . Although a drag balance or PMM can be fixed 
above the test surface the measurements so recorded are often not accurate enough 
for design calculations. Instead, the channel is used primarily for Oow visualization, 
the measurement of free-surface defo rmation and for measuring pressure and shear 
stress on the surface of models (sec Fig. 4 .21). In some cases a false noor can be 
adjusted so that shallow-water experiments can be conducted. 

Cavitation conditions on submerged foils can be encouraged by adding a roof 
above the test section so that the air pressure can be reduced by a vacuum pump. 
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Fis, -4.20 NM.I cilc\llating water channd. 

Fi&. 4.2 1 Sutfaoc preswre measurements on a model in the NMI drculatin1 water channel. 
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Fig. ◄.22 AMTE circu.Ltting wam channel with rcmonblc roof. 

Thls facility fonns part of the AMTE channel and a minimum pressure at the water 
surface of 40 k.Pa (~ 0.4 atmospheres) can be achieved. Figure 4.22 shows a view of 
the AMTE channel, with the test section roof removed, but wilh the drag balance 
fitted and attached to a model frigate. The flow direction is from the bottom-left 
to the top•right position in the figure. To provide a uniform velocity distribution 
near to the surface the effects of shear flows close to the ink:t nozzle walls need to 
be removed. This may be done by injecting high-velocity water near to the roof 
traversing the inlet region of the test section. The pipe and contro l va1ve towards 
the bottom-left position of Fig. 4.22 arc used for this technique. 

The limitations of water channels are rather similar to those of tunnels in respect 
of the lack of flow steadiness and uniformity, but careful design of the entry to the 
working section and its walls helps to alleviate these problems. 

4.6.S Mod,ls 

Models arc manufactured to a suitable scale from the prototype ship's lines. Origin
ally, varnished wooden models were used, but it was difficult to main ta.in dimensional 
tolerances over long periods, alternating between immersion and storage under 
changeable atmospheric conditions. Most models are now manufactured from wax 
by methods essentially the same as those put forward by William Froude in 1873. 
The material is 95 per cent paraffin wax with small additions of beeswax and a 
substance called ceresin, both of which have the effect of hardening the wax, thus 
increasing rigidity and reducing porosity. The wax produces a good uniform surface, 
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but nowadays just as good, if not better, results are obtained with models made 
from gla$$-rcinforccd plastic or expanded polystyrene coated with a waterproof 
layer of plastic . 

The wa.x model is cast roughly to the hollow-Ylapcd hull and then placed upside 
down on a table above which arc two mechanical cutting tools (sec Fig. 4.23). 
These tools are carried on arms which move horizontally and vertically to remove 
simultaneously the surplus wax from each side of the longitudinal, vertical centre 
plane of the model. The position of the cutters is controlled by a pointer which 
follows a plan of th e ship's lines. A series of steps arc cut into the outer surface of 
the hull and these are then faired-in to the ftnal shape (see Fig. 4.24). Before testing 
and during storage the model is submerged in water to ensure a unifonn temperature 
throughout before tests begin, for otherwise the model might become distorted. 
The plastic models are gcneral.Jy made by hand lay-up techniques using ftnely 
chopped. strand-matt reinforcement fibres and a wax fonner. 

The type of model depends on the tests. Clearly, for calm-water resistance it is 
necessary only to model the underwater part of the hull, and the material above the 
water line is kept to a minimum. On the other hand, for models used in waves and 
in tests for sea-worthiness, there must be complete modelling of freeboard and shape 
of topsides. In most cases the models are used with turbulence stimulators near the 
bows. Many laboratories find that the most reliable results are obtained by employ• 
ing studs but,as mentioned already , no discrete roughne$$Simulation can be expected 
to produce complete dynamic similarity between the model and the prototype . To 
case the interpretation of test data the si.z.c, spacing, shape and location of the studs 
arc now standardized and used by the major laboratories of the world . 

Fig. 4.2 3 OHUl\ga wu: model . 
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Fig. 4.24 Fairina the surface or I wax modd. 
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5 
Steady Motion at lo w Speeds 

S.I Introduction 
Before discussing in detail the steady motion of marine vehicles. it is necessary to 
examine, a t leas t quali tatively, just what is meant in this context by 'steady'. For 
example, a surface ship moving in a seaway will, in general, encounter and generate 
waves at the air-water interface. Neither the surface area exposed to air nor to 
water will remain a constant propor1ion of the totaJ surface area of the vehicle. It 
is thus reasonable to expect the resistance to motion to vary also. (In most cases we 
shall concentrate on that component of resistance arising from submersion of the 
hull in water since this will give rise to the major resisting force.) A propulsor, such 
as a propeUer, operates at a constant speed of rotation for long periods and provides 
a nominally constant thrust to maintain the forward motion of the vehicle. The 
combination of a variable resistance and constant thrust will evidently result in a 
continual change o f forward speed, that is, the ve}ticle will 'surge•. 

Suppose now we consider all the waves at the interface to be absent or, alter• 
natively, let the vehicle be deeply submerged and approach complet ely still water. 
Surely then we can have steady motion of the vehicle? Strictly speaking, th e answer 
is no. Even if the fluid were conside red inviscid it can be demonstrated that any 
propuls or imparting angular momentum to fluid particles by means of a rotor con• 
tailting blades must produce an unsteady (i.e. time dependent) forward thrust ( I ] . 
It is therefore clear that absolutely steady motion is an ideal which cannot be 
achieved in practice. However, owing to the immensely complex behaviour of the 
flow about marine vehicles, some simplification of our system must be mad e. We 
shall assume that steady motion con exist for surface ships , submarine s, air~umion 
vehicles, planing craft and hydrofoil craft. For example, the expression for forward 
velocity Vis assumed to take the form 

V=P•V', 

where V is the time average value and V' the fluctuat ing compo nent. We then 
require I P' I < I PI for an acceptable definition of steady motion. 

Whether or not the vehicle can proceed at a steady veloc ity in a given, straight 
reference direction requires an investigation of directiona l stability and is conside red 
later. For the present , we shall assume that a steady, horizonta l reference motion 
can exist in the fore-and-aft direction, that is, parallel to a vertical plane of symmetry. 
Once relative motion takes place between the vehicle and the surrounding fluid the 
laws of hyd, ostati cs no longer hold because particles of fluid are displaced from 
their positions at rest during the passage of the vehicle . Furthe rmore, the particle 
motions are unsteady and the unsteadiness is augmented by surface waves and wake 
flows. Hydrodynamic forces are therefore applied by the fluid to the vehicle in 
additi on to the hydrost a tic buoyancy force, which may also be modified by lhe 
motion . 
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In order to obtain and maintain steady motion it is necessary to develop a thrust, 
T. from a propulsor device. When steady motion has been attained the forces and 
moments acting on the vehicle are in equilibrium. The conditions to achieve this 
will now be our main concern. 

S.2 Fluid Fon:es 

Let us examine the essential difference between the fluid forces applied to a vehicle 
at rest and those forces applied to a vehicle when relative motion exists . Consider 
fmt a stationary, substantially a.xi.symmetric vehicle, with the longitudinal section 
shown in Fig. S.l, immersed in a fluid of infinit e ext ent which is at rest. (The body 
can be likened to the bare hull of a submarine or airship.) The upward buoyancy 
force, Fe, exterted by the fluid on the vehicle results from the distribution or static 
pressure over the surface of the vehicle . For equilibrium the buoyancy force must 
be equal to the weight displacement of the vehicle, that is 

Fe a ti, • a Wzpg V 

and , as we have seen in Chapter 3, this equation remains true for any orientation 
of a floating body. The vehicle will remain in a state of stable equilibrium only if the 
centre of buoyancy 8 lies above the centre of gravity G. 

Suppose now the vehicle (an airship, s.ay) moves forwa rd in the direction of its 
longitudinal axis with a steady veloc ity V by the application of a constant propulsiv e 
thrust T, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The flow pattern about the vehicle can be assumed 
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Fig. 5.1 

Fig. 5.2 
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to be axisymmetric, so that forces normal to the direction of V resulting from any 
modification of the pressure distribution will cancel out. The fluid dynamic force 
in an upward direction, namely the lift L, is therefor e zero and only Fe remains. A 
drag force D, parallel to the direction of V, results from the distribution of shear 
stress over the surface and from the dissipation of energy in the wake. For equi• 
librium we must have 

~• =-Fe • W 
T =D 

tT+ aD -xFe = 0. 

Data for the airship R- 101 suggests that~ • -= 1.67 MN (S! 167 tonf), T= 50.25 kN 
(:!! 11300 lbf), a + t • 8.84 m (i!! 29 rt), and thus we find that x = 0 .266 m 
(:!! 0.88 ft). In othe r words, adjust menl of the position of G (by moving ballast, for 
example) so that x has this value would enable the airship to fly •straight anc! level'. 

If, as is shown in Fig. 5.3, the vehicle moves forward at an angle of trim (i.e. the 
angle between the velocity vector and the longitudinal axis is no longer zero) the 
axial symmetry of th e flow is destroyed. In addition to the buoyancy force the re is 
usually a dynamic force F, and the questi on arises as to how these forces can be 
identified separately. When the fluid is set in motion by the passage of a vehicle, 
then (i) the fluid gains kinetic energy at the expense of its pressure and potential 
energy, and (ii) the curvature of the streamlines alters the pressure gradien ts in the 
fluid so that static equilibrium no longer prevails. The pressure distribution over the 
body is therefore modified and , as a result, the integrated pressure force exerted on 
the body changes in magnitude and direction. Note also that the shear stresses on 
the surface of the body will also cont ribute to the total force . 

It is con venient to take F 8 as the buoya ncy force on a stationary vehicle; Fis 
then defined as the vector difference between the actu al fluid force and that which 
would prevail in the static case. The total fluid force (excluding the react ion to the 
thrust) is therefore the resultant of F and Fe, say FT. In other words, FT is the 
vector sum of F and Fe. Thus for steady motion of the vehicle the forces F, Fe, W 
and Tor, alternatively , Fr, W and T must be in equilibrium to form a closed force 
polygon. Because of port-and -starboa rd symmetry no side forces are present and all 
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the forces must therefore lie in the vertical centre plane. It is often usefoJ under 
these circumstances to resolve Finto lift and drag force components. 

Similar arguments to those above can be applied to vehicles in motion at the 
interface. However, distortion of the interface modifies the magnitudes of F8 , F 
and T. Furtherm ore, the earlier concept of steady flow must be introduced. For 
interface vehicles it is usual to think in terms of vertical and horizontal forces such 
as those shown in Table 5.1. The force PT is a towing force and since the lift force 
L is invariably associated with fully submerged bodies the symbol Fv has been 
preferred to imply a vertical dynamic force. When Fv is absent the resistance R is 
U$ually associated with the total force on the vehicle in a rearward direction parallel 
to the direction of motion. The resistance then cons.is ts of drag components developed 
on various parts of the vehicle, some of which may be fully or partially immersed in 
either air or water. 

Tt1bl~ .S. I For« notation. 

VerticaJ forces Ho,iz.ontaJ forces 

VehlCle Upw11d Oownw11d Forwud Aft 

Conventional ship , .. "' T R 

Pt.aningcrafl F&,Fv "' T D 

Dracone Fa "' PT R 

Hydrofoil F9,L "' T D 

In Table 5.1 it has been assumed that steady motion occurs in the fore-and-aft 
plane of symmetry. Obviously, the relative magnitudes of F, F9, Wand T c.an vary 
enorrnous1y from one vehicle to another and, for a given vehicle, from one operating 
condition to another. For example, owing to the very low relative density of air the 
contribution of F 8 to the total vertical force supporting an aircraft is negligible. In 
contrast, the buoyancy forces on bodies moving in, or on the surface of, water can 
be extremely large. As we shall see there are some vehicles, for example hydrofoil 
craft and planing craft, for which F 8 may become a relatively small proportion of 
FT as V increases. Aerodynamic as well as hydrodynamic forces may be significant 
for some interface vehicles (e.g. sailing craft which rely on wind forces to produce 
the propulsive thrust on a sail). Although it is reasonable to expect some inter• 
dependence between aerodynamic and hydrody namic forces they are generally 
considered separately in most analyses. 

S.3 Z-of()paatioa 

There are three principal z.ones in which we may expect significant differences in 
the behaviour of a marine vehicle. These zones are shown in Fig. 5.4: 

I is a reg.ion in which the vehicle can be considered immersed in a fluid ofinfmilc 
extent in all directions; 

11 represents a region in which the flows round, and therefore the fluid forces on, 
a vehicle are modified by 1he proximity of a solid boundary; and 

III is where the behaviour of the vehicle is affected by the prox.imity or an inter• 
face between two fluids. 
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Fie. 5.4 Zone, of operation for marine vehicles. 

The boundaries of these zones are imprecise II they depend on the geometry of 
the vehicle and on th e properties of the flu.id concerned. Sometimes the sea bed 
cannot be assumed rigid or solid and then the operation of a vehicle near to it would 
be more UJce that in a zone of type lll rather than type U. However, vehicles in a 
zone of type II will not be investigated here and neither will the following, rather 
important problems : (I) wllow running of submarines and torpedo,s; (ti) operotlon 
of ships in shallow and/or restricted waters; and (ill) ships running close togethe r 
during refuelling. Instead, attention is focused on vehicles in zone I applied to the 
sea and zone III ot the interface in deep water. In both cues the upstream flow 
relative to the vehicle is considered to be uniform and steady, the water density is 
assumed constant throughout and the onJy waves at the interface are those generated 
by the passage of the vehicle. 

5.4 Field of flow 

When relative motion occurs between a fluid and a marine vehicle the forces exerted 
by the fluid on the vehicle are of two main types: 

(i) those distribut ed over the complete wett ed surface of the vehicle including 
that of rudden, stabilizers, hydroplane s, etc.; and 

(ii) propulsion forces which are localiz.ed near some form of propulsor such as 
the blades of a propeller. 

Forces of type (i) are discussed in this chapter and those of type (ii) are dealt with 
in Chapter 7. The usual assumption will be made that the two types of forces can 
be examined separately although subsequently some effort is made to 'allow' for 
any error that arises from the effects of interaction. 

The relative: motion between the main flow of fluid and the vehicle will be 
regarded as steady throughout. The standpoint adopted is that of an observer 
stationed on the vehicle; he thinks he is on a stationary vehicle in a nwd moving 
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with a steady approach velocity. Three flow regimes require special consideration: 
(i) flow very close to the surface of the vehide; (il) flow at some distance from the 
vehicle; and (iii) flow at and dose to an air- water interface including distortion of 
that interface. 

S.4.1 Flow hr the BOIUldluy l.Aytr 

It is characteristic of all real fluids that whenever relative motion exists between 
the fluid and a solid surface no 'slip' takes place at the surface. No matter how 
smooth the solid boundary or how small the viscosity may be, the particles adjacent 
to the boundary do not move (provided that we omit gases at very low pressure). 
The relative velocity of the fluid must therefore increase from zero at the boundary 
to that corresponding to the velocity in the main stream. The region in which this 
increase takes place is called the boundary lllyer and it may be very thin indeed, 
although the velocity increases continuously - there is no abrupt step change. Out
side the boundary layer conditions in the main stream prevail and as a result of the 
absence of large velocity gradients there the effects of viscosity are found to be 
negligible. 

The rapid change of tangential velocity with distance normal to the boundary 
implies the presence of large shear stresses. It was Prandtl who, in 1904, suggested 
that the Oow of a real fluid past a solid boundary could be considered in two parts: 

(i) a thin boundary layer in which shear stresses arc of prime importance; and 
(ii) the flow beyond the boundary layer which may be regarded as that of an 
Ideal (inviscid) fluid. 

The concept of a thin boundary layer requires a definition of thickness, but unfor
tunately this Jacks precision because the conditions in the main stream arc approached 
asymptotically. Nevertheless, a meaningful definition may be based on the accuracy 
with wh.ich measurements can be made of, say, velocity. By accounting for changes 
in Oow rate, momentum and energy, more precise measures of thickness can be 
deduced mathematically, but at some loss of physical reality. 

Figure S.S shows the longitudinal section of a stationary body deeply immersed 
in a Ouid of infinite extent. For our purposes the body may be assumed to be either 
axisymmetric or two-dimensional of infinite length normal to the plane of the paper. 
The uniform upstream Oow moves steadily towards the body in a direction parallel 
to its centre line. The boundary layer extends downstream beyond the body to 
form a wake containing relatively slow-moving eddies which translate at a lower 
velocity than that of the main stream. Note that the boundary-layer thickness 
increases towards the rear of the body so that, by virtue of continuity of mass now, 
some fluid must pass into the boundary layer. The line defining (loosely) the 'outer 
edge' of the layer (shown as a broken line in Fig. 5.S) is not, therefore, a streamline. 
The extent of the retarded flow in a direction normal to the surface of the body 
may sometimes become $0 great towards the rear of the body that the concept of a 
'thin' boundary layer is no longer tenable. Under these conditions any simplifica.tion 
of the equations describing the flow in such a region would undoubtedly lead to 
misleading results. 

The complete equations describing the motion of a viscous nuid are extremely 
complex and defy complete solution even for the steady now of a constant-Oensity 
fluid. The Prandtl assumption goes a long way towards simplifying the analyses but 
the resulting 'boundary-layer equations' are still too complicated to allow a general 
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(bl 8ody •xis ir,c:lintd to 1ppro.ic h flow 

Fig. S . .S 

solution. However, many particularsolutionsdo exist ,es pecially for two-dimensional 
flow. Approxim ate analyses use these accurate, but often impractical, solutions to 
assist the formul ation of more general methods of determining th e main boundary
layer charact eristics. Of major impor tance is th e estimation of the local shear stress 
on a body in order to caJculate the total sk.in,friction force . The component of this 
force in the direc tion of the approach flow constitutes th e skin-friction drag. 

The boundary layer on an immersed vehicle consists, in general, of three identifi
able regions . These are shown (not to scale) in Fig. 5.6(a) for a uniform flow 
approaching a flat plate at a ste ady velocity U.,.. In the forward region the now is 
laminar, and viscous shear stresses alone resist fluid motion. With increasing thickness 
downsueam lhe boundary layer become, uns1able and lhe now wilhin ii become, 
irregular and tu rbulence exists. Alth ough the transition region can be identified as 
that in which the behaviour of fluid particles is differ ent from what might be found 
e lsewhere in the boundary layer , we can go lit lie furth er with a precise description . 
In most cases the unstable, randomly fluctuating, transition region ext ends over a 
very small length of the body. Attention is drawn to these facts in Fig. 5.6(a). 
Downstrea m from the transition region most of the flow in the boundary layer is 
entirely turbulen t and thi ckness increases further. However, turbu lence must die 
ou t adjacent to the surface, and so below the turbul ent layer is an even thinner, 
laminar sub-layer. Th e exist ence of the laminar sub-layer is hard to justify in the 
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transition region (and even harder to detect experimentally!) and consequently 
has been omitted from Fig. 5.6(a). 

In a turbulent layer the continuous momentum changes between fluid particles 
result in a velocity distribution more nearly unifonn than in a laminar layer (Fig. 
5.6(b)). However, the velocity gradient in the sub-layer is considerably greater than 
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in a wholly Jaminar layer and therefore the shear stress at the solid boundary for a 
turbulent layer is also greater. 

Since the flow in the boundary layer is retarded by the action of shear stresses 
the energy of the fluid is relatively low. When the pressure at the outer edge of th e 
boundary layer increases in the direction of flow in the main stream the kinetic 
energy of the boundary-layer flow decreases rapidly. Eventually. this kinetic energy 
is insufficient to overcome the retardation imposed by the •adverse' pressure 
gradient so that the boundary layer separates from the body. A large, slow-moving 
eddy region develops downstream from the 'separation point' (or rather 'line' for a 
three-dimensional body) which supplements the flow in the wake as shown in Fig. 
S.S(b). If separation of a laminar boundary layer occurs it is possible, in theory, to 
identify a separation streamline which emanates from the separation point and 
marks the division be tween the forward flow in the main stream and the reverse 
eddy flow. However, the separation region is unsteady and causes th e separation 
point to oscillate back and forth. Furth er details on the general behaviour and 
properties of boundary layers are given in (2) and mor e advanced topics are examined 
in (3). 

For the sake of definiteness we have discussed the boundary-layer flow over a 
fully immersed body, but it is often assumed that the preceding remarks apply 
equally to vehicles which tr avel at the air-water interface. 

The actual distribution of the local shear stress on the hull of a moving displace
ment ship is exceedingly difficult to predict owing to the complexity of turbulent 
boundary-layer theory applied to three-dimensional bodies. An approximate method 
of calculation is given in (4) and a comparison is made in (SJ with experimental 
data from both model and full-scale tests. Although the equations which attempt to 
describe the boundary layer are difficult to solve (but th e development of large• 
capacity computers is easing that problem) it is the formulation of an adequately 
general tubulent -flow model that presents the analyst with the major barrier to 
prngress. 

The designer of a marine vehicle may be required to assess the exten t of the 
lamimr and turbul ent boundary layers and thus to predict the transition zone. On a 
given vehicle these regions will depend on the turbulence intensity of the flow in 
the main stream, the speed of the vehicle and the surface roughness of the vehicle. 
While the laminar and turbulent rtgimes can be predicted with some accuracy the 
transition flow cannot. Furth ermore, models for test work are often so small that 
the laminar and transiti on flows extend over a substantial part of the hull and most 
of the appendages, whereas the major proportion of the proto type hull would be 
covered by a turbulen t boundary layer. Any extrapolation of the boundary-layer 
parameters through the transition region to the turbul ent flow is thus likely to be 
suspect . In an attempt at a more accurate representation of the prototype flow a 
model is oft en equipped with turbulence stimulators to encou rage the early onset 
of transition . lbis is achieved by fixing a row of studs (and sometimes pins or trip 
wires) close to the bow in order to precipitate an intense local disturbance, and 
experimental results seem to confirm the usefulness of these devices in the predic• 
tion of ship resistance. 

s.•.l Flow in tit~ Main S~am 

In the main stream the variation of tangential velocity along a normal to the body 
is negligible and thus viscous (shear) stresses must aJso be negligible. Relative to the 
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vehicle the local velocity in the nu.in stream is ustally far smaller than the local 
sonic velocity so that the compressibility of the fluid can be ignored. (An exception 
could be the local velocity relative to the tips of large propellers used on hovercraft.) 
Thus we have no need to comider the local Mach number and we cm assume that 
the flow in the main stream approaches that of an inviscid, constant-density fluid. 
The equations of motion for such a fluid may be lineariz.ed by the introduction of 
a potential function (or velocity potential) and the consequent assumption of 
irrotational flow in which no element of the moving fluid undergoes a net rotation 
[2] . As a result, there has been extensive mathematical treatment of the problem. 
especially for steady flow. 

Suppose the flow were inviscid and steady throughout. The streamlines about a 
stationary body of revolution, remote from solid boundaries and interfaces, might 
then look like those shown in fig. S.7(a). The points labelled St are stagnation 

Fig. 5.7 
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points a t which the body brings the fluid to resc. Provided that the geometry of the 
body is known, techniques are available (6) for calculating the surface velocities 
and the Bernoulli equation then yields the corresponding surface pres.\ures. (The 
•tailoring' of shapes to represent practical hull forms, e.g. airships, torpedoes and 
submarines is discussed in (7] .) Thus, we can write 

P¼~.;'.;=1-(f)' =cp, (S.I) 

where p and q are the local pressure and velocity at any point on th e surface of 
the body and p .. is a reference static pressure well upstream from the body . The 
dimensionJess coefficient Cp is referr ed to as the 'pr essure coefficient', and it can 
be seen that at a stagnation point, where q = 0, Cp = I and th e corresponding stag
nation pressure Po is given by 

Po z P• + \pV'. (S.2) 

At other points on the body the values of Cp might conform with the distribution 
shown by the full line in Fig. 5.7(b). Resolution of th e forces p6Sw, where 6Sw is a 
small element of th e (we tted) surface area, in the axial rurection and subsequent 
summation of these forces over th e surface show that the resultant axial force arising 
from differences of pressure is ze ro. 

Now in viscous flow the boundary layer disto rts the streamlines as shown in 
Fig. 5.7 (c). The location of the stagnation point St 1 , closest to the leading edge of 
tlle body , is little affected by the boundary laye r, but th e rear stagnation point St2 
no longer exis ts owing to the presence of a wake. Provided that the boundary 
layer can be considered thin, Prandtl' s tlleory suggests that the pressure at tllc outer 
edge of the layer is impressed on the surface of the body. In other words , inertia 
forces within the boundary layer acting in a directio n normal to the surface of the 
body arc negligible and thus the no nnal pressure gradient is considered to be 
insignificant. However, a second limitation of the Prandtl hypothesis is the assump
tion that the surface curvature of the body is small compared with the boundary
layer thickness. This is often the case, but not if an adverse longitudinal pressure 
gradient is suffici en tly great to cause a rapid thickening , and th ence separation, of 
the boundary layer nea r to the leading edge where the radius of curvature of the 
body surface is small. We may well fmd that although th e pressure distribution 
over th e body can be deduced for inviscid flow it is just a t thos e locations where 
boundary.layer theory breaks down tha t a substantial departure from the measured 
distribution occurs. This is shown in fig. 5.7 (b) where the broken line represents 
th e act ual variation of Cp, It is now clear from the modified distribution that th e 
pressur e drag can no lon ger be zero . On the other hand, assuming that the flow field 
still remains axisymmetric th ere will be no resultant force perpen dkular to the axis 
of the body . 

Much of what has been said in the conte xt of deeply immersed vehicles applies 
also the mainstream flow about th e submerg ed hull of a ship. It is reasonable to 
expect that the pressure distribution over the hull depends largely on th e flow in 
the main stream and, in addition, pressure recovery is incomplete owing to the 
formation of a wake at the stern. Unfortunat ely , a considerable complication now 
arises from the presence and generation of gravity waves at the int erface . 

The steady mainstream flow (and also the boundary•layer flow) has a wave system 
superimposed upon it. In practic e, the two flows are treated separa tely under the 
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assumption that they co-exist without mutual interaction . This is reasonably accurate 
when the waves are small and we can then refer to a 'flow pattern' and a "wave 
pattern'. Here small waves are considered to be those having a ratio ofamplitude t 
to wavelengtht of less than, say, one-fiftieth. The flow pa.Item may be thought of 
as a hair of the flow about a special craft so constructed that the wetted part of the 
hull is reflected at the interface to form a double craft as shown in Fig. S.8. The 
double craft is then totally immersed in the flow to form the basis of a usefuJ 
techniqu e for model testing in addition to offering a good opportunity for visualiza• 
tion of the flow patt ern (8] . 

E 
I 

I 
I 

~-'i. 

Fi$. 5.8 The double-hull model 

The fine forms of navaJ hulls generat e a substantially irrotationa1 flow pattern in 
the main stream despite significant viscous effects in the boundary layer and the 
wake. In fact, the presence of the bounduy layer must induce some rotational 
flow into the approaching irrotational flow in the main stream. Modern tanker 
forms with high block coefficientst- and bluff bows have been found (9) to induce 
twin counter-rotating vortices which ex tend from the forward bilges into the down. 
stream flow. The vortices emanate from the boundary layer and are generated by 
the viscous shear stresses there. The origina1 vortices are thus wholly rotational, but 
as they trail downstream only the core remains so the outer portion tends to 
irrotational flow. Similar vortices are found at the tips of an aerofoil section wing 
of finite span and in a mathematical model these are superimposed on the main 
flow. An adequate description of the flow field is thus obtained except close to the 
points of origin and near the cores of the vonices. The mainstream flow around the 
hull may therefore be compared with flow close to the tip of a wing or around a 
lifting body but with the added complication of interface distorlion. 

t See Chapter 2 for definilions of these qwntities. 
• That is, the ratio (immersed vo)ume)/(•olume of • reccangular block Ylhose lenitth Uthe water• 
line k:ngth, breadth is the beam and depth is the draught) . This ratio may be o•cr 0.9 for a 
tanker Y1hcreu a frilate or destroyer might ha• e a •alue of about 0.6. 
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5.4.3 Dutorrlon of 1M Alr- Jt'•ter lntrrf11« ; Jt'oi,n 

Surface waves are generated when a vehicle moves at or near the interface.(Gcnerally, 
wind-induced gravity waves are encountered but, at this stage, we shall refrain from 
discussing any unsteady motion in a seaway.) The fluid forces acting on the hull of 
a vehicle moving steadily in calm water are influenced by the generated wave system. 
Nevertheless, it is reasonable to suppose that a theory based on the flow of an 
inviscid, constant-density fluid describes the mainstream conditions remote from 
the hull boundary layer. Indeed, it is conventional to suppose that the wave system 
is produced by the hull plu.$ its boundary Layer as the vehicle moves through the 
otherwise calm water. 

Some analyses of the fluid motion combine the flow and wave patterns by 
adopting a suitable choice of a single parameter, namely, the potential function~. 
the flow being assumed irrotationaJ. The problem has been examined in (10) and 
we shall not elaborate on it further but simply point out the conditions which ¢ 
must sat isfy. Assuming that ¢ is cons truct ed for a distribution of sources and sinks 
in a uniform flow, then : 

(i) the boundary conditions must be satisfied for the free surface; 
(ii) to satisfy the distinction between the flow pattern and the wave pattern the 

mathe matical form of ~ requires an 'image' distribution of sources and sinks to 
prevent flow across the interface plane of symmetry (Fig . 5.8). and the latt er must 
not violate this condition of no flow; and 

(ill) unJess some simple shape is to be used for the craft shown in Fig. 5.8, such 
as an ellipsoid or Rankine body, an assembly of sources and sinks must be 'tailored' 
to suit the hull form, which must itself be a stream surface. 

The preceding mathematical technique is an ext remely complicat ed application 
of stan dard hydrodynamic theory and solutions have onJy recen tly become available 
with the aid of large-capacity digital computers. Pressure dist ribution over the hull 
can be found from the stipulated form of¢ and thus the wave-making resistance 
can be deduced . 

AJtematively, to avoid this complication and yet retain a surprisingly accurate 
physica1 picture of the wave pattern we might proceed as follows. Considering the 
wave patt ern only let us assume that: 

(I) waves are initiated in the uniform flow by a disturbance at the bows of the 
ship; 

(ii) the approximately urtiform beam of a conventional ship will prevent the 
generation of waves as the water (assumed inviscid) slides past the hull; and 

(ill) waves are initiated at abrupt changes of section - in particula r at the start 
of the run (at the after cut-upt ) - but these waves will be the 'opposite' of those 
generated at th e bows. 

Thus, using the idea of a localized disturbanc e at the bows and another of opposite 
sense near the stem, both superimposed on the steady uniform flow, it is possible 
to predict strikingly realistic wave patt erns. 

In 1887, Lord Kelvin developed a theory (11) to de5eribe the wave patterns 

t Uiu ally abbr cvia1ed to ACU. 
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behind a moving pressure point at the interface (or, alternatively, a 1tati0t11JY dis· 
turbance in a uniform Oow). He published (12) the first sketch of the wave system 
for a point of unall area, but arbitrary sh.ape moving unifonnly in a straight line. 
1his is shown in Fig. 5.9 and closely resembles the drawings of the wave pattern 
emanating from the bows of long, largely parallel-sided, model ships given earlier by 
William Froude (13]. further work by Lord Kelvin appeared in 1904 (14] after 
which th e method of analysis was known as 'Kelvin's method of stationary phase'. 
Eaent.Wly, the integration of a mathematical function is required which consists 
of a hJghly oscillatory, and largely self-anoeDing. component and another com
ponent that varies only slightly over the range of integration, that is, the stationary 
phase. More details of the Kelvin wave pattern are given by Havelock (I S). 

C.,ens ol diwfganl _...,. 

Fis- 5.9 Wan crests (or NJ(ace Pff:IIU.f'e pu.be movtnc in a slrqht line. 

For the motion of a pressure point Pin a straight line (see Fig. S.9) let 8 be the 
angle which defmes the direction of the normal to a crest relative to the direction 
of steady forward velocity V. The wave pattern will, of course, move with P, that 
ls, the pa Item is stationary relative to P. It can be shown that two ranges of 8 exist, 
namely Bt and 8d,given by 

0 < 81< 35° corresponding to transverse waves; 

35° < 8d < 90° corresponding to divergent waves. 

1he two sets of waves intersect at a cusp when 8 • Bt • 8d • 35° and the bounding 
•cusp line' makes an angle arcsin (1/3) • 19.47° with the direction of motion. At 
the cusp line both wave crests add to form the highest waves of the system. The 
theory has been reworked ( 16] to show that it can be extended to cover motion in 
a circular path, and the results are indicated in Fig. 5.10. 
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Cr•m of diver9fnt 

Fi&. 5.10 Wave ccesu for surract prtHurt pul.e moving along a cur.e. 

We can assume for a sh.ip that the bow and the stem act as a positive and negative 
pressure point respectively. The resulting combined wave p,ttem is somewhat like 
that of Fig. S.11, and photographs presented in (16) conf'um that the actual wave 
pattern is very similar to th.is. In practice, the transverse crests arc observed most 
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readily close to the mid-section of a conventional ship or just aft of the stem for a 
ship at high speed. The stern waves are often more difficult to identify owing to 
the general disturbance produced by the wake. Furthermore, the divergent waves 
are discernible some way from the hull where they take the form of an echelon. 
11tis is because the height of the combined transverse-diverg ent crests decreases 
less rapidly than the separate transverse waves bounded by the cusp lines. 

S.S Resistance (Dna) with No Lift or Side F°""' 

As we are concerned here with the steady motion of marine vehicles at low speeds 
the main supporting force arises from buoyancy. It is most unlikely that a deeply 
submerged vehicle could be designed $0 that precise equality between weight and 
buoyancy existed as there would undoubtedly be some redistribution of fluid 
forces over the vehicle as soon as motion commenced. A small. net hydrodynamic 
force, either upwards or downwards, would be generated which had. in general, 
a moment about the centre of mass of the vehicle. By the adjustment of, say, 
hydroplan es on a submarine it would be possible to approach a condition of zero, 
net, vertical hydrodynamic force on the hull. Similarly, once motion of a surface 
ship takes place the inevitable redistribution of pressure on the wetted hull modifies 
the fluid forces there. Regions of low pressure develop in the vicinity of, for example, 
a bluff bow or a square transom. In the first case a 'bows-down• attitude may resull 
whereas the second case produces a 'sinkage by the stem' and is typical of h.igh
speed craft when moving at low speeds. The wetted surface area changes, therefore, 
and we cannot really regard the separation of lift force from buoyancy force as a 
purely arbitrary matter. 

Nevertheless, let us examine the forces on a veh.icle with a fore-and-aft vertical 
plane of symmetry in the absence of both vertical and sideways dynamic forces. 
Weight and buoyancy force can be considered separately by means of hydrostati cs. 
The only fluid force remaining is the drag, or, since this is the only force, we can 
use the conventional terminology 'resistance'. In general, of course , the total drag 
consists of a summation of forces associated with pressure and shear stress distribu
tions over the wetted surface of the hull. Similarly, the total resistance can be 
considered to comprise two components: 

Pressure resi1tance Rrr Skin-friction resist,11nce R~ 

If the vehicle is deeply submerged then, owi.ng to the presence of shear stresses 
at the surface of the body, a component of resistance arises from skin friction, that 
is, Rf. In addition, the presence of a boundary layer prevents pressure recovery as 
shown in Figs. S.7 (b) and (c), and so another component, the viscous pressure 
res.istancet, Rpv, also contributes to the total Ry and is the only component of 

t In aerodynamkJ this, component iJ usually called form dra,:. However. 1he wor d •form ' has 
other (ma.inly geometric) connotations in naval architecture and we shall therefore refrain from 
uting It in the present context. 
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pressure resistance. Hence 

RT =R,v +RF • Rv (5.3) 

where Rv is called the viscous resistance . 
A vehicle moving at the air- water interface raises extremely complicated analyt • 

ical problems. To simplify the analysis it is necessary to make some crude wu mp
tions about the behaviour of the flow. The main difficulty lies in the matter of 
wave formation as a result of ship motion . Waves generated by the moving $hip 
significantly modify the hull pressure distribution compare d wi th that which would 
be obtained if the waves were absent. We might. th erefore, usefully break down the 
total resistance into components as follows: 

Total rni1tance RT 

- - - -- - -1-- - -- - - -- - -- - - --v~"-•"~ :1= ~:--
~-········ (Wave b reaking) -· .• • •· · ··· · • Ene rgy in w-.tke 

I i f ~ Ener!lY in _, pan em 
w g we ll aw,v from vehicle 

Total energy loss 

In this breakdown of resistance no interaction effects between the compone nts 
arc a ssumed to occu r and th e wave energy is relate d directly to the wave-making 
resistance experi enced by the vehicle. Waves in a viscous fluid do not always have a 
continuous prof!.le but sometimes break near the peaks. When this happens some 
energy is transferred from the wave pattern to the downstream viscous wake. 
Observation of the flow round tankers with bluff bo ws has shown that wave breaking 
occurs close to the bo w. We would ther efo re expect a significant modi ficatio n of 
the flo w pattern near to the surface of the ship which would in tum affect the 
viscous resistance. This interaction shoul d no t be considered a direct source of 
resislance, however, because interaction be tween the wave formatio n and the bou nd ary• 
layer growth occurs whethe r wave breaking is present or not. The energy o f a wave 
system can be detected at large distances from the vehicJe causing the disturbance. 
Eventually, th e ene rgy in the wake is finally dissipat ed by large-scale turbul ence 
into thermal energy. 
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From the preceding component form of the total resistance we can write, for the 
interface vehicle, 

Ry "'Rw + Rpv +Ry. (5.4) 

This method of apportioning components of the tota1 resistance is by no means 
rigorous nor is it adopted universally. Certainly the separation of RT into numerous 
components independently identified can Jead to additional difficulties of assess
ment. Some analysts do not, therefore, split RPr into separate contributions. 

5.6 Fluid f...,.. from Momentum Comidentiom 

5.6.1 Re,u,_, of• Dttply S,,b-'l'd V,hi<I, 

The resistance to motion of a marine vehicle may be deduced by applying the steady
Oow momentum equation to the fluid passing through a specified control volume 
of which the vehicle is an integral part. We shall assume that the fluid which flows 
past a deeply submerged, fixed, impermeable, axisymmetric vehicle is homogeneous 
and possesses uniform properties. The upstream now approaches the body at a 
uruform, steady velocity Y relative to the body in a direction parallel to its axis 
of symmetry as shown in Fig. S. 12. Fixed in the body are rectangular coordinate 
axes Oxyz cent red at O on the axis of symmetry with Ox positive in the direction of 
Y, Oy positive to port and Oz positive downwards. We shall concentrate on the 
fluid passing through a control volume whose ou ter surface, entirely within the 

Fig. S.12 
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fluid, forms a rectangular parallelepiped suITounding the vehicle. The vehicle itself 
fonns the inner surface of the control volume. End planes I and 2 of the outer 
surface are, respectively, well upstream and well downstream from the body and 
each is parallel to the Oyz plane. The side planes and the top and bottom planes are 
located in the main stream far from the body and so shear str esses and flow distur
bances on these planes are negligible. These four planes arc parallel to V and the 
local velocities on them are Y, v and win the Ox, Oy and Oz planes respectively. At 
end plane 2 the local veloci ty components are u, v and w relative to the body with 
u in the Ox direction. The velocity Y is constant over the whole of end plane 1, the 
side planes and the top and bottom planes. However, the velocities u, v and w may 
vary over any given plane and from one plane to another. We shall use the symbol 
A to denote area generally and is here referred to any of the planes associated with 
the control volume. 

No mass of nuid is assumed to accumulate inside the control volume and so 
continuity requires that 

that is, 

[pVdA + \PwdA +jp, ,dA = fimdA + fpwdA •fp ,dA, 
• end I • top • Ude 1 • end 2 • bottom side l 

JpwdA + f ~vdA - JpwdA -J0p1•dA =J
0

p(V - u)dA (S.S) 
bottom side 2 top side I end 2 

since Y is constant over the upstream 4~nd plane I and an element of area 6A of a 
plane tends to dA in the limit 6A ➔ 0. 

Suppose now that all body forces (magnetic, electric, gravitational, etc.) are 
absent and that end plane 2 is sufficiently far from the body to ensure that the 
pressure p 2 is constant over th e plane and equal to the pres.sure p 1 over end plane 1. 
At a given depth z, along Oz, the hydrostatic forces on the end planes are of course 
equal and opposite. The only force exerted by the control volume is that arising 
directly from contact between the body and the viscous nuid. This force is RT in 
the Ox direction and is the total resistance of the vehicle. Using Newton's Second 
Law of Motion we can equate the force exerted by the Ouid on the vehicle to the 
decrease of momentum Oux along Ox within the control volume. Thus, 

Rr = ( f pV 2dA + JpwVdA + f pvVdA)- {[pu 2dA + fpwVdA + fp,VdA) 
·end I top •side I Vendl top J~de I 

since Vis constant. By virtue of Equation (S.5) we can wri1e. for constant p, 

Rr=pf(V' - u2 )dA-pVr(V-u)dA 
• end 2 • end 2 

which reduces to 

Rr = p r(V - u)mlA. 
• end 2 
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The flow through end plane 2 may be divided into a viscous region containing 
the wake trailing downstream from the body and the main stream where viscous 
effects are negligible. In the main stream Bernoulli's equation applies to any stream• 
line between end planes I and 2; (remember that our earlier assumptions satisfy the 
necessary conditions to make the application valid). Because we have taken p 1 • p 2 
the velocity of the fluid in the main stream at end plane 2 must be V. Thus. outside 
the wake Y - u • 0 and in&ide the wake u < V. Hence, 

Rr = pf(v - 11JudA. 
wa kt 

(5.7) 

Equation (S. 7) implies that the results obtained by traversing a pilot-static 
tube across the far wake should yield values of u from which RT could be calculated. 
However, the flow in the wake is unsteady and this raises problems ln the interpre• 
tation of measurements. In practice we cannot extend the planes forming the con• 
trol volume too far. Even in the absence of the confining waJls of a toWing tank or 
Wind tunnel, etc., it is not usuaUy possible to obtain data from traverses far enough 
downstream for the pressure in the fluid to have returned to a constant value. Con
sequently, wake traverses must be made In a plane normal to Y at some location 
nearer to the stem of the body than plane 2, say at plane 3. 

Let us assume that the flow between plane 3 and the far downstream plane 2 
acts as though it were steady and inviscid. Using the subscript 2 and 3 to indicate 
conditions at planes 2 and 3 respectively we may write, from continuity, 

u16A1 • u36A3 

for constant-density flow. Under our specified conditions Bernoulli's equation may 
be applied between planes 2 and 3 so that, neglecting changes of elevation, 

,,, + ¼,..l = ,,, • +,..l 
for a given streamline. 

The stagnation, or total, pressure at plane 3 is defined as 

Pu a p3 +½puJ 

and so 

¼pul = (p., - P,) - (p, - P,) 

to give finally 

where 

uj P11- P1 P1 - P2 
j;i" ¼PV2 - ½PV2 • t-c, 

P3 - P1 p3 - P1 
c, • i;vi- • ½PV' 

is the local pressure coefficient (compare Equation (5.1)). From the definition of 
r we see that, at plane 2, 

t • u}/Y 2
• 
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Thus, the wholly viscous, total resistance or the deeply submerged body is now 

RT= p f(V - u,)u,<IA, =pf (V-u2Ju1dA3. 
Jwakc at plane 2 J wake at plane l 

With the appropriate substitutions we then find that 

RT=pv'f (I _ ,txr-c,)½dA 1 
wake II plane l 

(5.7a) 

which may be evaluated from a traverse recording stagnation and sbitic pressures. 
Another problem arises when the body is a model enclosed in the test section 

of a wind or water tunnel of constant cross section . Should this be the case then 
shear stresses will act at the boundaries or the control volume owing to the boundary 
layer there. The streamline pattern about the body will be altered significantly by 
the plane walls of the tuMel which are themselves streamline surfaces. Finally, 
since the velocities of flUid particles in the wake are less than those in the main 
stream continuity across the end planes of the constant -area test section demands 
that the velocity in the main stream at end plane 2 must exceed Y. Hence P1 <pi 
and an additional force, arising from this difference of pressure. will act in the Ox 
direction. Assuming that p 1 and p, are uniform over end planes 1 and 2 respectively, 
and that the area of each plane is A , then 

Ry • (p1 - p,),4 + pr (V- u)udA. (5.8) 

Some of these problems may be overcome if the cross sectional area of the test 
section can be changed. However, thls facility is difficult to construct and operate 
reliably, and it is generally more rewarding to use the numerous correction factors 
available to deduce the actual resistance RT from the pilot results. Alternatively, 
the resistance can be measured directly on a mechanical balance or some variant of 
it. Obviously, for inviscid flow there is no wake andp 1 • p 2 , showing therefore that 
Ry -= 0, as we should expect 

Equations (5.7), (5.7a) and (5.8) apply equally 10 vehicles moving in any nuid 
provided that the effects of compressibility can be neglected. This theory forms the 
basis of an indirect method of measuring the drag experienced by wings, aerofoils, 
hydrofoils, struts, fuselages and so on. 

S.6.l Resbtllltll of• Ship •t m, lnttrfact: 

The procedure used for the fully submerged vehicle can be applied to an interface 
vehicle, but the presence of the interface calls into play additional boundary con• 
ditions. Let us cons..ider a vehicle which, for the sake of definiteness, can be a ship 
held stationary at the air- water interface by an external force equal to RT but in 
the oppos..ite direction . The approach flow is a Liquid of constant properties moving 
at a uniform velocity V relative to the ship, as shown in Fig. S.13. 

Rectangular coordinate axes Oxyz are fixed in the ship with Ox in the fore-and
aft vertical plane of symme1ry which is parallel to the direction of V. Distancesx, 
y,z are measured respectively along Ox, Oy and Oz. The surface of the fixed control 
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volume sunounding th e ship is made up as follows: 

(i) End planes I and 2 well upstream and well downstream from the ship respec
tively. These planes are both perpendicular to Ox. 

(il) Side planes I (starboard) and 2 (port) which are vertical and parallel to the 
O:cz plane. Each side plane is at a distance b from Ox. 

(ill) The air- water interfac e (usually referred to as the •free' surface) forms the 
top surface along with the wett ed hull of the ship. When the flow is undisturbed 
by the presence of the ship th e free surfac e coincides with the Oxy plane 

(iv) lbe bottom plane is parallel to the Oxy plane and at a depth h measured 
along Oz. 

Any local duturban ce of the flow arising from the presence of the body is taken to 
be small on both side planes and the bottom plane; the local velocities on these 
planes then have oomponents, Y, v, w parallel to Ox, Oy, Oz respectively. Shear 
stresses are also assumed to be absent on th ese planes. 

On end plane 1 the only velocity is V and this is constant. At end plan e 2 the 
free surface is distorted owing to wave generation, and the vertical displacement of 
th e surfac e is described by z = t = function (Y) a t a given x. The depth of the bottom 
plane at end plane 2 is therefore h - t below the free surface. The local velocity 
components relative to th e ship on end plan e 2 are u, v, w parallel to Ox, Oy , Oz 
respecti vely. Th ese velocities are considered steady but are functions of y and z; 
only V is steady and constant. No flow crosses the top surface of the control 
volume and therefore th e continuity requirem ent can be expressed as 

(,,dA - [ pwdA - ( pvdA = r•• (\udzdy - I•• ( \Vdzdy (5.9) 
Jside l )bottom Jsidel J _bJ t • - bJO 
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where again dA represents the limit of an element of plane area 6A. 
In the Ox direction the decrease of momentum flux of th e liquid passing through 

the control volum e is given by 

V l)l'dA - pwdA - l)l'dA + pV1 dzdy - ,,.;dzdy (j. J: J ) 1··1· ··•1· 
sidt I bonom 1ide 2 - b o ) _ b t 

since Vis constant. 1ltis expression, af te r substitution from Equation (5 .9) , reduces 
to 

J··1· p (V - u)udzdy. 
- • I 

(5.10) 

Note the sinillarity between expression (5.JO) and the right-hand side of Equation 
(5.6). However, since f is not everywhere zero at end plane 2 and no flow takes 
place across th e in terface we cannot now put Va u outside the wake. The int egra
tion in (5.10) must therefore be carried out over the whole area of end plane 2. 

Now th e fluid force exert ed on the vehicle by th e fluid, given by expression 
(5.10), represents only a part of the total force on the vehicle. Additional steady 
forces, having components inclined to the Oxy plane, may occur on the top surface 
of the control volume owing to the ambient pressure over the distorted region 
downstream from the vehicle. The projected area of the distortion in the Oyz plane 
is equal to 

r::fdy 

at end plane 2. Assuming uniform atmospheric pressure Pa over the interface, the 
net force exerted by the top plane on the atmosphere in the Ox dire ction is 

P, ( •b Ny. 
Lb 

The pressure distribution on the end planes also gives rise to forces on the control 
volume in the Ox direction. The resultant 'pressure' force exerted by the end planes 
on the Ouid outside the control volume in the Ox directio n is 

J
•b Jh •+b ·h 

P1dzdy - I l p,dz dy 
- b t -b O 

where P1 and Pl are the local pressures on end planes I and 2 respect ively. It 
caMot be usumed that Pi and pi are equa.l and con:Uants as th ey were for the fuUy 
submerged vehicl e because th e free surface is distorted and there ls no n ow across it. 

We now apply Newton's Second Law of Motion in the Ox direc tion to th e fluid 
passing throu gh the control volum e. Thus, the total force exerted by the fluid on 
its surroundings must equal the decrease of momentum flux of the fluid and so for 
the Ox direction 
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The terms in Equation (S.1 I) which involve pressure can be related to each other 
by the use of the steady-flow energy equation (2). Shaft work and heat transfer ( to 
or from the surroundings) are absent from our problem, so that for flow in a stream 
filament connecting the end planes we can write, noting th.at z is measured down
wards from the undisturbed free surface, 

ei • .!:::._ z1 zH • l!l..+~(u 2 +v1 +w 2) - (z2 - n+e (S.12) 
pg~ pg~ 

where His the total energy of the fluid per unit weight and e represents the loss of 
energy per unit weightt between the end planes. At the interface p 1 • Pa and Z1 • 0, 
the refore, 

'Z!.+f:.•H (5.13) 
pg ~ 

because V is const ant over the upstream end plane. Substitution for p 1 and Pl 
from Equation (S.12) into Equation (5.11) and rearrangement of the limits of 
integration leads to the exp ression 

\.• .• 1·· + pg \ tdzdy -p, (dy. 
, - b t -b 

(5.14) 

The first, third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5.14) can now 
be writt en as 

¼{:J: lv' +w' -(u - V)'Jdzdy- ¼pv'[)dy 

With the aid of this expr ession and Equition (5.13) the resistance equation (5. 14) 
is seen t o be 

I •• 1· + pg tdzdy 

-• ' 
(5.15) 

where Uab s = (u - V) is the absolute velocity component of the fluid along O.x at 
end plane 2 which would be seen by an observer moving with the stream at a velocity 
V. 

The first double integral on the right-hand side of Equation (S.1 S) represents the 
contribution to resistance arising from local changes in the kinetic energy and 
momentum of the fluid. These changes result from orbital velociti es associated with 

f Grouped in r are lhe increate of internal energy per unit weight and the unrecovered energy 
per unit weight 'lost' to friction. 
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wave formation and shear stresses in the viscous wake. (ln a seaway formed by wind• 
induced waves orbital velocities already exist, as we saw in Olapter 2, and we are 
thus more properly concerned with changes of orbital velocity.) The second integral 
on the right-hand side of Equation (S.15) represents the change of potential energy 
as a result of wave formation, and the final double integral represents the change 
of internal energy due to friction. It is sometimes assumed that the wave-making 
resistance Rw is given by the sum of the ftrst two terms on the right-hand side of 
Equation (5.15) and that the viscous resistance Rv is given by the final tenn. 
Interaction between these two sources invalicbtes the generality of such a break
down, although an acceptable accuracy may well be obtained when Rw ► Rv , that 
is, when the downstream velocities of fluid particles resulting from wave forma
tion greatly exceed those induced by friction forces. Nevertheless, if we consider 
again the motion of a deeply submerged vehicle for which free-surface effects are 
negligible, the development of Equation (5.8) leads to Equation (5.l 5) but with the 
second integral on the right-hand side omitted. Thus for the deeply submerged 
vehicle 

(S.16) 

and clearly the fint integral here plays a part in the now wholly viscous resistance 
as it does ln the assessment of wave resist~ce for surface ships. 

5.7 -ce or Deeply SUbmupd Vehideo 

The total resistance to the steady motion of a deeply submerged vehicle is given by 

Ry =Rpv +RF =Rv, (5.3) 

the viscous resistance. A dimensionless total resistance coefficient can be defi 

(5.17a) 

where ½Pv2 is the dynamic pressure of the flow in the approaching main stream 
and A is a characteristic area of th e body. Thus, in dimensionless terms, Equation 
(S.3) becomes 

Cy • Cpy +CF 

where the viscous pressure resislance coefficienl is given by 

R,v 
Cpv • ¼PV'A 

and the skin-friction resistance coefficienl is given by 

R, 
Cr=¼PV 1A. 

(5.18) 

(S.J 7b) 

(S.J 7c) 

It is useful at this stage to associate the relative magnitudes of the resistance 
components in Equation (5.18) with the shape of the body. We regard a 'blufr 
body as one for which C,v ► CF since then boundary-layer separation produces a 
large wake. A sphere, cylinder or disc sc:t across the main flow are examples of bluff 
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bodies. On the other hand, a streamlined body is so shaped that it does not ex
perience large, adverse pressure gradients. The boundary layer thickens slowly and 
so separation occurs towards the rear of the body or may even be avoided. The 
wake is small and skin friction now predominates so that we may anticipate a con
siderable decrease in Cy. To emphasize the benefit of streamlining a body it is 
worth noting that for a given Reynolds number the resistance per unit span of a 
smooth cylinder with the cross section of a low~peed aerofoil may be no more 
th.an that of a smooth circular-section cylinder having a diameter of 0 .00S of the 
length between the front and rear points of the aerofoil.t 

When systems to be compared are dynamically umilar to each other the corre
sponding coefficients in Equation (5.18) are equa1. Since geometric similarity then 
prevails, the area A can be related to any component of the vehicle, for example, 
the area of the fut, rudder, sonar dome, etc. However, it is rather more logical 
to take A as the wetted surface area of the hull , S.,,,, or the square of the length 
overall, because it is th e hull that is pril'lcipally responsible for Ry. Dimensional 
analysis suggests that all the resistance coefficients in Equation (S.I 8) are functions 
only of Reynolds number when the effects of compressibility, surface tension and 
cavitation are neglected. Experiments have confirmed this depend ence for both 
laminar and turbulent flows in the boundary layer . It was pointed out in Section 
4 .S.4 that difficulty is experienced in obtaining equality of Reynold s numben 
betw een the bare hulls of a model and prototype of a deeply submerged vehicle . 
However, provided the model speed is not too low and turbulence stimulators are 
used in the bow region satisfactory results may be ob tained. This is not so when 
model appendages are considered because these have small dimensions compared 
with the hull and yet experienc e th e same forward velocity . The corresponding 
Reyno lds number, based on the fore-and-aft length of the appendag e (e.g. the 
chord length of an aerofoil if th e appendag e has that cross section), may be lower 
than the critical value so that the boundary-layer flow could be substantially 
laminar compar ed with pr edominantly turbulent flow on the prototype appendage . 
It is, therefore, difficult to ensure that the flow patterns about the m odel and 
prototype appendages are similar. ln a practical analysis , a ttention is given first 
to the assessment of Cy for the bare hull to which is added the total appendage 
resistJ.nce estimated separa tely. But this procedure ignores the interaction between 
the flows about the appendages and the hull. 

Instead of a bare hull of the model suppose we consider a deeply submerged, 
thin, smooth, rectangular Oat plank of the same length and wetted area which is 
towed at a constant speed through still water in a direction parallel to its length. 
Further , let us assume (i) that wave resistance is negligible and (ii) that C,v • 0 
since the cross sectional area of the plank is exceedingly small. The resistance to 
motion arises entirely from skin fricti on, and comprehensive tabulated data for 
the resistance of planks such as this are readily available. 

Using the subscripts Mand P for the model and the prototype respectively, we 
might now reason as follows. First, assume that (Cr)M is given by th e plank resis• 
tanoe corresponding to the mo del Reynolds number (Re)M. Next, measure (Cy )M 
by one of the various methods discussed in Section 4.6 . Now (Cpv )M can be found 

t This length is Hsociated with the cho rd length or an aerofoil and is defined more precisely in 
Chapter 6. 
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from Equation (5.18), that is 

(Cpy )M • (Cy )M - (CF)M . (5.19) 

The model results must now be related to those of th e prototype. AJ we have seen, 
dynamic similarity cannot be achieved between the model and prototype owing to 
the geometric scale that must be used. The range of (Re)M is thus substantially 
lower than the range of (Re)p at practical operating speeds. As a rough guide the 
range of (R<)M is about 6 x !o' -8 x 106 whereas (Rel, can be as high as 2 x 109

. 

Nevertheless, let us continue by assuming that (Cpv )M for the model range of 
Re is constant and that it remains unchanged in the range of Re for the prototype. 
There is certainly experimen tal evidence to support this contention, at least over 
the range of (Re)M shown in Fig. S.14t. The total resistance coefficient for the 
prototype now follows from 

(Cy)p•(C,vlM +(C,)p 

where (CF)p i$ obtained from plank data for the value of(Re)p. 

Model in lamina r 
flow 

Mode l in fully 1urbul~1 flow 

F!at plank 

10' 
Reynolds number (Rl!'IM 

Fig. 5.14 Typical resistance coefficients for a deeply submerged model hull 

(5.20) 

The total resistance of a model is often measured by transducers carried below 
the interface and mounted between the model and Hs support so as to minimize 
the effects from wave making by the travelling supports. Use is made also of 'id]e 
runs' in which the model is left off its supports. Care must be taken to account for, 

t The shape of the CF curve for the smooth, thin. flat plank is what we would expect from tur 
bulent boundary-lay er theory. That is, CF a: (Rt) - 115, where Re is based on the length of 
the plank and use is made of the empirical one-seven1h power variation of velocity with distance 
through the boundar y laye1 measured from the solid surface. 
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or eliminate, the interference of the flow by the proximity of the walls and the 
bottom of the various types of water tank used for the tests. Although this procedwe 
may form the basis of a practical analysis of the resistance of submarines we must 
now look critically at the assumptions involved. The plank data that have been 
formulated in the past were obtained on nominally smooth planks. Any significant 
surface roughness was removed by applying a varnished coating to the surface. 
Unlike flow in pipes, there is no question of a fully developed flow for flat planks; 
the boundary layer continues to grow with distance from the leading edge. Thus a 
particular roughness height and distribution will have a profound influence on the 
boundary•layer flow near to the leading edge of the plank, but the effects decrease 
downstream as the thickness of the boundary layer increases. Consequently, the 
skin-friction resistance coefficient of a rough plank will depend on its length as well 
as the geometry of the roughness. Furthermore, we have indicated already the 
immense difficulty of modelling roughness even though it is known that roughness 
plays an important part, especially near the leading edge, in the determination of 
skin-friction resistance for streamJined vehicles. Even if it were possible to provide 
geometric similarity of roughness the question arises as to which model-roughness 
Reynolds number to adopt: that corresponding to (Rt )M or to (Re)p, since equality 
of Reynolds number cannot usually be achieved. The most reliable data for ('Fare 
therefore obtained from smooth bodies - in this case planks- and some correlation 
factor is thus required to transfer these data to model and prototype hulls. 

A second, and important, difference between Oat planks and submarine hulls 
concerns the surface shape. It is clear that the lengths of streamlines about a curved 
surface between two fixed points on the axis of symmetry are greater than those 
between the same two points on a flat plank of the same length. For a given approach 
velocity the average velocity of a fluid particle close to a curved surface must there
fore be larger than that of a particJe flowing past the equivalent plank. For the flow 
of a viscous fluid these remarks apply equally to the flow in the main stream 
outside the boundary layer. Since particles in contact with the submarine are at rest, 
this must mean that the local rate of change of tangential velocity with respect to 
distance normal to the surface of the submarine must be greater than that for the 
plank. Consequently, the corresponding mean shear stress at the surface of the sub
marine exceeds th.at for the plank. The surface areas of the plank and the corres
ponding submarine are equal, so that CF for the model is somewhat larger than 
CF for the plank (theory suggests, however, that this difference may not be exces
sive). Equation (5.19) shows that the 'curvature' effect and separation resistance, 
should separation occur, are included in (Cpy )M, 

The problem of asses.sing the resistance of appendages has been raised already. 
Although tests on a bare hull remove the difficulty of low Reynolds-number flows 
about the hydroplanes, fin and rudder on the model we must again adopt a correla
tion factor to take account of the interference effects. 

AJ a result of these difficulties a correlation allowance CA is defined as 

(
(Cr), ) ( (Cr), ) 

CA = frnm tull• - from ~ua1ion . 
l>l"lle h :SI~ (5 .20) 

(5.21) 

Here CA will include the effects of differences in roughness. curvature and corner 
interaction. Experience has shown that a range of values of CA, applicable to dif
ferent types of vehicle, can be adopted with some measure of confidence. Neverthe-
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Jess, should an unusual form of vehicle be required the appropriat e value of CA 
could be far removed from known values for other vehicles. Values of CA for sub
marines might be as great as 1.2 x 10- 3 as a result of the large number of excre
scences and protuberances on the full-scale hull which are not simulated in the 
model tests. The significance of CA in this case can now be appreciated since a 
typical value of (CT )p caJculated from Equation (5.20) may be 2.S x 10- 3. 

So far we have discu~d a method of predicting the resistance of a new prototype 
submarin e. The surfac e roughness arising from the painted hull.say, can be predicted 
(and measured) with considerabl e accuracy. However, in service Cy will increase 
as a result of both fouling and corrosion. Fouling is caused by animal and vegetable 
growth , and these can be controlled effectively by anti-fouling paints containing 
some toxic material. Corrosion can occur if the paint coating is broken and, further
more, the subsequent erosion of the hull serves to increase roughn ess and thus 
resistance. These points will be considered again lat er in the context of surface ships. 

S.7.1 B,n ,fir, of• Stnom//n,d S,,bnuuint 

Two geometric parameters are requir ed to specify the ex tent to which a submarine 
is streamlined: the elongation of the hull may be described by the slend erness ratio 
defined as £011/dmax, where L0 11 is the overall length of the bare hull anddmax is 
the corresponding maximum diameter, or the equivalent diameter ofa non~ircular 
cross section; and the prismatic coeffici ent defined as V /l 011Amax , where Vis the 
immersed volume of the hull and Amax is the corresponding maximum cross 
sectional area, which indicates the departur e of the hull from a uniform prism of 
volume l~vAmax• If the submarine has circular frames the prismatic coefficient is 
4V/ ,r£0 .,d mu • The effects o f these parameters on the resistance components of 
several submarine designs led eventualJy to the present form for the nuclear.pow ered 
boats . 

The USS Nautilus was designed in 1948 to test a pressurized nuclear power plant 
at sea with good performan ce at the air- water interface as a primary consideration. 
The hull configuration was, therefor e, not unlik e those of earlier designs, as shown 
in Fig. 5.15. On the othe r hand, USS Albacore was developed simultan eou sly, but 
separat ely, to demonstrate the impr ovement in subm erged performance obtained 
by using a single, large, efficient screw and a body-of-revolution hull form. The 
shape of the hull was that of an e longated tear drop ( Fig. 5.16) and little account 
was taken of the performance at the inte rface. This is a reasonabl e approach for 
nuclear submarines which operate deeply submerged over long periods and often at 
high speeds. 

Figure 5 .17 shows the resistance of deeply submerged, steadily moving sub
marines, each with a volume displacement of about 2800 m3 (:!! )0 5 ft3) deduc ed 
from model tests on bare huUs ( 17] . The appendages were not considered for this 
comparative analysis. As the slenderness ratio increases for a body of revolution, 

~------□__,) 
FIi-. S. IS Schcm3tic of USS Nau riluJ. 
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Fia, 5.16 Schematic of USS Albll core. 

of constant immersed volume, the surface area also increases and therefore the skin• 
friction resistance increases. In contrast, the adverse pressure gradient over the rear 
of the body decreases, as does the size of the wake, and the viscous pressure resistance 
also becomes smaller. Alternatively, a reduction in the slenderness ratio increases 
both the size of the wake and the viscous pressure resistance. Between these two 
extremes is a minimum value of total resistance which occurs when the slenderness 
ratio is about 6. Point I on Fig. 5.17 corresponds to the Albacore. The geometry of 
this boat is seen to be near the optimum, which accounts for its success when 

20 

Rf fOf'lfflOOthhull 
without appendages 

Prismttic 
coeff icient 

4 V/•Lo.d!.,,, 

o,.__,_ ....._~_.....__~-~~,-~ 
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Slende-rness rttio . L.0 wld.,.0 • 

Kev· 1. Afb« •m 
2. tum.I 
3. Skipj« k 
4. Nwtilus 

Fig. S. t 7 The beneflu or stream.lining. 
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operating fully submerged. USS Nautilus, shown in point 4, is badly designed from 
the point of view of submerged performance owing to the large contribution of Rpv. 
Subsequently, the bes1 features of both these submarine hulls were incorporated 
into USS Barbel and USS Skipjack whose relative positions are also shown in 
Fig. 5.17. 

The major component of bare-hull resistance arises from skin friction and this is 
significantly affected by surface roughness. (ln Fig. S.I 7 an arbitrary allowance for 
roughness was made.) Apart from roughness, the effect of appendages on the total 
resistance of the boat is to increase Cpv because CF for the appendages is small. 
Although much effor t is made to keep the appendage resistance low it often affects 
Cy for a submarine more than major changes in hull design. For example , the 
bridge fin may account for I S-30 per cent of the bare-hull resistance, while the 
additional contribution from hydroplanes, rudder, shaft, struts, etc. may raise the 
proportion to SO or 60 per cent. 

Proposals for constructing commercial submarines have been much discussed 
from time to time ( I SJ. The chief advantages of such vessels would be elimination 
of wave resistance and the independence from weather conditions. For a given 
volume displacement the submarine has a greater wetted surface area than a surface 
ship and therefore a larger value of Rr for a given speed. Only when high cruising 
speeds are contemplated, say above 12 ms- 1 (:!! 24 knots) . is this hydrodynamic 
disadvantage overcome to yield a value of R y for the submarine smaller than that 
for the ship. However, problems of construction, docking and operation, and the 
public's probable aversion to underwater travel over Jong distances, are the most 
likely reasons preventing the adoption of very large (super) submarines. 

5.8 Resiltance of Interface Vehicles 

The following discussion will be confined to the low-speed steady motion of ships 
at the air- water interface which is disturbed only by the passage of the ship. A$ 
with submarines it is unlikely that an accurate caJculation or measurement couJd be 
achieved of both the pressure distribution over the wetted hull and the aerodynamic 
pressure distribution on the above-water profile (including the superstructure). 
instead, use is made of overall measures and estimates of the contributions to the 
tot.al resistance in a way similar to that for the deeply submerged vehicle examined 
earlier. Separa1e attention is given to the aerodynamic and the hydrodynamic con
tributi ons to the overall resistance of the complete ship, although the hydrodynamic 
forces are generally the most important. (Some exceptions to this might be ships 
with propulsion failures adrift in gales or trawlers with heavy icing on the super
structure.) 

As a starting point Equation (S.4) is adopted as a reasonable, if not ne<:essarily 
the best, way of representing the compon ents of resistance, that is, 

(5.4) 

Dimensionless coefficients of resistance can be formed by dividing this equatio n 
throughout by ½pV2Sw, ½pV2LiL or ½pY2V113 according to convenience. Here 
the water-line length is LwL, that is the length of the intersection of the vertical 
middle plane of the ship and the water plane, and V is the volume displacement. 
These quantiti es are taken at a specified condition of ship loading and in calm water. 
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(5.22) 

The nature of these components will now be examined. 

5.8.1 CompoMntJ of R~sistanu 

Suppose that a model of the prototype ship is towed aJong the water surface of a 
tank and that the total resistance to motion is measured at different, but constant, 
forward speeds. Values of Cy can be calculated and the dependence of this coefficient 
on Y for a series of geometrically similar models will be of the type (a) shown in 
Fig. 5.18. If a deeply submerged, double-hull model, discussed earlier, is now towed 
through the water the variation with V of haJf of the 'double-model' resistance takes 
the form depicted by curve (b) in Fig. 5.18. Th.is latter curve is similar to the CT 
curve for, say, a model submarine (as shown in Fig. 5.14) for which CT = Cpv +Cf. 
However, the Cy curve for the shjp is quite different from that of the submerged 
vehicle. It is reasonable to assume that for a given V the difference between curves 
(a) and (b), that is A<; - IK': = Al in Fig. 5.14, accounts for the coefficient of wave
making resistance Cw. 

f • I Si.,rface model 

c, 

Fig. 5.18 

Historically, the first logical approach to assessing ship resistance was that put 
forward by William Froude [ 19) . It was he who first realized the essential difference 
between the rOles played by friction and wave making and the significance of this dif
ference in trying to project data from model tests to the full-scale ship (20I. Froude's 
observations (13) led him to conclude that similarity of the wave patterns about 
geometrically similar models occurred when the ratio V/..,/(Lwd was the same for 
each model. He then proposed a 'residuary' resistance RR , which was given by the 
total resistance minus the friction resistance and considered to be a function of 
V/..,/(Lw d only. ln algebraic terms 

RR ~ Ry - Rr = Rpy +Rw , 
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or, in coefficient form 

CR =Cy - C•·= Cpv +Cw (S.23) 

where CR is assumed to be a function of V/../(Lwd (which is, of course, propor• 
lion.al to Froude number Fr). The values of RF , and hence CF, were assumed to 
correspond to those deduc ed from data on planks towed fully submerged through 
a tank of wat er. It was also found that CF depended on the product VLwL• The 
viscosity and density of water were taken to be constant, despite known temperature 
changes, so that CF became a function of Reynolds number Re. (We must remember 
here that William Froude developed his ideas before the advent of dimensional 
analysis.) The difference betwe en the criteria for CR and Cy is often known as the 
'ship-model tester's dilemma'! Froude overcame this difficulty by testing the model 
a, the prototype value of V/..,/(Lwd and then making the bold assertion th.at CR 
was the same for the model and the prototype. For ships of fairly fine fonn, as 
considered by Froude, we can therefore assume Cw to be a function of Fr onJy, 
and since Cpv is then small this means that CR is a function of Fr onJy. Note, 
however, that this assumption is far less likely to be true for bluff ships such as 
tankers and container ships which have high block coefficients. 

Let us consider a ship moving forw ard at a steady velocity V and suppose we 
can identify (ideally) a bow- and a stem-wave pattern of th e Kelvin type. Relative 
to the ship, both the tranverse and divergent sine-wave patterns are stationary and 
so the velocity of propagation of the transverse waves must also be V. The wave
length, A, of th e transverse wave system is equal to that of free-surface progressive 
waves also with a velocity of propagation V. Hence, from Equation (2.2) 

A• 2•V' Jg. (S.24) 

Owing, no doubt, to the e ffects of viscosity it is found tha t those waves in the 
immediat e vicinity of a ship are somewhat shorter than the wavelength deduced 
from Equation (5.24). If a line normal to the crest of a divergent wave makes an 
angle 8 with th e direction of motion of the ship, the wave velocity in that direc
tion is VcosB and the corresponding wavelength is given by 

>,,' • 2rrv2 cos28. (5.25) 
g 

Equations (5.24) and (S.25) indicate that as V increases the wavelength increases 
and, for a given shape of hull , so will the wave amplitude . A concomitant increase 
in wave energy therefore results in an increase of the wave-making resistance of ships. 

The curve describing the variation of Cw with Fr for a given homologous series 
of hull shapes is not monotonic but consists of a number of humps and hollows . 
Wigley (21] determined the variation of Cw by considering it to be the $Um of two 
separate components identified by the transverse and divergent wave systems . Th e 
result for a hull shape defin ed algebraically and for the wave system depicted in 
Fig . 5.19 is shown in Fig. 5.20. The behaviour of Cw can be explained, al least 
partially, in the following manner. 

Divergent waves from the bow and th e stern regions will interfere only weakly 
with each other, but the transverse waves can show strong interference. Thus, if 
lhe bow and stern transverse waves are in phase mutual reinforcement occurs at 
the stem and large waves arc formed there . Ma crest is formed first at the bow and 
a trough is formed at the stern reinfor cement will occur for the typical example 
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V -

shown in fig. S.2l(a). (It has been observed that the first crest of the bow-wave 
system develops not exactly at the bow but at a distance of about 'A/4 aft of the 
bow.) On the other hand , as shown by the example in Fig. S.2 1(b), cons.iderable 
canceUation takes place when the two wave systems are in anti-phase. There is not , 
of course, a complete absence of waves in this instance since the amplitudes of the 
bow and stem waves are unequal. 

Reinforcement takes place when lw L - X/4 is an odd number of hair wave
lengths. Hence 

Lwt - ~= (2n - if 
4 2 

that is, 
A 4 - =--

Lwt 4n - I 
(5 .26) 

-----✓-
/' --. __ _ 

,/ 
- ' , --

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Froude number, Fr 

Fig. 5.20 Components of wave-making resistance codficicnt Cw. - . total Cw; --- . Cw 
from uansver$e wavei; - · - ·, Cw from divcr1cnt waves. 
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where n = 1, 2, 3, ... , and is the number of crests accruing over the length LwL. 
Equation (5 .24) can be written as 

2..._ • 2,2'.:..._ : 2,(Fr)'. (5.27) 
LwL tLwL 

When ). and V mutually satisfy Equations (5.26) and (5.27) the Cw curve for the 
transverse waves will exhibit a 'hump'. 

Now if the wave systems are in anti-phase at the stem LwL - )./4 must be an 
even number of half wavelengths. Hence 

LwL - ~•(2 n - 2)~ 
4 2 

thal is, 

(5.28) 

where n • I, 2, 3, ... ,as before. Therefore, when). and Ymutually satisfy Equations 
(5 .27) and (5 .28) the Cw curve for transverse waves wiJJ depict a 'h ollow' at the 
appropriate Froude number. The results are shown in Table S.2. 

Th e variation of wave-making resistance with forward velocit y of the ship V may 
be assessed using, for example, energy relationships for the trans verse and divergent 
wave systems. It is found tha t the t otal wave resistance is the sum of two principal 

Tobit' .S,2 Pr~dicrion of humps a,td hQIIQ""1· 

Humps (EquatK>ns (5 .26) and (5.27)) 

>./1.wL F> 

4/3 0.46 

4/7 0 .30 

4/11 0 .24 

4/ 15 0 .2) 
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components. The first is proportio nal to J/6 and represents the resistance which 
would be obtained if bow- and stem-wave interference did not occur. The second 
comP._Cment, which represents the interference effects, is proportional to the product 
of v6 and a series of harmonic terms in V2 and is therefore oscillatory . As a resul~ 
the total variation of Cw oscillates above a mean curve proportional to (Fr) 
with increasing amplitud e up to the hump corresponding to n .. 1. For Froude 
numbers higher than 0.46 (see Table 5.2) the oscillatory components largely cancel 
both themselves and the steady component resulting in a continuous decrease of 
wave-making resistance with increasing forward speed. 

Figure 5.20 shows that, for n :> 2, all the humps and hollows predict ed by the 
transverse system alone occur at very nearly the sa~ Froude numbers, as do the 
corresponding humps and hollows of the totaJ Cw curve. However, when Fr is 
greater than about 0.4 the effect of the divergent waves on the total wave-making 
resistance becomes increasingly dominant and the hump corresponding to n z 1 
appears at Fr ~ 0 .5. AJ the Froud e number is increased Equation (5.27) indicat es 
that the wavelength increases rapidly until eventually it becomes very much greater 
than Lw L. The first crest of the two transverse wave systems is then well aft of the 
stem and as the divergent waves are not usually visible close to the hull the water 
about the vehicle appears nearly horizontal. The pressure distribution about a high
speed vehicle is therefore quite similar to that about a vehicle progressing at a very 
low speed when X-<Lw1,. T1tis means that the wave-making resistance of high
speed vehicles (Fr ~ 1.5, say) is small as it is for vehicles operating at very low 
speeds (Fr --: 0.15, say) . Although the wave-making resistance of a conventi onal 
displacement shlp may decrease with rising forward speeds th.is advantage is more 
than outweighed by a rapid increase in the viscous resistance; the total resistance 
and therefore the propulsive power then become extr emely large. 

A ship may be required to maintain a constant operational speed for long periods 
and it is clearly desirable that it should not do so at a hump on the Cw curve. Even 
with the elementary theory presented here it is possible to locate quite accurately 
the relative operating positions of different types of ship as shown in Fig. 5.22. The 
Froude numbers correspond to maximum speeds and these may be quite different 
from the cruising speed. This fact is rather more pertin ent to the operation of naval 
ships where high speeds are often required for short duration bu t at the expense of 
high power tonsumption. It is important to recognize that Fig. 5.22 is not meant to 
imply the existence of a unique Cw curve for all ships, but merely to locate the 
ships according to the series of humps and hollows. The hump for n -= I is called 
the 'main' or •primary' hum p, whereas that for n = 2 is referred to as the 'prismatic' 
hump. The latter is so named because Cw in that range ofFroude number is sensitive 
to changes in the prismatic coefficientt . 

We ha~ assumed hitherto that the distanoe between the bow and stern pressure 
points is LwL and that the first transverse crest occurs at 'Ji.,/4 aft of the bow. It has 
in fact been found tha t , at least for warships, the distance betwee n the flfst crest at 
the bow and the fust trough at the sterm is about 0.9LwL and this is taken also to 
be the spacing between the bow and stern pressure points. Substituting 0.9Lw1, for 
LwL - X/4 into the equat ions preceding Equations (5.26) and (5.28) leads to 

t The prismaticcodfick: nt i.1V/LppAm whtre Lpp is the tcnith between perpendkulars (i.e. the 
length between two a.rbitrary mark.I on the hull, one near the bow and the other near the ucrn) 
and Am is the cross section al ue a of !he hull at the mMtship transverse plane. 
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0.4 Fr• Vlv'<iLw d 

expressions acceptable for warships, namely, 

X 1.8 l Humps: LwL 2n - I 

Hollow,: X 0.9 
lwL n - I 

(5.29) 

Toblt5.J htdleml and fMffllNd Frow:lt numbtn for .,,,....,,,tp,_ 
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The combination of Equations (5.29) and (5.27) allows theoretical predictions of 
Froude numbers conesponding to humps and hollows. The results appear in Table S.3 
together with some measured values which are seen to be in close agreement. 

The discussion so far implies that some control might be exercised over the 
magnitude of the wave-making resistance by specifying appropriate Froude numbers. 
However, this could impose unacceptable limits on the operation of a Wp, and so 
a better approach would be perhaps to design a hull shape consistent with minimum 
wave-making resistance. This has been attempted (e.g. ( I OJ) but the mathematical 
boundary conditions placed on the theory whith ls developed from the Kelvin 
wave-making source (representing a solution for a source-type flow in the presence 
of a free surface) are rather difficult to satisfy accurately. A distribution of 'sources• 
and •sinks' {2] can be used to represent a ship hull but it is far from straightforward 
to decide which parts of the huO shou1d be modelled must c1osely. Waves are largest 
at the ends of the ship, where the hull is generally wedge-shaped so that the hull 
profile is qui te dose to the longitudinal vertical plane of symmetry. This plane is 
therefore chosen as that on which the source -sink system can be distributed in 
order to produce the best results for ships operating at low speeds. It has been 
shown in [10) that if the perturbation velocities u, v, w (of Fig. 5.13) are small, 
that is, a •thin-ship' assumption, the wave-making resistance may be deduc ed either 
by means of the dowrutrea m wave pattern or by calculating the surface pressures 
on the hull. The latter method is preferable because the approximation adopted for 
the free-surface condition are more likely to affect the downstream wave system 
than the pressure on the hull. In some cases the theory matches experimentaJ data 
rather well, but as we might expect agreement is poor for bluffer forms. 

Suggestions concerning 'wavy' hulls have been put forward but these ideas are 
adequate for small ranges of speed only. A flexible body analogous to a dolphin is 
obviously impossible for ships. Rather more success has been achieved with the 
•bulbous bow', a device first introduced at the beginning of the twentieth century. 
Indeed , the effectiveness of bulbous bows was discovered, apparently by accident, 
after the reintroduction of ram bows on ships of the United States at the end of the 
nineteenth century. It was found that by increasing the submergence of the ram 
and generally rounding-off the profile bow waves were partially neutralized and 
wave-making resistance was reduced. A bulb of this type fitted to the battl eship 
USS Delawan resulted in a substantial speed advantage over comparable ships. 

The earliest theoretical calcu!atioru on the effectiveness of bulbous bows were 
developed by Wigley (22). The bulb should be nearly spherical in shape and fitted 
to the hull just ahead of the fore foot (i.e. close to where the nominally longitudinal 
keel turns upwards to form the underwater stem leading to the bow of the ship). 
When in this position, the accelerating flow over the surface of the bulb generates 
a low-pressure region which may extend to the water surface . The high-pressure 
region developed in the water by the passage of the bow is therefore largely 
cancelled by the •bulb wave' interferenc e and the resultant wave then has a reduced 
amplitude. Turbulent-flow conditions near to the bow are also reduced and so, 
therefore, is the loss of energy through wave breaking (see Section 5.5). For high 
Froude numbers (e.g. up to O.S7) the reduction of wave-making resistance out
weighs the inevitable increase of bo th skin-friction and viscous pressure resistance. 
However, at low Froude numbers (e.g. less than 0.24), there is little benefit from a 
bulbous bow an d in some cases an overall increase of resistance has been found . 
For the bulbous bow to offer significant advantages Wigley suggested the following 
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design criteria should be used: 

(i) The useful speed range of a bulbcorresp0ndsapproximatelyto0 .24 "-Fr "-0.57. 
(ii) The best position of the bulb is with its centre at the bow, that is, with its 

nose forward of the hull. 
(ill) The bulb should extend as low as possible in the water and be as short and 

wide as possible consistent with fairness in the lines of the huU. Th.is will prevent 
excessive spray and avoid a -Wet" mip. 

(iv) The top of the bulb must be weU below the surface of the water. 

The limitation to a maximum Froude number is due to the onset of cavitation 
around the bulb and stem and large skin-friction resistance. 

A great deal of work on the design of bulbous bows.and wave resistance generally, 
has been carried out in Japan, notably by lnui {23). In the subsequent analysis the 
bow and stern waves are kept separa te and then cancelled by waves produced from 
local distributions of•sourc es' and 'sinks' in the Ouid. The latt er distributions define 
an additional body shape, namely the bulb, and it is seen that the possibility of 
both bow and stem bulbs are permitted. Titis procedure was shown to be beneficial 
in reducing the size of the wave pattern generated in calm water even though only a 
bulb at the bow was used. The optimum shape of a bulb on a given hull form depends 
on Froude number, and the designs then operat e best over a narrow range of m.ip 
speeds. Consequently, the installation of lnui and othe r bulbous bow shapes is 
usually to be found on fast cargo ships, bulk carriers, ferries, crud e-0il carrien, 
and some ocean-going tugs which have a well defin ed operating speed for long 
periods of time. Naval ships, other than replenishment vessels, have quite different 
operating criteria and rarely incorporate bulbous bows. Another factor contributing 
to this situation is the uncertainty of the response in heavy seas of a ftne-form ship 
with a bulbous bow. More recent work , showing a comparison between theory and 
experiment, is given in [24). 

Further details of the design and performan ce of bulbous bows arc given in {2S). 
The reader"s att ention is al.so drawn to an excellent review of the wave-making 
resistance of ships by Wehausen {26J. 

5.8..1 /111rroctlon Effecn 
The interaction between viscosity and wave effects can be assessed by considering 
the tota l resistance coefficient Cr to comprise the following contributions: 
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The subscript t refers to a theoretical value and Cwt is therefore the coefficient of 
wave resistance that would be obtained if the fluid were inviscid. The boundary 
layer on the hull and separation near the stem (both viscous effects) undoubtedly 
modify the distortion of the interface and therefore Cw 1 must be augmented by 
Cw., to yield Cw. Although Cw

1 
is a function of Fr only, it is clear that Cw., 

must depend on both Fr and Re. The theoretical viscous resistance Cv 
I 

is given 
by the sum CF1 + C,v 1, and each component depends on Re onJy, provided that 
the interface is not distorted. As we have seen Cv1 can be determined from experi• 
menu with a deeply submerged, douMe-hull model Wave formation alters the 
pressure and stress distributions over the wetted hull, and it is thus necessary to 
include in our analysis the interaction components Crw and Ctvw which are both 
functions of Fr and Re. These interaction effecu must occu, in principle, but their 
significance is the subject of debate (27], 

It was pointed out in Section S.S that once in motion a ship may take on a pure 
sink.age or rise or a change of attitude (rrim). For many ships operating at low speeds 
sink.age by the bow exceeds that by the stem, so tha t a trim by the bow is observed. 
As the speed increases the bow rises, and for Fr>0.3,say, there is a gradual increase 
in trim by the stem. A resistance contribution C, 11 is add ed to CT to allow empiri
cally for changes in a ttitude from that at rest. 

We have always assumed the ship to proceed along a straight path with the verti• 
ca] plane of symmetry parallel to the direction of the resultant velocity Y. Should 
this condition not be so. for instance, as a result of cross currenu. unequal thrust 
from the propulsors , asymmetry of the hull, etc. a small drift velocity occurs. The 
ship can then be regarded as equivalent to a large body of small span set at a small 
angle of incidence to the flow. The pressure on one side of the hull exceeds th.at on 
the other and this pressure difference causes a now under the keel from the high
to the low-pressure side. lb.is motion will augment further the total resistance of 
th e ship because the 'leakage' flow develops into downstream •tip vortices' , which 
eventuaUy dissipat e in the viscous fluid and which therefore represent a source of 
energy loss. (The generation of tip vortices is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.) 

S.8.3 Estimation of Ship R~su,an« 

The difficulties of estimating Ry have been described already. Essentially, prob• 
lems arise because there is no known general form for the relationship between CT, 
Re and Fr. We therefore have to split Cy into various componenu and consider the 
following points: (i) different compon ents obey different scaling laws: (ti) Cy can 
be split into more than one system; and (ill) there are more ways than one of dealing 
with some components. 

Froud e's method of deriving a bare-hull resistance is not on1y interesting but 
has remained useful for near)y a century. However, the method relies heavily on 
empiricism and experiment and is now being gradually superceded by analytical 
methods. The basic procedure is as follows: 

(I) Measure the value of RT for the model with (Fr)M = (Fr)p. 
(2) Calcula te or measure the value of RF for the model from data for sub• 

merged planks of the same length , surface area, finish and Reynolds number as the 
model. 

(3) From (I) and (2) evaluate the residuary resistanc e, 

(RR)M =(Ry)M - (RFlM 
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and hence deduce (CR)M. Now CR is assumed to be a function of Fr only so that 
(CRlM • (CR)p. 

(4) CaJculate or measure th e value of Rr for the plank corresponding to (Re)p 
and hence deduce (Cr), . 

(S) The prototype resistance can now be obtained from the equation 

(Cy )p = (C,)p + (CRlM-

The assumption that CR is a function of Fr is seen to be erroneous because 

CR :cCw +Cpv 

and we know that Cpv is primarily a function of Re. Nevertheless, for fme hull 
forms operating at high Froude numbers, say greater than 0.35, Cpv is small and 
the wave-ma.king resistanc e is a large part of the whol e. Then 

CR"' Cw(Fr) 

and the Froud e method gives a good estimate of the total resistance. 
On the basis of the resistance equa tion (S.22 ) we can write, to a first order of 

accuracy, 

Cy(Re.Fr) = Cw(Fr) + C,v(Re) + C,(Re) (5.30) 

and the components may be examined separately or in some combination. 

(i) CT: This is obtained from towing tests on a model, but difficulties are en
countered in scaling to the prototy pe. 

(ii) Cr : This may be fowtd for the model and th e prototype as follows: 
(a) Use (simplified) boundary-layer theory. 
(b) Use plank data as in the Froud e method. 
(c) In tegrate the shear-stress distribution over the hull as measured by Preston 

tubes, Stanton tubes, hot-film probes , etc. , which rely on a known relationship 
between the locaJ shear stress in the boundary Jayer and some characteristic of the 
adjacent fluid velocity. An example of the use of Preston tubes to deduce the skin
friction resistance of a model liner is given in [28J. 

(ill) C,v: There is no known way of determining this directly . 
(iv) Cw: Th.is can be found by the following means: 

(a) CaJculate the pressure resistance of the body in an inviscid fluid for which 
Cpv =O. 

(b) CaJculate the wave resistance using the relationship 

Rw ""½Pf+b \"(v1 + w1 - 11ib1)dzdy + ¼P1\
0 

t 2dy, J-b. t -b 
(5.31) 

as derived from Equation (S.1 S), by employing measured or caJculated functions of 
{(y) and using measured or assumed distributions of u, v and w downstream from 
theship (29, 30 ( . 

(v) Cpv + Cr : This combinatio n may be deduced for the prototype by taking 
measurements on the model at the same Reyno lds number. Often equality of Re is 
impossible to achieve and extrapolation of the model results to those for the prot~ 
type is required. Experimental procedures are: 

(a) Tow a submerged double-hull model so that (Re-)M • (Re), and then, 
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because of the double huU, 

(Cpy + C,)M • 2(C,v + c,),. 
(b) Perform a velocity traverse across the wake of a submerged double-hull 

model and assume the wake is "double' that of the ship. 
(c) Conduct a velocity trave rse across th e wake of an int erface model. How

ever, this will entail further assumptions and include the added effect of energy 
transfer by wave breaking (e.g. see (31 )). 

Attention has been drawn to th e d efects of the Froud e method, and it is natural 
to ask if there are any improvements of the basic technique. It is argued in (32) that 
Equation (5.30) should at least be modifi ed to th e form 

CT(Re, Fr)= Cw(Fr) + Cpv(Re, Fr)+ C, (Re) (5.30a) 

and that techniques should be developed in order to measure separa tely each 
component on the right-hand s.ide of the above equation. Even then qu~tions of 
interaction are largely ignored so that great er re finement may be necessary. Separate 
scaling of the components should then follow and eventually, perhaps, a fuU 
theoretical analysis may be developed. This final goal, however, is undou btedly 
some way off, although the importance of the three<omponent analysis is clearly 
evident in the case of present-d ay, full.form ships. For the la tter, another difficult 
problem arises from the large difference between (Re)M and (Re),. Substantial 
regions of separat ed flow which may occur adjacent to the model are often absent 
from the fuU-scale prototype when running at the s.ame Froud e nuinber . Conse• 
qucnt1y, (Cpy )M is greater than it would be if the flow had remained attached and 
the boundary layer had grown naturally. Under these conditions scaling laws for 
viscous resistance become quit e unreliable. The matter is discussed in [8] in relation 
to a double-hull model mounted in a compressed -air wind tunnel. A revealing series 
of flow visualization pictures and measurements indicates that serious deficiencies 
in prediction techniques may occur if the model length is less than 6 m or so. 

In the past a great deal of work was done on plank tests and an immense quantity 
of data was accumulated . Account was taken of surfac e roughness but any applica • 
tion of the results always introduced the same inconsistency , namely that of adopting 
data from flat surfaces for the curved surfaces of ships. The development of bound
ary -layer theory allowed Blasius, in )904, to deduce an expression for the skin-fricti on 
coefficient CF(= RFf¼pSV2

) of a thin, flat plate of surface area S placed parall el to 
the oncoming flow . The boundary layer was assumed to be laminar, two-dimensional 
and steady with the result that 

C, • l.321(Rer "l2 (5.32) 

where Re is based on the overall length of the plate L . In 1921, Prandtl and von 
Karman derived independently th e corresponding expr ession for turbul ent now 
over the whole of a flat plate, namely 

(5.32) 

The relationships (5.32) and (5.33) are depicted in Fig. 5.23. Generally , three 
boundary-layer regimes will occur on the plate ; laminar , transition and turbulent. 
Transition comme nces when the local Reyn olds number, based on distan ce fro m 
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Fig. 5.23 Skin,.(riction coefficient for a scmi-infu,ite flat plate. Curve I; Ptandtl-von Kannan 
CF • 0.072(VLM· 111

; curvt 2: Blasius CF• l.327(Vl/v)" 1 ',. 

the leading edge of the plate , is about 4 x 105 , but this value is somewhat longer for 
very smooth plates. 

In 1932, Schoenhe rr (33) collected William Froude's plank data together with 
results from othe r tests and plotted CF as a function of Re. Although transition no 
doubt occurred on many of the planks, Schoenherr examined his results in the light 
of the Prandt l- von Karman theory. By so doing he found the equation for a skin
friction line; 

0.242(CF) - l/l = logj(Rt)xCr! (5.34) 

applicable to smooth surfaces. Titis equation was adopted by the American Towing 
Tank Conference (ATTC) in 1947, and it was decided that an allowance of +0.0004 
should be added to the resulting values of (CT )P to account for the roughness of 
new slups. The subsequent values of (CT )p then produced a good correlation with 
full-scale, shjp resistance tests. For a submarine lhe preceding allowance, given the 
symbol CA, accounts not only for roughness, but also for oth er factors. 

Widespread use of the ATI C 1947 line showed it to be unreliable in correlating 
the results from small and large models. The advent of fully welded, and therefore 
smooth er, ship hulls showed that CA could be zero or even negative. Furthermore , 
Schoenherr used data from planks of different homologous series wluch therefore 
possessed a wide range of aspect ratiost . Finally, the transcendental equation (5.34) 
for CF makes its use somewhat awkward in the design process. 

At the ln1ernational Towing Tank Conference (IIT C) in 1957 the weaknesses of 
the AITC 1947 friction line were recognized and as a result an alterna tive was 

t The aspect ratio At is defined as the sq~ue or the span divided by the plan aN:•• w~ich (or a 
rect.anllular plank reduces 10 1he breadth dr'<lided by the length mea~ured in the ducct10n of the 
no w in the main st ream. 
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proposed and accepted. This is the ITTC 1957 model-ship correlation line given by 

0.075 
Cr • jlog(R, ) - 2 I' (5.35) 

and now in common use in most model-ship tanks. The results obtained for CF 
from ,ither Equation (5.34) or (5.35) may be used with the Froude analysis to 
estimate the total resistance of a prototype. However, the value of Cr obtained 
from friction lines must not be regarded as the value corresponding precisely to the 
model or ship hull but rather as a component in the resistance analysis. Accordingly 
we shall refer to CA as the •model-ship correlation allowance• given by 

CA• (Cy), measured - (Cy), estimated. (5.36) 

In order to improve on earlier work Hughes (34, 35] carried out further resistance 
tests on planks and pontoons up to Re • 3 x 108 and found that Cr increased as~ 
decreased as a result of side-edge effects. The data were correlated by means of a 
unJque curve, independent of Reynolds number, which related the reciprocal of 
M to the ratio CF/Cfo• where Cr0 ls the value of CF at At= -and corresponds to 
truly two-dimensional flow over a flat surface set parallel to the oncoming main 
stream. Extrapolation to the two-dimensiort.1.l case was therefore made as shown in 
Fig. 5.24. This allowed Hughes to construct his 'basic'. turbulent, 1kin-friction 
curve for plane, smooth surfaces which was described by the equation 

0.066 c,. • llog(Re) - 2.0JJ' (5.37) 

When plotted on a logarithmic scale the curves of CF for given values of~ are then 
displaced from the basic CF curve by a constant ordinate, independent of Re, as 
indicated in Fig. 5.25. Although Equations (5 .35) and (5.37) are similar they yield 
different curves, the Hughes line being below the IITC and AITC lines as shown in 
Fig. S.26. The Hughes line is, of course, for truly two-dimensional nows whereas 
the other curves are not. 

1.1 

10 20 JO ,.. .. 
Fig. S.24 The variation of CF with Al for flat plank1. 
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To calculate the total resistance coefficient of a smooth hull Hughes proposed 
the relation 

(5.38) 

where CFO RM is the coefficient of 'fonn' resistance. The so-called 'form effect' 
accounts for the three-dimensional flows over a real hull and includes pressure 
resistance arising from curvature of the hull and thus from the streamlines in the 
flow. 

The procedure for calculating sh.Jp resistance using Hughes' proposa1s is to deter• 
mine fust the basic skin-friction curve from Equation (5.37), At very low speeds 
the value of Cw is approximately zero. Let us suppose that the point KM in Fig. 
5.27 represents the upper speed limit for which this approlUmation is acceptable. 
This poistt on the (Cy )M curve is usually referred to as the 'run in' point . Based on 
theoretical reasoning and experimenta1 evidence Hughes considered that 

G,.,KM • c,,j"HM + R;;KM = I + (CrnaM)M = I + k = r • (Cv ),., (5 .39) 
GMHM c:;;HM cc •• i.. (C,.)M ' 

where the parameter 

k . (CFORMlM = (Cv lM - (C, 0)M . (S.39a) 
cc,0 i.. (c,0 i.. 

Both k and the 'form factor' r are taken to be independent of Reynolds number. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that r is the same for all models and sttips in a given 
homologous series. Hence we can write, for example, 

Loga,ithmic scale tor Reynolds number, Re 

Fig. S.2 7 Hushe s' resistance co mponents. 
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Thus. for logarithmic scales, a line can be drawn through KM to be a constant 
ordinate above the CF 0 line for all Reynolds numbers sou to indicate the fonn 
effect. The difference between the (CT ht curve and the three-dimensional friction 
line must correspond to the wave-making component and is taken to be the same 
as that for the prototype ship since the model tests are run with (Fr)M • (Fr)p. 
By virtue of Equations (5.37) and (5.39) the friction lines can be extended to the 
prototype range of Reynolds numbers. The curve of (Cy), is then obtained by 
adding (Cw)M = (Cw), to (C, 0 + CrooM)P • (Cv), starting at a 'run in' point 
Kp conesponding to the same Froude number as the model point KM. A typic.al 
extrapolation process ls shown in Fig. 5.28, but note here that, in keeping with 
practice, a linear and not a logarithmic scale has been wed for the ordinate. 

Now in the Froude method ·the whole of the model residuary resistance CO• 

efficient 

(Co)M •(Cr)M - cc,.i.. = (Cr)M - (CvlM +(CrooMlM 

•(CwlM +(CmoMlM (5.41) 

is transferred unchanged to the prototype as indicated in Fig. 5.28. However, in 
the Hughes technique CFoRM decreases as Re increases (as we might expect from 
Equations (5.37) and (5.39)) and consequently the transfer to the prototype Re 
results in a value of (CT )p lower than that predict ed by the Froudc method. As 
before, a model-ship correlation allowance is required to bring the estimated results 
into line with full-scale test measurements. 

In [25) the ATIC 1947, ITIC 1957 and Hughes correlations together with 
Froude's method have been used to estimate the resistance of a given ship. These 
predictions give a range of resistance which varies by as much as 17 per cent. How
ever, by the judicious use of correlation allowances recommended by the various 
towing tank committees the final values can be brought to within 2 per cent or so 
of each other. This simply highlights the need for more accurate and generally 

:,c,,1 
,,.,.,~ _ _,__,•=-• ,..,,,.~ ._ ._ ,_ ..,_ _ _ __ ,,,..,_ _ __ •,,,;,..,_.....__._,...,..10•6 

Fig. S. 28 Hughes' <'.).trapolation technique. 
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applicable theories and scaling techniques since values of CA for ships radically 
different in form from earlier types are unlikely to be known with much confidence. 
Nevertheless, it has been found that in conventional displacement ships without 
excessively high block coefficients the use of the ITTC 19S7 friction line along 
with the Froud e breakdown of resistance gives good results, with the conventional 
Froude method giving high values of (CT )p and the Hughes method giving low values 
of(CT)p. 

Telfer (36, 37) suggested that a number of geometrically similar models, which 
he called geosims, of different scale could be tested to obtain curves of (Cy hi as 
a function of Reynolds number for each model. These curves are shown in Fig. 
5.29. The function of Re for the linear scale of the abscissa in this figure is chosen 
so that the line for the viscous resistance coefficient (Cv) is straight when plotted 
with Cv as ordinate on a linear scale. It has been found experimentally that curves 
of constant Froude number joining the geosims can be drawn both parallel to each 
other and to the Cv curve. These Fr curves may then be extended to the proto
type Re to construct the Cy curve for the prototype. As Scott [38) has shown 
the straight line for Cv which passes through the ·run in' points of the geosims 
applies only for a limited range of Re. For example, it was found that for one 
particular hull shape (that of the Lucy Ashton, described in the following section) 
estimates of Cv could be made accurately from the relation 

3 9.S 
10 Cv = log(R<)- 4 

so that an extrapolated straight line could be plotted using a linear scale of 
llog (Re)-4l - 1 for the abscissa. The range of Re for the model was 4 x 106 to 
2 x 107 and for the smoothest ship about 2 x 108 for good accuracy. Furthennore, 
an accurate approXimation of Gadd's assessment [39] of Hughes' pontoon data 
[34, 35] gave ask.in-friction-coefficient relationship for the preceding range of Re as 

3 8.6 
10 Cr• = log(R, )- 4 • 

Function ol Rey~ds numb«. R• 
(linear scale, magnitude decrNWS left to right) 

Fit!. 5.29 Teller's 1eosims. 
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which indicates a value of , ="' I .JOS. It should be noted that for Scott's extrapolation 
and for the slopes of the straight lines shown in Fig. 5.29, the magnitude of the 
function of Reynolds number on the abscissa decreases from left to right. 

Unfortunately, this ingenious method suffers from several important disadvantages: 

(i) numerous models and tests are required and are expens.ive; 
(ii) small models exhibit extensive laminar boundary layers; and 
(ill) models are limited in size by the test facilities, so that the range of (Re)M is 

small and may result in a rather inaccurate extrapolation to (Re)p. 

It is clear from the few techniques discussed here that the estimation of the 
resistance to motion of a ship proceeding steadUy through calm water is by no 
means finalized (40]. The 'shi~tester's dilemma' remains; yet with improvements 
in mathematical analysis, supported by more accuJate test data, we may eventually 
arrive at a reliable pr ediction of resistance for hull fornu of arbitrary shape. 

5.8.4 FuU-1"h Ship Ttsts 

Compared with the vast quantity of model data those determined from full.scale 
ship trials are quite sparce. There are a number of reasons for this disparity. For 
example, it is difficult to measure the 'tow-rope' resistance owing to the problem 
of maintaining a given speed and heading for an acceptable period. It is indeed rare 
to obtain Oat~alm sea conditions in deep, sheltered wat ers for comparison with 
model experiments at the corresponding values of Wsplacement and draught. 
Furthermore, the reaction to the towing force may cause the to wed ship under tes t 
to alter trim from the nominal value associated with nonnal ruruting at the same 
speed. The cost of running a series of resistance tests is usually high, &nd to conduct 
these tests a ship may Juve to be ta.ken out of its intend ed operation for an un
acceptably long period . Th.is limitation applies to naval ships (dat a from which are 
often necessarily classified) and particularly to commercial ships. Capital cost 
represents a huge financial investment and, perhaps understandably, operators 
require new vessels to cam revenue as soon as possible after the commissioning 
tria)$ which are concerned specifically with contractual obligations on speed, fuel 
consumption and handling . Nevertheless, there have been a number of valU1ble 
full-scale tests which have attempted to identify ship resistance components and to 
validate (or otherwise) predictions from models and theory. Some of these are now 
discussed briefly. 

William Froud e conducted resistance tests [4 1] on HMS Greyhound, a copper• 
sheathed, wood en-hull corvetle of length 52.58 m ("::!!! 172.5 ft) towed by HMS 
Active. The tow rope was attached to a dynamometer on the fo'c'sle of Greyhound 
and to a boom rigged to starboard on Acti11e so th.at the stern of the latter was nearly 
60 m (:!! 200 ft) ahead and displaced laterally nearly 14 m (:!! 45 ft) relative to the 
bows of Grey hound. The trials were carried out in good weather at speeds up to 
6.5 m s- 1 (:!! 13 knots) and for Greyhound a t several displacement (and th erefor e 
draugh t) conditions. After separate account was tak en of wind resistance it was 
deemed that satisfactory agreement occurred between mod el predictions and full• 
scale measurements. However, this vinWcation of Froude's hypothesis depended on 
assumptions about the relative roughneS$ of the copper sheathing on Greyhound 
compared with the artificiaJ roughening of the smooth model surfaces . 

A comprehensive set of data was obtained from experiments on th e Lury Ashton 
under the direction of the British Ship Research Association [42-45). The Lucy 
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Ashton was an old River Oyde paddle steamer oflength 58.06 m (:!!: l 90.5 ft) near 
the end of its useful life. The paddles were removed, the wetted hull cleaned and 
smoothed, and four jet-aircraft engines used for propulsion. The latter were dis
placed well outside the beam of the mip on a gantry so that interfer ence from the 
jet effiux was avoided. The total thrust from the jet engines thus equalled the ship 
resistance. With this anang ement the effect on resistance from adding appendages to 
the bare hull could be assessed without causing a modification to the structure of 
the flow approaching the propulsors. The speed range covered was approximately 
3- 7 m s- 1 (6- 14 knots). A series of model tests was also conducted on six geosims 
of linear scale 1 :2 1.2- 1 :6.35 and predictions made on the basis ofTelfer's method 
(37). 

A number of important conclusions were deduced from the Lucy Ashron tests : 

(i) The effects of a smooth hull in reducing the total resistance were appreciated 
after a 3 per cent improvement was obtained as a result of the fairing of seams and 
the application of smooth pa.int. Increased resistance from hull fouling during service 
antl)unted to as much as 30 per cent of the clean.J\ull value at the higher speeds. 

(ii) Resistance predictions using Froude's residuary ;esistance method were 
somewhat sensitive to ship speed and t ended to overestimate fuU-scale resistance at 
lower speeds. Provided that a correlation allowance was included the Schoenherr 
ship-model friction line, Equation (5 .34), gave good results. Telfer's prediction 
t echnique using geosims was also good and confirmed the accuracy of scaling wave
making resistance. 

(iii) Tests showed that at corresponding speeds the scaled model, appendage 
resistance increment (twin shaft, bosses and brackets) was about twice that obtained 
for the ship. This indicat ed the difficulty of accurat ely modelling hull nows and 
appendage nows at the same time. 

Another series of tests using jet-aircraf t engines has been performed with the 
German research vessel SS Meteor [46) . This vessel has a length of72.8 m(~239 ft) 
and was run up to 6 m s- 1 (::!! 12 knots) with ship-model correlations based on 
three geosims of linear scales I :25, l: 19 and l: 13.75. FuU-scale tests were conducted 
on naked-hull resistance and subsequently self-propuls.ion with the ship propeller 
installed. The ITTC 1957 model-ship correlation line was used to ext rapolate skin
friction resistance with I log(Re) - 2 t 2 as th e abscissa. Good predictions of resist• 
ance were reported for both Meteor and for geosim extrapola tions of a tanker. 

Some idea of the orders of magnitude of the resistance components, as a per• 
centage of the total resistance at cruising speed, can be appreciated from the following 
data: 

Resistance component 

Frictional RF 

Viscous pressure Rpv 

Wave-making Rw 

Frigate 

60 

10 

30 

Tanker 

60 

30 

10 

It is seen that the viscous resistance Rv accounts for 70 per cent of the total resis
tance of the frigate and no less than 90 per cent of the tanker resistance. 

Comparable results have been given (47, 48) for the resistance of two Cross 
Channel ships, the Koningin Eli.sabeth and her sister ship the Re;ne Astrid, at a 
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Fig. 5.30 Relative resistance for a Cross Channel ship. 

cruise speed of 11 m s- 1 (:!! 22 knots) as shown in Fig. 5.30. The trials data have 
been detailed in [49) along with trials data for a cargo liner and a tanker. Attempts 
have then been made to calculate wave resistance theoretically based on the tech• 
niques developed in (50) and to deduce viscous resistance from wind-tunnel tests 
on mode] huUs (single and double). The appropriate form factor was deduced using 
the ITTC 1957 friction line. The purpose of the work was to ascertain the accuracy 
of breaking down the total resistance into just two components, namely wave 
resistance and viscow resistance, and then to predict the results from model and 
full-scale tests. The predictions showed errors up to 8 per cent in the mode) tank 
results and up to 15 per cent for the ship trials. Although a refinement of the tech
niques may be caUed for (and this is debatable if one is conctrned only with the 
effects of parameter modifications at an early design stage), programmes such as 
this provide much needed information for the design data base. 

Results from full-scale resistance trials on naval ships and submarines are rather 
scarce, no doubt as a result of security restrictions.especially in the case of the latter. 
However, some results of full-scale towing trials on HMS Penelope have been 
reported in (SI] . This frigate, of length 109.73 m (:!! 360 ft) between perpendicu• 
Jars, was towed by HMS Scylla of the same class using a tow rope some 1830 m 
(.:!! 6000 ft) long. The tow-rope pull was measured by a dynamometer on the 
fo'c'sle of Penelope at speeds between approximately 6 and 11.S m C 1 (12 and 
23 knots). Estimates of resistance and power coefficient (using Scylla) could be 
made, as weU as pitOl•tube surveys in the wake of the towed ship. Briefly, the 
ITTC 1957 correlation line with CA = 0,0004 produced good agreement with the 
measured resistance of Penelope after removal of the propellers. It was found, 
however, that the surface roughness of the frigate was substantially greater than 
that of the new ship and resulted in a resistance 14 per cent greater than that 
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predicted from model tests. The fuU value of these results has yet to be deter
mined, but doubt less they will assist in the refinement of the t echniques for resis
tance estimation . 

The importance of Rv is its size, and errors in estimation can lead to serious 
difficulti es in the selection of the propulsive machinery . Apart from reducing the 
surface roughness little can be done to reduce Rv for a streamline form. Although 
Rw is relatively small (e.g. about 15 per cent of the total resistance in the examples 
considered in (491) it can, at least, be modified at the design stage so that some 
worthwhil e changes in Ry are possible. 

5.8.S 0111,r Sou,c,s of R•sisrantt 

So far we have concentrated on the predic tions of total resistance of the bare wett ed 
hull, but there are other sources of resistance which need to be estimated to give 
the overall resistance under full-scale operating conditions. Mention has been made 
(in Section S.8.2) of an increment to C1 arising from a change in attitude (or trim) 
of a ship of given displacemen t from that when stationary to that when underway. 
The change originates from the redistribution of pressure on the hull during the 
commencement of motion, and for most conventional ships, especially those of fuU 
fonn, trim is by the bow . The effect is accentuated by the presence of a bulb and 
this departure from hydrostatic conditions is often represented by an attitude 
resistance coefficient C, 11• It might be expected that, if towing tests are carried out 
on a freely suspended model, the attitude taken up by the model should be the 
wne as that of the ship provided that the weight distribution is modelled accuratel y. 
This, however, is not at all straightforward as measuring equipment has to be 
irutalled in an already congested model. In addition, it is not entirely clear to what 
extent the values o f Froude number and Reynolds number affect the a ttitude, and 
therefor e some degree of empiricism must be introduced. 

An interesting problem has arisen from changes of trim when full-form ships, 
particularly VLCC, are underway. The very large draught of these ships now invali• 
dat es the assump{jon of deep-water conditions as fully laden vessels approach har
bours or progress along channel routes. Let us assume that, by virtue of iu forward 
motion, the ship has a trim by the bow indicating significant suction pressures on 
the hull in that region and high mainstream water velocilies realtive to the hull. As 
the ship travels into a region in which the water depth decreases the keel approaches 
the sea bottom nearest to the bow. The water flow relative to the huU is therefore 
similar to that through a Ventur i meter (2) in which the lowest pressures at the 
th roat correspond to the conditions below the bow of the ship. Several factors are 
now called into play. The ship will settle lower in the water, a behaviour often 
referred to as squat, which in turn causes a further increase in C1 11• Since the 
clearance und er the keel has been reduced there is a danger of coUision with ob
structions. Erosion of th e sea bed, if it consists mainly of mud or sand, may also 
take place. Although this can be, in effect , a means of dredging clear a chaMel the 
deposition of the bed material elsewhere may cause furt her problems by silting up 
banks and reducing the breadth of the channel. In order to reduce squat th e speed 
of the ship may be reduced, but then manoeuvrability becomes more difficult. The 
various mechanisms of the phenom enon are discussed in {52 ). 

The overall resistance coefficient of a ship may contain additional sources 
represented by the coefficients of (a) appendage resistance C,pp, (b) aerodynamic 
resistance of the above-water profile Curo, (c) the propeller - hull interaction 
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resistance increment Cpfh, and (d) ice resistance Cite, if operation takes place in 
arctic waters. Let us consider these in tum. 

(a) c,,, 
The flow over model appendages such as shaft(s), bilge keels, stern tube(s), brackets, 
bosses, etc. will be substantially laminar owing to low values of Re. Extrapolation 
to the prototype is thus likely to produce errors in appendage resistance . SeveraJ 
rough-and-ready correlation rules exist (2S], but much work still needs to be done 
before these become reliable. For example, the addition of appendages can increase 
the model resistance by as much as IS per cent of the bare-hull vaJue, whereas only 
half this increment is likely to occur for the full-scale shlp . 

The effect of appendages on resistance has been investigated more recently by 
Holtrop (53) . It was noted that by simply adding 1he welted surface area of the 
appendages S,pp to the wetted surface area of the bare hull Sw gave a total welted 
surface area S101 which, when introduced into Equation (S.39a), say, to obtain 
k from Rv (at •run in'), under estimated the appendage resistance . It was suggested 
that the form factor for the bare hull r 1 = I + k 1 should be increased by an amount 
(k 2 - k 1 )S,pp/Scot. where the 'appendag e form factor' is I + k2 • The increase was 
small when the appendage length was of the same order as the ship length as in the 
case of bilge keels. On the other hand, the increase can be substantial when the 
appendages are small in length, for example, shaft bossings in a twin-screw ship 
where the effect of aft appendages on resistance is known to be considerable. This 
behaviour no doubt owes much to th e effect of wake flows from short, bluff appen• 
dages on both viscous pressure resistance of the appendages themselves and subse• 
quent interf erence on the flow past the hull within the region of the appendages, A 
series of experim ents by Holtrop led to a graphical relationship between I + k2 and 
a 'virtual' appendage length L, pp expressed as a proportion of the ship length. This 
techniqu e of representing the form factor of the bare hull plus appendages as 1 + k 
where 

I + k = l + k1 + (k2 - k1 ')S,pp/Stot 

was used in 149) with some success for the ships examined there . 

(b) Cmo 
Aerodynamic resistance arises from the relative velocity between the above-water 
profile of the ship and the atmosphere. This relative velocity is not , in generaJ, 
equal to V nor is it in the same direction. The superstru cture can rarely be thought 
of as streamlined, even for forward motion of lhe ship in still air. For operation at 
nonnal speeds in10 a head wind, the aerodynamic force (resistance) is given by 
Hughes (54] as 

(5 .42) 

where p 1 represents the density of the air, V1 represents the velocity of the air 
relative to the ship(= Yin still air), and ST represents the transverse projected sur
face area of the above-water profile (account being taken of the streamlining effect 
of th e hull). 

Hughes found that C, ero varied between 1.0 and 2.0 for different ships and also 
that Equation (5 .42) could be used for wind directions oth er than ahead. For a g.iven 
above-water profile he showed that the maximum resistance to motion occurred 
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when the wind was about 30° off the bow. Considerable reductions in R010 can 
be achieved with quite simple streamlining which will also cause an increase in ship 
speed for the same propulsive power. However, as we saw in Chapter 2, when a 
wind blows there is a substantial velocity gradient normal to the water surface up to 
a height of 20 m (ii!!: 70 ft ) or so. Recent work in wind tunnels which has taken this 
into accowl:1 suggests that Hughes' values of Curo would be some 30- 50 per cent 
too great. 

Measurements and calculations using tankers and their models show considerable 
differences from Hughes' early work owing to the substantially different geometries 
of the above.water proftle of the ships examined . In (55) the wind coefficients 
affecting resistance and therefore loss of speed of tankers have been investigated. 
It was pointed out that the aerodynamic resistance to be added to the hy dro
dynamic resistance consists essentially of three parts: 

(t) Direct wind resistance acting in the fore-and-aft direction; 
(ii) Steering resistance arising from the transverse force and yawing moment of 

the above-water parts of the ship in a steady wind. To compensate for this force 
and moment the ship assumes a drift angle on the hull and a rudder deflection 
(these latter topics are discussed in Chapter 8). 

(ill) Steering resistance produced by an uns teady wind. Under unsteady wind 
conditions the ship will yaw (see Chapter 8) and thus develop a further contribution 
to wind resistance. 

Model tests were carried out on a 2.2 m (::!! 7 .2 ft) long model in a wind tunnel 
and severaJ modifications were made to the deckhouse configuration to determine 
its in0uence on the total wind resistance. An impOrtant feature of the model work 
was the simulation of an atmospheric boundary layer over the ground board to 
which the hull was fixed at the assumed water line. However, under these circum• 
stances the question arises as to which velocity should be used in forming the di
mensionless aerodynamJc resistance coefficient . One possibility is to weight V1 with 
respect to height in the absence of the ship and at, say, the mid-section location. 
Taking horizontal strips of height 6h across the projected above-water area in the 
vertical plane, of height h1 , aDows v; at infinity to be replaced by 

I 1•• h,.o V:dh. 
Although corrections such as this may lead to adjustments of up to 20 per cent for 
the coefficienu, it was decided in (55] to adopt the mainstr eam velocity for the 
model tests as the referenc e value. In addition , the square of the water-line length 
was used instead of projected area, togeth er with additional data provided on both 
transverse and longitudinal projected areas since these were deemed to be the main 
parameters affecting the wind resistance coefficien ts along with the relative wind 
direction. Deck.house geometry. trim and so on were found to be of secondary 
import ance . The model results were compared with those given in (56) and oth ers 
and with calculations (57]. Although the magnitudes of the resistance coefficient 
varied for a given wind direction there was a general similarity in shape of the curves 
which covered a wide range of above-water profiles. 

Following full-scale tests on a tanker with a length of over 300 m (::!!: l(X)() ft) 
and with a deadweight of 2.82 GN (::!! 282 000 tonf) it was concluded that 1he main 
contr ibution to added resistance comes from direc t wind resistance. Even with 
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improved design of the above.water parts it was found that Rae,o amount ed to 
2 per cent of Ry for a ship travelling through still air, Resu)ts for a typical tanker 
profile with the relative wind on the bow showed that R.,, 0 /Ry increased to 7 .5 
per cent when Val V= 2 and to I 7 per cent when V1 /V= 3, which is equivalent to a 
ship travelling at 6 m s- 1 (:!! J 2 knots) into a wind of 12 m s- 1 (:!!' 24 knots). 
Clearly then, wind speed plays a significant part in the power estimation of tankers 
and fast cargo ships; wind resistance may result in speed reductions of five to ten 
per cent. The operation of the rudder to correct for yaw and drift produces further 
increments. However, it is still not clear if a general approach to air res.istancc can 
be made or whether the separate treatments of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic 
resistance components conceal some important interaction effects. 

(c) c,1• 
Assuming that (Cy)p has been found we must now allow for the effect of the 
propeller on the ship resistance. The coefficient of resistance of the ship- propeller 
combination (Cy hJP is usually found empiricalJy by the addition of a suitable value 
of Cp/h ob tained from towing tests on the propeller- hull combination. Thus 

(Cy l.1, • Cy • C,1•· (5 .43) 

The correction may be negative as the propeller could improve the flow conditions 
at the stem to reduce C,v. 

The determination of any augmentation to the resistance which results from the 
addition of a propeller to a hull with appendages U rather complicated and depends, 
in no small degree, on experimentation and empiricism. The effects of geometric 
scale on Reynolds number arc again important owing to the small size of model 
propellers used for th e propulsion of hulls in towing and manoeuvring tanks. The 
various techniques used to predict th e overall thrust requirement from propulsor:s 
arc discussed in Chapter 7. 

The overall resistance of the full-scale prototype ship is given by 

(R0 ,)p = l½PwSw V' /(C yJ. 1, + C,u + C, ., J +½p, Sy VfC,., 0 Jp (5.44) 

where Pw is the density of water and Sw is the wetted surface area of the hull. 
However, throughout the preceding discussion resistance to motion has been 
estimated on the assumption that the hull is clean; that is, we have allowed rough• 
ness as the result of manufacture , but not as that wttich arises from fouling and 
torros ion. Clearly, as the underwater surface of the hull becomes dirty wi1h time 
spent at sea the resistance to motion increases. Account of this is usually taken by 
modifying the skin-friction resistance coefficient for the clean ship. A usual assump• 
tion supposes CF to increase by 0.25 per cent per day spent at sea and the deep-and• 
dirty (i.e. normal displacement) state is reached after six months. Thus the increase 
of Cr which must be added to the clean Cr to give th e deep-and-dirty friction 
coefficient is 

(
365 0.25) 2 X 100 CF . 0.456C, 
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and so 

( 
CF ) =l .4S6CF ""CFd/d. 

dHp-and-dirty 

1bis value of CF d/d is therefore incorporated into Cr of Equation (5.43). 

(d) Ci«• 
Arctic marine technology has long been associated with the running of the industrial 
and commercial enterprises of northern Europe and the USSR. Everyday life must 
be sustained against the harshness of long winters which can disrupt transport 
and communications systems. The promise of extensive oil, gas and mineral deposits 
in Alaska and north ern Canada, along with advanced warning and defensive net
works, has given rise to intensive programmes of technological development albeit 
based on the same basic principles. The successful erection and operation of oil and 
gas platforms in the North Sea has led to the widespread investigation of further 
sources fringing on arctic waters. The policing of existing and proposed platforms 
requires, therefore, the operation of marine vehicles in regions where substantial 
ice coverage of the sea surface may occur for considerable periods of the year. The 
passage of ice past fixed structures gives rise to similar problems of resistance 
augmentation. Some ships are of course designed for ice-breaking duties, either as 
specialist craft opening channels in areas of sea ice up to the pack-ice regions or as 
cargo vessels with specially strengthened bows to make single transits. 

The resistance to motion of a ship through ice may be as much as fifty times 
that of the open-water resistance at corresponding speeds. The first attempts at 
resistance estimation concentrated on the depth and penetration of an ice cover 
which could be broken by a vessel when ramming. Nowadays, resistance is studied 
in the context of continuous steady state motion, and this has suggested that ice 
resistance is a complex function of ice geometry and physical properties, weight per 
unit rnassg, ship geometry and speed,and various form parameters. The ice resistance 
is then added to the hydrodynamic resistance Ry of the underwater hull which at 
the low speeds appropriate to movement through ice comprises mainly the viscous 
component Rv . 

One form of the ice resistance equation now in common use (58) is 

R," = c, o;Bh; + C,p,gJJh/ + c,p;Bh, v' (5.45) 

where C 1, C1 and C3 are coefficients, oi is the flexural yield stress of ice, Pi is the 
density of ice, hi ls the thickness of the surface ice, B is the beam of the ship and V 
is the forward speed of the ship. For various homologous series of hull shapes the 
coefficients become rather complicated functions and difficult to predict con
sistently. 

The three terms on the right-hand side of Equation (5.45) may be interpreted as 
follows: 

Fint term: the resistance arising from both cutting and bending forces imposed 
by the bow of the ship; 

Second term: the resistance arising from the submergence and subsequent over
turning of pieces of broken ice as the channel is cleared ; 

Third tum: the resistance resulting from moving aside pieces of ice from the 
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side of the ship during passage along the cleared chaMel; this component is a func
tion of the speed of the ship. 

Since the speed of ships is low when negotiating ice floes, it is found [59] that 
of the various equations for Rice now in use the differences stem from the third 
term on the right-hand side of Equation (5.45) . The exponent of V may vary 
between 1 and 2, but if we retain the form of Equation (5.45) then the coefficient 
of ice resistance may be represented as 

Ri« O; ( V )' (5.46) 
Ci« • p;gBhf = C, Pi//h1 + C, + c, y(gh,) . 

The quantity oi/Pilhi is referred to as the ice strength parameter and is the ratio of 
the flexural yield stress to gravity loading of the floating ice per unit surface area, 
and V/../(ghi) is the ice-thickness Froude number. It is seen in Equa tio n (5.46) that 
no effect of skin friction is included owing to the absence of Reynolds number, but 
since inertia forces associated with ice movements are very large this is hardly 
surprising. 

To date the development of reliable and general techniques for predicting the 
coefficients C1, C2 and c, has defied theoretical analysis. The most reliable data 
come from model tests in tanks using saline or synthetic ice, but even then dis· 
agreement occurs [60). Usually, the model ice density and ict - huU friction factor 
are kept equal to the corresponding values at full scale. It is then straightforward to 
show that the model ice thickness, flexural yield stress and elastic modulus are 
smaller than the corresponding ship values by the linear scaJe factor. These con 
ditions are best satisfied by using low-salinity ice near its melting point and by 
giving careful att ention to the model surface. Tests have confirmed the form of 
Equation (5.46), but the results of experiments with a variety of model and ship 
forms [6J I show that the resistance coefficients vary widely: C1 , 0.000 to 0.0483; 
C2 , 13.32 to 132.09:C3 ,0.0495 to0 .322. 

The preceding discussion has been restrict ed to steady forward speeds through 
ice floes of uniform thickness. Such conditions seldom exist, however, because ice 
floes are discontinuous, have variable thicknesses and properties as a result of d,jf. 
ferent ages and are ridged with hummocks to produce hard spots. The treatment 
of ship motions through non-uniform ice is beyond the scope of this book , but a 
summary can be found in (59) and a theoretical analysis of ship resistance to con
tinuous motion in ice is given in [62). Some full-scale trials data are given in (63] 
and correlations between full-scale and model tests are presented in (64]. 
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6 
Steady Motion at High Speeds 

6.1 Introduction 

The search for effective high-speed vehicles has a long history, but it is only over 
the past 25 years or so that intense activity has taken place. Design requirements 
such as high speed, reliability, passenger comfort, manoeuvrability over the speed 
range, good sealcecping qualities (i.e. minimum response to waves) and so on have 
now been joined by conSlderations of fuel economy, ferry demands, launching 
platfonns for missiles and helicopters in naval applications, endurance for fishery 
protection duties and many others. As a result a number of weU known concepts 
have been further developed and refined and a variety of other craft and surface 
effect ships (SES) are under evaluation. Recent discussions of many fast craft and 
their proposed duties can be found, for example, in [1, 2] and we shall later make 
specific reference to some particular work therein. However. we shall confine our 
attention here to the principal fonns of high-speed crart, namely, planing craft, 
hydrofoil craft and hovercraft, the latter as a particular case of an air-cushion 
vehicle (ACV). Neverth eless, brief mention is made of new ideas in the belief that 
futur e scenarios may incorporate them in imponant military and commercial rOles. 

For an examination of the steady motion of high-speed vehicles the ma in para• 
meters of interest are the total resistance and its components as functions of forward 
speed . It is convenien t to think both in temu of resistance coefficients as well as 
actual resistances. It was shown in Chapter S that the coefficient of wave-making 
resistance Cw for conventional displacement ships increases with Froude number 
Fr until Fr, based on water-line length LwL, is about O.S, whereupon Cw declines 
steadily for higher values of Fr. When Fr > l .S the wave-making resistance Rw is a 
relatively small compa nent of the totaJ resistance RT because Cw is exceedingly 
small. Although for conventional displacement ships the coefficien t of viscous 
resistance Cv (=CF+ Cpv) decreases as Fr increases, the viscous resistance Rv 
(=RF+ Rpv) increases rapidly for a constant wetted area owing to its dependence 
on V2

• For speeds greater than, say, 20 m s- 1 (.:!! 40 knots) the conventional dis• 
placement vehicle is uneconomic because or the enonnous power ins1aUa1ion and 
fuel tanks required. We must now examine, therefore , the means by which th e rate 
of increase of resistance with increasing forward speed can be limited . 

Briefly, this may be done as follows: 

(i) Raise the hull in the water, by the application of a dynam ic supporting 
force, to reduce the wetted surface area or the huU. 

(ii) Raise the huU clear of the wate r and support lhe vehicle by dynamic forces 
applied to appendages fixed to the vehicle. 

(iii) Raise the hull clear of the water and support the craft by means of aeroslatic 
jet reaction forces. 
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The velucles typicaJ of these three modes of support are, respectively, (i) the planing 
craft, (ii) the hydrofoil craft, and (iii ) the air-cushion vehicle (the hovercraft). 1n 
type (iii) there isa whole range of s<Kalled ground~ffect machines (GEM) including 
the operatio n of air bearings, but we shall tak e a simple fonn of hovercraft to 
demonstrate the principle of generating aerostatic forces. 

It will be assumed that for all these craft forward motion takes place at a steady 
velocity V along the line oflongjtudinal symmetry of each vehicle and in a direction 
parallel to the air-water interface, that is, horizontal. 

6.2 Plllling Cnft 

The pressure distribution over the wetted hull of a displacement vehicle in motion 
changes from that which prevails under hydrostatic conditions. As a result the 
attitude (trim) of the vehicle adjusts to the new equilib rium requirements, although 
generally the dUplacement volume is little changed. However, if the hull is suitably 
shaped, the hydrodynamic forces developed during forward motion can be sufficient 
t o support the craft with a substantial proportion of the hull out of the water. The 
wette d area is thus less than at Jowspeed,and so for a given speed Rv is also reduced. 
However, the aerodynamic resistance of the above-water profile is increased some
what . The wave-making resistance becomes small at high speeds and even though 
R1 is then large it is considerably less than the resistance of a conventional displace
ment ship moving at the same speed. 

When at rest the planing craft resorts to buoyancy for support, whereu at low 
forward speeds a combination of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic supporting forces 
exists. We shall examine the means of generating the hydrodynamic supporting 
forces on an immersed hull and consider subsequently the cnft in 'full flight' when 
th ese forces predominate. 

6.2.1 GeMration of HydrodyNlfflk Forca 

When a fixed, Oat plate is held nonnal to and symmetrically acrou an inviscid, 
homogeneous, steady, free jet of wat er the jet divides evenly about the stagnation 
streamline on approaching the plate and then escapes along the surface as shown in 
Fig. 6.1. It is supposed that, for the sake of simpHcity, the ambient preuure p, 
surrounding the jet and the rear of the plate is constant. The momentum of the jct 

J P, 
Stagnation $1rtamline 

'•---.r--:::::=.====- v IS,._ Po 

Fig.6.1 
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in the direction of th e approach velocity Vis destroyed and a force Fp must there
fore be exerted on the jet by the plate in a direction opposite to that of V. O early, 
the plate itself experiences an equal and opposite reaction. Alternatively, Fp can be 
considered to result from the distribution of pressure on the wett ed surface. The 
pressure on the wetted surface of the plate reduces from a stagnation value at X to 
Pa at the edges Y, and this 'favourable' pressure gradient sustains the flow. It must 
be admitted that for real (viscous) fluids the behaviour of a jet impinging normally 
onto a plate is far mor e complicated than described here owing to th e fonnation of 
a large eddy region at X and shear stresses at the surface of the plate. 

Suppose the plate is rotated to some fixed inclination relative to the direction of 
the jet. The previous symmetry is now lost, a larger proportion of the jet being 
directed downwards as shown in Fig. 6.2. The stagnation streamline is neither com
pletely straight nor coincident with the ax.is of the jet. Consequently, the net reaction 
Fp does not act at the stagnation point St but at the centre of pressure X, which is 
some distance aft of St. For an ideal fluid shear stresses are absent and Fp then 
results only from the pressure distribution on the wetted plate and is thus normal 
to the surface. If the jet approaches the plate horizontally Fp must have an upward 
(vertical) component Fv opposing the weight of the plate . In addition, there is a 
compon ent of Fp parallel to the jet, in the direction of V, which can be interpreted 
as a drag force (resistance). An equivalent force system could be obtained if the j et 
were a stationary, horizontal column {an impossibility , of course!) and if the plate 
were propelled forward with a velocity V. The nearest practical equivalent to thls, 
which would correspond to the mode of operation of a planing craft, is an inclined 
plate moving at an air- water interface. Obviously, the plate cannot extend across 
the whole of the upstream water, and the disturbance caused by the vehicle would 
then be restricted to a region near to and including the interface. Figure 6.3 illustrat es 
the two-dimensional flow pattern relative to a flat plate which is of infinite extent 
nonnal to the plane of the paper and which is moving over the surface of a stationary 
body of water of infinite depth at a steady velocity V. Provided that the inclination 
of the plate is small th e amount of water thrown forward is also small and is assumed, 
in theory, to travel to infinity (but in practice it degenerates to spray). 

Of particula r interest are the variations of local velocity q and local pressure p 
on the wetted surface of the plate. Results may be generalized by considering the 
velocity ratio q/V and the pressure coefficient Cp = (p - Pa)l½Pw V;i, where Pw is 
the density of the water . Typ ical results are shown in Fig. 6.4. The pressure distribu
tion is sharply peaked near the stagnation point and theory indicates that this 
characteristic becomes more pronounced as the inclination decreases. It is also 
evident that because Cp is always positive the local pressure pis greater than p • . 

P , 

Fia. 6.2 
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Furthennore, pressure always decreases in the direction of the flow of water relative 
to the plate. The maximwn pressure on a planing surface can be extremely high : for 
example, with Cp = +I, V= 30 m s- 1 (~ 60 knots) and Pw • 1000kg m- 3 (=! 62.4 
lbm ft-3) the surface pressure relative to ambient, that is the gauge pressure. 
p-p, • !PwV 2 =j x 103 x900Pa • 4.S x I0'Pa(e,6S .3 lbfin - 2

) or about 4.5 
atmospheres. 

The nonnal force F P and the location of the centre of pressure can be ascertained 
from the pressure distribution over the wetted surface. Alternatively, Fp can be 
deduced from a consideration of changes in either momentum flux or energy flux 
of the water in the vicinity of the plate. Details of both approaches are given by 
Du Cane(3] and the energy analysis is selected here for discussion. Let us suppose 
that a flat planing surface, inclined at an angle a: to the air-water interface, moves 
forward horizontally at a steady velocity V through still water as shown in Fig. 6.5. 
The flow over the planing surface is two-dimensional and we take the view of a 
stationary observer placed outside the flow system. It is assumed that the main 
bulk of water over which the plate passes isstatiomuy far upstream, far downstream 
and far below the interface. The only energy imparted to the water is, therefore . 
that 'thrown forward' off the underside of the plate. A simple application of 
Bernoulli's equation to the free-surface streamline shows that Vis constant along 
that streamline if the ambient pressure is constant and the elevation of the leading 
edge of the plate above the interface fa small enough to be neglected. The effect of 
the boundary layer on the wetted surface of the plate is neglected in the following 
analysis so that the water thrown forward must have a unjform velocity V relative 
to the plate . The absolute velocity of this water is thus the vector sum of the plate 
velocity Y and the relative velocity of the water tangential to the plate, that is, 
2Yco9(cr/2). The mass flow rate of the water thrown forward is Pw V5 per unit 
Width, where 6 is the depth of the water at the leading edge of the plate. By con
tinuity, 6 must equal the depth of the stagnation streamline below the interface 
well upstream from the plate. Hence, the energy flux supplied to the water by unit 
width of the plate must be 

!(pwVli) j 2Vco,(<>/2)}2 

and this equals the rate at which work is done on the water by urut width of the 
plate. That is, 

F~V sina • !(pwVli) j 2Vco,(a/2J} 2 
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since P, has been assumed constant throughout. Whence, 

F'. =pwV'i (2cos
2
(a/2)) 

P smo: 

that is, 

(6.1) 

Equation (6.1) shoWs that a dynamic force is developed only if 6 *O; in other 
words, water must be thrown forward and a sprayless planing craft is therefore 
impossible. Under some conditions the spray may fall back onto the hull and creat e 
an extr a source of resistance to motion. 

Since a has been assumed small th e vertical (upward) dynamic force can be 
written as 

F~ = F~ cosa = Pw Y1 6 cOS(kCOt(o:/2) i:!! 
2
Pw yl

6
. (6 .2) 

a 

Equation (6.2) may be divided throughout by ½PwV2I, where I is a characteristic 
length, to give 

(6 .3) 

CF; can be considered to be a vertical force coefficient and is anaJogous to the 
section lift coefficient for fully submerged bodies. It is important to note-that the 
analogy is not a strong one and that the generation of a lift force on a fully sub
merged body is fundamentally different from the derivation of F;. (The point is 
reconsid~red in more detail in Section 6.3.1.) For small values of a we can use the 
approximation 

CF, e.a Ii_ (cF;)l 
laa a aaO 

(6.4) 

with the result that 

(65) 

ln practic e, the approximation defined by Equation (6.4) loses accuracy for flat 
plates of finite width ow:ing to side-edge effects which disturb the two-dimen sional 
nature of the flow. At a= 0 both CF; and a(CF~)/aa are zero, but the latt er is 
virtually constant at values of a slightly greater than zero. Thus Equation (6.S) 
should strictly read 

where 

and€ might be of the order of 0. 1 degrees. 
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6.2.2 Hull ~-try 

While the flat plate under consideration is likely to satisfy hydrodynamic require• 
ments at high speeds it is hardly a practical geometry. Local sudace preaures on 
the wetted surface are very high and give rise to an uncomfortable ride. Further • 
more, as the plate off ers little resistance to drift the control of lateral motions is 
poor . These problems a.re overcome by the round-bottom hull (or round-bilge) 
fonn illustrated in Fig. 6 .6. Once forward mo tion commences the boat sink.s by the 
stem and a flat region of the hull is required to limi t the sink.age and therefore the 
trim. As high speeds are approached a fme entry to the water is necessary, particu • 
lady in a seaway (i.e. in the pretence of waves). The fore-body of rounded hulls 
thus becomes very na.rrow and littl e use can be made of the internal space. Instead, 
better results are obtained at high speed if the originaJ flat plate remains as such 
near the stem but the under sudac e of the plat e is transformed into an increasingly 
prono unced 'V' as the leading edge is approached with that edge sharpened, as shown 
in Fig. 6.7 . To achieve good planing results and preserve the flat-plat e charact eristics 
the sjdes of the craft meet the under-surfac e ~• a t hard angles, that is, there is no 
rounding-off at the abrupt junction. Craft exhibiting this type of geometry are thus 
said to possess a "hard<hine, V.bottom hull' and many of the present high~ 
boats are of this kind. 

Fig. 6.6 Round-bilge hull Conn. 

Chint 

Fig. 6. 7 Hard-chine, 'V' bottom hull ronn. 

The angle which a ~• hull makes with the horizontal is called the deadrise angle 
/J, as indicated in Fig. 6 .8. Contrary to our theoretical mod els the wett ed beam is 
not, of course, infinit e . The parameter used to account for th.is differen ce is the 
aspect ratio AR, which was introduced in Cllapter S. However, the definition of 
aspect ratio for the planing craft is not so straightforward to fonnulate as it was for 
the rectangular plank. For example, th e chine line is not usually straight for practical 
craft and so the arithmetic average or mean wetted beam b.,.. must be used. We may 
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Fia. 6.8 Cross section or V bottom or dead rise angle p_ 

now adopt the definition 

,fl :~ 
s (6.6) 

where S is the plan area of the wetted surface. Similarly. the length of the wett ed 
plan profde of the eJ.aning hull varies across the brea dth and we therefore adopt a 
mean wetted length lw defined as S/i,.,,, so that 

(6.7) 

Once departure is made from the Oat to the •v• bottom the spray produced by 
the planing craft is no longer thrown wholly forward. The velocity of the spray is 
still V but it is direc ted transversely (with perhaps a rearward compone nt) relative 
to the hull as illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Evidently, the more stemwards the relative 
velocity of the spray the lower become its absolute velocity and therefore its kinetic 
energy with the result that hydrodynamic forces on the hull are reduced. The result• 
ing smoother ride thus improv es passenger comfort and navigational control. For 
hulls with a small deadrise angle the spray emerges more or less at right angles to 

Fig. 6.9 Spray ditechon. 
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the forward direction, whlch gives rise to large hydrodynamic forces on the wette d 
hull and a hard ride. This behaviour is typical of power boats used for racing. 
Precautions are t aken to protect individual crew members (not always with success) 
in an effort to minimize the wetted surface of the hull and maximiZe speed and 
endurance. Excessive wetting of round-bo ttom boats is avoided by fitting spray rails 
along the hull which form the same abrupt discontinuity of shape as the chine line 
and thus encourage a sharp detachme nt of water now. 

The total (all-up) weight Wof the craft for cruise conditions include s the weight 
of the ae w, stores, fuel, passengers, weapons and the like. (Note that we have 
abandoned the tenn weight displacement used for conventional ships because a 
planing craft cannot be regarded as a wholly displacement vehicle.) If Ry is the 
t otal resistance of the craft at a particular operating condition then a figure of merit, 
often called efficiency, can be deduced from the rati o W/Ry . The approximate 
effect of deadrise angle on maximum values of W/Ry is shown in Table 6.1, which 
was deduced from the results in (4) and presented in [3]. A compromise between 
hardness of ride, ime_act loading on the hull and high planing efficiency leads to~ 
mean deadrise ang.le O of be tween 10 and IS degrees. Consistent with this range of /1 
and the corresponding range of ( k'/Ry bu it is found that ~ obtained from 
Equation (6.7) is of the order of I .Sand the trim angle a is about S t o S.S degrees. 
Various practical reasons often limit the trim angle to values rather less than this 
and 4 degrees is rarely exceeded when steady planing motion at the cruise speed 
has been reached. 

Table 6.1 The l/lfJriation ofde11driJeang(e .,.,,;,h maximum ~i ght, 
to-r esistance ratio. 

9.6 

10 

8.5 

20 

6.3 

30 

,.o 

An operational craf t with an aspect ratio of 1.5 would possess poor longitudinal 
stab ility. In practice values of ~ -C O,S are adopted, bu t a sacrifice in W/Ry must 
be made if the trim ang.le is to remain small. At the risk of sustaining very high 
bottom loadings and a hard ride the value of the mean wetted length Tw can be 
reduced significantJy at high speeds by introducing a step in the hull (see Fig. 6.10) 
extending from the transom to about midships fSJ. Sometimes a mult iple step is 
incorporated to allow the bottom loading to be shared at two or more locations , 
but the added complication of the design, and relatively large resistance at low 
speeds, militate against this proe%durc. It is thus more usual to have stepless craft 
except in power boats and sporting craft. The addition of a small flap , trim tab or 
wedge at the transom provides a simple method of limiting both Tw and a-at h..igh 
speeds. With this device in operation the boat rises with forward speed but er is kept 
small and virtually unchanged . As the finer fore-body of t he hull then continues to 
be submerged the viscous resistance of the hull decreases and may more than 
compensate for the add itional resistance of the flap. 

The availability of large digital computers and the development of complex 
programs have allowed a more detailed analysis of bottom loadings resulting from 
the pressure distribution on the wette d surface of planing craft to be undertake n. 
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Fig. 6 .10 Stepped hull. 
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In partkular, the surface may be divided into a matrix of finite surface elements 
(often rectangular) for any given wet ted planform. Hydrodynamic equilibriwn and 
compatibility conditions must be satisfied at each element. An examp le of this 
approach is given in (6 ) where inviscid flow theory is used for calm-water planing 
and the equations of motion lineariu d to first-order magnitudes. The method 
compare s well with some previous results and empirical data related to hard-chine 
craft . Furthermore, symmetry of the craft about the fore-and-aft axiJ is not an 
essential arudytical requirement. Some calculation1 are also presented of the loadings 
on a stepped hull and of the effecu of adding a wedge at the after end of the planing 
surface. The benefits of both these devices are shown in terms of a reduced power 
requirement for speeds above that corresponding to the lowest speed at which the 
transom stem runs dry . 

6.2.3 Forc~I 011 d l'ltmbtf Ooft 

Although it has been suggested that a planing craft moving at its cruise speed is 
supported by dynamic forces , it follows that if the resultant hydrodynamic force is 
applied to the under surface of the hull some part of the hull must be submerged. 
Thus for the semi-displacement craft it is necessary, as it was for the conventional 
displacement vessel, to adopt some means of identifying a buoyancy force when 
motion takes place. By this means we should be able to define the 'fully-planing 
regime', but as we shall see later this is not so evident as might be expected. Gener
ally, the hard (chine)angle is neady 90 degrees and 'His so small that at a given speed 
we can assume that the boat is a rectangular box with a wetted beam bw, a wetted 
length Tw, and at a trim angle Q . The transom of the boat is usually unwetted, since 
the water cannot follow the rapid change of contour at the stem. The ideal hydro
static system of fortes is that shown in Fig. 6 .11. 

At some depth z below th e free surfac:e the (gauge) pressure on the wetted hull is 
p = PwXZ. The hydrostatic fo rce on an elemental area of the surface bw(6z/sino:) is, 
therefore, 

6Fh • pbw -:-- • - .- z6z. - ( 61 ) (PwKbw) 
sma sma 

In the limit 6z ➔ 0 integration with respect to z between z ""0 at the surface and 
z • TwsinQ at the transom gives the net hydrost atic;: force a<:ting at the centre of 
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Fii;.6.11 

pressure X, whence 

Fh "'½Pw1bw'i!sina. (6.8) 

The upward (vertical) component of Fh is given by 

- T2 . p.,,.,gb.,,.,i; -
Ft, cosa"' ½PwlbwlwSlnCt cosa = --

4
- sm2a. (6.9) 

Note that because the transom is not submerged Fh has a rearward horizontal com
ponent given by 

Fh sino = ½Pwgb.,,.,°i;sin2o. 

Furthenn ore. the vertical component of Fh docs not act through a centre of 
buoyancy - it acts at X - and perhaps ought to be called a venical hydrosta tic 
force. The force is certainly not the buoyancy force applicable to displacement 
vehicles. 

The system of forces acting on a planing craft in steady forward motion is shown 
in Fig. 6.12(a). Assuming geometric symmetry about the fore-and-aft vertical plane, 
the flet forces act ing on the craft may be taken to Jie in that plane. The system thus 
comprises the following components: 

Fh: the hydrostatic force, given by Equation (6.8), acting at the centre of pres
sure X on the bottom of the hull; 

Fp: the net hydrodynamic force resulting from the variation of pressure over the 
wetted hull and acting at the hydrodynamic centre Hon the bottom of the hull; 

F,: the net skin-friction force on the wetted hull; 
T: the thrust produced by a propulsor to maintain the steady forward speed V; 

and 
W: the all-up weight of the craft. 

In order to reduce resistance at low forward speeds it is usual to provide some 
longitudinal curvature of the hull, especially near the bow. So, aJthough the local 
pressure and shear stress are nonnaJ to each other on the wetted hull, the corres
ponding net integrated forces acting through the hydrodynamic cent re need not be, 
the relali\le inclination depending on the shape of the hull. This has been taken into 
account by directing Fp and Fh at angles o +~and o + 1/1 to the vertical respectively. 
However, to avoid subsequent complication F, has not been generalized in this way. 
In any case, when th e craft is travelling at a high cruise speed the wetted hull has 
negligible longitudinal curvature. 
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Fia:. 6.12 Foret• on the wtt1ed hull or I planing craft. 

The thrust is assumed to act in a direction parallel to the keel, but in practice 
th.is will depend on the type or propulsion unit and the orienta tion of, say, the 
propeller shaft(s). For steady motion the net moment of forces about G must be 
zero and so 

Fhl(/ G - /x)cos,; + ZHsin1")1 - Tzy - F, i(IH - /c)co~ - ZHsin~} 

+F.zH •O. (6.10) 

Figure 6.12(b) shows the force diagram in whic.h Fv is the vertically upward (sup
porting) dynamic force and R is the horizontal dynamic force (resistance). The 
resuJtant dynamic force on the hull can be considered to be the vector sum of either 
the components F.,, and R or Fp and F,. Thus, for the equilibrium of forces 

W- F• co,(a t 1")-F, co,(a+~) +F, sina-Tsina • 0, 
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that is 

and 

(6.11) 

Tcosa - Fh sin(a+ "1)- Fp sin(Q+lf))-F ,c osa=O, 

that is 

(6.12) 

where Ry is the total resistance equal to the horizontal component of the propulsive 
thrust . 

At low forward speeds the equations of motion for a conventional displacement 
vehicle can be derived fromEquations(6.10)-(6.l 2). The stem can then be asswned 
fully wetted so that the horizontal components of Fh must cancel. Hence, the 
resultant hydrost atic force is directed vertically upwards and is, ther efore, th e 
buoyancy force F 8 which acu through the centroid of the immersed volume, that 
is,at the centre of buoyancy B. We know that at low speeds when a➔ 0 and F., ➔ 0, 
♦ ➔ •/2. Assuming further that Tsina a, Ta< W, Equations (6.11) and (6.12) 
reduce to 

W•Fe 

R •Fp +F, ~ T=R1 

(6.13) 

(6.14) 

where F P is the viscous pressure re sistance which is small at low speeds. Since Fp 
and F, are now parallel the hydrodynamic centre has no meaning and tH must be 
int erpret ed as Zp and z,, the distances below G of the lines of action of Fp and F, 
respec tive)y. The moment equa tion (6.10) reduces to 

(6.15) 

where Ix= la, the distan ce from the stem to the centre of buoyancy. 
When the forward speed is very high and significant planing action takes place 

Fta <Fp. Fo r efficient planing a is small, F, <Fp and ♦ is small because~ varies 
little over the wett ed length. furthe rmo re , Tsina 5!f T<:t. <Fp, and the force equa
tions(6.l l) and (6.12) can be simplified to 

W=Fp co(«+~)=F• 

Ry=Tcosa~T 

• Fp sin(cr + ♦) + F, cosa 

= W tan(a + ♦) + F,. 

Then, as <:t. and; are very small 

Ry= W<:t.+ W♦+F,. 

(6.16) 

(6 .17) 

Equation (6.l 7) shows that th e total resistance consists of three components which 
may be identifie d as follows: 

(i) Th e comp0 nent Wa = aF. is called the induced resistance, or dn. g, and 
results from the inclin ation of Fp from the vertical owing to th e trim angle of 
th e craft. 
(ii) The component Wq, may be identifi ed with wave-malting and viscous pressure 
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resistance. At high speed and small immersion the wave-making resistanc e is 
small. 
(iii) Fs is the skin-friction resistance. 

This breakdown of the total rts.istance illustrat e s a general principl e associated with 
high-speed vehicles. At the (high) design speed the wave-makin g resislance is neglig
ible, but the craft experiences induced drag in contrast to the reverse situation for 
conventional displacement vehk:les at normal operuing speeds. 

Finally, at high speeds the mom ent equation (6.10) can be simplified to 

Fpi(IH -/G)cOS4>- ZHsin¢I =F,zH - Tzr 

which gives, on rearrangtment, 

= F,zH - (Fesin(o + ¢,) + Fs)zr , 
COSQ 

(IH - IG) = (ZH - Zf) ( ~ sec4> + tan¢,) - ZT tana. (6.18) 

AJ ¢, and a: are both small it is reasonabl e to assume that ZH and zy are both small 
and nearly equal. Eq1ation (6.18) th en shows that for •fully-planing' conditions 
which correspond to the presence of dynamic supporting forces only 

(6.19) 

that is, the hydrodynamic centre is located on th e hull very closely below the centre 
of gravity. Th.is result is incorpor ated in a design method for planing er-aft which is 
discu•d in more detail later. 

6 .2.4 E,tlmllllon of ForttJ on o Plt,nilrl Ooft 

In the following discussion it will be assumed that the longitudinal plane of sym• 
metry of the craft is vertical and that fully-planing conditions apply so that Ft,< Fp 
and Ta<Fp . 

For a hard-chine hull the independ ent variabl es which affect the values of Fv 
(orFp) , F,and/H are : 

Y, which is det ennined primarily by the propulsive thrust ; 
a, which is determined by the geometry of the wetted hull; 
/3 which determines the geometry of the wetted hull; 
T..,, which depends on the depth of immersion and the orientation of th e hull; 
bw, the mean wett ed beam, which is detennined by the geometry of the hull and 

is consistent with low drag; 
I, the weight per unit mass, which is associa ted with distortion of the interface; 

and 
Pw, JJ.w, the density and dynamic viscosity respectively, which are properti es of 

the water. 

Note that b.., has been included in the list of independent variables for hard-chine 
hulls. If the deadrise were fonned by two intersecting plates ex tending a large 
distance transversely then the wett ed beam would vary with Fp and would not then 
be regarded as an independent variable. The wetted beam is also an independent 
variable for the case of a planing flat plate of finite aspect ratio since it a ffects th e 
extent of side-edge effects. In realit y, /J varies with distan ce from the transom from, 
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say, 3 degrees at the traruom to 17 degrees at the mid-length. Generally, an average 
value of deadrise angle is used in analysis and in this given case we might tak e 
5 • 10 degrees. Experiments have shown, however, that for planing surfaces consist
ing of intersecting flat plates . changes of~ affect the dependent variables nonlinearly, 
so that some error will be involved in adopting~-

For the hard~e craft we can write the functionaJ relationship 

Fv = function (V , Q, B", fw, bw,l,Pw, llw) (6.20) 

and similarly for F, and /H, The application of dimensional anaJysis leads to 

Fv . I -bw V PwVlwl 
½Pwylj! ' function o,tJ,7w, yegTw),---;;:;- (6.21) 

and similarly for F1 /½PwV11; and ltt/Tw. It must be remembered that Equation 
(6.21) applies to high-speed cruise operation, but attention must also be given to 
motion at low speeds. 

Other, mainly geometric, variables need consideration, such as fore.body shape, 
chine shape , longitudinal curva t ure of the hull and so on. In principle. these are 
generally decid ed upon With regard to cargo, fuel, operating rO!e, propulsion system, 
etc. When the designer has chosen a hull shape he must then det ennine values of F1 

and IH to cakulate Ry and thus Tfor given values of fl.'{= Fv) , ~. bw,I, Pw and /Jw 
at a steady crui se speed V. Becau,e th e flow about a practical hull is extremely 
complicated reli ance is placed on accurate experimental data. Unfortunately, the 
fonn in which the functional relationship (6.21) is expressed contains the unknown 
wetted length 7w on both sides of the expression. However, as Murray (7 ) and 
others have argued it is the wetted beam that is the important par ameter (because it 
varies little with speed) and not the wett ed length. Thus, Equation (6.21) can be 
rearranged, according to the rules of dimensional analysis (discussed in Chapter 4), 
as follows 

F, W . I -bw V I 
I-----,:,= -1 2,-, = Cv = fun<l1on a, P. ~ , ''·b ) . 

p,,,,V bw p,,,,V bw I,,,, V\6 w 
(6.22) 

The Reynolds number Re= p,,,, Vf,,,,/µw is not included in Equation (6.22) as experi
ments have shown it to have a negligible effect on the vertical force coefficient Cv. 
Since Hand V/.../(gbw)are both known at the beginning of the design stage, Equation 
(6.22) shows Cv to depend on the two unknowns a and bw/1w. 

To calculate the skin-friction coefficient CF, and thence Fs, use is made of plank 
data such as those offered by the Schoenherr or the ITTC lines describ ed in Chapter S. 
In other words., CF, is assumed equal to Cr for the corresponding Oat plank at a 
given Re and an additional allowance of 0.0004 is then included as for displacement 
ships. However, as the method of calculating CF is the same as that for ships it must 
be open to th e same criticisms raised earlier. The inclusion of a con elation allowance 
for th e accurat e use of model data is undoubtedly necessary but there seems to be 
no clear justific a tion for its magnitude. It is thu s implied that 

Cr""~"' function (PwVlw) 
; PwV Sw l,lw 

( 
0.o7S ) 

=llog(Re) - iJ',fore xample , 
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where Sw ("" T.,,,bw secB) is the wetted surface area of the hull and T.,,, Is again un
known. The form of Cr jn Equation (6.23) is different from that suggested earlier, 
following Equation (6.21), but is in a more convenient fonn and obeys the ruJes of 
dimensional analysis . 

In an effort to improve the pred iction of th e skin-friction forc e on a planing hull, 
miniature Preston tubes were used in (8) to provide a measure of the local shear 
stress. Owing to the small size of the mod el hull, th at is length 0.9 m (~ 3 ft), beam 
0.2 m (~ 8 in), the use of Preston tubes, about one~uarter of the usual length of 
SI mm(=!! 2 in), was fust j ustified. An array of tubes was th en set into the wetted 
hull of the mod el which had zero deadrise, vertical sides and a rectangular planfonn. 
Transom wedges of 2 and S degrees were included with the basic case and the tests 
carried out in a recirculating water channel. Following corrections to the Preston 
tube readings owing to the effects of preuure gradients in the hull boundary layer 
it was found that th e integrat ed skin-friction coefficient for th e model tested was 
about 2 per cent higher than th e basic Hughes line(see Otapter 5) at a .Jive.!1 Reynolds 
number. However, when account was taken of the aspect ratio bw/ lw = 0.2 m/ 
0 .8 m = 0.25 for th e model, it was found that th e experim ental CF, curve fell about 
4 per cent below the Hughes and Schoenherr pred.ictions . It may be concluded, 
the refore , that th.is difference arises from side-edge effects of planing hulls which 
are absent from fully submerg ed flat plates and plan.ks. The result could be an over• 
estimation of th e skin-friction force on a planing hull if the standard procedure for 
displac ement vessels is used. 

The analysis of experim ental data has shown that the locati on of th e hydro
dynamic centre H is independent of both Re and Fr(= V/../(g'5.,)). Whence, 

IH . - -
~ • funcuon(<>,P,bw/Tw) (6.24) 

in which a: and Tw are unknown. 
The data in (9] can be used to develop a design method from empirical relations 

between the independent variables. Summaries of this developmen t (7, 10-12 ) 
illustrate the technique with examples and charts are used to reduce the amount of 
algebraic manipulation of transcendental equations. For the reader's convenience 
and ease of referen ce th e relationships arc collected and discussed in the Appendix at 
the end of this chapter . The results of a typical calculation using the preceding data 
are shown in Fig. 6.13. In this case W• 450 kN (" 45 tonl), V• 21 m , - • (" 42 
knots), ii• 8.25 deg,ees, iiw • 3 .76 m (S!! 12.3 ft), la • 8.63 m (" 28.3 ft) and the 
overall length of the boat was 20.55 m (:!!67.4 ft) at the still-water line. As it 
happens, the locati on of th e centre of gravity leads to an operating trim angle of 
just over 4 degrees and a re!Utance value just about th e minimum. More usually, th e 
ltt = le condition is satisfied for rath er smaller values of a: (as shown in (7]) and 
this will not produce minimum resistance operation. It is pointed out that too la rge 
an angle of trim might result in porpoising, but it is also dedu ced that an increase of 
beam is rathe r unhelpful. □early, then, a compromise has to be mad e and thi s is 
often influenced by restrictions other than those impo sed by hydrodynamics , 

Resistanc e tests on a series of planing-hull forms (DTMB 62 Series) were per• 
fonned by acm ent and Blount ( 13] who presented their data in a way suitable 
for preliminary design calculations . The trim angle and th e resistance-to-weight ratio 
were found to dep end primarily on the aspect ratio, the location of the longi tudi nal 
£ffilre of gravHy and the s.ize-to-wcight ratio of the hull . (A deadrise angle of 
(J • 12.5 degrees was used throu gh out the tests.) 
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In (13] and later in (14] the hi8J,•speed performances of the five planing hull 
models making up the Series were shown to reduce to a composite plot as indicated 
in Fig. 6.14. Although these curves are derived for a craft with an all-up weight of 
W• I0OOOlbf (=!!! 44.S kN), they can be used with good accuracy for weights from 
7500 - 15 000 lbf ("' 33.38-66 .7SkN). For equilibrium of the forward steady 
motion '" is equal to lo and the latter can be fu:ed for a given boat. The abscissa of 
Fig. 6.14 can thus be taken as some known value at th e cruise speed. The coefficient 
Cv is also calculable for a given speed and all-up weight, and the resistance-to-weight 
ratio then follows. It is then found that the estimated values of resistance lie close 
to those whfoh were actually measured on the corresponding five models of the 
Series. A number of other interesting features, characteristic of general planing 
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hulls, may be deductd from Fig. 6.14. For a given plan area formed by the chine 
line a craft of large Tw/bw (= 11Al) will be elongate d in the fore-and-aft direction 
and consequenUy the ratio lc/bw ("" IH/i,w at cruise speed) will be large. It is then 
found that at high speeds long, narrow boats have a somewhat higher total resistance 
than craft with lower lo/bw, as indicated for a typical example in f ig. 6.15. How
ever, at low speeds the behaviour is significantly reversed as a result of the less 
pronounced wave-making resistance of the slender craft. Also shown in Fig. 6.15 is 
the variation of the corresponding trim angle which is seen to vary over a smaller 
range as lc/bw increases, though all the results merge at the highest speeds. Finally, 
as shown in Fig. 6 .14, if we consider a craft of constant W, V and Ow and change 
the value of /G, the total resistance increases as IG is brought forward. There is thus 
a desire on the part of designers to keep the centre of gravity well aft. The extent to 
which this action may be taken is limited by the tendency for the craft to porpoise 
(bounce from wave crest to wave crest) at high speed and to adopt an excessive 
trim by the stem when at rest , Consequently, it is recommended in (13) that the 
centre of gravity should be close to 8 per cent of the projected chine length aft of 
the centroid of the projected planing bottom area (enclosed by the chine line). ll 
may be noted that for much of the work in (13) correla tions were based on the 
"'volume' Froude number defined as 

where 

V 
Frv • ~ 

w v= -. 
Pwl 
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lhat is the displacement volume at rest. As shown in Fig. 6.15, the change-over 
characteristic of RT/W , which takes place at about 12.S m , - 1(:i!!! 25 knots),corres
ponds to Frvei!!! 3.11. More recent correlations of total resistance data for the 
Series 62 and Series 65 hard-chine hulls [l S] have shown that the most dominant 
parameter affecting the resistance at a given speed is the slenderness ratio (i.e. 
/p/V 1

'
3• where /p is the projected chine length). Figure 6. I 6 shows a summary of 

the typical results in which it is seen that as the slenderness ratio of the hull increases 
the wave-making hump resistance reduces, but the high-speed resistance increases, 
confirming the results shown in Fig. 6.1S. 

We see, therefore, that Murray's method can be used to produce the geometry of 
a boat consistent with minimwn drag or, alternatively, to produce a resistance value 
for a given location of the longjtudinal centre of gravity. These data will, however, 
refer to only one operating point, that is, at the design cruise speed. On the other 
hand, the data of C!ement and Bloun t can be used to predk:t the performance of a 
boat, similar to the series considered by them, over the whole speed range an d for 
all-up weights to at least 44S kN (:::! 44.S tonf). These two approaches are comple• 
mentary and both may be used to deduce optimum operatio n. 

Corresponding data for round-bilge hulls have been given in {16) for the very 
slender DTMB Series 64 and in [17- 19) for the lower slenderness ratios of the 
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NPL Series. This later series is intended to cover high-speed ships which do not, in 
fact, plane in the strictest sense. In other words, a significant buoyancy force is 
present at the cruise speed. However, the question of the fully-planing condition is 
considered in more detail in Section 6.2.6. For the moment we consider, for the 
NPL series, that the length Froude number Fr1., (• V/../'8Lwd, where LwL is the 
length of the still-water line) is less than 1.1, say. Under these conditions the overall 
round-bilge clwacteristics describing resistance and trim angle as functions of Frv 
are quite similar to those shown in Fig. 6.1S for the hard<hine hull forms. It is 
found that trim angles are slightly less and, at lower speeds, the resistance is 10me
what less for the round-bilge forms. In ( 18] it is shown that again the addition of a 
stem wedge reduces thetrimangle(by asmuchas 50 per cent for a 10 degree wedge) 
and, for low slenderness ratios, reduces the resistance at the hump speed. 

Data from the NPL Series and a collection of hard-dune results are compared in 
[19) on a resistance against Frv basis to obtain some idea of the optimum perform
ance range for each type of hull for operation in calm water. Figure 6,17 shows the 
recommendat ions derived from the• data in tenns of speed and ship length . It is 
thought that the operating regimes illustrated are likely to hold for hull shapes 
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Fia;. 6.17 Operatlna regimes for rou.nd-bilge and bud-chine planing craft. 

reasonably close to the NPL and DTMB Series. Oearly, the implication is that 
round-bilge hulls are best for large high-speed craft operating at speeds up to 
25 m s- 1 (=! SO knots). This may go some way to explaining the often demon
strated superiority in speed of the round-bilge German E-Boats in the Second World 
War. Nevertheless, North American designers tend to favour the hard-chine hull 
form and contend that the differences in resistance values at low speeds are not 
particuJarly important. Indeed, it is suggested in (1 S] that the best compromise 
may be the double chine, which combines the best characteristics of the two basic 
hull forms and yet retains the shape which offers cheaper and quicker building 
programmes. The question of which form is best at high speed in waves, measured 
in terms of seakeeping responses such as displacements and accelerations, still has 
no definitive answer. Although this question is of great importance, motion in waves 
is unsteady and the top ic is out of context here; but a measure of the seriousness of 
the problem for several types of high-speed craft may be found in (20) for example. 

6.2.5 11,hl,,iour of a """'1110./t 

The operating characteristics of a successful planing craft hull With a length at the 
still.water line of approximately 2 1 m (:!! 70 ft) and a length-to-beam ntio of 4 
have been given in (21) and are presented in Fig. 6.18. The trim angle is seen to rise 
to a maximwn of about 6 degrees at approximately half the ma.ximwn s~ed and 
then to reduce steadily to some 4 degrees at the design speed of 2S m s- 1 (~ 50 
knots). Our assumption that er is small is thus seen to be justified for all speeds, 

For this craft, and indeed for most planing craft, at low speeds the mid-section 
falls with respect to the still-water level and only begins to rise at speeds above 
7.5 m s- 1 (:!! IS knots). Titis settling of the hull in the water suggests that down
ward (suction) forces are generated on the wetted hull, usually near the stem, which 
augment the weight. As a result of this submergence F8 > W. To balance the mom
ent induced about the cent.re of gravity by these suction forces er increases so that 
the cent re of buoyancy moves aft; the hydrodynamic centre H is also abaft the 
centre of gravity. As the speed increases Fv becomes larger with the result that H 
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Fig. 6.18 Perfonnance characteristic• or a 21 m (70 ft) hud -chint planing craft. 

moves forward andF 8 diminishes(o r rather Fh is small). Between 7.5 and 10 m s- l 
(:!! JS and 20 knots) the transom gradu.ally rises clear of water, and to preserve 
equilibrium th e changesinF-. and Fb and the movement o fH and X (see Fig. 6.l 2(a)) 
take place with little change of trim. ~ the speed increases further the trim angle 
reaches a maximum at l S ms - • (:!! 30 knots). At higher speeds the mid-section 
emerges slowly and 0: decreases steadily. Tius latt er trend might be explained. some
what crudely, for the fully-planing craft by referring to the equatio n 

W• F. = Cv X (!P w V2b!) = constant. 

Now as Y increases the coefficient Cv must decrease because bw remains constant 
for hard-dune hulls. The wetted length tends to reduce slowly, and, as we can see in 
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Equations (A.1)--{A.8) in the Appendix at the end of this chapter, a must also 
decrease. 

Also shown in fig. 6.18 are the resistance compon ents as functions of the for• 
ward speed. 1n this figure the total resistance was based on measured values, the 
skin-friction resistance was determined from plank data, the induced drag was 
deduced from an estimate of Fv and measured angles of trim, and the residuary 
resistance was obtained by subtraction. The total drag increases rapidly at low 
speeds, probably at a greater rate than for a displacement sh.ip, but then remains 
little changed between 12.S and 20 m s- 1 {:!! 2S and 40 knots) before rising steadily 
at higher speeds. Between S and 10 ms - (~ JO and 20 knots) the total resistance 
arises primarily from wave formation. The residuary resistance shows a hump at 
about 9 m s- 1 (~ 18 knots) which corresponds to a Froude number, based on 
water-line length of the craft at rest, of approximately 0.63. As the speed increases 
the wave-making resistance decreases, but at high speeds viscous pressure resistance 
increases so rapidly that it fonns the major component of the residuary resistance. 
As F,. is negative at low speeds, the induced drag is then also negative but becomes 
increasingly positive as Y rises. Above 20 m s- 1 (:::!! 40 knots), F,. changes little but 
a is seen to decrease, thus causing the product oF,. to pass through a maximum and 
then decrease gradually. Finally ,skin-friction resistance increases steadily throughout 
the speed range since the V1 term is always greater than the product S.,,, x Cy. For 
the particular craft examined here, the skin-friction resistance becomes the largest 
component of the total resistance above 20 m s- 1 (:::!! 40 knots). However, the rate 
at which skin-friction resistance increases is less than that for a displacement vehicle 
because the wetted surface area decreases with increasing speed. 

6.2.6 O.finition of Fu/ly-p/oninK Op,rotlon 

We have considered hitherto that the craft is folly planing when speeds are reached 
for which Fh <Fp, but some part of the hull must be submerged. Therefore I.,,, #-0 
and so F,. * 0. This definition of fully planing is imprecise yet difficult to improve 
upon. For example, Newton (21) stated that 'it is generally recognised that the 
definition of fully planing is when the Ry/W curve levels off . . . and the stem trim 
has reached a maximum'. With this similarly imprecise definition th e data shown in 
Fig. 6.18 suggest th atfully-plan.ingmotioncommencesat V "" 14ms - 1 (::!" 28 knots). 
On the other hand, Mandel (22) considered the craft to be fully planing when 'it 
ceases to be buoyantly supported and becomes completely dynamically supported'. 
Clement and Pope (SJ found this occurred when Ftv> 3.S. 

We can infer from the results of Fig. 6.18 that this criterion applies for 
Y> 20 m s- 1 c~ 40 knots), which is at the upper limjt of the level portion of the 
R y/W curve. 

Our definition is similar to that suggested by Mandel but we know that the craft 
cannot cease to be buoyantly supported. What, then, is the magnitude of Fh c05!:A/W 
(= Fh/W for small a) which could be taken as a reasonable criterion for the incep• 
tion of 'fully' planing (for only then can we use our design data with accuracy)? 
Now if Fh/W becomes very small the craft simply skims over the water surface, as 
may be observed in 'power-boat' races. Should the craft then encounter a disturb• 
ance such as a gust of wind or surface waves the hull may emerge completely from 
the water and become airborne fora short period, When this action occurs repeatedly 
lhe craft porpoises violently. The ride becomes extremely uncomfortable, control is 
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poor and structural damage to the hull often takes place. It has been known for 
some craft to "flip' right over and break up. 

Some idea of the relative magnitudes of Fh/W and F.,/W can be obtained by 
referring again to Fig. 6 .J 8. The curve of induced drag-to-weight ratio (oF.,/W, and 
trim angle a imply values of F., from about 0.5 W at IS m s - 1 (:! 30 knot s) to 
about 0.75 W at 20- 2S m s- 1 (5!!40- 50 knots). The vertical component of the 
hydrostatic force must therefore vary between O.S and 0 .2S W over the same speed 
range. (The components of propulsor thrust have been neglected.) Newton suggested 
that porpoising would occur when Vis greater than 25 m s- 1 (:! SO knots) for this 
craft. The practicaJ maximum vaJue of F., i., therefore 0.75 W and is achieved at 
20 m , - 1 (:!! 40 knots). Du Cane's calculations ( 11 J for a somewhat smaller boat 
and a length -to-beam ratio of 5.5 show that at the design speed of 21 ms - • (:! 42 
knots) the dynamic force F,. a 0.5 W. 

6.J Hydrofoil Craft 

Unlike th e main hull of a planing crafi that of th e hydrofoil boat is completely 
clear of the water at high speeds. Hydrodynamic supporting forces are developed on 
fully - or partially - submerged extensions of appendages fixed to the main hull. 
The supponing forces result from a suitable distribution of pressure on the wetted 
surfaces (th e hydrofoils) once the craft is in motion. Figure 6. 19 shows two typical 
configurations of hydrofoil craft. The foils, attached by struts to the hull, may 
either pierce the water surface, or be totally submerged, or be a combination of 

l•I 

(bl 

fi8. 6.19 Hydrofoil craft : (a) surf.oe-pierclng foils canard configuration; (b) submerged foillll 
conventional (aeroplane) colU1gU1alion. 
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both. Furth er, the main load-bearing foils may either be well aft (the aznard con• 
figuration), or well forward (the conventional aeroplane configuration). 

The performance of a deeply submerged hydrofoil is equivalent to that of a 
geometrically similar, isolated aerofoil opera ting under dynamically similar con
ditions. However, at high speeds the behaviour of a hydrofoil raises problems which 
can be solved only with reference to specially designed lifting sections. It is worth 
pointing out here that although the hull itself is clear of the water the struts, foils 
and often the propulsor arc submerged. These will, therefore, contribute a small 
buoyancy force to augment the hydrody namic lift force supporting the craft. 

6.3.1 G,n,,odon of Uft Form 

The lift force on a hydrofoil (or an aerofoil) is defined as that component of the 
resultant hydrodynami c force which is perpendicular to the direction of the on• 
coming mainstream velocity . It is worth noting that the lift force may be upwards 
or downwards, although for a supporting force in horizontal motion we would 
require an upward vertical lift force. The process by which a lift force is generated 
on a hydrofoil is fundamentally different from that used by a planing hull to produce 
a supporting force F.,. Let us first postulate that the flow about a stationary, deeply 
submerged body is steady and irrotational. (It may be recalled that the tenn •inota• 
lional' implies that no element of the moving fluid undergoes a net rotation.) Since 
rotation of a fluid part icle can be caused only by a torque applied by shear forces 
on the surface of the particle it follows that in our model shear forces are absent 
and so the fluid is inviscid. Suppose the body is a long cylinder of uniform, circular 
cross section set at right angJes to the oncoming flow which is o f infinite extent. 
The streamline pattern abou t a central section of the cylinder appears like that 
shown in fig. 6.20(a). Symmetry of the patt ern about the axes xx . z: shows, by 
the application of Bernoulli's equation , that the net forces perpendicular to xx (lift) 
and perpendicular to zz (drag) must both be zero. 

To obtain a lift force it is essential that the streamline pattern about the xx axis 
should be unsymmetric. This could be achieved by distorting the cross section of 
the body or by inducing an additional circulatory flow component. If the velocities 
of the fluid relative to the cylinder over the upper surface of the cylinder are greater 
than those on the lower surface then BemouUi's equation shows that the mean 
pressure on the lower surface is greater than that on the upper surface. A transverse 
force, in this case a vertical upward (lift) force, is developed as shown in Fig. 6.20(b) . 
The flow is still symmetric about the zz axis and so drag remains zero. 

Theo retically, the streamline pattern shown in Fig. 6.20(b) can be obtained from 
the superposition of a uniform stream and a doublet (which when combined repre• 
sent the uniform flow about the cylinder) and an irrotational vortex representing a 
circulatory flow [23 - 25]. It may then be shown that the lift force per unit span of 
the cylinder is given by 

lift/span • prV = L' (6.27) 

where p is the density of the fluid, Y is the mainstream approach velocity and r is 
the circulation and corresponds to the strength of the irrotational vortex. We adopt 
here the convention that positive circulation corresponds to a lift force along the 
upward perpendicular to the approach flow velocity vectort . Equation (6.27) was 

t This sign convention is more suitable for our present purpose; it is no1 universal and the reverse 
is often 1,ucd 123). 
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S1 and S7 are 
s1a,gna1ion points 

Lift force 

obtained first by Kutt a and independently by Joukowski for bodies of arbit rary 
shape, and the result is often called the Kutta - Joukowsk.i law. Joukowsld showed 
also that the pattern of flow round a cylinde r of circular section can be used to 
deduce the patt ern for a body of different (but mathematically related) shape . 
Using a suitable conformal transformation (24 I the body so derived can take the 
form of a hyd rofoil which is symmetric about a mean line (which need not be 
straight). Velociti es and therefo re pressures on the surface of the hydrofoil may 
thu s be calculated fairly simply. 

Let us now refer specifically to hydrofoil sections of infinite span (i.e . infinite 
length perpendic ular to the plane o f th e paper) and suppose we transform the flow 
patt ern of Fig. 6.2<:(a) to that of Fig. 6.2 1(a) . There is no lift force on either the 
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cylinder or the hydrofoil . Whereas for the cylinder the two stagnation points S1 
and S, lie on the line 8 = ,r and 8 = 0 respectively, the relative positions of the 
corresponding points S1 and S2 on the hydrofoil depend on the angle of incidence a. 
It may be seen in Fig. 6.20(a) that the result of the transfonnation is an aerofoil 
with a sharp (often cusped) trailing edge. However, even for an inviscid fluid, the 
required instantaneous change in direction caMot actually be sustained. Further• 
more, for real fluids the flow over the under surface of the hydrofoil suffen a 
continuous dinipation of energy by shear stresses in th e boundary layer.M a result, 
the fluid possesses insufficient energy to move round the sharp trailing edge in order 
to reach the stagnation point S2 and $0 breaks away from the surface of the foil. 

Actually, the onJystablepositionof SJ isat the trailing edge and the Oow pattern 
of Fig. 6.2J(a) lasts only for an instant once motion begins. Now the movement of 
S2 to the tiailing edge of the hydrofoil corresponds to a shift of the point S1 on the 
cylinder (Fig. 6.20(a)) from 8 • 0 to 8 < 0 , that is, below the xx axis. Reference to 
Fig. 6.20(b) shows that a clockWC (and by convention positive) circulation is 
required with the result that S1 moves to a position corresponding to 8 > ,r, that is, 
again below the xx axis. Transfonnation of the modified pattern to that for the 
hydrofoil is shown in Fig. 6.2l(b). Thus for stable conditions a circulation round 
the hydrofoil must be established, and its magnitude depends on the extent to 
which the rear stagnation point must move to appear on the trailing edge. This is 
the 'Joukowsk.i hypoth esis' which tells us that a circulation about the foil is neces• 
sary to produce a lift force on the foil. 

To explain how the circulation is generated initially we must draw on the viscous 
property of real Ou.ids. The 1eparation of the viscous flow near the trailing edge of a 
hydrofoil causes the fluid on the upper surface to move from Si to the trailing 
edge. This flow is in the opposite direction to that of the ideal flow and so an eddy, 
called a startinx wortex, is fonned as shown in Fig. 6.22. The starting vortex is 
washed rapidly downstream from the trailing edge. However, a theorem propounded 
by Lord Kelvin (26) must be satisfied. This states that in an inviscid fluid the cir• 
culation around a closed curve, which moves with the fluid so as alway:. :o touch 
the same particles, does not change with time. Provided that points on the closed 
curve are well away from the body, then velocity gradients at these points are 
negligible and the effects of viscosity are small. The behaviour of the flow in that 
region can then be considered identical with irrotational flow, The vortex induces a 
circulation ( the bound vortu) so that the net circulation in the closed curve is z.ero 
and S1 moves towards the trailing edge. A lift force is thus developed by the hydro-
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foil. The condition for the circulation in ideal flow to bring S, onto the trailing 
edge is called the 'Kutta - Jouk.owsk.i condition'. The actual value of circulation 
needed to satisfy this requirement is slightly less than that for ideal flow because 
the boundary layer effectively changes the shape of the hydrofoil somewhat. 

Whenever the now pattern is altered by changes in incidence angle a (see Fig. 
6.21) or some change in hydrofoil geometry.or if the speed Vis changed, then new 
starting vortices are produced and the circulation adjusted accordingly. The flow 
round the hydrofoil ceases to be affected by the starting vortex as the latter moves 
downstream to be dissipated gradually by viscous action. Although viscosity is 
necessary to generate starting vortices, and th erefore circulation, the lift force is 
affected little by the magnitude of viscoSlty provided that the boundary layer is 
thin and separation is avoided. Even so, a wake is always formed as the shear Oow 
in the boundary layer trails downstream and in reality the stagnation point S1 
cannot be readily identified. However, for thin hydrofoils the Kutta - Joukowski 
law is remarkably accurate. 

The lift force on a hydrofoil can be measured directly by using a force balance 
fixed outside the flow system. Alternatively, we can sum the local vertical compon• 
ents {i.e. perpendicular to the direction of V) of the shear and pressure forces on 
the surface of the foil. But, as we have noted earlier, th e local pressure force on the 
surface is the major component contributing to the lift force. It is therefore worth 
examining a typic.al pressure distribution on a deeply submerged hydrofoil of infinit e 
span in a fluid of infinite exten t. 

Fjgure 6.23 shows such a pressure distribution for a NACA 4412 section {27) 
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Fig. 6.23 Pressure distribution for NACA 4412 hydrofoil section. 

set at an incidence angle of 8 degrees to the oncoming flow. The angle of incidenoc 
or, for an isolated hydrofoil (or aerofoil), the angle of attack is the angle er measured 
between the direction of the upstream approach velocity V and the line of length 
c joining the leading and trailing edges of the foil as shown in Fig. 6.23. Positive 
values of a correspond to directions of V from below th.is line. The reference 
static pressure P• is taken to be well upstream from the hydrofoil. The flow 
round the leading edge of the foil accelerates rapidly from the stagnation point 
St to the upper surface which corresponds to large negative values of the pressure 
coefficient Cp , The effect of the boundary layer is to reduce the curvature of 
the upper surface thereby reducing both the 'peak' of the curve and the magni• 
tude of Cp compared with that for inviscid now. Note also that suction pressures 
occur over most of the upper surface, whereas positive pressures occur over most of 
the lower surface. Now the force per unit span, F~, on the hydrofoil in they direc• 
tion (Fig. 6.23) is proportional to the area enclosed by the pressure contour, and 
the lift per unit span is thus FpcoSOI. We see, therefore, that suction pressures provide 
a large contribution to the total lift force. This behaviour contrasts with that of 
planing surfaces for which Cp is always positive on th e wetted surface. Towards the 
trailing edge of the foil a wake is formed and pressure recovery (to Cp z +I) is 
incomplete. We might thus take the view that the hydrofoil is effectively extended 
downstream to the point where the wake is dispersed. The magnitude ofcp at the 
suction peak increases with a: to produce a large, adverse pressure gradient beyond 
the peak. The tendency for boundary-layer separation is therefore increased and 
this results in a loss of lift force and a rapid increase in drag force (mainly from the 
viscous pressure component). 
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6.3.2 Geometry of Hydrofoil ~ctions 

In addition to the variation of V and a: the geometry of the hydrofoil also affects 
its performance. The principal geometric parameters of a hydrofoil section suitable 
for low-speed, non-cavilating flows are shown in Fig. 6.24. These parameters may 
be identified as foUows: 

(i) The mean (camber) line is of arbitrary shape (aJthough it is orten either 
straight, part of a circular arc or part of a parabolic arc) on which lie th e centres of 
the leading- and trailing-edge circles. These edges are fonned by the intersection of 
the mean line and the circumferenc e of the circles. The Joukowski tran sformation 
produces a leading edge on very nearly a circular arc but the trailing edge is cusped. 
Such a shape is rather impractical and so most designs have a thickened region over 
the last I 0- J S per cent of the mean line. 

(ii) The straight line which connects the leadillg and trailing edges is called the 
chord line oflength c. 

(ill) The thickness distribution t , which is symmelrk about the mean line, 
depends, as does the camber, on the conformal transformation used or on the 
development of the section from empirical data . For low-speed hydrofoils the maxi
mum thickness Im is in the range O.J < tm/c < 0.25 and is located at x/c :!!: 0.3; the 
maximum camber varies between zero and O.lc and is located in the range 
0.4 <x/c < 0.S. 

Ltilding ,edge 
cin;le 

, • o 
Fig. 6.24 Notation for hydrofoils. 

Suction, top, or 
upper surface 

Prmure, bonom, or 
lowersurface 

Provided that the foil can be considered thin, that is tm/c < 0.2, the lift force 
developed for small angles of incidence is determined primarily by the shape of the 
mean line. The thickness distribution which cloth es the mean line reduces the 
suction peak at a given a and so reduces the possibility of separation . Further 
streamlining towards the trailing edge reduces the viscous pressure drag at the 
expense of a slight increase in skin-friction drag. Ma.'<imum values of the section lift 
coefficient, given by 

C1 =(Uft/span)/lPwV1c = L'flPw V2c (6.28) 

can reach 1.8 and the ratio of lift force to drag force can be as high as 100, as 
shown in [27). 
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6.33 Doto for Hydrofoil s«tlom 

A typical set of data (for a NACA 4412 section) is shown in Fig. 6.25 for a given 
value of Reynolds number Re(_• p..,Yc/µ..,,) and a given roughness geometry . The 
section drag coefficient is given by Cd, where 

Cd= (drag/span)/!PwY2c •D'/!PwV'c, (6.29) 

and the section moment coefficient is given by C'"cJ•, where 

C,,.ct• = (moment about quarter<hord point/span)/½Pw V1c2
• (6.30) 

It may be shown from thin-aerofoil theory {2S, 27, 28) that for inviscid Oow, small 

:i:t ~~r;:t~i ~;J1riJ;!::r;o~::1.:~s':1t1t1:'~r~~~~yonn~:e~t:,eU:tto 
which is perpendicular to th e chord line at x = c/4. The moment about the quarter• 
chord point should thus be small, negative (clockwise) and constant, although some 
variation does ocxur owing to the influence of boundary layers. 

lltin-aerofoil theory may also be used to show that Ct varies linearly with small 
angles of a according to the equation 

c,- c,. ... (~) -c,. ...... (6.31) aa ct•O 

200 ' 

c, 

c,,c., 

r c, 

:·' 
+24• 

c ... ,1. 

- 1 

Fig. 6.25 Perfonn ance charac:Leristics for NACA 4412 section. 
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where Clo is the section lift coefficient at a-= 0, and is therefore that arising solely 
from camber, and 41o is the slope of the lift curve at a:• 0. 

The effect of boundary-layer separation, which occurs at large a-, can be seen 
from Fig. 6.25. As a increases C1 increases until a maximum is reached from which 
we can infer that the area enclosed by the pressure curve of Fig. 6.23 is also a maxi
mum. There is then a sudden reduction in Ci and a rapid rise in Cd as a increases 
further. The efficiency of the foil, represented by the ratio Ci/Cd( • L'/D'), alJo 
drops rapidly, but note that the maximum value is at an ang)e Om 2! 6.S degrees 
compared with the incidence angle at separation a. :!!! I 4 degrees. Flow separation 
may be progressi\le, starting near the leading or trailing edges and then spreading 
over the entire upper surface of the foil as Ct increues , as shown in Fig. 6.26. In 

c 
(1) o-- 0: th in bck.ind¥V layer and wake 

~ ina'Mng with incidmca angle :::._ :-..... 
-....c::::::, 

Fi,:. 6.26 Aow ,epantion on a hydrofoil. 
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Fi,:. 6.27 Effect of sepua tion on preuure distribution. 

that case the lift curve is well rounded near the maximum, but if separation occurs 
suddenly over the whole surface the C1 curve is sharply peaked. The effect of ,epara. 
tion on the pressure curves is illustrated in Fig. 6.27, and once stall has occurred on 
a hydrofoil marked changes in Cmcu. result. In general, Ci increases and Cd decreases 
as Re increases in the range 3 x l(JI) to 9 x Ja6 thus increasing the maximum Ci/Cd, 

6.3.4 Hydrofolb of Finit< Spon 

The lifting surfaces of a hydrofoil craft cannot, of course, be considered of infinite 
span and it might be thought that the bound vortex must end abruptly at the ends 
of the foil. This is, however, at odds with one of the properties of a vortex wh.ich 
does not allow it to tenninate in the fluid except at a solid boundary (as proved by 
Helmholtz and discus,ed by Kelvin (26)). The difficulty is resolved by recalling 
that for a given angle of incidence Q , a lift force on the hydrofoil implies that the 
pressure on the under surface must exceed that on the upper surface. fluid must, 
therefore, escape round the ends of the foil in the following fashion: outwards to 
the ends on the under surface and inwards to the centre plane on the upper surface, 
as shown in Fig. 6.28. At the trailing edge the two flows arc discontinuous and so 
vortices are generated and swept downstream. The vortex pattern is unstable and 
the separate vortices tend to roll-up quickly to form two strong vortices with 
strengths of equal magnitude but opposite sign near the tips of the foil u shown 
Fig . 6.29 . Th e bound vortex is not disco ntinuous at the tips but joins the tip vortices. 
In theory, the tip vortices are joined to the starting vortex far downstream to fonn 
a complete vortex ring. Thus, Kelvin's theorem is upheld because the pair of trailing 
tip vortices contribute nothing to the net circulation. The complete system is called 
a •horseshoe vortex', because in practice both the tip vortices and the starting vortex 
are soon dissipated downstream by viscous action. Only the bound vortex and the 
forward portions of the tip vortices persist. 
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Fig. 6.l8 Generation of tip flows. 

At the tips of a finite hydrofoil the pressure difference between the upper and 
lower surfaces must be u ro and, therefor e, so must the circulation and lift force. 
As a result, we cannot assume that Ca is constant along the span and thereby obtain 
the total lift force as the product oflift/span and the span. To account for this the 
variation of circulation along the wing is assumed to consist of nwnerous line vortices 
of different length bound to the wing, th e sum of the strengths of th e vortices then 
giving the overall lift distribution. Each bound vortex has its own pair of trailing 
vortices extending downstream which form a vortex sheet, as shown in fig . 6.30. This 
is the classic lifting-line theory expounded by Prandtl and discuued by Glauert (28]. 

RewUing von111 -· / Flow over 
- upper surface 

___ F low over 
lower surfaiet ~ 

' ?---.___ 

~ L.11 . .., ~ 
'-~ =••ft '- > 

"~ -xC.;.., '""" 
' / J (well downstream) 

'v 
Fig. 6.29 Vort ex system for a finite-span hydrofoil ( hor~sh oe vonex). 
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Fig. 6.30 Spanwbe distribution of boun d vortex stren,th . 

Provided thot the upect ratlot is large, say AR> 4, tt can be •hown that the 
spanwise variations of circulation and lift approximate to a semi.elliptical form 
(such as that shown in Fig. 6.31) which agrees closely with measurements. Circula
tion is again regarded as positive when clockwise viewed from along the span of the 
hydrofoil with the mainstream flow approaching from the left . 

Let us consider for the moment that the flow over a finite foil of constant cross 
section is inviscid, The tip vortices induce a downwards component of velocity, 
called the downwash velocity v,. This velocity component can be added vectorially 
to V to yield a velocity V0 at an effective angle of incidence 0o a: Q-G; where 
a; = arctan(viJV), as shown in Fig. 6.32. In general v1 may vary along the span 
although it is constant for an elliptical variation of lift, and since Y is constant 
along the span then so are both Vo and ai.. We now treat the finite foil as equivalent 
to one of equal span but which forms part of an infinite foil set at an effecti ve 
incidence angle tic). The lift force is thus given by Lo • f Pw V0 f dy evaluated over 
the span of the foil and is perpendicular to V0. The force Lo can be resolved into a 
useful lift force£ normal to Vanda component D1, called th e induced dra,, parallel 
to Vin a rearward direction. We see, therefore, that although the fluid was assumed 
inviscid and the foil deeply submerged it experiences a drag component owing to 
the presence of downwa.sh. The apparent paradox of drag in an inviscid fluid is 
removed when it is realized that the work done against the induced drag appears as 
the kinetic energy of the tip vortices which are left behind the trailing edge of th e 
foil. 

t Here the aspect ntio .« •(span b)/(mean chord length c). If Sis the plan area Q( the foil, 
S• bx Cand so Al • b1/S u before. 
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For a hydrofoil in a real fluid D1 augments the viscous drag D 0 • Noting that 
111 < V and at is small, and assuming that Do <Lo, we have from fig. 6.32 

L =Lo coscq :!!Lo 

D • Do Cosot + D1 :!!"Do+ Oilo-

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

For an elliptic load distribution in the spanwise direction 

•,/Vo= constant =I>JLo 
that is, 

Fig. 6.32 Generation of induced drq. 
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Furthennor e, it can be shown that [29) 

., • rm/2b (6.35) 

where rm is the circulation at the mid-span of the hydrofoil (see Fig. 6.31). There
fore, from Equation (6.27) 

;,..,;n Equation (6.35). Whence 

2Lo 
vi= PwY01rb2 ' 

and thus from Equation, (6 .34) and (6 .36) 

D- • 2 (f-2)' • 2 (£)' 1 
Pwffb'J Yo ~ Y 

(6.36) 

(6.37) 

using the similar triangles in Fig . 6.32. Division by ½Pw V1 S yields th e dimensionl ess 
coefficients 

Also, 

<>; = arctan(v;/V) • arctan(D;/L) = arctan(Co/CL) 

= CLl(•Al) (radian measure). 

Division by ½Pw V1 S thsoughout Equation (6.33) yields 

Co= Co0 + C0; • Co0 + cl/C•Al). 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

Note that the profile drag coefficient Co0 is the value of Co when either Ct = 0 or 
..« = - since in either case the downwash velocity is zero and so, therefore, is the 
induced drag. 

Equation (6.38) allows us to separate out the effect of induc ed drag from Equa
tion (6.40). Data th en obtain ed for one aspect ratio can be converted to those for 
foils of the same section but a different aspect ratio. This process of conversion is 
illustrated by Prandtl and Tietjens [29 ). The equivalence we have adopted between 
the Oow over an infinite wing at an angle a and that of our fmitc wing at an angle 
Oo means that we can write 

(6 .41) 

where a10 is the slope of the lift curve and angles of incidence are measured relative 
to the datum for zero lift. Furthermor e 
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From Equations (6 .41) and (6.42) it is easy to show that 

I I I -- -- --+ -
(•~ )A< (•~),.. .. •Al. . (6.43) 

The slope of the lift curve at zero angle of incidence for unit span of an infinite-span, 
thin aerofoil in inviscid flow may be shown to be 21r/radian (S!O.Jl/degree). 
Equation {6.43) can thus be arranged in the form 

(•~)A<= 2• (i :Al.). (6.43a) 

For a given CL and section geometry, values of CD and o for an aspect ratio AR are 
related through Equations (6.40) - (6.42) to C,0 and o ' for an aspect ratio AR' as 
follows, for Oo 2 ao 

c;, =Co+~(~. -;k) (6.43b) 

(6.43c) 

Evidently, the slope of the lift curve decreases as aspect ratio decreases and so it 
might be expected that foils of large aspect ratio are the more efficient lifting sur
faces. Unfortunately, there is considerable difficulty controlling foils for which 
small changes in a produce large change in Ct . To satisfy both the limitations of 
strength and the susceptibility of damage to foils of large span, aspect ratios of 
between 3 and 4 have been adopted for practical hydrofoil craft. In order to attain 
a high lift force for a limited span, the plan area of the foil can be increased with 
sweepback accompanied by a reduction of chord along the span (taper) to reduce 
local bending moments. However, the finite foil may suffer from substantial 
boundary-layer separation emanating from either the junction between the strut 
and the foil or from the tips depending on the spanwise lift distribution . 

6.3 .5 Hydrofoils Qo,e to a Frtt Surface 

Hydrofoil lifting surfaces attached to high-speed craft do not usually operate deeply 
submerged - they may actually pierce the interface. A satisfact · ry design must 
incorporate an acceptable blend of the following issues: 

(i) The clearance height bet ween the hull and th e air-w ater interface must be 
great enough to avoid co ntact between the hull and th e wave crests. 

(ii) The size of the strut must be consistent with structural and low drag require
ments. 

(ill) Fouling between the foils and the sea bottom or jetty wall during docking 
restricts the length of the strut . 

The principal characteristics of low-speed hydrofoils operating close to the 
surface are similar to those for deeply submerged ones . However, some differences 
in the flow pattern will occur owing to distortion of the air- water interface, while 
at higher speeds the performance of the foil may be affected by cavitation and 
ventilation. A detailed discuss.ion of these matters has been presented by Eames 
(30), and we shall be content here with a general outline of the effects. 
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(a) Tht Dtpendenct of Lift Foret on Dtpth 
The Oow pattern about a hydrofoil must satisfy the condition of no flow across the 
interface at which the (atmospheric) pressure is usually constant. Now. for pOsitive 
angles of incidence high velocities, and therefore low pressures (below the corres
ponding hydrostatic pressure), are developed adjacent to the upper surface of the 
foil. These low pressures arc transmitted through the water so that a depression 
occurs at the interface which in tum interferes with the flow over the top of the 
foil. As a result of this blockage effect the fluid velocities over the upper sUifacc of 
the foil are reduced leading to a concomitant increase in the surface pressure there. 
Hence, both the lifl force and the slope of the lift force-incidence angle curve are 
less than the corresponding magnitudes for the same hydrofoil deeply submerged. 
The extent of the interface distortion increases as the depth of immersion decreases. 
Thus, the lift coefficient of a foil at a given incidence angle decreases as the foil 
approaches the interface. The significant changes take place over a depth approxi
mately equal to the mean chord length o f the hydrofoil. This behaviour is known as 
the 'depth effect' and can be used in some cases to ensure equilibrium of a hydro
foil craft at various speeds, as will be discussed later. 

(b) Cavitation on Hydrofoils 
When the absolute static pressure p of a liquid is reduced the (absolute) vapou r 
pres.sure P• may be reached at which the liquid boils and vaporizes. There are, of 
course, regions of low pressure on the foil where bubbles and vapour-filled cavities 
may develop rapidly giving rise to cavitation . In principl e , cavitation commences 
when the local absolute pressure 

p <.p. 
o,, 

o=P - Pv <. O w (6.44) 

where o is the cavitation index (or number), Y is the velocity of the foil relative to 
the liquid well upstream and p 1 is the density of the liquid which we shall consider 
to be that of water, Pw, For several reasons the actual inception of cavitation starts 
before p is reduced to Pv• Small, solid particles in, for example , sea water act as 
nuclei for the vapour bubbles and so encourage premature inception. Air bubbles in 
the water act similarly and further influences arise from the surface roughness of 
the foil, turbulence of the flow , three-dimensional flows over the foil owing to end 
effects, non-uniform temperature distribution in the liquid and so on. In other 
words, inception comm ences when 

o <- oc 

where Oc is a critical value obtain ed empirically. 
A pressure coefficient has been defined, in Fig. 6.23, as 

P - P
c_, = ½PwV2 (6.45) 

where in the present case p . is the upstream, absolute hydrostatic pressure at a 
depth corr espond ing to that of the hydrofoil. Thus , cavitation begins when 

(
P• - P• ) 

o= ½PwV2 +cp <.oc, 
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Rearrangement of this equation yields the critical velocity 

V - ( ~) ,,, 
c - ½Pw(Oc - Cp) 

(6.47) 

and cavitation occurs at all velocities Y ;. Ye, Equation (6.47) shows that to increase 
Ye it is necessary to increase p. , that is, to immef$C the foil deeper in the water, or 
to reduce the maximum suction pressure on the hydrofoil surface. 

The folloWing example indicates the limitations imposed by the onset of cavita
tion. Suppose that a foil is fixed so that the suction peak on the upper surface of 
the foil corresponds to Cp = -1 , a modest value. Assume further that Oc = 0 and the 
depth of immersion h = I m. Now if the ambient atmospheric pressure at the inter
face is constant at 100 kPa, 

p .. =pwgh + 105 Pa~ II0k.Pa , 

and so with Pv = 1.8 kPa for sea water of density 102S kg m- 3
, we have 

( 
J.082 >C 105 

) l /l - l -l 
Ye= ¼ x J.OlS x 101 ms .. 14.S ms (i!!! 28 knots) . 

When cavitation bubbles are fonned near to the surface of the foil they may be 
swept downstream into the wake. Some remain close to the foil and then collapse 
violently on reaching regions of higher pressure, especially near to the trailing edge 
of the foil. Local instantaneous pressures may be as high as 400 MPa (:!! 4000 atmos
pheres) and it is the shock waves that emanate from the severe impact loading which 
cause widespread erosion of the material forming the struts and foils. Furthermore, 
extensive structural vibration and considerable noise generation accompany cavita
tion in addition to a sudden drop in lift and increase in drag. Instead of remaining 
individually identifiable the bubbles often coalesce to fonn a sheet enveloping the 
complete suction surface of the foil so that the surface is no longer in direct contact 
with th e water. This condition is referred to as 'supercavitation'. 

The preceding numerical example shows that th e dependence of Ye on depth of 
immersion is rather small. ln any case, strength problems limit the length of support
ing strut s in addition to the undesirability of excessive draught. An increase in the 
ratio of foil area to all-up weight would reduce the hydrodynamic loading. However, 
the aspect ratio of the foil is limited because a craft with excessive underwater 
beam is vulnerable to damage and difficult to dock. Some hydrofoil sections have 
been devised to avoid large suction pressures at moderate angles of incidence and 
these have a more even distribution of pressure on the suction surface. By thus 
delaying cavitation the maximum operating speed of conventional foils can be 
raised from 20m s- 1 (:!!40knots) to, say, 30 m s- 1 (:!!60knots) . Some typical 
shapes of hydrofoil sections are shown in Fig. 6.33. 

For speeds above 30 m , - 1 (:!! 60 knots), a radical change in the design of hydro
foil sections is necessary. The curved wedge section was developed by Tulin (31] 
to promote cavitation deliberately so that the flow encloses a large cavity over the 
upper surface as indicated in Fig. 6.34. The sole supporting force is derived from 
the positive pressure distributed over the lower surface and little useful lift compon
ent is generated by the upper surface. The shape of the upper surface may thus be 
chosen to satisfy manufacturing tolerances, strength requirements, etc ., provided 
that it remains covered by th e cavity. The leading edge is sharp to induce a large 
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< ::--------,.,_ 
Sub<-1\'itation: < 20 m ,- 1 (:!t 40 knots) 
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O~Llved cwitat9CN'I: 20--30 m ,- 1 ( it 40-«J knots) 

-=:::::J 
Supet"C1Vit1tion > 30 m , - 1 ('!! 60 knob) 

Fig. 6.33 Type• or hydrofoil ICCtion. 

suction peak and precipitate immediate cavitation . It is pomOle to design the lower 
surface to generate an acceptable lift force without incuning excessive drag in the 
supercavitating range. Even so. all hydrofoil craft must operate at low speeds during 
the run•up to the full-flight, cruise r,gime during which the supercavitating hydro
foils will have a poor performance. 

The Dow pattern illustrated in Fig. 6.34 shows some resemblance to that past a 
planing surface. HoweYer, the supercavitating foll is fully submerged and the cavity 
forms a free surface 'cut out' by the foil itself, thus avoiding the buffetting by waYes 
at the interface which planing craft suffer. Moreover, wave-making drag is absent 
although the cavity drag will constitute a large com~nent of the total drag force 
on the hydrofoil. At speeds in the range 2S-3S ms- (.!! S0-70 knots) neither the 
delayed cavitation nor the supercavitating foils are really satisfactory especially for 
operating in waves. One solution to the problem has been found by operating the 
hydrofoil with its suction surface (i.e. the upper surface) partially vented by air, as 
discussed in the following section. 

(<) v,ntil4tion on HydrofoU, 
Early investigators of hydrofoil craft observed the phenomenon of air entrairunent 
or venrilarlon. as it is often called (32]. The result was a sudden loss of lift, and 
aJthough the precise nature was not understood practical techniques were developed 
to restore normal conditions. The low pressures on the top surface of a hydrofoil 
may be sufficient to draw down the air-water interface to meet the foil. Instead of 

Fig. 6.34 curved wedge section for supercavita1in,; operation. 
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VortH 

the foil being fully submerged it is now substantially enveloped by air and the 
· contribution to lift by the suction pressures is almost totally lost. The effect is 
shown in Fig. 6.3S(a), and Fig. 6.JS(b) shows how ventilation can occur on surface• 
piercing hydrofoils. Ventilation is not, however, confined to foils operating in the 
proximity of the interface. A sheet of air bubbles can form over the aft part of the 
suction surface of the foil if a •suitable' path exists along which air is drawn from 
the atmosphere. lbe definition of a suitable path is imprecise but it is often provided 
by the strut , especially ff the boundaiy layer hu separated from it, or the foil [33 ]. 
Another Oow path is provided by the clearance between the strut and the shaft 
used to adjust the setting angle of the foil (and therefore the incidence angle) as 
shown in Fig. 6.36. It is by controlling the Oow of air from the atmosphere to the 
upper surface of the foil that has proved successful in adjusting the lift on hydro
foils to allow stabilization of the craft in the vertical plane (34). The foils are 
equipped with pipes so that air can be sucked in at a now rate controUed by valves 
operated by sensors which detect the depth of immersion (see Fig. 6.37). 

It is generally considered (e.g. [35,361) that the dynamic stability of a hydrofoil 
craft in unsteady motion is probably the most important single design problem. 
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Fig. 6.36 Constantly vented (oil. 
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Fi&-6.37 A scheme for conuolled ventilation. 

OwiQg to the significant orbital velocities o f waves (see Qi.apter 2) the foils may be 
subjected to large and rapid changes of incidence angle and therefore loading. The 
problem is particularly serious in a following sea for a craft with surface-piercing 
foils when inefficient control of lift forces can result in a sea crash (32, 37). Compli
cate d combinations of cavitation and ventilation, both of which are influenced by 
boundary-layer separation (38 ] , may also result. Thoe problems were encount ered 
during the development of the Bras dt'.Jr, an open-ocean, anti-submarine, prototype 
hydrofoil ship of 10me 2.1 MN("' 212 ton!) all-up weight and 46 m ('" 150.75 ft) 
o"'rall length (39). The stability problem was largely solved by adopting a specially 
designed superventilated foil (40]. Spoilers were fixed to th e upper surface of the 
foil (as shown in Fig. 6.38) which encouraged boundary-layer separation and pre• 

Spoiler s 

Fig. 6.38 Superventila ted foil with spo ilers. 
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vented re-attachment of the flow at low angles of incidence. Ventilation could thus 
be sustained over the widest possible range of incidence angle, depth of immersion 
and forward speed. The lift curves for the foils were then continuous with a small 
slope for operating incidence angles. Of course, drag was high and so the device wu 
used only for the small front foil (the lJraJ d'Or had a canard arrangement of foils). 
This foil supponed about 10 per cent of the all-up weight and operated primarily 
as a steerable direction controUer but it could also adjust the trim of the craft. 

A series of systematic tests and analyses, de,cribed in (41). have helped to 
establish more precisely the principal factors which affect ventilation. Compared 
With calm-water perfonnance the presence of surface wavts was found to reduce 
the angle of incidence of a strut at which ventilation commenced. It was found 
that the factors favourable for ventilation in a head sea occur at a crest, but for a 
following sea ventilation may occur at a trough or at other points in the wave 
system. The results from model tests seemed very sensitive both to small imperfec• 
tions on the surface of the strut and to slight variations in experimental procedure. 
Thus, although at cruise speeds in• seaway ventilation on surface-piercing foils may 
be impoS5ible to prevent itJ spread is controlled by fixing solid barriers or 'fences' 
perpendicular to the span as shown in Fig. 6.39. 

Further details on cavitation and ventilation, together with a comprehensive 
bibliography, are given by Acosta [36 J. 

' ""'' 

~//ff~~ ~ Tr•1l 1n9 
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Fi,a. 6.39 Hydrofoil equipped with a fence. 

6 .3.6 Fort~s OIi o Fo6-b<>m~ Ydtlc~ In Sleody Motion 

The clearance between the hull of the craft and the water must be sumciently great 
so as to avoid physical contact. The vehicle may then maintain a mean clearance 
relative to the still-water level in a mode called platforming, as shown in Fig. 6.40. 
(This generally requires continuous adjustment of the foil incidence angles as the 
craft proceeds at a steady forward velocity and a constant trim angle.) In reality, 
platforming occurs only in calm waters and it is reasonable to expect that in open 
waters contouring or some intennediate response will take place as indicated in 
Fig. 6.40. Ideally, the intennediate response is sought so that the hull just misses 
the crests yet the foils remain immersed at the troughs. 

Our primary purpose now is to examine the equilibrium conditions for the craft 
cruising steadily and fully foil-home. Nevertheless, it must be recognized that for 
many such craft, particularly those adopted for military assignments, the foil-borne 
state exists for relatively short periods of lime. Foils are used only as a 'dash' 
facility and for normal patrol duties a conventional displacement mode is employed. 
However, the hull shape is one designed for fast lift-off from the water and so is not 
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Fjg. 6.40 Resporue or hydrofoil craft in waves. 

necessarily conducive to good low-speed performance. Furthermore, as a displace
ment craft the foil systems including the struts may all be fully submerged thus 
constituting a large increment of drag. This apptndage drag can be eliminated by 
incorporating separate port and starboard foils which can be retracted from the -
water and held aloft . The USS Plainview is of this type and is, incidentally, the 
largest hydrofoil boat built so far being 2.9 MN(~ 290 ton0 all-up weight and 
64 m (~ 210 ft) long. The case for commercial types is different; for these rugh
speed operation is used most of the time for transportalion between ports and hull
borne motion occurs only during docking. 

The forces acting on a foil-borne craft of simple fully submerged foil configura
tion moving steadily forward are shown in Fig. 6.41. The craft moves parallel to its 
vertical plane of symmetry and so no side forces are developed.t The hull is sup
ported clear of the water by a foil (or foils) forward of the centre of gravity G and a 
foil (or foils) abaft G. We may auume that in 'Oight' the submerged foils and struts 
displace a negligible volume of water and so buoyancy forces are far smaller than 

t Ill the ca,c ofa surfaoc,.pierclnghydtofoilcraft (Fig. 6.19) the lift force, which is perpendicular 
to both the direction of motion of the craft and the span of the foil, must have component s 
vertically upwaids and horizontally inwards to th e longitudinal centre plane. Assuming that the 
motion is par.allcl to this plane and that both foils are symmetric then the horizontal compon
ent, or the lift force caned for each foil and we are left only with the vertical component. This 
component for each set or surface-piercing foils is usually referred to as the lift force. 
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Fig. 6.•1 Forces on a hydrofoil craft in steady motion. 

dynamic lift forces. The latter forces on the forward and aft hydrofoil systems total 
Lr and La respectively, and the corresponding drag forces are Dr and D1 . It is quite 
possible for an aerodynantic lift force Laero to act at the aerodynamic centre A of 
the hull· the corresponding drag force is Dae, o- At very high speeds, say above 
30m s-l (:!!! 60knots), the aerodynamic dng can become an appreciable propOrtion 
of the total drag. For equilibrium, the all-up weight W wl be balanced by the total 
lift L • and the propulsor thrust T equals the total drag D•, that Js 

L• • W• L1 +Lr +Luro 

I>- • T • D• +Dr+ Daero-

(6,48) 

(6.49) 

Let us suppose that elevalions measured from the horizontal plane through G are 
given by z identified with appropriate subscripts as shown in Fig. 6.41. Taking 
clockwise moments as positive the resultant moment about a horizontal axis through 
G perpendicular to the plane of the diagram must be zero for equilibrium, that is 

l1L1 + Z1D1 + zrDt - lrLt - luroLuro - Z11roDnro - ZyT • 0. (6.50) 

With the reasonable assumptions that z1, zr and zy are more or less equal and Zuro 
andL 11 , 0 are often small, Equation (6.50), with the aid of Equation (6 .49), reduces 
to 

(6.51) 

Although the fonns of these equations are quite simple the estimation of the lift 
and drag components is far from straightforward, as we have already seen. 
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The location of G depends on weight distribution, propulsion systems, opera
tional requirements, trim at rest and so on. The positioning of the foils depends 
primarily on the ability to generate supporting forces, on the control of motion at 
transient and cruise speeds and on the adjustment of trim angle. Good manoeuvr
ability leads to one foil (or set of foils) being positioned so that a large moment is 
imposed on the craft but large control forces within the craft are avoided. Conse
qu ently, one foil system develops, at high efficiency, a lift force which is close to G 
and a large proportion of k'. The second foil system develops a small lift force at 
some distance from G and is often a relatively inefficient lifting surface. lltls arrange
ment determines the canard and aeroplane configurations, each being associated 
with both fully submerged and surface-piercing foil systems. Fully submerged foils 
arc affected little by the presence of moderate waves, provided that the foils are 
not too close to the interface, but the craft is inherently unstable vertically. Con
tinuously operating incidence control on flaps must be incorporated in the design 
to counter the effects of lift variation during forward motion. In contrast, surface
piercing foils arc certainly affected by waves which results in I harder ride, a 
considerable loss of speed and a lower longitudinal stability in a following sea, but 
lift control is far simpler. The characteristics of some significant hydrofoil craft arc 
shown in Table 6.2. 

To specify the conditions necessary to achieve and sustain steady motion we 
introduce the total lift coerfacient Cl based on the total plan area of the foils s•. 
Thus from Equation (6.48) we have 

L · . W•L, +Lr=Cl(lPwV's•) 

that is, 

(6.S2) 

and, for simplicity,lu,o is taken to be small. For a given vehicle of constant weight 
it is necessary to vary the product s•cz in order to secure equilibrium at different 
forward speeds. 

The plan area of fully submerged foils cannot be changed (retractable flaps have 
not been used to date) and so it is necessary to control Cl, for example, by changing 
the incidence angle. If the foils arc fixed relative to the huU then changes of incid• 
cnce angle result only from changes in trim angle. Oearly, only limited control can 
be achieved in this way to avoid passenger discomfort at excessive trim and the 
possibility of the forward foil(s) broaching the interface. A better, but more com
plicated, method involves the adjustment of foils pivoted to the struts . So that 
accidental (and uncontroUcd) air entrainment is avoided the pivot attached to the 
control linkage must be located towards the rear of the foil in a region where suction 
pressures are small. This, however, places the pivot weU aft of the centre of pre$Surc 
of the hydrofoil section (sec Fig. 6.36) and so control forces may become excessive. 
To avoid this difficulty the span of the hydrofoil may be swept back and the foil 
tapered, as shown in Fig. 6 .42. The section lift forces, which act approximately 
through the quarter-chord line, produce onty a small moment about the control: 
pivot because, forexample,l I and L2 are designed to yield nearly equal but opposite 
moments. 

Trailing-edge flaps, hinged to the ma in hydrofoil , may be used to increase the 
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Strut 

Fig. 6.42 

camber . It is then feasible to maintain a constant trim and depth of foil immersion 
by adjusting independently the forward and rear foils. The US Navy craft Plainview 
and High Point, described by Elsworth (42). employ incidence and flap cont rol 
respectively. The rear foils of the Supramar PTSO and PT150 are both fitted with 
Oaps. A study of a naval version of Jetfoil (designated 929- 115) for use as a 
fjsheries Patrol Vessel (FPV) in the North Sea has been completed for UK operations 
{43) . As a result, a hydrofo .i FPV named as HMS S,uedy has undergone a trials 
period with the Royal Navy. In the canard arrangement the front foil is steerable 
and the boat can bank into a high-speed tum by operating, differentially, the trailing• 
edge flaps on the main foil. Technical details of these and many other hydrofoil 
craft may be found in (44 I. 

The product ~Cl can also be changed by varying~ but keeping Cl constant. 
This is the operating principle of the surface-piercing foils and step-ladder foils 
(now largely superceded) shown in Fig. 6.43. In both cases, as the forward speed is 
increased, say. and Cl is constan t the craft tends to rise because L • > W. However, 
as the craft rises Less of the foi1 surface remains in the water and so S4 decreases to 
restore the equilibrium equatio n L • • W. (The development o f these systems has 
been described by Crewe (45 ( , Hook and Kermod e (32), Eames (30), and oth er$.) 
Surface.piercing foils can also be fitted for incide nce control and/o r flaps, as for 
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the Bras d'Or, and this system, although very complicated, has been shown by 
Eames and Drummond (46) to be extremely effective in quit e severe seas. The 
surface-piercing system also has the advantage of good lateral stability and control. 
Owing to the presence of dihedral and/or anhedraJ (defined in Fig. 6.43) quite large 
restoring forcescome into play should lateral disturbances arise. Only the supporting 
struts provide lateral restoring forces for submerged foils unless anhedral is incor
porated, as shown in Fig. 6.44. Dihedral cannot be used otherwise broaching takes 
place when heeling during a tight tum and the craft then experiences a sudden loss 
oflift. 

The depth effect, d.isc::uued earlier, is used extensively in the USSR for operation 
on riven, lakes and inland seas (37). Many hundreds of hydrofoil craft are used in 
the USSR and other East European countries, including one type which has carried 
oYer 300 passengers. An increase in the forward speed makes the craft rise in the 
water and the reduced depth of immersion, in a region already clo,e to the interface, 
cau11es Cl. to decrease. A series of equilibrium depths is thus established, but as the 
range of depths is small over which the depth effect is significant the method cannot 
be used reliably in a seaway. Eames and Jones [39) quote the follo9.ing approximate 
relationship for the effect of depth on the lift force developed by a surface•piercing 
foil of rectangular plan area: 

L • jp.V' (c'(~+!)cot-ycor,)2,a, (6.53) 

where er is the angle of incidence measured in the vertical plane, c is the chord length 
of the foil, 'Y is the angle between the foil and the water plane (see Fig. 6.43) and h 
is the depth of immersion of the lower tip of the foil. We see that in Equation (6.53) 
the terms in braces constitute an •effective area• of the foil , and, further, the lift 
force varies linearly with both h and a. 

6.3 .7 HydrofoP Vthit:/,at Toki-off' 

A gradual increase in forward speed from rest will change the operation of a hydro
foil craft from a conventional displacement mode to a condition in which buoyancy 
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forces are negligible and dynamic lift forcu are large. At some particulu speed the 
hull will be just clear of the water and the craft is then said to be foil-borne at the 
•take-off speed. We can thus define the take-off speed u 

v _ 2w1sr. 
to - PwC!.10 

(6.54) 

where the subscript •to• refers to take-off. This speed is not, of course, the cruise 
speed for then a clearance of several metres from the still-water level is required to 
avoid violent impact with spray and waves. It is advantageous to achieve take-off at 
th e lowest speed possible to mlnimiz.e hull drag and appendage drag and thereby 
operate at optimum expenditure of propulsive power. According to Equation (6.54), 
V10 is lowered if Sf0 is kept large, as it is for the surface-piercing foil, and/or C'to 
is kept large by adjusting the main-foil incidence angie or flap position. The inert • 
ment of lift force coefficient from the flaps Clnap (• LAap/iPws4' V1

) is constant 
at small a, and so for each foil system 

ct,. = ct, + ctn,. + •1o<rco (6 .55) 

in analogy with Equation (6.31), for example. Take-off speeds for several craft are 
shown in Table 6.2. where those with surface-piercing main foils can be seen to 
have the lowest take-off speed. 

Two procedures can be envisaged for the take-off manoeuvre, the choice depend• 
ing on the comprehensiveness of the control system. Suppose the main foils ue fixed 
to struts at a constant angle whlch corresponds to the incidence angle at the cruise 
speed . The boat can then be accelerated to the take-off speed with the main foil 
flaps deflected to the take-off setting. The bow foil, say, can be used as a control 
foil to raise the bow so that the vellicle rotates to a larger trim angle. When the 
ma.in-foil incidence angle is Cito take-off will follow. This method is similar to that 
used by aircraft. large changes of trim are implied, and this is a characteristic 
unsuitable for vehicles carrying weapons and uncomfortable for passengers in com
mercial craft. 

Alternatively, if all the foils are fully adjustable for incidence angte then oto can 
be pre-selected. As the forward speed increases the craft maintains a constant trim 
and simply rises in the water until take-off is achieved. Further adjustments to a 
th en allow the craft to proceed at a given trim angle and water clearance for any 
speed between take-off and the maximum attainable. 

6.3.8 Drat Fore, on• Hydro fol Vdlic/e 

The hull of a hydrofoil craft is oft en of the planing-craft type to help increase 
dynamic lift at speeds just below that corresponding to take-off. Until take-off 
occurs the total drag force D• on the craft rises steeply as shown in Fig. 6.4S. This 
behaviour is typical of medium-size craft for which the appendage drag arises from 
the support struts, shafting, transmission pods and so on. It is only beyond the 
onset of cavitation that the total drag force rises above the peak corresponding to 
maximum wave-making drag (the primary hump). 

When the hull is clear of the water it is susceptible to both spray drag and aero
dynamic drag , although these are reduced by streamlining the craft. The drastic 
reduction of hydrodynamic-induced drag, as a is decreased, and the reduction in 
hull drag with higher forward speeds, show as a drop in the total drag force. At 
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Fig. 6 ,-45 Puformanoe chuacterbtics of a hydrofoil crlUt or length 30 m (o1 100 f1). 

speeds above tak e-Off the power requir ement rises less steeply than it would for 
hull-borne ope ration, but again increases rapidly at the higher en.use speeds until a 
condition is m et where the available power at a steady design cruise speed is given 
by 

Pd .. = TYdu =n•vdll· (6.56) 

Th e effectiveness of supercavitating foils is also shown in Fig. 6.45 where th eir 
superiority over subcavita ting foils at high speeds is clearly demonstrated. Indeed, 
the usually adopted limit for su.bcavitating foils is Fr-= V/..,/(slwL) < 1.6 where 
LwL is the water-line length of th e hull for th e craft at rest. 

At the steady foil-borne cruise speed we can express the total drag coefficient in 
the form. 

Ct,• C!,0 + C,\ • D• l!PwS' V' (6 .57) 

from Equation (6.40). The coefficient Cl;
0 

includ es contributions from spray drag 
in addition to the viscous preuure {profile) drag from the foils and struts. These 
forces can be considered independent of V, but the contribution from skin-friction 
drag reduces slightly as forward speed increases. Mandel (22) has given the following 
breakdown of drag for a large hydrofoil craft when cruising steadily at about 
22.5 m , - • (45 knots) : 

skin-friction drag coefficient • 0.007 (36 %) 

spray drag coeff1eient • 0.004 (21 %) 

fonn drag coefficien t • 0.002 (11 %) 

proftle drag coeffic ient C!,0 • 0.013 (68 %) 

induced drag coeffici ent Ct,1 • 0.006 (32 %) 

total drag coeffic ient Ct, • 0.019 (100 %) 
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For this example, the lift coefficient Cl was 0.24 and the wave-making drag was 
assumed to be negligible . Thus, th e drag-to-weight ratio C!J/Cl = 0.079, and at the 
cruise speed this ratio is seen to be about one-haJf the value of the analogous quan
tity Ry/W for the planing craft whose performance is shown in Fig. 6.18 and about 
one.third of the value for the craft with the perfonnance shown in Fig. 6.1 S. 

It might be suppostd that hydrofoil craft are parti cularly susceptible to damage 
from floa ting debris. Ir a strut were badly dam aged, or even removed in collision, 
the result could be disastrous with possible capsi.Z.ing. Perhaps surprisingly, Hook 
(47) notes that this has not been an outstanding problem to operators. 1rus is 
mainly because: (i) the struts are strong enough to withstand impact with flotsam; 
(ii) the pilot has a good view of the water ahead so that he can take avoiding action 
and, at worst, strike larger obstacles a glancing blow; and (iii) for commercial opera• 
tions the routes are well planned beforehand and frequent journeys allow continuous 
observation of prevailing conditions. 

6.4 Air Culhlon Vehlcles (ACY) 

There is a wide range of vehicles which depend on the proximity of a solid or water 
surface below them in order to function effectively. though they need not be in 
cont act with that surface . Some of these are shown in Fig. 6.46, where it can be 
seen that th e •ground effect machine' may rely on either aerostatic or aerody namic 
supporting forces, or possibly a combin a tion of both. For our present purposes, we 
shalJ c::onsider aerostatically supported vehicles only, and since we shall not examine 
air bearings we may refer to hovercraft generally as air-cushion "ehicles (ACV). 
Attention will be primarily focused on plenum and annular jet craft with skirts and 
with or without solid side walls, that is, those vehicles identified with an asterisk in 
Fig. 6.46. The ACV depends for its support on th e creation and retention of an air 
cushion betwe en th e craft and a land or water surfac e. Id eally, ther e is no direct 
conta ct between any part of the craft and the surface over which it pas.ses (see 
Fig. 6.47) and so the hovercraft may therefor e b e amphibious. It might be supposed 
that motion over water could be achieved without any con tribution from wave• 
making drag if c;:ontact with the water surfac e is avoided. However, indir ect contact 
with the water occurs through the air cushion. The water surfac.e distorts if subjected 
to a loc al pres.sure diffe rent from ambient and this disturban ce mo.,.es with the ACV. 

Th e over pressure (positive gauge pressure) in the cushion is derived from a fan 
and maintained by sealing th e cushion air along the periph ery using either an 
annular (peripheral) je t, a plenum chamb er. or a solid wall in combination with the 
first two systems. 1n each of th ese systems, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6.48 , air 
must leak from under the cushio n if the "chicle is to ride clear of the •gro und'. Thus 
the cudli on pressure must be maint ained despite a steady thr ough-now of air. 
Various types of fan or compressor have been used for th is purpose (48] although 
centrifugal and mixed-flow fans seem to be favoured most at the present time . 
Usually, these fans are designed specifica!ly for a particular ACY. Even so, the 
dynamic behaviour of the fans when subject ed to a nuctuating back pressure, such 
as occurs over rough 'ground' or waves, and the interactions with duct , cushion and 
skirt flows are still no t fully understood. The designer aims to keep the leakage flow 
as lo w as possible, thereby reducing the energy of the cushion air , so that th e pow er 
required by the 'Lift' fan is minimized. It is evident, however, that if th e leakage, 
and therefore the clearance height , is small co ntact will occur between th e sotid 
stru ctur e of the craft and protruberan ces in the surface o" er which the craft is 
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Fig. 6.47 Amphibious hovercraft: (1) ,chem1tic Layout; (b) Bri1ish Hovercraft Corpor1tJon 
SRN-6 Mk.6, 

moving. To avoid this , and yet maintain a stable vehicle with small Uft power, 
0exible skirts are now used on most ACV. For the present, we can regard the skirts 
as extensions of the noule through which the leakage flow passes. The advent of 
the skirt principle has led lo a reinstatement of plenum chamber craft after being 
supersq,4cd by the annular (peripheral) jet type foUowing the early development of 
CockereU's ideas {37) . 

ln the plenum chamber craft (Fig. 6.48(b)), air is supplied directly to the cushion 
which is "pumped up' to an over pressure of 2- 3.5 kPa (=!! 1/50- 1/3 0 atmosphere). 
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Fia. 6.48 Typts of hovercraft (ACY). 

The geometry of this craft suggests the use of an axial-How fan but often this type 
of fan does not perform well at high. cushion pressures and low flow rates. When an 
annular jet is used (Fig . 6 .48(a)) the cushion over pressure results from the inward 
curvature of the curtain of air flowing to the atmosphere. Rather higher clearances 
can be obtained compared with the plenum chamber craft at the same leakage flow 
rate. Both of these ACV are amphibious and forward motion may be obtained from 
air propellers mounted on the superstructure, although the operation of these is 
noisy and often inefficient. For operation entirely over water partially immersed 
side walls may be used (Fig. 6.48(c)) to ensure a complete air seaJ along most of the 
jet periphery . In the intended orientation of the craft the side walls are more or 
Jess in the direction of motion of the craft and if properly streamlined offer relatively 
low resistance to movement except at very high speeds. In addition to providing 
extra support from buoyancy forces each side wall can be used to house the shaft 
driving a marine propeller . At the bow and stem flexible skirts are fitted to prevent 
exce5$ive leakage and drag. 

The early theor etical and experimental development of ACY from their concep• 
lion by Cockerell in the 1950s has been described by Crewe and Eggington (491. 
More recent advances and future predictions are discussed in, for example. [37 , 48, 
50- 52, 891. 

6.4.1 Ho.,rlnt Fli,ht: CUJ/1/on Pr,m,r, 

Simple theories relating the cushion pressure to the geometry of the craft, the jet 
velocity and the clearance height were given in Chapter 3 for the plenum chamb er 
and annular jet ACY. For the latter an approximate theory based on momentum 
considerations showed that for steady flow the cushion pressure,Pc, was given by 

p, • p,v' ( i) (I + cos8) (6 .58) 
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where the symbols are defined in Fig. 6.49 and p. is the density or air. The assump
tions in the theory leading to Equation (6.58) are: 

(i) the local air velocity v is constant throughout the j ct and equal to the 
velocity >'n, at the noule outlet; 

(ii) the pressure in the jet is atmospheric; 
(iii) Pc is constant; 
(iv) the air in the cushion and in the atmosphere is stationary; 
(v) the effects of viscosity are negligible; 
(vi) the flow is wholly two dimensional; 
(vii) p• is constant throughout; and 
(viii) atmospheric prcswre p, is constant. 

The boundary between the jct and the cush.ion air marks a discontinuity or both 
pressure and velocity. The theory is clearly inadequate, because the pressure and 
the velocity in the curved jet have both been as.,umed constant. Nevenheless, in 
some practical arrangemenu the subsequent predictions or cushion pressure have 
been found acceptable. 

As a result of assumptions (ili)-(v) and neglecting changes in elevation an appli· 
cation of Bernoulli's theorem shows that the total pressure (gauge) in the jet is 
given by 

whence 

where 
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Equation (6.59) implies that p, >p, when 

h ;<2(1 +co,9), 

but this condition is impossib1e since flow takes place from the ran (th e energy 
source) to the cushion region. This rudimentary theory is, therefore, applicable 
onJy when (a/hXl + cos6) is small, that is, when his large for a given craft. Indeed, 
we can argue that as h ➔ 0 the flow out of the noule becomes similar to that for a 
plenum chamber and so Pc/Pc increases to unity ash becomes small. 

A more logical and general approach is obtained by dropping the first two /\stump• 
tions in the previous list, namdy, v is no longer aaumed constant nor is th e jet 
pressure taken to be atmospheric. As shown in Fig. 6.50, th e pressure in the jet 
must increase from P• on streamlin e S0 lOPc on streamline Sc, and so the velocity 
v0 on S0 must be greater than the velocity Ye on Sc becau,e the total pressure in 
the jet p1 is constant (ignoring the small changes in elevation) . Furthermore, the 
velocities Jl'0 and l'c are constant along corresponding streamlines. In the noule 
ex.it plane the pressure Ptt is constant and equal to Pa, the direction of discharge 
being perpendicular to this plane. Also, since the total pressure is constant through
out, the velocity or the fluid in the noule Pn is constant. There must then be a 
discontinuity of pressure and velocity at the exit plane of the noule . However, this 
mathematical model has an important advantage over the previous postulates in 
that there are no discontinuities of pressure ouuid e the nozzle. If small changes in 

Fia.6,S0 
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elevation are again neglected Bernoulli's theorem shows that 

Pt• p + ½PaV
2 

• Pn + ½PaV~ • P• + ½PaV~ ~Pa+ ½PaV~ :z constant (6.61) 

and therefore 

For the equilibrium ofa fluid element in the jet it is easy to show that 

dp p,v2 ~"I--,- (6.62) 

where r is the local radius of curvatur e of the streamline along which the element 
moves. Since the flow is steady v is constant along a streamline and so is dp/dr. 
Hence r must be constant and flow therefore occun along concentric circular 
streamlines with the point Oas the centre of curvature (see Fig. 6.50). The width 
of the jet a remains constant and equaJ to the nouJe width. Equation (6.62) fom1s 
the basis of numerous inviscid flow theories some of which are summarized by 
Harting (53]. 

Substitution for p,,,1 from Equation (6.61) into Equation (6.62) yields, 

~-2 ~ 
Pc - P r 

whence 

- ln(p - p 1) = 2 ln(r) + constant 

and so 
I 

P - P, = x,J 

where K is a constant. When r = r0 , p = p, and therefor e 

I 1 x•(p, - P,Yo• 

The local pressure in the jet is thus given by 

p•p,-(p, - p,)(~ )'. 

From f<luation (6.61) 

Pt - P, • !P,vt 
and so 

The cushion pressure at the inn er strea mline of th e jet becomes 

p,=p, •jp ,,~ 1,-(~)l 
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Noting that 

rc =r0 +a=h /( J +cos8) (6.65) 

and using Equation (6.60) we can now writ e 

Pc=P• +½p.v; \2 ~-(~) 
2

} =p• +½p1v;(2x - x
2

) 

or, 

(6.66) 

where cPc is the cushion-pressure coefficient. 
Several theories have been published which arc said to be appropriate to jets of 

unall thickness. Thus when a/his small,x is small and Equation (6 .66) reduces to 

c,, a, 2x. (6.67) 

By making dubious assumptions about the variation of pressure across the jet Gust 
as we did to obtain Equation (6.58)) or by contracting the jet to a mean Line it is 
possible to show th at 

c =2r or ~ or l - exp(- 2x). 
Pc l +:c 

The first example is equivalent to Equation (6.58) because then v.,. Vn. The second 
and third alternatives for cPc are often misleadingly portr ayed for allx . But, when x 
is small, 

~➔ 2x and II - exp(- 2x)J ➔ 2x 
l+x 

and so all these results, including Equation (6.66), tend to 2x as x becomes small. 
What is perhaps surprising is that the expon ential theory yielding 

c,, • I - exp(- 2x) 

has been shown in some cases to produce values remarkably close to tho se obtained 
from experiment over a wide range of x, as shown in (S4] . 

More accurate theo ries sometimes assume the streamlines to be elliptical rather 
than circular or alternatively specify a particular variation oh across the jet . Exact 
solutions of the inviscid-flow problem can be obtained by conformal mappin g 
al though rather comp1icated expressions are involved. Finally, we may note that 
several viscous-How theories, of varying complexity, have been put forward for 
both two- and three-dimensional flows. These theories allow entrainment and mixing 
to be accounted for, and it has been found that the effects of viscosity become 
important when his small, that is, for large x. 

6.4.2 Ho-'nx Flipr: Cushion Flow 

In all the preceding theories the character of the air in the cushion has been grossly 
simplified by assuming constant pressure and zero velocity. Figure 6.S l(b) adapted 
from [53J illustrates the complex nature of the flow beneath a simple peripheral 
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FiJ. 6.51 Hovering ACY over land. 

jet ACY model which is hovering horizontaUy close to the solid ground. Air is drawn 
in from the atmosphere owing to viscous shear stresses at the outer surface of the 
jet. Similarly, air is transferred between the cushion region and the inner surface of 
the jet. Air leaves the cushion by entrainment and is replenished by an inward flow 
near the ground . Thus, near the ground, the flow divides with one part moving 
inwards and the other part outwards, the latter consisting of the original jet and the 
air entrained from the atmosphere. These two parts are separated by a dividing 
surface which meets the ground at a stagnation line. If the planfonn of the ACV is 
circular then the cushion flow consists mainly of a stationary toroidal-shaped ring 
vortex. A similar, although differently shaped, vortex exists in the cushion region 
for other planfonns. 

We see, therefore. that the air under the cushion is actually in motion and that 
the strength of the vortex depends, among other things, on the thickness and the 
velocity of the jet. A high-velocity , thin jet generates a stronger vortex than a slow, 
thick j et. As a result we would expect the pressure on the base of the vehicle to 
drop near the vortex region as indicat ed in Fig. 6.5 l(a). The depression in the 
pressure profde increases as the strength of the vortex increases. All other thing! 
being unchanged, an increase in height increases the diameter of the vortex and thus 
widens the depression in the pressure proftle . At large clearance heights the character 
of the cushion air changes shape completely to the so-called 'focused' jet described 
in [SJ). 
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When a marine ACV hoven the over pressure in the cushion region causes a 
depression in the water surface . The craft appea rs to settle in the water, as shown 
in Fig. 6.52, so reducing the clearance height relative to the still-water level. Water 
is scooped out around the perimeter to form spray both outside and, to a lesser 
extent, inside the cushion region. The details of the flow over a water surface are 
thus somewhat different from those for motion over land although the principle of 
generating supporting forces aerostatically remains the same. 

Fig. 6.52 Hovering ACV ovet water, 

6 .4.3 Ho.,rln1 fl/fllt: hrfo_, 

For the sake of simplicity let us proued from Equation (6.66), and the theory 
leading to it, in order to find the total aerostatic and aerodynamic components of 
the overall supporting force. Assuming that Pc is constant and the peripheral jet is 
uniform then the aerostatic supporting force acting on the hue is given by 

F, = (p, - P, ~ • ½P,•!S(2x - x2), (6.68) 

where Sis the plan area of the ACV base measured to the inside edge of the jet. 
Since the vertical component of the jet momentum flux is destroyed on contact 

with the ground there must be a vertical supporting force from jet reaction. The 
vertical component of momentum flux of the air in the jet leaving unit peripheral 
length of the nou.le between the radii rand r + Sr (see Fig. 6 .50) is 

6Fj • (p,•6r),,sin8 . 

Generally. there are no discontinuities along the periphery of the jet (the ACV 
planform is usually rectangular with rounded fore and aft ends) and so the unit 
length can be taken at a mean position in the nozzle. Furth ermore, since the nozzle 
width is constant, the total mean length of the noul e I,. is the arithmetic mean of 
the base periphery and the out er periphery of the nol21e. The total supporting 
force from jet reaction is, therefor e , 

FJ = Pain sinB J: v
2 

dr. 

Now from Equations (6 .61) and (6.63) we see that 

(6.69) 

and so, with the aid of Equation (6 .65) , we can write 
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whence 

(6.70) 

Pressure also varies across the jet and so we can expect an additional supp0rting 
force 

f
,, 

F, = In (p - P,) sin8 cir 
'• 

; ('' ' ' = Pain sin8 J ro (vn - v ) dr 

whence 

Fp • ½alnp1 v!x sin8. 

The total vertical supporting force is therefore given by 

F,, • Fe +F j +Fp • ip,v~(2 -x)(xS+aln sin8) 

after some algebraic simplification. 

(6.71) 

(6.72) 

To give a measure of the ground effect F,, may be compared with a reference 
force. A suitable reference force is that exerted on a nozzle of circular cross section, 
equal in area to that of the ACV nozz1e (i.e. aln), by: a jet directed vertically down• 
wards well dear of the ground. This force is alnp,v 2 and, since the pressure in this 
cylindrical jet p = p, because streamlines are strajght, we may replace v by Vn, The 
resulting force alnP, ,,,~ may also be deduced from Equation (6.70) with 8 ""90° and 
h - oo. The index of merit is called the augmentation rah·o Ar and is defined as 

Fv I (xS . e) 
A,•alnP aV~=2 (2 - x) ~+sm 

I +cos8 x (xS . \ 
= (hl./S/ sin8 - 2 ;;;_ + gn8 f (6.73) 

When xis small, that isa/h is small, Equation (6.73) reduces to 

A I +cos8 
, • (hl./S) + sin8 (forsmallx). (6.74) 

The benefit of the ground proximity effect is felt on ly when A,> l and so, from 
Equation (6.74), 

h/n l + cos8 - < -s I -sin 8 . 
(6.75) 

Inspection of Equati on (6.73) shows that the ' thin-jet' theory overestim ates A, for 
larger values or x. However, the vortex the ory breaks down with values of x >2, 
for then A, <: 0 and this does no1 match exp erimental data, 

Again , for the sake of simplicity , let us take x to be small and adopt Equati on 
(6 .74) for A, so that 

1 ( I + cos8 . ) 
Fv = alnPaVn hln/S + sm8 • 
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Equation (6.76) implies that, for a given vehicle, Fv is related to h as shown in 
Fig. 6.53. At 1take-ofr the vehicle rises until Fv equals the operating all-up weight 
W at the specified clearance height. However, the real operating conditions are far 
more complic ated than tho se indicated by Fig. 6.53 . Equation (6, 76) is approximate 
and the generation of cushion pressure and nozzle velocity depend on the aero-. 
dynamic characteristics of the lift fan(s). A change in h is equivalent to the adjust• 
ment of a throttl e valve downstream from the fan supplying th e cushio n air. Different 
types of fan respond diffe rently although the mass flow rate passing through a given 
fan running at a constant speed of rotation increases as the back pressure decreases 
(Le. ash increases). The augmentation ratio thus depends on the fan charact eristics 
and rather sophisticated control or these using adjustable speeds of rotation, blade 
angles, bypm circuits and so on are required to maintain the op timum performance. 
Frequently, it is difficult to int erpret the results of model tests in which different 
air-supply systems have been used. 

It is clearly a difficult task to incorporate an accurately modelled lift fan and 
duct system in small-scale laboratory tut work . This has encouraged the use of an 
external supply system from a fan remote from the model but coMec t ed to it by a 
flexible duct. Although this may be satisfactory for the stationary model hov ering, 
a variety or probl ems arises when the model is in motion, especially when enco unt• 
ering waves. Variable back pressure on the fan requires a detailed knowledge of the 
dynamic performance characteristics whkh oft en display hysteresis loops over the 
period of the excitation. The geometry of the ducting leading to the skirt systems 
is also an important factor in craft behaviour. Furthermore, th e resulting oscillations 

Clearance he,gtu . h 

Fig. 6.53 Variation of suppouing force for a g iven A.CV and jc t now. 
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of the air column in the ducting of an external supply system can profoundly alter 
the response of a hovercraft. Some of these points have been noted in (SS). At least 
a partial way out of the problem is to incorporate the lift fan system in the model 
craft and to maintain high enough air velocities to ensure that the flow is fully 
turbul ent. A useful technique is that described in [56) in which a wave belt facility 
is used. Large models, over 2 m Jong, can be mounted over a moving continuous 
belt supporting a prescribed wave system in order to ex.amine the high-speed motion 
of an ACV passing over head seas. 

Figure 6.53 shows that no best operating clearance is predicted; instead a series 
of equilibrium values of h satisfy a given W. Nevertheleu, for a given I, there is an 
optimum nozzle angle and a corresponding maximum augmentation ratio for a 
given vehicle. The optimum nozzJe angle satisfies the relatio n 

dA, = - (L) sin8 + cos8 = 0 
d8 hln 

after using Equation (6.74), whence 

80 _, = arcur(hln/S) . (6.77) 

The corresponding maximum value of A, is 

(A,)m., =¼. [1 + l I +(h/./S)'l '"]. (6.78) 

The variations of A, with 6 and (A,)mu with h/n/S, as given by Equations (6.74) 
and (6.78), are shown in Fig. 6.54. Large values of A, occur when h/n/S is small, 
but small Ir is, of course, excluded from our analysis. Figure 6.54 indicat es that 
8o pt changes with h and therefore with all-up weight. It is clear, however, that 
inward-pointing jets are more effective than vertical jets for practical dearances but 
the added complexity of adjustable nozzles has not yet proved to be a viable propo
sitioo . 

6.4.4 Forword Fl/pt O..r Ltutd 

The external flow about a simple model of an ACV moving over a flat, solid surface 
depends significantly on the forward speed as shown for a series of steady sta tes in 
Fig. 6.5S (see also [S31). The following features are worth emphasizing: 

(i) At low speeds the flow under the vehicle resembles that for hovering flight. 
The efflux from the forward jet is forced upwards from the ground and encloses a 
larger region of eddies which are then blown over the upper surface of the craft. 
Over water this regime is characterized by large amounts of spray thrown over the 
superstructure . 

(ii) As the speed increases the eddy region over the upper surface decreases in 
extent and the flow in the main stream foUows the contour of the hovercraft more 
closely. At the first critical speed the jet flow is carried aft in a thin stream close to 
the upper surface. For flight over water the spray at the front disappears. 

(iii) A stable now pattern develops in the transition region as the speed increases 
further. Some of the forward je t enters the cushion and the remainder is deflected 
upwards to enclose a 'bubble' resulting from the attachment of the jet to the bow 
,tructure. At higher $peeds more of the jet is deflect ed aft, the bubble siz.e decreases 
and it begins to rotate with increasing intensity - rath er like a vortex. 
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(iv) Eventually , a particular case of transition flow, called the Poisson-Quinton 
critical condition {S71, is reached in which the pressure in the bubble has increased 
to a value equal to the cushion pressure. The forward jet then has no curvature over 
most of its length but some of th e jet close to the ground is still deflected forwards. 

(v) Nevertheless, at speeds higher than this critical condition an increasing 
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Fig. 6.55 Forward flif;ht or ACV over land. 
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proportion of the air moves aft. The pressure in the bubble exceeds the cushion 
pressure and the jet becomes curved concave relative to the cushion. The second 
critical speed is identified by the absence of any forward air from the leading jet. 
The passage of the mainstream now und er the cushion is just prevented and the 
bub ble is no longer present. 

(vi) Finally , in the supercriti cal condition, the forward jet is swept und er the 
cushion and mainsl ream now occurs between the forward jet and the ground . 

A three-dimensional craft has e~ntially similar extema1 flow patt erns . 
Alth ough a great amount of experimental work has been published on the flow 

behaviour around and below ACV it has proved impossible to predict with certainty 
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the occunence of the rl!gi.mes shown in Fig. 6.55. However, it has been noticed that 
with increasing forward speeds: 

(i) the cushion (gauge) pressure near the leading edge of the ACV decreases and 
may becom e negative, whereas the cushion (gauge) pressure towards the trailing 
edge remains positive; 

(ii) th e total supporting force at small clearance heights decreases slightly in the 
subcritical regime and increases again in the supercriti cal rCgimc; and 

(iii) the total drag increases gradually. 

It would seem that in forward night the augmentation ratios for axially symmetric, 
annular jet craft are greatest when the jets are inward facing as in the case of hover ing 
flight. 1n the supercritical rt gime (Fig . 6.SS(f)) the operation of the ACV can be 
likened to that of a wing fitted with a jet flap. A lift force is developed which 
increases with forward speed thereby increasing th e effective augmentation ratio. 

The preceding remarks must be taken as only indicative of the behaviour which 
may occur because tests in forward flight are difficult to conduct . Dynamic similarity 
betw een the model co nd itions in, say, a wind tunn el and the prototype conditions 
is often invalidated by the presence of the boundary layer on the bottom wall of 
the tunnel. This is most profound when the supercritic al rCgime is reached and the 
clearance height is small. 

6.4 .5 Fo,..,,.rd Flixf,t O~r Wate!'r 

When hovering at rest the depression of the water surface below the ACV is sym
metric, as shown in Fig. 6.S6(see also (S3]). A two-dimensional model is again used 
here for the purpose of illustration. At low speeds the depression remains nearly 
paraUel to the base of the vehicle but both are tilted to give the craft a small positive 

~ JI 
•l Hover, ng flighl 

(cl Svpe rcn ti<:•I -
ldl Higt,tr wpe rcrot,u l __ __ __ __________ __ _!!'"''=" 

Fig. 6.S6 Forward fli&ht of ACV over water. 
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(nose-up) trim angle,as illustrated in Fig. 6 .56(b). Th.is water depression, sometimes 
called the 'fluid hull', arises from the cushion over pressure and is dniggcd through 
the water to produce a wake behind the vehicle. Thus, the AVC appears to settle 
relative to the still-water level, e specially that portion towards the trailing edge. As 
the speed increases in the subcritical range th e slope of the water depression, the 
trim angle of the vehicle and its clearance height all increase, owing to the piling up 
of water ahead of th e craft, until th e trim angle reaches a maximum value at the 
critical speed. The bow wave and spray then disappear under the front of the vehicle. 
A further increase in speed, into the supercritfoal range, produces a longer, shallower 
depression of greater area and decreased slope owing to th e inertial lag of the fluid 
particles in response to the fast-moving pressure field. This regime is shown in 
Fig. 6.56(c) where we see that the trim angle i., reduced but the clearance height 
remains unchanged so that th e vehicle rists relative to the still-water level. Finally. 
at high speed, the flow pattern shown in Fig. 6.S6(d) resembles that for flight over 
land. 

6.4.6 Fluibk Skirts 

To realize th e full potential of hovercraft successful operation over rough surfaces 
is nece5"CY. An amphibious craft must therefore have a structural clearanc e relat ed 
to the height and distribution of obstacl es which it would expect to enco unter . ln 
open country , over mar$h.es, tundra and deserts it is estimated that 90 per cent of 
the obstacles met are likely to be less than 0.9 m high. The wave heights in areas 
such as the English Channel and the North Sea are less than about 1.2 m for 90 per 
cent of the tim e. For an acceptably reliable amphibio~ operation, for example for 
feny services and coastal surveillance, we would therefore require a structural 
clearance of some 1.2 m. However, With a rigid base structure such a clearance 
would be achieved only with a concomitant increase in nozzle power. The nozzle 
power,Pn, required for hovering at rest can be obtained from 

since the total pressure in the jet is assumed constant. Using Equation (6 .69) and 
inserting the Limits cf int egration yields 

Pn • lnPtVnroln[ l ♦tl 
For the sake of simplicity let us suppose that a/ h and the refore a/ r0 and x arc 

small. Then 

that is, 

I ( Wh )' ' ' 
P. = 2(ap:) 111 S(I + cos8) 

(6 ,79) 

where gauge pressures have been used and the approximation Pc • W/S adop ted. 
For a given craf t Pn increases quite rapidly with h and may only be countered by 
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decreasing W/S. However, for a given Wan increase in S increases the size of the 
vehicle and therefore the drag and propulsive power. 

This dilemma has been solved - at least in principle - by the development of 
flexible lldrts (sometime s called trunks). At fint, these devices took the form of 
simple extensions of the peripheral noul e as indicated in Fig. 6.57. The daylight 
clearance h couJd be kept at, say, 0.J - 0.IS m, yet the structural clearance was 
sufficient to avoid contact between the bue of the ACV and most of the obstacles 
met in practice. The advent of the skirted design led to the recall of plenum chamber 
craft since the air from the lift fans could be supplied directly to the cushion and 
small daylight clearance ensured relatively low nouJe powers. It ~:as found that if 
the air were pumped through outward-facing apertures adjacent to a skirt attached 
to the outer periphery of the craft. the skirt could be inflated easily and the bottom 
edge (hem) of the skirt was pressed down towards the land or water surface. How
ever, a large and continuous skirt was difficult to fit or remove if damaged and it 
wore quickly in abrasive contact with the ground. Even more unsatisfactory was 
the uncomfortable pitching response over waves and rough ground. Intensive devel
opment since has led to nwnerous types of skirt, for example. inflated hem, con
voluted trunks, bags, segmented skirt and finger-segmented skirt. 

Fia. 6.57 Simple trunk systtm. 

Struct ural I 
clt1Mance I 

I : 
The following air-cushion system may be taken as typical of many. A variable

speed fan draws down air into the craft through inlet cowls situated on the roof. 
Delivery to the cushion takes place through a duct system containing holes round 
the periphery which allow the air to pa• into and thence inflate a flexible bag 
surrounding the craft and fixed to the outer edge of the base. Further holes at the 
bottom of the bag aDow the air to pass into a series of fingers which direct the 
air inwards to the cushion in the manner of the basic annular jet craft. The scheme 
is illustrated in fig. 6.58(a). The hovercraft cushion is thus surrounded by a flexible 
wall; the fingers deflect in sympathy with small obstructions and the bag deforms on 
contact With larger obstructions to provide the large structural clearance necessary 
for viable commercial and naval operations . The relative merits of the various skirt 
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Flexible skirt 
(Of big> 

!bl Inner •nd oum skirt t ytiern (SEDAM! 
Fig. 6.58 SkiJt 1ystcms. 

systems are summarized in (37, 48, 58). A fundamentaUy different scheme is used 
on the Sedam NSOO and is described in (75, 76). The cushion is fonn ed by a 
number of separate vertical ceUs or 1upes' which have air supplied separately, or in 
groups, from the lift fans, The 'jupe' is made i.n the shape of a truncated cone, with 
the smaller cross section lowermost, so that no chains, belts, etc., are required as the 
system is laterally stable. The attachment to the hard structu re is straightforward in 
principle and maintenance should be minimal However, air leakage was found to 
be excessive with the initial system and so to decrease lift power an outer, peripheral 
skirt was installed as shown in Fig. 6.SS(b). Despite expectations to the contrary 
test flights showed that tears. wear, fatigue and fixing problems were prevalent. 
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To give some idea of the reliability of hovercraft in operation we may take as an 
example th e British Hovercraft Corporation SRN-4. This is a plenum chamber craft 
With a 2.1 m bag-and-fmger skirt, an overall weight of I.S MN and an operational 
maximwn all-up weight of 2.0 MN. For service across the English Otannel in 1969 
this ACV was prevented from crossing for only S per cent of the total planned trips 
(59). The effect of skirts on the steady speed of an ACV over rough water is indi· 
cated in Fig. 6.59. 

(m) Utl 

Forward q>eed. V 

Fig. 6.59 Effect of waves on forwud speed of amphibious hovezcraft. 

Not the least of the many practical problems associated with skirts is the choice 
of materials. The best to date have b een nylon and woven Terylene used to reinforce 
coatings of pure or synthetic: rubber or polyvinylchloride. Reasonable resistance to 
tearing, abrasion, corrosion and peeling has been obtained. The skirt construction 
must be robust and flexible to prevent capsizing ("plough-in') during manoe uvres 
although th e adve nt of the bag-typ e skirt has considerably reduced this risk. 

6.4.7 Fortts on Amphibious ACV 

The total lift (supporting) force exerted on an ACV in steady forward flight with 
th e base horizontal may be expressed as 

Total lift • cushion lift + jet lift + pressure lift + aerodynamic lift 

and so, for equilibrium, 

k' =(Fe+ Fj + Fp)cosa- + Luro = F.,, + Luro• (6.80) 

The aerodynamic lift force results from the distribution of pressure over the super• 
structure of the ACV. If the vehicle travels over water it does so at a small positive 
trim angle, as shown schematically in Fig. 6.60. At high cruise speeds the depr essed 
water surface can be assumed parallel tc the base of the craft and so the j~t Oow 
and cushion pressure are both unifonn. 

The aerodynamic lift force is usuaUy small and can be neglected for an analysis 
consistent with first-order accuracy. Thus, for equilibrium 

W2 (F c +Fj +Fp)coso 
that is, 

W ~ Fe + Fj + Fp = F., 

since c:r is as.\umed to be small. 
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Fig. 6.60 

For flight over land the total drag is wholly aerodynamic and is given by 

Total drag• profile drag+ moment um drag+ induced( attitude) drag 

that is, for equilibriwn, 

Dr =Dp , +Dm +Di • T (6.82) 

where Tis the thrust from the propulsors. 
The profde (pressure) drag consists of skin-friction drag and viscous pressure 

drag on the vehicle supentructu re. As the superstruc ture cannot generally be regarded 
as a streamlined body the profile drag can be written in the fonn 

D0 , = \p,V2 S,Co., (6.83) 

where Sr is the frontal area nonna1 to the direction of Y and Cop, is the profile 
drag coefficient assumed independ ent of V. Typical values of Co are: 0.2S for 
SRN-2; 0.38 for SRN-6; 0.4 for SRN-4. Values can be as high as'b.70, although 
profil e drag coefficients as low as 0.3 or less are now being sought for present-day 
designs. At cruise speeds the profi.le drag can be the largest component of th e total 
drag. 

The momentum drag is computed on the assumption that relative to the veh.icle 
the horizontal momentum of the air which en ters the intake of the Lift fan(s) is 
destroyed. The momentum drag is thus given by 

Dm • rlirV (6 .84) 

where m, is the total mass flow rate of air entering the fan(s) and, in the absence of 
leakage in the internal ductwork , is equal to the mass flow rate of air in the jet. 

If a is the trim angle then the attitude (induced) drag can be writlen in the fonn, 

(6.85) 

when a and L uro are small. 
In addition to these components of drag account must be taken of drag forces 

arising from direct contact between parts of the ACV and the ground. Contact with 
the ground c.m generate large forces intermittently over rough ground as well as 
causing damage to the skirting. 
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It is interesting to note that although the amphibious qualities of hovercraft are 
often emphasized little use of this attribute is made by commercial er.aft except 
when beaching or docking. Most craft in operation spend a major part of their 
service life ow r water. However. there have been a number of notable exceptions 
which include ice-breaking rOles, navigation over river ice and water, and military 
manoeuvres over desert areas. We must consider, therefore, additional components 
of drag for marin e ACV. 

Wave-making drag is transmitted to the vehicle through the air cushion whether 
or not direct contact is made between the craft and the water. This source of drag 
can be interpreted as the component of pres.sure forces on the water depress.ion in 
the direction parallel but opposite to V. The wave-making drag is thus given by, 

Dw • f, Pw sin/ldS• • r p, sinPdSo • p, f ~nPdSo 
~ Jh ~ 

where Sd and fJ are the surface area and inclination of the depres.\ion respectively . 
and for equilibrium the water pressure at the interface Pw =Pc . The effec t of the 
jet on th e deformation of the interface has been neglect ed. Let us asswne that the 
weight of the craft is supported primarily by cushion pressure forces. then 

w=f P,cosPdS •. 
•• 

Ir /J is constant and the depression is parallel to the base or the craft (see fig. 6.60) 
we must have 

(6.86) 

for small trim angles. 
When the craft is hovering at rest it may be shown that the volum e of air in the 

depression measured relative to the still-water level is equal to the volume of water 
displaced by the vehicle if it were to float at the interface. It is thus reasonable to 
expect such a cri terion to hold at low forward speeds when Dw/W is large . The 
distortion of the interface reduces as V increases and so, in common with other 
high-speed vehicles. th e wave-making drag or ACV is low at cruising speeds. 

Lamb [60) examine d the behaviour or a two.dim ensional disturbance or constant 
pressure, say Pc, and length/ moving steadily over an initiaUy plane liquid surface. 
He found that the ratio of the wave-making drag per unit width Ow, to the applied 
force per unit width k/

1 
"'/pc, is given by 

(6.87) 

where we have considered the liquid to be water of density Pw and th e Froude 
number Fr = VfJ(g() . The maximwn value of Dw1>wglf2pcW' occurs when 
cos!(Fr)- 2 I • - 1, that is, when (F,) - ' • (2n + I ),r where n • 0, I, 2 .. . Under 
these conditions the maximum value of wave-making drag is 
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and for n = 0 this will correspond to a •primary hump• at Fr= O.S6. A theory has 
been developed by Barratt (61 ) to cover three-dimensional ACV over deep water of 
infinite extent. He found the primary hump to be located at a Froude number 
between O.S and 1.0 depending on the planform. This theoretical analysis has been 
generally supported by experimental work with mod els running in a towing tank. 
(62, 63) covering various planfonnsand angles of yaw. In shallow water the primary 
hump occurs at a lower Froude number and (Dw )mu increases as the depth of the 
water decreases. 

It is exceedingly diflicult to quantify the effects of: (i) spray impact on the hull; 
(ii) parts of the craft submerged in the water which induce additional components 
of wave-making and pressure drag; and (iii) an equivalent drag arising from an increase 
of weight as water is taken on board and retained by various parts of the vehicle. 
No adequate theory is at present available for the prediction of these items and to 
obtain a value of the wetting drag Dwei the components whkh can be assessed with 
reasonable accuracy are thus subtracted from the total drag measured in model and 
full-scale tests. Hence 

Dwet • f>rc -D,. -Dm -Di -Dw (6.89) 

in which Dye corresponds to the total drag over calm water and Dw is usually 
assessed on the basis of Equation (6.87) or on Barratt's extensions of the classical 
theory of wave generation . 

An indication of the relative orders of magnitude of the various drag components 
of a typical. large, amphibious hovercraft (SRN-4) with a peripheral skirt (bag-and• 
finger system) is given in Fig. 6.6J. The wetting drag for calm-wate r operation 
accounts for a large proportion of the total throughout the speed range. Also shown 
is the curve of available thrust and the ideal steady ope rating speed i.s that corres
ponding to the intersecUon of the thrust and total drag curves. The wetting drag is 
then about one-third of the total . When operating over waves another drag compon• 
ent arises which includes additional Dwec terms together with impact drag in severe 
conditions. The over-wave drag Dow, is obtained by diff erence, that is, 

D0 w • (total drag in rough water) - (total drag in calm water) 

that is, 

(6.90) 

6.4.8 Forcts on No,w,mphiblous ACY 

These craft are usually associate d with solid side walls which penetrate the water 
surface and in the USA are generaUy referred to as surface effect ships (SES) . M a 
result of the efficient sealing of the cushion by the partially immersed side walls 
(which are usually parallel to the fore-and-aft vertical plane of symmetry of the 
craft) the nou.le power is considerably les.\ than for an amphibious craft of the 
equivalent size. On the other hand, the immersed side walls suffer large drag (mainly 
from skin frictio n) at high speeds. Note that the wetted area on the inner surface of 
the side walls is less than on the outer surface owing to water depression by the 
over pressure in the cushion . 

The power requirem ents for hypo thet ical side-wall and amphibious, annular jet 
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Fig. 6.61 Performance chuaeterinics or amphibious hovercriart (SRN-4). 
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vehicles of all-up weight 1.2 MN are illustrated in Fig. 6.62. In this case it has been 
assumed that the water is calm and tha t each vehicle moves forward parallel to its 
fore-and-aft axis of symmet,y. 

for a side,wall craft the walls are able to support water propeUers and the trans, 
mission leading to them. The air-borne noise associated with air propellers is thus 
elimiNted and, furthermore, buoyancy forces on the side walls support about 
10 per cent of the weight of the craft. Such a craft has good manoeuvrability because 
large side forces can be applied to the walls. Unfortunately. large profile drag then 
occu rs and a considerable drop in forward speed results at constant propeller thrust. 

To overcome these disadvantages some recent design exercises have turned to 
conven tional peripheral-skirted craft with a marine propulsion system having a faired 
shafting and rudders in the water, such as the Vosper- Thorneycroft VT-I. Over 
the operating speed range drag is relatively low, directional stability and control are 
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Fig. 6 .62 Relative power rcqu.ircd by amphibious and side-walJ hovercraft of same all-up 
wtia,ht. 

superior to amphibious craft, the opera tion is quieter and with a flexible, bagged 
skirt the craft can beach on a ramp with the propellers and rudders still submerged. 

The principal characteristics of a number of hovercraft are given in Table 6.3. 

6.S Compentiv< Perfonnances of Hip,,tp«d Marine Vehicl<s 

Any discussion of the overall perfo rmances of high-speed marine vehicles will 
inevitably involve sea-keeping capabilit y, that is, th e response of the vehicle to 
motion through waves. The state of the sea is referred to by wind speed, sea stat e 
or significant wave h eight , and these data form an essential part of routing selecti<'n 
for commercial oper ations such as ferry services. Matters are rather more difficult in 
the case of naval duties because craft may be required to oper ate in areas for which 
detailed infonnation on wave spectra is lacking . However, the motion of any marine 
vehicle in waves will be unsteady and so a th orough analysis of the problem is really 
out of place here . Consequently , we shall cover the field only briefly in a general, 
compar at ive way and offer references for more specialized reading . 

A popula r method of illustrating the capability o f high-speed craft in waves is to 
plot speed against, for exam ple, significant wave height for a range of craft types 
and sizes. Th.is has been done in Fig. 6.63 which shows typical ,al though not neces
sarily precise, values appropria te to displactm ent ships, planing craft, hydrofoil 
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craft and hovercraft. Further details of some of the craft may be found in Tables 
6.2 and 6.3. Also shown on the abscissa of Fig. 6.63 are equivalent scales for sea 
state and wind speed. It should be noted here that hovercraft, in particular, are 
seriously affected by the relative wind directJon. Seaworthiness expressed generally 
in the form of Fig. 6.63 is a fundamental attribute of any marine vehicle whether it 
be uxd for commercial or naval applications. 

It is immediately apparent that the .sea state affects all craft in different ways 
and thus limits the maximwn achievable continuous speed. Although some effects 
of size are shown. within the context of high-speed craft and therefore small craft, 
the effects of size are not great eno ugh to c.aute radical changes in overall trends for 
curves of a given type or between curves of different types. Up to sea state 3 or 4 
and depending on wind direction it is seen that the amphibious hovercraft is presently 
the fastest practicable fonn of marine surface ..-chicle, though the performance 
deteriorat es rapidly with increases in wave height. The hydrofoil craft with fully 
aubmerged foils has a lower speed initially but is able to maintain this forward speed 
up to sea state S with larger designs able t o achieve sea state 6. Neverthelesa. increased 
size and improved (deeper) skirt design should allow better future perfonnanoes 
from large hovercnft . A hydrofoil cnft with flap control, initiated by either radar 
or sonic height senson at the bow, can transfer the mode of flight from platforming 
at low wave heights to centouring at greater wave heights in order to reduce hull 
contact with waves yet retain relatively low vertical motion accelerations. A hydro
foil craft with surface-piercing foils is naturally more sensitive to surface waves 
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0 Country Oofl Configur.ation U,c Design all- Length """' Skirt Maximum speed 

'g up weicJit o-mall overall hei&tJt (c.a.lm water) 

~ MN m m m m1 · 1 

'l 
(tonl) (rt) (fl ) ( ft) (kn o ts) 

0 Canad.I Bell 7380 amphibi ous co.as tguard/ 0.4 20 I 1.2 1.22 " 0 Voydgcur (ice-breaking}/ (41) (65.7) (36 .7) (4) (50) 

0 ,rmy / 

()Q commercial 

~ BeU 7501 amphibious coastguard/ 0.17 B.6 7.9 1.22 26 
Jlikin K umy (17) (4-4.S) (26) (4) (S2) 

Fran ce Sedam am phib io UJ comm crciJJ/ 0 .26 24 10.S 6.S 28.S-3I 
Naviplane naval (27) (78.75) (3◄.s) (2) (57 -6 2) 
NJOO 

Sed.im amphibiou s commercial 2.6 so 23 4 37.5 
Naviplane (260) (164.1) (75 . 1) (13.1) (75) 
NSOO 

Japan Mitsui amphibiou s comme rcial o.s 26.4 13.9 1.6 32.5 
MV-PPIS (5 0) (86.7) (45 .6) (5.25) (65) 

5, 

t United BHC amphib ious comm erciaJ 2.0 39.7 2).8 2.44 JS 
Kingdom SRN---4 (200) (130.1) (78) (8) (70) 

a (Mk 2) 
3 

BHC amphi bio us co mmer(.iiJ 28 56.7 26.52 3.05 JS 
SRN--4 ( 280) (186) (87) (10) (70) 
(Mk 3) 

BHC amphibious commercial/ 0.1 17.8 1.1 1.22 26 
SRN-6 naval (10) (58} {25.3) (4} (52) 
J+linehts tt r (many variants) 



BHC amph.ibious naval o.s 2) .9 13.8 J.67 )0 
BH7 (many varianu) (SO) (78.3) (45.S) (S.S) (60) 
WellinSIOlt 

0 Ho,..ermarine side wall commercial 0.19 15.5 6.1 0.91 17.5 

~ HM 2 Mk J (front and rear (19) (SI) (20) ()) (JS) 

~ skirts) 

~ Ho,..ermarine side w:ill comm ercial 0.2 18.29 6.1 0.63 17 

C) HM2Mk4 (front and rear (20) (60) (20) (2) ()4) 
skirts) 

0 llovermllrine lide wall commercial/ 0.76 27.2 10.2 I.IS 20 
0 IIM 5 (front and ,car naval (77) (89 .25) (33 .5) (3 .75) (40) 

00 skirts) 

Psi Vo Jpcr - skirted whh commercial 0.87 95.S 43.S s.s 19 
Thorncycror1 water propellers (87) (29) (13.)) (1 .67) (38) 
VT-I 

V~pcr- ampNbiou~ naval 1.04 30.17 13.3 1.7 )0, 
Thorneyo oft (105) (99) (43.S) (S.S) (60+) 
VT - 2 

USA ,\1;,rojet/ Rohr side w:all naval 0.9 24.9 12.7 40 
SES 100 A (front and rear (90) (82) (42) (80) 

skirts. water 
jet propulsion) 

Acrojct amphibious nav.-1 1.6 29.3 14.6 1.52 2S 
AALC JF,FF(A) (160) (96.1) (48) ( S) (SO) 

"'" Side wall naval 1.04 23.7 10.7 40+ 
SES 100 B (front and rear (105} (77 .7) (35) (80+)t 

1kirt 5. wat er 
pro~llcn) 

8<'11 1.ft'lphibious naval 1.6 26.43 14.32 1.52 lS 
A A.LC JEFF(8) (160) (86.7S) (47) (S) (50) 

t A~hicvcd a record speed of4S ms·• ( it 90.3 lr:nou) in 1977. 
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especially when operating in a following sea, Planing craft show good perfonnance 
in calm water but produce very high acceleration s from impact loading in waves so 
that drastic speed reductions take place over the whole range of operable sea states. 
Nevertheless, with deep•V bottoms, such as those used in offshore power boats, 
planing craft can be driven faster up to about sea state S, provided that sufficient 
power is available to compensate for the increased resistance of the deep-V forms 
and that the crew can endure the violent motion which ensues. In the range of sea 
state 6 the conventional hull displacement ship is capable of greater speeds than any 
other form of small, high-speed surface vehicle. However, th§ may change in the 
future as, for example, large hydrofoil craft are built; there is already an indication 
that the RHS J 60 (see Table 6.2) is superior in rough water. Also shown in Fig. 6.63 
are predictions of a 4 MN {i!! 400 tonf) hydrofoil craft with fully submerged foils 
and • large 30 MN("' 3000 tonl) [ Small-Water -plane-Area. Twin-Hull (SWATH) 
ship which can maintain a near.constant speed well into waves up to a significant 
height of 5 m (e, 16.4 ft). 

A major penalty for high speed is cost. Generally speaking, it is still reasonable 
to assume that 

propulsive power a: displacement x (speedt 

where n = 3 or more. It is interesting to note that the total resistance of a large, 
slow ship is about 0.OOIA• , where A• is the weight displacement. Thls contrasts 
with resistances of 0.06A• at IS m s- 1 (i!! 30 knots) and 0 .02A• at 10 m i- 1 

(::!! 20 knots) for a 10 MN(::!! lO00 tonf) corvette and with corresponding figures of 
0.JA • and 0.07A • for a I MN (i!! 100 tonf) fast patrol boat of a planing hull design. 
A value of 0. lA• is also 7uo ted in [64) for a 1 MN(~ 100 tonf) hydrofoil craft 
travelling at about 25 ms - {~ SO knots). 

h ha s been found that operating limits on speed in a seaway are more likely to 
be set by the conditior.s which are acceptable to the crew and passengen rather 
than by the strength o f th e craft (although many questions on structural dynamics 
related to marine vehicles are still largely una nswered in detail [6S)). In any given 
occupation and environment there are usually many stimuli (or strcssors) influencing 
the physiological and ment al r,rocesses of a crew member or passenger and it is 
often difficult to separate one effect from another. A general discuss.ion of human 
factors (or ergonomics) related to ride motions is given by Cole (66]. Noise, vibra
tion and low-frequency motion s can all become intolerable to humans in time, but 
quite high intensiti es are often sustained for short periods such as ferry crossings 
and even enjoyed when connected to risk events or sporting activities. Much lower 
limits are tolerable for a naval patrol lasting days or weeks, especially when fre• 
quently repeated. Experience and knowledge of the full facts of an event also 
influence human response in one way or another. Tolerable noise and vibration 
levels (above a frequency of I Hz) are fairly well defined by the International 
Standards Organisation (ISO) but it is often difficult to satisfy the specified criteria 
within the confines of small high-speed craft. Low-frequency motions in the 1ange 
0.15-0.25 Hz arc particularly important because vertical accelerations in this range 
lead to widespread sea sickness. 

h is difficult to express concisely th e relative merits of different craft respording 
to waves, bu t Fig. 6 .64, adapted from (67), gives a general indication. The excellent 
charact eristics of hydr ofoil craft (now being achieved at lower cost) in this respect 
are clearly evident. An appraisal of the sea-keeping capabilities of high-speed craft 
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is given in (20] where the discussion is, in the main, applicable to both commercial 
and naval craft. 

The role of commercial hlgh-speed craft is almost exclusively as passenger ferries. 
The success of hovercraft in this respect has been summarized by, for example, 
Shaw [681, Mantle [69]. Wheeler [70), Stansell and Hewish [71) and Thorpe [72] . 
The growth of traffic carried by hovercraft across the English O,annel has risen 
spectacularly since operations commenced in 1968. There are now six SRN-4 craft 
ruMing on the route, and with the five then operating in August 1977 some 24 per 
cent of cars and 25 per cent of passengers crossing the Channel did st' by hovercraft. 
The corresponding figures for the whole of l 974, given in (70), are 23.9 per cent 
and 30.9 per cent. Operating reliability is crucial on such an establish ed ferry route 
and massive efforts have now ensured that Jost flights arising from unserviceabiUty 
are dcwn to I per cent and cancellations arising from bad weather are de;wn to le~ 
than 3 per cent. The latter figure should be reduced even further with the recent 
introduction of the stretched SRN-4 Mk- 3 hovercraft with improved skirt design 
(see Fig. 6.65). 

A major attraction of hovercraft on sea-route ferries is the car-carrying facility 
which cannot so far be matched by hydrofoil c raft. As pointed out in (67) the 
latter generally cater for large numbers of passengers without cars on routes less 
than 160 km(:! I 00 mile s). At present, th ese passengers tend to be attracted by the 
novelty of the craft, by the sensation of speed and by the hope of a more scenic 
view than that offered by aircraft. The USSR has many hydrofoil craft carrying 
over 200 passengers on a variety of river routes which allow simple methods of craft 
control in th e calm water. A successful sea rout e operating currently is the haJf. 
hourly service on the 36 mile journey between Hong Kong and Macao which began 
in 1963. A number of different craft have been used and now severaJ Boeing 
Jetfoils are in operation. In such a congested route, particularly around harbours, 
the main techn ical problem is the adYCrse effec ts of rubbish in the water . Plastic 
bags floating in the water have been found to block water inlets (for the Jetfoils) 
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Fig. 6.65 Bn11ih Hoven:n1ft Corporation SRN ◄ Mk 4 - Super 4. 

and to wrap round hydrofoils and propellers to cause a serious reduction in lift 
force and thrust. 

Before turning to military applications of high-speed aaft it is interesting to 
examine the rOle of hovercraft being developed by the US and Canadian Coastguard 
for ice-breaking duties (summarized in, for ex.ample, [73, 741). At first sight it may 
seem incredible that with such low cushion pressures typk:al ofhovercnft ice up to 
0.5 m (5!! 20 in) thick can be rapidly broken up. In fact the mode of operation is 
rather more subtle than the dirC<:t application of aerodynamic forces, for the ice 
breaks itself. Two principal techniques are used which take advantage of the am• 
ph.ibious quality of the craft. By continually traversing the clear water at the edge 
of an ice floe, and running up onto it, the hovercraft genentes a series of waves 
which exploit s the weak resistance of the ice to bendin~ stresses. In 1978 the 
Voyageur craft (see Table 6.3) was able to break up 18 km (~ 7 square miles) of 
ice per hour and in so doing cleared a major ice jam in the St Lawrence and its 
tributaries every day for three weeks. This greatly reduced flooding of the surround 
ing countryside during the spring thaw. This high-speed ice-breaking technique can 
be used to break up fast ice near to banks and in shallow waters where severe limita• 
lions on sh.ip draught occur. 

The $0-called, low-speed ice-breaking technique was developed after trials with a 
large air-cushion platform, the ACT 100, on the ice of the Great Slave Lake at 
Yellowknife early in 1972. It was found that as the platform, which carried equip
ment for oil drilling, moved forward at low speed tee up to 0.7 m (=! 27 in) below it 
began to break up. Subsequent tests showed thac the overpressure of the cushjon 
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air was sufficient to cause a seepage of air streams through fine cracks in the ice 
which subsequently congregated Into a huge bubble of air below the ice. As a result 
the distributed upward buoyancy force of the ice was lost and the ice then canti
levered across the sides of the bubble. The weakness of ice in bending was insufficient 
to count er the combined weight and cushion-pressure loadings so that collapse of 
the ice cover occurred. Present methods of ice clearing now involve th e attachment 
of a cushion platfonn forward of the bows of an ice-breaker ship so that the com
bined operation at about 4.5 m s- 1 (.:.'!! 9 knots) allows thicker ice to be tackled in a 
shorter time and saves a great deal of fuel compared with the traditional ramming 
techniques of convention.al craft. 

A similar ice-breaking programme is underway in the USA, although emphasis is 
there being placed on the relationships of such techniques to personnel, facilities 
and support services. Conditions of rapid skirt wear were found in cases where ice 
was broken and re-frozen over several cycles to produce a very rough and abrasive 
surface. Consequently, investigations of exceedingly tough skirt materials are now 
being pursued. 

The main tasks likely to be met in non-commercial applications of high-speed 
craft are surveillance, fishery patrol, prot ection of offshore resources, customs and 
immigration, mine counter-measures and assault landings. It is in a number of these 
tasks that the competition between the main types of high-speed craft is most 
intense, yet in other applications one high-speed crart remains dominant, e.g. the 
mine counter-measures vessel, as discussed in [77). The amphibious hovercraft has a 
remarkably low underwater noise signature since its noise.generating source is 
above the air- water interface (see Section 2.4 .S.(b)). Furthennore , despite the 
aircraft-type structur e little damage is sustained from the underwater explosion of 
mines provided that the craft is clear of the explosion plume. Tests have shown that 
light damage is sustained from meta.I fragments which have perforated the skirt but 
operation is not significantly impaired . 

Surveillance entails both surface and underwater detection and identification of 
vessels ope rating in waters over which control is to be excrcized . Limits on equip• 
ment height curtail the use of radar to ranges of about 10 km(~ 6 miles) and 
therefore the use of aircraft is a necessary adjunct to th e overall operation. Clearly 
a swift respon se from the well equipped marine craft is called for in order to deal 
with any violations. There are considerable problems with the detection of submerged 
submarines owing to the large size of anti-submarine sonars and their poor perfonn• 
ance at high water speeds. Nevertheless, some view this type of rOle as promising, 
especially when the detection vessel operates in the sprint and drift mode where a 
'dunking' sonar is used in the stationary or low-speed state and is th en followed by 
a sprint to join , say, the task force. Since speeds of 24 m s- 1 ( i!! SO knots) may be 
called for the hydrofoil craft becomes a strong contender .for anti-submarine opera
tions. A variety of mission requiremencs have been u.amin ed in [78) and related to 
a series of hydrofoil craft with payloads up to 2.4 MN( ~ 240 tonf) using a com
puter-aided program referred to as HANOE. lt is interesting to note tha t the results 
show, for example, that the mass of the foils ap pears as a diminishing fraction of 
the total mass as the size of the craft increases. This is contrary to what might be 
expected since the lift force increases in proportion to the square of the characteristic 
length, while mass increases as the cube of the characterist ic length. The reason is 
that strut length does not increase linearly with the size of the craft, nor does the 
thickness of practical steel plate. 
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The cue for a hydrofoil fishery patrol vessel hu been made in (43) based on the 
Jetfo il concept applied to North Sea conditions. However, probably the most 
important requirem ent is the ability to remain in an alert and fit condition when on 
stati on. Relatively small periods are spent at the optimum high-speed condition and 
so some effort must be taken to improve seakindliness at low speeds during long, 
and often tedious, patrols. Indeed, a survey of trawlers built in 1976 showed that 
only abo ut S per cent were capable of speeds greater than 7.S m s- 1 (:!!: 15 knots). 
Thus with the improvements in des.ign examine d in [15) a hard-chine planing boat 
with a speed of 10 m s- 1 (i:!! 20 knots) in sea state S may prove to be a desirable 
option. 

1n the absence of war, off Vt ore protection may be needed to deal with accidental 
damage from fue, collisions, or bad weather and with possiDle terrorism. For the 
latter situation interception of a terrorist group, intent on, say, the occupation of 
an installation, is the primary aim with speed, weaponry and manpower to suit. The 
other tasks could probably be dealt with by craft similar to those used for fishery 
protectio n. 

lllegaJ en try and smuggling are likely :situations to be dealt with by customs and 
immigration craft which would probably operate in coastal waters. High speed is of 
paramount importance s.ince it may be necessary to chase, overtake and subsequently 
apprehend other h.igh..s.peed craft. All types of vessels capable of, say 20 m s- 1 

(!:!! 40 knots) may be summoned to duty with prevailing sea conditions dictating the 
final choice. 

Work on arnphibiousassault landing craft (AALC) is being carried out in the USA 
on two designs designated JEFF(A) (see (79)) and JEFF(B) (see (80] and also 
Table 6.3). Both are to operate from the well declu oflanding ships and also along
side cargo ships. Repeated journ eys through surf up to about 2.S m (!:!! 8 ft) high 
carrying a variety of payloads are called for. The two craft are quite different in a 
number of respects, such as propulsion and skirt desjgn. The rOles of these craft 
provide a marked departure from the usual operations of hovercraft and Wheeler (81) 
offers some other int eresting alternatives. 

It is clear from the above that the rOJes and designs for high-speed craft are 
extremely diverse and a final choice of one particular type revolves around the 
solution of a complex set of issues. Future developments are not likely to ease the 
difficulty of choice because it now seems that size and speed arc both necessary for 
good seakeeping perfonnanoe. Not surprisingly one finds design studies for surfaoe 
effect ships of about 30 MN(:! 30CXJ tonf) and al>Q.xe [82) and a design for a 
hydrofoil craft of about 24 MN(:! 2400 tonf) (83Jfi'hert has also been increasing 
development and support for the Small•Water•plant-Area, Twin-Hull (SWATH) 
ships, The SWATH config uration cons.ists of twin, submerged, wbmarine-like hulls 
providing the bases and henoe the buoyancy forces for narrow vertical struts 
which support the upper deck. The latt er is essentially a flat platform which may be 
used for a whole series of applications as a result of its inherently good lateral 
stability. Propulsion is ob tained from wat er propellers at the stem of each submerged 
hull. A summary of some developments of these craft is given in (84] and it is 
suggested in (85) that SWATH ships have a high development potential for naval 
applications. " \ 

Whether 0r not any marine vehicle is developed from the design stage to the 
operational stage depends very largely on economic viability, especially in the case 
of commercial operations. There is also an increasing awareness of the penalties 
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incurred by high capital, running, maintenance and refitting costs of naval vehicles, 
and most navies are now applying stringent cost ru]cs. It is clearly a difficult task to 
predict the overall cost of a marine vehicle for an operational life of perhaps 20 yean 
or more, but there is no doubt that nowadays escalating fuel costs are playing an 
increasingly important part in cost analyses. Technical excellence can no longer 
dominate thinking in a cost•consdous environment, as witn~d by the continuing 
controversy over the future of Concorde. Indeed, the question arises u to what 
comparisons should be made when different vehicles are under examination. 
Certainly assessment should be made of direct operating cost, fuel cost, capital 
cost, pas,enger and freight rates and so on, as well as passenger and crew comfort 
and safety criteria. 

Costs have not been examined in a number of comparative studies, consideration 
being given onJy to perfonnance parameters such a s transport effici ency [89) defined 
as 

n = (all-up weight)• (muimum cruise speed) • WV 
(total installed power) P · 

This dim ensionless parameter is not always expressed in consistent units and so 
care is needed in the interpretation of dat a. A wide rang e of transport vehicles was 
examined by Gabrielli and Von Karman (86) and they det ermined a log- log plot 
of n- 1

• the 'specific resistance•, against speed applicable to conditions in 19S0 . A 
'limit' lin e could be drawn u an upper bound of perfonnance expresse d by 

wv' nv=p • 8800ft, - 1 • 2680m , - • • 5200knots 

which was approach ed at low speeds by ships and at high speeds by aircraft. It is at 
intenn ediate speeds that a wide range of possibilities arises, especially for marine 
vehicles. The results have since been updated to include supertankers and subsonic 
turbojet aircraft . Furthennore , it has been suggeste d [87) that the limit represents 
a measure of economic efficie ncy given by the product n V and that this allows for 
the extent to which speed in its own right can be accounted for in freight carrying. 

Crewe (88) recently undertook a detailed investigation of the economic and 
performance relations between a variet y of marine veh..icles, concentrating particu • 
larly on high•speed marine craf t . It is not possible to combine all the factors relating 
costs, payloads, speeds and distances in a simple graph or equation and so a variety 
of parametric plots is given. For example , the relationship between normalized fuel 
cost T and payload to all-up weight ratio is shown in. Fig. 6.66. Here, 

T•(~<)/(~). 
where rsfc is the specific fuel consumption of any engine rela tive to a datum diesel 
engine (a value of I.S for gas turbin es holds at present, but it is gradually being 
reduc ed with improvements in des.ign)and Wp is the payload. For the sake of clarity 
mean hype 1bolae are shown in Fig. 6.66, whe re it is evident that mono-hull displace • 
ment ferries stand out in tenns of economy at low speeds and kip/kl values and that 
modem passenger jet aircraft are best at the other extr eme. High-speed marine craft 
are collected in the middle but have favourable values of Wp/ W, as a result of their 
light construction and installed propulsion units o f high power-to-weight ratio . The 
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Fi,. 6.66 Summary of mun data for normalized fuel cost as a function of payload/all-up weight. 
(Adapted from (88).) 1. Oisplaocmcnt ferry; 2. SWArn ship (15 MN lilJ 1500tonf, 
14 m 1· 1 aa 28 knou); 3. Modem p,.uenger jet ai:traft; 4. Airship (3.2 MN aa 320 
tonf); 5. SWArn ship u 2 but 16.5 m 1· 1 i:.. 33 kno ts: 6. Westennaen catamaran; 
7. Jct surveillance aircrlfl: 8. Surface-9iercin,g hydrofoil craft; 9. Side.wall hovercraft; 
10. PropcUcr surveillance airtrafl; 11. Jetca1 and Hellcat catamarans; 12. Modern 
amphibious hovercraft; I 3. Water-base.d aircraft; 14. AO 500 airship; 15. Die1el fast 
patrol boat; 16. Dy1U1pl.anc; 17. Jctfoil; 18. Sk:nder pl&NJII hulls; 19. Gal-turbine fut 
patiol boat; 20. Helicopters. 

extreme, rig.ht-hand end of the amphibious hovercraft Line applies to 'stretched' 
SRN- 4 (MkJ - Super 4). A more general plot of the ratio of economic efficiency 
nv to nfc against V, as shown in Fig. 6.67, reveals that any particula r UV/rsfc 
occurs around either of two values of Y which are generally widely sep1r1tec;l. Note 
that the scales are 'self-reciprocating' for the sake of clarity and that the 'quadratic 
nature' of the relationship between the two parameters is emphasized for all craft. 

It is concluded in (88) that the escalation of fuel costs allows a simplified com
parison of economic efficiency between various type s of high-speed marine craft 
and that these are fulfilling their tasks well. However, there is still considerable 
room for improvement in detailed design as research continues. The generalization 
of the original Gabrielli and Von Karman diagram to account for earnings per unit 
payload per unit distance related to speed allows a more valid comparison for 
passenger<arrying craft, especially for those classified as high-speed marine craft. 
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Fig. 6 .67 Craft zoneiof nV/rsfc against spoed , (Adapted from (88].) 

Appendix: Dnip Eq1ations for Planilqi Craft 
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The data of Korvin-Kroukovsk:y [9) can be assembled into the following empirical 
relationships. To speed up the preliminary design calculations a number of authors 
have presented these relations in graphical form. 

For a flat plate, when j • 0 

C.o • .,•·110.0 120x 112 +0.009SX2(Fr)- 'I (A.I) 

and for if a< 0 

C. = C,0 - 0.0065if(C,0 )
04 (A.2) 

in which o: and Pare measured in degrees. The wetted length-to-beam ratio 

X•~=(A!.i-' 
bw 

and the definitions of C. and Fr are given by 

W V 
C, • ½Pv2ii!,; Fr• ,/(gbw) . 
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In addition, 

where K=(0.84+0.0ISP)c>-m 

m • 0.12S +0.004:!P 

n = 0.0S + o.01~. 

again with a and O expressed in degree (protractor) measure. 

(A.S) 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

A design method can now be proposed using the preceding equations and known 
data for the craft . Thus, using Equation (A.4) the coefficient C., can be found from 
the required forward speed V, the specified all-up weight Wand the necessary beam 
b.., to accommodate engines, stores, fuel, crew, payload and so on. The mean value 
of deadrise angle His chosen to be consistent with th e geometry of the craft and the 
ride and manoeuvrability sought by the designer. Equatio n (A .2) can then be man
ipulated to derive C.,0 • Fr om a range of values of a the conesponding values of A 
are deduced from Equation (A.I) and hence Tw follows from Equation (A.3) . 
Equation (A.S) with the aid of Equations (A.6)-{A.8) yields values of IH which 
correspo nd to the chosen range of a. Now, the position of the centre of gravity is 
determined from the craft layout so that /G is known beforehand. We then seek, for 
steady motion, the co nditio n /H =/G from Equatio n (6.19) and thus identify the 
ope rating a and Tw. The total resistance of the craft at the cruise speed, assuming 
~ = 0 , is gjven by Equation (6.17), that is 

Rr = Wa + F, =-T. (A.9) 

The skin-friction force F., is calculated from, say, the JTTC 1957 correl ation line at 
the co rresponding Reynolds number (=Pw vfw/P.w)-A further it eration may be 
necessary to locate the ope rating condit ion corresponding to minimum resistance. 
Finally, the effective power required from th e propul sor to drive the boat at speed 
Vis given by the product Ry Y. 
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7.1 lnlJOductioa 

7 
Propulsion 

In earlier chapters we have seen that to induce and maintain the motion of a vehicle 
in a viscous fluid, or at the interf ace between two viscous fluids, a resjstance to 
motion must be overcome. By definition, viscous fluids will defonn continuously 
when subjected to shear stresses and it is the resultant shear force necessary to 
produce this defonnation which provides a contribution to the total resistance. 
Other contributions arise from (1) the incomplete pressure recovery at the aft end of 
a body owing to the thickening of the boundary layer there and the consequent 
formation of a wake, and (ii) wave making, if the vehicle operates at the interface. 
A verucle at rest can therefore be set in motion by quite a small applied force. but 
should this force be removed then the vehicle will decelerate to rest according to 
Newton's Second Law of Motion. A continuous propulsive force is therefore required 
to sustain the motion and it is the means by which this force is developed that is 
now our concern. 

A simple example of forces producing motion can be seen when a body rises or 
falls in a fluid owing to the inequality of weight and buoyancy. Movement then 
takes p)ace along a radius extending from the centre of the Earth. However, our 
main interest here concerns "horizontal' motion for which gravitation forces play no 
direct pan. It is then necemry to attach to the outside of the vehicle some form of 
propuhor supplied with energy from a prime mover. We shall examine the propulsor 
which is that put of the propulsion system in contact with the fluid(s) comprising 
the external environment of our marine-vehicle system. To create a propulsive thrust 
the propulsor must exert a force on the environmentt in such a way that the reaction 
force on the propulsor (to conform with Newton's Third law of Motion) urges the 
vehicle forward. Although the majority of vehicles are ,elf-propelled certain types , 
such as barges, oil rigs, dracones, floating docks, etc .• are propelled by towing. The 
tow rope can therefore be regarded as the propulsor. For operation in restricted or 
shallow waterways propulsion of a floating vehicle can be derived from the reaction 
to a force applied directly to an immovable surface, for example, by the use of punt 

t A rocket motor may be regarded u creating its own environment conshting of the products 
of combustion which i,.sue from the nozzle, It is thus independent of the vehicle enviroM1ent 
and so is an ideal device for space travel, but fuel oonsumption is enormous. For example, 
11.1ppo,e we desip a rocket motor to propel a frigate with a diJplacement of, say, 27 MN at 
10 m 1·1 (i.e. approximately 2700 tonf at 20 knots). The re.suit, pubUshcd by Canham ( 11 
suggest that the tota.l rtmlanct or such a ship would be about 3 • Io• N (a: 30 tonO. A t)'pkaJ 
sp«ific fuel oonsumption for a rocket is about l q: N· 1 h"1 (a 10 ton tonr' h·') and ,o the 
mass of fuel to be canied aboard the ship would amount to 3 • IO' kg (a 300 ton) per hour of 
cruis.ing. Thus, to Cf\lUC even for 9 hours a .nu s of fuel apprOJ1imately equal to the mas.s or the 
ship would be rcqulted; such a situation is clearly unacceptable. 
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and barge poles, chain ferries and bottom<rawling vehicles. However, our interest 
will be focused on vehicles operating well away from solid boundaries. 

The force exerted by a propulsor on the fluid environment will cause particlei of 
that fluid to move. Thus, energy is expended not only in moving the vehicle but 
also wastefully in setting the fluid in motion which therefore leads to an augment.a• 
lion of resistance as we saw in Chapter S. 

From the propuWon viewpoint, the chief difference between marine animals and 
marine vehicles lies in the non-rigidity of the body of animab. Motion can be induced 
by muscular actions which control the adjustment of appendages [2] such as hairs, 
ftns, tail$, legs and so on, in addition to changing the geometry of the main body. 
Nature infers that there is no unique method of propuhion and so it is perhaps not 
surprising that in technology numerous propulsors exist. These are summarized 
briefly to provide some understanding of the main problems to be solved in order 
to satisfy the basic requirements for the design of a marine propulsor. 

7.2 A Reritw of Propuloon 

To achieve steady motion of a marine vehicle over a range of spetds the folloWing 
factors influencing the propulsion system need to be satisfied: 

(i) Capability to produce a net forward thrust which is steady and continuous; 
(ii) Capability to produce a net thrust which can be varied readily in magnitude; 
(iii) Good matching between the perfonnance of the prime mover and the 

propulsor; 
(iv) Compatibility with the design and perfonnance of the vehk:Je to which the 

propulsor is attached; 
(v) Economic viability; 
(vi) Ability to produce a stem thrust. 

The question of steady motion was raised in Ch.apter S and it is an ideal wh.ich 
we cannot reach in practice - indeed. there is no reason why we should do so. 
Quite apan from the difficulty of ensuring a steady thrust from the propulsor. the 
..-ehk:le itself may be subjected to unsteady forces in the environment. We cannot 
exercise complete control over wind, waves and currents, but we can, of course, 
reduce their effect by appropriate design and in some instances by planning carefully 
the routes over which operation is to take place. 

Essentially we require that the thrust 

T= f+ T' 
where f is the time average value of the instantaneous thrust T and T' is the flue. 
tuatinJ component of T. For an acceptable propulsor we simply propose that 
T' < T and that Tis produced continuously. We then regard the result as steady 
motion. 

The resistance to motion experienced by a marine vehicle varies with forward 
velocity and so to proceed at any panicular steady speed the control of thrust is 
essential. The resistance usually increases as the forward speed increases. However, 
as we saw, notablyinChapter6,the reSUt~e to motion of some high-speed vehicles 
does not increase uniformly but reaches a local maximum value at the hump speed. 
1n fact, the hump resistance may, in some cases, exceed the cruise resistance even 
though the hump speed may be less than half the cruise speed. 
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The range over which the propulsive thrust may be required to vary depends on 
the type , the siz.e and th e desired perfonnance of the vehicle. Although not neces• 
sarily independent, the methods of thrust control may be summarized as foUows: 

(i) Control of the output of the prime mover by, for example, varying the rate 
of fuel supply (which is prOpOrtional to the input energy) or by changing the 
geometry of the prime mover in terms of valve settings, blade angles and so on; 

(ii) Control of the power transmitt ed to the propulsor by altering gear ratios 
and braking mechanisms; 

(iii) Control of the output of the propulsor by adjusting its size, geometry, 
speed, etc. 

To satisfy efficiently the thrust require ments over a range of specified service 
speeds the various components comprising the complete propulsion system must 
be well matched and each component must be compatible with the others. Bad 
matching may be said to occur if the propulsor operates most efficiently at low 
rotational speeds, whereas the prime mover is most effective when ruruting at high 
rotational speeds. (We may note in passing that at this stage in the technical deve]op
ment of the prime movers for muine propulsion the output source of energy usually 
takes the form of a rotating shaft. The same, or a coMecting, shaft then passes 
through • suitably sealed orifice in the hull to the propulsor .) Poor matching of the 
propuJsor to the prim e mover can rerult in low efficiency, mechanical complexity, 
overloading of one or both components, excessive vibration, and high rates of wear. 

In addition to adequate matching of componen ts of the propulsion system the 
complete system must be well matched to the vehicle. The complex interactions 
between the individual parts comprising the vehicle demand that we consider the 
vehicle system as a whole. For example, tugs with paddle wheels may be quite 
satisfactory, but owing to the large change in draught between the empty and the 
loaded conditions of a very large crude carrier (VLCC) a paddle wheel would offer 
a poor match. For steady motion th e resistance at the service speed must always be 
matched with the propulsion system installed in the vehicle and this is often difficult 
to ensure on the basis of results obtained from the system before installation. There 
will clearly be an interaction betwe en the flow about the bare hull of a ship and the 
flow about a propulsor in the proximity of the hull. The assessment of interaction 
effects is an ex tremely difficult problem to solve analytically and e,i;perimentally 
detennined •correction' factors are thus generally used. 

Economic operation is essential but often many desirable features, such as good 
stability, control and load-carrying capacity, h.ave conflicting specifications. For 
example, fuel economy is often linked with hlgh capital and mainte nance cost and 
exactly where the boundary of economic compromise is drawn frequently depends 
on considerations seemingly quite remote from engineering solutions . 

A propulsion system must be capable of proclucing astem thrust in order to 
reduce stopping distan ce and to assist manoeuvrability in confined waters. In 
general, commercial and military vehicles are powered by either steam or gas turbines 
(the steam being p roduced by oil-fired boilers or by nuclear reactors) or h.igh-speed 
diesel engines. The latter can provide reverse motion but the former, owing to a 
preferred direction of rotation, cannot. Astern thrust may then be developed by 
reversing the direction of rotation of the transmission shaft through a gear box . 
However, reversible mechanical gear boxes transmitting large torqu es are bulky and 
expensive. The difficulties may be overcome by the use of electrical transmission 
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(the turbine being coupled to a generator which supplies a revenible electric motor 
driving the propulsor) or by the installation of a separate turbine specifically used 
for reverse thrust. Alternatively, the geometry of the propulsor itself may be changed 
without altering the direction of rotation (e.g. by adjusting the pitch of the blades 
while the propeller is rotating, as in the case of controllable pitch propellers). 

Let us now consider some means of propulsion and assess how they meet the 
general requirements discussed above. 

7.2.1 Oars, Puddl,s oml hddl, Wllttb 

The oldest man-made propulsor is the paddle or oar and it may be conveniently 
considered as an extension of the ann and hand. These are good examples of com
patible matching of the propulsor and the prime mover (a human) and this is the 
principal advantage of the systems. Motion of the blade of an oar or paddle relative 
to the water surrounding the boat will accelerate water panicles in the vicinity of 
the blade. If the velocity of the blade relative to th e water is greater than that of 
the boat and in the opposit e direction then a forward thrust will be exerted on the 
blade by the water according to Newton's Second Law of Motion. For paddling th.is 
thrust is transmitted to th e hull by th e paddler, while in rowing the thrust is trans• 
mitted to the hull through the rowlock. 

Thrust generation by rowing and paddling is not continuous and consequently 
the forward motion of the boat is unsteady. Furthermore, using humans as the 
power source limits the magnitude of thrust and so the method is used only for 
small boats. Steadier motion of the vehicle may be approached by developing thrust 
from multi-bladed paddle wheels. However, side-paddle wheels moun ted on a 
horizonta1 axis suffer from many drawbacks, the most important being: 

(i) the variable immersion under different loading conditions of the ship; 
(ii) the high risk of damage in rough seas; 
(ill) the alternate rise and fall of the wheels about the water level when the ship 

is rolling, wttich results in erratic course keeping; 
(iv) the increase in overall width of the ship, wltich can ca.use difficulty when 

docking; and 
(v) the wheelsare essentially slow running and need to be matched to compatible 

prime movers. The reciprocating steam engine is suited to thls purpose but the 
lighter, smaller, steam turb ines and diesel engines are fast running and must there• 
fore be equipped with large reduction gears. Most of these limitations also apply to 
stem-wheel ferry boats . 

Many of the disadvantages of the horizontal-axis paddle wheel are overcome by 
malting the axis of rotation vertical. The paddles and the disc to which they are 
attached can then be fully immersed in the water below a flat portion of the ship's 
hull. The first such wheel was invented by Fowler in )870 (3] . As the wheel 
rotated linkages adjusted the angular setting of the blades in order to control the 
direction and magnitude of the thrust. These propulsors were therefore able to 
provide th e added benefit of steering control and so eliminated the need for rudders. 
At the present time there exist two variants of the vertical-axis propeller, namely, 
the Kirsten-Boeing and the Voith- Schneider types (4). In the Conner each blade 
perfonns half a revolution about its own axis per revolution o f the wheel, whereas 
in the latter each blade performs one revolution per revolution of the wheel. 
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the relative orientation of the blades in each case for 
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Fig. 7 . I Kirsten- Boeina: ve.rtk:al-uis propeller. 

ahead thrust. The velocity of the water relative to the blade, VR, is the vector sum 
of the velocity of the vehicle relative to the water V and the tangential velocity of 
the blade H1. Each blade pivot is the same radial distance r from the axis of rotation 
of the propeller and n is the angular velocity of the propeller. Provided that the 
hydrodynamic force nonnal to the blade has a component in the direction of V 
then a thrust force is produced, as shown in Figs. 7.1 and 7 .2. These propellers have 
been found particularly useful in applications calling for a high degree of maneouvr
ability (e.g. in ferries and tugboats) but a number of disadvantages remain, such u 
structural complexity. large weight and vulnerability to damage owing to the 
relatively spane protection offered by the hull. 

7 .2.l fflind-,rMrottd T1trwl 

Sails are most often used to develop a propulsive thrust from the energy of the 
wind . To propel a sailing boat in a following wind requires no more than a simple 
transverse sail, Alteration of the sail area then allows adjustment of the forward 
speed. The emciency of the sail. whether mounted transversely or obliquely to tbe 
wind, may be improYed by using flexible material for the sail so that it will billow, 
that is, a convex surface is presented to the air in the direction of motion. The 
maximum speed attainable by a given boat depends on the velocity of the wind 
(which may not necessarily be uniform across the sail area) and upon the strength 
of the material making up the sails, mast and rigging. In thl., condition the boat is 
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Fig, 7.2 Voith - Schneider vertical.xis propeller. 

said to be 'running before the Wind' and thrust is thus developed by placing a bluff 
body (i.e. one that hu a large drag coefficient) across the path of the wind. 

The mechanism of thrust generation by a sail is rather more complicated when 
the boat is "beating into the wind' . that is. when its heading is somewhat greater 
than about 45 degrees to the oncoming wind, u shown in Fig. 7.3. When the s.ail is 
properly sheeted the flexibility of the material enables the sail to 'fill out' and take 
up a cambered shape to become quite an eff1eient aerodynamic lifting surface. The 

F, 

Fig. 7 .3 Forces on a 1implc Hil. 
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net forces on each s.ide of the sail may be resolved into lift and drag components 
nonnal and parallel to the relative wind direction. It can be seen in Fig. 7 .3 that the 
resultant of these local forces F, can itself be resolved into lift and drag components 
L1 and D, . or alt ernativ ely, into a propulsive thrust Tin the Ct direction, where C 
is the centre of mass of the ve~I. and a (larger) s.ide force Y1 which induces a drift . 
Th e conventional hull of a sailing boat offers a large resistance to drift owing to the 
installation of a centre board, dagger board or fin keel and so drift can be kept 
small. On the other hand, the resistance to forward motion X (along -Cx) is small 
because the huU is streamlined for this mode of operation . The boat therefore moves 
forward with velocity V x along Ct but with a smaller velocity of drift V,. along Cy 
so that the vector sum of these components is V directed off the beam. By beating 
first to one side of th e rela tive wind direction and then to the other (Le. to •tack') 
n becomes possible to progr ess in a 'zig-zag' fashion against the wind. Further 
details on th e aerody namtcs of sails and yachts generally are given by Kay [SJ. 

It is worth noting, ho weve r, that the use of wind forces for the propulsion of 
sWps is not necessarily reserved for small craft. There have been several recent 
conferences, see for example (6-9], which have discussed the wind propulsion of 
ships having displacements up to 200 MN(:!!: 20000 tonf) or so. Some int eresting 
propulsion devices have been investigated and, at least on th e question of aero. 
dynamic effectiveness, many can be considered to offer viable techniqu es either a s 
total or supplem en tary power sources. These have been discussed and compared in 
( I 0, 11]. Considerable development on the design of sails and thei r automatic 
control has taken place in recent years and the adoption of aerofoil sections with 
faired masts, into whi ch the flexible sails may be furled, appear to offer a significant 
challenge to conventionally powered ships. However, the careful selection of 
routing is crucial if competi tiveness, in terms of size and speed, is to be made avail
ab le . Argum ents have been put forward to support th e use of wind turbines on ships 
in (12]. Probably, th e vertical-axis type of rotor will prove the best alternative as it 
is independent of wind direction. Use may be made of (i) power in the rotating 
shaft to drive a propeUer , through as yet unspecified auxiliary machinery, or (ii) th e 
aerodynamk force on the rotor in the directio n of the relative wind, that is a kind 
of sail. In principle it is possible to sail into the wind but there are many problems, 
mainJy structural ( 13 J, which have yet to be investigated, let alone overcome. 
Another, quite diff eren t, form of wind propulsion is to use the towing forces of, 
possibly, a series of high-flying kit~ as suggested in [14 ]. At high altitude, say 
above 1.5 km(:!!: 5000 ft), wind spe eds rising up to SO m s- 1 (:!! 100 knot s) are 
common and so, for large kites, substantial towing forces may be obtained. Even at 
300 m (:!!: I 000 ft) the wind velocity can be 2.5 times that at mast height. Another 
important characteristic of winds at high altitude is that the direction of motion is 
often quite differ ent from that of the surface winds. This veering effect is the result 
of th e Ekman Spiral in the aerodynamic boundary layer (which may be compared 
with the same phenomenon in the oceans referred to in Section 2.5.2). It is then 
possible to sail into the surface winds. but there are likely to be problems of stability 
and it will be also necessary to improve kite efficiency, Improvements in winch 
design and remote<:ontrol systems are the probable aims for the futur e progr ess of 
wind propulsion. 

Anothe r int eres ting device for wind propu lsion is the Flenner Rotor (IS) which 
takes the form of a vertical cylinder that rota1es about its vertical axis of symmetry 
and is mounted above the deck of the ship. As a result of the Magnus Effect [16) a 
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cross-wind force is generated on the cylinder perpendicular to the oncoming relative 
wind. Substantial cross-wind forces can be obtained by rotating several cylinders at 
high speed and so even in moderate winds the cylinders can be quite small (relative 
to sails. say). The demands on auxiliary power, which must be available, can be 
large and the rather high drag of the cylinder is also a disadvantage when s.ailing to 
windward . As with all ships driven by surface winds limitations arise from the 
unpredictability of wind speed, direclion and duration. No control can be exercized 
over the wind and no propulsion can be achieved in a dead calm. This means that 
commercial scheduling of cargo and passengers and the potency of naval ships 
become unr eliable. Even though this energy from th e wind would cost no thing, and 
despite the escala ting cost of conventional fuels, the only wind-powered vessels in 
common use are sporting, survival and training craft. However, we may see significant 
use of wind power once optimization criteria for routing, proportion of auxiliary 
pow er requirements and systems control have been establish ed. 

7 .2.3 J,r l'rOf"'lsion 

Unlik e the rocke t motor the jet engine does not create its own environment but 
reacts with the environment surrounding it. Essentially , the device operates by 
transferring energy to the fluid ente ring the engine so as to increase the momentum 
flux of that fluid. The reaction to this increase of momentum flux provides the 
propulsive thrust exerted on the engine (and thus on the vehicle to which it is 
rigidly attached) giving rise to forward motion. 

Air entering a gas-turbine jet engine passes through a compr essor in which the 
air pressure is raised by a factor of about S or 6 before entry to the combustion 
chamber. Here, mixing with atomiz ed fuel t akes place with subsequent combustion 
and ejection of the air-fu el mixture at high temperature through a nozzl e. Before 
reaching th e nozzle, howeve r, th e exhaust gases pass through a turbin e stage which 
drives the compr essor once ignition has com menced. Th e main benefit of the gas
turbine engine accrues from its high power-to-weight ratio which is an essential 
requirement for high-speed aircraft. The applic a tion to marine vehicl es is limited 
owing to the low propulsive effic iency and large specific fuel consumption for low
speed operation. However, there has been some call for these propulsion devices in 
high-speed craf t, particularly for h overcraft on comm ercial and rescue opera tions 
and naval patrol boats . 

In a hydraulic-jet propulsion system (th e earliest mechanic aJ .. ystem proposed 
for ships, patents having been granted to Toogood and Hayes [3 ) in 1661) the 
momentum flux of the oncoming water, relative to the vehicle, is increased by an 
externally driven pump housed in a duct. The duct consists of an inle t region and 
an exhaust nozzl e as shown schematic ally in Fig. 7 .4. The intake is usually positioned 
either close to th e bows or in the fonn of a scoop near to the keel of the craft. 
Typical water-jet systems are illustrated in ( 17] and it is clear from these examp les 
that th e flow approaching the intak e is non-uniform owing to the presence of the 
hull bound ary layer, interfe rence from appendag es and three-dimensional flow near 
the bows. As a result, the performance of the installed propulsion system may be 
significantly inf erior to that predicted on th e basis of unifonn flow at entry to the 
pump. 

Let us now derive a simple theory of hydraulic-jet propulsion. Suppo se that, 
relative to the vehicle, water of density p enters the intake uniformly with a steady 
rearward veloc.:ity V equal to the forward veloc ity of the vehicle, and is ejected 
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through a noz.zle of area .411 with a steady, uniform rearward velocity V; relative to 
the vehicle. The rearward force exerted by the velticle on the water is equal to the 
rate of increase of momentum of the water and must also be equal and opposite t o 
the forward thrust the water exerts on the vehicle. Thus th e propulsive thrust Tis 
given by 

(7.1) 

The useful power obtained in propelling the vehicle is then TV(= Ry V, where Ry 
is the total resistance to motion of the vehicle). 

We may now apply the steady-How energy equation to a fluid particle entering 
the duct at plane I with a velocity Y and pressure p 1 and leaving the duct at the 
nozzle exit plane 2 where lhe jet veloci1y is VJ and the pressure is p2 • From Fig. 7 .4 
it can be seen that 

(7 .2) 

where the energy datum is taken to be the centre line of the intake. The term tJI 
accounts for the increase of energy per urtit weight of water supplied by the pump 
and h 1 is the total loss of head (i.e. energy per unit weight) in the complete jet 
system. We here group together all the losses which occur at the intake and in the 
duct , pump and noz.zle; the separate assessment of these components is exceedingly 
complica ted. Assuming that the ambient pr essure above the water line is constant 
and that the water into which the vehicle moves is stationary, then Equation(7 .2) 
reduces to 

I 
L>H•1g(Vi' - V2)+h;+h,. (7.3) 

The energy per unit time (i.e. power) transferr ed to the fluid by the pump is, there• 
fore , 

that is, 

Ppomp •pVJAnll<V;' - V2 )+\kV 2 +gh;I 
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where we have made the ,ubstitution h1 =kV 2/'26 and since the flow in practice 
may be considered fully turbulent k is virtually independent of Y. 

The propuls.ive efficiency of the jet system can be written in the form 

~• ...1!'.._• pVjAn(Vi - ".)V 
P..,.. pV;A.ll<Vl- V')•\kV ' +gh;I 

which may be rearranged to yield 

• 2V(Vj - I') 
n v;2 - v1 +kV2 +2rh1. 

(7.5) 

For the sake of simplicity, let us suppose h; • 0 so that with YJIY = >..1 Equa
tion (7 .5) becomes 

~• 2,C-1- I) (7.6) 
X1 - 1 +k. 

The ideal efficiency (for inviscid flow) occurs when k = 0; then Equation (7 .6) 
shows that f1 ➔ I as >..1 ➔ 1. However, there is then no thrust exerted by the water 
on the vehicle. The variations of 11 with>..; for given values of k are shown in fig. 7 .5. 
Evidently, for each value of k there is a maximum value of f1 and the effect of 
friction is seen to be most marked at small values oO. 1. The maximum efficiency is 
given by 

1Jmu = 2J'f +k +kl (7.7) 

1.o.----,r---.---.----,---7 

0.75 

0.50 

0.25 

).
1 

• V/ V 

Fi&-7 .5 Efficiency or hydnulk-jet propuliion accounting for lows. 
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and th.is occurs when 

(7.8) 

For a given thrust large values of Y; imply a concomitant decrease in mass now 
rate(= pAn Yj) for a given forward speed of the craft. Consequen tl y, inlets, ducts, 
pumps and noul es then become smaller and lighter. Propulsion systems are there• 
fore chosen so that >..; > I +../f, and the resulting reduct ion in efficiency from the 
optimum given by Equation (7. 7) must be accepted. Furthennore, sufficient thrust 
must be available from the system to overcome the hump resistance which can be 
especially large for h.igh-speed craft (sec Chapter 6). At the relatively )ow speed 
co rrespond ing t o the hump the large thrust necessary to accelerate the vehkle to 
the cruise speed requires '1H to be large as shown in Equation (7.3). Since the 
pump is often located closer to the nozzle than th e inlet, the pressure of the water 
at entry to the pump may be so low that cavitation may occur. This problem can 
be lessened by ensuring that the •static lift' hJ is kept as small as possible. However, 
the simple drive from the prime mover indkated in Fig. 7 .4 cannot then be adopted. 
The difficulty is particularly acute in the case of hydrofoil craft where the intake 
must be located on the main struts just above the foil. Provided that cavitatio n 
inception can be avoided at the hump speed the subsequent •ram' pressure at higher 
speeds should ensure cavitation-free operation, but an additional 'resistance' com
pon ent must be accepted. The method s of selecting the necessary pump to match 
the system energy losses and thrust requirements are out of contex t here but details 
are given in ( 18, 19). Pump sizes can be reduced for a given thrust requirement by 
dividing the totaJ discharge into a number of parallel units. For example, the hydro
foil test craft Thcumcari used several double-suction centrifugal pumps all mounted 
on a common shaft (20) and this principle was used to drive the Jetfoil with a pair 
of jets each produced by a pump absorbing some 2.475 MW(:!!! 3320 hp) . 

For steady motion of the vehicle a thrust coefficient (equivalent to the total 
resistance coefficient discussed in O. apters 5 and 6) may be formed as follows: 

(7.9) 

where Sw is the wetted surface area of the und erwater hull and appendages. Let us 
conside r a conventional surface ship for which a value of CT of 0.005 is typical and 
suppose that Yi=- 2V. Fork • I we have 'lmu • 0.5 from Equation (7.7) and so 
An/Sw = 0 .001 25 from Equation (7.9) . A ship of length 300 m (:!!: 1000 ft), 
dr aught 20 m (:!!! 67 ft) and beam 30 m (:!!: 100 ft) would require a nozzle exit area 
An of about 25 m1 (.:!! 280 ft1 ) and an intake area of about SO m1 (:!!! 560 ft 1) for 
a simple, straight-through je t system with the intake at the bows and the nozz le at 
the stem. The volume occupied by the propulsion system could be as much as 
I 5000 m3 (:!!! 5.56 x I 0 5 ft 3

) and this represents a considerable loss of space. More
over, a 4 or 5 per cent increase in size would be needed to accommodate the propul
sion system, which would rcsull in a higher hull resistance from the increased surface 
area. Little benefit is gained by increasing YJV, and so the hydraulic-jet propulsion 
syslem does not really commend itself to large-scale , low-speed applications . 

An interesting assessment of efficiency for a variety of craft is given in (3 J and it 
is clear from these results that propulsion efficiencies greater than 60 per cent are 
unlikely. However, as altemaliv e propulsion systems for small high-speed craft have 
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efficiencies no better hydraulic jets become more competitive. If the craft runs in 
clean water the inlet grilles may be left off, so that large ene rgy losses there can be 
avoided and a consequent saving in space made with the smaller duct/pump system. 
Furthennore, by using noules which are directionally adjustable in the horizontal 
plane a high degree of manoeuvrability is achieved without incorporating a rudder. 
The added safety of a fully shrouded propulsor is also a significant factor for sport
ing craft. 

7 .2.4 S,r,:w Prop,/kr 

The introduction of steam turbines into ship propulsion would have been greatly 
hindered by the limitations of the paddle wheel owing to the necessary installation 
of large reduction gears. A new propulsor was therefo re needed and this proved to 
be the screw propeller (Fig. 7.6). It was first used on a large ship by Brunel for the 
Great Britain in 1845 and has since remained lhe most common method of ship 
propulsion. R. E. Froude pione ered much of the early development of marine 
propellers which in tum laid the foundation for the design of airscrews. 

The present-day screw propeller consists of 2- 20 but generally 3- 7 blades of 
hydrofoil section mount ed symmetrically on a boss fixed to a shaft. The shaft passes 
through glands and seals in the hull of the vehicle before connecting to the prime 
mover. Relative motion between a blade and the water results from forward motion 
of the vehicle and from rotation of the propeller . As the surfac e of each blade lies 
on a hehcoid generated about the shaft axis this combined motion may be likened 
to that of a screw. 

The propeller usually takes the form of a 'pushing' device placed near the stem 
of the vehicle with the shaft passing through and supported by an extension of the 
hu ll called the stem tube . In this locatio n the propeller is protected by the hull 
from damage and the flow downstream from the propeller does not int erfere with 
that round the major part of the hull. Unfortunat ely, the flow approaching the 
blades is very disturbed at tbe stem, but as we shall see later the operation of a 
propulsor in a wake can be an advantag e. Some 60-6S per cent of the power avail
able at the shaft may be converted by the propeller for useful propulsive purposes. 
Thru st is continuous and reversible and is easily controlled by adjustm ent of the 
shaft speed and/o r the angular setting of the blades. The optimum perfonnance of a 

Ahe<ld 

-r
Rotation 

Fig. 7.6 Screw propeller. 
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screw propeller is compatible wilh both steam turbines and marine diesel engines, 
although (relatively small) gear boxes are necessary, and the capital cost of a prope l• 
ler even though high is a relatively small proportion of the total cost of the vehicle. 

In sea-going ships th e propeller must be kept below the water surface so that the 
phenomenon of a ir draw-down, with subsequent ventilation, is avoided. Broaching 
of the surface by the blades and thus racing of the propeller must also be prevent ed 
by deep submersion. However, when the draught is shallow the propeller may be 
surrounded by a short duct. Indeed, it has been found that a ducted propeller is 
often quieter, more emcien t and produces a greater thrust than its unshrouded 
counterpart in the same location. There are two principal variants of the ducted 
propeller; the pump jet and the Kort nozzle. The precise ways in which the improve• 
men ts in performance are achieved are still not fully clear and a detailed examination 
of these propulsors is beyond our present scope. Nevertheless, the main principles 
governing the behaviour of ducted propellers will now be discussed briefly. 

(a) Pump Jet 
The pump jct consists of a rotating impeller with fixed guide vanes (stat or) either 
ahead of it or astern, or both, th e whole unit being enclosed in a short duct conccn• 
tric with the impeller. The area of the duct increases between the inlet and the 
impeller (see Fig. 7.7) which results in a gradual increase of static pressure from the 
upstream value. In this way cavitation in the vicinity of the blades can be delayed. 
The fonnation of trailing vortices (see Chapter 6) from the tips of the impeller 
blades is inhibited if the tip clearance between the blades and the duct is kept small, 
and this leads to a somewhat higher efficiency compared with the eq uivalent 'open' 
propeller. However, the total surface area of the duct gives rise to an additional 
increment of skin-friction resistance. 

(b) Kon Nozzle/Ducted Prop,1/er) 
The main features of this device, introduced in 1933 by Kort (21). are shown in 
Fig. 7.8. The longitudinal section s of th e axisymmetric duct are of hydrofoil shape 
and often the NSMB.19A design is now used (22]. The length of the nozzle is 
generally about one-half its diameter, and in contrast to the pump jet it is seen that 
the cross sectional area of the duct decreases between the inlet and the propeller. 
Compared with an 'open' propeller of the same size the ducted propeller draws in 
a greater mass of water. For a given thrust this larger quantity of water must be 

sYpport ind Drive no1 shown 

F ig. 7.7 Pumpjtt. 
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given a smaller accelenition so that a higher propulsive efficiency results. Moreover, 
the accelerating water induces suction pressures on the inner surface of the duct in 
the in.let region and there is, therefore, a forward thrust on the noule and thus on 
the hull to which it is attached. 

In the past the Kort nozzle has been found especially effective when large th.rusts 
are required from vehicles moving at low forward speeds or when stationary. Kort 
nozzles are often to be found on tugs and result in an increase of up to 40 per cent 
of the static thrust exerted by an identical open propeller. More recently, such a 
ducted propeUer was fitted to a VLCC of over 2 CN (=!! 200000 tonf) displacement 
(the Golar Nichu) and during th e first two yean of service this ship showed a pro
pulsive efficiency gain of 6 per cent and a small increase in speed over her sister 
ships, which were powered by conventional screw propellers {23). A theoretical 
investigation (24) hu indicated that tip clearance should be kept to about 0.5 per 
cent of the propeller diameter, but by adjusting the radial distribution of thrust on 
the blades, so that increments of thrust developed near to the tip region are reduced, 
rather larger clearances are possible without large reductions in efficiency. 

As in the case of the nozzle of a hydraulic-jet system directional thrust, and thus 
manoeuvnbility without rudders, can be obtained from both the pump jet and the 
Kon nozzle by pivoting the duct about I vertical axis. Incidentally, there appean to 
be no readily available data on astern thrust for ducted propeUers but clearly their 
effectiveness is likely to be severely curtailed. An appraisal of many upects of 
ducted propeller design and perfonnanc e can be found in the proceedings of the 
symposium referred to in (23). 

With the preceding advantages it is no small wonder that the screw propeller reigns 
supreme, at leut for the propulsion of vehicles at speeds up to 15 m s- 1 
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(::!! 30 knots). Many series of blade geometries have been devised and tested and more 
recent investigations have turn ed to types operating satisfactorily at vehicle speeds 
in excess of 25 m s- 1 (:!! 50 knots). Because of its vital importance and unique 
standing as a propulsor we shall devote the remainder of this chapter to a discussion 
of the behaviour and performance of the screw propeller. Before doing so it is wonh 
summarizing the principal features of the various propulsors we have examined so 
far and this is done most effectively by referring to Table 7.1. A more detailed 
investigation of the comparative attributes and performances of many kinds of 

Table 7. 1 Principal dio.rocteritfics of m11rine propulror1. 

System of Ptincip&l Principal Remarks 
propulsion tdvant a,ge(s) disadvantage(•) 

Ous, paddles well m11ched to k>w. unneady u,e con.fined to 
manpower thrun smalJ boau 

Paddle wheels dficlent; can reqWre loW•Speed use eliminated by 
provide dizecdonal engines; easily steam t\lrbines and 
control damaged diesel en,ine.t 

VenicaJ.axis efficient; n1echanical heavy; costly use on fenies and 
p,opelleu adjustment of blades; in confined waters 

docs not broach 
surface of water; provides 
high degree of 
steering control and 
thrust 

Sails do not require ineffective in use largely 
mechani cal power absence of wind restricted to sport 

but possible future 
imponance for 
comm ercial operation s 

Fkttner only require mechanicill ineffective in possible adoption or 
rotors power to rotat e absena: or wind variable height 

cylinders cylinders for adjustment 
in gales 

Rocket motors can operate in a very high fuel might be used in 
vawum; can pv e consumptk>n emeraenaes 
very large thtust 

Hydraulic no part s external large duct losses efficiency increases 
jm to vehicle can kad to low at hipl er vehicle 

efficiency speeds 

Pump jet duct length expensive to build used in shallow• 
reduced r ,om preceding and ins1all draught ships 
device; caYitation 
delayed 

Kort nozzle hi~ thrust a t cavitati on occurs us.cd on tugs and 
zero forward speed ea.rl.ier than pump la.rge tankers 

je t 

Screw s:imple, efficient cavit.atk,n limits used on all types or 
propeller and reliable performance ma.rinevehicie 
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propulsor is given by Silverleaf (2S] and the selection of propulsion systems for 
high-speed marine vel\icles has been reviewed in (26). 

13 1bnut and Eft"ICieocy of ID Actuator Dioc 

A simple model of the steady flow of a fluid through a screw propeller can be 
obtained by replacing the propcUcr by a thin, isolated 'actuator disc'. The fluid 
passing through the disc is assumed to experience a sudden increase in pressure, 
whereas the axial velocity of the fluid remains continuous . Fortunately, the detailed 
mechanism by which such an arti ficial propulsor generates thrust need not detain 
us - we seek only the overall behaviour. The magnitude of the thrust developed by 
the disc: can be explained en tirely in terms of the changes of axial momentum 
taking place in the fluid, but no details of the particular propeller to produce a 
given thrust can be deduced. This representa tion of a propeller was introduc ed by 
R. E. Froude (27) . among others. 

There are two cases to be considered: first we shall assume that the flow down• 
stream from the propeUer poss.esses no rotational component of velocity; and second 
we shall assume that a weak rotation is present. 

7.3.1 Axial Acc•rotion ft'ithDtlt DoMltUtrHm Rotation 

(a) Open Propeller Acmator Disc 
The flow relative to the disc is illustrat ed in Fig. 7 .9(a). The disc moves forward at 
a steady velocity of advance VA, parallel to its axis of rotation, into a stationary, 
constant-density inviscid fluid of infinite extent into which it is deeply immersed. 
The propeller disc is assumed to impart a unifonn acceleration to all the fluid 
passing through it so that the thrust generated is uniformly distributed over the 
disc. (Glauert (28) has shown that as a unifonn thrust loading leads to minimum 
energy losses the efficiency of this system will be the maximum attainable.) The 
stream tube containing all the fluid which passes through the disc must therefore 
contract in the downstream direction. The contraction cannot take place suddenly 
at the disc because the axial velocity of the fluid is continuous there; the actual 
contraction and acceleration must occur outside the disc and extend for some 
distance upstream and downstream as shown in Fig. 7 .9(a). We shall, however, 
consider the disc to be lightly loaded so that th e contr action is small and therefore 
the radial component of fluid velocity, v, is also small. It foUows that the axial 
velocity of the fluid relative to the disc increases from VA at section 1, which is 
effectively an infinite distance upstr eam from the disc, to VA(! +o) through the 
disc and to VA(l +b) at secllon 2, which is effect ively an infinite distance down
stream from the disc. The absolute induced velocities at the disc and at section 2 
are, therefore, a VA and b VA. In the present context a is known as the 'axial inflow 
factor•. 

Unifonn loading of the disc also ensures that both pressure and velocity are 
constant across any given section of the stream tube . In particular, the pressure 
across the cylindrical tube at section I isp 0 . Since the fluid extends to infinity the 
pressure is also Po at the cylindrical section 2 and indeed over the whole curved 
surface of the stream tube. No net pressure force is therefore exerted on the fluid 
contained in the stream tube between sections I and 2. as demonstrated in (29). 
The constancy of pressure and velocily over a cross section of the tube leads to a 
point worth noting . The pressure on the surface of the tube is Po and this implies 
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that the velocity on that surface is VA (since Po+ ½PVl is constant along the 
streamlines in that surface). Thus both pressure and velocity are discontinuous at 
the curved surface of the stream tube. 

The uniform pressure at the upstream face of the disc is p and at the down
stream face, following a jump in pressure p'. it is p + p'. We may now apply Bern
oulli's theorem to any streamline in the approach flow from section I to the disc 
and ignore the small change s in e levation, whence 

Po+ ½PV1 = P + ½Pl IVA(I +a)[' +.') (7.10) 

where ., is the (small) radial component of velocity of the Ouid. Similarly, we can 
apply the s.ame th eorem to a streamline emanating from the downstr eam face of th e 
disc (at the same radiusas that corresponding to the radial velocity v) and extending 
to section 2: 

p+p'+\p[IVA(I ••>I' ••'I • po+\p[VA(I +b) f'. (7.11) 
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The increment of pressurcp' is th us ob tained from Equations(7.10) and (7.11): 

(7.12 ) 

and is uniform over the disc. The thrust exerted by th e fluid on the disc of area A is 
given by 

T•Ap' = \pAb(2 ♦ b)Vf (7 . 13) 

Now the equal and oppOsite reaction, that is the force exert ed by the disc on the 
fluid passing thr ough the disc, can be equated to the rate of increase of axial 
momentu m of the fluid passing through the stream tube (there is no rotation far 
downstream from the disc) an d so 

that is, 

T • (man now rate) l VA(I + b) - VA I 
• pAVA(l +a)bVA 

T • pAb(l +a)Vf (7.14) 

Equations (7 .13) and (7.14) can be combin ed to show that 

b = 2a (7 .15) 

and so 

T • :lpAa(l +a)V.l.. (7.16) 

The velocity at the disc is, ther efore, the arithmetic mean of the velocities well 
upstream and well downstream and so the same overall change in velocity occurs in 
th e upstream and downstream flows. It follows that the same change in static 
pressure occ urs in the upstream and downstream flows. The variations of static 
pressure and velocity relative to the disc are shown in Figs 7.9(b) and 7 .9(c). 

The energy per unit time (po wer) supplied to the fluid gives rise only t o an 
increase in kinetic energy per unit time . The absolute velocity of th e fluid passing 
through the disc increase s from zero t ob YA(= 1aYA) and thus the power absorbed 
by the fluid is 

Pke = i(m ass flow rate)4a2 vl 
• 2PA(l +a), 1 V1 

(7.17) 

which is contained by the slipstr eam. The useful work don e per unit time is the 
output power absorbed in prope lling th e disc through the fluid, that is, 

Pout• TVA • :lpAa(l +a)Vl. (7.18) 

The input power to the propeller is, therefore, 

Pin • Pb ♦Pouts 2pAa(1 ta )2Vl (7.19) 

and so the idea] efficiency q1 o f th e actuator-disc model of a propeller is given by 

~, = P..,, = _...!_ (7.20) 
Pin 1 +a· 

We may use Equation (7 .16) to d efine a thrust coeffic ient for the actuator disc 
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which takes the fonn 

Hence the inflow factor, a. is given by 

•=11(1 • cd 12 - ll 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

where the radical is taken with the positive sign since a and T must vanish together. 
Substitution of a from Equation (7 .22) into Equation (7 .20) yields, for the ideal 
propulsive efficiency, 

(7.23) 

The relationship (7.23), shown in Fig. 7.10, must be regarded as representing the 
highest possible limit for the propulsive efficiency; prac:ti<:al values are considerably 
Je55 than shown, although 0.7 is quite common for lightly loaded propellers . Evid
ently, the ideal (or Froude) efficiency increases with increasing p, A and VA but 
decreases with increasing thrust . The designer consequently aims generally for low 
thrust coefficients, say less than 3.t Since p, VA and Tare set by conditions other 
than those pertaining directly to the propeller It is advantageous to use the largest 
practicable propeller diameter. 

10 

Cr .. T/!pAVl 

Fig. 7 .IO Ideal efficiency of an actu ator di.Jc. 

Figure 7 .10 and Equations (7 .21) and (7 .23) can be used to show the expected 
superiority of water propellers over conesponding air propcUers. Suppose each is 
the same diameter, advances at the same speed and develops the same thrust. The 
ratio of water to air densities is about 830 and so the thrust coerficient for the water 
propeller will be far less than that or th e air propeller. The former will thus be more 
lightly loaded and possess a higher ideal efficiency. AJtema tivcly, to acrueve the 
same ideal efficiency for a given T and VA the diameter of the air propeller must be 
nearly thirty times greater than the corresponding water propeller. At least from 
the viewpoint of ideal efficiency it would seem preferable to use water propellers 

t It should be noted that lhe thrust coefficient dclincd here is not th e one commonly used for 
prnpeUCIL We shall u,c subsequently anothe r definition which will be justified later. 
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whenever possible. but there are many oth er factors which may invaJidate such a 
choice. 

We can now show that the power required to produ ce a given thrust by a propel
ler in the wake of a ship is less than that required by the same propeller in open 
water. Uniform flow is again assumed, even in the wak e, and the two arrangements 
of the actuator disc a.re as shown in Fig. 7.11. Application of Equation (7.16) to 
the 'disc in wake' and the 'disc in open water' yields, for a given thrust, 

T • :2pAaw(l +aw)V~ • :2pAa(l +a)Y 2 (7.24) 

where aw is the axial inflow factor for the 'disc in wak e', that is 

(7.25) 

The input power to the propeller disc is given by Equation (7.19) and hence the 
ratio of input power of the 'disc in wake' to t hat of the 'disc in open water' is, 
after us.ing Equation (7 .25), 

p~ 2pAaw0 +aw) 2 vl (I +aw)YA 
°i;," 2pAa(l +a)2Y 3 -~

from Equation (7.24) 

a!, +aw - T/2PAVl = 0 

whence 

•w = !I - I + (I + 2T/pAYiJ' 1'1 

(7.26) 

and lhe positive sign in th e radical is taken becau se aw has the same sign as T. Thus 

I ••w •lll +( I +2T/MYi) 112 1 (7.27a) 

and similarly 

I •• =lll +(I +2T/pAY 2 )'''1. (7.27b) 
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Substitution from Equations (7 .27a) and (7 .27b) into Equation (7 .26) shows that 

Pin 11 +(1 +2T/pAV1J' 1'1vA vA +(vl +2T/pAJ' 1' 
~• jl +(I +2T/pAV 2 J'''fv • V+(V 2 +2T/pA)''' . 

(7.28) 

This ratio must be less than unity because the wake is a region of retarded flow and 
so VA < V. However, as we shall see later, the presence of a propeller close to the 
hull effectively increases the resistance of the vehicle. 

(b) Ducted hop eller Actuator Disc 
The previous anaJysis can be extended to include a duct round the propeller (see 
Fig. 7.12) provided that we again consider the flow to be steady, a.xi.symmetric, 
inviscid and of constant density . O earance between the duct and the very thin 
actuator disc is considered to be exceedingly small. Other conditions on pressure 
and velocity within and on the surface of the stream tube containing the disc remain 
as before . We now need to elWT\ine th e combined effect of both the propeller plus 
duct and of the propeller alone. We shall not examine the theoretical details leading 
to the design of the cylindrical duct and its hydrofoil section. Suffice it to say that 
the hydrofoil shape is designed around part of the surface of a stream tube so that 
it forms the camber line . Thus. the thickness of the hydrofoil section making up the 
duct wall reduces the diameter of the disc for given areas .at sections I and 2 . 

For the uniformly loaded disc we may now apply Bernoulli's theorem along a 
streamline between section 1 and the disc and between the disc and section 2. 
Equati on (7.13) is again derived but it must now be identifi ed as applying only to 
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the 'propeller alone' thrust 

T0 = jpAb(2 + b)Vf (7.29) 

Application of the axial moment um equation to the flow in th e stream tube then 
leads to Equation (7.14), but here the thrust is that exerted on the fluid by the 
combined propeller-plus-duct arrangement and so 

T=pAb(I +a)Vl. (7.30) 

The kinetic energy lost per unit time in the sHpstream is 

Pt, = ½(mass flow rate)l,2 v; • jpA(I +a)b' Vl . (7 .31) 

The ideal efficiency is given, as before, by 

TVA 2 
i,i=TVA+Pke :a::2+b (7 .32) 

after substitution from Equations (7.30) and (7.31). The value of b can be found 
from Equation (7.29), that is 

(7 .33) 

where 

T" T,IT (7 .34) 

and CT is given by Equation (7 .21). The expression for fli which corresponds to 

0.5 ,._ __ ,._ _ _JL..__-l __ _,_ _ _ _, 

0 2 

Cr • T/1.oAVl 

Fig. 7 .13 Ideal efficiency of an actuator ditc in a duct . 
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Equation (7 .23) is obtained by substituting for b from Equation (7 .33) into Equa• 
tion (7 .32) with the result that 

2 
q, • I + (I + <Cr)i/1. (7 .35) 

Equation (7 .35) differ, from (7 .23) by the presence of r in the denominator and 
clearly for the duct to be effective T>Tp and so r< I. The variation Offli for 
different values of r is shown in Fig. 7.13. It should be not ed that the application 
of the preceding theory is strictly concerned only with lightly loaded propellers for 
which Cr might be less than unity . We may then deduce that the advantage of the 
ducted propeller is that its diameter is smaller and the ideal efficiency higher than 
an open prop eller with the same Cr . Similar deductions can also be made when the 
theory is ex tended to cover high values or Cr as shown in (30] . 

In practice, the overall efficiency is reduced owing to the presence of shear stresses 
on both the propeller and the duct. Nevertheless, it has been found that for high 
propeller loadings (e.g. Cr> 3) the ducted propeller has a substantial advantage, in 
terms of efficiency ,compared with the corresponding open propeller . A particularly 
appropriate application of the ducted propell er is for the propulsion of fast modern 
tankers (23(. 

,.3.2 Eff«r of RoUldon in the Slip,tnam 

The power developed by a prime mover inside the vehicle is transmitted as torque 
in a rotating shaft to which the propeller is connected. Thus, the Ouid passing 
through the actuator disc model experi ences an increase of angular momentum u a 
reaction to this torque, and so the fluid downstream of the disc possesses both an 
axial an d a rotational velocity component. Far downstr eam from the disc the path 
traced by a given particle tak es the form of a helix. We therefore have an idealiza· 
lion of the screw propeller and the effect of rotation on the ideaJ propulsive effici
ency must now be examined. A detailed development of the theory is given by 
Glauert (281 but here we shall be content to introduc e a number of reasonably 
tenable assumptions in order to provide a simple modification to the preceding 
analysis . Attention will also be restricted to an examination of the open propeller. 

Compared with th e axiaJ velocity component we assume that the actuator disc 
imparts only a small tangential velocity component to the fluid. This assumption is 
made partly for the sake of simplicity and partly on th e basis of physical evidence 
from propellers with small values of Cr. Hence, in the equation describing radial 
equilibrium of a fluid particle, 

(7.36) 

(where p is the pressure at the point occupied by the par1icle and w is the angular 
velocity of th e particle at radius r measured from the ax.is of rota tion of the disc) 
the right•hand side is negligibly small. To good accuracy, therefore. the stalic pres• 
sure at a given section of th e flow can again be conside red constant over that section. 

Reference to fig. 7 .9 shows that the ab so lute axial velocity of the fluid in a 
rearward directio n at section l,th edisc and section2 isO,aVA and b VA respectively. 
These components are taken to be constant over the cross sect ion considered and 
we now make a similar assumption about the induced absolute angular velocity at 
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the same sections; these are taken as O,a'n and b'n respectively, where n is the 
angular velocity of the diK:. These velocity components are in the same sense as the 
angular velocity of the disc. The rotational inflow factor a' arises from the rotation 
of the fluid induced by the disc at entry to the disc. 

Let us now consider th e pass.age of an eleme ntary mass of fluid 6m in unit time 
between section 1 and section 2 shown in Fig. 7 .9. In analogy with the expressions 
leading to Equation (7.14) we can write 

6T• (6m)bVA (7.37) 

where 6 Tis the increment of axial downstream force exerted on the mass 6m and is 
equal in magnitude to the forward thrust exerted by this element of fluid on the 
disc. It is implied here that at any cross section the element 6m is contained betw een 
radii r and r + 6r and that there eXJsts no mutual interference between adjacent 
annular elements. It is thought that in pract ice such an assumption is not seriously 
in enor. The torque 6Q applied to the element by the actua tor disc can be equated 
to the increase in angular momentum of the element, that is 

6Q • (6J)b'n (7.38) 

where 6/ is the moment of inertia of the element about the ax.is of rotation of the 
disc at section 2. 

The power absorbed by the disc during the passage of the element through it is 
(6Q)n and this must provide the useful work per unit time (tSnvA and also the 
increase in axial and rotationaJ kinetic energy per unit time. That is, 

(7.39) 

Substitution for 6m and 6/ from Equations (7 .37) and (7 .38) into (7 .39) gives 

(6Q)!l(2 - b')= (6T)VA(2 + b), 

and so the ideal propulsive efficiency of the element is 

(7.40) 

It may be shown (28) that the relationship b = 2ll derived for the axial momentum 
theory is not strictly true when rotation or the slipstream is taken into account. 
However, for the torque and thrust loadings nonnally adopted for open screw 
propellers operating at maximum efficiency the departure from this relationship 
is small enough to be neglected. Furtherm ore, it can be shown that b' ""2a', and so 
one-half of the final angular velocity of the fluid at section 2 is acquired prior to 
entry into the disc. Equation (7 .40) may now be written in the form 

l -a' 
~.-~ (7.41) 

and this may be compared with the idea] efficiency of the simple theory given by 
Equation (7.20), namely 

I 
f1i=~ -

lt is clear 1ha1, as a' is positive, the ideal effic iency obtained when rota tion in the 
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slipstream is accounted for is less than that obtained when rotation is ignored. 
Within the limit ations of our assumptions this arises from the additional increment 
of rotational kinetic enerRY supplied by the disc and contained in the slipstream. 
Finally, the condition of minimum energy losses results in Equation (7 .41) applying 
not only to a particular annular element of the disc but also to the disc u a whole . 
The subsequent distribution of thrust and torque over the propeUer must then be 
consistent with this constant-efficiency condition. 

7.4 Flow 1broup a Scftw P,o.,.a., 
In order to determin e the shape of the blades making up the propeller we must 
investigate the nature of the flow about each blade element. Figure 7.14 shows a 
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four-bladed propeller attached to a shaft whichrotat es at a steady angular veloci ty n. 
The flow approaching th e propeller is considered to be steady and uniform and 
so the forces and moments on each (identical) blade must also be steady. The 
resultant hydrodynamic force on each blade acts at the hydrodynamic centre H, a 
distance'" from the axis of rotation. This resultant force may be resolved into three 
components: a propulsive thrust parallel to the shaft axis, a tangential force, and a 
radial force Fr . The total tangential force on the propeller gives rise to a torque Q, 
resisting rotation, which must be supplied by the shaft. Reference to Fig. 7.14 shows 
that the net radial hydrodynamic force on the propeller is zero. 

The problem now is to detemtln e the geometry of each section of the blade so 
that we can achieve the desired total thrust from the propeller. At the same time, 
the input torqu e to th e shaft must be kept to a minimum. In general, blade design 
is so complex that here we shall only hint at the proc edure and refrain from the 
detail. 

7.4.1 VorraSystmrofoPropdkr 

Let us first take a simple case of the flow about a thin element of one blade located 
between th e radii r and r + 6r and assume that the behaviour of the fluid is unaffec
ted by either adjacent elements or the remaining blades. A typical section geometry 
might be as that shown in Fig. 7.1S which represents an inward (towards the hub) 
view of the element. This element rotates with a tangential velocity n, and moves 
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forward with a velocity of advance VA relative to the water well upstream from the 
propeller. The resultant velocity of the water ahead of the propeller relative to the 
blade element is therefore YR and this vector is inclined at an angle (J to the tangen
tial direction. If the chord line of the element, of length c, makes an angle~ to the 
t angential direction then the nominal incidence angle for that element is ~ - P 
relative to the direction of VR. 

The shape of the element shown in Fig. 7.15 is evidently $imilar to a hydrofoil 
section. In each case circulation about the section leads to the generation of inc re• 
mental lift and drag forces l>L and l>D respectively, which may be resolved into a 
thrust l>T and a tangential force l>Q/r. The complete blade is therefore analogous to 
the foil of hydrofoil craft or the wing of an aircraft. The generation of lift also 
implies that the pressure at points on side l of the element is higher than that at 
corresponding points on side 2. (When referred to the complete blade th ese sides 
are usually called the •face' and 'back' respectively.) Although we can say that the 
mechanism by which a propeller blade generates thrust is similar to that by which a 
hydrofoil develops lift, some differences remain. Rotation of the propeller causes 
particles of Ouid within the blade passages to take on a spanwise (radial) motion . 
Furthennore, significant interference may occur between the flows about adjacent 
blades, especially near the hub. Fortunately, for many applications these factors 
have only a minor influence on propeller perfonnance under design conditions and 
we shall pursue them no further. 

In Chapter 6 it was shown that the flow about a foil of finite span could be 
represented by the addition of a horseshoe vortex to the basic flow, and we may 
follow a similar argument to model the flow round a propeller blade. For the sake 
of simplicity. let us assume that the circulation about each circumferential element 
of the blade is the same. We Qn then adopt the notion of a Line vortex of constant 
strength bound to the blade and extending from tip to root . However, we know 
that as such a line vortex cannot terminate abruptly in the fluid each end must 
continue as a free vortex. Consequently. a pair of free vortices must spring from 
each blade of the propeller, one at th e tip and the other at the root. According to 
Kelvin's theorem of constant circulation th ese must join the starting vortex. The 
vortex emanating from the root of each blade will combine to fonn a single vortex 
along an extension of the propeller axis. The total strength of this axial line vortex 
equals the sum of the strengths of the individual root vortices and it rotates in the 
same sense as the propeller. Each tip vortex is located approximately on the path 
traced out by the rotating blade tip as it advances through the fluid and so the locus 
is roughly helical. The sense of rotation of the tip vortices is opposite to that of the 
propeller. Clearly, the bound vortex rotates with each blade and will have a sense 
opposite to that of the starting vortex. 

Figure 7.16 shows a typical system of vortices for a two-bladed propeller advanc• 
ing through the fluid from right to left. Viewed in the direction 'A• the rotation of 
the propeller is clockwise and so, therefore, is 1he rotation of the axial line vortex. 
The rotation of the tip vortices is anticlockwise when viewed along the appropriate 
helix in a direction towards lhe corresponding tip. The bound vortex rotates anti• 
clockwise when viewed from the tip of the blade towards the root in a spanwise 
(radial) direction. These vortex lines give rise to the slipstream and the motion in 
the slipstream can be detennin ed from the induced velocities of this system. The 
sense of rotat ion of each line vortex shown in Fig. 7 .16 is such that the Ouid in the 
slipstream experiences an increased axial velocity and an angular velocity in the 
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same sense as the rotation of the propell er. Thi$ is precisely the nature of the flow 
downstream from the actuator disc th at was postulated in Section 7.3.2. 

In general, the circulation abou t a blade will not be cons tant ; indeed. it may be 
shown that const ant circula tion aJong the whole blade is physically impossible. 
As a result of the variation of c irculatio n along the blade trailing vortices will stem 
not only from the blade root and tip but also from every point on the trailing edge 
of the blades, as was suggested for finHe hydrofoils in Chapter 6. Consequently, the 
slipstream consists of helical vortex sheets and the fluid contained between them. 

To develop the detailed mathematics of the various vortex theories of propellers 
is beyond the scope of the present text, but some general discussion is given later. 
The concepts certainly allow us to predict the flow abou t a blade element more 
accurate ly than that shown in Fig. 7.1S so that a bett er estimation of the t orqu e 
and thrust of a screw propeUer can be made. 

7 .•2 Blad~ El~m~nt Th~ 

It was shown in Section 7 .4.1 that a chin element of a propeller blade between any 
radii, and,+ 6r could be considered to behave as a hydrofoil. Interference between 
adjacent elements and between one blade and anoth er were ignored and , further• 
more, the velocity of the fluid relative to the blade was assumed to be the vector 
sum of the components VA and n, reversed. Experience has shown that these 
interference effects can be neglected without incurring significant inaccuracies. 
The forces on each blade element can then be summed to provide th e perform ance 
characteristics of the complete propeller. 

The second assumption is clearly invalid owing to the inOuence of the induced 
velocities generated by the vortex system described in Section 7.4 .l. Thus, if we 
refer to Fig. 7 .17, it can be seen that the effecti ve incidence angle of the blade 
element a=~ - Oi is less than the nominal incidence angle CtN = 4> - (J. The velocity 
of the fluid relative to the blade element is therefore taken as the vector sum of an 
axial component VA(J +a) and a rotational component nr(l - a') and drawn in 
the reverse direction. In Fig. 7.17 the eleme nts of lift and drag are perpendicular 
and parallel to the resultant velocity vector VR, whereas the elements of 1hrust and 
torque are paralle l and perpendicul ar to the direction of advance. 

The pitch angle~ is related to the geometric pitch P by the expressio n 

tan"'- :z ..!_ 
¥' 21T1'. 
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Fl3. 7.17 

6 • angle of ad'laoce 
♦ •qleofpitch 

11 • • - #, • angle of incidence 

o-" • • - ~ • nominal ant1f of inckjfflc e 
P • bltdt pitch 

(If a blade element is corllidered to be part of a screw then Pis the distance moved 
forward by the screw in one revolution and the locus of a point on the element is a 
helix.) For most modem propellers the pitch varies along the span of a blade, 
especially near the root, and so for the sake of convenience a reference 'nominal 
pitch' is taken at a radius equal to 0.7 times the tip radius. 

The hydrodynamic forces on each blade element can be calculated assuming the 
flow patt ern to be the same as that about a two-dimensional hydrofoil of infinite 
span and with the same section geometry set at an indd ence angle a in a flow of 
velocity Va. Hydrofoil-section data may thus be used for eath element to deduce 
the lift and drag f orccs per unit span which can be resolved into thrust and tangential 
forces per unit span. We may, therefore, derive the thrust and torque loadings on 
each element in the form dT/dr and dQ/dr, as shown typically in Fig. 7.18, and 
integration of these along the blade span provides the total thrust and torque , 
respectively, of that blade. In practice, known satisfactory thrust and torque load
ings are specified first and blade shapes are then determined to satisfy the required 
propeller perfonnance. 

7 .5 Ptopelle,-Hull lntenctlon 

Up to now the propeller has been considered in isolation and no account has been 
taken of the interaction between the flows around a hull and those in the vicinity 
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of the propulsor. Although the possible superiority of a propeller mounted in an 
idealized, wlifonn wake over that situated in open water was demonstrated, other 
interaction effects were ignored . In Chapter S we saw that the departure from a 
vehicle at rest to one in motion is marked by a redistribution of local hydrodynamic 
forces on the hull. For a viscous fluid the sum of the local forces in the streamwise 
direction is no longer zero but equals the resistance Ry. To maintain a steady 
forward motion the propeller. now considered part of the hull of the vehicle, must 
alter the overall loc.a.l force distribution so that the sum of the local forces is zero. 

Three summations of the local streamwise forces may now be considered: 

(i) For the vehicle without the propeller; this evaluates the 'bare-hull' resistanoeRT. 
(ii) For the vehicle with interaction effect of the propeller on the vehicle but 

without including the propeller surface; this yields the resistance Rf . 
(iii) For the prop eller installed in, or on, the vehicle to deduce the thrust T. 

For steady motion Twill equal Rf, but Rf will not nec;:essarily equal Rr because: 
(i) in addition to T the propeller may generate vertk:al and side forces as well as 
pitch, yaw and rolling moments, and so to maintain steady motion alteration of the 
attit ude of the hull and control surface settings may be required; and (ii) the flow 
pattern around the hull, particularly near to the propeller (usually in the vicinity of 
the stem), may be modified. These effects may be present separately or together. 

As we have seen, the velocity of flow into an actuator disc increases as the disc 
is approached and so the pressure decreases. Consequently, the pressure over the 
stem of the veh.icle is reduced and the resistance is increased compared with the 
respective values for the bare hull . The difference between Ry and Rl may therefore 
be attributed to propeller-hull interaction. Since Rf is usually greater than Ry we 
can adopt a so-called 'augment of resistance fraction' given by 

Rf -Ry ···---. Ry 
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For steady now Ts Rf, and so 

T•Ry(l •••)- (7.44) 

Alternatively, a more recent (although perhaps less logical) view is to regard this 
increase of resistance as a reduction of propeller thrust. We can therefore define a 
'thrust deduction fraction' in the form 

and so 

T-Ry 
t=--

T 

Ry • T(l - t) 

where tis invariably positive so that RT< T. 

(7.45) 

(7.46) 

The interaction between the flow about the hull and the flow through a ship's 
propeller was noted originally by Rankine [31) . It is clear that the design and 
development of propellers should be an integral part of the vehicle design because 
to tr eat each in isolation leads to poor predictions of performance. In practice this 
is often very difficult and so, not surprisingly, a number of empirical interaction 
coefficients are used to correlate both theoretical and model results with those 
achieved from full.scale operation. 

The actual flow in the wake behind a marine vehicle is both non-uniform and 
unsteady and defies precise description. However, the main effects which contribute 
to the development of the wake are: 

(i) A viscous boundary layer which forms over the wetted surfaces of the hull, 
shaft, shaft brackets, etc., and which reduces the kinetic energy of the fluid at 
these locations. ConsequentJy, the Ouid approaching the propeller is retarded and 
therefore has a substantial forward velocity relative to the surrounding stationary 
water. 

(ii) The displacement of the streamlines around the hull which gives rise to a 
non-uniform distribution of axial, tangential and radial velocity compo nents near 
the stem. There is also a rise in static pressure near to the stern of the immersed 
hull where the velocity of the fluid relative to the hull is reduced. Again, therefore, 
particles in the stem region experience a forward velocity with the vehicle. 

(ill) The air- water interface which distorts during the passage of surface vehicles 
so that waves are generated by the hull. Orbital velocities of nu id particles below 
the waves may have a forward component below a wave crest and a rearward com• 
ponent below a trough. A trough is fonned close to the stem so that then the 
effect of surface wave$ on the overall wake is opposite to those of (i) and (ii). 

The overall effect of these contributions to the wake is to yield a velocity of 
advance YA (i.e. the velocity of Oow at the propeller location but with the propeller 
absent) which is somewhat Jess than the forward velocity Yof the vehicle. This led 
Taylor [32) to advocate the use of a 'wake fraction' defined by 

or 
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R. E. Froude put forward an alternative and earUer definition of a wake fraction 
which took the fonn wy = (V - VA)IVA. However, this version will not be used 
hereafter owing to the wider adoption of the Taylor wake fraction. 

The wake fraction is generally positive but occasionally exceptions occur for 
high-speed ships of fine fonn, such u frigates. For these the effect of a wave trough 
at the stem outweighs the effect of the narrow viscous wake. The need for large 
thrusu then calls for propellers of large diameter so that some of the propeller disc 
lies outside the viJcous wake. 

The wak e velocity can be deduced from the axial, tangential and radial compon
enu measured by, for example, a pitot rake in a position corresponding to the 
propeller location. A typical meuured dutribution of w (ax.lat velocities only) for 
a single-screw slup is shown in Fig. 7 .l9(1). It is clear that the ax.it.I velocity of flow 
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onto a blade of the propeller varies with distance from the hub and with angular 
position . Figure 7.19(b) shows th e corresponding circumferential variation of w 
and VA/Vat two radii 0.7R and 0.4R, where R is the radius of the propeller. Note 
the intense wake, that is large wand small VA/ V, along the vertical centre line of 
the propeller. It is in this centre plane that the maximum effect of the viscous wake 
from the hull is felt and conditions there will thus depend on the ship Reynolds 
number. ln other words. the wake fraction depends on the forward speed of a given 
ship. Based on model tests, for example, the characteristics of the wake of the 
prototype may be assessed and the propeller designed to ensure optimum (i.e. 
high~fficiency) operation of each blade element taken as a mean over the wake. 
Even then, however, a fluctuating, resultant fluid force will be exerted on each 
propeller blade and thus a fluctuating thrust and torque will be exerted on the hull. 
Furthermore, u a result of the asymmetry of the wake fraction the fluctu ating 
forces on the blades will be out of phase with each other. so that a side force may 
well be present. This effect will also be unsteady and may result in a nonzero average 
couple on the vehicle which must be balanced by the continuous activation of a 
control surface such as a rudder. 

We have concentrated here on describing the variations of the axial velocity com
ponent of the fluid approaching the stern propeller in tcnns of the wake fraction w. 
ln general, there will also be variations of fluid velocity in both the radial and 
tangential directions which contribute further to the non-unifonnity and unste adi
ness of the flow. Moreover, unsteady loading of the propeller blades may result in 
the intermiuent occurrence or flow separation from, and cavitation on, the blade 
surfaces which could lead to severe vibration of the propeller, the transmission 
system and the adjacent hull structure. These matters are taken up later in Section 
7.10. 

7 .6 l'ropuWP< Effkltncy 

When the propeller oper ates in open water , that is away from the influence of the 
hull, let Qo be the shaft torque required to deliver a thrust To at a rotational speed 
n (revolutions per unit time) when the velocity of advance is VA. The •open-water 
efficiency' for the propeller is thu s defined as 

no =!2..!A.. 
2nnQo 

(7 .49) 

When positioned behind th e hull and with the same n and VA the given propeller 
will require a torqueQ.to deliver a thrust T. (Note that Tand Qar e not independent 
variables, whereas n and VA are.) Thus the efficiency of the propeller behind the 
hull will be 

(7 .50) 

The ratio of 'behind.to-open' efficiencies is called the •relative rotative efficiency' 
given by 

(7.51) 

The power required to move the vehicle at a steady speed V against a total 
resistance Ry is RT V. The power expended by the propeller in delivering a thrust T 
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at a sp«d of advance VA is TVA. Consequently, we can define a •hull efficiency' as 

RrV 1 - t 
'?H= -=--

TVA 1-w 
(7.52) 

from Equations (7 .46) and (7 .48). 
Finally , the overall efficiency of th e propeller, sometimes called the 'quasi

propulsiv e coefficient' (QPC), can be defin ed as, 

RyV 
'1T=--

2•nQ 
(7.53) 

where 2,rnQ is the power supplied to the propell er. Substitution from Equations 
(7 .49). (7 .S I) and (7 .52) into Equation (7.53) leads to the expr ession 

(I-I) 7fT • fJO'1HfJR = .--=-; fJOfJR · (7.54) 

We see, therefore, that the overall efficiency of a propelle~ is estimated from open
water propeller tests, hull tesistance tests and hull - propeller tests. 

Some typical values of the Taylor wake fraction, thrust deduction fraction, hull 
efficiency, relativ e rotativ e e fficiency and overall efficiency are given in Table 7 .2. 

7 .7 Propdler Tall 

A full-size screw propell e r can be large and costly but, of course, its behaviour is 
vita1 to the performanc e of the vehJcle. Consequently, th e design and assessment of 
a marine propeller when it is attached to the vehicle must be substantiated by 
mo del tests. Two kinds of tests are genera1ly needed to d evelop the necessary 
techniq ues for predicting the prototype perform ance from that of the model. The 
first establishes the •open•water ' characteristics by running the submerge d model, 
mounted at the end of a long sleeve contai ning th e shaft, in a water tunnelt or 
suspende d from the carriage of a towing tankt. Measurements of torque and thrust 
can then be obtained for different velocities of advance and rotationa1 speeds of the 
propeller. Jn the second series of experiments an even smaller model propell er is 
installed on the model hull in its proper location. Such appendages as may affec t 
the propell er, for exampl e stern tubes, shafting, brackets , etc., are also included. 
The hull is th en suspended from the carriage of a towing tank at the operating 
draught and again torque and thrust are measured for a series of carriage and 
prop eller speeds. 

7 .7.1 O~n-wottr hrformonct 

Suppose that a given prope ller, which may be one of a geometrically similar (hom o• 
logous) series, is deeply immersed in a uniform, homogeneous, steady, constant
density flow approaching th e propeller in a direction paraJlel to its axis of rolation. 
The thrust developed T and the torque absorbed Q may be co nsidered to depend 
on the following parameter s : VA, the velocity of advance;D, th e diameter, which 
specifies th e size of th e propeller; n, the rotational speed of the propeller; p , th e 
density of the fluid;µ, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid ; and p - Pv, the pressure 

t Some aspects of these racilitics arc discuMCd in Oiap1cr 4. 
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of the fluid relative to vapour pressure. Here,p is th e upstream static pressure acting 
at a point on an extension of the propeller centre line and Pv is the vapour pressure 
of the water at that point. For the moment, we shall include in our analysis the 
possible effects of cavitation, although a more detail ed discussion of the phenomenon 
is reserved until later. The diameter D is also assumed to include the effec ts of 
roughness height, that is, the ratio of roughness height to diamet er is considered 
constant for the series of propell e rs. (We know already that this is extremely difficuJt 
to ach.ieve and that the distribution and shape of the roughness are also important.) 

The applic a tion of dimensional analysis to the preceding param eters shows that, 

and 

where 

Kr = function (J,Re0 , ON) 

KQ = function (J,R eo, ON), 

X T = :-b thrust coefficient 
pnD' 

Q 
Xo .. ,;;;ri}, torque coefficient 

J=~ 
nD' 

pDV,. 
Reo"" - - , 

µ 

p -p. o·=w, 

advance coefficient 

propeller Reyn olds number 

nominal cavitation ind ex . 

(7.SS) 

(7.56) 

(7.57) 

Were we to include the possibility of the propeller operating in close proximity to 
th e free surface of th e wate r the effects of distortion there would need to be taken 
into account. Anoth er variabl e, weigh t per unit massg, must then be included in 
th e original list of parameters even th ough for a propeller g may be consider ed 
constant. The result or dimensional analysis is an additional dimensionless group 
VAf.../(gD) whi ch is the prop eller Froude number Fro, Then, or course, Kr and 
Ka would also depend on Fro. Furthenn ore, under these operating conditions 
'draw.down' of air from above the free surface is a rea1 possibility and thus the 
effe ct of surface tension, giving rise to the propeller Webe r number, may become 
significant. However, for ou r present purpos e we shall not consider the se latter two 
effects. 

The local flow past the blades of a pr opelle r operat ing at the design condition is 
invariably fully turbulent and so Reo has relatively little influence. Nevertheless, 
when fluid velociti es near the propeller surfaces arc low, for example in model 
t esting, Reo may become significa nt. However, VA and th erefore Reo are kept as 
large as possible and n adjusted accordingly to give the necessary range of J. Thus, 
for a non-cavitating propeller th e principa1 independ ent parameter is J . Hence, in 
th e case of open-water tests, we can write 

Kr 0 s function ()0 ) ; 
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It can be seen from Fig. 7.17 that the advance coefficient is related to the advance 
angle as follows, 

tan~=~=~ =,(.E..). (7.59) 
n, 2rrnr 2rrr 

For a given blade section at radius r and pitch angle ~ large values of J give large 
values of tJ and thus small angles of incidence , and vice versa. 

Using Equation (7.49) we can writ e, for th e open-wat er efficie ncy, 

qo = ToV, .Jo Kro. 
21rnQo 2rrKQ0 

(7.60) 

When VA z 0, so that Jo "' 0. then '70 • 0 sim;:e no useful wo rk is done by th e 
propeUer. However, the incidence angle of the flow onto the blade is high and so 
K70 and KQo are bot h large (actually the largest values induced by the propeller) . 
As Jo increases the incid ence angle decreases, as do both Kr 0 and KQo· The ratio 
Kr 0 /KQo_ decre ases slowly and fJO thus reaches a maximum value . 

From Equation(7.42) 

tan~•.!._=~(.E..) (7.6 1) 
21rr D 21rr · 

Togeth er with Equation (7 .59) this equation shows that , z IJ when J = P/D, pro
vided that th e blade pitch P does not vary radially. The angle of incid ence will 
th erefore be close to zero over th e whole blad e span under th ese condition s and so 
blad e stall (and additionally cavitation) with consequent high drag can be avoided . 
In practice , P does vary radially and, furth enn ore, the blades are cambere d . As a 
result the thrust falls to zero at a value of Jo slightly higher than P/D. Typical 
open-water perfonnance curves of a non-cavitatin g screw prop eUer are shown in 
Fig. 7.20. 

Th e maximum diam eter of the pro peller is usually fixed by structural and clear
anc e limitations, but the rotational speed which gives the required thrust must the n 
be found . From the definitions of Kr and J given in Equation (7.57) it is clear 
that both depend on n. However, by combining these two coefficients in the form 

1.0 

0.05 ]
::: 

""-- ===-'- -.,L,-----'----...J: :::..11.0 0 

Adv~nce coe fficient, J0 

Fi11. 7 .20 Typical propeUcr performance-cu/'Yes. 
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K rJi' we can elimin a te n to give 

Kr ( T )(n'D') T ( T ) (•) •Cr y • ;;,i)' vi = pVfo' - !PA Vi 8 =8 (7.62) 

where CT is the thrust-loading coefficient of an actuator disc of swept area A, 
defined by Equation (7.21) . As th e valu e of Cr can be estimat e d for a given appli ca
tion and huU- prop eller combinat ion the right-hand side of Equation (7 .62) may be 
considered to be some known constant factor X, say. We may therefoie plot in 
Fig. 7 .20 the parabola 

(7.63) 

and the intersection of this line with the curve of K To against Jo for the propeller 
denotes the required operating point. Corresponding values of J0 (and thus no). 
K a0 and 110 can be obtained. The principal aim of the designer is to achieve 
operation at the highest value of '10 possible over a range of propeller loadings. 

A great deal of data has been collect ed on the performance of several series of 
propellers by numerous authors (e.g. 3, 33-37]. Composite plots of Kra., Kao 
and 1'JO against Jo are drawn on charts onto which can be laid the KT = ),.J' curve 
for a given design requirement. The propeUer can then be chosen to optimize such 
parameters as pitch ratio (P/D), the blade area ratio (abbr eviated BAR). the number 
of blades and so on. 

7 .7 :l ~ If-propulsion T~11s 

For each model self-propulsion test at a given YM and nM the dynamom eter on the 
towing tan k carriage indicates values of (Rf )M - TM where Rf-is the augmented 
total resistance defined in Section 7 .3.4 and the subscript M refers to the model. 
Low values of n M give values of TM < (Rt )M. whereas high values of nM result in 
TM > (Rf-)M. When the reading on the dyn amometer is zero TM '"' (Rt )M, and this 
is known as the 'self-propulsion point'. Under these conditions the forward velocity 
of the hull- propeller combination is sustained by the prop eller alone. The value of 
nM at the self-propulsion point depends on VM for a given model. Readings are 
taken of the conesponding values of torque QM and thrust TM to complete th e test 
dat a. 

A typical performance curve for a model self-propulsion test is shown in Fig. 7.21. 
It might be supposed that the self-propulsion point A, correspondin g to the 
rotational speed nM 1, for which (Rt )M - TM "'0 , is the "operating point' of the 
model propeller and thus of the scaled protot ype prop eller. However, for ship 
propulsion YM is determined from Vp (th e prototype velocity) on the basis of 
identical Froude numbers and so the Reynolds number for the model hulJ is less 
than that for the prototype . Consequen tly , the model resistance coeffici ent is 
greater than the s}up resistance coefficient. (We recall that dynamic similarity is 
also impossible to achieve with a submarine even though the F roude number has 
no significance for deep submersion. Here again ReM <R ep.) We may therefo re 
expect the model propeller to be overloaded compa red with the prototype. Con
sequently, X T will be too large and the predicted efficiency of the propeUer will be 
too low. 

The solut ion to this dilemma is far from clear and although methods have been 
suggested none are fully satisfactory. Essentially, the operating point should not 
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Fig. 7.21 

Froudt identity (Frd"' - (Frd, 

:. V,,. • V,I L,,./L, I~ 

be at A, in Fig. 7 .21, but at another point corresponding to a lower rotational speed. 
Mandel [38] and others have argued that a more realistic operating point 8 (in 
Fig. 7 .21) can be located, the ordinate of wltich is given by 

(Rf )M - TM = (ARy )M = lP<Sw)M V.i j(C,)M - (Cr)P - CA f. (7.64) 

where (Sw )M is the wetted surface area of the model hull, (CF )M and (Cr )p are the 
skin-friction coefficients of the model and the prototype hulls respectively, and CA 
is the correlation allowance discussed previously. The operating speed of the 
propeller is thus nM 2 • In practice , (ARt )M is calculated first and the ordinate 
plotted as (Rf )M - TM - (a.Ry)M, and when this is zero the propeller operating 
speed is nM 2 • Alternatively, the self-propulsion point A may still be adopted and 

~:a:~~:~~:~::e;~:~tf:!~. an appropriate thrust 'allowance' made subsequently 

7 .8 Estimation of Proptller Efr,ciency 

The procedure required for an accurate estimat e of 1JT is extremely complex and 
for the sake of clarity only a relatively simple approach is given here. Our primary 
purpose is to indicat e the ways in which the various tests described previously can 
be used and to note the various limitations of the procedure as applied to the power 
requirements of ships. The power to propel a Ulip, that is the effective power, is 
given by 

(7.65) 

The resistance (RT )p, which includes appendage resist ance, is obtained from model 
tests and/or calculations as outlined in Chapter S. 

Essentially, we need to determin e for the prototype sh.ip the value of). in Equa
tion (7.63) and then use this equation to obtain the most efficient propeller. 
Experience has shown that provided the model hull is run at a steady speed the 
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wake pattern approaching the propeller is only weakly dependent on the actual 
detailed design of the propeller of given diameter. This is especially so at the 
operating (or self-propulsion) point and it is indeed a most fortunate state of affairs. 
Thus, in the self-propulsion and open-water experiments, the model propeller used 
is one chosen from perhaps a set of existing propellers or one actually made to fill 
a gap in a standard range. The sizes of the hull and propeller are in the same ratio 
for both the model and the prototype so that the propeller disc is subjected to the 
same proportion of th e wak e. 

We may now proceed as follo....-s: 

1. A self-propulsion test is carried out with the model hull and appendages 
installed bu t with a model propeller of diameter ~ reasonably similar to the 
cont empla ted design. The forward speed is given by 

VM • Vp(LMfl p)111. (7.66) 

At the adopted operating point the model propeller speed nM, torque OM and 
thrust TM arc measured. The magnitude of( KT)M, that is TM/pnLDl.., can thus 
be calculated . For similar operating conditions (KT)M = (KToM, that is, the thrust 
coefficient of tht same model propeller in the open-water test. 

2. The open.water test on the mode l is conducted at a high value of (VA)M in 
order to maintain a high propeller Reynolds number, the rotational speed being 
adjusted accordingly to give a range of advance coe fficients. At the (Kr 0 )M: deduced 
in I we can read off from the open-water curves the corresponding values of (lo)M 
and(Ka0».. 

3. The appended resistance (Rt )M of the model hull without the propelle r is 
obtained from a towing test at the speed VM given by Equation (7 .66). 

From tests I and 3 we have measured TM and(R r h-1, and so from Equation (7.4S) 
the model thrust deduction fraction is given by 

(7.67) 

from test 2 we have (J0 }M at the operating point and from test 1 the corresponding 
operating nM can be obtained. Hence, assuming that IM = (Jo)M at the operating 
point, 

(VA) M • (JonD) M, (7.68) 

Equatio n (7.47) yields the model wake fraction 

wM=l-(~L (7 .69) 

Using Equation (7 .52) we can therefor e write for the hull efficiency of lhe mod el 

(~HM = I - IM . (7.70) 
I -WM 

The relative rota t ive efficiency for the model hull is given by Equation (7 .51 ), 
that is 

(~.)M = (QoT) • (~) (KQo) (Kr) 
QTo M D M KQ M Kr o M . 
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Howev er, at the operating point (Kr 0 )M = (Kr)M. and for the same propeller 
(Do )M • DM . Hence 

(~R)M • (KQo) • (J!...) (~) (.!!..)' 
KQ M Po M Q M no M 

(7.71) 

where PM need not necessarily equal (p0 )M. 
When the prototype ship oper at es at its des ign speed Vp it is tacitly assumed 

that 

/p = IM; Wp = WM; (~H)p = (~H)M; (~R)p = (~R)M. (7.72) 

However, as th e conditions for dynamic similarity cannot be fuUy satisfied the 
equaliti es expr e ssed in (7 .72) are not necessarily valid. Nevertheless, we can proceed 
with the selection of a propeller on thJs basis and subsequently mak e adjustments 
using trials data from previous ships to compensate for the present deficiencies. 

The variables in expressions (7.72) are thus known for th e prototy pe ship and 
(Ry )p can be obtained from model tests on a geometrically similar hull. Thus we 
candeduc e (V,..)p: 

(VA),= Vp(I - Wp), (7.73) 

and the prototype propulsor thrust Tp : 

r,.~ . 
I - tp 

(7.74) 

Combining the results of Equations (7.73) and (7.74) we can now writ e , from 
Equation (7.62), 

(KT) _•(Cr)p ( r, )(·) 7f p - - 8- = \pAp(V~), 8 = Ap. (7.75) 

We now return to open.water tests for the final phase of the analysis. This time, 
howeve r, th e open-wat e r data are obtained for the prototyp e prop eller in o ne of 
the following ways, Based on the vortex and blade element theories describ ed in 
Section 7.4 and prescribed radial distributions of torque and thru st together with 
cavitation data the shape of th e propell er blad e can be deduced. A mod el of this 
propeller is then built and th e op en-water (KT0 )M, (K Q0 )M and (Jb)M character
istics obtained as ou tlin ed earlier . Here the prime on th e coeffici enls denotes that 
these values correspond 10 a model propell er which is geometrically similar (within 
manufacturing Limits) lo the prototyp e ship propeUer . Alte rnatively, published 
open-wat er data for K To of various series of propeller geometri es can be used on 
which lhe curve (K T)P • (>../l)p from Equation (7 .7 5) can be superimposed. If it is 
assumed that the open -wat e r and behind-the-hull no ws are dynamically similar at 
the same advan ce coefficient then (KT0 )M = (Kr)P and the ~lersepion of the two 
Kr curves indicates the operating point. We can now ascertam (Jo)M =Jp corres
ponding to !he operating conditions: 

, (VA) (/o)M =J, • - . 
nD, 
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Hence, as (VA)P is known from Equation (7.73), n can be found for a given diam
eter of the prototype propeUer. The corresponding ('7o)P = ('10)M and (K o 0 )p "' 
(KQQ)M are also obtained from the open-water curv es. Consequently, the overall 
efficiency of the prototype propeller can now be det ermined frnm 

(7.77) 

The power delivered to the propell er by the shaft external to 1he ship is then 

(Po),= - = -(h) (RyV) 
'1r P '1r P 

(7.78) 

Finally, the re lative rotativeeffidency('1R)P can be used to determine the operating 
torqu e for the proto type propeller since, for dynamic similarity, 

(~.),-(~) ((Kilo>M)(~) = (~) ((Kilo)M)· 
D1 (KQ)P (Kr0 )M D1 (KQ)P 

as identical 1hrust coefficients are assumed at the operatin g po int. Whence 

(7 .79) 

The principal parameters for the prototyp e propeller have th erefore been found . 
The full-scale stup wilJ be propelled at a forward speed Vp (relatt!d to VM by equat
ing Froude numbers) by a propell er of diame1er Dr rntating at a speed np (from 
Equation (7.76)) which develops a thrust Tp (from Equation (7.74)) and absorbs a 
torque Qp (from Equation (7 .79)). It is clear. however . that the reliance on dynamic 
similarity between the model hull - propell e r combination and its full-scale counter
part is hardly justified. Use must 1herefore be made of trials data and previous 
_experience of propeller design and performance. Nevertheless , despit e the various 
shortcomings of the analytical techniques th e rated output from full-scale propell e rs 
can be predicted with good accuracy . 

A similar appro ach to that above may be adop1ed for duct ed propell ers (39 ). 
However, th e open -water tests now apply to the pro peller - duct combination. 
Model propulsor - hull inter action effects are obtained from towing and self.propul
sion t ests with the models, but th e flow over the model duct and appendages is at 
low Reynolds numbers. The results must therefor e be interpret ed with some care . 
Since the effect of the duct ed propeller on interaction phenomena is different from 
that of the open prop eller we could expect, for exampl e . a change in corr elation 
allowance. As pointed out in (39) the performanc e of a ship filled with a duct ed 
propeller depends critically on the afterbody - duct configurition. A number of 
inter esting examples of ducted prope ller installations on large ships are described 
in (40) . The appHcaton of design proc esses has been extended to include twin
propeller systems as well asa single . la rge, middle -line ducted propeller. The designers 
of naval ships and submar ines see the reduced noise and cavitation associated with 
the ducted propeller as a valuable device for decreasing vulnerability to d<'tection 
by sonar or acoustic mines and torpedoes. lnciden1ally . ducted propellers are also 
used on high-speed torpedoes for similar reasons, but the duct then decelerat es the 
water after entry . 
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7 ~ Cavitation 

Reference has already been made to the phenomenon of cavitation as it affects the 
Oow about a hydrofoil (see Chapter6). Furthermore, we have established in Seclion 
7 .4 that the flow past a propeller blade can be likened to that in the viciruty of a 
hydro foil. In both cases suction pressures are induced close to some parts of the 
solid surface of the blade (or hydrofoil)which encourage the inception of cavitation. 
Should the Local pressure p fall below the local vapour pressure Pv at a particular 
point in the flow thCn cavitation occurs. The vapour pressure of sea water is influ• 
enced by many factors, not th e least being water temperature and the siu and 
co ncentration of solid and gas particles in the bulk of the water which act as nuclei 
for cavitation bubblcs. As in the case of hydrofoils the results of cavitation erosion 
can produ ce disastrous failure of propeller blades. The performance of a propeller 
is seriously curtailed by the presence of sheet cavitation or the change in blade 
prof&.l.e arising from erosion of the metal surface . 

A local pressure coefficient Cp, applicable to any given blade section, can be 
defrned as 

p -p, 
Cp = \pVi ' (7.80) 

where the resultant velocity of the flow onto the section is V R, the local static 
pressure on the surface of the section is p, p, is a reference static pressure in the 
flow just upstream from the leading edge of the section and pis the density of the 
liquid. A cavitation index. o can now be formed : 

P - Pv 
o= ½PVif sot+Cp (7 .81) 

where 

(7.82) 

is the local cavitation index referred to upstream conditions. Cavitation occurs 
when a< 0, and we must therefore detennine the minimum value of Cp for a 
propeller of a given geometry .t 

The minimum value of Cp on the surface of conventional, low-speed hydrofoil 
sections is usually located within the first SO per cent of the chord length measured 
from the leading edge. For positive angles of incidence cPml occurs on the back of 
the blade , but on the face for negative angles of incidence. 'The flow accelerates to 
a maximum velocity corresponding to a minimum pressure whk h is less than p, so 
that Cpm·n is negative. For a given section the magnitude of c Pmin depends primarily 
on a ana increases with a . At and near the operating design point of the propeller 
it is likely that the induced velocities will be small. Thu s, neglecting a and 11' we see 
from Fig. 7 .17 and Equation (7.59) that an increase in o(• ON) implies a decrease in 
VAf flr , which is proportional to the advance coefficient/. If a remains unchanged 
cPmin will not change with V.t provided that free-surface and Rey nolds number 

t Wlu~~as the nominal cavitahon index oN, defined in Equation (7. 57), can be u sed to indicate 
an overall cavitation pattern of a series of geometrically s.imilu prope llers we must u,e o lo 
as.set.S when and where cavitat ion commences on a particular blade. 
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effects are negligible. However ,Pmin may then become so small that p., is approached 
and cavitation encouraged. Excessive nuid velocities must, therefore, alway, be 
avoided. 

Let us assume that the propeUer disc is vertical and the horizontal axis of rotation 
is at a depth h below the air - water interfac e. Furthennore, suppose that the flow 
into the propeUer is steady, horizontaJ and uniform. The pressure distribution in 
the upstream flow can be considered hydrost a tic and so for a blade element at 
radius r from the hub the minimum value of Pr occurs when the blade, of which 
the element is part , is in the upper vertical position. Thus 

(p,)n,10 = p, + pg(h - r) (7.83) 

where p 1 is the ambient pressure at the interfac e. When the propeller operates at 
and near the design point we see from Fig. 7. 17 that the resultant velocity of the 
flow relative to the blade is given by 

(7.84) 

where a and a' have been put equal to zero. 
Substitution from Equations (7 .83) and (7 .84) for Pr and VR into Equation 

(7.81) yields 

Pa -p,, + pg(h - r) 
oL :a: ½.o<Vl -t411'2n2r2). 

(7.8S) 

For a given propeller the likelihood of cavitation increases as oL decreases, which 
implies (i) a decrease in p 1 and /or h; and, (il) an increase in VA and/or n. Further• 
more, for given values of VA, n, p,, and h, the minimum value of OL occurs when 
r = R , the radius of the propeller, that is at the tip of the blade in the uppennost 
position. 

1 !J .l IN ~lo pmrnt of Cavitation on h o~~ r Bai n 

C&vitation can be observed most readily from open-water tests in a water tunnel. 
Variations in OL can be obtained by keeping the velocity of advance constant and 
varying the speed of rotation. The ambient pressure of the water p 1 can also be 
varied, but h is of course constant. Since VA and D are constant then it follows 
from Equation (7 .57) t hat the advance coefficient Jo is inversely proportional ton . 

At very low rotational speeds (high values of Jo) th e propeller thrust may be so 
low that over substantial portions of the span the angle of incidence may be negative. 
low pressures on the face of the blade may therefore lead to cavitation on that 
surface near to the leading edge. Behind the suction peak the positive pressure 
gradient is so high that collapse of the bubbles occurs after only a short distance. 

With an increase in rotational speed face cavitation disappears and the next type 
is generated close to the blade tips. As a result of developing thrust vortices are shed 
in helical spirals from the tips of the blades. The pressure at the centre of these 
trailing vortices is relatively low and becomes lower as the thrust increases, that is, 
as J0 decreases. A spiral of tip vortex cavitation fonns close to the blade tip and 
extends downstream as shown in Fig. 7 .22. The overall perfonnance or the prop eller 
is not affected app reciably but considerable noise is generated. 

As the rotational speed increases further cavitation begins to appear on 1he back 
or the blade extending downstream from a region close to the leading edge. A silvery 
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Fig. 7.22 Cavitatin,g: 1ipvonices in nowdown11,um from a propeller. 

sheet is thus formed as suggested in fig. 7 .23(a) . Tests must usually be carried out 
on small propeUers in a water tunn el so that the patt ern of cavil at ion which develops 
o n a blade in the upper vertical position differs Huie from that on the blade in any 
other posjtion. This is no1 true in 1he case of the full-scale pro101ype. In reality 
int e rmittent cavitation prevails and this induces longitudinaJ vibrations along the 
shaft owing to fluctuations of thrust. 

Increased blade loading (n increases, Jo decreases) leads to the sheet covering 
additional out er areas of the blade . Discrete bubb les may also be produc ed a t about 
mid<:hord and are swept downstream. These larger bubbles coUapse on entry to 
zones of higher pressure near 1he trailing edge of the blade, This collapse may occur 
o n the blade surface and cause severe impact loads. In addition, a great deal of 
noise and vibration develops, which are indicative of overloading of the propelle r 
blades and whkh will resuh in a deterioral ion of performance . TI,e con1inuing 
spread of cavitation as Jo decreases is shown in Figs. 7.23(b), (c) and (d). 

EventuaUy, the rotationaJ speed becomes so high (and therefo reJ 0 so low) that 
the whole of the back surface of the blade is covered in a sheet of cavitat ion bubbles, 
as shown in Figs. 7.23(e) and 7.24. This cond ition is called full cavitation (or super• 
cavitation ) in which 1he back surface of the blade is no longer in contact with the 
wat er and thrust can only be generated from the region of positive Cp on the face. 
The trailing vortex from the hub section of each blade may also possess a cavitat ion 
core under these con dition s. 

The general effec ts of cavitation on thrust , 1orquc and efficiency are shown in 
Fig. 7.25 (which corresponds to the pic torial represenlation of cavitalion in fig . 7.23). 
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!c-J J0 • 0 .70 ldl J0 " 0.65 

Id Jo • 0.49 

Fig. 7.23 Typic-al progre ssion or back: cavitation on a propeUer obtained from open -water tests. 

The data {41] refer to open-water tests on a three-bladed propeller of 200 mm(~ 8 in) 
diameter in a water tunnel under nom1al and depressurized conditions. Perhaps we 
should recall that Fig. 7 .25 shows the effects of cavitation on the overall perform
ance of a given propeller and that details of cavitation inception caMot be obtained 
from it for the purposes of design data. The use of ON is therefore quite juslified in 
typifying cavitation regimes. It is worth noting that many different forms of cavita· 
lion index (or number) exist and the appropriate form depends largely on conveni
ence and the purpose to which the data are put. Often p - p" is refen ed to the 
propeller centre line, but instead of YA the velocity VR is used and may be taken 
as the value corresponding to the flow conditions approach.ing a blade seclion at a 
position 70 per cent of the propeller radius from the hub, namely, at r = 0.1R. 

We see in Fig. 7.25 that as cavitation develops on the back of each blade 
(0.95 <Jo< 0.55) the thrust generated by the face increases but the contribution 
from the back decreas.es. The net result is that both thrust and torque increase with 
n (i.e . decreasing Jo) at a rate less than that for cavitation-free operation. In the 
super-cavitating mode the thrust obtained from the back is negligible and so both 
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Fi, . 7.24 FuUy devtloped sheet of back c.1-rit1tion on a propeller. 

thrust and torque increase at a somewhat greater rate. The reduction in maximum 
efficiency for this propeller is small because cavitation has only just been initiated 
at the corresponding speed. However, at J0 .. 0.64 (when n = 20 revolutions per 
secon d) cavitation is well adV3nced and the open-water efficiency of the propeller 
drops from 0.61 to 0.49. 

Accurate observation and interpretation of cavitation patterns on propeller 
blades a ttach ed to models and full-scale ships require ca refully developed techniqu es 
and rather sophisticated equipment (42). Stroboscopic pictures arc useful, but 
often difficulti es are experienced owing to the unperiodic nature of the unsteady 
wake flows and consequent confused cavitation pattern . Furthermore , equipment 
must be mou nted inboard at the stern above transparent windows so that a high• 
speed camera can be focused on the back of the propeller blades. An intense light 
source, also inboard, must illuminate both the face and back of the bladesso that 
pictu res of face and back cavitation can be laken . For the observation of face 
cavitation a periscope can be placed downstream from the propeller and pointing 
upstream. Simultan eous fLlm and video recordi ngs provide permanent records for 
subseque nt analysis. The preceding lechniques. described in detail in (42). have 
been used for cavitation tests in the NSMB depressurized towing tank (see Table 4.1 
for dimensional details). Although it is possible with this tank to scale the full-size 
ship cavitation index accurately, this docs no t necessarily give a true indication of 
cavitation inception phenomena. The forma tion of cavitat ion bubble s depends on 
the nature , size. and distribution of particles in the water . By reducing the surface 
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T0 (N) 0 0 1Nml 

100 2.75 0.4 
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Advance coefficient, J 0 

Fig. 1.25 Effects or cavitation on propeller performance.- , full presJUze condition in tunnel; 
---, reduced pressure condition in tunnel. 

pressure of water in a towing tank air in the water comes out of solution. The air 
bubbles will then form the nuclei to precipitate cavitation. Clearly, the distribution 
and concentra tion of the nuclei at model and full scale are unlikely to be the same. 

A number of cavituion experime nts have been performed at full scale and a 
panicularly interesting discuss.ion is given in [43]. In contrast with model tests 
there is usually sufficient space at full scale to allow external filming and lighting. 
As a result, equipment can be moved from ship to ship without necessitat ing major 
structural alterations. This was done for seven large sh.ips, including oil tankers, an 
ore carrier and an LPG (liquid petroleum gas) carrier, all of which were fitt ed with 
ducted propellers. Experience with ships having ducted propellers indicat ed that the 
main region of cavitation erosion was not on the blades but on the inner surface of 
the duct. Generally, good agreement was found between model and full-scale 
cavitation patterns, although th e latter appeared to be of somewh at larger relative 
area. Tip vortex cavitation was the probabl e cause of duct erosion and , presumably , 
if the hydrodynamic loading at the tip cou ld be reduced by redesigning the blades 
(after the method of Glover (SO, 52) for open prop ellers) damage to th e duct might 
be avoided. Apparently. no success along these lines was achieved and so examples 
are given of patching techniqu es, using anti -erosive materials on the inner duct wall, 
and of air injection into the main cavitation regions . It was found that only a modest 
injection of air bubbl es into the flow significantly reduced the impact loads from 
the shock waves and microjets of collapsing vapour bubbles. This evidence was 
deduced from a metallurgical survey of the eroded areas of the duct . It is thought 
that the effectiven ess of the method derives from the cushioning effect o f air bubbles 
and works in th e same way as controlled ventilation on the foils of hydrofoil craft 
(see Section 6.3.S). 
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7.10 Pl'opeller Delipl 

A detailed description of propcUcr design, which necessarily requires an analysis of 
hydrofoil section perfonn ancc foUowcd by an optimum stacking of the sections to 
fonn the blade geometry, is outside the scope of this book. However, it was hinted 
earlier that an examination of the behaviour of hydrofoil sections could be carried 
out on the basis of blade element theory or by adopting one of a number of vortex 
theories. With the development of large-capacity digital computers it has been the 
vortex theories which have dominated present-day design analysts. It is possible to 
account for non-unifonnity of the flow approachi ng the propeller (i.e. the hull 
wake in the presence of the propeller if this is known, or if not by an iteration 
process), blade thickn ess and width in the ax..ial direction, and variations in cross 
section of the slipstream. 

Two principal aims of propeller design arc to calculate the pitch of each blade 
section to suit th e mean circumferential wake velocity and direction at each radius 
and to derive the section shape compatible with minimum cavitation and other 
energy losses. Although the use of blade element theory (Section 7 .4.2) attempts to 
do this it is unable to account for tip losses and the interf erence to the flow through 
the propeller by the blades themselves (which induces streamline curvature and 
velocity changes in the flow). A better description of the flow through a propeller 
is obtain ed from vortex theory (Section 7.4 .1) which allows for radial varia tion in 
circulation and thus of the strength of the bound vortex (Sections 6.3.l and 6 .3.4) 
a long each blade. As implied by Fig. 7.16, the system of vortices may be assumed 
to be concentrated along lines of corresponding vortex strength and so the associated 
theory is usually referred to as 'lifting-line theory'. Lifting-line theory was initially 
developed for ship propellers which could be considered lightly or moderately 
loaded (e.g. (44-46)). This theory then takes account of the velocities induced at 
the propeUer by the vortex system, which represents the propeller and its slipstream, 
the bound circulation at the propeUer and the circulation and pitch of the free 
vortex lines. No account is taken of the downstream variation of the induced 
velocities since it is assumed that a typical free vortex line lies along the surface of a 
cylind er of constant radius and is of constant axial pitch. In fact, the variation of 
the induced velocities causes the radius of the hclicoidal free vortex line to decrease 
wi1h increasing distance downstream whereas the pitch angle increases. 

Each blade has. of course, a width in the now direction, measured by the chord 
length, and so the blade should be considered a surface defined by the product of 
the chord length and the span. Furth ermore, the streamline curvature resulting 
from the vortex system requires the mean line of the blade section to possess a 
camber (Sect ion 6.3.2). Finally, for high efficiency and to minimize cavitation the 
mean line is clothed with a surface or finite thickn ess to produce a hydrofoil 
section. These additional factors are included in the lifting-surface theory as described 
in, for example, (47-49) . 

The assumption of moderate loading has in the past been considered satisfactory 
for ships at service speeds. In any case, it is thought that deficiencies in the lifting• 
line theory are largely swamped foUowing the applicat ion of lifting-surface correc
tions. However, with present-day trends towards high-speed, large, single-screw 
tankers and bulk carriers the effects of slipstream deformation cannot be ignored. 
Thus. a method has been developed in ( 50) to adapt lifting-line theory for designs 
of highly loaded propellers. First , the lightly loaded analysis is worked out to give 
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an initial approx.imation to the radial distribution of bound circulation and hydro• 
dynamic pitch. The slipstream velocities and the defonnation of the slipstream can 
then be determined. In the final part of the method a second lifting-line design is 
obtained for which the induced velocities are calculated as functions of the geometry 
of the deformed slipstream. Designs worked out by this theory show that propeller 
efficiencies are less than those deduced by the methods described in, for example, 
(44) and (St), sometimes by 6 per cent in the fonner case and 3 per cent in the 
latter. It is vital that energy conversion efficienc ies are calculated as accurately as 
possible, otherwise the power installed could be insufficient to reach the desired 
service speed under the optimum operating conditions of the propulsion system. 

Usually, propelle r designs are based on established series using data from water 
tunnel tests and various propeller theories. Although a number of series now exist 
the most well known are probably those associated with the names of Troost, Gawn 
and Burrill. The results are generally presented in the form of charts and some 
examples are shown in 13). The charts illustrate the relationship between open• 
water efficiency, advance coefficient, pitch-to-Oiameter ratio, and the delivered 
power of the propeller for propellers with different numbers of blades. A set of 
charts is also required to show the effect of blade area ratio (BAR), that is, the ratio 
of the total face area of the blades to the area of the propeller disc, For conventional 
propellers an empirical, overall blade pressure in the range 70- 80 kPa (.:!!" 0.65 -
0. 75 tonf n-2

) has often been adopted to avoid excessive cavitation effects. From 
the required thrust the BAR can then be calculated. 

It has been implied so far that the blades are fixed to th e hub; indeed the propeller 
and hub may be cast in bronze as one complete unit. However, there are some 
applications for which controllable pitch (CP) propellers are of great advantage. In 
these designs the blades can rotate about a radial pivot at the root which is activated 
by hydraulic pistons connected to crossheads in the hub. Thus, by adjusting the 
pitch angle of lhe blades. torque and thrust can be altered at a constant rotational 
speed so that a high efficiency is maintained over a wide range of operating con• 
ditions. TheC P propellercan be made almost as efficient as the fixed pilch propeller 
at a given design condi tion, 1he only differ ence arising from the somewhat larger 
hub-to -tip diameter ratio needed to house the pitch-changing mechanism. 

If th e blade pitch can be changed sufficiently then astern thrust can be produced 
without the necessity for reversing gear boxes (in the case of reciprocating engines, 
such as the diesel) or astern turbines (for turbine-powered ships). Since changes in 
blade angle can often be carried out quicker than changes in shaft speed it is possible 
to obtain greater manoeuv,ability. Typical examples of the use of CP propellers are 
(i) tugs which are either towing or running free and (ii) trawlers when trawling and 
when on passage to or from fishing grounds. 

In recent years considerable attention has been brought to bear on the problem 
of hull vibration excited by strongly cavitating propelJers, Attempts to alleviate the 
problem rely either on reducing the problem at source, that is at the propeller 
design stage, or applying some kind of palliative treatment to an existing hull
propeller combinat ion. Oearly, the first technique is preferable but presents many 
difficulties as a result of the complex nature of the hulJ wake and the compromises 
called for in the overall ship design. The high amplitudes of the pressure fluctuations 
experienced by the hull arise from the unsteady nature of the cavitation , in particular 
the appearance followed by disappearance of back sheet and tip vortex cavitation 
over an angular range of 30° either side of top dead centre . This is a consequence of 
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the wake distribution (see, for example, Fig. 7 .19) and seriously curtails the propeller 
performance at maximum efficiency when the loading is high. 

A technique for the control of cavitation under these adverse flow condit ions is 
given in (52) where use is made of non-optimum, or arbitrary, spanwi.sc load distri• 
butions to control the pressure amplitudes. The method is based on an earlier theory 
[ SO], but instead of using a minimum energy loss criterion for the optimum propeller 
an arbitrary radial distribution of the bound vonex is specified. Coefficients describ
ing the prescribed vortex must then satisfy the basic design conditions. The principal 
dimensio ns of the propeller, for exampl e diameter, blade width and thickneSJ, tan 
be deduced from combinations of the USCS$1Tlents in Sections 7.7-7.9, lifting-line 
and llfting-sudace theories. The bl ade section camber and pitch angle can thus be 
deduced, making various viscous 'allowances', to produce the optimum blade bued 
on the radial mean wake variation. However, it is now necessary to consider further 
the cavitation behaviour, especially near the propeller tip, by calcuJating the lift 
coefficient and the corresponding pregure distribution on blade sections as the 
given blade rotate s through the complete wake. To avoid problems with ti p cavita• 
lion the outer blade sections require reduced circulat ion compared with those at 
smaller radii. Thus , the slope ar/ar of the optimum circulation curve shown in 
Fig. 7.26 (which may be likened to that of the futite.span aerofoil in Fig. 6.31) 
must be reduced at the tip and examples are shown for I ar/ar I equal to unity and 
zero. ln order to maintain a total lift force on the blade consistent with the appro
priate contribution to the total thrust it is clear that r must be increased at the 
middle sections, as indicated in Fig. 7 .26. Experiments have confirmed that a 
reduction of the tip circulation considerably delays the inception of tip cavitation 
and the associated hull and shaft vibration. It would appear that only a small 
penalty on efficiency and ship speed has to be paid . 

An alternative solution of the cavitation excitation problem is described in (53). 
Here the philosophy is to change the character or the ship wake so that the flow 
into the propeller is more uniform. The optimum propeller design using a mean 
wake is therefo re a more realistic analytical tool since fluctuations of blade loading 
become less severe. It is not pouib le to alter the shape of the hull at the stem for a 
ship in service, and so to avoid fitting a new propeller the wake is modified by 
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adding small nnes, which act as flow deflettors, on each side of the hull close to 
the stem. The size and location of these vanes can be assessed in relation to the 
growth of the boundary layer. Although, as we have noted, the theory ol viscous 
flows near the stems of ships is far from complete it is, nevertheless, possible to 
predict the best position for the vanes at locations ahead of regions of low energy. 
Thus, by deflecting the boundary.layer flow the energy in the wake can be distribu• 
ted more evenly. A check on predicted improvements was carried out with a series 
of model tests {53) which subsequently revealed a number of difficulties. Owing to 
Froude number scaling (Rt )M < (Re)p and so the boundary layer at the model 
stem was excessively thick. As a result, any full-scale prediclions from model vanes 
fitted to model hulls which improved the model wake would most likely be of 
excessive span and too far forward for success at fuU scale. In this technique of 
vibration reduction it is therefore necessary to constr uct an empirical prediction 
method based jointly on theory and model testing so that the correct size and loca
tion of the vanes can be found. 

7.11 Propulsion for lfilh-tpeed Craft 

If the conventional propeller is used for the propulsion of a high-speed vehicle it is 
clear that severe cavitation will take place. However, it is possible to design a super• 
cavitating propeller which, although noisy, avoids cavitation damage and is relatively 
efficient. A supercavitating propeller system was incorporated in the design of the 
hydrofoil research ship HMCSBm d'Or (S4). 

The discussion in Chapter 6 on supercavitating hydrofoils applies generally to 
the design of propeller blades. Curved, wedge-shaped hydrofoil sections based on 
those proposed by Tulin (SS) and Johnson (S6) are often used . Supercavitating 
propeller blade sections operate best when they are wedge-shaped with a sharp 
leading edge and an abrupt cut-off at the trailing edge. The surface corresponding 
to the back of the blade is then enveloped by a vapour cavity and collapse of this 
cavity does not oecu, near the blade. 

An alternative series of propellers for operation up to and including the fully 
cavitating rCgime has been used to drive fast pattol boats (S7). The blade sections 
were not wedge-shaped and it was found that blades with a concave face showed 
superior performance in partially cavitating conditions . The use of this series and 
the Gawn- Burrill series of propellers in the context of high-speed craft is discussed 
in [S8). It is pointed out that efficiency is not the only criterion by which to select 
the dimensions of a fully cavitating propeller. When the Newton- Rader Series (57) 
are used and the BAR is large. for strength reasons, it is vital that the fully cavitating 
conditions arc met at the design point. If the design speed is 100 low to yield 
sufficiently low local cavitation numbers the propeller loading represent ed by X rfJ 2 

has to be increased above that corresponding to maximum efficiency. Unless this is 
done partially cavitating conditions prevail which could lead to face cavitati on on 
propellers fitted to an inclined shaft. Propellers on fasl craft normally operate in an 
oblique flow owing to the inclination of the shaft to the forward direction of the 
c,aft. Whereas blade forces fluctuate substantially under normal operation these 
fluctuations are significantly reduced when fully cavitating operation prevails. 

It has also be found experimentally (S9, 60) that the value of aL, defined by 
Equation (7 .8S), evaluated at r"" 0.1R must be less than 0.045 to give the best resuhs. 
The practical zones of ope,ation for sc1cw propellers in temlS of J and the cavitation 
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indexes ON and OL are shown in Fig. 7 .27. Note that for a given hull geometry and 
vehicle speed, with the shaft therefore at a fixed location, ON cannot be changed 
because YA and Pare set values. However, in fig. 7 .27 movement from one zone to 
another can be selected by changing/ as a result of an adjustment to the rotational 
speed or , possibly. the diameter of th e propeller. Provided that a proptller is designed 
initially for the fully cavitating condition its efficiency is superior to that of a con
ventional propeller which is cavitating. 

Ad11~ecoaffic ient , J 

Fig. 7.27 Practical zones or operation for prope llers.. Zone I. folly cavitating propeller best 
choice; zone 2, neither propeller i.s aood choice; zone 3, conventional propeller best 
choice; zone 4, all propellen inerflCUnt. 

Controllable pitch propellers have also found use in high-speed marine vehicles, 
both in terms of water propulsion and air propulsion, for amphibious ACV [61-
64). There are two principal reasons why CP propellers are used. The first arises 
from the resistance characteristics of high-speed vehicles which show two distinct 
operating conditions of the propeller, namely, that at the desjgn cruise speed and 
that at an off-design condition corresponding to the low- or medium-speed hump in 
the resistance . Although not always particularly noticeable for sJender, round-form 
displacement hulls the problem can be severe at the shallow-water resistance hump 
of hovercraft. Furthermore, hydrofoil craft may require the same thrust at a take
off speed of , say, 10 m s- 1 (9!! 20 knots) as at the cruising foil-borne speed of 
2S m s- 1 (::!! 50 knot s). Use of fully cavitating, fixed pitch propeller, for the design 
point will always result in overspeeding the prime mover at the hump speed, whereas 
non.cavitating propellers may become incompatible with the available torque. In 
both cases CP propellers use the full power available at the maximum rotational 
speed. The second reason for the popularity of CP propellers result s from th e need 
to shut off one or several prime movers when, for ex.ample, low-speed patrols are 
called for . Excessive resistance to motion by 'windmilling' propellers can be avoided 
by feathering if CP propellers are installed. The additional rapid stopping and revers-
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ing feature of CP blades when put into negative pitch is as important here as ii is for 
conventional ships (sec Section 7.10). Controllable pitch propellers , both conven• 
tional and fully cavitating, were used on HMCS Brar d'Or and arc described in ( S4 J. 
A similar duaJ system is advocated for the design study of a large hydrofoil ship of 
24 MN(~ 2400 tonf) displacement (65) but here. surprisingly. the identical 
propeller form is to be used for both foil-borne and hull-borne operation. 

A rather special problem applies to hovercraft where the same power plant 
drives the lift fans and the air. or water . propeller. By using nxed gear ralios. lift-fan 
control requires changes in the output speed of the prime mover. If the propulsion 
power is to be varied simultam:ousJy , but independently , then a CP propcUcr is 
required. An interesting development along these Hncs has been applied to the 
Vosper- Thorney croft VT-2 (sec Table 6.3 and (641). Cont rollable pitch has been 
combined wilh a ducted propeller to reduce noise and the craft is ntted with two 
rotors each of about 4.1 m ( I 3.5 ft ) diameter as shown in Fig. 7 .28. 

A number of hydraulic-jet propulsion systems have been installed in high-speed 
vehicles. for example the Boeing Jetfoil (sec Fig. 7.29) , the Acrojet/ Rohr SES IOOA 
(sec Table 6.3) and the American /:,'nterpri~ (see l661). It is suggested in (66] that 
a wcU dcs.igncd jct system will be as efficient as the equivalent water-propell er system 
for planing craft up to 20 m (:!! 67 ft) long. Excellent manoeuvrabiLity is obtained 
by using directional nozzles to provide a vectored thrust. even without forward 
motion. This technique has been included in the design sludy of a large surface
effect ship (67(. 

A fundamental principle of aJI high-speed vehicles is the minimization of resist• 
ance by raising as much of the craft out of the water as possible. This means that 

Fia,. 7.28 Vospcr-Thorneycro(1 VT-2 hovercnft showin1 ducted propellers. 
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• 

Fja. 7.29 Boeffll Jetfoil 

propellers run close 10 the air-water interfac e and may even broach the surface. 
Neverthe less, provided that the rotational speed is high the propel!Cr remains fully 
wetted on the face (pressure side) of the blades with the back of the blades becom
ing dry. The additional conditions of high propeller loading and low cavitation 
number make the operation of this type of partially submerged propeller similar 10 
the fully cavitating condition. Further details of partially submerged propellen may 
be found in 168). 

II is clear, then, that a wide range of possible propulsors is available for high
speed vehicles. The choice largely depends on the duties required of 1he vehicle. 
Very careful assessment of fuel consumption is vi1aJ owing to the importance of 
cost, weight and space res1ric1ions. Ease of maintenance and reliability must also 
be taken into accounl for both commercial and naval applications. Until more 
operationaJ experience is gained these matt ers cannot easily be assessed wilh accur
acy. 
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8 
Control in Steady Planar Motion 

8.1 Introduction 

Any vehicle that is moving in or on a fluid must be capable of being controlled so 
that (i) a desired path can be maintained and (ii) the path may be changed in a con
troUed manner. It is nonnal t o use the same device for both maintaining and chang• 
ing the path and this device usually takes the form of one or more 'control surfaces•. 
These control surfaces arc widely used because they are simple. cheap and reliable, 
and the main typ es are shown in Table 8.1. 

In all its generality the theory of control-surface operation is very complicated. 
In this introductory ch apter we shall therefore discuss only a simplified form of it 
in which : 

(i) All motions are assumed either to occur parallel to a ftxed plane, horizont ally 
or vertically. or to involve roU alone; 

(ii) Transient effects are ignored so that only steady manoeuvres are contem
plated~ 

(iii) The actual now conditions round the contro1 surfaces and vehicles are not 
examined in any detail. 

In practice adjustment of a rudder setting, for instance, causes a vehicle to drift, 
yaw and roll . The first two of these motions allow th e helmsman to change direction. 

RoU motion is strictly an angular velocity about a fore-and-aft axis and may 
octur in the steady motion of vehicles such as airc raft, missiles and rock ets . The 
only comp aiable steady effect with marine vehicles entails a constant angular heel 
about a fore-and-aft axis. We shall not discuss th e case in any detail although a 
simple theory (for constant angle of heel in tenns of a constant stabilizer fLn 

T11ble 8.1 Common ty~s of control surfaces. 

Motions chicOy affected when K:tting adjusted 
Control 
surface 

Aileron 

Elevator 

Hydroplane 

Rudder 

Stabilizer 

Ai.lcraft 

,ou 

heave and pitch 

o,,,w ,, Google 

Aiuhip Ship Submarine 

heave and pitch 

drift and yaw 

,oU 
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deflection) is straightforward to formulate. (If on the basis of the theory a subse
quent calculation is made of roll, it must be remembered that th e calcula1ion is not 
strictly compatible with the initial assumptions.) Dynamics problems in which 
allowance iJ made for three-dimensional motions are studied in Chapter 10 and as 
we shall see the theory is then rather more sophisticated. 

Problems concerned with transient motion are also discussed in Chapter 10 and 
so only steady motion, in wh.ich fluid forces are not dependent on time, will be 
discussed here . Inertia forces do occur of course, but we shall assume that, if they 
are app lied to a body, they are constant. 

It is difficult to analyse the flow round any fluid-borne vehicle with any precision 
and practically impossible for a conventional control surface, particularly whtre 
marine velucles are concerned. This statemtnt may be reinforced, in the case of 
marine vehicles, by considering the following three sources of difficulty: 

(i) th t control surfaces of marine vehicles have low aspect ratios so that the 
effects of three.dimensional flow are marked ; 

( ii) usually one tip moves near a relatively large hull ; and 
(iii) flow round a control surface is usually greatly influenc ed by flow into or 

out of a propeller . 

Obviously something more •practical' is needed than, for example, the rath er refintd 
th tory of oblique inviscid flow round a symmetric body. Consequently, the present 
treatment consists of a Linear th eory of the motions specified by the above limita• 
lions. 

8.2 Steady Two4imensioml Puuitic Motion of a Symmetric Body 

Consider a rigid body which possesses a plane of symmetry and which moves in 
such a way that its plane or symmetry remains always in the same fixed plane. The 
body then executes what may be thought of as a 'steady refere nce motion' when 
proceeding in this 'intended attitude' at a futed speed Vur , as shown in Fig. 8.l. 
Our purpose now is to examine the execution, in a controlled manner, of departures 
from this reft rtnct motion - departures that can conveniently be rtftrred to as 
'parasitic motions'. 

Thtre are two distinct ways in which the body may depart from the reference 
moti on. The parasitic motion may be one of translation , or one of rotation . (A 
combination or the two is also possible, as we shall see.) Assuming that all points of 
the body move only parallel to a fixed plane the motions are of the types shown in 
Figs. 8.2(a) and (b) where, in each case, the second diagram indicates the combined 
motion due to the reference motion and the parasitic motion shown in the firs!. 
The reference point C lies on the plane of symmetry, and for the parasitic motion 

Fig:. 8.1 
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Fig. 8,2 

of translation the resultant velocity V of the body is the vector sum of the reference 
velocity Vrer and the parasitic transverse velocity of translation v. The resultant 
velocity vector is thus at an angle tJ to the reference direction and fig . 8.2(a) shows 
the chosen direction for positive fl Figure 8.2(b) shows the chosen positive direction 
for rotation about C, represented by angular velocity n, imposed on the reference 
velocity. The path followed by the body is circular (for constant v,., and n) with 
centre at A and a radius given by Yrer/0. The parasitic moti ons have different 
names according to whether the motion occurs in the vertical or the horizontal 
plane, as shown in Table 8.2. 

To.bl~ 8.2 /kfinirioni of parasitic moliont. 

Parasitic motion 

Plane or motion Translalio n 
(Fi&-8.2(a)) 

Horizon ta l drift 
(or '1way1 

Vertical heave 
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Rotation 
(Fig. 8,2(b)) 
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Although these motions may exist separately we need also to consider combina• 
lions of them. There are two possibilities for steady combined motion and th ese 
are illustrated in Fig. 8.3. A parasitic transverse velocity to starboard is shown in 
Fig. 8.3(a) and fig. 8.3{b) depicts a parasitic transverse velocity to port. 

The problem before us is the control of marine vehicles as they execute steady 
plane motions of the types shown in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3. No motion is contemplated 
perpendicular to the plane of the diagrams. It follows, therefore, that the body 
must experience no net applied force out of the plane of motion and no net applied 
couple about an axis in that plane. The distribution of the fluid forces must there• 
fore conform to these requirements. 

!•I 

/ 

!bl 

Fie. 8.J 

V 
ii 
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8.2.J Porositic Motion of Tramllltion 

Suppose that the body executes a parasitic motion of uanslation alone, either in 
heave or drift . In discussing the fluid forces exerted on it we shall purposely obscure 
the distinction between two- and three-dimensional regimes. It will be helpful to 
consider the body as being infinitely long perpendicular to the plane of the diagram 
in F ig. 8.4. The point C represents the centre of mass of a transverse slice of th e 
body and rectangular coordinat es Cx, Cy are centred on C as shown. We now con
sider motion only parallel to the plane Cxy ; let this motion be one of translation Y 
so that O is an angle of incidence and is positi ve in Fig. 8.4. 

Fig. 8.4 

Now instead of considering flow round the body in any detail a number of far. 
reaching, and admittedly gross, simplifying assumptions are made. First, however, 
it may be noted that the fluid force per unit span F' (the span being measured along 
the Cz axis perpendicular to the plane Cxy) can be resolved into lift and drag com
ponents, respectively perpendicular and parallel to the direction of V. Alternatively, 
F ' may be resolved in the directions Cx, Cy to obtain fluid forces per unit span X ' 
and Y'. In either case the component of fluid force exerted on the body is always 
in the opposite direction to the corresponding component of the velocity. 11tis 
means that X ' acu, along -Cx for the configuration shown in Fig. 8.4 and Y' acu 
parallel to Cy. We now assume that : 

(i) These forces X' and Y' (both per unit span) act on the axis Cx at an identifi
able point H called the 'hydrodynamic centre'. (This is the usage 'wt shall adopt;it 
is not unique.) 

(ii) The first assumption remains true even though the body is not of infinite 
length in the Cz direction. Indeed, most marine vehicles have quite a small aspect 
ratio (i.e. small span) and some have a large degree of taper and no plane of sym
metry parallel to Cxy. 

In other words, F', X ' and Y' are taken as forces F. X and Y (and not forces per 
unit span) and C is taken as the centre of mass of a finite body . The fluid forces 
applied to this body are therefore as shown in fig. 8 .5 in wh..ich X is positive rear
wards and Y is positive to starboard. We shall now consider that this system is 
identified with a control surface, the immersed portion of a ship's hull and the hull 
of a submarine. It must. of course, be admitt ed that the accuracy of the resulting 
predictions for all but the smallest departur es from the reference motion would be 
unacceptable in practi ce. Nevertheless, it is possible to examine the nature of some 
import ant features without recourse to complicated analysis. 

Unless the centre of mass C happens to lie on the line of action of F - and in 
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V 

Fig. 8.5 

genera) it does not - the fluid force will have a moment Mc = YxH about C. Note 
that the magnitude and sense of Mc depends not only on the magnitude and line 
of action of F, but also on the position of C relativt to H. For most bodies (in which 
C is more or less amidships) H is forward of C. 

The value of dimensional analysis, appLied to the physical variables affecting the 
motion of a body in a fluid, has been discussed in earlier chapters. The same prin• 
ciples may be used here in order to assemble a collection of dimensionl ess groups 
and thence describe the problem in the fonn of a functional relationship between 
the groups. Thus, the fluid forces X and Y and moment Mc may be expressed as 

X 
Cx = ½PV'I' - <1>,(Re, Fr, Ma,~. shape) 

y 
Cy= ½PV' I' -<1>,(Re, Fr, Ma,~. shape) 

Mc 
CMc = ½PV'I' - <t>3(Re, Fr, Ma,~. shape) 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

where cpagain means 'some function of' and all of the preceding functions are differ
en t. The definitions of Reynol ds number (Rt), Froude number (Fr) and Mach 
number (Ma) are given in Chapter 4. The length I represents a characteristic length 
of the body (e.g. its overall length in the plane Cxy) and p represents the density of 
the fluid. Qearly, the force and moment coefficients are functions of the angle /3 
and also of parameters representing the shape of bodies of diff erent homologous 
series. It is not uncommon to see i' replaced by the projected area A of the body in 
either the Cty plane or the Cxz plane, or alternativ ely I replaced by V 113, whereV 
is the immersed volume. 

ln addition to the above dimensionless groups, others may be required for a study 
of control probl ems. For example , if the •body' is a marine rudder aeration may 
occur so that air is drawn down from the water surface to form a tip bubble, 
depending largely on how close the root is to the water surface. If lhis happens it 
may be necessary to introduce the Weber number 

V2R 
We=K 

where R represents, for example, the rad ius of the leading edge of the rudder and 
K represents the coefficient of kinematic capillarity (i.e. surface tension/p). 
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Again it may be necessary to consider a 'cavitation number• o if the body is, 
say, a hydroplane on the surface of which cavitation takes place. NevertheleM, we 
shall ignore t hese latt er possibilities along with Mo since speeds are low enough to 
ignore the effects of compressibility . Thus , for a given body and a given fluid, the 
only dimensionless indep endent variables we need are Rt , Fr and /J. 

Suppose an experiment is conducted on a given body in which Rt and Fr are 
held constant as /J is varied. (This does not mean that IJ will be a function of time, 
but rather that we examine a series of steady states.) According to Taylor's theor em 
we shouJd expect that, for Cy as an example, 

(ac,) p' (a'c,) Cy=p - +- ~ + ap d• O 2! a~ d• O . .. ' 
(8.4) 

there being no constant term because the body is symmetric. Since the sign of Cy 
must change when that of /J changes, and since the body is symmetric about Cr, 
partial derivatives of even order will be zero. Thus, to a first approximation for 
small /J, we should expect that 

c, •P (ac,) (8.5) 
a~ d• O 

where (aCy /a/j)~• o is a function of Re and Fr. 
By a similar argument we may conclude that , for small /J. 

CMc =P ( ~;c ), . .- (8 .6) 

The coefficient Cx is rath er different because it is not equal to zero when fJ = 0 and 
it is also an even function of /j. The predicted proportionality of Cy and CMc to fJ 
can be examined by experimen t , and it is found that th e accuracy of the approxi
malion is often quite acceptable. 

As we have already noted 

(8.7) 

where positive Mc is taken as acting clockwi5t in Fig. 8.5. In dimensionless fonn 
we may write 

CMc = ,Cyxff (8.8) 

where 

1 Xtt 
xH=/· (8.9) 

It is important to note that while the vaJue of xH is con stant for a given steady 
mot ion, it is not the same for all operating conditions. 

8.2.l Parasitic Motion of Rotation 

Let us return to the body of infinite span perpendicular to the plane Cxy but this 
time suppose the body has an angular velocity n superimposed on the referenc e 
velocity V,e r, as shown in Fig. 8.2(b). The fluid force per unit span F' can be 
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resolved into components X' and Y' parallel to Cl', Cy respective ly. Again X' acts 
along -Cl'. We now make similar assumptions to those in the previous section, that 
is, 

(i) The forces X' and Y' (both referred to unit span) act at an identifiable 
hydrodynamic centre J on the axis Cx. 

(ii) Th.is remains true for a body of finite span so that C is taken as the centre of 
mass of the body and X ' and Y' are replaced by X and Y forces. 

The fluid forces and positive n are therefore as shown in Fig. 8.6, 

V 

n 

F~ 8.6 

A somewhat rudimentary line of reasoning suggests that the fluid exerts (i) a 
large net couple acting in such a direction as to oppose the yaw (i.e. counterclock. 
wise in fig. 8 .6) and also (ii) a small side force Y of uncertain sign whose line of 
action may intenec t Cx on either side of C. 

If these two actions are combined to give the statically equivalent system of 
Fig. 8.6, it is easy to show that 

(i) x, is ofuncert.Un sign and may be extraordinarily large, and 
(ii) the net fluid moment 

Mc 2 Yx1 

wiU act in the opposite direction ton and so be negative. 

(8 .10) 

If required, X, Y and Mc may again be put in dimensionless form as before and I 
used as a charact eristic length . Consequently, it is auumed that, in particular 

C y ' 
y • jpV'I' • ~4 (R, , Fr, Ma, n, shape), (8.11) 

where ~- represents another unknown furn::tion. In Equation (8.11) th e dimension
less form of the angular velocity is given by 

, ru 
fl ·v· (8.12) 

For marine applications the effects of Ma are negligible and so the relevant inde• 
pendent variables for a given body a.re Re, Fr and O'. Following the preceding 
development we again imagine a series of experiments to be performed, all at the 
same Re and Fr, so that for small angular velocities 

Cy=n'(ac~) . (8.13) an n ' =o 
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A similar result holds for CMc. Furthermor e, 

CMc •Crxi 

where 
, x, 

XJ ""/· 

Again,xJ is only constant for given values of V and n. 
8.2.3 Combined Tron.slation Olld Rotation 

(8.14) 

(8.1 S) 

Figure 8.3 shows that there are two admissible forms of steady combined motion in 
which both parasitic motions are performed simultaneously. In theory we could at 
least proceed as before and define a 'hydrodynamic centre' for the combined motion . 
If this were done an appropriate sign convention for the components of the resultant 
fluid force F would need to be defined. We should also have to accept the complica• 
tion that may be seen in Fig. 8.3, namely, that the angle of incidence and the velocity 
vary from point to point along Cx. 

Inst ead of proceeding along these lines we shall now make a fresh assumption: 
henceforth we shall consider only 'small' parasitic motions. 

Suppose the composite motion is as shown in Fig. 8.7. The velocity V and angle 
of incidence 8 are arbitrarily defin ed as those prevailing at C. There will once more 
be a resul tant fluid force F which can be resolved into components X and Y. These 
compon ents may be made dimensionless as before so that we may expect the 
following functional relationship to hold: 

Cy= ~,(R t , Fr, p, n') . (8.16) 

Thus , to a first approximation for small parasitic motions, Taylor's theo rem shows 
that 

Fig. 8.7 
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(8.18) 

In other words, both Cy and CMc have the values obtained from superimposing the 
translation and the rotation separately on the reference motion. The dimensionless 
force Cx, on the other hand, is given approximately by 

p' (a'cx) n'' (a'cx) Cx ""CT+- '7-:2 +- ~ 
2! a(J i,• o• O' 2! an• IJ"'O•O' 

(8.19) 

where Cy is the coefficient of total resistance in the absence of parasitic motion. 
We may recall that the force X and th e total resistance for the reference motion 
Rr are both in the opposite direction to Vrer and are th erefore directed along-Cr. 

Equations (8.17) and (8.18) suggest that the body shown in Fig. 8 .7 can best be 
thought of as having the fluid forces indicated in Fig. 8.8 acting on it. Subscripts H 
and J are used to distinguish the two transverse forces. That is, YH would act at H 
if there were no angular velocity n. and Y1 would act at J if there were no angle of 
incidence fl The total force X merely acts along - Cx and there is no point in separ
ating it into identifiable components in the same way. 

Fig. 8.8 

The nuid forces X, Y and the moment Mc are of major importance in the prob
lems to be investigated. It is therefore natural to ask whether or not they can be 
calculated . Brieny and roughly they are far easier to estimate for a parasitic transla
tion than fora rotation. A great deal of relevant data from the field of aerodynamics 
are available for the steady now of a constant-density nuid past a symmetric body 
when there is a constant angle o( incidence. 

Data are rather more scarce for the effects of the parasitic angular velocity n. 
This is not because the problem is ofless importance in aeronautics, but rather it is 
far more difficult to solve. The reason is that yawing cannot be studied as a problem 
of steady flow, but some ground can be gained by developing the techniqu es sug
gested in Chapter S. 

In the discussion of the dynamics of marine vehicles in Chapter JO we shall 
examine ways of measuring the various components of nuid force. It transpires 
that all of those mentioned so far can be measured fairly readily by means of 
models. 
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8.3 Steady Motion or Control Swf_, 

We have referred so far to a body rather than to a control surrace or a hull . From 
now on it will be necessary to distinguish between the motion of a control surface 
and that of the vehicle to which it is attached . The convention shown in Table 8.3 
will therefore be adopted. 

Table 8.J Con~ntion for 1ymbol1. 

Quantity 

Velocity ore 

Anf.le of incidence 

Symbo l used for: 

Discussion 
in Stction 8.2 

Control 
surface 

u 

Vehicle 
or hull 

Suppose that the 'body' referred to in the previous section now has a symmet ric 
hydro foil section. For our present purposes it is assumed to be well separated from 
the hull (o r fuselage) to which it is attach ed so that the flow onto it is 'clear'. The 
body has our postulated symmetry and can be thought of as moving always in a 
plane (and never parallel to its own axis of rotation ). Within our assumptions it is 
thu s possible to describe the motion of a control surface such as that shown in 
Fig, 8.9(a) in terms of that shown in Fig. 8.9(b). That is, the body will now be 
identified with a control surface. 

The contro l surface represented in Fig. 8.9(a) may be taken to be typical of spade 
rudders (used extensively on naval ships), hydroplanes on submarines and stabilizen. 
More details on these devices are given later, but here we need only note that for 
the trapezoidal plan form shown bH is the span corresponding to the section contain• 
ing the hyd rodynamic centre H. The overall size of a conventional control surface is 
usually far smaller than the vehicle to which it is attached and, furthermore, the 
linear dimensions are a good deal less than the radius of its turning circle during 
rotation. This implies that U and er scarcely vary along the fore.and-aft axis of sym
metry (the chord length) at any spanwise location on the cont rol surface. Conse
quently, the effects of rotation on the behaviour of the cont rol surface are negligible 
and so only translation needs to be examined. 

If the angular velocity n can be neglected in sttady motion, it is pennis.sible to 
neglect inertia forces also since the body translates only with constant speed, With 
negligible inertia forces the centre of mass C is no longer of concern, and only the 
hydrodynamic centre and the ax.is of the stock 00 are thetefore shown in 
Figs. 8.9(a) and (b). The position of His de termined by (i) the angle of incidence a, 
(ii) th e velocity U, and (iii) the geometry of the control surface, all of which are 
constant (o r are assumed so) for steady flow. Thus for operation in clear flow the 
geometry of the motion will be as shown in Fig. 8.10 . The angle of incidence a and 
the angle of deflection t depicted in Fig. 8.10 are considered positive. The forward 
velocity U of the contr ol surface relative to the fluid has neither the magnitude nor 
the direction of the velocity Vof the vehicle. This is because (i) the presence of the 
vehicle in the fluid may significantly change the streamline pattern about the control 
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0 

1,1 

surface from that experienced by the control surface with the vehicle absent and 
(ii) the point O on the control surface lies at a greater distance from A than does C. 

8.3.1 Forcn and Moment Applied to the Hull 

The fluid forces X and Y act at H. (The subscripts H and J are dropped for the con
trol surface as there is no significant force associated with J. ) The resultant fluid 
force F may be resolved into any pair of convenient directions (not only those of X 
and Y, along and perpendicu lar to the NN axis respectively, as shown in fig. 8. 11 ). 
Now a designer will be concerned principally with the directions aJong and across 
Ct, the axis of symmetry of the parent vehicle, for it is to obtain the force compon• 
ent perpendicular to Ct that the control surface is instaJled, Let us therefore 
resolve F accordingly, as in Fig. 8.12, and thereby obt ain 

P •Xcost + Ysin t (8 .20) 

Q • - X sin t t Y cos t (8.21) 

where the deOection of the control surface, t. is positive. Clearly, when t is negative 
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C, 

Fil,. 8.11 

we must replace Y in Equations (8.20) and (8.2 1) by - Y. It follows that P always 
acts in the - Cx direction, but the s.ign of Q is opposite to that off. The system of 
Ouid forces acting on the control surface can be represented as shown in Fig. 8. 13, 
where 'Oow straightening' is neglected. 

A positive clockwise moment Mo is applied by the fl uid to the cont rol surface 
about the axis 00 and will be given by (see Fig. 8.11) 

Mo • Y • OH (8.22) 

if H is abaft 0. This moment is counterac ted by a torque in the stock whose magni
tude is equal to Mo but in the opposite direction. Thus 

Go • Y • HO• - Mo (8.23) 

as shown in Fig. 8.13 . The signs of Mo and Go are reversed, of course , when a is 
negative. 

The control surface has to be dragged through the Ouid by the vehicle, which 
must overcome the force P (i.e. a resistance) to do so. We would normally wish the 
magnitude of P to be a minimum, which suggests that the magnitudes of a and r 
must be kept smaU for control purposes . The force Q is applied , i the stock and 
its reaction on the parent vehicLe provides the reason why the contro l surface is 

Fig. 8.13 
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Installed. As far as possiMe, therefore, we wish to maximize the magnitude of Q for 
given values of cund ')'. The torque Go must be applied to the control surface by its 
operating gear. 

If the magnitude of the denection angle f is always smaU, then to a first approxi• 
mation 

P • X 

Q = Y. 

(8.24) 

(8.25) 

It follows that a designer would prefer to have a fairly large value for the magnitude 
or 

(aCy) 
aa (1• 0 · 

Unfortunately, a large value of this parameter usually implies that a hydrofoil 
section will stall (see Section 6.3.3) at a small angle of incidence. Furthennor e, 
problems of control become severe since one would then be concerned with very 
smaU changes in a accompanied by large forces and torques . 

The question of how large the operating shaft of a control surface should be is a 
vitally important one. In general, it must sustain the opera ting torque , bending, and 
direct )oading, and it must be stressed accordingly. The stress calculations are often 
based on drastic simplifications. In particular it is usual to regard the loading as 
being essentially slatic, and thus the theory of Chapter 3 can be used where appro
priate. While it is not our purpose to discuss this subject here it will be of use to 
introduce it briefly by reference to •spade'-type control surfaces, that is surfaces 
supported solely by their stocks, such as 1he example shown in Fig. 8.9. The 
bending momen t in the stock at the root of the co ntrol surface might be taken as 

(Xl + y l)l/l xbH, 

in view of the equivalent force system shown in Fig. 8.1 J. Note that the position of 
H depends inrer alia on the angle of inciden ce. 

8.3.2 Lift ond 0..0, For<n 

It has been explained that, to all inten ts and purposes, control surfaces perfonn 
only a significant parasitic motion in translation. Without rotation and the uncer
tainty of locating the side force, there is no ambiguity in the definition of a. When 
lhis is the case it is common to refer to lift and drag components rather than to X 
and Y (or XH, YH)- Since the literature is largely based on this alternative approach 
it is worthwhile iUustrating it here. 

The theoretical approach and the assumptions made for the Ouid forces remain 
as before, so that, in particular, we may still refer to a 'hydrodynamic centre' H. 
The fluid force Fis resolved in the directions along (the drag force,D) and perpen
dicular to (the lift force, L) the velocity U, as shown in Fig. 8.14. (The directions 
of L and D shown in fig. 8.14 are by convention positive.) The dimensionless force 
coefficients are then 

D 
Co• \pU'1' (8 .26) 

and the fluid moment about the centre of mass C is exactly as before (except that 
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u 

Fig. 8.14 

both Land D contribute to Mc instead of jus t Y). Moreover, for small a:, 

(acL) CL =er -
3a: o:a.O 

(8.27) 

where the slope of the lift curve at er • 0 depends principally on Rt and Fr for 
most marine vehicles. 

The relationfflip that exists between X an d Y on the one hand and L and D on 
the other is easily shown to be 

X=- - l sin at D cos a 

Y =-- L cos a: - D sin er. 

(8 .28) 

(8.29) 

Both X and Yar e negative quantities for the system shown in Fig. 8.14 . If the angle 
or incidence is small, then t o a first-order approximation 

X•D 
Y •- L 

which is an anticlockwise moment. 

(8 .30) 

(8.31) 

(8 .32) 

Most of the data available for control surfaces are presented in tenns of lift and 
drag forces [ 1 J, but note that this appro ach is not so helpful for bodies which can 
possess significant angular velocity (such as hulls). 

Care has been taken always to relate Ouid forces and moments to a:, the angle of 
incidence, and not to t, the angle of deflection . If the 'straight ening of Oow' effect 
that is sometimes allowed for (as shown in Fig. 8.10) is neglected the situat ion 
shown in Fig. 8,15 arises. It is necessary to distinguish carefully between three 
angles: a the angle of incidence~ r the angle of incidence that the control surface 
would have (due to motion of the parent vehicle) if it were undeflected; and t the 
angle of deflection . 
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Fis- 8.15 

The fluid forces X, Y and the moment Mo applied to the control surfaces cor res• 
pond to the angle of incidence o-, which means that P, Q and Go also correspond to 
th.is angle of incidence . However, these quantities may be equally thought of H 
corresponding to t - -,. This is a convenient approach in the dylJ'1mics of marine 
vehicles. 

8.3.3 ---Co,uitk,otio,u 
It has been shown that a designer would like to have large values of both 
(I) (acL/ao). . 0 or (aCy/ooJ. • o and (li) the stalling angle. These two requlrtments 
are to some extent mutually oppoaed. The first is promoted by hiving a suitable foil 
section for the control surface and by having a large aspect ratio . The effect of 
aspect ratio on the lift coefficient for a given hydrofoil section is shown $Chematically 
in Fig. 8.16. For thin hydrofoil sections, operating at high Reynolds numbers, 

lltR • 5.0 2.0 1.33 1.0 0.80 0.157 

1.2 ~ODD □□ 

lncidenot anglt,. • 

Fig. 8.16 Relative effect or aspect ratio,« on the lift coefficient o r rectanculu plan aerofoill.. 
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Equation (6.43c) of Section 6.3.4 can be used to detennine the slope of the lift 
curve of a rectangular-plan hydrofoil. It can be seen in Fig. 8.16 that aspect ratio 
has little effect on the maximum value of CL for a given hydrofoil . Unfortunately, 
a high aspect ratio not only tends to produce early stall (i.e. at low o:) but also 
raises questions of strength and of vulnerability to obstructions. 

The quantitie s (aCLJacr)o. 0 and stalling angle are clearly of great importance. 
As a consequence they arc studied experiment ally in wind tunnels, water tunnels 
and water channels. The results of th ese tests arc tabulated for different proftles 
(i.e . shapes in side view), section shapes, tip shapes, directions (ahead or astern) and 
so on. In addition, a variety of ad hoc model tests are conducted on control surfaces, 
including simulated huU effects and free-running models. The best response from 
control surfaces occurs when they are fitted close to the hull. This precept is followed 
in warship design but is often completely discarded where ships such as tankers are 
concerned. 

Inevitably empiricism creeps into th e theory of control surfaces, because any 
usably simple theory must perforce be very highly idealized. Considerable emphasis 
is therefore made on the compilation and mode of presenting data[IJ. Some of 
these data will be summarized and discussed in Section 8.6 . 

8.4 Control of Steady Motion in the Horizontal Plane 

We turn now from an isolated control surface to something which at first sight may 
seem very different - the hull of a marine vehicle. To a very good approximation it 
may be assumed that th e forces acting on a hull in a direction normal to the water 
surface arc in equilibrium. Unless there is an excessive list a vertical plane of sym• 
metry will detennine Cx for most vessels. again at least to good accuracy. In short, 
the conditions of our earlier discussions are met. The hull itself acts as a very large 
control surface, albeit an inefficient one. 

Motion is taken to be in the horiz.ontal plane and. for the sake of definiteness, 
reference is made to a conventional surface sh.ip. It must be noted at the outset that 
yaw motion is not negligible. (The minimum diameter of a ship's turning circle is 1.1 

little as three or four sh.ip lengths; thus Y and fj vary significantly from point to 
point along the centre line.) It has already been explained that H normally lies 
forward of C when C is placed in the midships region. Moreover,XJ may be positive 
or negative according to whether J is forward or aft of C (although the product Y1x 1 
is always negative). Note that, in the figures, Hand J are both placed forward of C 
so as to indicate what positive XH and x 1 imply. 

Suppose that a ship under way performs a small parasitic motion of drift only, so 
that it is subjected to a fluid force which has a nonzero moment Mc . The ship will 
therefo re commence to accelerate in yaw. In other words , a steady motion cannot 
generally exist in which the ship drifts without yawing. If instead th e ship yaws 
without drift (so that its fore-and-aft axis is always tangential to its circular path), 
the fluid force again produces an unbalanced moment abou t C. This will tend to 
swing the centre line Cx out of the tangential direction and so produce drift. We 
conclude that s1eady motion must either take place along a straight path containing 
Cx or else it must entail both yaw and drift t ogether. 

The purpose of a rudder is to control the combined motions of yaw and drift. 
The question of how a rudder functions in this capacity is considered shortly . first, 
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however. the possibility of yaw and drift of the hull )11ithout a rudder needs to be 
examined, and this requir es an inveuigation of directional stability. 

8.4.1 1)11,c,/ona/ Stability of a Hull 

A ship with its rudder held undeflected (i.e. in the fore-and-aft direction) would be 
expected to be capable of only motion ahead. It is found in Chapter 10 that under 
certain circumstances motion ahead can be only a theoretical possibility rather 
than an actual capability. If the vehicle is direction ally unstable, steady motion in 
the horizontal plane without any parasitic motion is not possible. for any slight 
departur e from straight ahead motion will be magnified by the Ouid forces. On the 
oth er hand, if the ship is directionally stable a slight disturbance will tend to die 
away. 

The phenomenon of directional instability is now introduced in a preliminary 
and elementary fashion. The discussion is based on the fact that when a ship is 
actually at the boundary of instability it will depart from motion .thead infinitely 
slowly. During this departur e we assume that steady conditions prevail and suppose 
that the ship turns to starboard. The forces acting on the ship are then as shown in 
Fig. 8.J 7. except that those in the fore.and-aft direction have been omHted. (The 
force Xis balanced by the propulsor thrust T.) Evidently, for small (j and n. 

(8.33) 

for eq uilibrium of forces perpendicular to Cx and, on taking moments about an 
axis through C perpendicular 10 the plane Cry we obtain, for steady motion, 

(8.34) 

However, if the sum of the moments of the external fluid forces obeys the 
cond ition 

(8.35) 

there is a net moment about the centre of mass C tending to nullify the angular 
velocity n (and hence (j). This, !hen, is a rough-and-ready criterion of directional 
stability. When we discuss unsteady motion we shall examine the implication of 
this crit erion. (This is in fact a degraded form of the correc t inequality which must 
be satisfied if directional stability is to prevail, and it is not suggested that this 

,r,VQ 

v, 

Fig. 8.17 
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derivatio n of it is satisfactory, or even persuasive. Our purpose at this stage is merely 
to point out that there is the possibility of a problem.) 

8.4.l Hull-Rudd,r C,,mbiMlion 

By installing a rudder, forces P and Q can be applied along and perpendic ular to 
the centre line of the hull. Suppose initially that a ship has its rudder attached at 
the point O shown in Fig. 8.18(a). This is, admittedly , an odd place to put it but 
we can always place O aft of C if required. The forces applied to the hull may be 
regarded in th e alternative way shown in fig. 8.18(b). The simplification of the 
second approach (in which Go is omitt ed) arises because the torqu e is internal -
the system comprises the hull plu$ rudder. It is the second approach, which uses the 
hydro dynamic centre of the rudder Ras depicted in fig. 8.18(b), that will now be 
developed. 

,., C + 

Fig. 8.18 

If the motion of the ship may be regarded as being (a) perfonned solely in the 
horizontal plane, and (b) steady, so that n is constant (and hence(! measured at C 
is also constan t), then the forces acting on the ship reduce to : (i) thrust T; (ii) hull 
side force YH arising from drift ; (iii) hull side force YJ arising from yaw; (iv) total 
hull resistance X ; (v) rudder resistance P; (vi) rudder side force Q ; and (vii) inertia 
force m VO applied at C. Note that a further assumption related to the rudder and 
hull forces has been included . These forces are taken to act in the same horizontal 
plane or, at least, departures from one plane are negligible. With R kept at the 
strange position forward of C for the moment, we see that the forces acting on the 
ship are as shown in Fig. 8 .19 (but with either XJ or Y1 negative). 

The forces P and Qar e, in effect , placed at the comma nd of the helmsman and it 
is with these that he cont rols n. But variations of n call fluid forces into being 
which tend to alter (!, the angle of incidence at C. Hence the helmsman controls n 
and ft by adjustment of P and Q (although these latt er forces are not independent 
of each other). By resolving forces along Cr, Cy and taking moments about C the 
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Fig. 8.19 

equations of motion are obtained as follows: 

T-X-P•mvns in~ 

YH+YJ - Qsmvn cos(J 

X tt YH + x JYJ -QxR z Q 

where either x1 or Y1 is negative. 

8.4.3 Position of 1M Rudder 

n 

(8.36) 

(8 .37) 

(8.38 ) 

It is well known that the rudder of a ship is normally placed at the stern and we 
may now give one reason why this is so. The o bject of installing a rudder is to cause 
the ship to yaw and by so doing to obtain an angular velocity n. Its perfonnance 
may be assigned a figure of merit based, for example, on the ratio {l/Q. In forming 
this ratio~ is assumed to be small so that Equation (8.37) is reduced to 

YH + Y1 - Q•mVU. (8 .39) 

Unfort unately, Y1 depends upon {l and so we cannot use Equatio n (8.38) with 
Equation (8.39) to obtain Q/Q directly. If, however, the approximation 

(oY,) Y1:!!n - = nY n an n ... o 
(8.40) 

is used for small n, it is found that 

n XR - XH 

Q = (m V - y n )XH + y n XJ . 
(8.41) 

A dimensionless figure of merit is therefore obtained as 

ru; Q n· xR xi, 
V ½Pli v2 "'Q'"' (m' - Cr 0 )x~ + Crn x j 

(8.42) 
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where the primes onx denote dimensionless ratios of lengths. In addition 

m'• m/\p/3 ; Cyn = Yn/\p/ 3 V. (8.43) 

Note tha t the dependen ce of XJ on n is ignored because, by Taylor's theorem, the 
moment YJ XJ and the force Y1 are both roughly proportional to n . For a good 
rudder performance I O'/Q' I must be as large as possible. 

If the rudder were mount ed so that its hydrodynami c cent re R coincided with 
the hydrodynamic centre Hof the huU in drift, then xa :ii= x!i and the rudder would 
produce no steady yawing motion. The largest vaJue of l n /Q' I is obtained if R is 
as far away from H as possible, that is, if XR is large and negative. This accounts 
(at least in large measure) for the location of th e rudder at th e stem of a ship. 

With reference to th e nonnal stem-fitted rudder, it is of interest to see how a sttip 
behaves when this rudd er is put over. When a vessel executes a •circle manoeuvre' it 
first proceeds in a straight line a t constant speed. The rudder is then moved to some 
selected deflect ion and the ship 's path is not ed. The path is usually of the general 
fonn shown in Fig, 8. 20. After an initial transient motion the vessel begins to tum 

t 
........._ Rudder deflection 

appli ed 

Appro«h 

Fig. 8.20 The circle manoeuvre. 
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in a circle. We arc concerned here only with this second phase. during the counc of 
wttich the forces applied to th e s)up are as shown in Fig. 8.21, where it is assumed 
th at x 1 < 0 and Y1 > 0. figur e 8.22 shows an act ual mod el executing a circle 
man oeuvre in a large test tank. A number of positions of the mod el have been 
expo sed on one negative in order to produce a composite pictu re. 

We must also mention th e locations of the hydrodynamic centres H and J. lt is 
tempting to refer to these points as if they are fixed in the ship . This , however, is 
not strictly true, and_ ind eed dimensional analysis indicate s that 

xH • T = function (Re, Fr, t1) 

xj = T • function (Re. Fr, n'). 

(8.44) 

(8.45) 

How sensitive th ese functions are on the values of th e dimensionless groups is itself 
a quite important matter. 

Fig.. 8.21 

8 .4 .4 Some Comments on Rudd« INsi,-n 

In the above discussion it was assumed that the ship proceeds normally in calm 
water and calm weather so that its response is dict a ted entire ly by the rudde r. Titls 
is a simplification because wind and waves significant ly affect manoeuvrability and 
co ntrol. for exampl e , a large superstructure forward may hind e r a ship turni ng into 
th e wind . 

A mor e sub tle, yet equal ly basic, assumpt ion has been made, namely, th at the 
sh.ip possesses the ability to proceed in a stra ight line . As we have indicate d, prob lems 
of dynam ic instability do a rise in ships, nota bly in large tanke rs. These problems 
arc also commo n in aircraft, the behavio ur of which ca n be ma terially affected by 
the shape and posi tion of control surfaces and th e e lasticit y o f th eir contro l circuits . 

In th e design of sh.ips' rudders, although some considerat ion is given lo berthing 
and manoeuvring in confined wate rs, attention is mainly dir ected at manoeuvring 
and co ntrol under way at nonnal ahead speeds in ope:n wat er (as assumed up to 
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Fie. 8.22 A model ship performing a circk manoeuvre. 

now.) A variety of other technique s arc available for 'low-speed' manoeuvring, for 
example, the use of 1Ugs, restraint of motion ahead by wires and ropes (or 'springs'), 
the differential usc of propcUcrs, the usc of thrusters and so forth. 

The design of a rudder is - or should be - determined by the requirements of 
pcrfonnance in manouevring, directional stability and control. Unfortunat ely, as 
things stand at present. these requirements arc neither very specific no r quan1ita1ively 
expressed, so that rudder design is not an exact science. Consequently, for surface 
ships, rudder features such as size, speed of operation, maximum deflection and so 
on are usually based on the 'cvolu1ion' of previous practice. Although the present 
discussion is restricted to steady motions tran&icnt conditions arc also important. 
In particular , there can be no question in the design process of ignoring the speed 
of operation of control surfaces. 

Now the de&ign of a rudder is inextri cably linked with hull design, since the 
latter detcnnincs the type s of rudder that could be used, the position of the rudder 
and some limiting dimensions. The process of evolulion of rudder-hull combina
tions can be demonstrated in the approximat e way depicted in Fig. 8.23. To 
improve the turnin g characteristics of earlier vessels (although at the same lime. 
presumably, decreasing directional stability) the deadwood (area o f skeg) was reduced 
and, to reduce operating torques, 'balanced rudders' were introduced . Little dead
wood is needed on 'knif e-like ' naval hulls with their large propeUers, but there is a 
need for 'feathers on the arrow' in beamicr vessels for directional stability . Note 
that, in the latter case, the ·feathers' will be totally ineffective in improving direc
tional stability if they do not protrude through the region of separated flow near 
the stern. 
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figure 8.23(c) shows an unbalanced rudder, of the type used on Brunel's Great 
Britain, for whkh a number of pintles were used to support the limited strength of 
the rudder and its shaft. The rudder in Fig. 8.23(d) is the balanced spade type, 
which is on many naval ships and fast craft. In naval ships, the after cut-up is long 
and the rudder can be sufficiently smaU so that strength problems with the rudd er 
stock are not too severe. Furthermore, steering gear can be kept compact, an 
important feature for small, fast marine vehicles. The 'gnomen' or 'skeg' rudder in 
Fig. 8.23(e) is used largely on merchant ships, where the size of the rudder calls 
for additional support to the rudder bearing. However, the lower portion of the 
rudder can be used to balance the torque partially if required. 

Whenever possible, rudders are placed in a propeUer race for greater effect, so 
that U > V. The now downstream from a propeller operating in a wake is exceedingly 
complex and yet the rudd er is still required to operate effectively . Remarkably, 
this type of arrangement works well and is a great asset when manoeuvring at slow 
speeds or from rest. The augmentation of V by a propeller race at nonnal ahead 
speeds usually means that Uis 10-30 per cent greater than V. 

Although many semi-empirical rules exist for estimating rudder forces and tor
ques, these are at present very crude. (The basis on which bending moment and 
torque in a rudder stock is nonnally assessed has already been mentioned.) The 
ru les adopted ( 1- 3) are most often based on statics, although the largest angles of 
incidence are likely to occur during transient manoeuvres. Unsteady conditions of 
transient motion into or out of a turn (during the process of applying a deflection 
or arising from any other source) may require special considerations, however, and 
estimates of rudder forces are often checked by ad hoc model tests. 

The designer must remember that hydrodynamic centr es shift when a vessel runs 
astern, and that the rudder then operates in clear water and not in the propeller 
race. A rudder is not the most robust part of a ship; when a ship is docked for 
overhaul it is of ten found that the back end. comprising the propeller and the rudder, 
needs care and att ention. 

8.S ConbOI of Steady Motion in the Veniaol Plane 

For reasons of pressure-hull strength, most submarines are confined to a depth range 
of only two or three times their own length. This means that the handling character• 
istics in the vertical plane are of crucial importance, particularly at high speed. 

As speeds of less than Sm s- • (~ 10 knots) hydrostatic forces becom e increas
ingly important and eventually predominate. But, for speeds greater than this (and 
IS ms- , about 30 knots, is the likely max.imum for the present). hydrodynamic 
effects bepn to predominate. These hydrodynamic effects arise from now over : 

(i) the hull, which (as with a ship) acts like an inefficient, but very large, lifting 
surface;and 

(ii) hydropl anes, that is.control surfaces whose interaction with the hull requires 
examin ation. 

Modern submarines usually have circular frames which have a common longi• 
tudinal axis. It is convenient to take Cr parallel to this axis and to make this the 
direction of V in translation for zero fluid force in the perpendicular direction by 
suitably choosing the zero settings of the hydroplanes. Even if there were no such 
readily identifiable ax.is in the struccure, Cx can·still be selected arbitrarily (so deter• 
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mining the 'level keel' conditio n) and then made the d irection of V for zero fluid 
force in the perpendicular direction during 1ransla1ion parallel to Cx. 

As with the previous example of a surface vessel, the system of forces applied to 
a submarine (in Fig. 8.24) in the direction normal to the plane of the diagram is in 
equilibrium. Here, however, the equilibrium is a result of symmetry. In other 
words, the submerged submarine moving in the vertical plane provides a problem to 
which the theory of Section 8.2 can be readily adapted. (We have already seen that 
motion in the horizontal plane is aJso of this type.) 

Horiron tal 

Fig. 8.24 

Once more we consider small but steady perturbations of a st eady reference 
motion along Cr. Motion in the vertical plane will be referred to the axes Cx, Cz 
(rather than Cr, Cy) with z measured positive downwards. The relevant perturba • 
lions are now: (i) heave velocity of translation, which is posi tive downwards~ and 
(ii) angular velocity of pitching, which is positive when the bo ws rise. 

It may be recalled that the steady motion of a control surface permits a useful 
simplilicalion to be made, namely that rotation can be ignored. For a completely 
different reason the same assumption can be made for submarine manoeuvres in 
the vertical plane. If the submarine is in trim the upward buoyancy force equals 
the weight. This means that when Cx is inclined at an ang.le 8 to the horizon tal , as 
shown in Fig. 8.24, there is a hydrostatic righting couple Whsin8 ~ Wh8, where h 
is the distance betwe en the centres of mass and buoyancy. It is therefor e impossible 
for a steady state of motion to exist in wh.ich pitching occurs, for pitching entails 
variations of 8. (Note that this argument does not apply to aeronautical vehicles 
because buoyancy effects are then usuaUy neg,Jigible.) 

8 .S.I Hydr oplan~s 

It is common practice to provide hydroplanes both forward and af t. Neverth eless, 
satisfactory control can be achieved with after hydroplanes alone, although forward 
hydroplanes are very useful at low speeds. However, the boat can only maintain 
constant depth with an even keel, that is with Cx horizontal, when both forward 
and after hydrop lanes are filled. Th.is cannot be done with only after hydropla nes 
because, unlike a torpedo, a submarine is not axially symmetric (owing to the 
presence of a bridge fin). Consequently, the hull of the boat experiences both a 
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fluid force and a fluid moment about C in the vertical plane when Cx is hori zontal. 
Only if both forward and after hyd roplanes are fitted is it possible with Cx horizomal 
to cou nter both the force and moment. The settings of the hydroplanes required to 
do this are termed the 'balance angles'.t If after hydroplanes alone are fitted, the 
boat can proceed at constant depth only by running with Cc inclined (as well as 
with the after hydroplanes deflected). 

Note t hat these considerations apply to a boat t hat is in t rim, th at is, in a state 
of 'neutral buoyancy'. There is no real need for a boat 10 be exactly in trim, how
ever, except at very low speeds where hydrostatics prevail. In fact submarines are 
o ften run somewhat light (or 'p osit ively buoyant'). In such drcu ms1ances rather 
diff erent hydroplan e seuings are necessary 't o ho ld the boat down' and these will 
vary with speed. 

When the hydroplanes are aligned with th e local flo w they do not produ ce a 
lift force ; the settings are then known as the 'no-lift' (or 'inoperative') angles. 
Usually the no-lift settings are virtually parallel to Cx. Now for the purpose of 
reference it is desirable to decide what th e 'zero' sett ing shall be . Generally , it is the 
setting parallel to Cc, but if this diffe rs greatly, by more than 5°, say , from the no
lift cond ition then the latt er is taken t o define the zero angles. For the least hydro 
dynamic resistance th e balance and no-lift angles o f a set of hydroplanes should be 
clo se to gether, but this depends on th e symmetry of the boat. 

At each pair of control surfaces (i.e. hydro planes) the forces P and Q. respectively 
parallel and perpendicular to Cc , may be adjust ed. Thus, if ther e are hydroplanes 
fore and aft the forces exerted upon the hull are as shown in Fig. 8 .25. Let the 
resuJtant of QF and QA be Q, so that Q is th e resultant hydroplane force parallel to 
0. The force Q may be found from th e equat ion defining (i) the resulfant force 

Fig. 8.25 

t In some cases the balance an,-les are not set for a ho rizontal Cx u this would require cxcc~sivc 
deflections, limit ifll. the scope of con trol on one side :rnd increuin,: the resistance to motion of 
the boat. Under these conditions the balanc:e angle$ are chosen fot a small uim angle on the 
boat. 
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normal to Cx and (il) the net moment about C as shown. respecti vely, in Equations 
(8.46) and (8.47): 

Q•QA +Qf 

XQ = -xAQA +xrQr 

Whence, 
_ xrQF - xAQA 
X = . 

Q, +QA 

(8.46) 

(8.47) 

(8.48) 

Thus, by adjusting the hydroplane se1tings Q may be moved along the Cx ax.is so 
lhat, in theory, 

-<i<-. 
For the sake of convenience and conciseness, the following anaJysis of submarine 
motio n will be developed in tenns of the equivalent force Q rather than the separate 
hydroplane forces Qr and QA. 

8.S.l Hllll-Hyd roplant Combination 

The resultant fluid force F acting on the hull may be resolved into components X 
which is positive in the direction - Cx and Z (the sign of wh.ich depends upon the 
sense of 1he angle of incidence /3) in the direction Cz. These components act at H, 
the hydrodynamic centre for translation, as indicated in Fig. 8,26(a), a statically 

Fig. 8.26 
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equivalent system being that of Fig. 8.26(b) . A positive v.t.lue of /J produces a down
ward positive force Z; that is, /J > 0 when Cr is inclined below the direction of Y, as 
in Fig. 8.26(a) . (Of course we could consider hull lift and drag forces, so that F 
may be resolved in directions parallel and perpendicular to the velocity V. But for 
reasons that will become apparent the directions Cx, Cz are more convenient.) 

The complete assembly of forces and moments applied to the submarine during 
steady motion is as shown in fig. 8.27. There are no inertia forces since the vessel is 
supposed only to perform a motion of translation at constant speed. ln what follows 
the mom<:nts of Pr, PA and T about Cy are disregarded on the grounds that they 
are all undirectional and (in the cases to be examined) more or less constant. We 
shall also assume that the angles 9 and fJ are small. 

0 

z 
w 

Fig. 8.27 

The equations governing the steady motion of translation a.re derived by resolving 
forces along Cx and Cz and by taking moments about an axis through C which is 
perpendicular to the Cxz plane (in fig. 8.27). The results are, respectively, 

T - PF - PA - X • O 

Z - Q • O 

ZxH + ll'h6 - (p • 0 

(8.49) 

(8.50) 

(8.51) 

The assumption o f steady motion implies, from Equation (8 .50), that Z adjusts to 
the magnitude of Q, applied by the hydroplanes , through a change of tJ. Moreover. 
8 will adjust itself to ensure equilibrium. If Q is eliminated from Equations (8.50) 
and (8.51) it is found that 

(8.52) 

and we may note that in any nonnal craft xH > 0 and also that.xH varies litt le with 
forward speed for small tf. 

Equation (8.50) shows that if Q is negative (upwards)Z is positive (downwards) 
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and thus 13 > 0, that is Cr is depressed below the direction of V. If, on the other 
hand, Q > 0 then Z < 0 and 13 < 0 and ex is above the direction of Y. This leads us, 
therefore, to two important operating conditions for submarines, namely, level trim 
and constant depth. 

(a) Mainterumce of level Trim 
To maintain level trim, that is forward motion with ex horizontal, 8 = 0 and so 
Equation (8.52) gives 

(8.53) 

That is, the equivalent hydro plane force Q must be applied at the hydrodynamic 
centre of the hull as indicated in fig. 8.28. The hydrodynamic centre is sometimes 
known as the 'neutral point' in this context. 

a 

Fig. 8.28 

(b) Maintenance of Constant Dtpth 
Ir th e direction of Vis horizontal and Q acts upwards,Z must be positive. To give 
the necessary angle of hull incidence 13, Cr is depressed so that 8 is negative. On the 
oth er hand, if Q acts downwards so that Z < 0, 13 < 0 and ex is raised giving 9 > 0. 
In either case, therefore, Equation (8.52) becomes 

(8.54) 

so that i <xH. 
In analogy with, for ex.ample, Equations (8.2) and (8.S) for steady motion of a 

ship in the horizontal plane the force Z may be expressed in the fonn 

(8.55) 

The coefficient a is given by 

a = \pl -(3Cz) 
ap ~·• 

(8.56) 

and is positive. Provided that V is not too low a can be considered independent of 
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hull Reynold s number . Since 6 = - 6 in this case 

- Wh 
x=xH - ;yr,=xn11, (8 .57) 

say. Equation (8 .S7) shows that Xcrlt < Xtt and so Q must now be applied aft of 
the neutral point H at a distance that varies inversely with V1 • Consequently. Q 
must be applied at the 'critical point' Sin conformity with Fig. 8.29. On the basis 
of these two special casts three significant p0ints can be identified on the Cx axis 
of a submarin e, namely , S, C and H as shown. 

For a given submarine moving forward at a constant velocity Vall thre e points 
S, C and Har e fixed. In general, therefore , the hydroplanes may be adjusted so that 
Q is forward of H, or in SH, or abaft S. These cast s will now be examined in tum . 

0 

Whfa V2I I 
I 

Position deoentb 

"""'"" 
Sma lltt v ~ Larg« V 

Fig. 8.29 
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( c) Q AppUed forward of H 
With Q upwards (and hence Z > 0 and P > 0) we now require (J > 0 in Equation 
(8.52) since X > XH. The motion is thus of the form shown in fig. 8.30. 

a 

Fig. 8.30 

(d) Q App/iedin SH 
In this case, i - Xcrit > 0 whether the critical point S is forward or aft of C. That 
is, 

i'-xuu = (•H + ~
8

) - ( '" - ~) =';-ce •~)>O. (8.58) 

In addition, X <xH so that, since Z > 0 for upward Q, Equation (8 .52) gives (J < 0. 
Consequently, Cx is inclined below the horizontal. Moreover, (J > 0 to give Z > 0. 
It follows that JJ > I (J I and the system is as shown in Fig. 8.31 . 

( e) Q Applied abaft S 
Now i - Xc rlt < 0 whether Sis forward or aft of C. Therefore 

(8 .59) 

But Z > 0, so that (J > 0 as always for upward Q, and also X <x H so that (J < O 
from Equation (8.52). Therefore,(}< 0 <JJand I (J I> I j.11 to give the system shown 
in Fig. 8.32. 

In the above examples an upward Q (and therefore positive Z) has been chosen by 
way of illustration. The argument for Q ac1ing downwards is straightforward to 
develop and results in a 'mirr or image' about the horizo ntal of the systems depict ed 
in Figs. 8.28- 8.32. 

(t) Position of Q fo r Most Effective Depth Changing 
The ability of a submarin e to dive or surface is clearly of paramount importance. 
Now the rat e of change of depth for a given magnitude of Q is proportional to the 
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a 

a 

Fig. 8.31 

inclination of V to the horizontal, that is to (J + 6, as shown in Fig. 8.27. The 
exp ression (8.58) allows the following identity to be written: 

- ""' ) X - Xcrit = z(B +'3 (8.60) 

Hence, for a given Q we require the maximum value of i - X crl i . Thal is, the distance 
of Q forward of S must be as large as possible. 

8.5.3 SolM Proctkol Notts on Hydroplann 

The force Q in the foregoing analysis is obtained by the use of hydroplanes, As 
already mentioned, they are usuaUy fitted fore and aft, the arrangement being as 
shown in Fig. 8.33. Sometimes (on American boats for example) the forward hydro
planes are mounted on the bridge fin, almost exactly over the neutral point H, so 
that they therefore become depth controUers only. Moreover, this location removes 
them from the vicinity of the fo rward sonar transducers and also makes them useful 
as gangways when the submarine is alongside. 

Sections 8.5.2(c) and (d) show that if the equ ivalent hydroplane force Q is for
ward of S an upward (negative) Q causes the boat to rise. Section 8.S.2(e) shows 
that an upward Q causes the boat to dive if Q is applied aft of S. The practical 
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arrangement shown in Fig. 8.33 is therefore based on the assumption that S is 
forward of th e after hydroplanes. It has been shown that S moves furth er aft at low 
speeds. In a practical submarine S lies al the after hydroplanes when V is about 
1-2 m s- 1 (=!!: 2--4 knots). This is known as the 'critical speed', and below it S lies 
abaft the after hydr oplanes . When V is less than the critical spted control by the 
after hydroplanes ther efore reverses , a fact which causes problems with deep-diving, 
low-speed submersibles. 

Suppose that a submarine has to rise and that an upward Q is applied. Assuming 
that Vis not too small, and that the cases examined in Sections 8.S.2(c) and (d) are 
therefore relevant , X - Xcrit must be as large as possible . ln accordance with Section 
8.S .2(f) , Q must be appli ed as far forward of Sas possible. Now at low speeds Sis 
well a ft, so we should use the forward hydroplane,s for maximum rate of rise. But 
at high speeds Sis well forward, so that the after hydroplan es will provide the maxi• 
mum rate of rise with a downward force Qt. 

The main argument in favour of installing both forward and after hydroplanes is 
that Q can thereby be placed where it is want ed, that is, X can be adjusted. Th.is 
means that trim (i.e . tilt) and depth can be controlled independently , for if Q is 
applied at H, depth and not trim is altered, but if Q is applied at S (whose location 
varies with speed) trim and not depth is changed. 

8.6 Pmomm,c:e or Control Surfoces 

Although of vital impOrtanc e, it is ext remely difficult to calculate accurately the 
hydrodynamic forces and moments on control surfaces . The principal reasons for 
this lie in the exceedingly complex nature of the flow in which control surfaces 
operate. For example, the forward hydroplanes of a submarine are partially im
mersed, at the root, in the hull boundary layer. The after hydroplan es and rudd er 
may be totally immersed in the turbulent boundary layer, or even in th e separated 
flow, at the stem of the boat and may be affected by th e forward influence of the 
propell er. The rudder of a displacem ent ship or planing craft is deliberately placed 
downstream from the propell e r in order to take advantage of the high axial velocities 
in the propeller race. However, there will be occasions when the rotational velocities 
in the wake are a significant proport ion of the axial velociti es, for exampl e, when 
the propeller is highly loaded during acceleration phases such as getting underway 
from rest. The flow passing the rudder is then strong]y three-dimensional and will, 
of course, contain cavitation bubbl es shed from the propeller blades and boss. 
Consequently. rudders are not placed too close to propellers - say at one propeller 
radius downstream - and, furthennore, are offse t somewhat from the centre line of 
the propeller shaft. A given rudder may therefore operate partially in a propeller 
race but with the remainder of its surface in the hull wake. It is also usual for the 
shafts of high-speed craft to be inclined downwards in order to ensure propeller 
immersion under cruise conditions. The race th en passes over the rudder obliquely. 

As a result of the complexity of the flows about control surfaces it is, perhaps, 
not surprising to find that a number of rough-and-ready design criteria are in current 
use. Many of these rely on previous experience with ships of similar fonn and must 
therefore be employed with care when applied generally . ln some instances desirable 

t Note th at if H were very fat rorwud and S moved dose behind it at very high speeds, the 
forwud hydroplanes if aft o f S, would opetate i.n reverse fashion. 
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features become mutually opposed; one case has been discussed in Section 8.3.l 
and another concerns the turning qualities in response to rudder deOection which 
improve for a ship inherently unstable in motion ahead, such as some warships. 
Guidelines that have been adopted for the principal rudder parameters are as follows: 

(i) Size. Rudder area is selected as a proportion of the _product of the length of 
the hull at the water line (LwL) and the mean draught (T) in the fully laden con
dition. This proportion, or rudder area coefficient£, given by 

€ • rudder area/ f'LwL (8.61) 

is chosen in the light of previous designs. 

(ii) Speed of operation. Commonly, 2.33 deg s- • is taken as a minimum require
ment in order to provide a reasonable limit to the transient motion displayed, for 
example, in th e circle manoeuvre illustrated in Fig. 8.20. (Although we are con• 
cerned here with steady motion the time taken to reach that state is clearly import
ant and will be discussed in Chapter 10.) An alternative criterion is given in (I ) 
which uses the 'degree rate of rudder deOcction' iR as a proportion of the ratio of 
ship speed (V) to water-line length. Based on the work in [4} the criterion is given 
by 

! R ""46. 7....!:'.:... degrees, 
LwL 

(8.62) 

where fR is the rudder deflect ion ang]e and V and lwL are measured in consistent 
units of, for example, m s- 1 and m respectively. We then see that the rate of change 
of rudder denection depends on the size and speed of the ship so that, as might be 
expected, small, fast ships call for fast operation of the rudder. 

(ili) Maximum Deflection. The effectiveness of a rudder is largely lost when stall 
occurs along the whole span. This, therefo re, limits both th e denection rate and the 
maximum denection which is often set at 35 degrees. At a rate of 2.33 deg s- • it 
takes I 5 seconds to reach the maximum. Because the angle of incidence at the rudder 
is less than the denection angle a maximum ang]e of 45 degrees has sometimes been 
adopted in the knowledge that the nature of the hull forces and moments and not 
stall phenomena limits the useful rudder denection angle f I J. 
(iv) Number of Rudders . The choice depends on the number of propellers installed 
so that use can be made of speed augmentation by the propeller race. Multiple, for 
example twin, rudders must be well separated to avoid flow interference (cascade 
effect) between them. Two rudders with a total area equal to a sing]e, middle-line 
rudder would generally each have the same span and therefore each of the pair 
would have an aspect ratio about twice that of the sing]e rudder. Thus, at a gjven 
lift coefficient each twin rudder would have a lower angle of incidence than the 
single rudder, as indicated in fig.8.16, appropri ate to the ideal conditions described 
in Section 7.5. The flow onto the twin rudders during a tum is rather complicated, 
but in effect the rudders should be staggered across the now rather in the fonn of 
the wings of biplanes. 

(v) Rudd er Balance. The locat ion of the shaft attached to the rudder dictates the 
torque required to change or maintain the denection of a given rudder - hull com
bination. The choice depends on the capability of operating gear, the type of rudder 
and the extent to which rudder vibration can be tolerated. 
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8.6.1 Approx-tt Fo,,,,uJo, for RMddm 

Many formulae have been suggested for the calculation of rudder forces and an old 
one. used widely, is 

YR • 577SRU1sin h(N •' m- 4
) • l.12SRU' ,in IR(lbf •' fC"4 ), (8.63) 

where SR is the plan area of the rudder normal to the rudder side force YR and ER 
is the rudder deflection angle. The velocity U i.s that approaching the rudder and, 
for operation in the propeller race, is often taken as 30 per cent higher than the 
ship speed V. For a centre-line rudder of a twin-screw ship the augmentation is 
20 per cent. 

Gawn I 5) examined the formulae (8.63) in th e light of additional tests and data 
from aiicraft controls. As a result, the following expressions were recommended for 
the estimation of the side force on rudders in ahead and astern motion for ships 
with twin rudders fitted behind wing propellers: 

Aheod 

y. • 21.1s. v't. (N •' m- • d,g -• )' 0.041SR V1 ER(lbf ,, r,-• deg- •) 

(8.64) 

Astern 

Y, • 19.tS, V1!R(N s1 m-• deg- •) , 0.037S, V't,( lbf s2 ft - 4 deg- •) . 

(8.65) 

ln these expressions the true ship speed V i.s used, allowance being made in the 
coefficient for the effects of the propeller race. For middle-line rudders behind 
single screws the coefficient in Expression (8.64) becomes 18.0 N s'l m- • deg- 1 

(~ 0 .035 lbfs 2 ft -• deg- • ) for both ahead and astern motions. The corresponding 
coefficient for a middle-line rudder fitted to twin• and quadruple-screw ships is 
15.S N s2 m- • deg- • (~0.03 lbfs 2 rt - • deg- 1 ). It should be noted that these 
results were obtained from model and full-scale warships of generaJly fine form. 
Ships of higher block coefficient. such as many cargo carriers, have a greater wake 
(i.e. the wake fraction is high) and so the preceding numerical factors are reduced, 
perhaps by 10 per cent or so. 

The hydrodynamic cenue (i.e. centre of pressure) of the rudder must be located 
in order to calculate the shaft to rque. The appropriate rudder balance, consistent 
with the capability of the installed steering gear, may then be determined. On the 
basis of the data in (5) Gawn suggested that the hydrodyn amic centre of the rudder 
could be calcula1ed by dividing the rudder intQ horjzontal strips (normaJly perpen• 
dicular to the axis of the shaft) according to the actual planform and whether the 
strips of the rudder were in 'open• 0ow or immediately behind a skeg. The fore-and• 
aft (chordwise) position of the hydrodynamic centre of each strip was taken to be 
0.35 times the chord length aft of the leading edge for strips behind a skeg, with 
this figure becoming 0.31 for strips in 'open ' water. The rudder is essentially in 
'open' water for astern motion and so the latt er figure applies for the complete 
rudder. The local side forces can be summed to give the total side force and the 
local moments can be summed to give the total rudder torque which, after division 
by the total side force, yields the location of the hydrodynamic centre of the rudder 
relative to the axis of the shaft. 
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Although the preceding equations allow a straightforward calculation of forces 
and moments the resulu must be regarded as only approximate, Sometimes good 
predictions are obtained, fortuitously, but it must be appreciated that the formulae 
are based on rudder deflection angles and not local angles of incidence. Furthennore, 
the relationships are only likely to be applicable for high Reynolds number flows 
and for small angles of incidence. 

8.6.l Aa-moNbh Control Slu{0tt1 

A typical example of an all-movable control surface is that shown in Fig. 8.34 and 
it may be identified with a spade rudder or a submarine hydroplane. The geometry 
of such a control surface maybe apeclfied in terms of the variables given in Fig. 8.34, 
altho ugh the cross section usually varies from point to point along the span. At the 
root and tip of the control surface the chord length and section maximum thickness 
are, respectively, Cr, Ct and tr, t,. The mean chord lengthC=(cr +c 1)/2 and the 
corresponding mean tection maximwn thickness t • (t, + t 1)/2 if I varies linearly 
along the span. The hydrod)'lWlllc centre H ii located a spanwil< diltance bH 

A11ii of rotttion 
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Fig. 8.34 Geomeuy or all-movable (spade) rudder. 
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from the root and a distance CH aft of the ieading edge at its intersection with 
the mean chord line. The line joining the quarter-chord points is, from thin-aerofoil, 
inviscid-flow theory, that about which zero hydrodynamic moment occurs. The 
mean span bis the average of the spans at the leading and trailing edges and so for a 
trapezoidal planform the profile area S = bC. The ratio bfc (= b1 /S) is the geometric 
aspect ratio At, the ratio 1/c is the thickness-to-chord ratio, the ratio c,/c, = X is 
the taper ratio and A is the sweep angle. The sections of control surfaces are sym
me tric about the chord line (i.e . no camber is pr esent) so th at th e magnitude of the 
side force, for a given magnitude or incidence angle, is the same whether deflection 
is to port or starboard. The velocity U is that of the fluid relative to the control 
surface. 

Comprehensive data on model control surfaces of th e type shown in Fig. 8.34 
were obtained by Whicker and Fehlner (61 from models ftxed to the bottom ofa 
wind tunnel. A number of section shapes were used including the NACA 0015 (see 
(7) for details) and ranges of taper ratios, sweepbacks and aspect ratios along with 
different tip shapes were examined. Because the root section was close to an 
'infutite' plane no free flow of air took place there from the high• to the low• 
pressure side of the control surface. Consequently, the effect of aspect ratio on the 
performanc e of the control surface is equivalent to that of the actual control surface 
plus its mirror image, as shown in Fig. 8 .35. In other words, the performance of a 
control surface, profile area S, with its root adjacent to a plane is equivalent to that 
of the control surface plus its mirror image in the plane to produce a planform of 
area 2S and twice the original span. Thus, the effective aspect ratio Al' of the 
original control surface is twice the geometric aspect ratio Al. The same comments 
apply to the actual operation of rudders and hydroplanes, except in these instances 
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the hull is not often plane but has transverse curvature. As the control surface is 
deflected the root section is no longer closely seated to the hull and some flow takes 
place through thegap . However,it is probable that in most instances..tt' is not likely 
to drop below, say, l .7At even for large deflections. 

In the practical case of a ship's rudder the span is limited by the distance between 
the top of the after cut-up and the keel to avoid grounding and damage in docking. 
The chord length is governed by the distance between the propeller(s) and the 
stem, bearing in mind the small clearance at the root and the possibility of aeration 
if the water surface is approached. Consequently, for most ships geometric upect 
ratios are limited to about 1.S (i.e. Al'= 3). The thickness-to-chord ratio has a 
significant effect on performance , u too great a thickness will increase drag (and 
therefore the force Pin Fig. 8.12) and yet a sufficient thiclcneu at the root must be 
present in order to accommodate the shaft and sustain bendlng stresses. Usually, 
t/c at the root does not exceed 0.25, whereas t/c at the tip does not fall below 
about 0.10 . Hydrofoil sections havinJ values of r/c between 0.12 and 0 .18 appear 
to be the best hydrodynamically. 

There is great advantage in utilizing a control surface which yields only a small 
variation in the position of th e hydrodynamic centre. When the type of control 
surface shown in Fig. 8.34 has an elliptic distribution of lift force along the span a 
unique relationship. independent of aspect ratio, exists between the taper ratio >.. 
and the sweep angle A. In particular.>..= 0.45 then corresponds to A= O. but it has 
been found experimentally that when >.. = 0.4S a wide variation of A does not 
mat erially affect thefne--srream performance of the control surface. 

All the proftles examined in [6) were tested with tips either squared~ff or faired 
with circular arcs. It was found that profiJes with the squared-Off tips invariably 
achieved a substantially greater maximum lift coefficient and higher angle of incid• 
ence at stall than the corresponding proftles with faired tips. Although a small drq 
penalty has to be paid with the former these are generally adopted nowadays 
because of their easier construction. 

In addition to the substantial quantity of experimental data in (6) it was also 
sh.own that good correlation could be found between the data and the following 
theoretical and semi-empirical equations describing the free,ctream, low aspect 
ratio, all-movable control -surface charact eristics for motion ahead. 

lift Co,fficient: 

where 

(acL) ct>c ( a )' L 
CL = a "a;;-••• + Al' 57.3 deg = \pSU 2 

(acL) s \ ( J8f' j (deg- ') 
aa •=• 57.3 (Al) +4 cosA+l.8 

~ 
= slope of lift coefficient curve at or= 0 

Al' • effec tive upect ratio"' 2..« 

A= sweep angle of quarter-chord line 

(8.66) 

(8.67) 

or z angle o f incidence expressed in protr actor measure (degrees) 
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CDc .. crou-flow drag coefficient 

• 1.6>.. + 0.08 for square tips or 

.0.72>. + 0.08 for faired tips 

>.."" taper ratio. 

Dn,g 0>e/fimn1 : 

cl D 
Co = Co0 + 0.9irM' • ½pSU' (8 .68) 

where 

Co0 • minimum drag coefficient 

= 0.0065 at CL = 0 = a for NACA 001 S section. 

Moment O>efficiffll: 1lus coefficient is detennined from the pitching moment 
about an axis perpendicular to the mean chord line and at a distance C/4 from the 
leading edge. Thus, 

CM•alo2s-(acM) j (acL) -C0c (-a-)' (8 .69) 
. acL CL• O 3'r G "' O ~ · 57.3 deg 

where, 

1.1 il(M') 2 + 4} 112 + 2 
<l(M' +2) 

• slope of quarter-chord moment coefficient at CL .. 0. 

Hydrodynamic Centre (Centre of Preuun) : The chordwise location, measured 
from the intersection between the leading edge and the mean chord line, is given by 

(8.70) 

where, 

Cy• CL coscr + Co sina 

• side (normal) force coefficient. 

The spanwise location, measured from the root section, is given by 

\ (M CLeosa + CosiM \ b 
bH = CLcOSQ+Cosina (S.?l) 

4b 
i!!! 'j;" for small Co and/or o. 

The preceding equations produce accurate estimates of the quantities listed for 
geometries and flow conditions similar to those tested in (6 ). For practica1 applica
tions the derived numerical values can only be regarded as approximate and so 
reliance i, still placed on model testing and previous full-scale data. 
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The scnti-balanccd rudder supported by a skeg or horn ftxed to the hull , illus
trated in Fig. 8.23(e) and in more delail in Fig. 8.36, is being fitted increasingly to 
vessels of all 1ypcs. The skeg is adjacen1 to the rudder and must therefore be con
sidered part of it. This type of rudder is therefore a combina tion, geometrically, of 
an all-movable and a Oappcd rudder although it does not follow that the operating 
characteristics are intermediate between these two. A comprehensive set of data , 
based on the NACA 0020 hydrofoil section, is given by Goodrich and Molland [8I 
for several geometrics of skeg rudders mounted on th e Ooor of a wind tunnel. That 
pan of the rudder abaft the skeg acts as a variable-camber hydrofoil. The pcrfonn
ance of this arrangement depends on the camber, dictated by the movable part of 
the rudder, and the angle of incidence of the local Oow on the skeg which is nonzero 
during turning of the hull. The area of the rudder below the skeg operates as though 
it were part of an all-movable surface. There is a discontinuity between the two 
parts of the rudder as seen in Fig. 8.36, so that tip vortices are formed at that loca
tion and inevitably alter the whole now about the combined rudder. In some cases, 
the skeg extends to th e base of the rudder and so no discontinuity in geometry 
occurs. However, compared with the preceding arrangement it is found that this 
combination tends to be hydrodynamicaJly inferior in tenns of the overall side-force 
development . A clear advantage of the skeg rudder over the spade rudder lies in the 

Fig. 8.36 The skq rudder . 
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means of attachm ent to the rudde r stock and the simpler construction of the rudder 
itself. 

Comparisons were made in {8) between the perfo rmance of the all-movable 
rudder and the equivalent skeg rudd er for the three planforms tested. It was found 
that (OCLIOa:)a. 0 for the skeg rudder was consistently less than that for the all
movable equivalent and that a: at stall was over IO degrees higher. The maximum 
lift coefficient was only about lOpercent lower than that of the all-movable rudder. 
ln fact, the effect on the lift cu1Ve is rather similar to that of decreasing the aspect 
ratio of th e all-movable rudder, which is precisely the effect of the geometric dis
continuity. The discontinuity also accounts for the increase in total drag force for a 
given lift force owing in part to the generation of tip vortices and therefore an 
increased induced drag. It was also found that the movement of the hydrodynamic 
centre, both chordwise and spanwise, was significantl y greater for the skeg rudder 
than for the all-movable equivalent. In general terms , the measured data indicated 
that the attitude of the skeg to the oncoming flow did not have a large effect on the 
lift force produc ed by the movable part of the rudders. The skeg accounted for 
about 20 per cent of the total profile area of each rudder. The largest p1oportion of 
the change in the totaJ lift force of the rudder-plus-skeg combination for a variation 
of skeg angle arose from the change in lift force on the skeg itself. 

There is no doubt that the work in (81 and earlier data discussed briefly in ( 11 
provide valuable information on the performance of skeg rudders in uniform flow. 
The same may be said of the data from (6} and other similar work . Equally there 
is no doubt that the interact ion between the propeUer and the rudder is very inti
mate, as point ed out in (9). Whether or not the effects of the propeller rH:e on the 
rudder are separable from the uniform-flow behaviour of rudders is certainly open 
to question. It is clear, however, that thorough investigations are urgently required 
into this rather difficult area of hydrodynamics. 
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9.1 IDlloductioo 

9 
Structural Dynamics 

Strictly speaking, no marine vehicle ever performs an absolutely steady motion . 
Some parasitic motion is inescapable and this will involve distortion of the vehicle 
to tome extent. We are concerned, then, with the motion of a deformable body 
through a fluid. If the fluid is a gas the study of this motion is the science of 
'aeroelasticity', and if the fluid is a liquid the st udy is that of'hydrocluticity'. 

It is often possable to obtain useful information about "rigid-body' paruitic 
motions by simply ignoring the distortions that accompany them. (This is the bub 
on which seakeeping and directional stability and control arc usually investigated.) 
The reasons for this concentration on rigid-body motions are that they are often 
large and that they are not wually affected much by the distortions. But there is an 
obvious and important class of investigation in which this approach is valueless. The 
distortion itself must frequently be studied, SUllply because it cannot be ignored, 
and it may be accompanied by excessive stresses (which could cau.e breakage or 
failure by fatigue). If the distortion is in the nature of a vibration, it may radiate 
undue noise - possibly into the sea, which ls a most efficient nobe transmitter -
or it may be unpleasant. For a simple introduction to the study of such motions 
[I) may be consulted. 

We shall limit our attention here to distortions that are not accompanied by 
actual structural failure. That is to say, we shall be concerned with problems of 
time-dependent elastic defonnations (as the word 1tydroelasticity' suggests) and so 
various types of vibration problem will be discuued. 

Vibration is a common phenomenon in ships (2) . Plates in the hull near a 
propeller may vibrate at "blade frequency' owing to the transmission of hydrodyn• 
amic forces through the water. Again, a radio antenna whips to some extent when 
the ship rolls (though this is unlikely t o be a serious matter in prac tice). Now these 
two problems differ in a significant way. In the former motion, sea water must be 
regarded as part of the vibrating system since the plates cannot move independently 
of the surrounding water. We shall refer to "wet sea' problems when confronte d by 
this state of affairs. In contrast, even though local vibration of an antenna is caused 
ultimately by waves on the sea, the moti on can validly be investigated using a 
system - the antenna, suitably supported - of which water does not fonn a part. 
This is typical of what we shall call 'dry land' problems . 

The distinction betw een wet sea and dry land problems is quite fundamental, as 
we shall dis.cover. When the flowing water must be counted as part of the oscillatory 
system, there exists the possibility (though usually not the probability in ships) of 
'self<xcitation'. The situation is familiar to the aeron autical engineer, who must 
contend with possible 'divergence' or with 'flutt er'. On the oth er hand , systems 
typified by the antenna, in which the flow of fluid plays no significant part in 
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defining the system, are usually 'passive• and self-excitation by the flow ii not 
poaible . These dry land systems raise problenu that are more akin to thote com
monly studied by mechanical engineers. 

Both of the vibrations mentioned - those of the hull plating and the antenna -
are "forced'. That is, the motion occurs with the frequency of the impoted disturb 
ance. (The danger ii, of course, that it may become resonant.) In the following we 
shall refer mainly to this type of vibration. Self-excitation, transient oscillation and 
random loading will be referred to only brieOy Wice, in practice, they represent 
highly specialized subjects, though very important ones in this context. 

In all their generality problems of structural dynamics are usually exceedingly 
complex. The difficulties are of two sorts - physic.a.I and mathematical - and the 
structural analyst hu to pouess skills of both sorts. In this chapter we &hall attempt 
to identify 'problem areas' in physical tenns, and only in the barest outline shall we 
indicate how actual numericaJ solutions may be reached by mathematical means . It 
must be remembered that practical structural dynamics problems usually m&ke 
severe demands on the purely computational side. In puticular, the use of an 
electronic digital computer is often euential in practical vibration analysis. 

9.2 - ..-n-.y 
It will help to fix ideas if we consider a very simple problem fint. Con.sider an 
anchored mechanical system that may be represented as shown in fig. 9.1. Let X, a 
constant, be the extension of the spring under the steady (i.e. constant) force 1. 
The instantaneous extension of the spring during excitation by the force 

F(t)•F+f(t) 

is X + x. The equation of motion is 

mX•-b.t - leµ tx) +F+f(t) 

and, since F• kx, this reduces to 

mJl+bk+loc • f(t), (9,1) 

Suppose that an extra force F acts on the mass and that this force is applied in 
some way by a flowing fluid. Plainly the quantity F will depend on (1) the nature of 
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the undisturbed flow, (ii) the configuration &nd geometry of the system in the flow, 
&nd, (ill) the motion of the system. The first two of these features must be thought 
of as •given' and it is the last that i& now considered. In specifying a fluid force of 
this sort it is almost invariably the custom to make the assumption of 1inearity'. 
Titis means that F is assumed to depend in a linear manner on x, X and X such that 

F •F - all - /li - ')'(i+x). (9.2) 

Here, F is a constant cont ribution to F and a-, fj , "fare constants of proportionality 
so chosen as to permit use of the minus signs. 

With this extra force F acting, the equation of motion becomes 

mJI = - b:t - k(x +x) +F+ /(t) + F - a/1- /J:t -'Y(x +x), 

and if i is now taken as being defined by 

ri+kx"'-F+ F 
this becomes 

(m + a~ + (b + /l)x + (k + ~)< • /(1). 

(9.3) 

(9.4) 

At first sight this equation appears to differ very littl e from its predecessor. It seems 
that the mass, damping and stiffness are merely augmented. But while tlus is true in 
a sense it is necessary to make one or two observations. 

ln the first place, the massm is not augmentedbyanidentlf1ablemassofjluid. 
The mass m iJ augmented by a quantity er which must not be assumed to possess all 
the attributes of a mass. Thus if /(t) • A. sin WI and the steady resulting sinusoidal 
motion x :a: 8 sin(wt - 6) is sought, the constant a: will depend in general on the 
constant w. Similar conclusions may be drawn in respect of the constants J3 and r. 

Secondly, it will be seen that one or more of the constants (m + a-), (b + /3), 
(k + -y) may be negative for an exponential fonn of motion. If this Is so, a question 
of instability arises since the free motion concerned (corresponding to the comple
mentary func tion) may mask the forced motion of the panicular integral. The 
growth of the motion under these circumstances is possible because the system is 
capable of extracting energy from th e fluid flow. 

It is worth whiJe to pursue th.is line of discussion furth er. Figure 9 .2 shows an 
unanchored system having two degrees of freedom. Suppose that it moves in the 
direction indicated so as to oscillate about a steady motion under th e influence of 
the applied forces F 1(t) and F1(1), and Ouid forces F 1 and F1 . The mass m 1 moves 
with a veloc ity U1(1) wh.ich varies with respect to a mean value so that 

(9.5) 

This may be regarded as the bodily motion of the whole system. The distortion of 
the system is measured by X1lf) where 

X2(t) = x2 + x2(t) 

and i 2 represents the distortion of the spring in the steady state . 
The applied forces are 
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x, 

m, 

and the fluid forces are 

F 1 = f 1 +(compon en t depending on motio n and distortion) (9.8) 

F1 = f 2 +(compon ent dependin g on motio n and distortion). (9.9) 

• To represent the variable compo nents of FI and F1 we may employ the assumption 
of linearity. The compon ents are: 

-Q11&11 -lh1u1 - a11.t'1 - P12:t2 - -r12(x1 +x1) 

-<r11&11 - 6J1u1 - a21i'1 - P22:t2 - -r21(x1 +x1) 

respectively, where the a's, Ifs and 1 's are constants. Note that, since u 1(t) is a 
velocity, there are no U1 tenns under the assumption of linearity. Nor are there any 
tenns depmding on the quantity, 

\' U1 d/ =x 1 .. 
since the overall position of the system is of no consequence. 

The equa tions of motion are therefore given by 

m,u, • IP, +/,( r) I + Ii", -Q111l1 - 011(U1 +u,)-Q12.1'2 

- P12X1 - '11 2<x1 + x1H + bX2 + k(.i'2 + x1) 

and 

m,(ll 1 +X,) • IP,+ /,(1) I+ Ii=, - a,, X, -o,,x, 
- -r12Ci1 + x1) - a:1,a , -P1 1(D1 +u,)l - bi1 

(9.10) 

- k(x 2 + x2 ). (9.11) 

Both may be simplified, since 

F1 + F1 - P11 ii1 - 1 11 i 1 + ki 1 ,.,, o 
in Equation (9.10) and 

F1 + f1 - 112i2 - '121 D, - kx1 = o 
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in Equation (9.11) . This will be seen by considering the steady mo tions of the 
isolated masses when U1(t) • 01 and X1 (t) •X 1 • We are thus left with a pair of 
equations which may be written in the matrix form 

+ [o -{k -1 ,2) ) [x') • [f ,(1)] 
0 k + 722 x, f,(1) 

(9.14) 

where u 1 ;;;:,t 1 ,U1 =~1. The analogy with the system that poaessed but one degree 
of freedom is at once apparent. It ls therefore natural to enquire if further generalisa
tion is possible. 

9 .l.l u., of 1,qron,.) Eq .. no,u 
At the risk of over-exploiting the simple systems of Figs. 9.1 and 9.2, we shall again 
derive the equations of motion . 'Th.is time , however, we ah.all employ l..agr1111t'1 
equatiom for the purpose (3, 4) . The reason for adopting th.is fresh approach it 
that we shall subsequently shift emphasis on to linear hydroelutic systems In lfflmd 
and the l.agrangean technique provides a method of doing so. 

The kinetic energy Tand potential energy Yof the system of Fig. 9.1 are 

T= !m:t'; 
V• jk(i'+x) 2

• 

From the (single) Lagrange equation 

~fa.!..)_a.!...~-Q 
dt ~x ii% ax 

therefore, we have 

mJI + k(x + x) • Q. 

(9.ISa) 

(9.ISb) 

(9.16) 

(9.17) 

The generalized force Q corresponds to all the non-conservative forces, that is, those 
not ta.ken into account by V. Thus Q represents the effects of damping. the fluid 
force and the applied force. Let 6 W be the work done by these forces in the virtual 
displacement &x-, so that 

6W• I-bx +F(1) + Fl 6x. (9. 18) 

By definition, Q a 6 W/6x so that, under th e assumpt ion of linearity of the fluid 
forces, 

(9.19) 

We thus arrive at the same equation as before. 
The use of Lagrange's technique here is distinctly unhelpful. Indeed this approach 
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is very seldom used in practical problems of hydroelasticity. But, u we shall discover, 
Lagrange's equations do provide a useful and powerful means of unifying what 
would otherwise be a very large and diffuse subject. Without some unification, 
hydroelasticity is little more than a collection of od hoc investigations. 

For the unanchored system of Fig. 9.2, 

T•½m1(li1 + u1i1 +½m2(01 +u1 +.t2)2 

V= ik(x 2 +x 2 )1. 
(9.20a) 

(9.20b) 

The l.agrangean equations are 

~ ( ar ) - ar + av= Q, 
di a.t1 ax1 ax1 

~ ( ar)- ar + av • Q, 
dr at, ax, ax, 

(9.21a) 

(9.21b) 

where ;t 1 = u 1 • To find the generalized forces it ls necessary to consider the work 
done during virtual displacements b 1 , Sx2. That is 

Hence 

Q, . 511' _ IF1(r)+F,(r) +F, +F, f&x1 
6x1 6x1 

• F,(r) + F,(r) + F, + F, 

(m1 +m,)u 1 + m2x2 • IJ:', + / , (r)f + IF, + f,(r)f 

+IF 1 -a u U 1 - 1111(0 1 +u 1) 

- a:12.x"2 - P, 2.t2 - 'Yu(i2 + x2)1 + I F2 - o,,u, 
- ~ 21 (0 1 +u 1) - o,,li 2 - IJ,2.t 2 -y 22 (x

2 
+x,Jf 

m2(u, H 2)+k(x 2 +x,)• Ii!', +f,(r)I 

+ IF", - 0,.11, -1½,<ii, + u,> 

(9.221) 

(9.22b) 

(9.23a) 

-o,,li, - JJ,,.t, - y22(x, +x,JI -b.t,. (9.23b) 

The sum of Equations (9. 12) and (9.13) may be used to simplify Equation 
(9.23a),•while (9.13) simplifies (9 .23b). We th,.. anive at a pair of equationa that 
may be written in the matrix fonn 
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or, ll1 symbols 

(A+ A)I( + (B + BJ,\ + (C + C)q • l(r). (9.25) 

The matrices A, B, C relate to the mechanical characteristics of the system in the 
absence of the fluid flow. The effects of the flowing fluid are reflected ll1 the mat• 
rices A, B, C. The elements of these two sets of matrices ue dependent on the 
coordinates chosen and arranged in the coordinate matrix q =Ix I x 1 \ . 

The pair of eq uations of motion in (9.24) may be brought into coincidence with 
Equation (9.14) by subtracting the second from the first. (The second of Equations 
(9.24) is already the same as the second of (9.14).) The present form of the matrix 
equation is in fact the bett er one though. This is because th e Lagrangean technique 
can readily be used in general terms rather than by reference only to specific 
systems. When used in this way it produces results that conform to certain general 
rules. 

This point may readily be illustrated by the above results. When the equations of 
motion are arrived at by the method of Lagrange, the matrices A, 8 , Care found to 
be symmetric. Moreover they are positive semi-definite, since the kinetic energy T, 
the rate of energy dissipation and the potential energy V are all essentially non• 
negative (5]. While this is true of the equations we have just found, the previous 
matrices for the mechanical constants were 

which are all asymmetric. 

(a) Added Mau from Lagrange's Equations 
It is sometimes possible to obtain the hydrodynamic coefficients directly from a 
generalization of Lagrange's equations. Cons.ider a very special case, namely the 
system of Fig. 9 .1 immersed in an infinite ideal fluid; that is, the fluid is incompres• 
sible and inviscid, and extends to infinity in all directions. Suppose, further, that 
the surface of the body, whose mass ism, is a sphere, and assume that the spring, 
dashpot, and rigid support have no influence on the flow. It is shown in (6] that 
the influence of the motions or the mass on the fluid may be accounted for entirely 
by including the kinetic energy of the fluid in Lagrange's equa tion for the system. 
Now the kinetic energy of flow around a sphere may be obtained quite simply. For 
a sphere of radius a moving with velocity i in a fluid of density p, the fluid kinetic 
energy T, is given by (6] 

r, = !•""'*'. (9.26) 
Hence the totaJ kinetic energy of the system is 

T• !mx' + \•pa'.t'. (9.27) 

and this is the modified quantity to be used in Lagrange's equations. Equation 
(9.J Sb) can again by used for Y. The conesponding expression for Q is 

Q• - b.t+F+f(t). (9.28) 

(Note that were it not for the damping b and the applied force F(t), this would be 
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a conservative system: the effect of the fluid is entir ety represented by including 
the fluid kin etic energy Tr in Lagrange's equations.) If we now substitute T, V and 
Q from Equations (9.27), (9.ISb) and (9.28) into th e Lagrangean equation for the 
one degree of freedom system, we obtain 

(m • l•pa'J~ •bx• a · t(r>. (9.29) 

The fluid forces have therefore been found explicitly and for this particular case 
the added mass is 

a =l•pa•. (9.30) 

The added damping and add ed stiffness are both zero, since the body is immersed 
in an ideal fluid ext ending to infinity in all directions. 

(b) Generalized Coordinates 
The method of Lagrange owes its power to lhe fact that Lagrange's equations are 
framed in tenns of 'generalized coordinates' . Such coordinates may be used to 
specify the configuration of a hydr oelastic system. In order to describe the passage 
of a deformable vehicle through a liquid it is clearly necessary to employ variables 
of two basic kinds: 

(i) generalized coordinates specifying bodily motions about a steadily moving 
reference configurationt; 

(ii) generalized coordinates specifying distortions - both those imposed by 
intent for the purposes of control and those th a t 'just happen'. 

Suppose that a suitable set of generalized coordinates has been chosen. Those 
specifying bodily motions can be set ou t in the form of a column matrix, Qa. say. 
The distonio n coordinates (whose selection in practice is a matter in which skill 
can pay handsome dividends) can be a rranged to form a column matrix, q0 , say. 
The complete matrix of generalized coordinates may be assembled from q8 an d q0 
to give the partitioned matrix 

(9.31) 

A Lagrange equation may be used for each element of q in the manner employed 
for th e system of Fig. 9.2. In dtis way a set of equations of motion may be derived. 
The approach appears to be du e to Duncan, who introduced it in the context of 
aeroelasticity (7]. It is not our purpose to discuss the theory in detail here, however. 
(It is not, in fact, particularly simple .) But it is not difficult to see that the general 
form of the the ory is fundamentally the s.ame as that already found. The equations 
of motion are of th e type 

(A ♦ A)ij ♦ (B ♦ B)4 + (C + C)q = f (r) (9.32) 

t Where these are not associ.ated with change.s or potential energy. they arc sometime s rdcncd 
to u 'ignortblc coordinates' since only their rates of change and higher derivatives appcaz in 
equation s of motion; for example ,cc I SJ. 
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where 

q is a column vector of generaliz.ed coordinates, some ignorable and othen 
not, 

A, B, C are inertia, damping and stiffness matrices of the structure, 

A, B, c are added inertia, added damping and added stiffnea matrices of the 
flow, 

f(t) is a column vector of generalized external excitations . 

9.3 'Dry UDd' and 'Wet Sea' Problems 

It is not suggested that our general matrix equation occun constantly - indeed it 
almost never does in practice. The point is that, with iU sole (and fairly mild) 
restriction to linear analysis, the equation is one of great generality which readily 
suggests those problems likely to be encountered. 

9.3.1 h«dclll 'DryU11td'P,obl,,,,. 

AJ far as the mechanics is concerned, many of the vibration problems that arise in 
marine vehicles are effectively just sea-toing versions of problems that arise in 
mechanical engineering. The fluid forces then play no significant part in determining 
the characteristics of the vibrating system so that 

A• O= B •C. 

Thus in many practical cases there is (at least in a sense) nothing essentially nautical 
about the investigations that have to be performed. Titis still leaves tremendous 
scope for difficulties, however, as will be readily appreciated. 

The system concerned is usually a localized one, for otherwise the flowing fluid 
would augment the mechanical system in some manner. It follows that q contains 
none of the rigid.body or distortion coordinates of the vehicle as a whole. Generally 
spealcing the elements of q will refer to local distortions (though, for example, rigid 
rotation of a shaft would be quite normal). We shall now review these 'dry land' 
problems in the briefest possible tenns. 

(a) Free vibration 
free vibration is seldom of intrinsic importance yet it has nevertheless to be studied 
for the detenninatio n of principal modes, natural frequencies and levels of damping, 
for those features of a mechanical system an important . In the derivation of prin• 
cipal modes and natural frequencies, the matrix Bis assumed to be null. 

Free vibration of a marine structure over some frequency range of interest may 
well be exceedingly complex. This is because natural frequencies are very numerous, 
with many near equalities. This particular difficulty has led to the development of 
an inte resting technique of vibration analysis wtuch is based on a study of the free 
vibration following a blow of limited duration. The salient points of the method are 
explained in Appendix I (at the end of this chapter). 

(b) Periodic forced vibrution 
Forced vibration is a common phenomenon in marine vehicles, The relevant equation 
of motion is 

Aij+llq+Cq = F ~nwr 
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and the commonest ,ource of excitation is a reciprocating engine or auxiliary 
machinery. The idea of •diaplacement ex.citation' is sometimes invoked to study 
localized vibration. While this type of excitation, too, may be due to unbalanced 
machinery, it may also be of hydrodynamic origin. Thus it may be necessary to 
streu a mut during rolling otcillation, 1ince the metacentric height of the vehicle 
could be sufficiently large to produce excessave stresses. It may therefore be con
venient to specify a sinusoidal motion of the base of the mast, a technique which is 
diJcuaed in (8) . 

Uttle need be said here about these types of motion u they will already be 
familiar. It must be remembered that re,onanoe hu usually to be avoided. It is worth 
recalling, however, that there are certain general approaches to the control of forced 
vibrations, wruch are 

(i) Reduction of exctuUon: 
- by modifying the process by which it occun (e.g. by 'balancing' of roton); 
- by reducing the effectiveness of the process of excitation (e,1. by shifting 
the source to a less sensitive location within the offending principal mode); 

(li) Increase of damping: 
(ill) Detuning so that w is not neu coincidence with a natural frequency: 
(iv) Modification of the vibrating system: 

- by installing an absorber; 
- by changing A or C (e.g. by the introduction of suitable ~ounts•). 

(c) Thmti,nr Vibration 
Transient Vibration iJ not u widely studied u periodic forced vibration. yet it is by 
no means unimportant. The equation of motion is now 

Ail+ 114 +Cq •f(t) 

and appropriate analytical techniques of solution are described in the literature (9). 
Some modification of traditional methods may occuionally be neces.sary because 
the driving may be in the nature of a 0displacement excitation•. The underlying 
theory of this type of vibration analysis is dealt with elsewhere (JO). 

This particular typ e of vibration analysis is often of great difficulty. Consequently 
It is something of a Cinderella, thus although much of the electronic apparatus in 
a warship has to be protect ed by shock mount s, the choice of these mounts is 
unlikely to be a highly scientific business. 

(d) S,/f tccitation 
Conditions can arise withactiv t systems [I) in which the equation 

Aij+Bq+Cq=O 

has an exponentially growing solution of the form 

q • 'i'exp(at) sin ~I 

or, alternatively, 

q = 'i'exp(71). 

(9.34) 

(9 .35a) 

(9.35b) 

This is not particularly common in marine vehicles (a lthough it could conceivably 
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happen with a rapidly rotating shaft having rugh int ernal damping) and the matter 
need therefore be taken no further here. 

(e) Nonlinearvibrati on 
There are many 'dry land' vibration phenomena whose nature cannot be described 
even approxim at ely by linear theory. This difficulty commonly arises from the 
violence of the motion, which JS sufficiently large to be of the same order of magni
tude as a dynamically significant dimension of the system. For ex.ample, the ampli• 
tude of vibration of a plate may not be 'much smaller than' the thick:nen (as linear 
theory usually requires). This state of affairs requires the techniqu es of nonlinear 
vibration theory. a highly specialized subject that lies outsi de the scope of this book. 

9.3.l Procti<ol 'Wet Seo' h obkms 

The linear theory of hydroela.sticity requires, in general, that the matrices A, 8 , C 
be retained in the equations of motion 

(A + A)lj + (B + B)q + (C + C)q • f(r ). (9 .36) 

But a complete analysis of this equation would represent a formidable task if q 
contained more than two or three elements. Consequently relatively few types of 
system have been studied with any generality and ext reme idealization has invariably 
to be practised. Our purpose here is to outline briefly the more important types of 
problem that have arisen. 

When a rigid vehicle has a fore-and-aft plane of symmetry and performs a sym
metric reference motion, small deviations from that motion are of two distinct and 
mut ually ind ependen t types, namely, 'symmetric' and 'antisymme tric'. This fact is 
used extensively in the study of directional stability and control (see Chapter tO). 
The same argument s apply t o a fl exib le marine vehicle provided it is symmetric in 
all respects about the plane Cn of body axes Cxyz and has a symmetric reference 
mot ion . (In selecting body axes we shall follow the convention adopted for the 
rigid vehicle.) Titi:s simplificati on is wed when ship huD vi1>ration is classified as 
(I) vertica l flexure, or 'symmetric vibration';and (il) horizonta l flexure coupled with 
torsion , o r 'antisymmetric vibratio n'. 

The ma,jn areas of investigation that involve significant fluid effects have been: 
ship hull vibration (both general and local); marine shafting problems; and propeller 
blade vibration ('singing'). As these are all serious matters it is not surprising to fmd 
that an enormo us (and highly specializ.ed) litera ture now exists on all of them. 
Furth ermore, in view of the considerable diffi culties of practical cases it is under
standable that the techniqu es of analysis normally adopted rely heavily on empirical 
resuJts. Helpful rules of thumb abound in this field and it will be appreciate d that 
part icular care should be exercised when using them. 

9 .4 Hull Vibndoa 

The hulls of marine vehicles arc subjected to three main types of excitation: 

periodic - main engine, propeller, auxiliary machinery; 
random - waves; 
transient - particularly heavy seas with wave impact, jetty impact, slamming, 

weapon firing, anchor drop manoeuvres , mine detonation, etc. 

In this chapter we shall concentrate mainly on periodic excitati on since it is not 
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only of intrinsjc interest but is abo relevant in other investigations. 
In the general subjec t of periodic forced vibration of hulls we again find that a 

question of •scale' arises. It is therefore common to distinguish between two ex• 
tremes: 

(i) 'ship-girder' vibrations in which the entire hull is tre ated as a free-free beam 
on some sort offoundation~and 

(ii) local vibration in which attention is focused on a plate, or some other 
geographically limited sub-system in which a troublesome motion occurs. 

We shall refer almost excl usively to problems of type (i), that is to vibrations whose 
frequency is low enough not to invalidate the 'hull.gird er' idealization. Unfortun
ately, the distinction between types (i) and (ii) is not a sharp one and the analyst 
has sometimes to consider the hull as a more or less crudely made structure with 
many close nat ural freque ncies and very uncertain damping. Under these conditions 
the techniques of statistical energy analysis may have to be u.sed. 

9.4.1 Exc/'"""11 of hrlodlc Vibration by o Prop,lkr 

A common source of periodic excitation in symmetric vi'bration is a pro peller. Al
though the nature of the excitation has been the subject of much research [2, 11, 12) . 
it is a very difficult field and progress is understandably slow. Excitation of two 
distinct types may be identifi ed, arising from (i) bearing forces and (ii) surface 
forces . 

(1) P,op,U,,..t,,,,rtn8 Force, 
Even under perfectly steady flow conditions, the propeller runs in a non.uniform 
wake. The drag and lift forces and fluid moments applied to each blade th erefore 
fluctuate as the propeller rotates at constant speed. This fluctuation causes periodic 
forces to be applied to the hull. From the point of view of forced hull vibration, 
two features of this excitation are of vital importance - the amplitude and the 
frequency. M might be expected, the amplitude is difficult to cak:ulate . Fortunately, 
th e mor e important matter of frequency is straightforward. Our purpose now is to 
discuss the frequency and,in doing so, to indicat e what the calculation of amplitude 
would imply . 

Suppose tha t an N bladed propeller rotates at consta nt spet d n in a stea dy wake 
and let us consider th e nth blade. A thin slice cut from th e surface at radius r (see 
Fig. 9.3(a)) generates a lifl force 6L,.. We now wish to determine the manner in 
which 6L,. may vary and hence account for a fluctuating force 6Fy in the vertical 
direction Oy. The contribution 6L,. has the general form 

6L0 = Re[f: c, explik(llt +8 0 )11•, 
tao r (9.37) 

where Re implies that real pa.rts are to be taken, and 

(•-') 9,.• ~ 211". 

This is because th e flow conditions, assumed steady, produce a fluctuating force 
(i.e. 6L,. may be expr essed as a Fourier series). Inevitably the flow is influenced by 
the hull, by A•brackets, by the rudd er, and so on. Note that detennination of the 
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coefficients Ck from a specified wake distribution would be no mean task. They are 
dependent upon such facton: as blade shape, wake distribution , cavitation effects 
(which must be assumed periodic), etc . 

The contribution o f 6L,. to the bearing force 6F" is given by 

6L. sin 6 sin(O, + 6.), 

where fl is the local helix angle of the blade which depends only on r. Summing th e 
contributions over th e N blades, we have 

6F,=Re[:E f C,expfik(ni+e.)Jsin(!lt+e.) ] sin6 . 6r. (9.38) 
.t • O 11• 1 

It is shown in Appendix U at the end of the chapter that this expr ession reduces to 

iN - ] - 2 •=t'.. 
1 

c,exp\i(k + !)OIi sin 6. 6r 
lN- 1, 
lN-1 , 

or, expr essed rather more elegantJy, 

6F, = Re[T IC, + f, (C>.N+1 - C,N - ,)exp(iXN!lt) l] sin 6. 6r. 
A• I (9.39) 

This result confirms what would be expec ted intuitively. That is, th e total bearing 
force obtain ed by summing components of tttis sort for all 6, acting in the vertical 
direction contains: (i) a steadytomponent ;( ii) a sinusoidal component of frequency 
NO, the 'blade frequency';and(iii)harmonicswithmultiplesof the blade frequ ency . 
By the same token, if the moment of tJL,, about the axis Oz is determined, a 0uctu
ating bending moment of the same general character is found. 

(b) Pro~ller •induced Surface Forces 
Surfac e forces are likely to be more important than bearing forces and are caused 
by the periodic approach of blades to the surface of the hull. The fundamental 
frequency o f excitation is, of course , that 'of the blades' but, since the pressure 
fluctuation at the hull surface will not in general be sinusoidal, harmonics will also 
be present. The amplitude of forcing is far more difficult to calculate than it is with 
bearing forces and reference should be made to th e literature for details of tech
niques that have been proposed (13) . (A major difficulty is th e dominant rO!e 
played by propeller cavitation (sec Chapter 7).) In practic e it is essent ial to keep the 
blades well away from the hull surfac e and not to allow other design considerations 
to permit the clearance to be pared away. 
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9.4.2 Exdbltlon of hrlodk V/b,ot/on by Wo.,, 

If the motion and distortion of a hull in a confused sea are to be investigated these 
responses have to be treated as random processes. It might be necessary to determine 
the statistics of, say, bending moment amidships or vertical acceleration at the bow 
given details of a ship, the operating conditions and statistics of the waves. This 
ty pe of analysis req uires preliminary estimates to be made of steady-state responses 
to regular sinusoidal waves [ 14, I S] . Hull response to a sinusoidal sea is of cardinal 
importance in ship dynamics and it is significant that the frequencies at which per
ceptible responses occur are usually low enough for the hull-girder idealization to 
be tenable. 

9.5 SIIUCtUnl Dynamics of• Uniform Beam in Symmetric Motion 

In order to gain an appreciation of the vertical Oe>tural response of ship hulls, it is 
useful to consider first th e simple idealization of a unifo nn bea.m. For this we sh211 
develop an admitt ed.Jy rough.and- ready theory which shows why the simple quasi• 
static approach to th e stressing of ships in waves has been so successful. In the 
interests of clarity at this stage we shall make use of the simplest possible beam 
theory, with the Bernoulli-Euler assumptions that shear and rotary inertia effects 
may be neglected. Titis is plausible for a long slender beam in the lowest modes of 
vibration. A more detailed treatment of the subject is given in (IS]. 

Consider the hull girder as a uniform free- free beam floating in the water and 
subject to a distributed e>tcitation force f(x, t) per unit length. By describing the 
excitation in general terms we sh.all be able to handle both local forces, such as 
propeUer ex-citation, and forces distributed along the complete hull length as in 
wave excitation. We shall, however, restrict our attention to harmonic motions , 
bearing in mind that this is frequently the first step of a more general dynamic 
analysis, and in puticular of a random vibration analysis. 

Under the influence of the distribut ed excit ing force f(x , t), the vertical equation 
of motion of an element of draught d and length 6.x, subject to the forces shown in 
Fig. 9.4,is 

as , a1
"' 

S • a_;6x - S •(mg• fY,x - pgb(d • •Y,x • m 6x a,I 

where m represenu the mass per unit length of the beam, p represents the water 
density, and, for the element, b and v represent the breadth and deflection. The 
shear foice is represented by S and the bending moment by M. The $CC:tion is 
assumed to have an associated added mass per unit length o, which when added to 
the distribut ed mass per unit length of the beam gives a 'virtual' mass per unit 
length m' . Note in th.is simple idealization that m' is assumed constan t along the 
length of the beam and that no attempt is made to allow for damping forces, either 
hydrodynamic or structural . As bx ➔ 0 this equation becomes 

as • a1"' 
a_; +mg+ I - pgb(d + ,) •m a,' . 

Now in the equilibrium condition the weight of the element equals the buoyancy 
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force acting upon it~ thus 

m1•pgbd 

so that the vertical equation of motion reduces to 

as , a', 
ax+f - ptb>•m a,'. 
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(9.40) 

Since we are neg)ecting rotary inertia of the cross section, the rotational equation 
of motion is 

/JM 
M +a;5x - M+StJx=0 

or in the lint.it 6x ➔ 0 

/JM 
a;•-S. (9.4 1) 

As we are also neglecting the influence of shear deformation, we may use the 
moment - curvature relation of simple beam theory: 

a', 
M=Efaxi. (9.42) 

Combining Equations (9 .40), (9 .41) and (9 .42) we obtain the one governing equation 

a4,, , a2., 
El ax'°+ pgb> + m a,1 = f . (9.43) 

9 .S.I Frtt Yibrotion 

By considering free vibration we may attempt to find •natura1 frequencies' and 
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~rincipal modes' of the floatingbeamt. For free vibrations Equation (9.43) becomes 

a4 v , 32
1' 

EI a;' + Pfbv+ m a,!" = 0, 

which is satisfied by a solution of the form 

,(x, r) = ¢(x) sin wt 
where 

d•♦ 
EI~+Pfb~- m'w'♦ =0. 

Let U$ take 

(J4 .. m'w2 - pgb 
EI 

so that we may express Equation (9.45) in the form 

d•♦ 
~ - .6"♦ •0, 

which has the general solution 

♦=A cosjt< +Bsi.njt<+Ccoshjt< +Dsinhjt< 

(9.44) 

(9.45) 

(9.46) 

(9.47) 

(9.48) 

where the constants A , B, C. Dare determined by the boundary conditions, two at 
each end of the beam. For the free-free boundary conditions representing the 
conditions at the ends of the floating beam: 

M=0 atx=0,/ 

S • O atx • O,/. 
) (9.49) 

Thus for the uniform beam 

atx =0,/ 

atx=O,l, l (9.50) 

and hence a set of four homogeneous equations are obt~ed for .A, B, C, D. The 
determinant of the coefficients must therefore be set to zero, yielding a transcen
dental equation for /l 1ltls has an infinite number of solutionsP,, to each of which 
corresponds a frequency w,, and a set of four constants A,, B,, C,, D, defining a 
characteristic mode shape~,.. 

It is found (4] that these functions and mode shapes may be written 

¢_,(x) = 21 ( x-f) 
Mx)=I 

with(J_ 1 -=O 

withfJo =0 

(i.e. r • - 1) 

(i.e.r • 0) 

¢,(x) = (cosh p,.x + cos P,.x) - o,(sinh P,.x + sin P,.x) 

(9.51) 

(9 .52) 

(9 .53) 

t Thert are a number or objections to this on theo retical grounds ( 15), but these are ignored in 
the present treatment. 
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cosh /l,1- co, /l,I 
.,. WU\~ - sin/l,I 

with~, giYen by 
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cosh/j,lcos/J,l- 1 "'0 forr • l ,2, . . .. 

Note that these functions are indetenninate to the extent of a multiplying con
stant in each. The amplitude of the resporue in free vibration is undefined if the 
initial conditions have not been specified . Note also that the index, has been chosen 
to stan from -1 to emphasize the special characteristics of the lowest two modes 
(r • - 1, 0) of the uniJonn beam. These modes are seen to be rigid-body modes, and 
are associated with the values ~ - I • 0 • /Jo. 

Thus 

Indeed, for the uniform free- free beam in vacuo (p = O) 

The distinction between these lowest two modes for the uniform free- free beam 
in l'OCUO and its higher modes (r = 1, 2, . • . ) is particularly clear. It is less evident 
for the unifonn floating beam, in that th e frequencies associated with the rigid-body 
mo tions are no longer uro. Any distinction between the lowest two and higher 
modes of a non-uniform floating beam b«:omes somewhat anificial, u the theory 
of the non-uniform beam illustrates, although in practice it is still useful to make 
this distinction. The characteristic modes for the uniform beam are shown in 
Fig. 9.S. 

(a) OrthogOMl/ty of the hincipal Mode, 
Let -,,,.(x) and 41,(x) be the principal modes corresponding to the frequencies w,, 
w., so that, from Equation (9.47), 

d•;,. 
d7 - ¢;,.=0 (9.S4a) 

and 

d•41, 
d7-t,~, •O . (9 .S4b) 

When Equation(9.S4a) ~ muhiplled by;,. and Equation (9.S4b) Is multiplied by~,. 
and the results combined and integrated over the range O .;;x < I, then 
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--------------=---------=::-------IL , • 0 ----=-::::::: 

--------------- ~-• 
Wo • w_, 

_____ .. --c:::::'-____ :::::--,,_-"' __ _ _ _ ,,,,- '4.73 

7 ' ..._w, 

• • • • • • 

~ 1•7.85 -...., 

• e1C . 

Fig. 9.S Some characteristic modes or a floating beam. 

Integrating the right-.hand S'lde twice by parts, we obtain 

r' [ d3;, d3♦, d♦, d';, d♦, d'9,]' 
<Jt- t.))o M,dx• ♦,d?" - ••d?"- dr dr' +;i;d?" o 

1
1 (d'♦, d'♦, d';,d'9,) 

+ 0 d7d7-d?"d?" dr, 

which is equal to zero at x = 0 and / since the boundary term is zero for any oom• 
bination of ideal supports. In this case, the appropriate conditions are, at x ""' 0 
and/, 
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Therefore, 

Now except for r = - I and J = 0, or vice versa, /3, "F ti., if r -:P 1. Hence, 

1: ♦,4>,dx = 0, r,/a ,. 

This is the orthogonality property for the characteristic functions of the floating 
uniform beam. By substituting the values given above for the characteristic functions 
it may in fact be shown that 

t ♦A>,dx •O, 

•/, 
r *' \ forr, s = - 1. 0, I, 2, .. (9 .SS) ,. , 

9.S.2 Forc,d V/l>n,tion 

Equation (9.43) may be written in the form 

alv l a4v l f 
p+-y a:;,r+wov=;;;; 

where 

1 El 
'Y =;;;,. 

(9.56) 

The response v(x, 1) may be expressed in terms of principal coordin atesp,.(r) in the 
fonn 

v(x, t) • E p.(r),p,(x). ,._, 
The principa1 coordinates therefore satisfy the CQl!ation 

But, since 

d4Mx) 
d,4 • /CMx), r• - 1,0, I, 2,. 

the former equation may be written as 
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By noting !hat 

··,2,t + wi • w: 
we may multiply the eq .. tion of motion (9.57) throughout by ♦.,(x) and Integrate 
over the range O < x < I. It turns out that, because of the orthogonality of the 
modes. 

2 
1 r' I',+ w,p, = ;;;-i Jo f(x, 1»,(x)dx, r • - 1, 0, 1, 2, .... 

As we ue concerned with harmonic excitation at frequency w, the force /(x, t) 
may be written in the Conn 

f(;x, t) • Re (itx)exp(iwl)] 

where Re denotes the real part of the complex number contained within the brack
ets. Note !hat although/(x, 1) is real,/(x) may be a complex quontity;lndeed this 
is the cue for the wave excitation to be examined 1ub1equently. 

We may now define the generalized force!, U10Ciated with the rth mode. Thus, 

I,•[ .li:x»,(x)dx, r• - 1,0, 1,2, . . .. 

1be wicoupled differential equations for the principal coordinates ma)' therefore be 
written 

1',+w:p,=Re[,:iexp(iw1)]. r= - 1,0,1,2,.... (9.58) 

1be steady--state modal responses are the particular integrals of th.is set of equations 
and are given by 

p,(1) • Re [ 'I( l' ') exp(iwt) ] (9.59) 
m Wr - w 

for all modes. The response to the hannonic excitation is 

[
~ Mh> . ] v(x, 1) • Re L.., 'I( , , cxp(1w1) . 

r • - 1 m w, - W) 
(9 .60) 

We note th.at resonance is possible in any moder if w ➔ w,. Moreover the response 
in any moder is dependent on the generalized force associated with that mode. Tbe 
latter observation is crucial to the behaviour of the beam under the inOuence of 
wave excitation, as we shall see, and it is also relevant to machinery exci tation &nd 
propeller excitation. Consider, for example, propell er-induced vertical forces at the 
stem bearing of a ship, which we shall represent as acting at th e point x = x, of our 
unifonn beam. If the magnitude of the force is P, the rth generalized force is 

1, • 1: l(x»,(x)dx • P,P,(x,). 
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Hence the response in mode r is proportional to the magnitude of the rth modal 
ordinate at the point of application of the force. If the excitation occurs at a node 
of the rth mode (i.e. at a point where f),,(.r) • O). then the response in that mode 
will be zero. 1n practk:e, however, this possibili ty is rarely achieved because of the 
large number of modes excited during the service conditions of a real ship . 

(a) Refl)OfJU to Mt:rvt Excitation 
The uniform beam ii assumed to be excited by deep-water sinusoidal waves posses
sing a time-dependent depression 

r(x. 1) • acos(w,1 - a) (9.62) 

where w. represents the frequency of encounter with the waves," represents the 
wave amplitude and k the wave number. The excitation force is then talc en as the 
crude and simple approxbnationt 

/(x, 1) • Pfbr(x, 1) 

• Re(aptb exp(-ikx) exp(iw,1)]. 

Hence for wave excitation 

/f_x) • aptb exp(-ia) 

and the generaliud force R, say, 

f, •aptb r exp(- ikx)Mx)d,r • aptblj, . 
• 0 

The response of the beam to wave excitatfon is, following substitution in Equation 
(9 .60), 

[ 
~ aptbg,Mx) . ] 

l'(X, t) • Re ~ '( :z 2 exp(1w.1) 
,._ 1 m w, - w.) 

-
2
M) I I' • a l: ~ -

1 
♦,{x) co,(w,1 - a)d,r 

,- _ I W, - W. O 
(9.63) 

where use is made of the relation 

m'wi • /16b. (9.64) 

Evidently, the possibility of resonance arises if the wave encounter frequency "'• 
equals a natural frequency w,. It may also be noted that the generalized force/, is 
a function of the product kl, and hence of the ship length/wavelength ratio //A, 
since 

(9.65) 

t Such an approach completely ignores ,ca ttcrin,g of the incident wave by the hull, a behaviour 
diocwood In I l6J . 
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The modal responses will therefore be dependent on the ratio I/A. These matters 
may be illustrated by fonnulating a rudimentary theory of seakecping. To do this 
responses in th e -1 and O modes only are consider ed and the subsequent theory of 
seakeeping may be regarded as a study of motion in these modes. We are therefore 
concerned with the response 

where i,(l/A) indicates that i, is a function of //A. 
It is convenient to think in terms of the slope and vertical displacement of the 

centroid. For the uniform ship these are 

~= 2y3 ( T) (~ ~ w?) Ro[i-1 (~) exp(iw,1)] (9.66) 

v=a(wi~~w?) Ro[i• m exp(iw,,)] (9.67) 

respectively . The integrals deflningf _ 1,fo can now be evaluated : 

i - 1 w-~(T)' \(cos~•~sln~-1) 
-i[ sin~-~ ( I +cos~)]) 

io (*) =i(T)\sln~-i(l-cos~)l 
Let us now briefly examine the variation of the slope and vertical displacement 

with the ratio $hip length/wav elength. Consider first thr ee special cases: 

(i) a very short ship (1/i\ ➔ O); 
(ii) a 'Reed' ship whose length equals the wavelength (1/ i\ = I); and 
(iii) a very long ship (1/i\ ➔ ~). 

(i) The shon uniform ship. If //A = E, a small quantity , we find that 

- (/) •', .. g_, A • -✓3• - 1✓3• 

and 

lo(*)= 1- i••· 
It follows that, amidships , 
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and 

,i~a(~) COSWef, 
w0 - we 

Now the corresponding wave depression and wave sJope at the centre of mass of the 
short shlp are, respectively, 

and 

r •a COS 7rf COS Wei +a sintrE sin Wei 

a:.a cos Wei 

~ = ( T) 21r€(cos ffE sin Wei - sin ne cos Wei) 

c ( }") 21re sin w.t. 

Hence for the short ship 

a)I wA ar 
a";

0 

w~-w?;j; 
and 

(9.68) 

(9.69) 

Thus the ship follows the surface of the sea. However, the ship motion may resonat e 
ifwe --+wo. 

(ii) 'Ibe uniform 'Reed'd,ip . lfl /A• t,wefindthat 

i - , (*)=i1, Ko (*)=o. 
Thus, 

a,(•)( wi )6 -• - -:-:-,---y -co swet ax I Wo - We 1f 
(9.70) 

and 

(9.71) 

for th e motion amidship s. The sh.Ip thus performs a sinusoidaJ motion in which the 
slope fluctuates, without vertical motion of the centre of mass, as shown in Fig. 9.6. 
Note again that the motion will resonate if We ➔ w0 . 

(iii) The long un,Jorm ship. If //A --+oo, ii is found that g_1 andio-+ O. Responses 
in the - 1 and O modes ther efore become very small, although theoretically reson• 
ance is possible if w, ➔ w 0 . 

For the more general case of a ship of length/, the ampLitude of the oscilla ting 
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Fi.a,. 9.6 Rupoiue or a 'Reed' thip to harmo~ wave excitation. 

slope and displacement amidships may now be examined. These are, respectively, 

I a. I (") ( wi ) (A)' 3 I ( 2,/ •I . 2•1 ) 
2 

- • - :-:r-:-1 - :I C01-+-SU1-- l 
1h' I wo - We I • A A A 

=•(A)(~) .!.sin~••(~) ho(!.) wo - w. I • A wo - w.: A 

with the dimensionless functions L1(/ / A) and ho(//A) defined accordingly. These 
quantities are plotted in Fig. 9.7. We see that for a given wave height the maximum 

Fig. 9. 7 
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variation of slope I av/ax I arises in waves with a length approxlmltely equal to the 
lenath of the beam. 

(b) W-clted Jknding Momen11 in the Uniform Beirm 
If the hydrodynamic force on the beam is FH per unit length, the bending moment 
at any sectionxo is 

M«o, t) • 1:• CFH - mi/)(xo - x)dx. 

Now in terms of our crude theory of the uniform beam 

FH = Prb(!- •)-.V. 

Thus, from Equations (9.72) and (9.73), 

M(xo,t) • Pfb 1:• ( (!- •) - m; a V )(x0 - x)dx 

•Pfbl:° (<!-•l - ~)(xo-x)dx 

where use is made of Equation (9.63) and the relation 

(9.12) 

(9.73) 

(9.14) 

(9.15) 

Substituting for t(x, t), from Equation (9.62) , and for ,(x, t), from Equation (9.63), 
we obtain from Equation (9.74) 

M(xo,t) ••Pfb R,[1:" ( exp(-lkx) 

• 2 2 ) ] 
+ L ~i~x) (xo - x)dxexp(iw,t) . ,.._1w,-w. 

(9.76) 

For the sake of simplicity, consideration is given to the amidships bendina moment 
at x0 • l/2. Symmetry arguments then show that all the tenns of the series for even 
values of r are zero. The integral in Equation (9.76) may be evaluated and, for 
convenience, separated into two .eu of terms: the summation for r • 1, 3, 5, . . . , -, 
and the others. This leads to the expression 

( / ) i' (~ 1- cos•//A) ( •') 
M 2 ,t • •Pfb B(•I/A)- 4(•//A)' cos w,t- -;;_ 

- I I I' [''' ( I ) +•Pfb(w)-wt) L =----, 1 ♦,(x)co,(w,t - b)dx J ♦,(x) 2 - x dx. 
r- 1,3, . . ,, W, - We O 0 

(9.11) 

It is thus found that resonant contributions to the amiddtips bending moment are 
obtained only from the modes I, 3, S, .... ln particular, there is no resonant con-
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tribution to the amidships bending moment in a unifonn beam from the - 1 mode. 
Let us now consider the limit of the right-lwtd side of Equation (9.77) for an 

infinite)y rigid ship. In this case 

El 
"rl '"';;;; ➔-, 

Hence 

w~ =C,.,2 /t +wi)➔ oo, r= 1,2,3, ... 

and all the terms of the summation tend to zero. It follows that the amidships 
bending moment in a perfectly rigid beam is given by 

M(½,,) =a~bl 1Mw (*)co,(w,1-~) 
where M"' (///\) is the dimensionless quantity 

M"'(!_) •(sin•///\ _ I - cos•///\) 
I\ 8(•1//\) #.•///\)' . 

(9.78) 

(9.79) 

Furthermore, thu is the exact value of the amidships bending moment in a flexible 
bum at the particular encounter frequency w. • wo. It is also a close approximation 
at other values of encounter frequency, provided that w. <w1 ; this is because all 
terms of the summation in Equation (9.77) are then negligible. ln other word.5, a 
small change of We away from w0 causes little direct change in the bendi~ moment 
in th e flexible beam. The only indirect influence is through the term~ (I/A) since 
We is related to the wave frequency and hence to A. 

It is clear that the nature ofthcrcsponseofthcbeamat lowfrequencies(we < w1) 
differs qualitatively from that at higher frequencies. When w. ooincldcs with 
one of the natural frequencies w 1 , w2 , w3, ... , high stresses arc set up due to 
resonance . The stresses are infinite in our theoretk:al model, although in practice 
they are of course limited by damping. It is convenient to refer to this phenomenon 
u a condition of •resonant encount er'. At the lower frequencies, this phenomenon 
does not exist in t he unifonn beam. The possibility of high stresses then arises 
because of the nature of the function Mw (I/A), which is plotted in Fig. 9.8 . We see 
that there is an absolute maximum when 

(9.80) 

In the lower frequency range an absolute maximum amplitud e of amidships bending 
moment exists if the ship length is a little greater than the wavelength. We refer to 
this condition as ship-w ave matching. 

9.6 Application of Beom Analysis to Ship Hulk ill Steady Motion 

The uniform beam analysis which has been outlin ed, and which is discussed in more 
detail in ( 17), indicates many of the features of the behaviour of real ship hulls. 
The response to dynamic excitation may be written as the sum of responses in an 
infinit e series of modes, of which only the lowest few modes will generally be of 
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Fig. 9.8 

interest in the range of frequencies excited in practice. In the higher modes it is 
unlikely that the simple assumptions of beam theory will be tenable. It may be 
misleading to assume that at the higher frequencies plane cross sections remain 
sensibly plane: thm: in the higher modes of a tanker with longitudinal stiffening, the 
instantaneous distortion at a cross section may be as indicated in Fig. 9.9 (see (181). 
This, however, is a specialized subject beyond the scope of this book, as are the 
details of introducing corrections for th e influences of shear and rotary inertia on 
the lowest beam modes. We simply observe that it may be necessary to make allow
ance for these, since a ship is unlikely to be very long and thin; but thls is relatively 
straightforward when use is made of the approximate numerical techniqu es which 
become obligatory when dealing with the complex non-uniformity of ship hulls. 

It is clear that interest centres on the lowest modes of a ship hull , acting as a 
beam, and on the responses in those modes to various excitations . Methods of 
performing these calculations will be described in the following sections. The 
response of real ship hulls is discussed in a qualitative maMer ( 19). 

For the unifonn ship the lowest two modes were found to be rigid-body modes 
having equal natural frequencies. Neither of these characteristics generally holds for 

Fig. 9.9 
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a real ship, represented by a non-unifonn beam: the lowest two modes are not 
without distortion, and the corresponding frequencies differ (although they are, 
nevertheless, close to each other). Furthennore, a real ship does not usually have 
fore-and-aft symmetry , and the strict symmetry and antisymmetry of successive 
modes does not always apply. For most ships the distortion in the 'heave' and •pitch' 
modes is negligible, an assumption that has always been made in the past. If the 
higher modes are ignored, this then leads to the idea of the ship as a rigid body , 
which has for many years been the basis for ship stressing. It can now be shown 
how this is related to the quasistatic approach which was discussed in Chapter 3. 

9.6.1 R/sfd Ship Approx/madon for B<llt,rio•r In w.,.., 
Our study of the unifonn beam in waves has shown how, in the rigid modes, the 
displacement and slope of the centre of mass are subject to a condition of resonant 
encounter. This is tru e also of a non-uniform beam. but for a real ship damping due 
to wave malting in these modes is so high that resonant magnification facton greater 
than l .S arc most unlikely. large motions of a real ship are therefore predominantly 
the result of some type of ship.wave matching phenomenon. Maximum pitching 
motions occur somewhere in the region of wavelength equal to ship length. 

The overall strength of the ship is related to the maximum hull girder bending 
moment, and this has been examined for the unifonn beam. Qualitatively, the 
analytical results for a real ship are very similar. if it is assumed to respond as a rigid 
body. Ship-wave matching is again the governing phenomenon, and the maximum 
amidships bending moment is given in a wave whose length is approximately equal 
to the ship length. This indicates why the traditional quasistatic approach of balanc• 
ing th e ship on a wave of the same length has worked so well. For a simple uniform 
beam the quasistatic approach gives an identical value of bending moment to the 
amplitude of fluctuating moment obtained from a dynamic analysis of th e rigid 
beam. Now th e dynamic analysis of the rigid•body motions of a real ship in waves 
introduc es several complexities beyond our previous discussion. Nevertheless, the 
resulting bending moments are found to be of the same order (in fact somewhat 
smaller) as those obtained from a quasistatic analysis. 

This discussion is not intend ed as a ju stification for the quasistatic approach, but 
rather as an indication of why it has worked satisfactorily before more sophisticated 
analytical tools became available. The reasons for abandoning it are clear. Not only 
does th e quasistatic analysis generally give uMeccssarily conservative results when 
compared with a well fonnulat ed, detenninistic, rigid-body dynamic analysis, but it 
has no possibility of extension to deal with the random nature of waves. The 
advance in the 1950s to the rigid-ship dynamic approach allowed a fundamental 
switch in the philosophy underlying drip stressing. By using certain reasoned 
assumptions about the statistical properties of waves, together with the mathematics 
of random process theory, it became possible to estimate the maximum bending 
moment likely to be applied once in the life.time of the ship.t The ship is then 
designed to resist this witho ut demanding major repairs. 

It is worth while to outline the procedure involved in a thorough dynamic 
analysis of the rigid ship. The equations of motion arc written in tenns of appropriate 
generalized coordinates, which for symmetric motions correspond to heave and 

t This co nc sponds to a probability Qr about Io·• that Che bending moment will not be exceeded. 
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pit ch measured a t the centre of mass. The two equations are coupled by the hydro
dynamic terms for added inertia, damping and stiffness. An additional complexity 
is that these hydrodynamic t erms are generally frequency-dependent, and involve 
contributions proportional to the forward speed of the ship. The wave-exciting force 
has terms proportional to the free•u rface elevation and to the velocities and accelera. 
lions of wave particles. All these hydrodynamic forces are evaluated on the basis of 
strip theory, in which the Oow past hull cross sections is assumed to be twCHiimen
sional. Fora given ship velocity and wave frequency, the resulting coupled equations 
may be solved and the heave and pitch amplitudes determined. As for the uniform 
beam the bending moment at any section may then be calculated . In this way a 
transfer function is derived, giving the venicaJ bending moment ruulting from an 
incident wave of unit amplitude, over a range of frequencies. This transfer function 
is used in conjunction with wave statistics provided by the oceanographer to yield 
probabilistic estimates of extreme bending moments. 

The procedure we have summarized in the preceding paragraph is quite complex. 
Even so it is based on fairly sweeping assumptions. Quite apart from the strip-theory 
hypothesis for obtaining hydrodynamic forces, it is assumed that the ship responds 
in rigid modes and in no oth ers. This latter simplification is reasonable provided 
that (i) the lowest two modes are indeed essentially rigid, and (ii) t he relevant 
frequencies of excitation are well below the natural frequencies of the higher modes. 
Condition (i) is not a matter that has been examined in the past, and seems to call 
for further investigation. The behaviour of the ship when condition (il) is not satis
fied will now be examined . 

9.6.2 R,,po,u, In m, Two.,,,,,i.,,n,1 Hli/wr Mod,, 

Some very large and flexible ships may be induced to resonate in the two-node 
mode by waves. This is a relatively new problem, caused by the decrease in natural 
frequency associated with increase in ship size. It is particularly relevant to tankers 
and Great Lakers, and a correction, distinguished by the name •springing', is then 
sometimes applied for the analysis (201. The analysis of springing stresses may fonn 
an integral part of the assessment of the strength of large ships. 

Response to wave excitation (' springing') has also been well illustrated by the 
uniform beam analysis, but there are certain aspects which should be considered in 
order to emphasize the similarities and contrasts with wave-induced response in the 
lowest modes. Flexural stresses due to springing are associated with the phenomenon 
of resonant encounter,and they are therefore strongly dependent on a ship's forward 
speed. In contrast, large bending moments due lo response in the lowest modes arise 
predominantly from ship-wave matching, and these are only weakly dependent on 
speed. Full-scale measurements at service speeds have shown springing stresses in 
current ships, including tankers in the 3 GN (=! 300000 tonf) displacement range, 
to be generally smaller than low-frequency wave stresses, excep t in large Great 
Laken, where they have been found to be of the same order. The difficulty, how
ever, is that of designing for fatigue. In order to predict accurately the fluctuating 
stress ranges to which a vessel will be subjected, it is essential that the designer 
should have reliable methods of dynamic analysis. 

It will be appreciated that the separation of a 'springing' response from that in 
the lowest modes rests upon certain empirical assumptions, and there is consequently 
some difficulty in attempting to develop a rational theory for use with very large 
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$hips. It has been pointed out ( 15) that difficulty of this nature can be avoided quite 
simply by adopting a rather different approach ab initio. 

It has been noted that a rotating propeller stimulates a ship's hull into forced 
vibration and there exists a real possibility that the response might be resonant. 
Generally speaking. the frequency of such motion is sufficiently large to throw 
doubt on the concept of the 'hull-girder'; the hull doe s not act as a non-unifonn 
beam. But at the lower end of the propeller frequency spectrum thls form of 
idealization may still b e adequate and much research in this field is based upon this 
assumptio n . We are then concerned with the two-node and rughcr modes. 

To examine the response of a ship hull to propeller (and for that matter, other 
machinery) excitation in these rather restricted conditions it is necessary to deter
mine the excitation forces. Once this information has been obtained, by experiment 
or by theoretical calculations, the appropriat e generalized forces may be calculated. 
The modes or interest are those who se natural frequencies are dose to a major 
driving frequency. Modal responses are calculated on the basis or assumed values or 
damping , which is discussed below. ln contrast with calculations of springing, 
responses to propeller excitatio n are usually made with the aim or keeping ampli• 
tud es within tolerable limits for environmental (as opposed to strength) reasons. 

9.6.J N•-- M,doods for HulJ.tfrd,r Vibrations 

In the discussion or the structural dynamics or ship hulls in symmetric motions, it 
is seen how the first step in the analysis is to obtain the first few natural frequencies 
and characteristic modes. For complex non-uniform beams of the type that might 
be used to idealize a real ship hull, exact solution of the free vibration equations 
wW seldom, if ever, be possible. Approximate numerical methods are required, and 
we shall briefly outline two possible approaches based on methods applicable to a 
very wide variety of probl ems in structural mechanics. For very rapid, approximate 
solutions to certain ship vibration problems other methods may also be useful, as 
for example those due to Rayleigh and Stodola. These arc powerful methods which 
may be clearly illustrated in the context of beam vibrations, but they are unlikely 
to be of direct relevance to analysis of the highly complex structure of a ship hull . 
The Rayleigh and Stodola methods are of more use for simpler configurations; an 
example of their use might be in the estimation of the lowest natural frequency of 
an antenna, idealized as a tapered cantilever. 

In this chapt er we shall continu e to adopt th e simplifying assumptions used in 
Section 9.S. That is, we shall not employ the far more powerful methods of hydr o
elastic ship analysis but will continue to use th e basic ideas that underly much 
contemporary practice. 

(a) Transfer Matrix Merhods 
These methods are well suited to analysis of non-unifonn beams, and the effects of 
shear deformation and rotary inertia may be included in a straightforward manner. 
To keep our explanation simple, however, these latter effects will again be consid
ered negligible. 

In the general form of the method , the beam is idealized as a set of unifonn 
beams joined end to end. In considering one of these elementary unifonn beams, 
the displacement, slope, bending moment and shear force at one end are expressed 
in terms of th e corresponding quantities at the other end by means of a so-called 
'transfer matrix'. This matrix is obtained from the general solution for free vibration 
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of a uniform beam. By proceeding from one end of the beam to the other, and 
multiplying transfer matrices for adjacent elements, the bending moment and shear 
force at one end may be expressed in cenns of the displacement and slope at the 
other for a certain frequency of vibration. Because of the free- free boundary 
conditions this leads to a homogeneous set of equations; the determinant of coef
ficients should therefore be zero. The value of the determinant will, however, depend 
on the chosen frequency for which the calculation was made, and by iteration the 
natural frequency may be found. The corresponding mode shape may then be readily 
obtained. 

A somewhat simpler variant of this approach is the Myk.lestad-Prohl method, 
which is now described in some detail. The non-unifonn beam is again divided into 
a series of beams, but the mass of each elementary beam is apportioned between its 
ends and concent rated there. The continuous beam is thus approximated (as 
indicated in Fig. 9. I 0) as a system possessing 

!(number of cul$)+ 2 I = n 

degrees of freedom. 

St t t t f f I 
Fig. 9.10 

Each degree of freedom may be associated with th e deflection of a mass, and 
that deflection may be considered as an element of a matrix q. In tenns of our 
present approach, each such deflection must in some way be associated with an 
'added mass'. In practice, an added mas.sis found for each 'slice' of the hull, being 
given by 

( 

added mass per unit length ) 
for appropriate 'average' x (length of slice). 
cross sectton 

This quantity is added to the mas.s of th e slice and the sum is then Jivided (usually 
equally) between the appropriate cuts . 

The concentrated masses are connected by lengths of beam which, being massless 
and undamped, distort according to the laws of statics, and if the cuu are close 
enough together these short lengths are effectively unifonn. If the hull can indeed 
be treated as a beam (rather than a shell)t we may find flexibilHies for the segments. 
treating each in turn as a cantilever of small span. Thus for the rth slice, of span/, , 
the flexibilities are 

as indicated in Fig. 9.11. 

t h has been sua,ested that this is acceptable provided lhat a.n equivalent. reduced width (i.e. 
beam dimensk>n) is assumed. 
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s, 

r, 
lbl 

ri.g. 9.11 

Consider a vibration of the complete free - free beam with some assumed fre
quency w. Starting at the right-hand end of Fig. 9 .10 we have a mass m I representing 
half the mass of the first slice and half the added mass of that slice (assuming that 
the masses were divided equally). This mass is acted upon by a shear force S 1 and 
bending moment M1 , both of which vary sinusoidally with time (see fig. 9.12(a)). 
Evidently 

S1 =m 1V1 = -m 1Y1w
1 sin wt =.S1 sin wt 

M1 2 Ai1 sin wt • O 

so th.at the amplitudes S1 of S 1 and M1 of Mt can be written down in terms of 
the assumed amplitudesi 1 of deflection v and 81 of slope 6 at mass 1. Now consider 

c 1EJl)M._, 
~ 

Fig. 9.12 
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the fint slice together with the second mus (Fig . 9.l 2(b)). The deflection (positive 
downwards) and slope (positive for clockwise rotation) at mass m2 are given by v2 
and 81 , where 

81 •82 -11 1S1 -r1M1 

l' 1 • 112 - E1S1 - 111M1 +/181 

respectively. Hence 

82 ,..9, +'71S1 +t1M1 =(9, +11,S,)sinwt•B1 sin wt 

111 • v, + t,S 1 + 111M1 - J.82 • \V1 + t1S1 - 1,81)si.n wt= V2 sin wt. 

Furthermore , 

S2 = S1 + m1V1 • (S, - m1V1c,i)sin wt• l2 s.in wt 

M2 :r::.M1 +'1S1 • l,S, sinwt=M 2 sin wt . 

Starting with assumed amplitudes Y1 , 8 1 we first found S1 and .M1 • Now we 
have deduced >'2, i1, S1 and M1. It is poSJible to move along the whole beam in 
th.is way for the assumed frequency since, at thcrth slice (Fig. 9.l 2(c)), 

Br+, = 8, + r,,S, + t,M, 

Y, ... = v, + erS, + 11rM, - 1,8"1 

(9.81a) 

(9 .81b) 

S,~, • S, - m,+1V,,u<•i (9.81c) 

M,.,•M,+l,S,. (9.81d) 

The calculations may be done in a tabular fonn or, much more effective ly, on a 
computer. 

The results of the calculation are the quanti ties 

S,. • S,, sin wt 

M,. • M,, sin wt 

(9.82a) 

(9.82b) 

at the left-hand end of the beam (Fig. 9.l2(d)). They are expressed in the form 

S,, =A ,.i 1 +B,.81 

M,..=C,.i 1 +D,.8 1 

But since the left-hand end is free, M,. • O so that 

e,-- ~v1 
D. 

and hence 

- ( s.c.) _ S,.= A,.-D. v1 

or 
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The quantity a 111 is a cross receptance between the two ends of the beam. If a curve 
of 1/cr.1,. is plotted against w, the initially assumed driving frequency, the zeros 
occur at the natural frequencies since they correspond to S,. • 0. The corresponding 
sequences of values V1 , i 2 , ••• , V,. define the principal modes. 

Strictly speaking, the added masses that should be used depend upon the assumed 
value of w . This is because, with sinusoidal motion, A, 8 and C are in general fre
quency-dependent. This is a matter of some consequence in wave excitation and it 
further emphasizes the superiority of a more complete hydroelastic analysis. It has 
been found, however, that this dependence is usually very weak and can be ignored 
in cases where the excitation is that of a propeller and yet the frequency is not high 
enough to invalidate the hull-girder idealizations [21 ). 

It must be understood that the Myklestaid- Prohl method of calculalJon has been 
described merely by way of illustration. The method Js capable of refinement, 
notably in regard to the con ections for ro tary inertia and shear deflection. A dis
cussion of pract ical results rela ting to surface ships is given by Lewis (22). 

(b) Finite Element Methods 
A more general technique which may be applied to a system of any degree of com
plexity , within the limiu of compute r technology , is the finite element method 
(23). 1n ship structural dynamics this has great potenti al for solving complex vibra
tion problems such as the interaction between the main hull and local vibrations 
(24) . The application of the method to dynamic problems is now briefly illustrated 
by again considering symmetric flexure of the main hull as a non-uniform beam. 

The beam is divided into a series of elements, and frequencies and mod e shapes 
are calculated by what may be considered an extension of the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method . We consider a uniform element (indicated in Fig. 9.13) and assume that it 
deforms according to the static deflected shape, as in the Rayleigh- Ritz method. 
Note that in the Myklestad-Prohl method the static deflection curve is also used, 
but this is a consequence of concentrating the mass at the ends of the elements. In 
the finite element met hod to be described here, the mass is assumed to be distributed 
uniformly along the e lement; it is also possible to incorporat e concentrated masses 
simultaneously. lf the deflections and slopes at either end are as indicated in 
Fig. 9.13, it may be shown by simple beam the ory that the sta tic deflection curve is 
given by 

,m = ( I - 3!' +~'),,+(I - 212 + 13)1,8, 

El, , m, 

Fig. 9.13 
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where f is the dimensionless coordinate x/lr, ln matrix form this may be written 

(9 .86a) 

Also, 

(9.86b) 

where the superscript r indicates that a matrix is associa ted with th e rth element 
and a prime signifies a transposed matrix. In fact 

[
'' ] 1•-Jt'+it'] v<•> • ~' ; •CO. (t; it' : t')I, 
l'r+I 3f - 2t 

e,., <-t' + t')I, 
and b(t) is obtained by differentiating Equation (9.85) twice with respect tot. 

Now for harmonic motions ii sin wt, we may write expressions for the strain 
energy and kinetic energy in the element. These are respectively 

Y(,) El,]~ (d2ii)' dx . 2 =- :i:'2" srn wt 
2 o dx 

(9.87a) 

r,.r) = - -' ~dx C0$2 WI w
2
m I~ 
2 0 • 

(9 .87b) 

Hence 

where K(,) is the 'stiffness' matrix of the element and is given by the expression 
within the braces, and v<r) is the matrix of generaliz.ed coordinates 

Jr) • y<r) ml wt. 

Furthermore 

r'' • !w'.<'1 lm,J, i: a(t)a(tldt Iv<•> cos2 wt • it<•>'M(,)f(,) (9.89) 

where M'-'' is the •consistent mass' matrix of the element and+<'> stands for d(v<'>)/dt. 
Thus for the total assembly of n elements we have, from Equations (9.88) and 

(9 .89), 
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Consider now a matrix of all the generalized coordinates (2n + 2 in all): 

V11+l 

6,r+t 

z ijsin wt. 

The quantities for V and T may be rearranged in the form 

V•jq'Kq; 

T=jfM<j 

(9.91) 

(9.92a) 

(9 .92b) 

ln these expressions, Kand M represent, respectively, the total beam stiffness and 
:onsistent mass matrices. 

We now use the Lagrangean equations for the beam in free vibrations. There are 
2n .,. 2 such equations for th.is system, of which the (2r - I )th and the 2rth are 

.! (~)- ~ + ~ = 0 (9.93a) 
di av, av, a .. , 

.! (~) - ~ + !J'.. 0 (9 .93b) 
dt as, ae, ae, · 

The combina tion of Equations (9.91)-(9 .93) yields, in matrix fonn, 

- w2Mq + Kij • 0 

or, 

(K - w 2M)q = 0. (9.94) 

The natural frequencies are thus the square roots of the eigenvalues of this set of 
equations, and from their solution the characteristic modes can be obtained. 

This method is ideally suited for implementation on a digital computer , and it 
may be used with a wide variety of elements for more complex vibration problems, 
for example beam, plate and shell elements. It may also be easily developed for the 
calculation of the dynamic response to a complicated distributed excitation force. 

9 .6.4 ~ction Pro1Nn~s 

The methods previously described require knowledge of structural properties for a 
discrete set of sections along the length of the hull. Some of these, such as flexural 
rigidity and mass per unit length (or possibly lumped mass at a point), may be 
found in a relatively straightforward manner, although the numerical work involved 
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should not be underestimat ed. There are two properties, however. on which we 
must elaborate. 

(a) Added Mas, in Symmerrlc Vibrarion 
The above treatment assumes that values or •added mass' are known . We shall now 
explain brieHy how these values are found, noting first of all that there is no sug. 
gestion that mass is rea lly 'added' in the sense that an identifiable body of water is 
'entrained by' the hull. Note also that it is an 'added mass' per unit length that is 
required. 

Consider an infinit ely long, circular cylinder moving along a perpendicular to its 
axis in an i.nfutite, incompress.ible, inviscid liquid which is at rest at infinity . Let the 
velocity of the cylinder at any instant be U so that its kinetic energy per unit length 
is ½mU1

• As the cylinder moves it causes particles of liquid to move out of its way 
and round to its "rear'. The liquid thus acquires kinetic energy and the value of this 
at any instant per unit length of cylirtder is ¼Pffb2 U2 , where pis the density of the 
liquid andb is the radius of the cylinder (6). The total kinetic energy of the cylinder 
and liquid per unit length of cylinder is thus 

l<m + Q)U' 

where o: a 1tpb1
• Note that o: is equal to the mass o f liquid displaced by unit length 

of the cylinder and that, generally speaking, this is far from negligible. (fan external 
force/ per unit length acts on the cylinder in th e direction of U, then 

so that 

Uf • ~ (\mu' + \QU') 
dt 

f•(mH)U, 

assuming that there is no change in potential energy. The quantity m + o: is the 
"virtual mass' and o: is the 'added mass', both per unit length. 

This result for a moving circular cylinder is central to any discussion of added 
mass. Its derivation by consideration of kinetic energy is convenient but it may also 
be found by the use of a time-dependent potential function [6, 2S). Being readily 
amenable to analysis, the potential flow round an accelerating circular cylinder 
provides a convenient basis of comparison. Let 

(
added mass per unit length of other body) 
in two-dimensional flow 

C • (added mass per unit length of circular cylinder) · 
having the appropriate 'comparable' size 

For a ship floating at a free surface there will be two such coefficients: Cv for 
vertical (i.e. symmetric) motion; and CH for horizontal (i.e . antisymmetric) motion. 
We are here concerned with Cv, and values of it were first found by Lewis using 
conformal transformations (26 ). 

Two features of Lewis's coefficients Cv must be mentioned . First, the basis of 
comparison used in defining Cv is that the radius of the cylinder is taken as half the 
beam of the hull. Second, all of Lewis's sections are vertical at the water line so that 
the added mass of the totally immersed, non•drcular cylinder may be calculated. It 
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is then assumed that the added mass of a cylinder (whether circular or not) whose 
waterplane section bisects the cross section is half that of the same cylinder fully 
immersed . A typical result is illustrated in fig. 9.14; for the given shape, in which 
b/d = 0.6, it is found that Cv • 1.20. 

The quantities Cv are based entirely on two-dimensional pot ential flow. Both 
the circular cylinder and the hull are assumed to be of infinite length . Some improve
ment of accuracy is obtained by treating the flow as three-dimensional, though still 
for potential flow. The values of Cv are accordingly multiplied by a factor J (J < I) 
that is determined by the length•tO•beam ratio of the hull [ 15]. In reality, this three• 
dimensional flow is accompanied by a steady flow along the cylinder axis, but its 
effects are generally ignored. 

Fig. 9.14 

(b) Damp;ng 
One of the major uncertainti es in the analysis of modal responses lies in the figures 
assigned to damping. Except at low frequencies, associated with response in the 
lowest two symmetric modes, damping occurs mostly in the hull. Beam theory 
suggests that damping might be ascribed per unit length. The figure 

b = 0.03 mw (9.95) 

has been quoted empirically [21 J and furth er informa1ion on damping can be found 
in [12]. ln Equation(9.95), 

b = damping force/unit velocity/unit lenglh 

m = mass/unit length (including added mass) 

w"' driving frequency in radians per second. 
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Such an approximation as thls makes the calculation of stQ dy response possible, 
provided the excitation is specified and the hull.girder idealization remains tenable. 

As is almost always the case, damping virtually defies estimation (and even 
accurate measurement) . It is known that damping levels differ markedly between 
nominally similar vehicles, for instance. Moreover, even the vibration analyst's trick 
of associating a damping factor with each principal mode is not always helpfuJ. 
There Is a fair degree of agreement on the following points, however: 

(i) riveted vehkles are more heavily damped than welded ones; 
(ii) 'added damping' is seldom great, except in the lowest two symmetric modes 

for which it is crucial; 
(ill) damping incr eases with frequency and high modes are generally much more 

heavily damped than low ones (although wheth er or not the hull can continue to be 
regarded as a beam becom es questionable)~ and 

(iv) more dat a arc needed. 

This side of structural dynamics is in a most unsatisfactory state . 

9.7 SUuctunl Dyuamic, of Sbjp Hulls ID Antisymmetric Motloo 

•Torsion• and 'bending' arc forms of behaviour that are associated with prismatic 
bodies and they arc individually observable phenomena only under certain special 
conditions. Pure bending occurs only if all loads acting on the beam pass through 
the e lastic axis(or locus of shear centres) . Rarely, if ever, arc those conditions likely 
to prevail in a marine hull. In practice, therefore, torsion and bending are 'coupled' 
in antisymmetric vibration. Moreover, the nature o f the coupling is made complica
ted by the departure of the hull from a uniform prismatic form. 

Coupled torsion and lateral bending may be examined by the same techniques as 
those described above. Finite elements mayb e used, and the transfer matrix method 
has also been applied in this cont ext to ship hulls. In this way, principal modes and 
natural frequencies may be obtained. By including structural and Huid damping, we 
may find the response to forced sinusoidal excitation, e ither directly or by a modal 
approach. But it has to be accepted that the theory is much more complicat ed and 
can give rise to numerous levels of simplification. In order to illustrate what is 
involved we shall now outline an approach which is, in effect , another home-grown 
adaptation of that due to Myklcstad [27). 

9.1.1 Frtt J'ibrot/QO 

Let us first examine briefly an elementary theory o f coupled bending and torsion. 
figure 9.J S shows a unifonn beam (or rudimentary hull) in which the axis Ox is 

Fig. 9. 15 
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associated with th e axis of shear centr es. It is assumed that the distance, of Kand C 
from Ch' are known, K being the keel and C the centre of mass of the cross section. 
Consider an element of the beam that is isolated by the faces I and 2 as shown. A 
static force qAx applied to the slice at the shear centre causes no rotation so that 
the element is as shown in Fig. 9.l6. (It is assumed that the transverse loading at all 
points of the beam lies in the plane On.) The bending moment M and shear force S 
are given by the relations, 

dM 
or ~=S 

dS 
or ~=-q. 

But, 

where 1,, is the second moment of area of the section about the centroidal axis 
parallel to Oy. Therefore 

d•w 
El, ~•q. (9.96) 

If, instead of passing through the shear centre, the horizontal load qti;c passes 
through C - and we assume that th.is is true all along the beam - then the slice will 
be rotated (as well as deflected) as illustra ted in Fig. 9.17. There are now twisting 

Fig. 9.16 
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,., 

)b) 

Fig. 9.17 

moments T. and those applied to the element are given by 

r, - r, = -{q&c)c 

whence, as /!x ➔ 0, 

(9.97) 

The quantity Ti s related to the angle of rotat ion ~ by a relationship of the form 

T• K~ - K'g (9.98) 
dx dx 

in whk:h K is the 'torsional stiffness• for uniform torsion and K' is the 'wa rping 
stiffnn:s•. In practical anal)'IU - certainly with ship hulls - it is usually assumed, 
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however, that the form 

T=K~ 
dx 

will suffice. 

(9 .99) 

A simple th eory of vibration is now obtained by as.suming that the loading q is 
in the nature of an inertia force, so that 

a' 
q= - Apa7(w+,.) (9.100) 

where A.p Is the mass per wtit length of beam. It is further assumed th at, instead of 
Equation (9.97), we may writ e 

a•~ 
T, - T, • --{q'1K)c + (lpp'1K) a,i' 

or, in the limit Ax ➔ 0, 

ar a1 11 
a:;-=-qc+lpPa,I" (9.101) 

where /p is the polar second moment of area about the centroidal axis. Equations 
(9.96), (9.98), (9 .100) and (9.101) now give a pair of simultaneous equations of 
motion: 

a4 w a2 w a1q> 
El, ax•• - Ap a,f - Ape a,i' 

a•~ a•~ 32 w 32♦ 32♦ 
Kax'f-K' ax'°=Apc-;,,+Apc 2 

a;r+lpP a,i' · 

(9 . 102) 

(9.103) 

These equations are examined in the literature, for example in [28). 
Let w now see how a practical technique of analysis might be formulated for a 

hull. We again start by imagining the hull cut into slices, as shown in Fig. 9 .18, each 
slice being supposed unifonn. The mass of each slice is concentrated at its two 
bowiding "cuts', as is its polar moment of inertia (lpp)l:,.x. Corresponding to 
Fig. 9. l 7(b) we now have, at the rth cross sectional 'cut', the concentrated mass 
m, and moment of inertia/, as indicated in Fig. 9.19. 

Starting at the right-hand end, we can again work along the hull to the left-hand 
end. In so doing the following notation is used: 

W, :a: amplitude of deflection w, 

8, = amplitude ofsl ope, (3w/3Jc). = 8, 

Fig. 9.18 
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i, • amplitude of rotation., 

S, • amplitude of $hearing force: S, 

M, = amplitude of bending moment M, 

f, z amplitude of twisting moment T,. 
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Let us assume that W1 , 81 , ii may take any arbitrary (although as yet wupetifi ed) 
ffiue and then consider the sinusoidal motion of the mass m I with arbitrary fre
quency w (refer to Fig. 9.20(1)). Evidently 

T1 • J1i$1 • -J1w 2i 1 sin WI= T, sin wt 

M1 =O 

S1 =-m1(W1 +c1j1) = m1w2(W1 +c 1i 1)sinwt • S1 sin wt 

Thw, we can find f 1,M1 (• 0),5 1 in terms of'W1, 'D'1, i, . 

(9.104a) 

(9 .104b) 

(9.104c) 

To proceed to the next concentrated mass, m 2 , consider the system shown in 
Fig. 9.20(b). lnspcction shows that 

81 • 81 •~ 1S1 - f 1M1 (9.105a) 

W 1 "' W:J: + l161 + f1S 1 - '11M1 (9.lOSb) 

~, • h + x, T, . (9.105c) 

Fig. 9.20 
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Here the flexibilities t1 , f'h, t1 are the same as those defined previously (see Fig. 
9.11) for pure bending. The fresh flexibility x 1 is for tors.ion and of the type ,ug
gested by Equation (9.99). The estimation of flexibilities x may present some 
difficulty in practice. Often, however, it is permissible to use the theory of torsion 
of closed, thin-walled sections; when thls is so, 

(9.106) 

for the appropriate (rth) slice, where G is the shear modulus, A 0 is the enclosed 
cro• sectional area, t is the wall thickness ands is the distance round the wall. 

Returning to Equations (9.105a, b, c) for the fust slice we see that 

82 •8, -~,s. +t,M, =(B, - ~1S1)sinw, • il", sin WI (9.107 a) 

W2 • w1 - /181 - t1S1 +111M1 • (W1 - /182 -f 1S1)sinwt 
= W2 sin wt 

92 • ♦1 - x1T1 •(i1 - x,f,) sin wt•~ sin wt. 

(9 .107b) 

(9.107c) 

Thus 62, W2 , ii are found in terms of 91, W1 , i, and it is possible to fmd f 1 ,Mi , s,: 
T, • T, +/,., • (:i'1 +J,w'i,)sin wt • f, sin wt (9.108a) 

M, • ~,s, = ~.s, sin wt • M, sin WI (9.108b) 

S:;i = Si - m2('W2 + c24»2) • lS1 + m2w2(W2 +c2i1) I sin wt 

• s, sin wt (9.108c) 

We can then tum our atten tion to the second slice to calculate 83 , W3, i,, f,,ii,, 
S, in thot ordu. 

Without going into detail it is possible to see that th.is process may be carried on 
until i,., W,., i,., f,.., M,., S,. are found . In theory a tabular calculation might be 
perfonned, but in practice a computer would be essential. All of these six quantities 
are found as linear algebraic functions of 61 , W1 , i 1 • If the requirements 

f . • o = ii. (9.109) 

say, are imposed, a suitable cross receptance between the two ends may be found. 
Thus, suppose that the condition at the nth mass is 

M,. • D61 +Ew, +Fi, 

s" •GB1 +frw, +i~. 

(9.110a) 

(9.110b) 

(9 . 110c) 

where ..i, B, ... , i are known. The requirements in (9.109) pennit us to find 11 
and W1 in tenns of i i (say). That is, 

s,-n, 
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(9.112) 

say. The ratio i 1 /~,, is the 'cross reccptance between rotation at the bow and trans
verse displacement at the stern'. In other words, the quantity 

i - ~ (9.113) .,., 
(which is known for the given frequency w) gives the transverse shear force at the 
stem eer unit rotation at the bow . 

If Z is plotted as a function of w it is found that for certain values of w, i van. 
ishes, so that a finite response is produced without excitation . These frequencies 
are the natural frequencies of the hull in antisymmetric vibration. The corresponding 
principal modes are found from the values 6, W, i when w h.1s the appropri a te 
natural frequency. 

The above outline of a method to determine the free antisymmetric vibrations of 
a hull obviously embodies many sweeping assumptions, and in most cases these 
assumptions are capable of refinement or adaptation. But it is not our purpose to 
examine them here in any detail. 

(a) Add ed Mass in Anti symme tric Vibration 
The values of m, and J, in the previous cakulations are assumed, within the context 
of this rather crude fonnulation, to include allowances for added mass alld added 
moment of inertia respectively .t (Not e that the concept of an added moment of 
inerti a is fully in accord with lagrangean theory since rotation, like displacement, is 
represented by a generalized coordinate.) These contributions have been estimated 
in the same manner as those referred to in Section 9.6.4{a). They are quoted in the 
literature in the form of dimensionless coefficients of added mass - or momen t of 
inertia - per unit length. · 

It will be recalled th at in two-dimensional potential now round an accelerating 
cylinder of radius b, the added mass per unit length is 1rpb2 • Suppose that instead 
of being fully immersed in an infinite nuid the cyLinder lies on the surface with its 
axis lying in the water-plane section. If the cylinder moves in a direction perpendicu
lar to its axis but so that that axis remains in the water-plane sect ion, it is reasonable 
to assume that the added mass is j:,rpb1. A similar argument for two-dim ensional 
flow round a non.circular cylinder representing a section of the hull gives aH, the 
added mass per unit length in horizontal motion. Th e quantity aH is normally 
quoted in non-Oimens.ional form as 

(9.114) 

where dis the draught of the section. 
The added moment of inertia per unit length of a circular cylinder rotating in an 

inviscid fluid is zero. The added moment of inertia J' of a hull is therefore compar ed 

f Once again, far more accurate u:chlUQucs or analysis exist and arc dhcusscd in, for example, 

'"'· 
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arbitrarily with the quantity wpd'4. Thus 

J ' 
CT • ;;7· (9.115) 

For actual values of CH and Ct the reader is referred to Chapter 4 of [21). 
It is a matter of conjecture whether or not it is appropriate to concentrate the 

masses m, in the calculations referred to above at the centres of mass of the sections 
shown in Fig. 9. I 8 when m, contains an allowance for added mass. It must be 
understood that the distance c' from the shear centre to the point CA at which the 
added mass is located is significant. Calculation of the position of CA is discussed in 
(29) and values for Lewis fonns have been given in [30] from which c' may be 
determined. The complete form of Equation (9. 100) is, therefor e, 

32 02 

q•-Ap;;,r(w+c~) - <rH ;;,r(w+c'~). (9.1 16) 

Consequently, in the formulation we have given, the term m,c, implies Ape + QJft' 
evaluated at the section r . 

AJ with the coefficient Cv, corrections are made t o Ctt and CT to allow for 
thrce-dimcnsfonal effects of now from strip to strip. The effects of shallowness of 
water (which tends to increase added masses) may also be allowed for on a semi• 
empirical basis, or use may be made of complex numerical techniques for solving 
three-dimensional potential flow problems (e.g. see [3 1 )). 

9.8 Marine Sh.fling Vibration, 

In techJ'lology generally, rotating shafts arc commonly subject to vibration of the 
'dry land' variety . The parasitic motion can usually be recognized as torsional, longi• 
tudinal or flexural; that is, these motions are usually uncoupl ed . Moreover.except 
in such specialized problems as the shon<ircuit loading of generators (which causes 
violent transient motion), the motions are usually sinusoidal. There is, of course, a 
very extensive literatu re on shaft vibration [32]. 

All of these types of motion arc enco unt ered in marine craft and they often crop 
up as "wet ..ea' problems. The fact that the water may effective ly modify the vibrat 
ing system can lead to coupling of the motion s (33). (As might be expected, a screw 
propeUer can cause some coupling of longitudinal and torsion al vibrations.) It is 
seldom found necessary to allow for this coupling in calculations, however. We shall 
therefor e discuss tc;rsional, longitudinal and flexural vibration separat ely. It must be 
borne in mind, then, that some reappraisal might be necessary on occasion because 
of possible coupling. In any event, rather littl e needs to be said as far as the effec ts 
of the water arc concern ed. 

9.8.1 Torsiond Vibration 

The drive of a marine vehicle may be direct, geared or branched and the prime 
mover may be a reciprocating engine or some sort of turbine. TorsionaJ vibration 
may be caused by: 

(i) fluctuating gas torques and unbalanced inertia forces(in reciprocating engines), 
(ii) operation of the propeller in a non -uniform wake , 
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(ill) misaligned gears, and 
(iv) partial emergence of a propeller in a rough sea. 

There exist standard t echniques of torsional vibration analysis which may be 
employed in the study of this motion (e.g. see (341) but certain features of marine 
problems require special mention. 

(a) 'lht Syrtem 
The torsional system under discussion must be idealized for the purposes of analysis 
and there are weU known methods of doing this. Now, however, it is necessary to 
consider one or more propellers and necessary to consider how it (or they) can best 
be represented. The general linear theory indicates that there must be an 'added 
moment of inertia ' term and a Ouid damping effec t. 

The added moment of inertia is often taken empirically as some fraction of the 
true mom ent of inertia. A crude approximation is simply to increase the latter by 
25 per cent. Attempts have been made to calculate the added moment of inertia 
and more refmed corrections are made in the design of high.performance propellel"$, 
It is not normal , however, to allow for frequency dependence of the added moment 
of inertia. 

Damping at the propeller is a matter of considerable uncertainty (needless to 
say). Acommonassumptionisthat the damping torqu e is -biJ , where 8 is the angular 
departur e from steady rotation and 

b = steady average torqu e 
2 x (rot ational speed 

measured in 
revolutions per second) 

There are many o ther assumptions available, however, and the literature should be 
consulted in case of need (35). 

(b) Thtt Excitation 
As already mentioned, there are two main sources of torsional vibratio n, namely, 
the engine and the propeller. The means by wluch a reci~-rocating engine exciles a 
syslem are well known and will not be reviewed here (but see Chapter S of (36]). 
AU we need to note is that the exciting torqu e has the general form 

where T,.. is the ampLitude of the nth torqu e harmonic, a" the phase of the nlh 
torqu e harmonic, and w = 211' x (rot a tional speed). 

In order to examine the nalure of the propeUer torque Ouctuations, let us return 
to the crude theory introduced in Sec1ion 9.4.1. Figure 9.3(b) shows tha1 the contri 
bulion to the torqu e provided by the elementary lift force 6L,. is 

- 6L,.rsinJJ. 

Summing like contributions over the N blades we find that the 1orque is 

[ 

• N 

6T,•-Rt LL C,explik(n1+8.)\](rsin~)6, . 
.t • O ,i■t 
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The summation over n may be perfonned readily because 

..!-, I (N ifk=NV().=0,1,2, ... ) 
~ exp {i2•/c(n - 1)/N = 0 if k + NV 

as may be seen by adding vectors in the Argand diagram. Hence, 

6T, = -Re[N _t C,exp(ilcUr))(r wi ~)6r 
11.- 0,N, 
lN,.,. 

= - RelNCo + f; c.,.exp(iNVnt) ](r sin ~)Ir. 
A•I 

In other words, the steady torque has a nuctuating component with I, 2. 3, ... , 
times the blade frequency superimposed on it. This again is in line with what intuition 
suggests. 

If it is wished to ascertain th e amplitud e and phase of this propeller excitation it 
would be necessary to evaluate the complex quantities CAN and to integrate the 
express.ion for &Ti with respect to r. The calculations are far from simple but some 
success has been achieved in this type of endeavour (e.g. see [37)). 

(c) Principal Modes and Natural Frequencies 
The Holzer technique of calculation is particularly well suited to the system now 
under discussion, being easily adapted to geared and branched systems (e.g. see 
(4)). The principal modes and natural frequencies may be calcuJated by the Holzer 
method after the system has been idealized into a series of rigid discs and mauless 
shafts . An allowance for added moment of inertia must be included in the disc(s) 
representing the propeller(s). AU damping is ignored when the system is idealized 
(as is required by the definitions of principal modes and natural frequencies). 

(d) Steady Forced Vibration 
In most practical analyses of steady forced vibration it is hoped that a knowledge of 
the relevant principal modes and natural frequencies will suffice. A check is made 
for coincidence (or near coincidence) of the driving frequency and a natural fre. 
quency. Th.is may require that the system be detuned, although detuning may not 
be necessary if the excitation is close to a node in the principal mode concerned or 
if the damping is heavy. Unfortunately, torsional systems are seldom heavily damped. 
Moreover, with the propeller•induced excitation applied at an extremity of the 
system, modal excitations are likely to be high. Consequently, the practical problem 
may well be to minimize vibration rather than to suppress it. Calculations of forced 
vibration have therefore to be made. 

Two methods of approach suggest themselves: (i) modal analysis, and (il) direct 
calculation using physical coordinates such as the rotations of the discs of a Holzer• 
type system. Of these, the first is likely to be the more easily interpreted. (Note 
particularly, however, that if the drive embodies a fluid coupling special care 
is needed (38) .) But it requires preliminary calculation of principal modes and 
natural frequencies and also requires that a level of damping be assigned to each 
principal mode. 
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The second type of ca1cul.ation is likely to be the more easily made, although 
here again the estimation of damping is difficult. The actual technique of calculation 
for a system with n degrees of freedom effectively requires the solution of n simul
tan eous algebrak: equations for a given driving frequency. A convenient way of 
avoiding direct solution of the equations is to employ a modified version of Holze r's 
method. 

9 .8.2 Lonfitudbrd Vibrot/on 

Longitudinal vibration occurs in marine shafting largely as a consequence of propeller 
excitation. (The motion is often thought to be coupled significantly to torsional 
vibration but evidence on the point is sparse and, as mentioned already, allowance 
is seldom made for it in calculations.) Longitudinal vibration does not often raise 
problems in •dry land' mechanical systems. partly because of a lack of excitation 
and partly because the relevant natu ral frequenci es are very high. ln marin e shafting 
there iJ a significant source of excit ation. Moreover, th e shafting in question is often 
sufficiently Jong for its lowest natural frequency to make low-order resonance a 
possibility . 

(a) 7lltSy'1tm 
Unlike the system in to11ion, which is necessarily free at its extremities, the present 
on e is nominally clamped at (or near) a thrust bearing. The idealization of this 
bearing is in fact a matter requiring much thought. In tenns or lumped parameters, 
then, th e system consists or a light shaft (which is restrained, or clamped, at some 
point) to wttich masses are att ached. Apart from the added mass and the fluid 
damping at the propeller, th e system is essentially of th e •dry land' sort . 

The conce ntr ated mass at the free end represents the propell er and its magnitud e 
is the actua.1 mass of the propeller plus an 'added mass' to allow for the water . The 
value of dtis latter contribution is usually assumed empirically to be of the orde r of 
20 per cent of th e actual mass of the propeller and to be independent of frequency. 
The damping that is attributable to the water is also a matte r of some uncertainty. 

(b) 711, Excitotion 
Intuitively, the frequency of excitation would be expected to be th e blade frequency 
and integral multiples thereof. This is support ed by the following argument. The 
contribution to the axial force along Ox (see Fig. 9.3(b)) made by the slice of width 
6r of the nth blade is 6L" cos/l The N blades togeth e r thus provide a contribution 

6F,=Re(E E C, expM!lt+e.)l]c os/J6r 
t • o 11• 1 

to the thrust. It follows that 

6F, • Re [NC0 + E C>.Nexp(i>.N!lt)] co,/l 6r, .. , 
so the frequ ency is what we would expect. The amplitude of the excita tion again 
depends on the values of the complex constants Ct, and we have aJready mention ed 
the difficulty of their evaluation. 
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(c) Ollcul,,tions 
In principle, the calculation of principal modes and natural frequencies of the 
undamped system and of the forced response when the damping is included is 
mathematically the same as that for the torsional system (4). But, in practice, the 
present calculations are likely to be the simpler because the system concerned is 
usually without gearing or branch es. 

9 .8.3 Fluvnl Vlbnillon 

Flexural vibration of marine shafting is not a frequent occurreru::e but it ii not 
impossible, and whirling has been reported in "wet sea' systems such as a propeller 
shaft between an A-bncket and the hull bearing(see Fig. 9.21) . The same problem 
may arise with the propeller shaft of a hydrofoil craf t , wttich has to be long enough 
to drive the craft when it is foil-borne . ln practice, flexural vibration of this sort, 
arising from a slight initial bend or lack of balance, may be suppressed either by 
balancing or by detuning. Of these two poMibilities the latter is by far the better, 
since the maintenance of I good balance may be difficult. 

_..J ~ 
,,_..,Oil.--??: . --] 

Fig. 9.21 

Long Oex ibt e 
Wh 

... 

Comparatively little has been reported on this type of motion . It is likely, how• 
ever, that it may be analysed by standard techniques assuming th.at added mass of 
the water increases th e mass per unit length of shaft by about 12 per cent. Element• 
ary discussions of this somewhat specialized aspect of vibration analysis have been 
given elsewhere (39, 40) . 

9 .9 Condudm1 Note 

This treatm en t of ship vibrations does no more than scratch the surface of the sub• 
ject. It is the rule, rather than the exception, that idealization of the vibrating system 
is difficult, and we have really concentrated only on excitation of very low frequency 
in order to simplify this particular aspect as much as possible. Some vibration 
problems, of considerable significance from th e standpoint of military need, extend 
weU up the frequency range to hundreds of kHz. Although it tends to become a little 
easier with very high frequencies, analysis of vibration in the vitally important inter
mediat e range of, say, IS Hz-10 kHz poses very difficult problems indeed. Far 
from lying within the scope of an elementary textbook, these matters demand 
attention from the most experienc ed dynamicists. 

Appendix I: Theoretical Buis of "Tnuuient Re,oaana, Testln1' 

Suppose that a linear system has an excitation Q,(r) applied at its sth generalized 
coordinate and that this produces a response q,(t) at the rth generalized coordinate. 
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Under certain modest restrictions th e Fourier integral theor em states that Qit) may 
be expressed in the form 

Q,(r) = t. [_ Q,(w)exp(iwt)dw 

where 

Q,(w) • [ . Q,(r)exp(- iwr)dr. 

Now the harmonic response at q, resulting from the excitation 

Q,(w)dw exp(iwl) 
2. 

is, by the definition of a cross receptanc e, 

o.,(w)Q,(w)dw exp(iwr) 
2• 

The total response at q, is thus 

I [• 
q,(r) = 2, J _. o,,(w)Q,(w)cxp(iwt)dw. 

But according to the Fouri er integral theo rem 

I r• 
q,(r) • i;) -• q,(w)cxp(iwt)dw. 

Therefore 

a - q,(w) 
,,(w)- Q,(w) • 

where q,(w), Q,<w) are the Fourier transforms of q,(t) , Q.,(r) respectively. 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

(A.4) 

The various cross receptances a 1.,, az.,, ... , corresponding to the one excitation 
coordinate cont a in information about th e shapes, frequencies and damping facto rs 
of th e principal modes. (It will be recalled that some conventional methods of 
resonance testing entail the derivation of a~ and th en extraction of the required 
data). Let us now cons.ider whether or not an input Q,(I) of known frequency con • 
tent Q,(w) can be appli ed and th e frequency content q,.(w) of th e ,esp0n se q,(t) 
measured. 

In theory, at least. this idea is attractiv e and, furth ermore, it is simple for a system 
with one degree of freedom q 1• Thus suppose that Q1(1) is a unit impulse 6(1) 
applied at the instant t = 0. For this excitation Q1 (w) = I for all wand the response 
q 1(t) is the unit impulse response 
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where 
b 2 k 

u=2mw1; W1 =m 
the system being that of Fig. 9. 1. Hence 

a 11 (w)= r-h(r)exp(- iwt)dt = 2 :/m . . Jo W1 - W + 211.IWWt 
(A.7) 

If a:11 (w) were obtained as a curve in th e Argand diagram, w 1 and u could be 
measured from it. 

If, instead of one, there were in fact several degrees of freedom, then loci cr.,(w), 
c:iu(w), •. • , could be ob tained by measuring th e corr esponding responses q 1 (t), 
q2(t) , ... 1 produc ed by the impulse Q.,(t) a 6(1) and then fmding the ir Fourier 
transform s. The shapes, natural frequencies and levels of damping for the various 
principal modes could then be found from the loci. The obvious way of finding 
them would be by the use of the Kennedy and Pancu method (41) . 

There are two major d rawbacks, unfortunately . First, the responsesqr(t) cannot 
be measured for infinite time and so q,(w) cannot be computed accurately. (A 
computer is essential in Otis type of work.) This is because q,.(t) rapidly dies away 
and so becomes lost and because. in any case, analysis time must be limited. The 
errors that this implies have been examined in (42). It is found that this particular 
difficulty does not restrict the use of the technique, 

The second drawback is that a true impulse function cannot be applied. It is 
therefore necessary to use other functions Q,(t) and, hence , Q,(w) . Suitable excita. 
lions have been devised and used by White (43) who reports some success with the 
method. 

Appa,dlx D: Some Malhematkal Raulll Uoed la the 1hoory or PN,peDe, Excitation 

Tne quantity 

expjilr(Ut + 8.)lsin (Ur+ Bn) 

may be written in the form 

exp(ikp )sin p • cos kp sfo p + i sin kp sin p 

= ! lsin (k + IN> - sin (k - · IM>I 

+li jcos(k - lM>- cos (k + IF! 

• li [expji(k - lM>l-expli(k + IM>IJ-

It foUows that Equation (9.38) can be written in the fonn 

(A.8) 

6F, • R•[! i: :f:c,[expli(k- IXUt +8.)1-expp (k + 1xn, +B.)ll ] •inP~, 
k • O ,r • I 

= Re[ l t. C,[ expli(k - l)Utl i expli(k - 1)8.1 

- exp!i(k + l)Ur! E expli(k + 1)8. 11] sin/H r. .. , (A.9) 
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The two summations over n may be performed by inspection since 

N 

·{: if k - 1 • 'AN, where 
I; expli2•(k - l)(n - 1)/N I X=O, 1,2 ,. (A.10) .. , 

ifk-l*XN 

N 

=1: 
ifk+ l • XN I; expji2•(k + l)(n - 1)/NI (A.II) .. , ifk+ I ,<AN . 

These results may be seen to be true by adding vectors in the Argand diagram. It 
follows that the first of these sums is N if k "" 'AN + I, while the second is N if 
k • >JI - t; oth erwise both vanish. It is this result which is used in the text. 
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JO 
Directional Stability and Control 

IO.I Introduction 

It is a matter of common experi ence that Ouid-bom e vehicles do not execute only 
steady motions . In fact unsteady motion may be 

(i) voluntarily perfonned (as when manoeuvring or accelerating); 
(ii) involuntary (as in response to waves or - perhaps more surprisingly - when 

steady motion is simply not possible); and 
(iii) semi-voluntary (as in the response of a ship's hull to excitation by, say, a 

rotating propeller). 

Predictably, the problem of unste ady motion is a considerable one. 
Strictly speaking, we are concerned with the motion of a flexible vehicle moving 

through a fluid, The motion is described through the variation of •coordinates' and 
th ese are of three distinct typ es: 

(i) bodily displacements and chang es of orientation measured by reference to 
the overall steady motion (if any) ; 

(ii) imposed deflections of control surfaces; 
(iii) coordinat es used to specify distortions of the vehicle. 

It is desirable to set up equations governing all these types of coordinates and 
embodying suitable disturbance 'inputs'. But such a fonnulation would be far too 
complicat ed t o be useful as equations with any claim to reality would be very 
involved. 

The present chapt er is concerned with 'Directional Stability and Cont rol' in the 
sense that is discussed in the foUowing section. The subject is enonnous and our 
purpose is only to introduce it. As far as conventional displacement ships and 
submarines are concerned, more detailed presentations are to be found in the litera. 
ture of naval architecture { 1-3) . 

10,2 Umteady Moriom in Geoen.! 

With certain reservations that will be mentioned later, progress can only be made on 
the buis of linear theory . This means that a process of approximation is adopt ed in 
which the differential equations of motion arc expressed in a particular fonn . Now 
there are grounds for suggesting that once it has been found - if it can be found -
the linear fonn of the equations of motion will have additive solutions. This means 
that the motion for 'disturbance A' plus that for 'disturbance 8' is the motion that 
will be executed when disturbances A and 8 coexist. This strongly suggests that we 
should study separately (i) manoeuvring in a flit calm, (il) motion in a disturbed 
sea, and (ill) structural vibration resulting from other sources. If necessary we can 
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then add the motions, in the expectatfon that the results will bear some resemblance 
to reality . 

To a limited extent this approach has indeed been found to work adequately for 
the separated sub-problems, although the proviso must be made that, generally 
speaking, the departu res from any steady reference motion (or from a state or rest) 
must not be excessive. As to whether or not sensible answers can be obtained by 
superposition, it is difficult to say with certainty. It is, in fact, an exaggeration to 
suggest that all the usual conditions of a linear theory can be met , and indeed the 
very basis of linearized dynamics or fluid-borne vetticles is by no means as firm as 
one would wish. 

The three problems of handling in a flat calm, motion in a disturbed sea, and 
structural vibration from some other source sometimes occur singly. Thus the 
manoeuvring of a deeply submerged submarine is essentially a problem of the first 
type, the response of a ship to waves when it is not manoeuvring is of the second, 
and the hull vibration of a deep ly submerged submarine due to propeller excitation 
in straight and level motion Is of the third type. When this is so, one may not wish 
to accept the limitation to small unsteady motions, and in this event the simplifica
tions of linear theory will not be made. 

When, in contrast, these three problems arise together and have to be separated 
artificially for the purposes of analysis, a linear theory can be used. But once the 
separation has been made, a nonlinear theory may nevertheless be employed. This 
is not strictly logical and is really an empirical matter of judgement. Thus the three 
types of analysis (which are commonly referred to, respectively, as 'Directional 
Stability and Contr ol', 'Seakeeping' and 'St ructural Dynamics') are usually investi 
gated with linear theory but may sometimes be tackled with nonlinear theory . 
Generally speaking the nonlinear th eory raises by far the more difficult mathematical 
questions. 

There Is another type of simplification which must be considered. Three distinct 
types or coordinates have been referred to, namely, (i) 'rigid-body' coordinates, 
(ii) 'imposed deflection' coordinates, and (ill) 'distortional' coordinates. 1n the 
study of directional stability and control of marine vehicles it is often possible to 
disregard coordinates of type (ill) altogether. The justification for this is that dist Or• 
tJon of the vetticle is either so small or of such a form that the handling characteris
tics are not seriously affected . However, this is not a]ways true and, indeed, is 
nonsense where a vehicle like a dracone is concerned. 

In the same way. on1y coordinates of type (i) are employed in much analytical 
work on involuntary transient motion. This, again. is not always justifiable and in 
the aeronautical context, for instance, distortion of an airliner as it flies through 
turbulent air is not only plainJy visible but also profoundly important. Equally, 
there are circumstances at sea in which one would wish to examine the effect$ of 
distortion of vehicles moving in waves. Titis may well be the case for instance with 
highly loaded hydrofoils, control surfaces such as stabilizers (whlch are elastically 
supported) or with inflatable craft. But, commonly, the theory of seakeeping relates 
to rigid ships. 

By now it will be clear that we have entered a field of study that can become 
extr emely difficult. Even the necessity to explain what this subject of vehicle 
dynamics covers raises problems. Arbitrary divisions have to be made somewhere 
and, for the present purposes: 

'Directional Stability and Control' will relate to a rigid vehicle and coordinates 
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of types (i) and (li) only will be uoed; and 
'Seakeeping' will refer to a rigid vehicle so that only coordinates of type (i) will 

be employed. 

All matters in wttich distortion is allowed for are encompassed by 'Structural 
Oyrwnics', not that present knowledge can get us far in that particular direction 
(as we saw in Otapter 9). Note that this is not entirely logical be<:ause it means that 
some aspects of 'Stability and Control' and some of "Sealceeping' - those in which 
distortions matter - will not be referred to und er the appropriat e titl es. 

10 .3 Axel Fixocl to a Rlpl Body 

Consider a set of body axes fixed to a rigid vehicle as shown in Fia. JO.I. (For the 
sake of definiteness a ship will be taken by way of example.) Let the ori&,in of this 
frame be the centre of mass of th e vehicle. C. For some analyses these body axes 
<xyz have distinct advantages over the inertial frame oxyz that is fixed to the 
Earth. 

Fi&:. 10.1 
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For navigational purpo,es reference is made, in effect, to OXYZ. Thus in local 
navigation C may be located relative to the Earth by means of coordinates on a 
chan. But in describing motions of the vehicle it is almost instinctive to refer to 
such tenns as surge, drift (or sway), heave, and roll, pitch, yaw. These are motions 
in which use of the body axes is implied, since the first three quantities refer to 
translations along Cx, Cy, Cz respectively and the second three refer to rotations 
about Cx, Cy, Cz respectively. 

Using the axes shown in Fig. 10.1, we may specify the posJtion of C by the 
quantities Xe, Yc,Zc where 

Re =Xci+ Yci+Z cK. (10.1) 

in which i, i, i are unit vectors in the directions OX, OY, OZ respectively. The 
vek>dty of C is 

Re =U• Ui+ Yj+ wk (10 .2) 

in whichi;i,iare unit vectors in the directions Cx, Cy, Cz respectively. The location 
of a point within the ship may be 1pecified as 

r=:xi+yj+zk. (l0.3) 

The equations of motion for the rigid vehicle contain the total external force F 
and the moment about C of the external forces, G. In terms of the Wllt vecton 
associated with the body axes, these will be written in the formt 

F •Xi+YJ+Zk 
G •Kf+MJ+Nk. 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

The vectors U, r, F, G have been s~cified in terms o f i , i, l, although they could 
equally well be specified in terms of i, j, K. M has already been indicated, howe ver, 
the former specification is usually the more useful. 

10.3.1 Position and OMntadon of th~ Vt/tic~ 

The position of the vehicle can only be specified by reference to the axes OXfZ 
and the most obvious approach is lo use the rectangular coordinates Xe, Ye, Zc. 
(Other possibilities, such as spherical and cylindrical coordinates, are of little prac• 
tical interest here.) 

Th e orientation of the vehicle can also be specified with respect to OXfZ , but 
the method is less obvious, The usual approach (at least for ships and aircraft) is to 
start with Cxyz paralle l to OXYZ and bring the vehicle from this reference orienta• 
tion to its actual one by: 

(i) A 'swing' i' to the actual azimuth; 
(ii) A 'tilt' 8 to th e actual elevation; and 
(iii) A ·heel' 4> to the actual orientation. 

It is important to note that these rotations must be performed in this order. The 
quantities i', 8, 4> can now be used as the required 'orientatio n coordinates' and, 

t Note that in aeronautics the oomponents of the moment are usually taken as L,M,N, whereas 
the less elegant notation X,M,N, b common in marine technology 14 J. 
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when used in this manner, are a modified form of •Euler's Angles'. It should be noted 
that unless these rotations are applied in an agreed order these coordinates are 
llllbiiuous, 

To sum up, then, the rigid vehkle may be located in space by 

(i) three position coordinates Xe, Yc,Zc, and 
(il) three angular coordinates ,i,, 9, 4>, 

with the latter set only meaningful if the rot atio ns in swing, tilt and heel are appli ed 
in the agreed order. 

(a) Variation of th• Orlmtarion 
It has been pointed out that the order in which the rotations it, 9 , 4' are applied is 
imponant because jt partially determine s the resulting orientation . It can also be 
demonstrated easily that the orientation may not be specified in terms of vectors. 

Consider for ex.ample the special case in which ii, 8, 4' are all equal to• in 
radian measure and that, instead of a ship, we rotate a prayer book as in Fig. 10.2(a). 
If we were (wrongly) to use a vector formulation of this process, we should arrive at 
the spurious vector polygon shown 1n Fig. 10.2(b) . Since the polygon has to be 
clo,ed, there ls apparently a resultant rotation, whereas Fig. I0.2( a) shows that this 
is not in fact so. 

.. . . 
Not U'l'O 

.. [] •.. 
9• • (bl 

Fig. 10.2 
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If the velocity components U, Y, Ware given, the coordinates Xe. Yc,Zc vary 
in a manner that depends on the prevailing values of i' , 8, ~ - Our purpose now is 
to examine this dependence, bearing in mind that"'• 8 , ~ are not to be thought of 
as components of a vector. 

The velocity of C may be written as 

(I0.6a) 

with respect to the axes Cx1y 1z 1 which represent the initial orientation of the 
axes C:cyz and are parallel to the axes OXY2 (see Fig. 10.3(a)) . If the axes are 

Fig. l0.3 
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rotat ed throu gh an angle 'it about the Cz1 axis to the position Cr2Y2z2 in 
Fig. 10.3(a), the velocity of C may also be written in the form. 

U • U2l2 + V2h + W1i2 (10.6b) 

by reference to the u.es D:v'iz 1 . By inspection it can be seen that , 

- sini' 

cos"' 

0 

or 

U1 = T1('1')U,. (10.7a) 

Nex.t, the tilt angle 8 must be applied by rotating CxzY2 z2 to Cx3y 3z3 as 
indicated in Fig. 10.J(b) . The velocity of C may be writ ten 

U,._u,1, + VJi, + w,k,. 
It can be now seen that 

or 

U, = T,(8)U,. (10.7b) 

finally the heel 4t must be applied, as in Fig. 10.J(c). so that Cx3y 3z3 takes up 
the actuaJ position Cryz. The velocity of C is 

U= l/f+ Vj+ kll. 

Now by inspection it can be seen that 

or 

The matri,t U1 is the same thing as 

Re • Xci+ Yci+zci? 
so that 

u, = lie, Yc,Zcf. 
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It follows that 

[
Xe] = T1('i')U, • T1('i') · T2(8)U, • T,('i') • T2(8) · T,(<l>)U 
Ye = ru (say) (10.8) 
Ze 

If the matrix product Tis formed it is found that 

[
Xe] [ cos'i'cos8 

~e • sin. 'i'cos8 

Zc - sm9 

cos +-sin 8 sin 4> 
- sin ii' cos 4> 

sin +-sin 8 sin 4> 
+cos+- cos 4> 

cos 8 sin 4> 

:::"':1::1 [:] - cos +-stn 4> 

cos 8 cos 4> W 
(10.9) 

In principle , a knowledge of+. 8, 4>, U, Y, Was functio ns o f time will pennit step
by-step integration (with a computer). This yields Xe , Ye, Zc and hence Re as 
functions of time . 

(b) Angular Velocity Expms,d in T,rm, of Modffi,d Eu/,:r Ang/,s 
Even though finite rotatio ns are not vector quantities, angular velocity is. {This is 
demonstrated in elementary dynamics.) If we let the angular velocity of a vehicle be 

O • Pf+(lj+Rii (10 .10) 

then clearly the way in whkh the components P, Q. R vary with time depends on 
the way in which +', 8, 4> vary with time . We shall now examine th e relationship 
that exists between the two sets of quantiticsP, Q. Rand+. 8, 4>. 

By superimposing a suitable velocity of transla tion (in wh.ich n = O) on a rigid 
body, any chosen point of the body may be brought to rest without changing its 
angular velocity. It is convenient to imagine point C ftxed in this way so that only 
the orientation of the frame Cxyz varies with time. This means that , as time goes on, 
the frames Cxl.)'2z1 , Cxl.YJZJ, Ctyz all rotat e about C (while , or course, Cx1y 1z 1 
remains stationary and parallel to OXYZ). To specify the orientation or Cryz at any 
instant it is necessary to 'freeze' the frames and measure the angles it', e. ~-

Since angular velocity is a vector quantity we may add : 

(i) Angular velocity ofCxyz relative to Cxl)'3Z3 (• fi); . 
(ti) Angular velocity of C..1)'1<1 relative to er,_,,,,, (• l;f1): and 
(iii) Angular velocity ofCxl)' 1z1 relative to Ct 1y 1z, (= i'k'1), 

where Cx1y 1z 1 is ftxed . Therefore, 

n = 4,;+(f 3 + i'k1 (10.11) 

!n ... d~ in order to find expressions for P, Q, R, we must express j 3 and k2 in terms of 
1,J,k . 

I.el 

i:, = ai + bj + c"k 
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so that 

11tis is easily inverted because I T 3 I ,. l , whence 

l:l -L::l 
Again, lei 

Tc, • <fi+ej+ fk 

so that 

l~1 •T,(9)T3(~{]· 
Since I T2 I = I, this too is easily inverted to give 

l:1-l:::.0 l· / cos~cos9 

It follows that 

n •(~ - ,j, sine; +(ecos ~ + ,i,sin ~ cos 9)i 

• (,i, cos~ cos 9 - 8 ~. ~)k 
•Pf +Qi+Rl. (10.12) 

The components P. Q, R are thus expres.1ed in terms of 'It, 8, 4> and their deriva
tives. The result may be put in matrix form and then inverted. This is found to 
produce the result 

sin cit tan 8 

cos~ 

sin4>sec8 

cos~lan9] [p] 
- sm4> Q . 

coscl>sec 9 R 

(10.13) 

At least in theory, then, the variation of the orientation coordinates can be traced 
in terms of the angular velocities of roll,P, pitch, Q, and yaw, R. 

10.3.l Eq1M1tions of Motion 

Let the velocity Re be written in the form 

U • Ui+ Vi+ Wk. 
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According to Newton's laws, then, 

dU 
F =m~. (10.15) 

Titis is a general result that applies to a swarm of particles and, in particular, to the 
rigjd veh.icle. It follows that 

d -
F=m dt(Ui+ Vj+ "'1<) 

• m(Ui+ Vj+ Wk) +m(Uf+ Jlj+ W~ . 

From elementary dynamics we know that, for a rigid body, 

i=Oxi f=Oxj i • nxk 
so that, using the convenient notation, 

. . ·- 6U 
UF+J/j+M • s, 

we may write 

6U I -F•ms,+m U(nxi)+V(nxJ)+ll1'.nxk)I. 

This eq uation of motion may thus be written 

6U 
F=m fu+mnxu. 

(10.16) 

(10.17) 

(10.18) 

A second equation of motion refers to the moment of ext ernal forces about th e 
centre of mass C (i.e. to the vector G). Before examining it, however, consider the 
moment of momentum vec tor h. For a swann of particles(whose typical member is 
theith), 

h=Lr 1x6m1R1 (10.19) 
I 

where 6m1 is the mass of the typical partide. As Fig. 10.4 shows, it follows that 

h = L'• x 6ml,_U +;,) 
I 

= ( ~6m;r ,) x Ut ~r; x6m,;, 

the sum in paren theses vanishing because C is the centre of mass. Th e quantity r1 is 
a position vector of fix ed length in a rigid body so that 

;,=nx,, 
and therefore 

h • L 6m,lr, x (n xr,)J . 
I 
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Im, 

Fig.. 10.4 

But r1 represents the position of the ith particle with respect to the centre of mass C 
which is the origin of th e axes Cryz. Accordingly, let 

r1 ::::1xj+yJ+zi, 

so that in the 'det enninantal form' for a cross product 

flxr,=1: ~ !j. 
Xt YI Zf 

If, now, r1 x (Sl xrt) is formed in this way, and the appropriate summation is per
formed , it is found that 

h • IPL(y/ +z/'Jl>m,- Q Lx <Y16m1-R I;x,z16m,f, 
I I I 

+ 1-P L X<)';6m1 + Q L (x/ + z/ 'Jl>m, - R LY,z 16m; l i 
I I I 

+ (-P ~x 1z16m1 - Q ~y 1z16m1 + R ~(xf + y/Y,m, ).t 
=h:,ci+hyj+hrk (10 .21) 

say. 
Some abbreviation is obviously desirable and it is usual to introduc e the notion 

of 'products' and 'moments of inertia' . Thus the product of inertia 

(10.22a) 

o r, ifit is preferred to think of the swarm of particles as being a continuous distribu
tion of matt er, 

fx y = f v pxy dV 
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where Vis the volume of the rigid body and pis its density. Again 

Ix= L (.yf + zl')6m, or r PQ'2 + z2 )dY. 
' Jv 

(10.23) 

The comp0nents of II can then be written in the convenient matrix form 

[
h,] [ J, 

b • h 1 • - lyx 

h, - lu 

(10.24) 

Note that the elements of I are all constants because we have adopted body axes 
fixed in the rigid vehicle. 

The moment equation of motion for a swarm of particles is 

G • ir. (10.25) 

In the present context, this becomes 

or 

(10.26) 

This, then, is the second of the two vector equations of motion. 
In applying the equations of motion to totally immersed vehicles it is necessary 

to include the mass of fluid trapped in th e vehicle with the mass of the vehicle 
itself. In particul ar th e mass of water trapped in th e free-flooding spaces of a sub• 
merged submarine contributes to th e mass and moments of ine rtia of th e boat. This 
is because that water is constrained to perform the same motions as the boat. 

(a) The Component Fonn of th e General Equations of Morion 
It is of practical value to expr ess the vector equations of motion in component 
fonn. It is also desirable to separate the gravity forces from fluid force s . Consider 
first the force equation (10.18), 

5U 
F • m 61+m0xU . (10.18) 

Ir the symbols X, Y, Z are reserved for the components of fluid forces, we have 

F=Xi+ Yf+Zk +mgK (10.27) 

where K, it will be recalled, is a unit \lector pointing \lertically downwards. Since it 
will be convenient to express F entirely in temu of the unit vectorsi,J,k , let 

(10.28) 

To find Fx, F)I, F, we shall trac e the effects of applying success.ively the orient• • 
tion angles +-, 8, 4> to bring the veMcle to its actual orientation. First apply the 
swing +-, so that Cx1y 1z 1 swings to Cx1Y2Z2. The components (F:xh, (FJlh, (F,h 
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in the new directions are obvioU$ly 0, 0, mg respectively. These results may be found 
by using appropriate scalar products. Thus, from Fig. 10.S(a), 

(Fxh •m,k2 ·i2 =O 

(F,), •m#, • i, •O 

(F,), = m,i, • .t, • mg. 

;f-', __ 
z I 

Fig. 10.S 
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Next apply the angle of tilt 8, as in Fig. 10.S(b): 

(Fxh = mgk1 • ;, 
=mg/i, •( cos8i 2 - sin8k 1 ) 

.. - mgsin8 

(F,h = mgk, • f, 
=mg/i, • i, 
=O 

(F,h • mgk, • k3 

zmgk 1 •( sin 8i1 +cosek1) 
z mgcos9. 

( 10.30a) 

(10.30b) 

(10.30c) 

Finally, apply the angle or heel 4> to bring the vehicle to its actual orientation 
(Fig. 10.S(c)): 

F, = t(F,hi, + (F,hk, I • ; 
""(- mg sin 9; 3 + mg cos ek,) • i, 
- -mg sine 

Fy =(-mg sin 8i3 +mgcosek,). i 
= ( - mg sin 8i'3 + mg cos ei1) • (cos 4> iJ + sin ei,) 
=mgcos 9sin4> 

F, =(- mg sin 8i3 +mgcos8k1) • k 
= (-mg sin 8i3 + mg cos 8k3) • (- sin 8}J + cos 4> kJ) 

z mg cos 9 cos4>. 

(10.31a) 

(10.31b) 

(10.3 1c) 

The results of Equations( I0 .29), (10 .30) and (10.31) may now be colle<:t ed to give 

F •( X - mg sin 8),+(Y +mg cos 8 ~n 4>J 
+ (Z + mg cos 8 cos 4>).t. (10.32) 

When written out entirely in terms of the unit vectors the force equation (JO.JS) 
now becomes 

(X - mg sin 9)i + (Y + mg cos 9 sin 4>)J 
+ (Z + mg cos 9 cos 4>)k 

•m(~•~•w~•ml~ e :I· 
The scalar equations can now be separated out: 

X - mgsin8 =m(U+QW - RV) 

Y + mg cos 8 sin 4> =m(V + RU - PW) 

Z + mg cos 9cos4> = m(W+PV - Ql./). 

(10 .33) 

(10.34a) 

( 10.34b) 

(10.34c) 
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These are the required force equations in surge, drirt (or 'sway'), and heave, respect
ively . 

Unlike the force vector F, G contains no contribution from the gravity force 
because it represents a moment about th e centr e of mass C, that is about the centre 
of gravity. To obtain the scalar equations from the vector equation, therefore, is 
straightforward. The vector equa tion is, from Equation (10.26), 

Kl+ Mj + Nk • h,1 + hy] + h,ii + 0 x h (10.35) 

whe re K, M, N are the compon ents of the moment of the external fluid forces about 
the centre of mass C. When expressed in terms of the products and moments of 
inenia and spUt up into compon ent form Equation (10.35) becomes 

K • IxP- f"yQ- I:x:R + (l,R - luP - f, yQ}Q, 

- (1,Q - I,.R - I,,PJR 

M = -fyxP + IyQ - IyaJi + (lxP - lxyQ - lx:R')R. 
- (l,R - I.,P - I, , Q'JP 

N = -luP-1,yQ + l,R + (/yQ - lyiR - f yxF)/' 

- (1,P - I, , Q - I,,R')Q. 

These are the requiied moment equations in roll , pitch and yaw. 

J0.3.3 u~s of the General Equations 

(10.36a) 

(10.36b) 

(10.36c) 

1n deriving the set of six equations we h ave made no significant simplifying assump· 
lions other than that the vehicle is rigid. It is therefore to be expected th at the 
equations arc fundamental in the dynamics of ships, submarines, small (i.e. relatively 
stiff) aircraft, and so forth. Unfortunately, they arc not at all easy to use in practical 
investigations, because the quant ities X, Y, Z, K, M, N arc invariably difficult to 
specify. 

At the outset the origin of th e body axes was placed at the centre of mas.s C, 
which considerably simplifies the theory (by removing gravity contributions from 
G, for example). It is sometimes possible, however, to simplify the fluid forces and 
moments by placing the origin elsewhere in the vehiclct, so that advantag e can be 
taken of symmetry. When a different origin is used the equ ations of motion arc 
mo re complex th an those we have derived. They arc quoted for refe rence in the 
Appendix (at the end of the chapt er), but they do not have the same degree of 
importance as the equation s we have derived. 

To return to the basic equations and to th e practical difficulty of specifying X, 
Y, Z, X, M, N, we should expect that certain simplifying techniques would be 
employed . This is indeed the case. It is natural, for exampl e, to separate out identi• 
fiable contributions to X, Y, Z, X, M, N. Notable among these contributions are 
buoy ancy effects, and the effects of control surfac es, wh..ich are usually tre ated 
separa tely in the hope that serious error will not result. So difficult is it to specify 

t There are other reason s why a different choice of origin may be helpful, as we shall see. 
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X, Y, Z, K, M, N in practice that one of two approximate approaches has to be 
employed: 

(i) either empirical expressions are usedt - and there is no complete agreement 
as to what expressions are best - or 

(il) the theory is 'linearized'. 

10.4 'u-ized' Eq•tiouofModon 

Generally speaking, the equations that have been found are too complicated for 
practical use, and accordingly they are commonly simplified by a process of •Unear. 
ization', that is, they are recut in a fonn that is linear in the mathematical sense. 
The und erlying idea is a common one in applied math ematiCl. It is then possible to 
study small departures from asteady (or 'reference') motion, rather than the motion 
in any more general form, as we did in a rather restricted way in Oiapter 8. 

Let us consider first the steady reference motion, which is nonnally taken u one 
o f translation. For a rigid aircraft or submarine this motion may well involve climb• 
ing or descent but not a banking or sideways movement . Thus, a steady symmttrlc 
referenc e motion is conte mplated in which 

Under these condition s the equations of motion reduce to 

i-mgsin8•0 
!'•O 

Z+mgcos~•0 

K•O=M=R 

(10.37) 

(10.38 a) 

(10 .38b) 

(10.38c) 

(10 .38d) 

where the ban over the symbols mean 'steady value ' . The equati on s governing the 
steady reference motion of an interface veh.icle are simpler still. For if the body 
axes are such that Cx, Cy are always parallel to the water surface during the steady 
motion - strictly , the water surface at infinity - then 

i•O = !' 
l +mg=O 

K• O• M=N. 

10.4.I Tlwory of Small Disturl>an«s 

(10 .39a) 

(I0.39b) 

(I0 .39c) 

1n any real steady reference mot ion small disturbances will inevitably occur as a 
result of small departures from the highly idealized to nditio ns that are assumed to 
prevail in the reference motio n. It is necessary t o enquire whether or no t a small 
depart ure from the reference motion will subside as time goes on, for if it grows it 
will eventu alJy mask th e reference mot ion, or at least seriousJy modify it. It is 
necessary to investigate the 'stability ' o f the reference motion and this will now be 

t For exa.mplt , for exprtuions rtlatin g to violent manoeuYrtS of submarines ; see (SJ. 
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done in a more rigorous manner than that presented in Section 8.4.1. We must first 
examine the behaviour of small disturbances: if th ey subside, the referenc e motio n 
is stab le; if they grow, the reference motion is unstable and a parasitic motion will 
become more and more apparent. 11tls parasitic motion may be undirectional or 
oscillatory . Examination of the behaviour of small disturbances is a main use of the 
linear theory. 

A second use of the linear theory is rather more obvious. The theory relates to 
small departures from a steady reference motion and it can therefore be expected 
to apply to handling characteristics, provided that violent manoeuvres are excluded. 
This is the basis of the linear theory of directional control. A3 we shall discover, the 
theorie s of directional stability and of control are not to be considered as being 
independent of each other, however. They are, in fact, closely allied subjects. 

In our discussion of small departures from a steady reference motion we shall 
have to consider: 

(i) components of fluid force 

X+t>X, i'+.l.Y, i+t;Z 

(ii) compo nents of the moment of fluid force about C 

K+M, M+llM , N+e.N. 

Jf the steady reference motion is 

U •iii+Wk 

O=O 

then disturbed motion will be of the form 

U• (D+u'Ji +vf+(W+ w")k 
flspi+qj+,i. 

(10.40a) 

(10 .40b) 

(10.41a) 

(10.41b) 

Not only must we admit small departures from the reference motion, but also 

(i) small displacements from the position that would be occupied at any given 
instant in the reference motion, and 

(ii) small angles of departure from the orientation in the reference motion (which 
we denote by ,J,,9,<,). 

(Although the small displacements from the "steady-motion position' do not appear 
explic itly in the equations of motion, they may radically affect the fluid forces and 
moments.) 

The disturbed motion must satisfy the six basic equations of motion (10.34a, b, c) 
and ( 10.36a, b, c): 

X + t>X - mg sin(8+9) • m/u +q(W+ w) -rvl 

i' t .l.Y + mg cos (8 +9) sin<, • m/, + r(U + u) - p(W+ w)f 

i + t;Z + mg cos (8 t 9) cos<,• m /w + pv - q(U + u)} 
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and 

K +M. =fxP-fxyl/-lnf +(/ir - fuP -1,yq'Jq 

- (l,q - 1,., - fy,p), 

M + llM = - I.,xP + IyiI - lyzf + VxP - l,cyq - f:ur)r 
- (1,r - luP - f,J'q)p 

N + ilN• -luP - I,"//+ I,;+ (I,,q - Iyzr - l""p'Jp 

- (l,p - l,,q - fur)q . 

It will save time henceforth to take account of the symmetry that is usu.al in 
fluid-borne vehicles. If Cxz is a fore-and-aft plane of symmetry, then 

fxy =O=ly,c =I.,,, =l:J'• 

If these simplifications are made in the above equations and if, moreover, all products 
of small perturbations are discarded from those equations, we find 

and 

X + M - mg sin 8- mgB cos 8=m(U +qW) 

i' + IIY +mg¢ cos 8 • m(v + ,[i - pW) 

Z + AZ+mgcos 9- mg8 sin 9= m(W -qiiJ 

K + M=l"fJ - /"'; 

M+ l>M=l,4 
N +AN• [,f - [,.p . 

(10.42a) 

(10.42b) 

(10.42c) 

(10.43a) 

(10.43b) 

(10.43c) 

Substitution for i, Y, Z. K, M, N from Equations (10 .38) into Equations(l0.42) 
and (10.43) yields 

t,J( - mg8 cos8 • m(ll +qW) (10.44a) 

IIY + mg¢cos 8=m(~ +rD - pW) (10.44b) 

,i.z - mg8 sin 8•m(w - qU) (10.44c) 

and 

M = l,c(J - 1,c,f (10.45a) 

l>M = 1,4 (10.45b) 

6N :i: 1,, -1,c,(J, (10.45c) 

This set of six equations governs the smaU parasitic motions of a symmetric vehicle 
(such as a rigid aircraft or submarine) whose steady symme tric reference motion 
can involve climbing or descent. Owing to the way in which these equations have 
been derived, any mathematical expressions which may be developed for M , ~Y. 
DZ, M, !lM , l:!N must also be restrict ed to linear fonns and the products of small 
perturbations neglected. 
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A rigid, symmetric displacement ship will have slightly simpler equatio ns because 

iil•0=8 
and so 

t:.X - mg8 • mU 

l>Y+mg~ • m(Hrll) 

IIZ = m(w-qll) 

(10.46) 

(10.47a) 

(10.47b) 

(10.47c) 

along with Equations (10.45) which remain unchanged. 

I 0.4.2 Symmurk and AntlsymtMtrk Disturbtmtts from a Steady Symme tric 
Refe"n« Motion 

Suppose a small symmetric departure takes place from the reference motion. During 
the course of it 

x, u, z, w, 8, q and their higher derivatives with respect to time will in general be 
nonzero, 

y, v, '>, p, 1/1, r and th eir higher derivatives with respect to time will all be zero. 

(Herc,x, y, z are displacements of th e body in the Cx, Cy, Cz directions respectively.) 
In view of the symmetry of the body, the components 4Y, M, tlN will aU remain 
ze ro. Thi s can be seen from physical considerations. (If in difficulty here, the reader 
should examine th e dilections in which these increments would act.) 

Inspection of the mathematical fonn of Equations (10 .44) and Equations (10.45) 
reveals that three of these equa tions remain identi cally zero . There are thus th1ee 
equations governing the symmetric disturbance, namely 

l!.X - mg8 cos 0 • m(u + qW) 

AZ - mg8 sin @~m(W- qD) 

IIM=l,i/. 

(10.44a) 

(10.44c) 

(I0.4Sb) 

Consider next a small antisymmet ric departure from the symmetric refer ence 
motion. During the course of it 

y, l', ~ p, iJ,, r and their higher derivatives with respect to time will in general be 
nonzero, 

x , u, z, w, 8, q and th eir h.ighe r derivativ es with respect to time will all be zero. 

Although physical reasoning does not suggest th at M, llZ , dM wiU all be zero, it 
does indicate that they will be very small. To iUustrate this, suppose that th e dis• 
turbance is one of pure drift., and that the vehicle is as shown in Fig. 10.6, This 
disturbance would probably produce a negative force AX, but a negative value oh 
would then also produce a negative force /!X of th e same magnitude. Certainly, if 
M depends on the instantan eous value of., in a weU behaved mann er, a smaU value 
oh must produce a very smaU magnitude for AX (see fig. 10.6(b)). 

If tlX, llZ , 6M can be neglected during an antisymmetric disturbance, th en three 
of th e six equations of motion are identically zero. We thus have as the equations 
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Fig. 10.6 

governing the disturbance, 

6Y •"'I •cos 9 • m(• +rD -pW) 

Iii( =I,(J - 1,,t 

AN aJ.1 - IJ. 

(10.44b) 

(10.45a) 

(10.45c) 

Once again, some simplification can be made where int e rface vehicles are con• 
cerned and as before, 

w- o-e. 
Finally , suppose that the vehicle is given a unall arbitnzry disturbance from th e 

symmetric reference motion so that Equations (10.44) and Equations (10.45) are 
relevant. Moreover , it must be recalled that any mathematical representation of th e 
small increments, M, AY, ~. AK., AM, AN in these equations must be restricted 
to appropriate linear forms. In these circumstances the symmetry of the ship with 
respect to the Ctz plane will result in the six equations of motion being uncoupled 
into tw o independent sets o f thr ee linear simultan eous equations, namely, Equations 
(10.44a), (10.44c) and(I0.4Sb) for, symmetric disturban« and Equations(I0.44b), 
(10.4Sa) and (10 .45c) for an antisymmetric disturbance . 

An element of caution should be introduced at this stag e. The simplifications 
developed in this sect ion really depend upon the fluid flow relative to the vehicle 
having certain properti es of symmetry relative to the plane C:rz. The corresponding 
symm etry of the vehicle itself is, of course , a necessary requirement for the flow 
to exhibit the desired characteristics. but it is not sufficient. Thus the flow around a 
symmetric body, such as a circular cylinder. may exhibit a non-symmetric wake. 
Moreover, the presence of a propeUer (or prop eUers) at the stern of the ship may 
distort the symmetry of the flow around the ship's hull. In addi tion , if the flow 
displays the "memory' effects wttich are introduced in Section 10.4.J(c) , then the 
implica tio ns of symm etry may requir e furth er examination, at least if the disturb
ances are not small. 
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10.4.3 No,.,. of me Dmotions t.X, ... , t.N for• To1"'/y Jmm,,.,,d Ydiick 

By referring at this stage to a totally immersed vehicle such as a deep•running 
torpedo, a submarine or an aircraft, we can postpon e discussion of the effects 
associated with a surface. (Surface effects will be examine d late r, as they raise some 
complicated points.) We shall consider the component AYf by way of examp le. 
This component will be a function of the instantaneous perturbed motion, the 
previous motion of the vehicle and constant factors, such as the hull geometry and 
trim. Since it is agreed th.at in many instances the small perturbation tlYj will be 
independent of all the small symmetric disturbances, it must be poWble to express 
aY in the fonnt ' 

'1Y =functio n(~. l', p, r, -'•/),I: previous values of these variables: t : D, W, ~). 
(10.48) 

One of the main problems in ship dynamics arises from the need to reduce 
expressions like this to a mathematical fonn which is both simple and a reasonable 
approximation to reality. Severa) techniques are available for this purpose. The 
conventional method, which has been used for many yean, is to express increments 
like AY in terms of th e instantan eous motion of the vehicle by means of 'slow 
motion derivatives'. More recently an alternative approach using oscillatory coeffici
ents has been developed which is more appropriate in some applications. Finally, a 
more compreh ensive technique employing a form of impulse response function has 
been proposed. We shall discuss the more conventional approaches first, aJthough 
the presentation will be more gene ral than usual, and then describe briefly the 
fundamentals of the impulse response function technique. 

Consid er the variation of , say, the drift velocity v with time. If the variation is 
sufficiently well behaved then 

l l 

>(r - T) = ,(r) - ri(r) + ~ ,(r) - ~ ·;-(r) + •... (10.49) 

This expansion is only strictly valid if Lagrange's form of the remaind er, that is 

T" Id"•\ R •Hr- -
n n! di' t• r- nl 

in the range O < B < 1 is such that 

.~m. I Rn I =O. 

Such a condition is certainly satisfied [6) by a disturbance of the form 

v "' v0 exp(µt) sin (wl + e). 

Similar observations may be made in respect of• and,. This merely means that 
these parameters (" v, r) can be expanded in a Taylor series. Provided that we may 
express ♦, v. p, ,, P, (J, I in tenns of Taylor series in this way, therefore, we may 

t Note that 4 Y dOCJ not depend on any small displacement but that it doc1 depend on the 
small an,.le of heel ♦, throuah the buoyancy force. 
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write 

AY = function(~.,, p, r, t , p, t, V, )j, 1, v·, .. . ;t). (10.50) 

Here, •the previous vaJues of~ v, p, r, Y, fJ, I' ' are determined by th e higher instan
taneous derivatives li, f}, Y, v·, .... The functionaJ form function () is partly deter
mined by ii, W, 8 and the other constant parameters. 

If AY can be expressed as a function in this way, and if that function is a reason• 
ably well behaved one, it may also be expressed in the form ofa Taylor series. To 
the first order, ther efore, 

AY= Y•~• YpP + Y;i> + YpP+ . . 
+ Y .. v + Y1.V+ Y;ii+. 

+Y,.r+Y;i"+YrT+ .. 

+ Y(t) 

where, for example, 

y =13AYI " av 1teady reference motion 

(10.51) 

(l0.52) 

Similar series representations may be found for 4X, tlZ, M, t!JM and llN in tenns 
of the appropriate motion paramete rs . Even so, infinite series are not convenient 
and further simplification is necessary . This may take one of two fonns, introducing 
(i) slow motion derivatives, and (il) oscillatory coefficients. 

(a) Slow Motion Derivatives 
It will be co nvenient to continue referring to AY by way of example . The easiest 
and most common method of simplifying the infinite series representat ion is simply 
to curtail it. Thus we write 

(10.53) 

where Y41, Y .. , .• • , Y; are called 'slow motion derivatives'. 
A proper mathematicaJ justification for this curtailment is not straightforward. 

Roughly, however, it requires that the departure from the reference motion shall be 
'slow'. This suggests that th e approximation is acceptable if 

where L/ii is the time taken to travel one length of the vehicle during the initial 
steady motion. The approach is useful because, at a stability boundary, departure 
from th e reference motion [i;-+ Wk is often infinitely slow. 

Generally speaking, cakulation of the constants Y41, Y .. , ... is in most cases 
rather primitive and anything approachin g accurate theory is exceedingly complica• 
ted. No doubt computer techniques will gradua!Jy make numerica1 methods available, 
but at present reliance has to be placed on measurement by means of model tests. 

It is now possible to write the equations of motion for a totally immersed vehicle. 
For a symmetric disturbance from a stead)' $lraight and level reference motion (in 
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which W.,. 0 = 8). 

(XuU + X.,u + X.;,,W -t x ... w + Xqti + Xqq + Xe0) 
- mg8 =m u - X( t) 

(ZuU + Z.,u + ZwW + Zww + ZqQ + Zqq + Ze0) 
•m( w - q/i)-Z(r) 

(MuU + M"u -t M.;,,W + M.,.,,w + MqQ + Mqq + M110) 

= l,q - M(t). 

( IO.S4a) 

(10.54b) 

(10.54c) 

For an antisymmetric disturbance from a steady straight and level reference motion 
(in which iii= 0 = 8), 

(Yi;~+ Y11v + Y,IJ + Ypp +Y o¢+ Y1 ; + Y,r) 

+m# =m(• +rU) - Y(t ) 

(K~P + K 11ai + Ktf' + Kpp + K0 4> + K;I • K,r) 
= l,P - 1,af - K(t) 

(Nyt + N 11v + Nt,P + NPp + N,I + Nr) 
= l,f - l,aP - N(t). 

(Note that there is noN 04> term in the last equation.) 

(10.SSa ) 

(10 .SSb) 

(10 .SSc) 

These, then, are the equations we seek. They are linear, simultaneous, ordinary 
differential equations or the second order, with constant coefficients. 

It is often assumed that the hydrostatic compon ents of AX. A Y, ...• AN are 
unchanged in the reference motion from their values when O = 0. In the equations 
for symmetric disturbanc es, then, 

Xe = mg; z, = O; Me = -mgh (10 .56) 

where h • BC. the height of the centre o r buoyancy above the centre of mass. 
Similarly in the equat ions for antisymmetric disturbanc es 

(10.57) 

It should be noted that t hese values of the 'hydr ostatic derivatives' obtain only for 
a neutrally buoyant vehicle. 

(b) Oscillatory Coeff,cienu 
We shall still consider the deviation AY for a totally immersed vehicle by way of 
example. Suppose that, by some means, a sinusoidal displacemen t of driftt 

y • y 0 sin wt 

is superimposed on the steady refe rence motion. In practice. of course, this is only 
possible with models. The expression for AY is 

(10.58) 

t It should be not ed that this is one of the unneady motions for which the Taylor series expan • 
iion for ll(t - ,.) is ttrtainly 11alid. 
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where Y(t) must be such as to produce .this sinusoidal displacement (or, rather, to 
help to produce it). Equation (10.58) becomes 

6Y • (Y, - ,,i Y; + •• . X,,0 w cos wt) 

+(Y, - w2 Y;; + .. . )( - y 0 w' sin wt)+ Y(t) 

• Y,, + i',v+ Y(t) 

say. -

(10.59) 

In tltis expression for the sinusoidally varying ~Y. Y ,vis a sinusoidal fluid force 
that is in quadrature with the imposed displacement y , and Y it is a sinusoid.al fluid 
force that is in phase ( or anti-ph ase) with y. 

Similar arguments to these hold good if a sinusoidal roll or yaw is applied to a 
model. But if a sinusoidal roll is imposed,_there will be no tenn Y ,P because it is 
impossible to distinguish between f, and Y ~. both being in phase with the roll:. 

The usefulness of these 'oscillatory coefficients' arises because although Y, is 
frequency-dependent (as may be shown by model testing), 

Um Y,•Y., 
w➔ O 

and this suggests a way of measuring slow motion derivatives by means of model 
tests . The technique involves use of th e •planar motion mechanism ' as will be 
expWned in Section 10.5.2. Indeed, oscillatory coefficients provide a better inter
pretatio n of these tests than slow motion derivatives. 

Oscillatory coefficients may also prove useful in their own right, because at the 
boundary of an oscillatory instability the unst eady motion is sinusoidal ( e.g. the 
flutt er of an aircraft wing). 

(c) lmpuls~ respome functions 
The principal deficiency in slow motion derivative theory probably lies in the 
neglect of nuid •memory ' or time history effects. Hydrodynamic forces and moments 
can be shown to depend significantly on the previous unsteady motion of the ship. 
A simple exampl e will illustrate this aspec t. lf a fully immersed hydrofoil is moving 
through the water at a steady speed and constant angle of incidence, then the lift 
force generat ed by th e foil is constant and proportional to the angle of incidence, 
provided that the latter is not greater than the stall vaJue. If the incidence of the 
foil is sufficiently changed, then eventually the lift force on the foil attains a new 
steady-state vaJue proportional to the new angle of incidence . For a perceptible 
time after the change in incidence, however, the lift force on the foll is still adju,ting 
to the change and in this period the lift force is not proportional to the instantaneous 
angle of incidence. 11tls phenomenon is the well known Wagner effect of aeronautics. 

Time history or 'memory' effects are known to arise from surface waves and from 
vortex shedding. Although they are ignored in the slow motion derivative approach, 
they may be of considerable importance in many problems of unsteady ship dyn
amics. 

An alternative approach has been proposed (7) in which the effects of the previous 
motion of the vehicle are more comprehensively repr esented in .6.Y than is possible 
with slow motion derivatives. Increments in hydrodynamic loading, such as .6.Y, 
can be expressed in the fonn of Volt erra series, which in lhe linear form appropriate 
to lhe present discussion reduce to Duhamel (or convolution) integrals. 
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Consider, for example. the increment in the sway force produced by a disturbance 
in sway. Titls can be ex pressed to the first order as 

l>Yjv(t) I=[_ Y,(r)v(t - r )dr (10.60) 

where y.,(r) is the variation in .O.Y produced by a 'unit impulse' in v at r • 0 (see 
fig. 10.7);y.,(r) is thus comparable to an impulse response function. In addition, 

Y,(r) • 0, 

v(t - r) • 0, 

(10.61a) 

(10 .61b) 

Thus, although the convolution integral for .O.Y is apparently to be evaluated over 
the range -- < r < 00 it is actuaUy determin ed for th e range O < r < t. That is, the 
unsteady motion is assumed to commence at lime t = 0 and .O.Y is determin ed at 
time t. Moreover, the values oh(t') at time t' > t cannot influence .O.Y at tirm t . It 
should be observed that, insofar as the convolution integral admits all values of v(r) 
in the range O <; r < t, it automatically includes the effect of sway acceleration Ji(t), 
th.at is variations in l-'(t), in producing a contribution to t.Y. 

,{ti 

Time inte,nl 

Fig. 10.7 

For a vessel in which Cn is a plane of symmetry , therefore, the total sway force 
can be written, to the first ord er, in the form 

l>Ylv(t),,(t),¢(t)I • r_ Y,(T)v(t - T)dT + [ _ Y,(T)r(t - r) dT 

+ [_ Y•(T),f>(t - r)dT (10.6 2) 

where y,(r) and y~(r) are impulse response functions which relate respectively to 
disturbances in yaw and roll. In a similar manner inlegral expr essions can be formu
lated for M and 6N in terms of th e appropriate response functions, as far as anti-
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symmetric motion is concerned. For example, 

t.N • [ . n.<r)v(t - r) dr + r. n,(r),{t - r) dr 

+ \: . n,(r) p(I - r) dr 

where n,(r), n,.(T) and np(T)t are the relevant impulse response funclions. 

(10.63) 

These response functions are of fundamental importance in ship dynamics. 
Although they are difficult to measure directly with any accuracy, their Fourier 
transforms can be determined from models by oscillatory testing (see Section 
10.S.2). A full discussion of the properties and applications of the response functions 
is beyond our scope here but a few of their characteristics will next be examined 
briefly. 

Let Y,(w) be the Fourier transforrr. ofyv{t). so that 

Y,(w ) = [ . Y,(r)cxp(-iwr) dr (I0.64a) 

I 1• y.(r) = -
2 

Y,(w ) cxp( iwr) dw . -- (10.64b) 

where, of course,y, (T) must be mathematically well behaved to ensure the existence 
ofY.,(w). To illustr ate the physical significance ofY.,(w).consid er a sinusoidal sway 
motion of the vehicle executed about a steady reference motion, such that 

y • y 0 sin wt 

~ = YoWCOSWI = f 0 COSWt . 

The associated increment of sway force can be written as 

AYjv(r)\ = [. Y,(r)v 0 cos w(I - r) dr 

= AYlN sin wt+ AYouAD cos wt 

where 

t h should be noted that p and not Q is used here u the basic variable in roU, as a fully sub
meri;ed vehicle npc ricnccs no yaw moment due t o roU anpe. 
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Moreover, the Fourier transform Y ..,(w)can be rewritten as 

where 

Thus 

and 

Y~'(w) • [ . y.(T) cos WT dT 

r.,mcu,) = -[_ yw(r) sin wr dT. 

y~e (w ) = .1.Y9UAD .. 

.C.Y"" V0 l y~e(w) cos wt - r'.,m(w) sin wtl 
= Re[Y,(w)y 0 cxp(iw1)]. (10.65) 

It follows that Y "(w) is the sway force per unit amplitude of v0 cxp(iw t) and it is a 
comple x quantity, since .C.Y is not in phase with v(t) . In vibration termin ology 
Y..,(w) is an inverse rcceptance. 

Comparison with Slow Motion DeriWJtiYes. It is not easy to establish a general 
reJationship between slow motion derivatives and impulse response functions. For 
purposes of illustration we will continue to consider a sway disturbance, and by 
restricting our att ention to cases for which v(t - T) can be expande d in a Taylor 
series (see Section 10.4.3) we shall be able to make some progreu. In these circum. 
stances the convo lut ion integral for .1Y can be expanded in the form 

(10.66) 

The slow mo tion approximat ion is equivalenl to neglecting all but !he first and 
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second terms in the above expression and writing 

Y, • [. Y,(r) dr (10.67a) 

Y; • - [ . ry.(r) dr (10.67b) 

These expressions for Y., and Y.; can be evaJuated by noting that 

I• y,(r) dr = lim 1• Y,(r) cos wr dr = lim Y~'(w) = Y,(0) 
- - w-o - - w-o 

I• ·• sin wr [ r,"'(w)] 
ry,(r)dr= lim j ry,(,) -- dr= lim - --

- • w- o - - {AJ'T w-o w 

= -Y;,(0) (10.68a, b) 

where Y"'(O)and Yv(O)is a convenient notation. Moreover, experiments with models 
indicate that the limits Y.,(0) and Yv(O) ue finite. Thus the slow motion apprOxi• 
mation Is equivalent to neglecting the terms in v{t) , ·,(1), ... in Equation (10.66) 
for .1.Y and writing 

Y, • Y,(0); 

Y, = Y,(0). 

(10 .69a) 

(10.69b) 

Comparison with Oscillatory C'.oe/ficients. Once again, for sinusoidal unsteady 
motions it is possible to expand motion variables such as 

,(1 - ,)=•• cosw(t - r) 

in a Taylor series. Consequently , AY can be expressed in the fonn 

.1.Y • l Y_,{O) - ~ i~ .. r
1
y1,1(r) dr + ~ ~=-T

4
y.,(r) dr - ... } v0 cos wt 

+ \r;,(O)-i [. r 3y,(r)dr+* [ . r 5y,(r)dr - .. ) (-•.wsinwr). 

(10.70) 

This result is equivalent to that derived in terms of oscillatory coefficients, namely, 

<1.Y = Y,, + Y;• (10.71) 

if we define 

- w 1 r- 1 W
4 r- 4 

Y,. "" Y ,.(0) - 2! L- T y.,(T) dT + 4! L .. T y.,(T) dT ... 
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Apart from establishing expressions for the oscillatory coefficients f _. and f v in 
tcnns of the appropriate impulse response function, these results serve an additional 
purpose . We hive deduced in Section 10.4.J(b) that 

where Y"', Y• are the corresponding slow motion derivatives. There was th e poss.ibil• 
ity of some confusion in that Yv, Yt1, Y;, Yv, ... might have been functions of 
frequency, when measured from oscillatory model testing. Now, however, the 
impulse response function y11(r) and also Y_,(O) and Yv(O) are clearly independent 
of frequency, so t hat the limits 

lim Y, • Y,(O)• Y,; 
w-o 

can be established in a more satisfactory manner. 
It is also to be noted that, since 

6Y • Yi➔0w sin wt)+ i\(v0 cos wt), 

it follows that 

Y., ,. Y~'(w); Y 
_ r,"'(w) ,--

w 

which can also be subjected to the abo ve limiting process (w ➔ 0). 

(d) Matrix Form of the Equations of Motion of a Totally Immersed Body 
Equations (10.54) relate to symmetric and Equations (10 .55) relate to antisym
met ric departures from a steady, symmetric, straight and level reference motion of 
a totally immersed vehicle. Inspection reveals that they are of a type that can con• 
venient]y be put into a matrix form. This is 

Aij + Bcf +Cq • Q(r) (I0. 72) 

where q must not be mistaken for q. 
For symmetric disturbances, 

A • [m=;: m=;: =::] 
- M;,, - Mw fy - Mi/ 

B • [=i: =i: -{mi7 ~;:) ] 

- M~ - Mw -Mq 

foradec. ply [O Q 
submerged O 0 

:i;:ral O 0 
buoyancy 
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For antisymmetric disturbances, 

[

- Y, 

B = - K., 

- N, 

-Y, mii-Y,1 
- Kp - K, 

- Np - N, 

[ 
Y(r)l 

Q(t) = K(r) ; 

N(t) 

It should be noted that in fonnul ating the two column matrices q , we have 
deduced from Section 10.3.l(b ) that for small parameten ¢,, 8, ,J,, 

(10.73) 

if the reference mot ion is symmetric and level. 
In these two sets of matrices, slow motion derivatives have been used. The equa• 

lions can also be expressed in matrix form in terms of oscillatory coefficients, 
although the structur e of some of the matrices wiU be somewhat different.t 

10.4.4 Notun of 11,,e DeMti ons llX , . .. • oN for on Interface Vel,,ick 

We now return to a question that was previously avoided. We have seen that the 
force and moment deviations depend on 

(i) a numb er of constan t parameters, such as 
the postulated reference motion 
1he shape of the vehicle 
the properti es of the Ouid supporting the vehicle, 

t Jt has been shown that, by employing Fourter tran sforms, a matrix formubtion can be devel• 
oped in conjunction with impulse response fol\Chon, I 8). 
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(ii) the position of the centre of mass C with respect to the position it would 
occupy if the vehicle did not depart from the reference motion, 

(ill) the orientation of the vehicle with respect to its orientation in the refe rence 
motion, 

(iv) the instantaneous motion, 
(v) the history of the instant aneous motion . 

Provision has been made for all of these except (ii) by limiting our discussion to 
totally immersed vehicles. 

With surface vehicles, and conventional ships in particular, the dependence (ii) is 
fundamentally important. To examine it, it is helpful to introduc e the concept of 
the 'equilibrium vehicle' which does not depart from the reference motion 

u= Dr 
O=O. 

(Not e that we need not consider nonzero W or 9 with interface vehicles.) If body 
axesC•x•y•z • are attach ed to the equilibrium vehicle, then the axes Cxyz will move 
out of coincidence with them during a disturbanc e (as !hown in Fig. 10.8). 

Fig. 10.8 

The di5turbance displacement upon which a..¥, 6Y, 6:z, M, Ml, llN partly 
depend is 

C-C •x•i + y•J + z•i< 
where, to the first order , 

x• =u 

y• :IC., +D'V 

i • =w - DB. 

(10.74) 

(10.75 a) 

(10.75b) 

(I0 .7Sc) 

Suppose that the disturban ce commences at the instant r "" 0. Then, from 
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Equations (10.7S), 

y• = [' • dt +ii[' ,/, dt = y + ii [' ,/, di Jo . o Jo 

(10.76a) 

(10.76b) 

(10 .76c) 

to the first order. Now variation of x• and y • will not affect any of the components 
AX, . •. , JlN, since they merely repr esent changes of position on the surface. On 
the ot her hand, z• will affect at least some components, so z• and 111 time history 
must be introduced into the theory . 

By our previous reasoning, we must now include 

as argument s in the functions governing AX, ~Y •... . Butz • and its history intro• 
duce z and 8 and their ttistories only (although in a complicated way) . Hence z• 
mu.st be regarded as a symmetric variable in the sense that it influences only sym
metric departures from the reference motion . Th e equations governing antisymme tric 
disturbances of an interface vehicle are thus the same u those for a totally immersed 
vehicle, except that th e stiffness matrix is now 

l
o -{mg+ r.) o] lo o 

C • 0 -K♦ 0 "' 0 mgh 

0 - N• 0 0 -N♦ 

for N• is only zero fo r a fully immersed vehicle. 
To examine the effect of the introduction of z • , we consider the deviation AM. 

1his quantity now has the form 

(10.77) 

But asz • and its derivatives depend on z , 8 and th eir derivatives, we cannot proceed 
as before to expand AM 'to the first order' as a Taylor series. In fact there arc more 
ways than one of expressing AM in terms or derivatives. The best method of ap
proach is by no means obvious and so we shall therefor e now leave this topic. 

To sum up, the position for surface vehicles is th at 

(i) the equations governing antisymmetric disturbanc es arc of the same fonn as 
Lhose for th e totally immersed vehicle, but the C matrix is modified in the manner 
outlined above; 

(ii) the equations for symmetric disturbances require modification to allow for 
the motions z • , but the nature o f the modification is not simple and it is not treated 
here. 
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10.4.5 Um of tM U- £q .. tfom of Motion 

It has been shown that the eq1Utions governing both symmetric and antisymmetric 
disturbances from a symme tric reference motion may be expressed in the general 
matrix fonn of Equation (10.72), namely, 

Alj + Bcj +Cq • Q(t). (10.72) 

This is tru e for totally immersed as well as for interface vehicles, although the 
equations for the symmetric motion of the latt er have not been dealt with in detail. 
The matrices A, B, C contain constant elements which are mostly slow motion 
d erivatives or (possibly) oscillatory coefficients. In practic e, how ever, only sJow 
motion derivatJves are really relevant, since oscillatory coefficients are seldom used 
in the study of directional stability and control. 

M has already been indicated there are two main types of problem for whlch 
solutions to these equations h.ave to bt sought, 1n the first of these Q(r) is specified; 
this is the typical problem of 'manoeuvring'. The second type of investigation con
cerns direc tional stability and relates to a small disturbance of the reference motion . 
In th.is latter case there is no continuous excitation, so that 

Q(t)= O. 

If the equations are to be used in these ways, it is plainly essential to ascertain 
the values of the derivatives in the matrices A, B, C. ln general there are two ways 
of finding the required constants: 

(i) By calculation (which must surely become a practical proposition wme day, 
although it is at present a very long way off!); 

(ii) By measurement with the use of mod els (which is by no means as straight
forward as one would wiffl and is, strictly speaking, virtually impossible!). 

The first of these approaches is rather too specialized for treatment here, but we 
shall exami ne th e second in Section 10.S. 

(a) 'Horizontal Motion' of Interface Vehicles 
A speci~ case of the theory above is commonly considered as being of particular 
importance. Th e motion refe rred to is an antisymmetric disturbance of a surface 
vehicle from its reference motion. It is assumed that, during the disturbance , although 
rolling may occur it does not affect yaw or drift. 

On the basis of this assumption, all , and p terms are omitted from Equations 
(10.55a) and (10.55c). which leads to the equat ions 

(m - Y,)l- Y,, - Y,t+(m0 - Y,)-= Y(t) 

-N,t- N,, +(I , -N ,y-N,r =N( t) . 

(10.78) 

(10.79) 

Since drift and yaw are the only parasitic motions admi tt ed we now have equa tions 
governing 'horizontal motion', th.at is 'flat' motion in which all points of the vehicle 
are confined to motion parallel to th e fixed plane OXY. The externally applied 
components Y(t) and N(t) are no rmally obtained by the use of a rudder, and this 
aspect will be discussed later. Directional stability problems of interface vehicles 
such as large tank ers are nonnally studied by means of these equations, taking 

Y(t) = 0 = N(t). 
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The two simultaneous equations of horizontal motion (l0.78) and (10.79) 
are somtimes augmented by a third, namely, 

(10.80) 

This is, of course, a simplified fonn of Equation (10.54a). The reason for this 
apparently arbitrary inclusion of an equation for a symmetric disturbanc e is that 
horizontal motion really concerns perturbations in u, JI and r, although cons idera
tions of symmetry uncouple deviations in u from those ln JI and r in linear theory . 
It is an observed fact, however, that forward speed may fall off sharply during 
hori zontal motion. Indeed, if the rudder of a ship travelling at speed under power is 
put hard over, the fall in speed may be as much as 40 per cent, but this is a matter 
for analysis using a nonlinear theory . 

10.5 M••• .... 111.,11 oftb• Deviations . .u', .... d<VwithModela 

The linearized equations of motion have been shown to contain 'derivatives' (or, 
possibly, 'oscillatory coefficients'). Direct calculation of these quantities is noter• 
iously difficult and generally speaking the most reliable approach is to use models 
(unless one can test the full-size vehicle, as with torpedoe s). Such actlon demands 
that similarity conditions be satisfied. 

For a model that is geometrically similar to its prototype we shall assume that, 
even for unsteady flow, any representative fluid force may be expressed in the form 
discussed in Chapter 4, namely, 

F = jpV' L' funclion(R,. Fr) (10.81) 

where p represents th e density of the fluid, Y is any representative velocity (such as 
iJ) and L is a representative length (such as the length of the model). Thus if the 
Reynolds number Re and th e Froud e number Fr are the same for the model as they 
are for the prototype (so that function(Re. Fr) is the same), then F/\p y'l L 'l will 
be the same for the model and the prototype. 

In this context, a typical fluid force might be Y"v. With Rt and Fr the same for 
model and prototype we should have, for both, 

"' Y;v• = function(R t , Fr). (10.82) 

Here, and henceforth, a prime is used to signify a dimensionless quantity. Thus Y; 
is the dimensionless form of the derivative Y .,. 

Let the subscript M refer to the model and P to its prototyp e. Equality of the 
Reynolds and Froud e numbers requires that 

where µ represents the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. If the model and prototype 
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are to move in the same fluid, then: 

(i) equality of Re requires that 

~.ff. 
[ip LM 

so a one-fiftieth scale model mus t travel fifty times as fast as its prototype, and 
(ii) equality of Fr requires that 

UM • (fM) 1/2 

ii, Lr 

so a one-fiftieth scale mode) must travel about one-seventh as fast as its prototype . 

There is thus a fundamental difficulty in the measurement of nuid forces for marine 
vehicles which we noted as the 'ship-model tester's dilemma' in Chapter 4. 

Fortunat ely it is usually true - or at least alleged to be so - that the function in 
Equation (10.82) depends only insensitively on Re provided precautions are taken 
to preserve reasonable turbulence . For a submerged submarine model one can 
disregard the Froud e number Fr but turbulence must still be promoted in the 
boundary layer. Errors of scaling arising from low Reynolds numbers have simply 
to be accepted. 

A propeller (or propellers) must be installed in the model and run during tests as 
H has a profound effect on the now near the stern. But the speed at which the 
propeUer should run is open to question (sec Section 7. 7 .2) and a number of tech
niques may be adopted. For example: 

(i) use a self-propelling model; th~ probably overemphasizes the effect of the 
propeller: 

(ii ) attempt to make an empiricaJ correction of the results obtained with a seJf. 
propcUcd model; 

(iii) under-run the propeller (so that the model is not quite self-propelled) and 
assist it with a propeUer running in air if necessary. 

During tests, the model is 

eith er passed through still water along some path - usually being towed or 
guided along a long tank or round in a circle, 

or held stationary as water is pumped past it. 

We sh.all refer principally to the former approach in which the model is given an 
appropriate reference motion U z Oiand must be pennittcd to take up its appropri
ate attitude. In addition to this steady reference motion the model is given some 
relevant perturb ation of motion. The techniqu e is to measure incremental Ouid 
forces and moments that are applied to the mod el by the Ouid as a consequence of 
the perturbation of motion. 

Our purpose now is to discuss briefly the measurement of particular derivatives. 
But it must be understood that the mounting and instrum entation of models call 
for considerable skill and the following remarks should be regarded only as a bare 
outline. 
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Fig. 10.9 

10.S.I MltlfMttmmt of Slow Modon Dntw,d,es 

(a) ToMlitrKT<St, 
The derivatives Y11 and N11 of interface and submerged vehicles are commonly 
meuured by meam of towing tests. For interface vehicles the towing speed Y is 
chosen on the basis of Froude number identity. The model is towed aJong the tank 
at various angles /3 to the direction of motion (see Fig. 10.9), ,o that for small 
angles 

ii • Vcos~"' V 

• = -Vsin~" - lJ~. 
(I0 .83) 

(10.84) 

The parasitic disturbances ~y and t::.N are measured for a number of small angles 
~ (i.e. for various vaJues of v), all for the same towing speed V. The results are plot
ted as shown in Fig. I 0.10. The slopes of the curves at the origin are the required 
quantities Y11 andN"' which can be made d.imensfonless by forming 

, Y, 
Y, = ½piil'; (10.85a) 

' N, 
N, - ½POL' (I0.8Sb) 

where L can conveniently be taken as the length of the model. 

Fig. 10.10 
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This method hu been described in terms of the slow motion derivatives Y; and 
N; for an interface model. It can also be u,ed for a submerged vehicle, but there is 
then no need to match the Froude number . Instead, the test should be run at u 
hi3h a speed as possible in order to minimize the disparity of Re. For the meuure• 
ment of Z'w and M:V the submerged model is towed either upright or inverted and 
the Mt gauge is calibrated to remove a nonze roM ,6 component; by mounting the 
model on its side, Y; andN; can be found in the same way. 

These tesl5 all require the Jlldder and/or hydroplanes to be undefl ected. Now it 
will be shown bter that these control surfaces are themselves usociated with 'slow 
motion derivatives' and these, too, may be measured in towing tests. Ir r is the 
rudder deflection, the derivatives Yf and Nf are found for a surfate model from 
tests in which fl • 0, t -:I=-0. 

For a subm erged submarine model held upright or inverted , the hydroplane 
derivatives are found in a similar way. Let the hydroplane setting be 1') and the for
ward and after hydroplanes be referrred to by a subscript For A respectiv ely . Then , 

(i) to determine (Z~)F and (M~)F, take ~F ¢ 0 and ~A • 0 = p; 
(il) to determine (Z~)A and (M~)A, take ~A ¢0 and~•• 0 • P. 

In the same way, the rudder derivatives Yf,Nf may be found for a submerged sub
marine model mount ed on iU: side . 

The significance of these derivatives will become clear later when control surfac es 
are examined . 

(b) Rotating Arm Tests 
In the past curved models were towed along a straight path in an effort to measure 
th e slow motion derivatives of a straigh t model following a curved path. This tech
nique (whose origins lay in airship practice) is no longer used and a 'rotating ann' is 
now employ ed to measure Y, andN,, as shown in Fig. 10.11 . 

Fig. I 0.11 Rotatini arm mt. 
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By ftxing the mod el to an arm and then rotating the arm, the model is given a 
fixed forward speed and known imposed angular velocity of yaw. The force Fy that 
must be applied to the model in the radjaJ direction and also the moment G, abou t 
a vertical axis through C are both measured for a given forward speed and various 
angular veloc ities. Here, 

D= rRc ( 10.86) 

where Re is the radius of th e path of C, and this product is kept constant in a given 
series of tests so that rand Re are both varied. The model is accelerated to the test 
speed and measurements of Fy and G, are made. The readings are taken before one 
revolution is completed since otherwise the model runs in its own wake (although 
this is sometimes regarded as an unnecessary refinement). Then 

F,, ♦ .1.Y=mMr1Rc • mMli, 

G,. +AN • O 

(10.87) 

(10.88) 

whence .1.Y and l:lN may be found. 
For a given value of D, curves may be plotted of AY and M againstr as shown 

in Fig. 10.J 2. From the slopes at the origin the derivatives Y, andN, may be deter
mined and then the dimensionless derivatives fonned: 

' Y, 
Y, = jpOL'; (10.89a) 

' N, 
N, = j pUL4 " (10.89b) 

When an interface model is used in such a test the speed ii is chosen so as to 
satisfy the requirement of 'equality of Froude number', If a deeply submerged 
model of a submarine vehicle is used, however, the Froude number is disregarded 
and the model speed is made as large as possible in order to reduce the (unknown) 
erro r caused by having (Re)M too small. The sJow motion derivatives Y; andN; can 
be found for the submerged model as befor e , and by mounting the submerged 
model on its side one can measure th e (important) derivativesZ~ andMq. 

OY 

Fig. 10.12 
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(c) C:Omments on the Measureme nt of Slow Monon Deriw,tivts 
By returning 10 the definition of a slow motion derivative we have s~n how some 
derivatives may be measured by towing a model suitably in a straight line or round 
a circular path. It is worth while to mention certain features of the method. 

1. Some slow motion derivatives - namely the 'acceleration derivatives' such as 
Yt N/, ... - cannot be measured in this way. To obtain these the more sophistica
ted approach of the planar motion mechanism ( or PMM) must be used. 

2. Furthermore, "orientation derivatives' such as M8 , X• cannot be measured in 
th.is way, at least not without modifying the tests . This is not so serious, however, 
as they can be calculated without difficulty or measured by means of an 'inclining 
experiment'. 

3. For ship and submarine models the rotating arm has to be of enormous size 
if it is to cope with small values or,. This means that the experimental curves are 
difficult to draw in the region or the origin, where accuracy is needed most. This 
drawback, too, is overcome with the PMM. 

4. In theory, at )east, it is possible to dispense with the straight-line towing tests. 
In this case the quantities 6Y, Mare measured on the rotating arm as before and 
then the model is slewed round so as to add Y.,v,N.,v components to Y,,r,N,,r. The 
former can then be found by subtracting the latter from 6Y, llN. 

S. In practice, measurements are sometimes 'faired' by drawing a 'carpet' of 
results. Thus one might plot AY in an isometric form taking v and r as th e independ• 
ent variables. 

10.5.l 0,,/1/o tory Mod,/ Tmfn1 

Jt has been shown how, for sinusoidal disturbances superimposed on a steady refer• 
ence motion, Ouid forces and moments may be expressed in terms of oscillatory 
coefficients. These quantities are usually used merely as a means of finding slow 
motion derivatives, since a derivative may be regarded as the limit to which an 
oscillatory coefficient tends as the driving frequency is made infinitely small. But 
although slow motion derivatives (rather than the corresponding oscillatory coeffic• 
ients) are conventionally employed in equations of motion, the indirect approach 
of oscillatory coefficients is particularly useful, as we shall now show. 

To be more precise, these model tests are a means of measuring the real and 
imaginary parts of the Fourier transform of the corresponding impulse response 
functions . In addit ion an impuJse response function can be calculated from eithe r 
the real or the imaginary pan of the associated Fourier transform provided the 
la tter can be measured over a sufficiently wide range of frequency. 

The subsequent discussion in this section is couched in terms of oscillatory 
coefficients, but it must be realized that it could be expressed equally well in terms 
of the Fourier transforms of the impulse response functions. For examp le, if z w(T) 
is lhe impulse response function relating a heave dislurbance, w , to the heave force 
/lZt hen 

1JZ = \:_ Zw(T) w(r - T) dT 

Zw(w) = z!'(w) + iZ~(w) . [ _ Zw(T) exp(-iwT) dT. 
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Consequently, in the following section. the oscillatory coefficients iw and Z__, could 
be replaced by 

and the related slow motion derivatives may be calculated from the experimental 
data through the limiting process 

Z., • w~o z!'(w) • Z.,(0) 

Z;, • Um Z~(w)=Z.,(0). 
w-o w 

Furthermore, since z~•(w) andZ~(w) are known to be even and odd functions of 
w respectively, the impulse response function can be calculated from either one of 
them. In fact it may be shown that 

or 

Zw(T) z - - Z!:'(w) sin WT' dw . 21· 
• 0 

Consequently, the 'in-phase' or the •quadrature' results of a lest in which the model 
is given a sinusoidal disturbance in heave provid e a means of calculating z_,(r), 

As we have already remarked, a full discussion of the use of impulse response 
functions in ship dynamics is beyond the scope of this book. It is, however, worth 
while to refer briefly to some simple experimental verifications of the theory (7, 9) 
which have been made with the results from oscillatory tests with a surface ship 
model. From the observed values for AYQUAD,Yv(T) can be calculated from 

2 ·-
Y.(T)•-j Y!''(w)COSWTdw 

ff O 

for which the value y~•(o) Js measured by a towing test described in Section 
10.S.l( a). The direct Fouri er transform can then be performed to determine ftn'(w) 
in the form 

~(w) • - [ . Y,(T) sin wr dT. 

The numerical values produced in this way agree remark ably well with the value, 
for f!"'(w) deduc ed from AYIN and so confirm the validity of the concept of the 
impulse response functions, In addition, the computed values for rv"'(w) provide 
furth er information concerning this function at small values of wand consequently 
clarify the limiting process, whereb y the slow motion derivative Y~ is calculated 
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from 

(a) Oscillatory C,,e/ficients of a Submerged Submarine in H..,,, 
Suppose that a model submarine is mounted on •swords' as shown in Fig. 10.13 and 
that it is deeply submerged. It is held ups.ide down to minimiu interference of the 
flow round the fin caused by the swords. While the model moves forward with the 
reference velocity ii it oscillates in heave so that 

Zy=z 0 sinwr=zA, 

In a test of th.is sort, fj should ideally satisfy the condillon 

(Re),, •(R e)p, 

(I0.90) 

but this is usually quite impractica.l and so ii has simply to be as large as is conven
iently possible. (Matching of Froude numbers is here assumed to be unnecessary 
because the model is sufficiently deeply submerged for surface effects to be neglig
ible.) 

,. ,. 

Fig. 10.13 Measurement or ht.ave oscillatory coefficient for a submarine. 

The reference motion iii has a superimposed sinusoidal disturbance described by, 
say 

w =z0 wcos WI• w0 cos wt 

and 

w a; - zow2 sin WI = -WoW sin wt. 

To impose trus motion it is necessary to apply forces at the swords: 

FF= FF•+ (FF)i:Nsin wt+ (FF~ UAOCOS WI 

FA= FA· + (FA)rnsin wt+ (FA)QUAOCOS wt . 

(10.91) 

(I0.92) 

(10.93) 

(10.94) 

That is, each force consists of a constant component, an 'in phase• component and 
a •quadrature• component. Observe that, in practice, the model is usuaUy mounted 
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on the swords in such a way that the diff erence between th e weight and the buoy • 
ancy force is balanced out at ii= 0 . The constant contributions Fr• and F 11.• are 
accounted for by lift forces when [i * 0. (le is well to remember that a submarine 
hull acts like a very inefficient lifting surface, but not a negligible one because of its 
great size.) 

The heave equation (10.54b) for a totally immersed vehicle now becomes 

ZwW + i...,w • mW - Z(t) 

•mW - (Z. +Fr• +FA• 
+ l(F r)iN +(FA)!N I sinwr 

+ \(F r)QuAO +(FAX/UAO\ coswr) . (10.95) 

The right-hand side of this equation may be abbreviated to give the equation in the 
form 

ZwW + l.,,,,w = mW - (Z. + F. + F™ sin WI+ FouAo cos wt). (10.96) 

In this equation z. is a constant fluid force acting in the direction Cz. If wand Ware 
now substituted into thls equation from Equations (10.91) and (10.92) it is found 
that 

z. = -F . = -(Fr- +FA · ) 

Zw • - Fo~:o • -d;;t (Fr)Q uAO • (FA)QuAol 

7.- =m• FIN •m•__!_{(Ff)JN +(FAhNI· 
.... WoW WoW 

(10.97a) 

(10.97b) 

(10.97c) 

These oscillatol)' coefficients may be found for a range of the driving frequency 
wand then the slow motion derivatives found, since 

(b) Oscillatory O>efficients of a Submerged Submarine in Pitch 
It is possible to impose a sinusoidal disturbance of pitching on the model, instead 
of heaving as previously. If this is done the path of th e centre of mass C is sinusoidal, 
as shown in Fig. 10.14. We must first examine the problem of imposing a pure 
pitching motion on the model by imparting suitable motions to the two sword s. 

Fig. 10.14 
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The angle made at any instant by the body axis Ct-with the horizon tal is 

8 =arcsin (ZAiZF) (10.98) 

from Fig. IO.IS , in which the symbols are defined. The vertical upward velocity of 
Cis 

i (Zf +zA) 
dt 2 . 

The resultant velocity of C is therefore inclined upward at an angle ). with the 
hori.tontal, where 

\ 
d ('' +zA)/-1 A•arctan di' -

2
- U . (10 .99) 

For pure pitching, the velocity of C must always be in the direction Ct (since 
w = 0 = W ) . Therefore 

8. - ~ 

or. approximately, 

(10.100) 

If ZF and ZA satisfy Equation (10.100) they produce a pure pitching motion. 
In fact this is so (as th e reader should check) if 

zF = z0 cos ( wt •f) 
ZA = Zo cos ( wt - i) 

(10. IOla) 

(10.I 0lb) 

where the phase advance of Zf with respect to zA is 

e = 2 arctan ( ~ 0
). 

,. 

Fig. JO.JS 

o,,,w ,, Google 
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Note that€ depends on wand D. It is therefo re po~ible to arrange that 

8•8 0 sinwl 

q • 8ow cos WI• Qo cos WI 

4"' -e 0 ,,l sin wt• -q 0 w sin wt 

(where q0 • 80 w) while w = 0 = W. 
The equation of motion of the model in het1¥e along C.z is 

.i04 + Zq<t • -mqiJ - Z(r) 

• -mqiJ-(z. +F . +FrN sin wt 

+ FQuAD cos wt) 

(10.102a) 

(10 .102b) 

(10.102c) 

(10. 103) 

where FIN and FQUAD are measured by reference to 8 (and not to Zf or ZA). From 
Equation (10.103) it is found that 

z. = -F . 

Zq • -mfl _ F9 uAD 
q. 

z. •+F JN 
q QoW. 

And then 

Zq = Ji~
0 

i.q; 

(c) Other Uses of the Planar Motion Mechanism 

(10.104a) 

(10.104b) 

(10 .104c) 

(10.105) 

The above tests to determine oscillatory coefficients are perform ed with a planar 
motion mechanism (or PMM) attached to the carriage ofa towing tank. Two types 
of measurement only have been described by way of examples, but in fact the PMM 
is sufficiently versatile to provide all the oscillatory coefficients (and, hence, slow 
motion derivatives) required by linear theory. We shall now briefly describe the 
nature of the necessary modifications or the test procedure. 

I. To obtain the derivatives M..,,, M,,;,,, Mq, M4 it is only necessary to employ the 
'pitch equations' rather than the •heave equations'. Note that 

whence 

(10 .106) 

(10.107a) 

(10.107b) 

The curve or M6 plotted against w 2 might thus have the form shown in fig . 10.16 
in the region where w is small. Note also that, here, M8 is a 'hydrostatic derivative' 
whose value may be checked fairly readily by calculation. 
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"· 

Fig. 10.16 

2. In order to obtain derivatives for th e antisymmetric motions of drift and yaw of 
a submerg ed submarine model, it is necessary to mount the model on its side. 

3. The PMM may readily be adapted to give the roll derivatives of a submerg ed 
submarin e model (as indicated in Fig. 10. 17). 

4. The PMM can readily be adapt ed to models of interface vehicles. When it is used 
in this way it is,of course, necessary to employ the appropriate equati ons of motion 
(i. e. not those for a totally immersed vehicle) . It is also necessary to run at the 
correct F roude number. 

5. The PMM can also be used to determine control-surface derivatives. For example 
the slow motion derivatives associated with the forward hydroplanes of a submarine 
can be deduced from the corresponding oscillatory coefficients if the submerged 

Pvsh rod 

lnv e-n e<I mode l 

Fig. I 0.17 Plan.u motion mechanism adapted for roU of a submarine . 
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submarine model is towed along the tank with w = 0 • q but with the forward 
hydroplanes oscillating so that 17 = 170 sin wt. 

(d) Comments on Use of the Pfmwr Motion Mechanism 
A few matters relating to the PMM deserve special mention . 

l . In practice, all moments of fluid forces applied to the prototype are recko ned 
with respect to the cent re of mass of the prototype. Thus, to ftnd Mqq for the 
prototype we measure M;q' for a geometrically similar model, taking moments 
about that point of the model at whlch the scaling ratio suggests the centre of mass 
should lie. The model is mounted with the swords equidistant from that point, as 
shown in Fig. 10.18(.a). (If it is a surface model 1he driving points are equidistant 
from that point, as in fig. I0.18(b).) The moment applied about that point is then, 
for the submarine, 

Gy = (FA - F,) lo 

and fo r the surface vehicle 

(10.108) 

(10.109) 

It is from this measurement of an applied moment that the required fluid moment 
is found, by using the appropriate equation of motion. 

Now it has been assumed here that the sword attachments (or driving points) are 
equidistant from the ctntn of mass of the model. 1bat is, it has been assumed that 
scaling has been such as to preserve the correct posit ion of C. In fact it may well be 
difficult to place the centre of mass of the mode l at the correct (i.e. scaled) position. 

Fif:. 10.18 
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The engine has to be placed in th e stem because the 'strongback' attachm ent of the 
PMM occupies approximately the middle third of the length, and to place C cor
rectly, therefore, it will normally be necessary to ballast th e bows substantially , 
which may well raise a stressing problem. It does not matter if the centre of mass of 
the mod el is not at the correct position, however, so long as its actual location is 
known . 

Suppose it is wished to measure Mq for a submerged submarine. Let A correspond 
to the centre of mass of the prototype as in Fig. 10.19 and let C be the actual centre 
of mass of the model. The sword att achments are equidistant from A (not C) and 
the body axes are erec ted with A as the origin so that, in the notation of the 
Appendix at th e end of this chapter, the distance AC is given by 

Pc "'kl 

wherek is negative. The appHedmom ent Cy about A is given by Equation (10.108), 
and this is the quantity measured during tests . 

,. 

[ 
,, 

t=J I +c ) 1, 1, u 
Fig. 10.19 

It is now possible to calculate the mom ent of fluid forces about A (i.e. ~.) using 
a linearized form of the equations of motion, as quoted in the Appendix at th e end 
of tM chapter. In fact it is found that a simple correction term is introduced into 
the expression for Mq as shown in [6] . 

2. lt was explained previously that symmetric disturbances from the reference 
motion of a surface vehicle require special thought. A PMM can be made to impart 
a sinusoidal heaving motion w (with q = 0) or a sinusoidal pitching motion q, and 
hence varying tilt 8 (wit h w = 0 but z• -:la 0). Alternatively, 

t• • w - 08 
can be made to vary sinusoidally. But the interpreta tion of results is by no means 
straightforward and will not be dealt with here. 

3. The PMM was first designed as a device for measu ring slow motion derivatives 
[JO, 11) and these quantities permit us to specify fluid forces and moments 
approximately. We have seen, however, that the PMM has wider applications in that 
it can enable us to measure the Fourier transforms of the impulse response functions. 
It thus provides data for the calculation of these response functions. In this way 
fluid forces and moment s can be specified in a far more realistic manner and the 
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scope of linear theory considerably extended. The need for nonlinear theory. 
especially as far as ihc PMM is concerned, is reduced. This simplific.tion is fortunate 
for practical purposes, as in th.is contex t nonlinear theory is very difficult to inter• 
prct and to apply logically. It is a field which requires extensive research and is well 
beyond the scope of this book. 

IO .6 ConlN>I SUrfaces 

The employment of control surfaces in steady motion has already been discussed in 
Chapter 8. It is plain that contro l surfaces raise questions as regards unsteady , as 
well as steady, motion. For example: 

How does the presence of the surfaces affect the stability of the complete vclucle? 
What is the nature of the vehicle's response to deflection of a control surface? 

Ow &im now is to incorporate the effects of control-surface deflections into the 
equations of motion. 

In the following discus$i.on the forward hydroplanes of a submarine will be used 
for the purposes of analysis and, for simplicity, we shall regard the problem as being 
essentially a two-dimensional one. The forces acting on a hydroplane are shown in 
fig . 10.20 and are: 

F,, G1 the force and moment exerted through the actuating shaft; 
Fh the force exerted by the fluid. 

(There will, in addition. be a bending moment in the actuating shaft but we shall 
disregard it.) The moment of Fh about the actuating shaft is 

(10.1 IO) 

whererh is any vector from the shaft to the line ofaction of Fh. The deflection of 
1he hydroplane is fl, the angle being measured from the appropriate datum position. 
For our present purposes we shall take this datum as being paraUel to the plane Cty. 
Now when '1(/) varies it is clear that it alters (i)F 1 , G1 ;and (ii)Fh , Gh, 

II is necessary to study the variation (i) for the purposes of design, both as 
regards strength and in the design of control engines. This demands a study of the 
equations of motlon of the isolated control surface, but unfortunately this is 

] 
Fig. 10.20 
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complicated when carried out with any generality . because the hinge line is itself 
acceJerating. 

The study of the variation (il) is obviously necessary in the prediction and analysis 
ofhandlingcharacteristics . ltis necessary to know how X. Y, Z, K. M, Nor. in tenns 
of departures from a steady reference motion, ~. ~Y. tlZ, M, tlM, llN, vary 
with,1(1). 

We have therefore to consider two distinct types of probl em. It should be noted 
that this applies not only to hydroplanes but also to rudders and stabilizers. We now 
deal with each variation separately. 

10.6.1 E/nMntary Analylis of ControiJU,fott Motion 

By way of illustration a very rudimentary form of analysis will be used in variation 
(i) for a pa.Ir of hydroplanes. Our sole purpose now is to indicat e how very rough 
estimates may be obtained - no more. 

Assume th.at the hydroplanes are adequately represented by laminae which lie in 
the plane Cry when a totally submerged vehicle performs the reference motion 

U• fi;, n•o . 
Consider a small deflection 'l of the hydroplanes and a miall departure 

u • ui+vj+wk 

O•pi+q/+rk 

from the reference motion . (In short, le t us immediately make the simplifying 
assumptions that have been associated with the linear equations of motion .) 

The position of any point Bon a hydroplane is given by 

R = Re +;=Re +xi+yj+zk 

(see fig. 10.2 1). The velocity of Bis therefore 

R ~ Re +:ti+ Yi+ tk + n x, 
and if the commonly used abbreviation 

:ti+jj+tfi • ~ 
61 

is adopted, this becomes 

The acceleration of 8 is 

.. . • l,r • 
R=U+B+ff+D+Ox~+Oxr+Oxf. 

Noting that 
6U 

U=-+OxU 
61 
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and adopting the abbreviati on 

s', 
s,r=~i+jl[Hk 

we see that 

.. SU S2 r Sr . 
R . ii"+ n Xu+ 6if' + 211 X 61 + n X, + n X en X r) . 

By neglecting higher powers of 17, f), ij than th e first we may express the accelera
tion of 8 in the form 

I • i 

k I 1· 
i ~J .. 6U 

: - riik+2 ~ R ~- + p q q St _ 
U+u 0 

·I~ k \ \ r 
i 

py~J q r + P q (10.111) y 
- "1 -q•~ - ry rx +pn, 

This vector may be .'!11fitten C?,Ut in full by expanding the determinants. Suppose that 
this is done to giveRx,Ry,R, where 

R • Rx;+R,,;+R,,k. 00.112) 

It will be found that, when all products of the small quantities (u, 11, w, p, q, r, p, Q, 
I, 11, 11) are neglected, 

Rx ~u - 'Y 
R. '°'W-qli - stt +J)y - Qx. 

(10.113a) 

(I0.113b) 

The inertia force applied to a particle of the hydroplane located at Bis -{6m)ii.. 
If this is resolved as shown in Fig. I 0.22 and moments are taken about the hinge 
line in accordance with d'AJembert's Principle, it is found that 

(10. 114) 

to the first order in r,. The summation is over all particles of the hydroplanes (both 

x, 

Fi3. 10.22 
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pon and starboard). It follows that 

G, •G• + Ls(w - qO- ri! +py - cj%)6m • O 

again to the fust order (so that, as expected.if., is irrelevant). Therefore 

where 

G, + G• +m•••(w - qO) -1 •~ + P.,p - P.,4 • O (10.IIS) 

mh eh = Es Sm (a: 0 if so designed) 

1. =Es26m 

Phy • Esylim • 0 by symmetry 

~ = Esx&m = I:; s(x. + s)5m = mhtttX, + lh 

• l• (if so de,igned) . 

It follows that if the anaJyiU: is simplified as much as is reasonably possible the 
equation governing motion of the hydroplane is 

(10,116) 

This last equation has at least the merit of appearing to be correct, although a 
number of assumptions have been made in its derivation. Even so, the practice in 
naval architecture is to simplify even further on the grounds t hat ij and 4 are invari
ably small quantities. That is, the motions of control surfaces - not only hydro
planes - are analysed on the basis that 

G, + G• • 0 (IO.I 17) 

even during unste ady motion . A more rigorous approach is needed for aeronautical 
vehicles, however. 

10.6.2 Controis,uf- D,ri..,ti,n 

We now tum to variation (ll), t hat is to the question of how X, Y, . . . , N(or M , 
.:lY, . . . , 11N) vary when a control surface moves. It is convenient once more to 
discuss a pair of forward hydroplanes by way of example. 

Now consi derations of symmetry and antisymmetry imply that only M, ~ 
and .1M vary with r,(t). (Note that we prefer to deal here with the perturbations 
rather than with X, Z andM .) Making th e usual assumption that these variations are 
mathematically well behaved, we can again invoke the idea of \low motion deriva• 
tives'.t For small departures of the deeply submerged vehicle from its horizontal 
motion, then, to the first order 

U•~•U•~••X~•~•~•~•~•~•~ ~-~·~·~••4••~·~·~·~·~ 
- •~•~•M~•M~•~•~•~•~•~•~~ 

t It sho\lJd be noted that an alternative approach using impube ruponae functions can also be 
developed. 
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These expressions may now be used in the equations or motion governing sym
metric departures from the symmetric motion. The resulting equations can be 
expressed in matrix fonn u follows: 

l
o o 

♦ 0 0 

0 0 

This is generally the case when analysis of this type is applied to 

forward l 
after hydr oplanes in symmetric motion 
both seu of 

rudder ) · . . . stabilizers m anusymmetnc motion. 

-x. ][" J -(mlJ+Z 0 ) w 

-Mq q 

(10.118) 

It is usual in marine practice to specify '1(t) - or whatever the deflection variable 
is - so that the appropriate deflection is 'inexorable' . 1bis is qulte satisfactory as 
th e deflecting agency must always be sufficient to meet a coxwain's demands. With 
aeronautical vehicles, on the other hand, one might well have to use extra simultan
eous equations arising from analysis of type (i) (i.e. Section 10.6.1). The coefficients 
X11 ,x,,,etc., are of course constanu and their values have to be ealculated, estimated, 
measured or ignored. 

10.6.3 'Horl:ontol Motion' of• Surf/Ill Ship 

The handling characteristics of surface vehicles - and we shall here refer specifically 
to conventional ships - raise a number of complicated problems. Our purpose now 
is to discuss in greater detail the approximate linear theory of 'horizontal motion• . 
It should be not ed, however, that although this theory is widely used it is not at all 
accurate. 

Arguments of symmetry and antisymmetry suggest that, for small denections t 
of a ship's rudder, one need only consider the equations goveming antisymmetric 
disturbances from the steady reference motion (see Fig. 10.23). That is, only ~Y. 

Fig. )0.23 
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Ill( and '1N are affected by variations of t. It is to be expected, therefore, that 
terms containing slow motion derivatives 

Yr, Y/, Y/ ,Kr ,K/ ,K/ ,Nr,Ni,Nr 

must be introduced into the relevant equations, which now become 

Aq ♦ llq ♦ Cq = Ef 

where 

and 

q •jy ~ ,j,f; 

f=jf t fl 

[m-y 
A • - K~ 

- N~ 

- Y; 
- Y ] 

Ix - KP - (/a + K;) 

-{l., ♦ N;) Is - N, 

[-Y. - Y, mii - Y, l 
8:: - K.., -Kp - K, 

- N. - Np - N, 

C= [~ 

0 ~] mg/I 

0 

[ y- Y/ Yr] 
E • K; Ki Kr . 

N/ Ni Nr 

(10.119) 

( 10.120a) 

(10.120b) 

(10.121a) 

( 10. 121b) 

( 10.121c) 

( 10. 121d) 

It has already been explained that, under the assumptions relating to 'horiz.ontaJ 
motion', a number of coefficients in A, Ba nd C are ignored. The additional assump• 
tion is also made that only the third column of E is significant. The equations of 
moliont thus become 

(m - Y;)ll - Y., - Y,I ♦ (mU - Y,)r• Ytf 

-N ,O - N., • (I, - N;)I - N,r = Nrf. 

(10.122) 

(10.123) 

Equations (10. 122) and (t0.123) refer to motions of drift and yaw only (i.e. to 
•horizontal motion') . The linear theory of manoeuvrability is commonly based on 

t If the third equ1tion of antisymmettic mot.On (thu for X} is assumed to be completely un• 
coupled from th e,e two, it becomes 

Vx - Kp')IJ - KpP - KqP • Krt. 

This, howaoer, wouJd usually be too grea t a simplification and the dependence on I' and r h:as 
to be retaitlt>d. 
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them, although its usefulness appears to be a matter for debate. To obtain these 
equations in their more useful dimensionless form, it is convenient to divide (10.22) 
by pU'L' / 2 and (10.123) by pO' L 3 /2, to obtain 

That is, 

( 
m Y; )('L) ( Y, )(') ( Y; )(fL') jpL' - jpL' iJ'I - jpUL 2 iJ - \pl' iJ'I 

( mu Y, )('L) (~) 
+ \pUL 3 - \pUL' U • \pU L t; 

(m' - Y;)~' - Y;v• - Y;t' + (m' - Y;)r' = Yft 

- N:i,• - N;v• t (/; - Nf)t' - N;.,' = Nfr. 

(I0 .124) 

(10.125) 

Note that lhe quantiti es rfr. Nfr refer to changes of force and moment due to 
deflection of the rudder and not the fluid force and moment acting on the rudder. 

(a) Rudder and Skeg 7heory 
It is natur al - and, up to a point, proper - 10 think of slow motion derivatives as 
built.in properties of a vehicle. A vehicle 'comes with its derivatives', so to speak . In 
fact, the derivatives can be modified to some extent by th e addition of fins, cont rol 
surfaces and skegs, and our purpose now is to illustrate the broad principles involved. 
The reader must be warned, however, that the theory is an extremely idealized one. 
In particular, the introduction or modification of a surface may not be even remotely 
as effective in modifying a derivative as the theory would indicate if that surface is 
not placed on the vehicle's hull so as to protrude into a region of clear flow. ( lt 
should also be recalled that a displacement ship's trim can modify its derivatives 
sufficiently to affect directional stability quite substantially.) 

When a surface ship executes a horizontal motion, it is assumed that the fluid 
force acting on the rudder at any instanl is proportional to the prevailing angle of 
incidence a. Consider the ship in plan view so that the side force exerted on the 
rudder is FR (as shown in Fi3. I 0.24). The force FR is in fact a 'lift force' or, more 
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precisely, a •side force•. According to the elementary theory of control surfaces 
described in Chapter 8, 

~=CL =a(•CL) ½PD L oa o 

where CL is the dimensionle$$ lift coefficient and (aCLfiki'>o is the slope of the lift 
curve at zero angle of incidence. Therefore if" is th e distance of C from the hydro• 
dynamic centre of the rudder, 

(10.126) 

where a'= a/L. 
This result may be written in the alternatlve form 

Fa y•, y' ' y" ½plJlLl = p tR ,v +R ,' (10.127) 

where RY; is the contribution of the undefl ected rudder to Y; for the ship, and 
Rr; is the undeflected rudder's contribution tor;. In the same way, we may write 

Faa' • , ' ' , ( 8) - !PD'L' =Nrt•aN.• •aN,r 10.12 

where again th e prefixed subscript R means 'contribution of the undefl ec ted rudder ' . 
By inspection it is evident that 

, •(•CL) Nr "'- a a;;-o N ' •(•CL) 
R 11""0 ~ O 

aY'=•(•CL) l 
' aa o (10.129) 

N' •1(•CL) R ,"' - a a;-~ 

A skeg may be thought of as a fixed rudder and lh e above result s may readily by 
adapted to ii. If th e distance of the hydrodynamic centre of the skeg from the 
centr e of mau C is b (as shown in Fig. 10.25) and b' = b/L, we may write 

sY;=b'(":L t 
sN;,. -b'l(a~) 0 

) o,,~, 

where CL is the lift coefficient of the skeg and the prefixed subscript S means 
'contribution of the skeg'. 

To illustrate how these results may sometimes be useful, consider the horizontal 
motion of a ship with a fixed rudd er deflection tc. With ll' = 0 = i' in the steady 
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Fig. 10.25 

state, Equations (10.124) and (10. 125) becom e 

- Y;v• + (m' - Y~Jr' • Yitc 
- N;iJ' - N:,' = Nftc. 

(10.13 1) 

(10.132 ) 

If v '(wh.ich is now a constant ) is eliminated from Equat ions ( 10.131) and (10.132) 
it is found that 

~a NfY; - N;Yf 
tc N~Y;- m') - N;r;. (10.133) 

In Equation (10.133), the derivatives Y;,N;, Y;,N; must be thought of as sums of 
contributions from the rudder, skeg and huU. Thus 

Y; = R r; + s r; + (Y; for remainder of hull) . 

In this way, r'Jr c (whose importance is obvious) is found in terms of c; and C~, 
along with the _derivatives of the bare hull, where 

These two slopes of 'lift curves' may then be chosen to provide an adequate degree 
of control. 

(b) LongitudiMI Position of a Rudder 
In Equation ( 10.133) we know tha t 

, ·(3CL) 'y' Nr = -a ~ o = -a t· 

It follows that 

~ = - Yf(a'Y; +N;) 
tc N;(Y; - m') - N;Y; . (10 .134) 

Now It will be seen la1er that, for directional stability to prevail. the denominator 
of this expression must be negative. Moreover, in a normal ship, N; is negative (as 
one expects with C abaft amidships) and r; is negative, of course. Hence in simple 
terms r'/tc is greatest when a' is positive and as large as possible: and for this reason 
the rudder is placed aft (so that a'~ 1/2). This result confirms that found with the 
elementary approa ch of Section 8.4.3. 
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10.6 .4 Stttrinl lndic~s 

If the quantities t and v' are eliminated from Equations (10 . 124) and (10 .125) it is 
found that 

Here 

A • (m' - Y,J(J;- N,)- Y;N, 

B • (m' - Y;)V; - N;Y; -( m' - Y;')N; - (I; - Ni)Y; 

C = (m' - Y;')N; + Y;N; 

E • N;Yf - Y;Nf 
F= (m' - Y,)Ni -N,Yi. 

(10. 135) 

In theory, if r is prescribed as a function of time it is possible to solve the equation 
for r; it is the sum of a panicular integral and the complementary function . 1n 
practice, however, th.is is not particularly helpful because th e significance of the 
quantiti es .A., B, C, E, Fis not clear. 

A more useful approach is described in {12J where a simplified form of the 
equation is examined - or, rather, the predictions of a simplified form. The equation 
may be written in tenn s of the operator D: 

(AD2 
• BD • C, ' • (£•FD')!. (10 .136) 

The rate of yaw,' is thus related to the rudder denection by t he transfer operator 

r'•(c.~;:~,)r. 
This can be written as 

r' = z \ I> (!-f )0 • ( i-~·;)v' ... r r. 
Letting 

and truncating the power series, we have 

K' r'=~t. 
That is, we now contemplat e solutions of the appro"'1mate first-Order equation 

T'I' •r' • K't . (10.137) 

It is not easy to see in what sense this equation is approximate; indeed a theoret• 
ical investigation of its range of validity is complicated and obscure. Care has there
fore to be exercised in using the equation, particularly near the boundary of insta
bility, since the first-order equation does not evenadm jt the possibility of directional 
instability . 
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If this simplified equation is adopted. however . it relates the rate of tum r' to 
the rudder deflection by the two cons1antsK' and T'. These may be identified for a 
ship or a model and used to specify its handling qualities. The constants are referred 
to as •steering indices' and they have useful physical interpretations. 

Although a step change of r is strictly inadmissible, since it casts grave doubt on 
the validity of slow motion derivatives in the equations of motion, suppose , never
theless. that with t' • 10/L 

t • O for t'<O 

t • t, for t'>0 . 

The appropriate solution of Equation ( 10.137) is then 

r'=K't, [I - expl-{1'/T')il (10.138) 

and this is sketched in Fig. 10.26. A!. the sketch indicates, K' is a measure of selW
tMty to rudder deflection, whereas the constant T' Is a measure of 'sluggishness' in 
responding to the helm. If Equation (10 .138) is now integrated with respect to time 
interval the ship•s variation of heading with time can be found : 

~ = K't,(1' - T'[I - exp 1-{1'/T')IJ) (10.139) 

and the appropriat e curve is as shown in Fig. 10.27. 

Fig. 10.26 

10.6.S Di-lUlonkss LIMor Eq""dom of Motion 

It has been shown that the equations of horizontal motion may be put into a dimen
sionless form. The use of dbnensionless equations is quite common and it is worthy 
of some extra thought, for the point is not simply that the temu in the dimensionless 
equations are independent of the systems of units used (although this is of coune 
true). 

Suppose that a ship executes a steady reference motion upon which a steady 
drift is superimposed. Let us consider the component 6Y of the fluid force by way 
of example. Dimensional analy:JU (see Chapter 4) tells us that for a given shape of 
hull 

~y 
½PU1Ll = function(R e, Fr,11) 
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Fig. 10.27 

and hence, by Taylor's theore m, wt find that 

6Y 
½PU'L' - ~ffunction(Re, Fr)I 

approximately. Now 

tJ= ;=v', 
so we can write 

AY'=-Y;ll·. 
The quantity I function (Re, Fr)I is therefor e a dimensionless derivative whJch de-. 
pends on Re and Fr only. Since the dependence is not normally a sensitive one, the 
quantity Y; is more or Jess independent of speed over a substantial range of ope rat • 
ing conditions. This is really the main reason for using dimensionless derivatives; 
without them, the equations of motion have different coefficients for different 
operating conditions . Note too that Y; is not depend ent on the scale of the model, 
so a value obtain ed with a model may be used for a prototype . 

Contrast this with the result when AY is not expressed in the dimensionless fonn . 
We have 

6Y = !Pii'L 2 b lrunction (Re, Fr)I= Y, , 

where 

Y, • ½Piil 2 1 funelion(Re, Fr)I-
Here the derivativ e depe nds on D dir ect ly (as weU as through Re and fr) and also 
on L l and p. When thi s quantity Y., is found for a model it cannot be used immcdi• 
ately for the prototype, since it has to be 'corre cted ' for speed and scaJe. 
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This is true generally ; if mode l measurements are made with the appropriate 

scaling of operating conditions - of Fr for a surface ship and its model - it is usually 
possible to use the same values of dimensionless derivatives for mode) and prototype. 

It is as well to note that th e use of dimensionless derivatives is not without 
drawbacks. This can be illustrat ed by means of the various equations of motion 
aJready referred to: 

1. Since the reference speed O is taken as the magnitude of velocity it vanishes 
from the equations. (Thus mlJ becomes m' in the ~y equation of horizontal 
motion.) This can be misleading. 

2 . Although all the dimensionless derivatives for a given hull form depend on Re 
and Fr, dimension1ess inertia.I terms (e.g. m' and 1; in the equatiom of horizontal 
motion) are constants for the hull form. 

3. The derivative Me • - mKh whJch appean in the pitch equation for a submerged 
submarine cannot be expressed as a dimensionless derivative Mi which is the same 
for model and prototype since 

M' mgh 
• • - ½PU2L 3 

• -m' ~~ 
, , L 

= -mhgU'' 

that is, a dependence on L/0 2
• But this at least has the merit of showing that the 

stability and control of a submerged submarine are markedly affected by spud. 

4. This process of rendering equations dimensionless is lost when th e ship is not 
moving ahead, since O = 0, yet there may well be significant motions of yaw or of 
drift. In that event lJ is not used as th e basis for yielding dimensionless parameten. 
This case arises not only with certain types of ship but also with "hovering' sub
merged vehicles and with hovercraft. 

10.7 Maooellfflllll Trill• 

It is useful to perfonn manoeuvring trials with free-running models and/or full scale 
vehicles. The advantage of free model tests is that they do not demand mathematical 
representation by a 'mathem atical moder (although this does not mean, o f course, 
that interpretation of results for the purposes of the prot otype is without difficulty). 
When full-scale vehicles h.ave been built, tests are carried out on them to assess 
th eir directio nal stability and manoeuvrability, for it would not be realistic to rely 
solely on calculations, even for a conventional ship - let alone for nautical odclities! 

There is never any question of aimless testing ad hoc and consequently definite. 
standard tests and trials have come to be accepted. Briefly, the most important of 
these are 

(i) stability trials - the 'pull-out• manoeuvre 
- th e 'spiraJ' (or Dieudonnt) manoe uvre 
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(ii) control trials - the 'circle' manoeuvre 
- 1he 'zig-zag• (or Kemp !) manoeuvre. 

It should be noted that, although the trials are placed here in two categories, the 
designer is not concerned with stability and control as two distinct phenomena. 
This is because large stability implies difficulty of control, whereas marginal stability 
implies 'touchiness' (which, to be sure, may not be disastrous). 

The compromise that must be achieved between stability and sensitivity is 
particularly important where the motion of a submarine in the vertical plane is 
concerned, for vehicles of this type must possess directional stabili ty of vertical 
motion for safety and yet too much stability reduces the submarin e's essential 
capabilities. 

AJthough calculations are backed up by actual trials, it cannot be assumed that a 
vehicle's degree of stability is easily assessed, and even the question of whether or 
not a particular vehicle is directionally stable is sometimes difficult to answer with 
any conviction. From an analyst's poin t of view 1he study of dllectional stability 
and control is somewhat unrewarding and rather untidy. 

10.7.1 77w l'u/1-out Monoeu.,. 

The equation governing horizontal motion of a ship with its rudder amidships is, 
from Equation (10.135), 

A Y' ♦ St' te>' •O. 

Any yawing motion is therefore described by 

r' =r;exp(at) +r2uP<ffe) 

(10.140) 

( 10.141) 

where ,; and r2 arc constants whose values are determined by the initial conditions 
and Q ., f3 are given by 

- B t.../(B1 - 4AC) 

2A 

Jt is a matter of observation that ships never behave in the manner suggested by the 
complex solution. Thus Bl > ◄AC, and therefore directional stability requires that 
Q and fl must both be real and negative. 

In practice, the constants A and B are both positive . (As we have seen, they are 
combinations of derivatives and inertia terms and the signs of the derivatives deter
mine the signs of A. B and C.) Since A and B are aJways real and positive, C must 
also be reaJ and positive if directional stability is to prevail, although as we have 
already noted it is never large enough to make 4AC > B2. 

The vaJues of Q and(jprovide measures of directional stability. Now if the stability 
is in question at aU, that is if C is small, 

~<a 
(u suming that /j is associated with the negative root and Q with the positive). That 
is, /j wiU be large and negative. Thus in free motion with rudder amidships the 
solution 

r' = rl exp(ar) 

will quickJy become dominant. 
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In the 'pull-out' manoeuvre the ship or free model is put into a turn and then the 
rudder is restored to zero deflection . The subsequent decay of,• from its initiaJ value 
provid es a means of determining a . Since the root/3 is large and negative the decaying 
motion assumes the form rl exp(Q/) whence 

ln(r' ) • ln(r1) +at. (10.143) 

A curve of In (r' ) plotted against t eventually becomes a straight line of slope a, and 
the tendency of this slope to approach zero indicates that a state of instability is at 
hand. 

Although a pull-out manoeuvre may be commenced in a violently nonlinear 
fashion, the majority of the ln(r') curve that is obtained usually conforms well to 
linear theory. In particular it is found that different initial yawing rates produce 
little effect on the results. 

It is because of the normally large difference between the roots a and (J that the 
reduction to a first-order equation ( 12) may be justified. (Unfortunately a rigorous 
demonstration of this appe a rs to be complicated.) But whether or not Equation 
(10.137) gives sensible results does no t rest solely on this; it also depe nds on whether 
or not a linear rl!gime can decently be assumed to exist at aU. ln fact , in the form in 
which they are usually determined the ·constants' K' and T' are not unique, main1y 
because they are deduced from manoeuvres tha t can onJy be described adequat ely 
by highly nonlin ear equations. 

10.7.2 T1t, Spi,o/M1111o,u rr, 

The equation governing horizontal motion may be written in the form 

If r(t) is prescribed, a solution can be sought as the sum of a complementary func• 
tion (whose nature is detennined by the stability since it corresponds to C • 0) and 
a particular integral (wh.ich is determined by the given C(t)). It has aJready been 
pointed out that the constants A and B are both positive and that the sign of C 
determines whether or no t directional stability prevails, for if C is also positive the 
motion is stable . In eff ect, th e spiral manoeuvre is a check o n the sign of C. 

If C • Cc, a constant , then 

r' = (complementary function)+ f Cc-

If the motio n iJ stable, so that the transient complementary function subsid es, we 
should then expect 

C> 0 for stability, 
E < 0 both from the anaJytical form of£ (and the signs of the derivatives that 

comprise it) and also from consideration of the sign convention we are using. 

(The apparent contr adiction in Fig. 10.28 dearly indicates tha t r'/Cc should be 
negative.) In a spiral manoeuvre,,' = rl/D is measured for various values of Cc after 
th e transient motion has subsided, and the results are plotted in Fig. I 0.29. 

If the resulting curve is of type I the motion is stable, since dr' /dCc <O when 
Cc-+ 0 . When stability is marginal, t he slope of the curve at th e origin beco mes 
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f"ia-10.28 

more nearly venicaJ as in II. 1lus is because 

~-~➔O 
dr' E 

u C approaches zero . Unfortunately, the dope is also large when Eis large and it is 
a weakness of this technique that it cannot distinguish between (i) an unexpectedly 
powerful rudder, and (ii) marginal stability . Unstable motion produces a curve of 
type III, wh.ich inWeates that the rudder only takes effect correctly when it has a 
large deflection. 

Ill 

Fig. 10.29 

Cue III has been the subject of considerable investigation, but it is still not 
entirely elucidated. It has been suggested, in partfoular, that an unstab le motion is 
such that C<O and£< 0 so thatr'/tc: > 0 astc ➔ O. This implies that the curve of 
type III should really have the form shown in Fig. 10.30 . But if the system is truly 

Fia:.10.30 
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unstable, there is no guarantee that the motion corresponding to a small deflection f c_ 
will not be masked by an excessive transient. This aspect has been investigated further 
by means of the reverse spiral manoeuvre, proposed by Bech, which provides a 
quicker and more suitable procedure, especially for directionally unstable ships (see 
(13)) . 

In practice the spiral manoeuvre is carried out on conventional surface ships 
using constant shaft speed. The following routine is employed: 

I. rudder 15° to starboard, 
2. when the turning rate has become steady, record it, 
3. repeat with 10° starboard rudder, 
4. repeat with 5°, 4°, 3°, 2°, 1° starboard rudder, 
S. increase rudder deflection in these steps to 1S0 port, 
6. reverse the above routine and repeat measurements until rudder deflection is 

again 15° starboard. 

The whole operation is repeated with different shaft speeds . 
It should be noted that it is common to plot r' against """1c (nther than -r ' 

against fc) because a sta rboard rudder deflection is then plotted to the right-hand 
side. 

(a) 1htory of the Spiro/ Manoeuvr, 
We shall now consider in a little more detail the condition of a vehicle that execute s 
a steady tum in horizontal motion, This is the motion previously represented by 
Equation (10.133) : 

i_. NfY;- N;Yf c:E. 
t, N:(Y: - m') - N;r: - C. 

The motion is a combined one of yaw and drift and of the form shown in Fig, 
10.31, The vclOCity Ve of the centre of mass C is tangential to the turning circle. 

Fig.10.31 
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Jf, as has been supposed, linear theory is applicable it is necessary that u, ,, be 
much smaller than the reference velocity ii. The vector diagram for the velocity of 
C is thus of the fonn shown in Fig. 10.32, with Pa small angle. That is 

v=(ii+u)l~iip (10.144) 

,=!£.. Hii+u)' +v'l'1' _ii 
Re Re Re 

( 10.14S) 

where both of these quantiti es are constant. Thus V = 0 = f, as assumed when Equa
tion (10. 133) was derived. 

The expression for r'ftc becomes infinite if 

N:(r; - m') - N;Y; • 0. (10.146) 

This, then, is the condition C • 0 that marks the stability boundary . 

~ uf< 01 

ii 
Fig. 10.32 

I 0. 7 .3 711< Circl, Mono,u.,, 

The circle manoeuvre is the most primitive of the standard trials evolutions. As it is 
mainly for surface craft, it is conducted in a calm sea when there is littl e wind. The 
manoeuvre is comme nced with a straight run at constan t speed. With the throttle 
settling constant, some chosen rudder deOeclion re is applied, and the triaJ consists 
of determining the subsequent path of the vehicle during a change of heading of 
360°. The trial is repeated for different throttle settingst and different values of re, 
A numb er of techniqu es (e.g. the sighting of a free buoy) are available for tracking 
the model or ship. 

Once the path has been found and plotted as in Fig. 10.33, the following measure• 
ments can be made: 

tact ical diameter; 
advance (aft er 90° change of heading); 
transfer (after 90° change of heading). 

In addition , it is usual to determine 

time to change heading by 360°. 

Also, aft er steady turning conditions have been achieved, it is usuaJ to record 

speed ahead; 
drift angle; 
angle of heel (by photographing a "vertical' pole against the horizon). 

t During a citcle manoeuvre, both the ship iapeed and propeller rotational spe,ed may drop 
ma.rkedl y , 
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Tectical di•m1t• 

Trll'ltflW 

........_ Rudd er eicecute 

Fig. 10.33 The circ le maneouvre. 

These data are used for the purposes of comparison with those of •successful' 
designs. Sometimes, when these data have been recorded and the ship is still turning, 
the rudder is restored to zero defleetion and a 'pull-out' manoeuvre is performed. 

I 0.7 .4 ~ ZJi-i., M.,,_,.,. 
The z1g.zag manoeuvre, asit was originally conceived, is a.Jcu:i to the circJe manoeuvre 
in that it is a standard test the results from which are really only suitable for malting 
comparisons betw een vehicles. That is, th e results originally had little intrinsic value. 
They have, however, been used by Nomoto to evaluate the X' and T indices ( 12) . 

The zig-z.ag is simple to perform, the only apparatus needed being a stopwatch 
and a gyrocompus. An initial straight run is made at constant speed and then, with 
the throttle setting kept constant, the rudd er Is set at 20° to starboard •as quickly 
and smoothly as poss.ibte•. 1llis rudder setting is maintained constant u the ship 
changes heading. When the heading has changed 20° lhe rudder setting is reverted 
to 20° to port, again 'u quickJy and smoothly as possible', and this fresh rudder 
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setting is held while the s}tip changes heading. When the heading has altered to 20° 
in the opposite direction, the rudder setting is again reversed 'u quickly and smoothly 
as possible'. 

The whole procedwe is repeated four or five times, by which time a steady 
periodic motion will have been achieved, and the rudder angle and heading are 
recorded and plotted against time, as in Fig. 10.34. From the periodic portion of 
the curve, measurements are made of overshoot, period, and time to overshoot. 

Th e whole exercise is repeated for various thrott1e settingrt and the variations of 
the three parameters ue then plotted and used in making comparisons with results 
obtained from 'successful' designs. One of the major weaknesses of this technique, 
which makes accurate comparisons difficult, is the fundamental obscurity of the 
phrase •as quickly and smoothly as possible'. 

Fif;. 10.34 The z.ig•:r.11 manoeuvre. 

I 0.8 Final Rmwb 

This chapter is only intended to give a bare introduction to the subject and it will 
readily be seen that, even wh ere linear theory is concerned, we have done little more 
than scratch the surfac e . Perhaps the most obviou1 top ics that have been left out 
are: 

stability theory; 
a full discussion of impulse response function, ; 
nonlinear represent ations of fluid forces a.nd moments; 
solutions of nonlinear equations ; 
calculation of derivative, and the dependence of the accuracy needed upon the 

degree of directional stability; 
analogu e techniques; 
automatic control; 

t When steering indices X ' and T' are determined from zj,g-zaas, it is found that the nlue, 
YU)' from one manoeuvre to another. For lhll reuon the International Towing Tan.It Confer • 
enoe (ITTO now recommends that Ht -lo' and l o'- lo' i.ig..zags be performed, u well u 
lo' - l et . The let -l et manoeune is performed with ruddu 1ettlng1 of lr/, but the rudder b 
reversed whenever the ship', head.in& hu changed to I rt in the appropriate di.rec don. 
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special techniques for directional stability and con trol in restricted and shallow 
water and for shallow immersion of underwater veh.ic]es; 

peculiarities of hovercraft and hydrofoils; 
towing; 
effects of waves; 
the use of means other than control surfaces for co ntrol. 

Moreover we have omitt ed all discussion of distorting vehicles. In short, tfus chapt er 
represents only an elementary introduction to a field of some size and complexity. 

Appmdix: Equations of Motion of a Rigid Vehide with Body Axes wbole Oript ii 
not at the Centre of Mui 

Let the velocity of the origin A of th e body axes shown in Fig. I 0.35 be 

u, = u;t+ v.;+ w.k. 
Referred to the body axes AE"'lt, the position of a point Pin the vehicle is given by 

p • (i+ri+tic. 

In particular the position of the centre of mass C is given by 

PC =tc i+ rJci+tck . 
The equations of motion are derived elsewhere (14 ) and will merely be quoted here. 

Fig. 10.3S 
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The three force equations are 

X-mgsin8 •ml( U, +QW, - RV,)+(Qtc - R~c) 
•R:~c +Rtc)-k(Q 1 +R')I 

Y+mg cos8sin<I> =m l<v, +RU, - PW,)+(R k -Ptc) 
+ Q(Rtc + Pk) - 11c(R' + P')f 

Z + mg co, 8 cos <I>• m l(W, + PV, - QU,) + (Pile -Qk) 
+R(Pk •~ c) - tc(P' +Q')J. 

The moment abou t A of the momentum relative to A is t 

II~ "" E P1 x 6m,P,. 
I 

This expression may be reduce d to the form 

II~ • h£i+h;j+hfk 

where 

-lir] [p] 
- 1.,i; Q 

fr R 

in which 

The three moment equations may now be written as follows: 

Ka +mg(_r,c cos 8 cos 4> -Cc cos 8 sin 4>) = (Iii +Qhf - Rh~) 

+ m(~c W, - tc V,) + m l~c(PV, - QU,) - tc(RU, - PW,) I 
M, - ml(tc sin 8 + tc cos 8 co, <I>)• (h~ + Rht - Phr) 

+m(t cU, -k W,) •!"ltc(QW, - RV,) - k(PV, - QU,)I 

N, + mg(k CO$ 8 sin <I> + ~c sin 8) • (hr + Ph~ - Qhi) 
+m(kV, - ~cU,) +m fk (RU, - PW,) - 11c(QW, -RV, )I 

where K.,M.,N. are, respectively. the moments about At, A17, AC of the net Ouid 
force . 
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Notation 

The wide range or subject matter covered in this book has necessitated the use of a 
large numb er of symbols from both th e Roman and Greek alphab e ts. DuplicaUon 
of symbol$ is th erefore inevitabl e, occasionally within a given chapter . but the dis
tinction between th e meanings should be clear. 1n any event, all symbols are defined 
within the text wh ere they first occur . The following list of symbols, chapt er by 
chapter, is provid ed for the s.ake of conve nience. 

Ge....i 

A 
Al. 
g 

Fr 

L,. 

Lwc 
L~ 
R, 
V 

w 
t.• 

V 
µ 

p 

Subscripn 

WL 

Olh~r Symbols 

In 

D,g,ti,ec by Google 

area 
aspect ratio 

weight per unit mass 

Froude number 
length betw een perpendiculars 

length at still-water line 

length overall 

Reynolds numbe r 

forward veloc ity of vehicle (excludi ng Chapt e r 9) 

weight ( excluding Chapte rs 9 and I 0) 

weight displacement 

immersed volume; volume displacement 

dynamic viscosity 

kin ematic viscosity 

density of fluid 

air 

liquid 

water line 

water; wetted 

ordinary deriv ative 

na tural logarithm, that is logarithm to base e 
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log 

" 6 
a 
I: 

lxl 

Chapter 2 

D 
F 

f 

H 
h 

K 
L 
Q 

T 

Os,t,p ., 
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Jogarithm to base 10 

an increment of 
a very small increase of 
partial derivative 

summation 
modulus of x, that is the magnitude of x without 
regard to its direction or sign 

(bar) over letten identifying locations implies ~ 
distance between those locationa; for example BG 
means the distance between Band G. 

depth of frictional resistance 
centrifugal force 

frequency 
wave height 

depth of water from free surface 
bulk modulus 

lunar force 
rate of heat transfer per unit area of the sea surface. 
Subscript s refers to solar radiation transfened to 
ocean, subscripts h, e and b refer, respectively, to 
convection, evaporation and back radiation from 
ocean. 
tide raising force 

period 

mean velocity of particl e at water surface 

wavelength. Subscripts d and s refer to deep and 
shallow water respectively 

"'(relative density - 1) x IOOOtin situ density 

p0tential 'density' 

Oth er symbols are defined in Table 2.2. 

Chapter 3 

AwL 
A 

B 

Digitize!' by Google 

wat er-plane are or hull 

water-plane area or body 
see Fig. 3.38; width or jet 

beam 
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k 

s 
T 
TA 

Tr 
TPI 

V; 

w 

o,,,,,, ,, Google 

moment (for changes of trim) 

contraction coefficient 

• C., x Cc., discharge coefficient 
velocity coefficient 

distance moved by deck weight 

Young's modulus (modulus of elasticity) 

aerostatic force 
buoyancy force 

thrwt 
height 
daylight clearance; distance BG 
second moment of area of water.plane section 
about the neutral axis 

radius of gyration 
perimeter of nozzle 

bending moment 

moment to cause trim 
mass flow rate 

tensile force; contact force 
pressure 

ambient (atmospheric) pressure 
cushion pressure 

force/unit length of a prismatic vehicle 

buoyancy force/unit length. 
gravity force /unit length 

hydroynamic force/unit length 

inertia forc;:e/unit length 
radius of curvature of buoyancy curve 

shear force; plan form area of hovercraft 

draught 

draught aft 

draught forward 

tonn e force (ton force) parallel immersion 

trim by the stem (• TA - T F) or trim by the bow 
(• Tr - TA); time interwl 

jct velocity 

hull deflection relative to water plane 

weight (see Equation (3.2) for components) 
movabJe deck weight 
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X 

y 

p 

;; 
0 

Axn 

oxyz 

Oxyz 

O..ptor4 

A 

Ao 

A, 

B 
b,bt,b1,b3, ... 

C 
Ca 
c. 
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distance aJong prismatic vehicle 

distance from neutral ax.is 

distance be]ow interface 

angle of rotation 
small angle of trim or tilt (positive when bows up); 
angle of nozzl e of hovercraft (see Fig. 3.43) 

density (i.e. mass/volume) 
relative density 

direct stress 

shear stress 
finite angle of heel (positive to starboard) 

small angle of heel (positive to starboard) 

refers to pr essure hull of submarine 

a right-handed frame of reference fixed to the 
Earth with OXY horizontal and OZ pointin& 
vertically downwards . 

a right-handed set of body axes with O at the 
centroid of the water11lane section. Before the 
application of required angular displacements 
about Ox or Oy, 0: points vertically downwards. 
a right-handed set of body axes with A placed at 
any convenient point . Before the application of 
required linear and angular displacements about 
~ or Aff, At points vertically downwuds. 

area 

uea of orifice 
area of flow some way upstream of orifice 

linear acceleration 

exponents 

beam of vehicle 

exponents 

velocity of propagation of water waves 

• pV 2/X, Cauchy number 

(dimensionl ess) coefficient of di$Charge of orifice 
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er 
Cp 

C, C1,Cz,CJ,. 

d 

F 
Fr 

I 
h 

hr 

K 

K1,K1,,X3 
k 

f 
k1 ,k2,k3,. 

L 

M 

Ma 
N 

p 

p 
l!,p 

P, 
P, 

f!,p, 
[!,p• 

Q.Q,,Q, . Q,. ' '' 
Q, 

q 
R 
R ' 

Rt 

o,,,,,, ,, Google 

(dimensionless) power coefficient 

(dimensionless) resistance coefficient 

velocity o f prop agation of sound waves 

= T,/½pY2, local skin-friction coefficient 

• ~ /½pV2, pressure coeffic ient 

exponenu 

internal diame ter of a pipe of circular cross section; 
exponen t 

force in prototype system 

= V/,/(g(), Froudc number 

force in mod el system; friction factor of pipe 

head over orifice 

head lost to friction 

bulk modulus of elasticity of fluid 

(dimensionless) coefficient s 

number of fundamental magnitudes 

mean height of surface roughness 

(dimensionless) coefficien ts 

fundamental magnitud e of length 

characteristic length; length of pipe 

fundamental magnitude of mass 

• Vjc, Mach number 

wave frequency 

number of magnitudes influencing the behaviour of 
a system 

num erics 

power 

static pressure 

diffe rence of static pressure 

atmosph eric pressure 

vapour pressure of liquid 

=p - p, 
drop of piezometric pressure in pipe; over orifice 

magnitudes of physical qllffltiti es 

volume flow rate through orifice 

number of fundamental magnitudes 

resistance 

resistance per unit surface area of pipe 

= Yip/µ, Reynolds number 
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Reo 

s 
T 

T 

t 

U,U 1 ,U2,U3,. 
p 
P, 
w, 
y 

A 

I I 
S,,/ncr/pt, 

M 
p 

" 
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.. (gh) 1l 21p/µ1 Reynolds number of orifice 
length scale factor 
fundamental magnitude of time interval 

draught 

time interval 

units of measurement 

mean velocity of Ouid in pipe 
critical mean velocity of fluid in pipe 

= V(pl/y)1'', Weber number 
surface tension at air-wa ter interface 

ratio of fore.es in model system to corresponding 
forces in prototype system 
dimensionless parameters 
= (p - Pv)/!pV 2, cavitation number 

shear stress 
shear stress at solid surface 
(with and without numerical ,ubscripts) 'some 
unknown function or 

(with and without numerical subscripts) 'some 
unknown function or 

'having the dimensional fonnula or 

arising from elasticity 

arising from gravity 

arising from inertia 

refers to model 

refers to prototype 

arising from difference of pressure 
arising from shear 
arising from surface tension 

area 
cross sectional area at midship transverse plane 

maximum cross sectional area of submarine 

beam 
half-breadth of control volum e 

coefficients 
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C,v 

c. 
Cy 

Cv 
Cw 

(CYh/p 
c .. ,o 

F 

Fe 
Fy 

Furo 

H 

Py 

p 

P, 

Digitizer by Google 

correlation allowance ( coefficient) 
skin-friction resistance coefficient 

form resistance coefficient 
"basic' two-dimensional, skin-friction resistance 
coefficient 
viscous pressure resistance coefficient 
residuary resistance coefficient 
total resistance coefficient 

VUCous resistance coefficient 
wave-making resistance coefficient 
total 'ship -propeller' resistance coefficient 

aerodynamic resistance coefficient for above-water 
profile 
appendage resistance coefficient 
attitude resistance coefficient 

ice re!istance coefficient 
propeller - hull interaction coefficient 

• (p - p.)f!P V1
, local pressure coefficient 

drag force 

maximum diameter of submarine 

energy dissipation per unit weight 

fluid dynamic force resulting from motion of 
vehicle 
buoyancy force 

total fluid force 
aerodynamic force 
fluid force in a direction perpendicular to that of 
motion of vehicle 
total energy per unit weight 

depth of control volume below $till-water level 
thickn ess of ice 

height of superstructure 

•r - l 

lift force 

virtual appendage length 

an integer I, 2, 3, ... 

towing force 

local static pressure 

atmosph eric pressure at air - water interface 
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s 
Sr 

Sapp 

S101 

Sw 
T 

U-
U, II, W 

V, 

Pl ., 
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stagnation pressure 

reference static pressure 
local velocity at surface in inviscid flow 

resistance 
skin.friction resistance 

pressure resistance 
viscous pressure resistance 
residuary resistance 

total resistance 

viscous resistance 
wave-making resistance 
aerodynamic resistance 

ice resistance 
overall resistance 

• I t (CroRM)iCF 0 

surface area 
transverse projected surface area of above-water 
profile 

wetted surface area of appendages 

=S•pp+Sw 
wett ed surface area of hull 

thrust 

steady velocity approaching a flat plate 

local velocities of fluid in Qr , Oy, Oz directions 
respectively 

=u - V 

• Y + V' , forward velocity of vehicle 
steady component of forward velocity 

time-depend ent component of forward velocity 

velocity of air relative to ship 
wave height measured relative to the still-water 
level 
angle between wave crest line and direction of Y 

value of S for divergent wave, 

value of 8 for transverse waves 

wavelength 
s ).cos1 8 

density of ice 

flexural yield stress of ice 
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~h<rlpa 

M 
p 

refers to model 
refers to prototype 

theoretical 

viscous effect 
wave effect 

a set of body axes with plane 0ty horizontal, Ot 
m easured downwards and Ck in the direction of V. 

The following are common throughout this chapter. 

T 

"""111 Croft 

A{ 

bw 
Cv 
CF, 

CF~ 
c.,, 
Cp 

Fr 

Fe 
F,L 

K 

LwL 

D,g,ti,ec by Google 

thrust of propulsor 

denot es quantity evaluated per unit length or width 

• b!/s, aspect ratio 
mean wetted beam 
= W/½PwV20!,. vertical supporting for ce coefficient 

(= c,) • F,/½Pw V' Sw 

=F;/½PwV'I 
valueofC,,atJ=O 

• (p - p.)l½Pw V1
• pressure coefficient 

• Vf-.,/<zbw), Froude number based on wetted beam 
buoyancy force 

= Y/.../(glwd, Froude numb er based on length at 
still.water surfac e 

hydrostatic force 

pressure force 

skin-friction force 

vertical dynamic supporting force 
• V/.J(gvtll) , Froude number based on immersed 
volume 

de fined in Equ ation (A.6) 

hull length of boat at rest measured in the still
water surface, that is length at wat er line 

charact eristic length 
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Tw 
m 

n 
p 

P, 
q 
Re 

R 
Ry 
s 
s. 

Hyd,ofoll O.ft 

,R ·~ b 

CD;C!, 

c,,.;c~ 
CD0 ;C/, 0 

CL;CZ 

CL0 

CZn,p 
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cfutances def111ed in Fig. 6.l 2(a) 
project ed chine length 

wetted length 

mean wetted length 
defined in Equation (A.7) 
def111ed in Equation (A.8) 

pressure 
ambient (atmospheric) pressure 

local velocity 

• Pw YT..,/µ..,, Reynol<U number 
hydrodynamic resistanct 

total resistance 

plan area of wetted surface 
area of wetted surface 

distance measured vertically downwards from the 
still-water surface 
distanc es defined in Fig . 6.l2(a) 

angle of trim 

inclination of Fp to the vertical 
inclination of Fh to the vertical 

deadrise angle 
mean deadrise ang!e 
depth of stagnation streamline below still-water 
surface 
• T./5. • (JR)_ , 

.. b1 /S , aspect ratio 
slope of section lift curve at <r • 0 

span of hydrofoil 

total drag coe fficient for hydrofoil; craft 
induced drag coefficient for hydrofoil ; craft 

profile drag coefficient for hydrofoil; craft 
lift coefficient for hydrofoil;craft 

lift coefficient for hydrofoil at a• 0 

increment of lift coe fficient for craft arising from 
Oap deOection 

lift coefficient at take-0ff for craft 
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Cp 

D;D" 

D. ;D, 

Duro 
D,;D,• 

Do;D3 
Fr 

Fp 
h 

L;L• 

LwL 

L1 ;L, 

L .. ,o 

Lo 

o,,,w ,, Google 

drag coefficient for hydrofoil section 

lift coefficient for hydrofoil section 

lift coefficient for hydrofoil section at a: • 0 
section moment coefficient about quarter-chord 
point 

chord length of hydrofoil 

• (p-p.)/½p,,V' 
total drag force for hydrofoil i craft 

drag force on aft; front hydrofoil 

aerodynamic drag for hull of craft 
induced drag for hydrofoil;craft 

profile drag for hydrofoil ;craft 

• V/,/(gLwL) , Froude number 

pressure force 

depth of immersion of lower tip of hydrofoil 

total lift force for hydrofoil; craft 

hull length of boat at rest measured in the still
water surface 

lift force on aft; front hydr ofoil 

aerodynamic lift force for hull of craft 

!
+b/1 

"' PwYordy • Lsec<ri 
- b/1 

distances defined in Fig. 6.41 

design power from propulson 

pressure 

vapour pressure of water 

pressure at an upstieam reference position 

• p Yc/µ. Reynolds number 

plan area of hydrofoil 

total plan area of hydrofoils on given craft 

total plan area of hydrofoils at take-off 

thickness of hydrofoil section 

critical velocity at which cavitation commences 
= Yseccr,. 
take.off velocity 

design forward velocity 

downwash velocity 

distance measured along chord line from the lead
Ing edge of hydrofoil 
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Q 

Air-Ou/lion Ydlkln (ACV) 

Laero 

,. 
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Go ogle 
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coordinate along span centred at mid-span 
distance, defined in Fig. 6.41 

..,.ie of Incidence (at11<k) of hydrofoil 

• arctan (•,/V) 

value of a for which C,/Cd is a maximum 
:SQ-Gi 

value of a for which flow separation (stall) occurs 
incidence angle at take<'ff 

circulation of vortex sttength 

maximum value of r 
dihedral""'1• 

density of liquid; of water 

• (p -p,,)/ \Pw Y 1
, caviuitlon index 

critical value of a 

augmentation ratio 

width of noule outlet 

profile drq: coefficient 

""<Pc - p,)/~p,vt cushion preS$ure coefficient 
total drag force 
wave-making drag force 
induced drag force 
momentum drag force 
profile drag force 
over-wave drag force 
wetting drag force 
• Yfy(I(), Froude number 
aerostatic cushlon force on base of ACV 
jet force on nou.le of ACV 
pressure force 
vertical supponing force 

daylight clearance 
a constant 
aerodynamic force on superstructure 
length of pressure disturbance 
mean length along periphery of nozzle 

mass flow rate of air through lift fan 
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p 

Pn 
p 

P, 

P, 

Pn 
P, 

Pw 

s 
s. 
s, 

Bop1 

P, 

T 
n 

Cllapm7 

A 

An 

a 

a' 
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integer 0, 1, 2, .. . 
total installed power 

nozzle power 

pressure in jet 

ambient (atmospheric) pressure 

cushion pressure 

pressure at nozzle exit plane 

total pressure in jet 

pressure 11 surface of water depression below air 
cushion 

radius of curved jet 

inner radius of curved jet 

outer radius of curved jet 

plan area of base of ACY measured to inside of jet 

surface area of water depression below air cushion 

frontal area of vehicle projected in direction of V 

local velocity of air in jet 

velocity of particle on inner radius of jet 

local velocity of air in nozzle 

velocity of particle on outer radius of jet 

payload 

• (a/hXI HOS 6) 

angle of trim (attitud e) 

slope of water depression below air cushion 

angle of nozzJe measured inwardJ to horizontal 

optimum noule angle for maximum Ar 

density of air 

normalized fuel cost 

transport efficiency 

= ttD1 /4, area of propeller disc 

area of nozzle cross section 

axial inflow factor 

rotational inflow factor 

= (T - Ry )/Rr, augment of resistance fraction 

axial inflow facto r for 'disc in wake ' 

axial propeller-race velocity factor 
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c, 
c..,"' 
D 

Fro 
F, 

611 

h 

J 

Ka 
Kr 
k 
l 

m 

p 

Po 

Pc 
Pin 

Pi. 
P., 

Pou, 
P..,., 
p 

p' 

ii 

P, 

Pmin 
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rotational propeller-race velocity (actor 

correlation allowance 

= T/ipA vl, propeller disc thrust-loading coefficient 

• T/jpS V' 
chord length 

= (p - p,)/JpV~, local pressure coefficient 
minimum value of the local pressure coefficient 
drag force; diameter of propeller 

• YAl../(gD), Froude number of propeller 

radial fluid for.;:e on propeller blade. 
energy per unit weight of fluid supplied by pump 

difference in elevation between nozzJe and intake; 
depth of immersion of propeller axis 

elevation of je t above still-water surface 
total loss of energy per unit weight of fluid in 
hydraulic-je t system 

moment of inertia of particle about axis of actuator 
disc 

• VA/nD, coefficient of advance 
• Qjpn1 Ds . coefficient of torque 

= T/pn1D4
, coefficien t of thrust 

• h,/( V' /21) 
lifl force 

mass of fluid 
rotational speed of propeller (revolutions/time) 

blade pitch 
shaft power delivered to propeller 

effective power to propel vehicle 
total input power to act~ tor disc in open water 

total input power to actuator disc in wake 
power supplied to fluid by actuator disc 

output power absorbed in propelling actuator disc 
power supplied by pump 

local static pressure 
static pressure rise across actuator disc 

static pressure on the upstream extension of a pro
peller axis 
ambien t static pressure at air- water interface 

minimum value of local static pressure 
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Po 
P, 

Pv 
Q 
R 

RT 
Rf 

MT 
Rto 

T, 
f 

T' 

a 

o,,,,,, ,, Google 

static pressure on surface of stream tube 

local reference static pressure 

vapour pressure of liquid 
propeller torque 

• D/2, radius of propeller 
total resistance of vehicle without propeller 
total resistance of vehi<:Ie with propeller 

=Rf-T 
• pDYAIJJ., Reynolds number of propeller 
local radius of propeller 

radial distance to hydrodynamic centre 
wetted surface area of hull and appendages 

thrust of hydraulic-jet propulsor;thrust of actuator 
disc; thrust of propeller-plus-duct; thrust of pro
peller 
thrust of propeller alone for ducted arrangement 

time average thrust 
fluctuating component of thrust 

• (T - Ry )IT, thrust deduction fraction 
velocity of advance of propeller relative to upstream 
fluid 
relative velocity of fluid 

velocity of jet relative to vehicle 
radial velocity at act uator dis<: 

• (V - VA)IV, Taylor wake fraction 

= ♦ - Pi, angle of incidence 

- ~ - /J, nominal angle of incidence 
angle of advance 
defined in Fig. 7.17 

circulation 
propulsive efficiency of hydraulic-jet system 

• TVAf2•nQ, efficiency of propeller behind hull 
•RTV/TVA •(l - r)/(1 -w ),hulleffici ency 
• To VA /2trn(}o, open-water efficiency of propeller 

= f'lelf1o = QoT/QTo, relative rotative efficiency of 
propeller 

• Rr V/21mQ-= f1Of1Hf1R, overall efficiency of 
propeller (often referred to as quasi-propul.s.ive 
coefficient) 
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ideal propulsive efficiency of actuator disc 
maximum efficiency 

• K T/12 • .Cr /8 
• V;/V 
dynamic viscosity of fluid 
density of fluid; of water 

• (p - p,) /jpl'A, cavitation Index 

c (p, - p.,)/4Pvl.1oca1 cavitation index 

.. (p - p,.)/\pV,t nominal cavitation index 

• Tp/T for ducted proepUer 
angle of pitch 

angular velocity of propeller 

angular velocity of particle at radius r 

refen to a model propeller geometrically similar to 
prototype (in Section 7 .8) 

refers to model 

refers to open water 
refers to prototype 

centre of curvature of circular path 

• 2'« . effective aspect ratio 

• lpl(3Cz/all),.o 
span 

spanwlse dbtance ofH from root of control 1urf1ce 
centre of mus 

• D/lpU2 t' or D/lpSU2
, drq coefficienl 

cross-flow drq coefficient 
minimum drag coefficient (at er• 0) 
• L/jpU'I' or L/lpSU2 , llfl coefficient 
moment coefficient about quarter chord for aJJ. 
monble cont rol surface 
• Mc/ipY 1il. moment coefficient 
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Cy 

Cx 
Cy 
Cz 

D 
F 
F, 

Go 

H 

h 

L 

Mc 

Mo 

m 
m' 
p 

Q 

Q' 

R 
R, 

s 

s 
T 
r 
r 
u 
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total resistance coefficient for reference motion 
• X/½ p v• 1', loJ18itudlnal force co,fficimt 
• Y/½pY'I', side force ccelllci, nt 
• Zji,pYlfl, vertical force coefficient 
chord length 

drag force 
fluid force 
• Y/../1$(), Froude number 
torque applied to control surface to maintain 
equilibrium 

hydrodynamic centre for translational parasitic 
motion 

height of centre of buoyancy above centre of grav• 
ity of submerged submarine 
hydrodynamic centre for rotational paru:itic 
motion 

lift force 
characteristic length 

moment of Oukl forces about axis through C 
moment of fluid forces about axis of rotation of 
control surface 
mass of vehicle 

• m/½pt> 
fluid force applied to control surface in direction 
of longitudinal axis Cr of vehicle 
fluid force applied to control surface transYerse to 
longitudinal axis Cx of vehicle 

= Qf½p1' v' 
Hydrodynamic centre of rudder 

• pV//µ, Reynolds number 
critical point determined by Xcr1t (see Section 
8.S.2(b)) 

plan uea 
thrust of propulsor 

mean draught 

maximum thickness of hydrofoil section 
velocity of centre of mass or hin&t of control 
surface 

reference velocity of vehicle 

velocity of translation 
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fluid force in direction Cr (with prime; per unit 
span) 
disl>nce from C to QA (neptive when aft of C) 
distance from C to QF (positive when {orwud of C) 

disl>nce cH (positive when H forward of C) 
disl>nce Cl (positive when J forward of C) 

disl>nce CR (positive when R forwud of C) 
see Section 8.S.2(b) 

=xH// 
• x,/1 

=x,/1 
distance from C to line of action of net force Q on 
hydroplanes {positive when Q forward of C) 
fluid force in dir<etion Cy (with prime; per unit 
span) 
• (3Y,/30)n.o 
fluid force in direction r.z 
angle of incidence of control surface 
angle of incidence of vch,jcle, or body in general 
anal• between U and Cr axis of vehicle 
trim an,i. (incllnatioo of Cr to horizontal) 
,_panp, 
s c,/c1. taper ratio 
angle of deflection of control surface 
angular velocity of vehicle 
•fU/ V 

mean value 

after 

forward 
located at H 
located at J 
rudder 
root 

tip 
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Axn 

Where body axes Cxyz are used, C is the centre of mass, Ct points forward, Cy 
points to starboard and Cz points downwards in the vehicle's intended attitude. 

Oiapter9 

This is a principal notation and excludes brief duplicated use of some parameters as 
dummy variables. Notation of the Appendices is a1so excluded. 

A 

A 
A 

B 
B 
b 

C 
C 
c. 

Cy 

C 

d 

E 

Ftt 
F 
F, 
F 

I 

g, 

o, '"" ,, Google 

area of material in hull cross section 

structural mm matrix 

added mm matrix 

radius of sphere; wave amplitude 

structuraJ damping matrix 

add ed damping matrix 

damping const ant; radius of cylinder; half beam of 
hull 

centroid of cross section 

structural stiffness matrix 

kth Fourier coefficient specifying effect of wake 
distribution 

coefficients of added mass in synvnetric and anti
symmetric hull vibration 

coefficient of added moment of inertia of hull 

added stiffness matrix 

distance of C from shear centre 

draught 

Young's modulu, (modulu, of elasticity) 
hydrodynamic force per unit length 

applied force matrix 

bearing force in directJon Oy 

force applied by flowing fluid 

applied force ( excluding mean nlue) 

matrix of generalized forces 

dimensionless force 

second moment of area of section about neutral 
axis 
polar second moment of area about centroidaJ uil 
thr ee~imensionalcorrection factor for Cv and CH; 
conce ntrated moment of inertia 
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K 

K 
K' 

K 
k 

L. 

m 

N 

p 

p 

Q 

q 
q 
Re 

s 

T 

Tr 
I 

u 

V 

w 

X 

X 

x, 
Q 

o,,,w ,, Google 

keel 

torsional stiffness 
warping stiffness 

stiffness matrix 
stiffness; wave number 
s<eFig.9.3 

length of beam segment 

bending moment 
see Equation (9 .79) 

mass matrix 

mass 
number of propeller blades 

Notation / 585 

number of degrees of freedom; number of elements 

point force 

principal coordinat e 

generaliz.cd force 
applied force per unit length (see Fig. 9.16) 
matrix of generalized displacements 

real part 

see Fig. 9.3 
shear force 
perimeter of wall 
kinetic energy; twisting moment 
fluid kinetic energy 
time interval; wall thickness 
velocity (see Fig. 9.2) 

velocity (excluding mean value) 
potential energy 
beam de flection in direction Oy 

work done by external forces 
horizontal displacement in direction Oz of shear 
centre 

displacement (see Fig. 9.2) 
displacement; distance along axis of beam or hull 
value of x at stern bearing of ship 
coefficient of added mass; rcceptance 

coefficient of added mass in horizontal motion 
coefficient of added damping; local blade helix 
angle (see Fig. 9.J(a)); root of frequency equation 
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p 

~ 

X 
n 
w 

S,,per,cripts 

Chapter 10 

A 
A, B, C, £,F, 

A 
a;b 

B 
C 
C 

Ci;Ci 

D 

Fr 
F 
F, 

D,g,ti,ec by Google 

coefficient of added stiffness; (EJ/m) 1l2 

a small number 
direct flexibility at tip slope of a cantilever; wave 
depression 
cross flexibility between tip slope and tip deflection 
of a cantilever 
,lope of beam (av/ax or aw/ax) 
angle bet ween 1st and nth blades of propeller 

wavelength 

direct flexibility at tip deflection of a cantilever; 
dimensionless coordinate 

dens.ity 
rotation of beam; characteristic mode shape 

flexibility in torsion 
angular velocity of propeller 

frequency of excitation 

amplitude of quantity; mean value 

quantity augmented by added mass; transpose of 
matrix 

coefficient 

arbitrarily selected origin of body axes 

dim ensionless constants fonned from slow motion 

derivativ es (see Section 10.6.4) 

matrix of ine rtial constants 

distance abaft C of hydrodynamic centre of rudder; 
skeg 

matrix of damping constants 

centre of mass 

matrix of stiffness constants 

lift coeffici ent of rudder; skeg 

operator d/dt 

Froude number 

total externally applied force 

hydrodynamic force applied to a control surface 
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h 
h 
hx,hy,h: 

il.i 

lx,fxy, 

i,i,k 
K' 

K,M,N 
L 

lo 
m 

n,(r), n,(r), n,(r) 

P, Q.R 

PMM 

p,q.r 
Q 

q 

q. 

Re 

R 

Re 

R e 

T 

Notation / 587 

rudder force 

force transmitted to control surface by its stock 

total moment of external forces about C 

moment of Fb about axis of stock 
torque transmitted to control surface by its stock 

moments about C of forc es applied to a model by 
aPMM 

height of centre of buoyancy of a submerged vehicle 
above C 

moment about C of absolute momentum 
matrix of moment about C of absolute momentum 

components of II in directions i,j, k, 
unit vectors in directions OX, OY, OZ 

matrix whose elements are moments of inertia and 
(minus) products of inertia 

moments and products of inertia 

unit vectors in directions Cx, Cy, C.z 
Nomoto steering ind ex 

components of Gin directionsi,j , k 

length of vehicle 
distance of C from point of attachment of PMM 

mass of vehicle 

impulse response functions relating M to anti
symmetric disturbances 

components or n in directions I, j, i (i.e. angular 
veloc ities of roll , pitch and yaw) 

abbreviation for 'planar moti on mechanism' 

small components of n in directi ons 1,j, k 
matrix of gene ralized forces 

matrix of generalized coordi nates 

= w8 0 , amplitude of pitch veloci ty in sinusoidal 
motion 

Reynold s numb er 

position of gene ral point in vehicle referred to axes 
OXYZ 

rad ius of path of C 
position of C referre d to axes OXYZ 

position of a point in vehicle referr ed to axes Cxyz 

see Fig. 10.21 

orie ntati on matric es defined in Section 10.3.l(a) 
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T' 
I 

u 
U, V, W 

u, V, W 

X, Y,Z 

Y,(w) 

y,(r),y,{r),Y•(r) 

Y,(O) 

x,y,z 

Zw(O) 

Z;,(O) 

Digitize<' by Google 

Nomoto steering index 

time interval 

velocity of C 
components of U in directions i,i, l 
small departure from steady reference velocity 

componenu of • in directions'i,J, i 
= wy 0 , amplitude of sway velocity in sinusoidal 
motion 

a wz0 , amplitude of heave velocity in sinuaoidaJ 
motion 

components of Fin direct ions i, j, k (note usually 
refers to fluid forces only) 

s y~e(w) + ir!"'(w) , Fourier transfonn of yw(r) 

impulse response functions relating .dY to anti• 
symmetric dist urbances 

= w~o (Y~'(w)) 

= lim (r,"'(w)) 
w-o w 

= z!•(w) + iZ~(w), Fourie r transform of zw(r) 
impulse response funct ion relating tlZ to heave 
velocity disturbance 

components of , in directionsi , j,i; alsox = / udt, 
y "'fYdt,z = f wdt 

• lim [Z~'(w) ) 
w➔O 

• lim ( Z:' (w)) 
w-o w 

angle of incidence of contro l surface 

stability indices (see Section 10. 7.1) 
angle of incidence of hull 

increment (e.g . M) associated with small departure 
from reference motion 

see Section I0.5.2(b) 
control-surface deflections about axes in directions 
j, k (i.e . hydroplane and rudder deflections) 

constant rudder deflection 

coordina tes used in Appendix 

distance AC (see Appendix) 

see Fig. 10.35 
time 
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S..p,rwlptJ 

S#btcrlpts 

A 

C 
F 
IN 

M 

0 

p 

QUAD 

R;S 

x.y.z 
,...,. 
At!'/!" 
Axyz 

Cxyz 
c•x•y•z• 

OXl'Z 

o, '"" ,, Google 
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angle of 'swing', 'tilt' and "heel' 
small angles or 'swing', "tilt' and 'heel' 

angular velocity of vehicle 

forcing frequency 

time derivative, order signified by number of dots 

unit vector 

refers to steady reference motion 

oscillatory coefficient 
relates to equilibrium axes; as a subscript refers to 
"steady component' 
non-dimensional 

after 
refers to centre of mass 
forward 

denotes component of force in phase with oscilla
tory displacement 

refers to model 
amplitude 

refers to prototype 

denotes component of force in quadrature with 
oscillatory displacement 

as prefixes: contribution of rudder; skeg 
refers to directions Cl, Cy, Cz, respectively 

body axes introduced in Appendix 

body axes parallel to Clyz 
body axes fixed to vehicle as in Fig. 10 .l 

equilibrium axes (i.e. body axes attached to a 
verucle that only perfonns a reference motion) 

Earth axes with plane OXY horizontal and OZ 
pointing downwards. 
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Absorption of li&ht, 27 
Accele10me1er, 173 
Actuator disc, 353 

axial now, 353 
ducted propeller, 358 
ideal efficiency , 355,360,361 
open propeller, 353 
in open water, 357 
rotational llow, 360 
thrust coefficient, 356 
ht a wake, 357 

Added dampina , ,t69, 479,487,489 
Addtd mus. 446,471,477,489,490 
Added moment of inettil, 469,487,488 
Added stifrness, 469 
Aerodynam k supportina force, 307 
Aeroeluticity, .«O 
Aeroplane (con~ntional) conf11Uration, 

267,268,290 
Ae,osulic supportina force, 102, 104, 298 , 

307 
After cut-up (ACU), 90, 196 
Aileron, 396 
Air cushion vehicies (ACY), 57, 102, 298 

external loadina, 129 
hovercraf t, 102, 244, 298 
peripheral (annular) jet craft, 104, 298 
plenum chamber c raft, 103, 298 
side wall, 298, 320 

Air properties, 21 
Airship, 185 
Anhedral. 295 
Angle of incidence (or attack), 271, 272,400 

efrecHve, 365 
nominal, 36-4, 365 

Anticyclone, 35 
Anti symme tric: motion of unifo,m beam, ◄79 

added mass, 485 
cross rcccptance, 485 
frt:e vibration, 479 
torsional stiffne ss, 481 
wazping stirfneu, 481 

Aspect ra tio 
effective, 435 
geometric, 226,250,278.4) 2,435 

Ausment or resistance fraction, 36 7 

o,,,,,, ,, Google 

Index 

Augmentation ratio, 308 
Axial tnnow facto r, 353 

Bum, 95, 162 
Beaufort Scale,4 1 
Blade area ratio (BAR), 375,387 
Blatiu1 equation (for Laminu now over flat 

plate), 215 
Block c~mcient, 98, 195 
Bluff body, 208 
Bonjean cwvu, 16 2 
Bound vortex, 270 
Boundary layer, 146, 189 

laminar, 19 1,192 
Prandtl hypothesil, 189, 194 
,eparation , 192, 275 
thickness, 189 
turbulent, 191, 192 

Buoyancy 
cenue of, 63 
cro» curws of, 71 
curve of, 73 
evolute or curve or, 74 
force, 58, 62 , 185 
surface or, 68 

Bulbous bow, 221 

Canard co nf•uraiion, 26 7, 268, 290 
Cauchy number, 159 
Cavitation, 158, 164,171 

number, 159, 164, 282 
on hydrofoils, 282 
on propellers, 3S0, 387, 388 
supe,cavitation, 283 

Cavitation on propeller, 380 
back cavitation, 382 
cavitation index, 380 
face cavitation, 38 1 
full (super) cavitatio n, 382, 389 
local cavitation index, 380 

Ce-ntre of notation, 65, 92 
Centre of 11avily, 60 
Centre of prcmue, 246 
Cenuoi d . 63 
Chine tine, 250 
Ci1cle manoeuvre, 4 I 7 
Circulatir11 water channel, l 79 
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Cuculation (abou.t hydrofoil), 268 
control on propeller blades.. ]88 

Oearance, 298 
daylight, 300 

Climatic cond.Jtions. 42 
Continental shelf, 11 

dope, 12 
Control wrface, 396,406, S42 

derivati'Yei, 5-46 
motion of, .SO 

Contouring , 287, 288, 313 
Convection, 14 
ConTCrsion factor, 7, 135 
Coordinates, •96 

impoled deflection, 496 
orientation, 498 
ripl body, "96,497 

Coriolis effect, 33 
Condition allowance, 211, 226 
Coneq,ondina speed, 163 
Critical point (of submarine), -427 

spa:d,01 
CrOJS receptance, 474,485,491 
CUshion, 298 
CUlhiofti)rcuurc coenlcicnt, 30.S 
Cyclone, 35, 38 

Deadri,e an&le, 250 
Deep-ocean circulation, 46 
Dee~a bottom, 12 
Depth of frictional resistance, 46 
Design, I 
DicothennaJ layer, 24 
Dihedral, 295 
DimenDOn, 13 7 
Din:iensional analysis. 139 

depend ent va,iable, 140 
independent variable , 140 
'Pi'theorcm, 141 
Rayl eigh's (lndicial ) method, 139 
recurrin g set, 1◄ 1 

Dimensional formula, 137 
Dimensional homogenc:itY, 13S, 139 
Directional stabilitr,•14 
Dispersion of light, 26 
Distorted model. 134 
Docitina,90 
Doldrums (ln tertropical front or convergence 

zone), 34 
Double-hull model, 195,2 15 
Oownwuh veloci ty, 278 
Dncorw:s, external loading, 129 
Drag force, 186,268,400 , 410 

c.aJrnwater,320 
coeff,cicnt, 280 
coefficient for control surface, 410,437 
form, 297 
induced, 256, 278 
induced (drag) coefficient, 280, 318 
momentum, 318 

Digitize<' by Google 

Offr• ... W:, 320 
profile (drag) coefficien t, 280,318 
section codficlent, 273 
wave--maldna, 298,319 
wcU:in.g, 320 

Dn.uatat, 91 , 95,162 
Drift (sway), 498, 509 
'Ory land' problem, 440 , 448 , 486,489 
l>\lcted propcllef. 350 

Kort noz.ile, 350 
pump}et, 350 

Duhamel (convolution) lntecrals, 518 
Dynamometer 

resistance, 167 
1lrainpup, 167 

Economic efficiency, 331 
Efr«:tivc power, 376 
Ekman 1piral, 44, }44 
Elevator, 396 
Equilibrium 

1tabk, 76, 77 
Italic, 76 
unstable, 76, 77 

Equations of motion 
for panti tic motion1, 510 
roll, pitch, yaw, 509 
surge, drift, he■w:, 508 

Equilibrium w:hiclc, 525 
Euler angles (modified), 499,502 
Evaporation, 14 
External loadm,: 

by hydronamk fo roe1, 124 
by hydr ostatic preaun, 126 
by inertia force&, 124 

Extinction, 27 

Fari,u e, 129 
Flncne» cotflkient, 95 
Finene» ratio, 162 
Finite element tcc:hniquca, 130,131,253, 

474 
Fl,p, 

on hydrofoils , 290 
trim tab (or wedJe), 252 

Flettner rotor, 344 
Flow in pipes 

Darcy's formula, 1S4 
rriction factor , 154, 155 
head ion co friction', 1S4 
Lt.e'1 formula, 155 
Nilc\lradte relation, I 56 
Rayleigh's relation. 155 
Reynolds' relation, I S4 
Stanton and hnnd)'se xpcrimenu, 155 

Flow p■ ttcm, 149, 195 
Fluid hull, 314 
Forces 

exte rnal, 107 
internal, 107 
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Form effec t. 229 
Fonn factor, 229 

for appendage , 236 
Frame•, 123 
freH'\lJ\JIUII models., 173,555 
Froude number, 159,-401 

volume. 262 
Fullypt,ning-,2>3.lS7,™ 
Fully routed ,ea, 49 

Gu turbine, 345 
Geneialiied coordinates, 44 7 
Geowns, 231 
Geosuophic CWT'ICJ'IU, 46 
Gyre,42 

Hard ancle, 250, 251 
HalodiM i.one, 25 
Hud chine, 'V'-bottom hull, 250 
Heave, 498, 509 
Heel, ana)e of 63 
Helicopter, 57,101,105, 106 
HMCS Bras D'Or, 186,389, 391 
HMS Gnyhowtd, 231 
HMS Penelor, 134 
HMS Sredy, 291 
Hogging, 116 
Hollow (in resistance curve), 218 
Homol01ous aerie1 (ofmodeb), 161 
Horizontal motion (of interface ffhtcl es), 527 
Hooe latitudes, 34 
Houeshoe vortex, 276 
Hughes' skin friction equation, 227 
Hull efficiency, 371 
Hump (tn resistance cum), 218 

main (or primary), 219,266,296,320 
prismatic, 219 

Hunicane (typhoon), 38 
Hydraulic jet propulsion, 345 

efficiency, 347 
Hydrodynamic centre, 363, 400 

for conuol surface, 434,437 
for rotation, 403,405 
for tran.lhtion, 400,405 

Hydrodynamic force, 245, 154 
Hydrofoil, 261 
Hydrofoil c,af't, 244, 26 7 

ex1emal loadina, 129 
Hydrofoil geome try 

camber, 273 
chord line, 273 
leadina edge, 272, 273 
mean (camber) line, 273 
thickness, 2 73 
trailin,: edge, 272 , 273 

Hydrofoil secOon moment coem cient, 274 
HydroelasticitY, 440 
Hydroplane, 396,421,422,434 

balance an,)e, 423 
no lift (inoperatiYe) angle, 423 

o,,""''"' Google 
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Hydr ostatic force, 253, 254 
Hydrostatic stability, 77, 78 

complete, 101 
curves or. 89 
effect or partially filled tanks on, 82, 101 
effect or small changes in ,eomeltY on, 95 
longitudinal, 81 
tun,verse,81 
or unifonn rectanpahr block, 96 

locberp. 18 
Ice brealtins, 328 
Impulse responte fu.nction, SIS, 518 
lnclinlna experiment, 81 
Inertia 

moment of, 505 
product or, 505 

lnter.ction errects on raistanc:t, 222 
lnver.e receptancc, 521 
lnotational no w, 193, 268 
Isopleth s. 26 
me 1957 friction line, 217 

Jet reactioa force, 307 
Jetsuum, 33 

IClrsten-Boeing propeller, 341,342 
Kites, 344 
Kutta-Joukowtki 

condition, 271 
Joulr:owalti's hypolhesi.l, 270 
law. 269 

Lagrange's equations, 445 
Lift force, 186,268,400,410 

coemcient, 280,410 
coefficient for control wrface, 436 
depth errect, 282, 295 
section coefficient, 273 
total coefficient for hydrofoil craft, 290 
total for hovercraft, 317 

Liftina•line theory, 277 
Light uansmissk>n, variation with depth, 26 
i.<>odina 

buoyancy, 111 
anYitY, 111 

Loll, angle or, 85 
Lucy Ashlon, 232, 233 

Mic h number, 159,160,401 
M.agnitude, 135 

derived, 136 
dimensionless (non-dimensional), 138 
fundamental, 136 

Main stream, now in, 192 
Manoeuvres, 555 

cirde, 560 
pull out, 556 
1piral (Oieudonnt), 557 
zig.zag (Xempf), 561 

Manoeuvrina, 527 
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Manoeuvrina tank, 172 
wcr, 93 
Met10entre, 79 
Nettcentric hq,ht_ IO 
Modell, 181 

or expanded polyttyrene, 182 
ofalaureinforced plattlc, 182 
o(wax, 181 
o(wood, 181 

Moment coemcient 
ror control tu1race, 07 
ro, vehide, ◄02 

Momentum analyth 
deeply submersed vehicle, 201 
fttlkkatintttrace,204 

Mykkttad-Probl method, 471 

Neutral point, 426 
Noutlon, 566 
()cduded rront. 35 
Ocuna. 10 
Orillce, I)), 139, 10. 144 

ditdwp c:ocrndent, 134,144 
OrdJnuyaJiebra, l'.U 
Otcillatory coerncientt. 51 S, 517 

for tubmarine In heave, 535 
for 11,1bmarine in pi tch, 536 
from mode l usu, j)) 

........ 122 
Parallel linltale (rile), 64 
Pu ultic motion, 397, .511 

antisymmetric, 450 
draft (swa,y), 398 
heave, 398 
pitch, 398. 42 2 
symmclric,4.50 
yaw, 398 

Plthllne, 148 
Perpendicular 

a1,92 
rore, 91 
kn,lh between (perpendiallan), 92 

Phylic&I al1ebra, US 
Pitch, 498 ,50 9 
Pitch angle, 365 
Pitch (&tometric), 365 

nominal,366 
ratio, 375 

Planar motion mcchanbm (PMM), 175,518, 
533, 538 

comment s on utc of, 540 
Planlftl aaft, 14-4, 14S 
Pbtformin&, 287, 281, 323 
Plovsh in, 3 17 
Polv ea1terlM:1, 34 
Polynyat, 18 
Porpoise motion, 26 l 
Potential (unction (w:locity potential) , 193, 

196 

C t Go ogle 

Power, 160 
c:oemcient. 160, 134 

Prandd - Von K.annu equadoft ((Of Ntbwent 
now°"' n., plate) . 125 

Preuurc cocfficienl, 194 
Pre.uwe hull. 127 
Pre.uure, vuiadon whh depth , 22 

'" ""' ~al\M, 2l pot ential •ahae, 13 
PrnaUinc westetlie&, JS 
Prindpa1 ax«, 66 
Prbrnatic coetnden1, 212,219 
Pro-mctaotntrc:, 66 
PropeUer desjpl. 116 

tifdna: linc: theory, 116 
W-tinc swfxe theory, 386 

Propuhiw power, 316 
Propubor, 338 
Pycnoclinc: zone, 26 

Raftln&, 18 
Ruistance , 160, 117,199 

Krod)'rwnic , 236 
Oat plaok. 209,210 
Ice, 2J9 
Induced, 256 
O¥Crall, 231 
l)fCHUrt , 199 
rtsidt.WY, lts, 213 
skin friction, 199,208,214 , 113 
total, 199, 103,107,1 08,114,113 
viscous. 200, 208 
vlscou1 preuurc, 199,200,208,209,2 14, 

256 
-·~ 196,200,114,216,211, 

256 
Rcsb tance cocmdan, 160 

Krodyrwnk, 13S, 236 
1ppendqe , ll.S, 236 
atdtude, 123, 23S 
rorm. 219 
Ice, 136, 139, 240 
propeller-hull. 23S, 236, 1)8 
residuary, 216,224 
akin-frictio n, 208, 21S, 224 ,227,259 
total, 208, 115,224 
¥tJCOUJ prU11.11e, 108, 2lS, 124 
••YHnalin&. 2 IS, 124 

ReyRold1 number , 159,401 
RJdequlli1y ,326 
R4htin., momenlf 

«OSf auves or, 88 
cur,,uor, 84 

RJnc vortex, 306 
Rocket motor. 338 
RoU, 498, S09 
Roo t ~or ttx , 364 
Rotuiftl arm, 175 
Rotational inflow rac1or, 361 
Round- bottom (round biJ&c) hull, 250 
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Rodder, 396 ,5 42 
am coefficient, 432 
balanoed, 419,432,438 
pomen {skeg), 421 
maximum denection, 432 
number, ◄32 
position,417,5$1 
siu:,432 
and ske1 theory, 54 9 
sptde,406, 410,42 1, 04 
speed of operation, 432 

Run in point, 229 

Sqging, 116 
Salls, 342 
Salinity, variation with depth, 25 
Scale, ll4 

ractor, 146, 152, 163 
Scale effect , 161 
Schoenhen (A TIC 194 7) rriction line, 226 
Screw propeUer, 349, 362 

back of blade, 364 
behind-thlH'luD efficiency, 370 
cavitation on, 370 
controUable pi tch (CP), 387,390 
race of black, 364 
flow ,epv arion on, 370 
open water efficie ncy, 370 
overall efficiency (quui-propuhivt 

coefficieot), 3 71 
relative rotative effidtncy, 370 
vibration of, 370, 387 

Seaice,17 
fut , 18 
noes, 18 
now (sheet), 18 
fruil, 18 
pact , 18 
pancake, 18 
dl.lJh, 18 

Sea.keepin1, 322,496 
Se.a mounu, 12 
Sea water, properties, 16, 21 
Section coefficient, 162 
Selr-propu lsion point, 375 
Shaft vibration (Oexural), 490 
Shaft vibration Oonaitudinal) , 489 

excitation, 489 
natural frequencie,, 490 
principal modes, 490 
1y11em1, 489 

Shaft vibr atio n (tors.iona1), 486 
excitation, 487 
forced, 488 
natural frequencies, 488 
principaJ modes, 48 8 
system, 487 

Shear su ess, 189, 190, 192 
Ship(hull)&ird er, 116,470 
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Shore, 11 
Similarity 

dynamic, 150 
geometric, 146 
kinematic , 147,150 
phydcal, 145 

Singins, 450 
Sket, ◄ 19 
Sirin friction 

draa, 190 
force, 190, 254 

Skir ts, 300,315 
baa, 314 
rinaen, 314 
jupe, 315 

Slamming.frontiJptt«, 173 
Skndeme sa ratio, 212. 262 

Index I 595 

Slow motion dtriv a tivea, 515, 516 
comments on measu,emenu, 533 
rotating arm mcuureme:nt.1, 53 1 
towing measurements, 530 

Small-wate1·plane,-area, twin-hull (SW A TH) 
ship, 326. 330 

Sofar, 30 
Sola, radiation, 13 
Sonu, 28,329 
Sound channel, 30 
Sound transmis.DOn, variation with depth , 2 7 
Span,400 
Springing.469 
Squat, 235 
SS Golar Nicltu, 351 
SS Grut .Brftain, 349, OJ 
SS Koni"ltn Eli#lwth, 234 
SS Mtttor, 233 
SS Rtln t Astrid, 234 
Stabilizer, 396 
Stqnation point, 193,194,246,269,272 
Stagnation 11Jeamllne, 245 
Starting vortex, 270 
Steady flow energy equation, 207 
Steady motioll, 185 
Steerin& lndioet, 552, 553 
Stepped huU, 252 
Stiffened plates., 122 
Stratification, 31 
Strukllne, 148 
Sue&mUne. 148 
Sue.amlined body, 209,212,213 
Strip theory, 130, 131,469 
Stnacturll 

deterministic analysis, 109 
dynamics, 107 
failwe, J07 
probabilistic (random) analysis. 109 
statics, 107 

StN1 , 267 
Swf , 49 
Surface effect ship (SES), 320 
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Surraoe currents, 42 
Surface rouahness, 146, 155, 156, 211, 2l2 
Swge, 498 ,509 
Symmetric motion or uniform beam, 454 

1pplK:ation 10 ships. •66 
cross receptance, 4 74 
dampina. • 78 
forced vibntion., 459 
free vi bration, 455 
"Iona' ship, 463 
natural frequencies. 45 5 
orthogonality of princi pal modes. ,'57 
principal modes, 456 
'Recd' ship, 463 
resonant encounter, 466 
ship-wave matching. 466 
wave excitation, 461 
wave excited bend.inc moments, .«i5 

Synoptic condition$, 42 
System, 133 

JttYita tionaL, 136 
mathematicaJ, 133 
model, 133 
prototype, 133 

Sweepbld:, 281 
Swt:0,-49 

Tacking, 3-44 
'Takc-ofr speed, 296 
Taper, 281 
Tempe rature, variation with depth, 23 
Thermocline, 24 

zone, 24 
Thermohaline circulation, 46 
Thrust, 58, 185, 254, 339 
Thrust deduction fraction, 368 
Tides, 51 

apoa:ee, 53 
equilibrium, 52 
neap, S4 
perigee, 53 
sprin&, S4 

Time history (memory) effects, 518 
Tip vortex, 223, 276, 350 , 364 
Torn ado (lwisl er), 39 
Towina; force, 187 
Towing tank, 167 
TPI, 64, 92 
Trade winds. 34 
Transfer matri x methods, 470 
Transport etlidency, 31l 
Trench, 10, 12 
Trim,9 1 

angle or, 6:3, I 86, 2S3, 264, 290, 314 
of submarine , 422,423 

Tropopause, 32 
Tropospher e , 32 
Trough (o r low pres$ure), 35 

o,,,w ,, Google 

Thcwnauf, 348 
Turbulence, 190 

intensit)', 192 

Unit, 134 
Uniu, 7 
Unit analysis_ 110,1 21,130 
Upwellinl,"6 
USS Albo~. 212 
USS High Point, 291 
USS No"tilw, 212 
USS Pldtvi t w, 288 

Vapour preMUre, 380 
Ventilation 

on hydrofoil s. 284 
on propellers, 350 
suptrventilatio n, 286 

Vertic:al (hydro) dynamic force, 187, 249 
cocfftcien t, 249, 158 

Vibration, 440 
antisymmetric, 479 
forced,441,448 
free,448 
ofhuD, 450 
linear, 442 
nonlincu, ◄50 
of proptlk r, 451,470 
random, 441 
,e1r-exci1ed, 441,449 
symmetric, 45◄ 
transien t, 441,449, ◄90 

Virtu al mass., ◄.s◄,◄77 
Volth-Schnekler p roptDer, 341, 342 
Volumedisplaccment,62, 185 
Yoyai~r. 328 

Wagner effect, 518 
Wake , 189 

fractK>II, 368, 369 
tnvene, 203 

Wall-sided formula, 100 
Water line length, 95, 214 
Water molecule, 16 
Water plane section , 63 

second moment or area or, 66 
Water tunnel. 171 
Wavcs, 4 7 

capillary, 47 
dttp WIICt, '49 
retch, 4 7 
frequency,49 
generated by vtrucl e , 196 
gravily , 4 7 
shallow waler, ◄9 
trochoidal, 50 , 116 
velocily or prop agation, 48 

Wave pattern, 195, 196 
Weber number, 159,4 0 1 
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Weip.t.58 
deadwc:ipt, S9 
clisplacement. 62, 115 
dbtribution,60 
IJOU (all-up), S9, 152 

o,,,w ,, Google 
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'Wet..ea' problem, 440,450,486,490 
Wind turbines., 344 

Yaw, 49 8,509 

Zones or operation, 187 
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